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IMPORTANT NOTES
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Instructions were received from Acquiror on 11 October 2019 to carry out a Technical &
Environmental Due Diligence Survey on Hanjin Shipyard located at Clarke. (herein “Project
Agila”). This report summarizes our findings following our site inspection and
documentation review.

The costs provided within the report are subject to the following conditions:
o

This report is addressed to and may be relied upon by Acquiror use only. No reliance can
be extended to other parties without our express written consent.

Arcadis will attempt to identify and estimate the cost necessary to correct immediate
repairs, deferred maintenance, and capital improvement needs of individual items (to a
forward expenditure profile no longer than 10 years) at the subject site with a value of
USD 20,000 or more in a given year.

o

Arcadis has exercised reasonable skill and care in the production of this report, however,
we cannot guarantee the success of the deal or the performance of or advice from other
parties involved in the transaction.

Costings related to essential repairs and maintenance and replacement necessary for
the buildings short to medium-term integrity and weatherproofing are included. Minor
day-to-day cleaning, repair, testing and routine maintenance are excluded.

o

The advice and comments contained within this report are based on reviews undertaken of
information received to date and site visits attended. Our conclusions are based on and
limited to the information provided at this point in the transaction. This is a point in time
assessment, and it should be noted that any subsequent information or action that may
arise after the issue of this report might impact on its conclusions.

Costings are intended for overall budgeting purposes only and are not based on detailed
quantities and specifications. The actual cost of each item or element may vary
depending upon the standard and quality of specification, type and size of contractor
employed and method of procurement.

o

Costing are inclusive of contractor’s preliminaries but exclude contingencies, valueadded and sales tax, professional and statutory authority fees and are based on the
works being carried out during normal working hours without any abnormal restrictions
being imposed in regard to programme and sequence.

o

Costings are based on works being undertaken as a package by traditional arrangement
of employing a main contractor to manage and oversee the same. Should works be
done in isolation under a planned preventive maintenance regime by employing a term
maintenance contractor, the costs may be higher.

o

Costing are based on current estimates are not uplifted to account for inflation. Major
items or elements likely to require replacing beyond 10 years (or the agreed forward
expenditure profile) are generally excluded as costs cannot be accurately forecasted and
will be affected by changing circumstances, legislation and technology. An indication of
costs based on current functional criteria may be provided in the Executive Summary for
major repairs / replacement within the next 10 years for guidance purposes only.

o

M&E Costs include those items requiring immediate attention. Further replacement and
major elements beyond 10 years are excluded. Where ‘standalone’ budget figures are
provided, they are for guidance only.

o

Costings will not include for the affects of any disruption, disturbance or economic loss
that the works may have on the occupiers’ business.

Our inspection was limited to a non-intrusive visual survey only. review of design codes will
be limited to a visual observation survey only with any immediately obvious compliance
breaches being noted. The survey will be limited to a surface examination of accessible
parts of the property. Therefore, no advice will be given, nor responsibility accepted, for
the condition of such concealed areas. It should not be assumed that covered, unexposed
or inaccessible areas are free from defects.

6.

We will evaluate the general condition of readily accessible staircases, corridors, floors and
doors. We will assess the interiors of representative rooms/units to evaluate the readily
accessible elements. Upon access granted, we will evaluate the general condition of
tenant space.

7.

Specialist mobile equipment will not be investigated, for example; refrigeration equipment,
lifting equipment, conveyors, industrial process equipment, manufacturing equipment,
warehouse operational equipment and other significant port facilities equipment.

8.

12.
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The Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment specifically excludes any Unexploded
Ordinance (UXO) survey, EHS compliance, surveying, building materials assessment,
sampling or analyses of soil, groundwater, surface water, air or hazardous building
materials, qualitative or quantitative risk assessments, identification or assessment of any
geotechnical considerations, identification of costs for physical investigation, mitigation or
remediation of any identified environment issues or the completion of a chain of title
review.

13.

Arcadis is entitled to reply upon all information supplied and consider it to be accurate.

14.

We have allowed for undertaking a high-level review of key documents provided. We will strive
to review documentation related to the original construction, subsequent alteration,
maintenance, repair and replacement of major property parts, components or systems, if made
available. Arcadis will not assess design documents to verify adequacy of the structure, fabric
or services of the buildings, nor will we review design calculations. A full structural inspection
can be arranged at an additional cost.

9.

Arcadis will not comment in detail with regard to the risk of the site from flooding and
recommend reference to risk is made within a specialist report by others.

15.

10.

Low frequency electronic field, electro-magnetic radiation, toxic mold or similar currently
controversial environmental issues will not normally be commented upon within the report
unless otherwise stated.

We have not allowed for undertaking site measurements within our fee quote. In addition, any
cost information provided, or valuations requested will have been prepared using ‘average’
construction prices for the types of construction. As such it does not take account of difference
in floor to wall ratios, specific services installation s and fitting out etc. that would be
automatically allowed for if we prepared a detailed estimate for the reinstatement value.

16.

11.

No searches will be made of statutory bodies to establish whether the property may be
affected by subsidence as a result of mining or tunneling operations. Unless otherwise
stated, tunneling, mining, geological and soil investigation reports are not undertaken or
inspected. We are therefore unable to certify that any land is capable of development or
redevelopment at a reasonable cost.

Arcadis’ report is confidential to the party whom it is addressed, and it is intended for the use of
that party only. No responsibility can be accepted to any other party in respect of the report
contents in whole or in part. Before the report or any of it is reproduced or referred to in any
document, circular or statement, Arcadis’ written approval as to the forma and content must
first be obtained. With reference to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act, for the
avoidance of doubt, nothing in these conditions shall confirm or purport to confer on any third
party, the benefit or the right to enforce any term of this agreement.

12.

The purpose of the ESA Phase I is to identify current or historical environmental conditions
associated with the property only.

17.

Formal site inspections were undertaken on 15th to 17th October 2019.
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Executive summary
Scope of the audit
For a potential acquisition of the HHIC shipyard in the Philippines, Arcadis performed an Environmental Due Diligence (EDD) including a desktop
natural disaster risk assessment to support investor decision making.
Regulatory Setting
Arcadis performed the EDD according to topics included in the ASTM standards E 1527-13 for Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessments, thereby
including a review on the IFC Performance Standards and World Bank EHS Guidelines for as far as practicable considering the non-operational
nature of the site and the available information.

Audit and Site investigation procedure
The EDD included a 3-day site visit for visual inspection of the different assets, interviews with available site personnel and afterwards an
extensive documentation review on provided reports/records and publicly available information.
Findings and Concerns
Considering the Philippines is maintaining a strict regime of tracking environmental performance, the site was able to show relevant permits and
monitoring records, that are reviewed by the relevant Philippine government authorities on compliance to specified limits. Considering permits
and monitoring data reviewed, it is anticipated that from a regulatory perspective the shipyard is compliant to the Philippine regulations.
The following slide will go into more details on the observed risks and corrective actions to be taken. In summary, one high risk was identified,
and some items require rectification to reduce some of the medium/moderate risks. Arcadis recommends the following to further reduce further
Environmental liability. Measures are assigned TDD or EDD label, referring to either a technical revision or an environmental revision:
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Area of Concern
5.2 Permits, Fines,
and Previous
Convictions

5.3 Natural disaster
risk

5.8 Materials
handling & storage

5.9 Deleterious
materials
5.10 Fire Fighting
Equipment

Risk Type

Rating

Corrective Action

Cost

Permits and
Monitoring

Low

Ensure all permits are present and environmental monitoring is continued on a quarterly basis,
sending monitoring results to the appropriate authority for compliance checking. Permits should be
renewed if currently not valid and schedule accordingly for other permits losing validity.

Tenant operational
expenses

Potentially unstable
slope behind waste
storage

Medium

Ensure slope protection for mountain west of the waste storage area (quay 7) to reduce the chance
of landslides affecting the area and endangering personnel working there.

$ 80,000

Storm surge risk

Medium

Develop an emergency evacuation procedure in case of typhoons and storm surges, to avoid
material damage and ensure safety of personnel working on site. This includes shipping safety due
to an increase in sea level and wave height.

$ 50,000

Typhoons and
earthquakes

Medium

Upgrade site assets to the latest Philippine building code to minimize the risk of typhoons and
earthquakes causing significant asset damage.

$ 15,117,690

On site flood risk

Medium

Ensure maintenance and cleaning of all drainage channels of the complete site, to assure water on
the site will be drained in extreme precipitation or storm surge events.

Part of upgrade to
Philippine building
code

Asset flood damage

Medium

Improve resiliency of the dockyard’s lowest lying areas, by protecting vulnerable assets considering
potential floods in case of storm surges (like substations and electrical facilities).

Part of upgrade to
Philippine building
code

Hazardous materials
management

Medium

Provide secondary containment pallets for all storage areas of hazardous materials, considering the
chemical/paint storage and maintenance workshop and hazardous waste storage.

$ 100,000

Spill prevention

Medium

Provide spill kits to locations where a potential spill might reach the stormwater drainage (e.g.
gasoline station, open paint/chemical storage, waste storage).

$ 30,000

Soil/groundwater
contamination

Medium

Although the site is fully concreted, spill prevention procedures are in place and no previous spills
were reported, the site does host industrial processes like painting, galvanizing, pre-treatment and
a gasoline station with UST. Considering these items it is recommended to assess soil and
groundwater quality if the site would be decommissioned or repurposed in the future. After
consideration of the required areas to be assessed, these cost could range approximately between
$ 25,000 and $ 400,000 USD.

TBD

Inappropriate
ventilation/fire hazard

Medium

Improve ventilation of closed chemical/paint storage area (building 72) and the storage areas near
the piping pre-treatment and paint shop (building 79) and install explosion proof lighting in these
area.

$ 67,900

Ozone depleting
substances

Low

Replace AC unites with R22 refrigerant between 2020-2030, to comply to Philippines standards
relating to the phasing out of R22 refrigerant.

$ 489,000

Fire safety

High

Improve fire suppression systems and fire alarms in the guest house, blasting & painting shop B,
main office, blasting & painting shop C, blasting & painting shop D, Catering Center and Painting
shop/Piping shelter.

$ 2,399,100
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2.1 Purpose of the due diligence
As part of the acquisition of the Hanjin shipyard in the Philippines, Acquiror would like to understand whether any environmental, health and
safety risks might be present at the site and ensure that these risks are mitigated as part of the acquisition process or understood from both a
technical and financial perspective. This gives Acquiror the opportunity to act on any known deficiencies that could potentially harm the
environment or the people living in it and act on it accordingly.
For the above reasons, Acquiror and the lender OPIC require the due diligence to be done in accordance with ASTM, IFC PS and World Bank
EHS Guidelines for as far as practicable. The following slide will go into more detail on those frameworks and how they relate to the overall scope
of the due diligence.

10
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2.2.1 Scope of the diligence
The due diligence was performed in general accordance with the major topics as specified and applicable to American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) E 1527-13 Standard Practice for Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process. Besides the Phase I
ESA, a natural disaster risk assessment based on available information was performed. Please note that the Phase 1 ESA is not used as a formal
assessment on lead-based paints and the analysis of Asbestos Containing Materials. This will be purely done on observations only.
Additionally and for as far relevant, the due diligence included aspects from major topics in the IFC Performance Standards and the World Bank
EHS Guidelines for Ports and Harbors. Please note that the site is currently non-operational, therefore any operations related aspects have been
included in Annex G of the report, focusing on any requirements that can be put forward for the future tenant of the shipyard. Through this way,
the due diligence tries to include as many topics of the IFC PS and World Bank EHS Guidelines as possible.
Arcadis reviewed available documentation to assess potential environmental risks and create an understanding of site functioning. All documents
that have been received and reviewed are included in the Annex H of this report.
Next to the documentation review, Arcadis has interviewed site personnel during a 3-day site visit. Personnel interviewed was part of the team
that is responsible for site maintenance. The team has answered Arcadis’ questions as much as possible but were not always able to answer
specific questions related to the previous shipyard processes. A map of the complete site and buildings has been included in Annex C including
proposed restoration measures.
For the Environmental Due Diligence (EDD) Arcadis visited the site (see Annex B) over a 3-day period (15 – 17 October 2019), focusing on a
visual inspection and assessment of current site conditions, noting any recognizable environmental conditions (RECs). The site visit focused on:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas of dead, distressed or dying vegetation, if vegetated
Seeps
Oil slicks or discoloration on surface soils
Discernible chemical odours
Hazardous substances and hazardous substance containers
Solid or liquid waste disposal or storage areas
Recent soil disturbances such as grading or filling, etc.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Presence of equipment potentially containing Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs), their status and condition
Wastewater discharges and outfalls
Presence, condition and history of any underground or
aboveground storage tanks
Waste disposal and waste disposal practices
Presence and use of pits, sumps and floor drains
Presence of wetlands, standing water and/or saturated soil
conditions
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2.2.2 Technical Due Diligence Overview
Shipyard Zoning

Portfolio Overview
Zone

Building Description

No. of
Facilities

Area
(sqm)

17

291,988

Hull Shop A, Sub/Assembly Shop B,
Assembly Shop A, Pre-erection area,
pre-outting shop, blasting & painting
Panel shop, Hull Shop B, Assembly
Dock 5 zone Shop C, Welding/cutting shop, Preerection area, blasting & painting
D/House, T-BHD Shelter, Hatch cover
Support Area
shelter
Commercial: Dry-Dock 5, Sewage Plant,
Shared
Gas Station, Water Treatment Plant,
Facilities
North Yard: Power Station, Catering
Center
Main office, helipad & building,
barrack, Blasting & Painting Shop E,
North Yard
Assemby Shop D, Small Plate
Fabrication shop
Total number of facilities
Dock 6 zone

23

184,293

15

120,960

12

88,642

28

100,936

95

786,819

North Yard
Zone
Support
Zone

Dock 5 Zone

Philippine Navy
350,000

30

300,000

25

250,000

20

200,000

15

150,000

I

100,000
50,000
Dock 6
zone
-

Dock 5
zone
Area (sqm)

10

Support
Area
-

I I

Shared
Facilities

No. of Facilities

North
Yard

5

Dry-Dock 5

Commercial
-

Shared Services

Dock 6
Zone
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Snapshot on Findings

▪ From our visual inspection, majority of the buildings are in a
reasonable condition and are grouped under green risk category.
This represents circa 73% based on total number of facilities.
Based on the total area of the portfolio, it represents circa 55% by
▪ Building condition of the shelters at Docks 5 & 6 are generally in good
area.
condition and capex in short term is unlikely save for minor rusting
▪ The red risk buildings represent circa 8% by number of facilities
condition which could be addressed as part of the routine
and by area.
maintenance.
▪ Lack of documentation associated with historic capex, replacement
works that were carried out, structural inspection reports, services
contracts and maintenance records.

▪ Site wide ancillary works such as roads, pavements, drainage and
▪ Lack of active fire protection measures at the docks’ shelters
associated hardscape works were in serviceable condition, save
(currently protected by fire extinguishers only) especially in buildings
for issues of wear and tear which are not uncommon in industrial
where combustible gases are used around ignition sources such as
assets.
welding, hot-cutting, etc. Gas ports are also located in close proximity
to the high voltage electrical panels. Capex amounts are allowed for
installation of appropriate fire protection systems as well as the
relocation of the panels. Review of work heath and safety policy for
Building Condition Risk Assessment
Zoning
hazardous areas is also recommended as part of operation after the
Green
Amber
Red
incoming investor takes over the premises and confirms the final use
Dock 5 zone
17
6
of buildings.
Dock 6 zone
9
8
▪ There are a small number of buildings with a deteriorated condition,
Support
Area
10
5
which require replacement immediately or in the short term; namely
■
Shared Facilities
9
1
2
piping pre-treatment building (with galvanizing activity) and the
hospital.
North Yard
22
1
5
■
Total
number
of
facilities
67
2
26
▪ The local government requires an engineering design review to be
carried out in ensuring buildings of 15 years and above comply with
Building Condition Risk Assessment (sqm)
the latest design code which are more stringent in design
Zoning
requirements to withstand natural catastrophes. This update of code
Green
Amber
Red
would be applicable on this premises by 2021 and likely to overspill to
Dock 5 zone
60,167
124,126
2022. Therefore, we recommend that the client consider these
Dock
6
zone
172,901
119,088
potential expenses as part of commercial negotiation.
Support Area
26,892
94,068
▪ The vendor is still undertaking repair works to the roofs of some of the
Shared Facilities
63,456
5,100
20,086
shelters, which have suffered damage from the catastrophes last July.
North
Yard
58,936
19,500
22,500
Repair works at the guest house are also needed to rectify damages
caused by the catastrophes, which at present has not commenced
Total area
382,351
24,600
379,868
yet. Update of structural code and site wide fire safety strategy to be considered by incoming investor

-I

▪ The acquiror will need to consider the fit for purpose to the new use of
the buildings prior to carrying out any major renovation works
considered in this study.
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2.3 Environmental Due Diligence (EDD) Risk
Rating
The table to the right details the risk ratings as applied by this
EDD report. Risk ratings are based on a qualitative review on
likelihood and severity of the risk actually manifesting.

The ability to mitigate a risk is also include, where measures
are implementable that will minimize the likelihood of occurring
or significantly reduce the severity of a potential risk.

High

Medium

Low

An issue that may fundamentally
impact site functioning and
requires significant investment to
resolve.
An issue of concern that should
be addressed as part of the
commercial negotiations and has
a
substantial
investment
requirement.

An issue that should not
adversely
impact
on
the
commercial arrangements of the
deal or could be solved with fairly
limited investment and easy
rectifications.

Please note that the above risk classification is different than the one
used in the CAPEX/OPEX table, as some of the risks might be important
to consider, but are not as costly as the assessment criteria of the
CAPEX/OPEX. Therefore, Arcadis decided to add an alternative risk
assessment classification for the EDD.
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3.1 Introduction to Regulatory setting
The due diligence includes a review of requirements that are set forward as part of both national and international standards. Considering
both types of standards, the relevant topics and requirements have been reviewed for as far as practicable in the context of a non-operational
shipyard. Any operational requirements that are applicable to the future operations of the shipyard have been included in Annex G
concerning the gap assessment to IFC PS and World Bank EHS Guidelines. Please also note that many applicable requirements related to
labour and working conditions and other social related aspects could not be assessed, due to the non-operational nature of the project. The
below frameworks are considered for as far practicable:
•

Philippine regulations (see table 3.1 on next slide)

•

The IFC’s 2012 Performance Standards;

•

The World Bank EHS General Guidelines;

•

The World Bank EHS Guidelines for Ports, Harbors, and Terminals.
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Regulation/Act

Description

Applicability

REPUBLIC ACT 9275
PHILIPPINE CLEAN WATER
ACT OF 2004

The law aims to protect the country's water bodies from pollution from landbased sources (industries and commercial establishments, agriculture and
community/household activities).

As the shipyard discharges
water into waterbodies, this act
is applicable to the quality of
that water.

REPUBLIC ACT 8749
PHILIPPINE CLEAN AIR
ACT OF 1999

The law aims to achieve and maintain clean air that meets the National Air
Quality guideline values for criteria pollutants, throughout the Philippines,
while minimizing the possible associated impacts to the economy.

The shipyard has several
generator sets, dust collectors
and scrubbers that emit air that
should stay within the specified
limits.

REPUBLIC ACT 9003
ECOLOGICAL SOLID
WASTE MANAGEMENT
ACT OF 2000

In partnership with stakeholders, the law aims to adopt a systematic,
comprehensive and ecological solid waste management program that shall
ensure the protection of public health and environment. The law ensures
proper segregation, collection, storage, treatment and disposal of solid waste
through the formulation and adaptation of best eco-waste products.

The shipyard produces solid
waste that will have to be
managed appropriately
according to this act.

REPUBLIC ACT 6969 TOXIC
SUBSTANCES,
HAZARDOUS AND
NUCLEAR WASTE
CONTROL ACT OF 1990

The law aims to regulate restrict or prohibit the importation, manufacture,
processing, sale, distribution, use and disposal of chemical substances and
mixtures the present unreasonable risk to human health. It likewise prohibits
the entry, even in transit, of hazardous and nuclear wastes and their disposal
into the Philippine territorial limits for whatever purpose; and to provide
advancement and facilitate research and studies on toxic chemicals.

The shipyard produces
hazardous waste. Hazardous
waste produced on site will
have to be managed according
to this act.

PRESIDENTIAL DECREE
1586 ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS)
STATEMENT OF 1978

The Environment Impact Assessment System was formally established in
1978 with the enactment of Presidential Decree no. 1586 to facilitate the
attainment and maintenance of rational and orderly balance between socioeconomic development and environmental protection. EIA is a planning and
management tool that will help government, decision makers, the
proponents and the affected community address the negative consequences
or risks on the environment. The process assures implementation of
environment-friendly projects.

The shipyard should have an
approved EIA in place before
construction started.
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Audit and Site Investigation Procedure
4.1 Site Visit
Arcadis travelled to the site for a 3-day site investigation of the shipyard. During the site visit, Arcadis was welcomed by the site team currently
continuing work on the maintenance of the shipyard’s remaining facilities. Arcadis received a general introduction into the Hanjin Shipyard and
commenced the first day with a meeting, including several site personnel, amongst which the General Manager and site staff with knowledge on
waste water treatment, waste storage, environmental monitoring and general shipyard assembly processes.
The group of Arcadis consultants was split in 2-groups, which were supported by transportation of the Hanjin site, visiting different areas of the
site, to accommodate the complete site visit within the specified 3-day period.
All areas were made readily accessible for Arcadis personnel and site staff was overall very supportive of providing access to the different areas.
Arcadis personnel was able to visit all necessary areas and was able to visually inspect the major areas of potential environmental concern,
including the sewage treatment plant, chemical/hazardous materials storage, gasoline station, any Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs) and the
location of the Underground Storage Tank (UST), locations of transformers, waste storage and the significant potential contaminating processes
like galvanizing, pre-treatment, painting and blasting.
4.2 Documentation review

Arcadis provided a long list with documentation necessary to be obtained for the EDD (both technical and environmental) on multiple occasions,
Arcadis has requested additional information, when information was not provided accordingly. The eventual list of obtained documentation and
missing information has been included in Annex H.
Besides the documentation provided by site personnel, Arcadis made sure to access any publicly available information that could support the
assessment, mainly revolving around the search for previous convictions, the EIA process, natural disaster risk assessments and specifics to the
regional/local physical environment.
Please note that the due diligence has been based on site visit observations, documentation made available by the current tenant and publicly
available documentation. If documentation was absent or not received and site personnel was not able to answer certain queries, Arcadis has
done their best to provide solid recommendations on the information at hand.
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5.1.1 Historic land use
Low

Satellite imagery only dates to April 2005 as shown above. Before 1997 the land was part of a small village called Sito Agusuhin with 355
households of which many were fishermen or holders of small farms (fruit trees and rice paddies) and fishponds. The village had a school,
church, sports facility and more.
From 1998 onwards the site was developed into a casting basin, as Shell started to construct a Concrete Gravity Structure (CGS) at the site (the
concrete base for a production platform), which was intended to be deployed in the waters near Palawan for oil exploration. The site was reported
to have their own concrete production facility that was used to supply concrete for the CGS. Eventually, the CGS go towed out of the facility,
towards Palawan in May 2000. After the site closed, Shell was reported to have restored part of the lands and developed some infrastructural
facilities for the villagers, amongst which a school.
After Shell moved from the location, a comprehensive EIA (Annex I) was performed in preparation for the Hanjin Shipyard. This EIA included
detailed environmental and social assessments of the region, including soil and groundwater studies. No contamination was found, hence the risk
of contamination due to previous land use is considered low.
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Map of December 2009, the year of construction completion
Hanjin Shipyard
December 2009
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Map of October 2013, some additional buildings (piping manufacturing) in Northwestern part of site
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Map of February 2017, waste storage area developed (south) and building at
northern quay (assembly shop, blasting & painting shop)
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5.1.2 Topography

The site lies on a slightly inclined hill towards the west. The dockyards are predominantly situated
around 3.5m above mean sea level (AMSL), where the western most edges of the site are lying around
36m AMSL. On the North of the site Mount Redondo is situated at 611m and at the south a hill at
around 220m. The site is cupped in between mountains, directing any pluvial water towards the
shipyard.
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5.1.3 Geology and Hydrogeology
The shipyard is located on a geological bedrock layer consisting
mainly of the Paleocene gabbros, which is a dense rock like
formation which is usually part of the oceanic crust. On top of this
bedrock layer lies an alluvial fan of roughly 1.8km long and 1km
wide, as specified in the EIA for the shipyard. Thickness of the
alluvial deposits range form 3.5m to more than 44m.

The Agusuhin Catchment that lies in the area of the shipyard is
approximately 13,934 km2, which is a fan shaped basin of about
6m long and 4.7km at its widest breadth. The drainage of this
basin runs towards the Subic bay following the Agusuhin river and
North Agusuhin Creek.
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5.1.4 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
For the development of the Hanjin Shipyard, an EIA was drafted by Kultura at Kalikasan Consultancy Services, which started in August 2005 and
the final revised version was delivered in November 2005. Although reasonable efforts have been made to assess many different environmental
and social aspects, this EIA was performed at a time when the full blown IFC PS of 2012 were clearly not yet existent. The EIA was performed
according to Philippine standards at that time for EIA and eventually received the Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) of the Philippine
Government, which should mark compliance to local standards. The EIA has been included in Annex I, which also shows the Environmental
Management and Monitoring Plan applicable to the shipyard.

Environmental
Throughout September and November, primary and secondary data was collected through sampling and surveys focusing on baseline data for
environmental aspects of air, noise, soil, water, sediment quality, terrestrial ecology, hydrodynamic modelling, freshwater- and marine ecology.
Overall the study seems the be performed thoroughly on the above-mentioned subjects considering the available techniques at that moment in
time and in the Philippines.
Social

Thereby, an extensive social survey was performed focusing on one village in the proposed construction area (Sitio Agusuhin) and 2 villages in
the area of influence of the project (Sitio Nagyantok and Sitio Nagtulong). In total 417 respondents have attended focus group discussions and
responded to questionnaires. Of these respondents 355 (100%) were from the village to be resettled (Sitio Agushin). 42% of the villagers agreed
to be resettled, whilst 8.5% disagreed and 28.5% was note sure yet whether they wanted to be resettled.
Eventually resettlement of Sitio Agusuhin was performed. HHIC was made responsible for the cost of resettlement (including the resettlement
site, basic services and replacement of community structures as specified in the EIA) and compensation of the villagers that were displaced,
where the Subic Bay Marine Authority (SBMA) was made responsible for handling the resettlement and payments of the villagers, having to
deliver an empty plot to HHIC.
It is unclear how much compensation was given to the villagers, but the EIA is focusing a lot on the entitlements to compensation and for which
assets. The EIA tries to make a clear distinction between informal settlers that require full compensation and what the consultant of the EIA
details as “encroached settlers” after 2001 that according to them have located in Sitio Agusuhin to reap the benefits of resettlement
compensation. Arcadis believes information is insufficient to conclude whether settlers after 2001 should have been considered as encroachers.
Publicly available information was sought and some of the news items and articles found have been summarised in the Area of Social Influence in
section 5.14 of this report.
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Permits, fines and previous convictions
Permits

Fines and previous convictions

As part of the environmental requirements, the following permits and
certificates have been reviewed and are compliant:

One incident was reported at the material stock area (quay 7) in
relation to burning of rubber tires. After inspection of the CCTV
camera footage, it showed that the most probable cause was a
super-heated element coming from the cutting torch nearby, where
oxygen and LPG are used in the process.

-

Discharge permit for STP effluent

-

Hazardous waste generator permit

-

Permit to operate air pollution sources and control devices

-

Environmental Compliance Certificates (ECC) for shipbuilding
and terminal facilities.

-

Certificate of disposal for residual waste in landfill

-

Certificate of treatment for diesel with water

-

Third party compliance certificates for
o

Hazardous waste haulers

o

Landfill compliance

o

Transport compliance

o

Residual and Recycling Compliance

o

Scrap materials compliance

o

Treatment storage and disposal compliance

Actions taken to avoid the recurrence of this incident were:
•

Immediate hauling of used tires by waste hauler Don Bojie

•

Proper labelling of hazardous and flammable waste

•

Secondary containment for hazardous waste

•

Rephrase dumping site to storage facility

•

Submit show-cause letter to Subic Bay Authority.

Arcadis would recommend the missing permits to be
requested at Hanjin, to ensure all relevant permits are
available from an environmental perspective. Currently,
due to the absence of some permits, the risk of noncompliance is considered medium. A list of permits has
been included in Annex A.

Permits that have not been reviewed, but have been reported to be
present for the site are:
-

Groundwater extraction permit

-

Permit for Underground Storage Tank of gasoline

-

Permit for storage of hazardous chemicals and flammable goods

[

Medium

l
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5.3 Natural Disaster Risk
Please note that the natural disaster risk assessment has been based
on publicly available information. No detailed flood risk assessment
has been performed by Arcadis.

Thereby, risk ratings in visuals often resemble the chance of
occurrence and severity of earthquakes, typhoons, storm surges etc.
The risk rating of these visuals do not consider the potential risk it
poses for the site and availability of mitigation measures. Therefore,
risk ratings assigned by Arcadis can differ from the risk of a natural
disaster having an impact in general.
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5.3.1 Earthquakes
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The Subic Bay and Zambales province lie in a high risk zone for earthquakes, mainly due to the vicinity
of the Marina Trench and other fault lines (Subic, Iba, East Zambales, San Antonio). Although the risk of
an earthquake occurring is high and magnitudes between 6-7 on the Richter scale have been reported
nearby, the risk for the shipyard is considered medium due to the strict regulations on improving building
codes in the Philippines and no previous records have shown any significant damage done to shipyard
assets by earthquakes.

[

Medium
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5.3.2 Flood Risk: Extreme Precipitation
Flood hazard due to extreme precipitation is in the medium to
high ranges for some parts of the site, considering a 100year flood event (pluvial) which is a 1% chance a year. For
50-year and 25-year flood events, the site does not show any
vulnerability, based on the available information.
As the high risk areas are mainly consisting of the river area,
and lower lying dockyards, the high risk can be abated, as
the map does not consider the availability of large drainage
channels, and the ability to improve functions that are
vulnerable to water. For this reason the risk is considered
medium.

[

Medium

l

Advised to maintain drainage channels regularly, and ensure building functions
of the dockyard are made resilient to floods (e.g. increase height of electrical
assets) and have an emergency procedure in place.
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5.3.3 Flood risk: Storm surges
STORM SURGE RISK MAPS

2-meter storm surge

3-meter storm surge

1 : 10,000,000

4-meter storm surge

5-meter storm surge

(a)

Available storm surge level sin the Subic Bay, during Typhoon Yolanda (Haiyan, the most destructive typhoon) show
storm surges between 2 – 3m, which would relate to a medium-high impact.
Although the hazard during a storm surge might be medium-high, the risk for the shipyard is considered medium
anticipating the impact is temporary (water will flow back into the sea through drainage) and measures can be taken to
avoid significant damage and assure business continuity. It is advised to maintain a clean drainage system at all times,
develop a storm surge evacuation plan and upgrade the dockyards (lower lying areas) to improve flood resilience (see
previous slide).

(d)

[

Medium

l
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5.3.4 Flood risk: Sea level rise
A study of the International Research Development Centre (IRDC) in
the Philippines is projecting sea level rise in the Philippines to rise
between 7.6 and 10.2 cm each 10 years (from 2015 onwards). This
would result in a worst-case projection approximately 1m in 2100.
Current maximum tidal range in the Subic Bay is set to 1.47m
according to tide-forecast.com. The quay side is set to 3.5m according
to the drawings received, coming to a difference between maximum
tidal range and the quay side of 2.03m.

+

The map to the right is a flood map considering sea level rise for the
year 2100 with new data and considering the mid-range Kopp et. Al.
study (2017) with projections of sea level rise. Although it shows areas
at risk, Arcadis understanding is that the elevation data of the shipyard
is wrong, as the turquoise/blue areas of the shipyard are currently set
to 0m above sea level, which is clearly not right.
Considering sea level rise projections and the data of current site
elevation from technical drawings, the risk level of sea level rise is set
to medium as mainly the combination with storm surges will have an
increased flood risk effect. Nevertheless mitigation measures like
evacuation plans and resiliency improvements to equipment setup can
be implemented to minimize damage in the occurrence of a flood.
Current data does not allow for any detailed assessment of the actual
flood risk, wherefore if required by Acquiror, a flood risk assessment
should be performed.

Map

Satellite

■ Laooatrisk

Currentwaterbody

[

Medium
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5.3.5 Sea level rise – Recent study used
The previous map was developed using the Climate Central Map as developed for the study Kulp, S.A., Strauss, B.H. New elevation data triple
estimates of global vulnerability to sea-level rise and coastal flooding. Nat Commun 10, 4844 (2019) doi:10.1038/s41467-019-12808-z
The new study uses the improved Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to correct for errors in the regularly used NASA SRTM model. CoastalDEM is a
new DEM utilizing neural networks to reduce NASA SRTM error. These figures triple SRTM-based values.
Settings for the sea level rise map were put as follows.
•

Sea level rise projections only

•

Year: 2100 (please note that no change is seen in earlier projects compared to 2100)

•

Moderate cuts: Annual global climate pollution peaks near 2040 and then declines to half of current levels. Consistent with about 2 ° Celsius
(about 3.5 ° Fahrenheit) of warming, the main target from the Paris Agreement. Implies 1,266 gigatons of total carbon pollution by 2100.
Technical term: RCP 4.5.

•

Mid-range (Kopp et al. 2014; highly cited): Globally-extensive local projections providing different ranges of future sea-level rise under
different climate pollution scenarios; widely cited and used. Built on average global projections from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (2013).

Please note that for the Hanjin Shipyard, it seems that the DEM shows some
wrongful numbers, as some parts of the site are at 0m AMSL. Nevertheless, the
data does show that the lower lying areas might be at risk in the longer term.
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Risk to Tsunamis

5.3.6 Tsunamis
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The Zambales province is considered a high-risk zone for Tsunamis, this mainly is due to the western coastline, that is
prone to Tsunamis originating from the Manila Trench. The shipyard is naturally protected by mountains to the North and
West and the Subic Bay has only a small opening towards the Manila trench.
The right map, show the area in which earthquakes might trigger a tsunami. “Earthquakes trigger tsunamis when the
seismic activity causes the land along fault lines to move up or down. When parts of the seafloor shift vertically, either
becoming raised or lowered, entire water columns become displaced. This creates a "wave" of energy, which propels the
water”. Although it is possible that a tsunami reaches the Hanjin port, the area where this Tsunami would potentially
originate (yellow polygon) is relatively small. Due to the ability to mitigate the risk in similar ways as for storm surges, the
risk is considered medium. The map with the tsunami origination is given as an indication and is not a precise
resemblance.

[_ l
Medium
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5.3.7 Typhoons
Phlllpplnos Destruclrve Tropical CyclOnes From 2006 to 20 16

Risk to Typhoons
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The risk of a typhoon crossing close to the Zambales province is considered high. Looking at the historic pathways of the
typhoons (2006-2016) most of the typhoons crossing the Subic bay closely are Category 3 and 4, getting windspeeds
between 178kmh – 251kmh. Only Typhoon Glenda (Rammasun, 2014) crossed the Subic bay directly, having already
abated, with maximum winds of 175kmh. Considering the improvements required according to the Philippine building
code, only 1 previous occurrence of wind damage to site, and a storm surge (a result of typhoons) risk classified as
medium, the risk of typhoons for the shipyard is also considered medium.

[

l

Medium
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5.3.8 Landslides and Unstable Slopes

The South/Southwestern border of the site is surrounded by unstable slopes. Thereby, a small fringe of the
south/southwestern border of the site is located in the landslide “no dwelling zone” which means it is prohibited to build
residential buildings, but building for commercial purposes is allowed, although not recommended.
The no dwelling zone mainly consists of the river south of the site and some buildings on the fringes of the site. The Waste
storage area is partly covered in the No-Dwelling zone. Considering the river divides the site from the slope with a large
trench, it is anticipated it will support in a reduced risk from landslides affecting the site in that particular area. The waste
storage area is well within the “no-dwelling zone” without any buffer zone in between. It is advised to improve slope stability
around the waste storage area, develop emergency procedures in case of extreme precipitation and an earthquake and
monitor annually and after extreme events. Due to the availability of mitigation measures, the risk is considered medium.

[

Medium
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5.4.1 Water supply

The project sites receives it’s general water supply of the municipal water system (Subic Water District)
and extracts groundwater at the water treatment plant, which is used (after treatment/settling) as
process water for pre-treatment and galvanizing. No extraction permit was reviewed, but staff informed
it was available. At full operation, the site reported to pump 7,500 m3 of groundwater per day.
No concerns were found in relation to the water quality (as given by water quality monitoring results for
process water in Annex D) and it is anticipated that groundwater is allowed to be extracted as
personnel informed Arcadis accordingly. Water quality results for potability did show slight elevations in
residual chlorine and total coliform, therefore it should not be used as drinking water. Monitoring
records are given in Annex D. Overall the risk is anticipated as low since the water is not reported to
be used for drinking purposes (observations of bottled water were made during the site visit),
monitoring results are shared with Philippine authorities and checked for compliance and permits have
reportedly been in place for the operational period.

[__)
Low
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5.4.2 Wastewater: STP and Drainage

Sanitary and Kitchen waste water are treated in the STP (left) and at full operational capacity it treated 3,500 m3 water
per day. Grease traps are present in the kitchen, but no API oil/water separators were observed. Stormwater is
discharged through a drainage system (right) towards the sea. No spills leading towards the drainage were found and
water drained towards sea is tested on quarterly basis on water quality parameters as specified in Annex D. No
exceedance of Philippine water quality limits was found and marine ecological monitoring results show no significant
changes in the past year (2019). Monitoring records for marine and aquatic have been included in Annex F.

At sites with significant contaminants present (blasting, paint shops, storage) management measures were reportedly
provided to contain spills with dry solutions (no water usage) reducing the risk of spills entering the stormwater
drainage. Proper wastewater treatment (sanitary) and drainage related impacts due to stormwater runoff are
considered low, due to monitoring results of 2019 showing no elevations surpassing Philippines regulatory limits, these
monitoring results have to be submitted to the authorities and are checked on compliance, permits are still in place
meaning compliance is supposedly met and active procedures are in place. For the before reasons, the risk is
anticipated low.

[___)
Low
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5.4.3 Wastewater: Process wastewater
Chemicals used in pretreatment/galvanizing
Dichloromethane/methylene
chloride
Corrosive solid (tribasic sodium
phosphate)
Sodium metasilicate
Sodium hydroxide
Hydrochloric acid
Phosphate coating
Sodium carbonate

Sulphuric acid
Aluminium sulphate
Polyacrylamide
Zinc plate
Ingot aluminium
Ammonium Chloride

Site personnel informed that contaminated process water from pre-treatment (left and right) and galvanizing is
treated in the attached wastewater treatment facility (WT-50, Shinzo) and afterwards is stored in containers and
transferred as hazardous waste towards the waste storage area. At the waste storage, the hazardous
wastewater is picked-up, transported and disposed of by a contractor. Chemicals used in the pre-treatment and
galvanizing process are given in the table to the right.

Considering the process wastewater is treated, the waste management procedure specifies the need for treating
process water of pre-treatment and galvanizing as hazardous waste and the area around the pre-treatment and
galvanizing plants are completely concreted (with no clear signs of damage to the flooring), the risk of
contamination ins anticipated to be low. Nevertheless, it is important to consider the location is being used for
galvanizing and future repurposing or site decommissioning should always take this into account.

Chromium Trioxide

[

Low
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Air Emission Management

Dust collectors (right) and scrubbers (left) are collecting particles and filtering gases from production processes.
Dust collectors are mainly used for blasting and painting processes, whilst the wet scrubbers are used for more
intense processes as galvanizing, pre-treatment and alternative paint processes. Waste from the dust collectors
are collected in large containers (including filter bag) and transported to the waste storage facility as hazardous
waste.
Under RA 8749, all industries classified as a stationary source should perform their own emissions monitoring
and report the results to the DENR. All stationary sources of air emissions must comply with National Emission
Standards for Sources Specific Air Pollution (NESSAP) and Ambient Air Quality Standard (AAQS) pertaining to
the source. Upon compliance to standards, the DENR issues a Permit to Operate (PTO) to these industries prior
to their operation. Air emissions are only tested for the generator sets that are present on site, and air emission
results for 2018 (Annex E) do not show any exceedance of the specified limits of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards for Source Specific Air Pollutants from Industrial sources/operations in the Philippines. Generator sets
have been assessed on Nitrogen Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide, which is required as specified in the guidelines
of DENR for conducting stack emission tests (June 2016) and which limits have been set to 500 mg/NCM for both
pollutants. Monitoring records of the shipyard on Carbon Monoxide for the generator sets are deemed to have the
wrong unit assigned. As the unit says ppm, where most likely mg/NCM is meant as specified in the standards.

Amount
4
7
6
68
18
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1

-

1

Type
3250 CMM Dust Collector
4250 CMM Dust Collector
300CMM Dust Collector
50 CMM Vacuum Recovery
1800 CMM Ventilation System
900 CMM Dust Collector
400 CMM Carbon Tower
1000 CMM Dust Collector
1500 CMM precipitator
500 CMM wet scrubber
95.65 hp Miura Boiler
1250 kW Cummins Generator Set
2000 kW Cummins Generator Set
500 kW Cummins Generator Set
400 kW Caterpillar sub-generator
400 kW Cummins Generator Set
1000 kg/ac CO2 Generator
System

[__]
Low

The Miura Boilers at the Galvanization shop have also been tested on Particulate Matter (200 mg limit) and Sulfur
Dioxide (50 mg limit).
Considering air emissions are monitored according to Philippines regulations, are reported on a quarterly basis to
the Philippines authorities, are not showing any exceedance and are checked on compliance the risk of air
emissions posing a potential hazard to people or non-compliance is considered low.
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5.6.1 Waste transportation on site

Site infrastructure was observed to be set for collection and separation. On site waste is therefore believed to have been segregated and transported
to the waste storage for hauling and disposal.
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5.6.2 Waste storage

Hazardous waste storage (left) is covered and sorted according to type of hazardous waste. Non-hazardous waste is
segregated and picked up twice a week in operational period. Some signs of leachate were observed at the general
waste dump (garbage pile), although this waste is not anticipated to be hazardous, considering discharge monitoring
results of 2019 of drainage channels and the river do not show exceedance of local Philippine limits for effluent of
industrial sites. Thereby these results are shared with regulatory bodies for compliance check and the continuation of
the discharge permit (Annex D shows monitoring results of the drainage water). No secondary containment was
provided for the hazardous waste management storage.
Certificates of compliance (provided by DENR) have been reviewed for waste haulers and no issues are reported in
those documentations. Hanjin has been registered as hazardous waste producer at DENR and can store hazardous
waste on site. A hazardous waste management process is present and reportedly active, whilst waste hauling pick-up
and disposal manifests are signed and documented, showing that waste has been picked up by the contractor and
has been delivered to the hazardous waste disposal/treatment site (an example was reviewed for hydrochloric acid
disposal). Considering a waste management procedure is in place and waste is separated accordingly, whilst being
disposed of by different, legitimate waste haulers, the risk is anticipated to be low.

[

Low
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5.6.3 Hazardous Waste
CURRENT CONTRACTORS FOR HAULING OF SCRAP AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
SEQ.

COMPANY NAME

TYPE OF WASTE HAULED

1

DON BOJIE TRADING

Scrap Hauling Services

2

YGA JUNKSHOP

Scrap Hauling Services

3

FBL JUNKSHOP

Scrap Hauling Services

4

MELBA'S JUNKSHOP

Scrap Hauling Services

5

NELSON CHAM GENERAL MERCHANDISE

HHIC-PHIL HAZARDOUS WASTE INVENTORY
as of September 30, 2019
HW.NO.

QTY

HWCLASS

UNIT

F602

Waste Pa int s

194,600 Kilogram

1101

Used Oil

54,200 Liter

1104

Wat er with Oil

84,000 Liter

B202

Hydrochloric Acid

38,000 Liter

B299

Pota ss ium Per manga nat e

-

D406

Used Battery

312 Piece

D407

Bu sted Fluorescent Bulbs

H802

Grease Trap

1101

Grease

1102

Used Cook ing Oil

37,200 Liter

Waste Electrica l and Electron ic Eq uipment (WEEE)

60,000 Kilogram

Liter

Scrap Hauling Services

6

PRIME ENVIRONMENTAL & INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS, INC.

Scrap Hauling Services

7

ADL WASTE MANAGEMENT

Hazardous Waste Transporter

8

ASIAUNITED OIL INDUSTRY CORP.

Hazardous Waste Transporter

9

RMS PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION (FORMERLY
ARNIELLE
TRADING)

Hazardous Waste Transporter

M506

HHIC currently has several types of waste that are categorized as hazardous. These wastes are
reportedly transported and disposed of by waste haulers. As hazardous waste is transported and
disposed of accordingly, a waste management plan is in place and no previous incidents have been
reported (besides the accidental tire burning as mentioned on page ), the risk of contamination for
hazardous waste transportation and disposal is considered low.

so

Kilogram

31,200 Liter
Liter

[

Low

)
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5.6.4 Ballast water management and
ship waste handling/disposal
Ballast water management

During the site visit and considering received documentation, Arcadis is of the understanding that ballast water management facilities are
currently not available on site. Thereby, no reference to ballast water management procedures were made and no ballast water management
plan was received. Considering this, Arcadis is of the understanding that ballast water was not managed on site.
Ship waste handling
Next to ballast water, ship waste handling procedures were not received during the due diligence process. As the site is currently not
operational, no observation could be made on the handling of ship waste.
The future site tenant should develop a standard operating procedure/requirement in relation to the management of ballast water and ship
waste handling. The site could either ensure that ships mooring at the site are aware that ship waste and ballast water cannot be handled on
site or should invest in the appropriate infrastructure to accommodate ballast water treatment and ship waste handling.
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5.7.1 Underground Storage Tanks

There are reportedly 4 USTs that can be reached via the entry hatches at the gasoline station (right). No
spills were detected near the UST. Only calibration records of the tank were received, but no actual
maintenance records or a permit for operation. Calibration records of 2009 show that the tank sizes are
respectively 16,882, 27,913, 27,768 and 28,042 liters.
Although site personnel informed that maintenance records were available and a permit for storing
gasoline on site was present, this information has not been received by Arcadis. USTs are prone to
leakage and should be inspected on regular basis to avoid any damage occurring over a period or in the
event of an earthquake. Due to the unavailability of data, Arcadis classifies the risk as medium until
further notice.

Medium
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5.7.2 Aboveground Storage Tanks
NO

NJ'.~E

CAFACITY

We1GHT
EMPTY

FULL

1

LO, STORAGE TANK

JO TON

45TON

15 TON

2

LO. STORAGE TANK

JO TON

45 TON

15 TON

3

lCO, STORAGE TANK

40TON

4

LCO. STORAGE TANK

40 TON

75.5 lON 35.5 TON

5

LC,H. STORAGE TANK

10 TON

20.3 TON :o.:?lON

75.5 TON i5.5 l0N

6

LO, VAPORIZER

1000 m:a/H

1.5TON

1.5 TON

7

LCO. VAPORIZER

1000

m,hi

2.5 TON

?.5 TON

lCO, VAPORIZER

1000 m•JH

2.5 TON

2.5 TON

9

LC,H. VAPOIIIZER

1000 m•fH

0.3 TON

0.~ TON

10

!JO TA/II(

10 TOIi

ID. I TOIi

0. 1 TOIi

Aboveground storage tanks are spread across the site. Production gas station has oxygen, ethylene, LPG and
carbon dioxide storage (left) and capacity has been given in the table (right). The storage tanks for the production
gas station and the air receivers at this location have all completed and approved inspection records available.
Pre-treatment and paint shop have diesel tanks (mid) which are bunded (good condition) and a carbon dioxide
AST.
No significant risks have been observed based on outer inspection of the ASTs. Permits for storage of these
gases/hydrocarbons were not received and no maintenance records have been made available. Even though no
maintenance records were received, the outside of the tanks were observed in order, therefore the risk is
considered low.

[

REMARK

Low

l
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5.8.1 Chemical/Paint Storage

Open chemical storage (left) is locked for unauthorized personnel, but still prone to outside events (weather).
Chemicals/Paints are not stored on drip trays (mid). Drainage of the storage leads out to sea (right). Naked lights are
present in the open storage, close to flammables. As no secondary containment is provided in the open chemical
storage, and drainage leads out to sea, the risk of contaminating seawater and potential marine wildlife is present.
Secondary containment in the form of drip trays and spill kits (dry) should be provided.
Considering the current situation, the risk of chemical/paint storage on potential contamination is considered medium.

[

Medium

l
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5.8.2 Closed chemical/paint storage

Closed chemical/paint storage has explosion proof lighting, but is insufficiently ventilated (left). Spill was
present on the floor (right) , which did not spread outside, but the potential is there, due to holes in the
walls near the surface level.
No drip trays were provided for stored paint/chemicals. Considering chemicals and paints are not
managed properly as with the closed paint/chemical storage, risk for contamination is present and
therefore equally assessed medium.

[

Medium

l
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5.8.3 Other storage areas

In other areas, batch storage is present, none secondary contained. Left is the maintenance shop, middle
is piping pre-treatment (including spill), right is piping paint shop. Risk of contamination is present due to
the absence of secondary containment, although the flooring is fully concreted and no stains were
observed to move to the outdoor areas. Anticipating the before-mentioned aspects, the risk is classified as
medium.

[

Medium

l
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UN

AMANDRA AREA

Considering all aspects in the EDD that could potentially have an impactSAMANDRA
on soil andCAMP
groundwater
contamination, some sites are more prone to potential contamination than others. It is anticipated that
due to solid concreted floors, spill cleaning procedures and no reported significant incidents, the risk of
contamination is low. Nevertheless, when repurposing or decommissioning the site in the future, it is
important to note the above areas, as there could be contamination build-up over the years. Colour
coded: Piping pre-treatment and galvanizing, Blasting and Painting shops, Paint/chemical
storage and maintenance shop, Waste storage area
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5.9.1 Ozone Depleting Substances
Some of the air-conditioning units on site are still using R22 refrigerant, which his considered an Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS). The
Philippines has ordered to phase out the use of R22 refrigerant by 2021, hence the site should replace the AC units by that year with units that
are not using the R22 refrigerant or any other refrigerant that is classified as ODS.

It is advised that the AC split units still containing R22 refrigerant are replaced
between 2020 and 2030, to ensure compliance to Philippine regulations.
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5.10.1 Firefighting equipment
Currently there is a lack of active fire protection measures at the docks’
shelters (currently protected by fire extinguishers only) especially in buildings
where combustible gases are used around ignition sources such as welding,
hot-cutting, etc. Gas ports are also located near the high voltage electrical
panels. Capex amounts are allowed for installation of appropriate fire
protection systems as well as the relocation of the panels. Review of worker
health and safety policy for hazardous areas is also recommended as part of
operation after the incoming tenant takes over the premises and confirms the
final use of buildings.
As part of the investment, fire protection measures will be taken of a combined
approx. value of 2.5 million USD considering improvement of fire suppression
systems and fire alarms in the guest house, blasting & painting shop B, main
office, blasting & painting shop C, blasting & painting shop D, Catering Center
and Painting shop/Piping shelter amongst others.

[__)
High

On site there are 23 ground hydrants available and the main pumps and
supporting pumps for the fire hydrants are located in the STP building and the
Water Treatment Plant. Many of the fire extinguishers on site were checked on
a regular basis, but some of the fire extinguishers were observed to be very
old and it is unsure whether they are still fully functional. The site does host a
fire fighting facility with 2 fire fighting trucks, which is located near the
maintenance shop and paint/chemical storage.
Considering adequate fire fighting equipment is currently in need of
improvement and significant investment, the risk is considered high.
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5.10.3 Fire hydrant pumps
Water Treatment Plant Equipment
The fire hydrant pumps are located at the water treatment
plant and in the building of the STP (as shown in the
picture below). They involve 1 main supply pump, a spare
support pump and a assistance supply pump as specified
in the figure on the right.

Equipment Name
Specification
Motor

Fire Extinguishing Main Supply Pump
A horizontnl Shaft Volute Pump 150A x
1.8m'/min X H100m

75kw

2 units

Equipment Name
Specification
Motor

Fire Assistance Supply Pump
Wesco Pump 40A x 0.06m'/m in x

Equipment Name

H1oom

Specification

11 kw

Motor

Fire Extinguishing Spare Support Pump

Engine Pump 200A x 3.6m'/min x
H100m

110 kw
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Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan
The shipyard delivered their HSE Emergency Management Procedure dated 6 June 2018 Rev. no 3 to the Arcadis team. After review, the
emergency management procedure includes responsibilities, emergency response definition, training and drills, types of emergency situations,
response procedures, specification of cases with human accidents and how to treat the injured, physical accidents also pertaining storms/floods,
and an environmental accident procedure (for spills of different kinds). Besides the procedure, no other records were received.
The facility is currently non-operational and Tier 2 spill measures (e.g., floating booms, oil absorbers, small boats) will be incorporated as part of a
tenant’s responsibility once a tenant is confirmed..
Although the previous shipyard owner had an Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan, this does not mean that this plan will apply for the
new tenant. It is recommended that the new tenant draft an emergency preparedness and response plan appropriate for the organization and the
site activities as performed in the future. The plan should amongst others include a spill prevention and control procedure.
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Dredging
For the preparation of the site and the implementation of the quay walls, dredging and excavation had to be performed. In the EIA study
performed in 2005, these dredging impacts have been modelled according to the then available models for hydrodynamics. Considering the time
and the developments in the field in the Philippines during that time, efforts seem to have been performed in order to estimate potential
suspended solids in the marine waters.
Mitigation measures were provided in the form of limiting the dredging activities to time periods per day and avoiding 24-hour dredging.
The future situation could need dredging for the maintenance of a minimum depth for ships to be able to moor and use the dry-docks.
Considering the amount of dredging required, the new tenant should assess the necessary steps to minimize residual impacts on marine ecology,
fishermen and water quality within acceptable limits. This may require an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) although the current framework
for EIS in the Philippines only states an EIS requirement if reclamation is required.
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ESMS of the proposed operator
Currently the HHIC Shipyard is not operational, therefore the majority of the Environmental and Social Management System (ESMS) is revolving
around current process that are still in place (like waste management, environmental monitoring and fire safety procedures). In the case that a
new operator of the shipyard will be selected, this operator will have to ensure that an ESMS will be developed that is conform IFC Performance
Standards, World Bank EHS Guidelines and Good International Industry Practice (GIIP), whilst implementing such a system accordingly. The
acquiror of the shipyard will have to delegate these requirements to the new operator.
The ESMS of the operator shall comply to:
•

All relevant Philippines legislation

•

The IFC’s 2012 Performance Standards;

•

The World Bank EHS General Guidelines;

•

The World Bank EHS Guidelines for Ports, Harbors, and Terminals; and

•

The ILO’s 2019 Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Shipbuilding and Ship Repair
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Area of Social Influence
As included in 5.1.4 the resettlement of Sitio Agusuhin caused some social unrest in the area where now the HHIC shipyard is located. It was
clear that the resettlement process was difficult and efforts were done to decide who was and was not entitled on compensation. The overall EIA
did not include all potential socio-economic impacts that are considered to be part of a shipyard, like impacts on fisheries and fishermen located
in other villages. Arcadis has tried to find alternative information on the potential social impacts of the shipyard at the time of construction and
operation, which can be used to create an understanding of the area of social influence of the shipyard. This area of social influence can later be
used to ensure proper stakeholder engagement and community involvement for the new operator of the shipyard.
One of the news items in Bulatlat as posted in March 2006 interviewed villagers after the resettlement was performed. The news items included
perspectives of the villagers, stating that they have been under resettlement threat for years, since an oil & gas company previously used the site
for the construction of a concrete gravity structure and afterwards HHIC came in to acquire the land for the shipyard. Information was disclosed to
them on the project by the Agusuhin Neighborhood Association (ANA) who informed them that payments had to be taken as their houses would
have to be resettled in any case. First villagers approved the resettlement and compensation measures, but afterwards the villagers changed
mindset and formed SAMANARA in January 2006, as they wanted to oppose the project. A villager refers to compensation of 274,000 PHP for
his house and trees.
On philstar.com a news item was posted on the implementation of resettlement activities by the SBMA. A president of the ANA was interviewed
and informed that the compensation that was given, was below expectation, but they agreed, as they saw the economic benefits of the shipyard
for the Philippines as a whole.
One article posted in Ethnos, Journal of Anthropology (2016) written by Elisabeth Schober did a detailed study on the social impacts of the HHIC
shipyard on local communities. The article highlights that thousands of villagers had to be resettled (not only the ones in Sitio Agusuhin, but also
near the shipyard) and impacts were felt by labour influx malaria cases, fisheries that worsened and impacted local subsistence fishers and
replacement land was often of poorer quality than the land close to the sea. The article also highlights another round of evictions in 2013 of
approximately 1,000 families living close to the shipyard, although this was not on account of the shipyard.
More information on the social impacts of the shipyard might be available and can be shared with the acquirors accordingly. When operations
commence, the operators will have to ensure proper stakeholder and community engagement is maintained to limit negative impacts as much as
possible.
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5.15.1 Protected Areas
The closest national parks near the project site are Roosevelt national park and Bataan national park, which are located respectively 18km and
20km as the crow flies.
The Bataan National Park and Subic Bay Forest Reserve (located next to each other) are considered important bird areas (IBAs). Several of the
threatened and restricted-range birds of the Luzon Endemic Bird Area have recently been recorded in this IBA, and the relatively extensive
forests which remain there support important populations of several of these species, notably Green Racquet-tail. One of the largest recent
counts of Philippine Duck was in Subic Bay.
Non-bird biodiversity: The northern Luzon giant cloud rat Phloeomys pallidus, golden-crowned flying fox Acerodon jubatus, Philippine brown deer
Cervus mariannus and Philippine warty pig Sus philippensis are known to occur in the area, but surveys of the mammals and herpetofauna of the
area are incomplete.
Considering the location of the shipyard, it is not expected to significantly impact the IBA and biodiversity on land.
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5.15.2 Other aspects
•

As the shipyard is currently not in use, there are hardly any noise emitting activities present. Noise monitoring is continued to date, and
recent results are never higher than 45 db(A) near the main gate and the pool area. This is well within the allowable limits of the Philippines
authorities.

•

No asbestos containing materials are reported to have been present on the site. No suspect asbestos containing material was sighted
during the site walk. Since 2000 brown and blue asbestos are banned in the Philippines, whilst Chrysotile asbestos is regulated by the
Chemical Control Order 02 by DENR. The site started construction in 2004 and site personnel informed the team that no asbestos was
present on site and used in building materials. The site visit reviewed (visually) for potential chrysotile asbestos materials but did not spot any
during the visit. Considering the above, the risk of asbestos at the shipyard are anticipated low.

•

Transformers are known to historically contain oils with PCBs, hence the risk for this Persistent Organic Pollutant (POP). The Philippines
signed the Stockholm Convention Agreement on POPs in 2001, which resulted in the administrative order No. 1 of 2004 (DAO 04-01)
otherwise known as Chemical Control of PCBs which was in effect on the 19th of March 2004. The objective of this order was to eliminate and
phase out the use of PCBs over a 10-year period ending 19 March 2014. Construction of the shipyard started in 2004 and was completed in
2006. As the order was already active and site personnel informed that no PCB oils were used in the transformers, there is no reason to
believe any PCB containing oils are present in the transformers used at site.

•

The Philippines promulgated its lead paint policy in 2013 through a Chemical Control Order (CCO) for Lead and Lead Compounds, which
prohibits lead in paint above 90 ppm of the total non-volatile content of the dried paint film and provides for phase-out periods for different
paint categories. Results of the TCLP for paint sludge resulted in a 0.35 mg/l (0.35ppm) which is well within the limits that are allowable.
Personnel at the shipyard informed that they only use paints that are within the allowable limit of 90ppm on lead content. No concern was
found here.
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Area of Concern
5.2 Permits, Fines,
and Previous
Convictions

5.3 Natural disaster
risk

5.8 Materials
handling & storage

5.9 Deleterious
materials
5.10 Fire Fighting
Equipment

Risk Type

Rating

Corrective Action

Cost

Permits and
Monitoring

Low

Ensure all permits are present and environmental monitoring is continued on a quarterly basis,
sending monitoring results to the appropriate authority for compliance checking. Permits should be
renewed if currently not valid and schedule accordingly for other permits losing validity.

Tenant operational
expenses

Potentially unstable
slope behind waste
storage

Medium

Ensure slope protection for mountain west of the waste storage area (quay 7) to reduce the chance
of landslides affecting the area and endangering personnel working there.

$ 80,000

Storm surge risk

Medium

Develop an emergency evacuation procedure in case of typhoons and storm surges, to avoid
material damage and ensure safety of personnel working on site. This includes shipping safety due
to an increase in sea level and wave height.

$ 50,000

Typhoons and
earthquakes

Medium

Upgrade site assets to the latest Philippine building code to minimize the risk of typhoons and
earthquakes causing significant asset damage.

$ 15,117,690

On site flood risk

Medium

Ensure maintenance and cleaning of all drainage channels of the complete site, to assure water on
the site will be drained in extreme precipitation or storm surge events.

Part of upgrade to
Philippine building
code

Asset flood damage

Medium

Improve resiliency of the dockyard’s lowest lying areas, by protecting vulnerable assets considering
potential floods in case of storm surges (like substations and electrical facilities).

Part of upgrade to
Philippine building
code

Hazardous materials
management

Medium

Provide secondary containment pallets for all storage areas of hazardous materials, considering the
chemical/paint storage and maintenance workshop and hazardous waste storage.

$ 100,000

Spill prevention

Medium

Provide spill kits to locations where a potential spill might reach the stormwater drainage (e.g.
gasoline station, open paint/chemical storage, waste storage).

$ 30,000

Soil/groundwater
contamination

Medium

Although the site is fully concreted, spill prevention procedures are in place and no previous spills
were reported, the site does host industrial processes like painting, galvanizing, pre-treatment and
a gasoline station with UST. Considering these items it is recommended to assess soil and
groundwater quality if the site would be decommissioned or repurposed in the future. After
consideration of the required areas to be assessed, these cost could range approximately between
$ 25,000 and $ 400,000 USD.

TBD

Inappropriate
ventilation/fire hazard

Medium

Improve ventilation of closed chemical/paint storage area (building 72) and the storage areas near
the piping pre-treatment and paint shop (building 79) and install explosion proof lighting in these
area.

$ 67,900

Ozone depleting
substances

Low

Replace AC unites with R22 refrigerant between 2020-2030, to comply to Philippines standards
relating to the phasing out of R22 refrigerant.

$ 489,000

Fire safety

High

Improve fire suppression systems and fire alarms in the guest house, blasting & painting shop B,
main office, blasting & painting shop C, blasting & painting shop D, Catering Center and Painting
shop/Piping shelter.

$ 2,399,100
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TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE

Permit
Business Registration
Land Administration
Hiring of personnel accreditation
Certificate of Accreditation
Gate Passes
Building Permit
Occupancy Permit
Environmental Permits
Dive Permit
Project Covered by an EIS Report
Project Covered by an IEER Report
Project Covered by an EPRMP Report
Project Covered by an IEEC Report
Certificate of Non-Coverage (CNC)
Permit to Operate a Pollution Control Device and/or Discharge Permit
Health & Sanitation permits
Sanitary Clearance
PHSD Clearance for SBMA Accreditation
Hazardous Operation Permit
Import/Export permits
Direct Trader Input Accreditation (Import/Export)
Admission Permit (Import/Export)
Single Administrative Document (Import/Export)
Export Clearance
Approval of List of Importables to Etaps
Client Profile Registration and Customs Client Number

© Arcadis 2015

Validity
1 year
one time permit
6 mos/ 1 year
6 mos- 1 year
1 time
1 time
on the day of dive only
no expiration
no expiration
no expiration
no expiration
no expiration
1-year for air; 5-years for wastewater

1-year
1-year
contract dependent
1-year
1-year
1-year
1-year
1-year
1-year
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TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE
Permit

Validity

Transportation Accreditation (privately-owned vehicles)
Seaport permits
Vessel Entry Clearance
Vessel Exit Clearance
Gate pass and sub-gate pass
Bring-in permit
Local/Foreign Transshipment Declaration
Temporary Transfer permit
Clearance for Cargos Exiting Tipo
Certificate of Ownership of Leasehold Rights: Mandatory Registration
Business Accreditation of Suppliers and Service Providers
Subic-Clark Visa
Special Subic-Clark Working Visa (SS-CWV)
Special Subic-Clark Investor's Visa (SS-CIV)
Environmental Certificates
Environmental Compliance Certificates (ECC) for shipbuilding and terminal
facilities.
Hazardous waste generator permit
Certificate of disposal for residual waste in landfill
Certificate of treatment for diesel with water
Hazardous waste haulers
Landfill compliance
Transport compliance
Residual and Recycling Compliance
Scrap materials compliance
Treatment storage and disposal compliance

1-year

© Arcadis 2015

24 hrs
24 hrs
max. 1-month
1-month
1-month
1-month
n/a
contract dependent
1-year
2-years
contract dependent

N/A
Until hazardous waste types are changed
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFICATE
Site certificate No.:
55527CC2-2009-AE-KOR-KAB

Initial certification date:
19 June, 2006

Valid:
19 June, 2018 - 19 June, 2021

Belongs to Central Office Certificate No.:
55527-2009-AE-KOR-KAB

This is to certify that the management system of

HANJIN HEAVY INDUSTRIES &
CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

HHIC-Phil Subic Ship Yard: Green Beach1, Redondo Peninsula, Sitio Agusuhin, Brgy.
Cawag, 2200, Subic, Zambales, Philippines

has been found to conform to the Environmental Management System standard:

ISO 14001:2015, KS I ISO 14001:2015
This certificate is valid for the following scope:

Design and Manufacture of Steel Ship, Chemical Carrier, Refrigerated Carrier,
Full Container Carrier, LNG/LPG Carrier, Special Purpose Ship (War Ship and
Training Ship), Steel Structure for Ship and Power Generation Plant and Steel
Bridge.

Place and date:
Seoul 07 June, 2018

For the issuing office:
DNV GL – Business Assurance
18F, Kyobo Bldg., 1, Jong-ro, Jongno-gu,
Seoul, Korea

KAB-EC-1 3

In-Kyoon Ahn
Management Representative

Accredited by Member of the IAF for EMS

Lack of fulfilment of conditions as set out in the Certification Agreement may render this Certificate invalid.
DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd is accredited by Korea Accreditation Board (KAB) as an Environmental Management System certification body
(Accreditation number: KAB-EC-13).
ACCREDITED UNIT: DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd, 18F Kyobo Bldg., 1 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea. TEL:+82 2 724 8413.
dnvgl.co.kr/assurance

DNV·GL

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFICATE
Site certificate No.:
31574CC2-2008-AHSO-KOR-KAB

Initial certification date:
19 June, 2006

Valid:
19 June, 2018 - 19 June, 2021

Belongs to Central Office Certificate No.:
31574-2008-AHSO-KOR-KAB

This is to certify that the management system of

HANJIN HEAVY INDUSTRIES &
CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

HHIC-Phil Subic Ship Yard: Green Beach1, Redondo Peninsula, 2200, Subic,
Zambales, Philippines

has been found to conform to the Occupational Health and Safety Management System
standard:

OHSAS 18001:2007, K-OHSMS 18001:2007
This certificate is valid for the following scope:

Design and Manufacture of Steel Ship, Chemical Carrier, Refrigerated Carrier,
Full Container Carrier, LNG/LPG Carrier, Special Purpose Ship (War Ship and
Training Ship), Steel Structure for Ship and Power Generation Plant and Steel
Bridge.

Place and date:
Seoul 07 June, 2018

For the issuing office:
DNV GL – Business Assurance
18F, Kyobo Bldg., 1, Jong-ro, Jongno-gu,
Seoul, Korea

In-Kyoon Ahn
Management Representative

Lack of fulfilment of conditions as set out in the Certification Agreement may render this Certificate invalid.
DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd is accredited by Korea Accreditation Board (KAB) as an Occupational Health and Safety Management System
certification body (Accreditation number: KAB-OC-27).
ACCREDITED UNIT: DNV GL Business Assurance Korea Ltd, 18F Kyobo Bldg., 1 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea. TEL:+82 2 724 8413.
dnvgl.kr/assurance

Re public of the Philippines
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT
Regional Office No. III
Sugar Workers' Livelihood Center cor. Matalino & Mahusay Sts.,
Diosdado Macapagal Government Center, Brgy. Maimpis,
City ofSan Fernando, Pampanga

ISO 9001 :2015 Certified

1s t lndorsement
19 August 2019

Respectfully indorsed to DR. MA. TERESITA S. CUCUECO, CESO Ill, Bureau of Working Conditions,
3rd Floor, DOLE Building, Muralla car. Gen. Luna Streets, lntramuros, Manila, for her appropriate action,
the herein letter of Atty. Rosario S. Bernaldo, CPA, the Court-Appointed Rehabilitation Receiver of HHICPHILS INC., on SEC Case No. 19-001 regarding their request to postpone the annual inspection of heavy
equipment units as well as renewal of permit to operate equipments of HHIC-PHILS. I NC. until resumption
of its shipbuilding activities.

MA. ZENAIDA A NGARA-CArPITA
Regi nal Director

Cf

Cc:

Atty. Rosario S. Bernaldo, CPA
Unit 1810 Cityland Condominium 10
Tower 1 6815 H.V. Dela Costa cor. Ayala Ave.
Makati City
Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction Philippines, Inc.
Green beach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Sit io Agusuhin
Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales

OUR VISION· Eve1y Filipino worker allainsfu/1, decent and produc/zve employmenf.
OUR MISSION: To promote gainful employment opportunities, develop human resources, protect workers and promote their welfare and maintain industrial peace.
Tel Nos.: (045) 455 16 14. (045) 455 1617Telefo x: (045) 86 1 4383
■ HOTLINE: 0925 8150214 • (045) 455 1&1'
E-mail Addresses: dolero3@gmo il.com. tssd I.d o1ero3@g moil.com. tssd2.dolero3@g mo1l.com

r
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ATTY. ROSARIO S. BERNALDO, CPA
Unit 1810 Cityland Condominium 10
Tower I 68 15 H .V. Dela Costa corner Ayala Avenue, Makati City
Tel. No. 02-840-0535; Email address: rsbassoc@rsbernaldo.com

June 24, 2019
MA. ZENAIDA ANGARA- CAMPITA
Regional Director
Department of Labor and Employment-RO III
Diosdado Macapagal Regional Government Center
Barangay Maimpis, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
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Request for Indefinite Postponement of Complianc ~ ~ ! ) >e11mi. f.
to Operate Equipments and Inspection of Heavy EqmpmeiiTTiilrniC-Phil
Inc. Subic Shipyard

Dear Director Campita,
The undersigned is the court-appointed rehabilitation receiver of HHIC-Phil Inc. in SEC
Case No. 19-001 (IN RE: PETITION FOR REHABILIATION, HHIC-PHIL, INC., Petitioner).
Please be informed that since February of this year, the entire 326-ha Subic shipyard of
HHIC-Phil has ceased commercial operations. Save for the routine maintenance of the facilities
manned by a handful of workers at the sprawling shipyard, vessel production including allied
activities has been totally discontinued pending the approval of the Company's proposed
rehabilitation plan by the rehabilitation court 1• However, with no other viable source of income,
HHIC-Phil has been in constraints to operate on a very tight cash flow for the upkeep of the idle
Subic shipyard and its various support facilities.
While the undersigned receiver acknowledges DOLE' s exercise of authority over HHICPhil on the matter of occupational health and safety requirements, it is my fervent wish through
this humble representation that your good office will afford HHIC-Phil some leeway in its
compliance with the above subject regulations taking into account the Company's peculiar
circumstances smrounding its ongoing corporate rehabilitation.
In this light, I would like to respectfully request that HHIC-Phil ' s compliance with the
annual inspection of heavy equipment units as well as the renewal of the Certificate of Permit
to Operate Equipments be indefinitely postponed, as the rehabilitation court judiciously
evaluates the viability of the Company' s rehabilitation plan. Rest assured that the Company
will strictly abide by these regulations with reasonable dispatch if and when its shipbuilding
activities resume in the future.
Your positive response to this request will be highly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

ATTY. ~ ~DO,CPA
Rehabilitation Receiver of HHIC-Phil Inc.
Cc:
1

HHIC-Phil Inc.

Regional Trial Court Branch 72 of Olongapo City

,

JUL O3 2019 ,7,§).\
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Subject:

'

ATTY. ROSARIO S. BERNALDO, CPA
Unit 1810 Cityland Condominium 10
Tower 1 6815 H.V. Dela Costa corner Ayala Avenue, Makati City
Tel. No. 02-840-0535; Email address: rsbassoc@rsbemaldo.com

MA. ZENAIDA ANGARA- CAMPITA
Regional Director
Department of Labor and Employment- RO III
Diosdado Macapagal Regional Government Center
Barangay Maimpis, City of San Fernando, Pampanga

Subject:

Request for Indefinite Postponement of Compliance with Renewal of Permit
to Operate Equipments and Inspection of Heavy Equipment in HHIC-Phil
Inc. Subic Shipyard

Dear Director Campita,
The undersigned is the court-appointed rehabilitation receiver of HHIC-Phil Inc. in SEC
Case No. 19-001 (IN RE: PETITION FOR REHABILIATION, HHIC-PHIL, INC., Petitioner).
Please be informed that since February of this year, the entire 326-ha Subic shipyard of
HHIC-Phil has ceased commercial operations. Save for the routine maintenance of the facilities
manned by a handful of workers at the sprawling shipyard, vessel production including allied
activities has been totally discontinued pending the approval of the Company's proposed
rehabilitation plan by the rehabilitation court 1. However, with no other viable source of income,
HHIC-Phil has been in constraints to operate on a very tight cash flow for the upkeep of the idle
Subic shipyard and its various support facilities.
While the undersigned receiver acknowledges DOLE's exercise of authority over HHICPhil on the matter of occupational health and safety requirements, it is my fervent wish through
this humble representation that your good office will afford HHIC-Phil some leeway in its
compliance with the above subject regulations taking into account the Company's peculiar
circumstances surrounding its ongoing corporate rehabilitation.

•

In this light, I would like to respectfully request that HHIC-Phil's compliance with the
annual inspection of heavy equipment units as well as the renewal of the Certificate of Permit
to Operate Equipments be indefinitely postponed, as the rehabilitation court judiciously
evaluates the viability of the Company's rehabilitation plan. Rest assured that the Company
will strictly abide by these regulations with reasonable dispatch if and when its shipbuilding
activities resume in the future.
Your positive response to this request will be highly appreciated:
Sincerely yours,

~

.· .

ATTY. Rostri~~o. CPA
Rehabilitation Receiver of HHIC-Phil Inc.
Cc:
1

HHIC-Phil Inc.

Regional Trial Court Branch 72 of Olongapo City
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Republic of the Philippines

Department of Environmental and Natural Resources
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Region III
Regional Office III, Turquoise St., RAMAR Village, San Agustin, City
of San Fernando, Pampanga
Tel No: (045) 455-3080 Fax No: (045) 455 3316

Date: Apr 20, 2019

Permit No.: DP-R03-19-00994

WASTEWATER DISCHARGE PERMIT
Pursuant to Section 14, Article 2, of the RA 9275 otherwise known as the "Philippine Clean Water Act of
2004", this permit is hereby granted to HHIC PHILS. INC. with office address at GREENBEACH1,
REDONDO PENINSULA, Cawag, Subic, Zambales for its establishment:
HHIC PHILS INC

GREENBEACH1, REDONDO PENINSULA Cawag
SUBIC

TIN No. 243-631-832-000

Permit Conditions
1.

The permit holder shall discharge to Agusuhin River, for the period of one (1) year with effluent
wastewater flow not exceeding 513 and 467 cubic meters per day for STP 1 and STP 2 respectively
and in conformity with DENR Department Administrative Order No. 2016-08 (Water Quality Guidelines
and General Effluent Standards) and shall comply with the following Standards:
Parameters
pH
COD
Total Suspended
Solids
Ammonia
Nitrate
Phosphate
Sulfate
Oil and Grease

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Standards
6.0-9.0
60 mg/L

Parameters
Cyanide)
Fluoride

Standards
0.14 mg/L
2 mg/L

85 mg/L

Boron

2 mg/L

0.5 mg/L
14 mg/L
1 mg/L
500 mg/L
5 mg/L

Chromium
Iron
Nickel
Lead
Trichloroetylene

0.02 mg/L
5 mg/L
0.2 mg/L
0.02 mg/L
0.7 mg/L

The permit holder shall submit a quarterly Self-Monitoring Report on or before the 15th day after the end
of every quarter.
The permit holder shall submit a Compliance Monitoring Report semi-annually to include:
Proof of Compliance with RA 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management Act)
• Photo of designated temporary storage area/MRF for recyclables, electronic wastes, BFLs, batteries
and other special waste;
• Copy of Contract/MOA with the LGU as hauler and with Contract/MOA with accredited Sanitary
Landfill (SLF) for disposal of residual waste; and
• Copy of Certificate of Disposal/ Treatment issued by accredited SLF and TSD Facility operators.
Proof of Compliance with RA 9275 (Clean Water Act)
• That domestic wastewater/septage generated shall be hauled/transported and treated by
government (LGU, DOH, DENR-EMB) Licensed Hauler/Treater.
The Permit holder shall allow the entry of DENR-EMB Region 3 Personnel to subject establishment or
facility for inspection or compliance monitoring by this Office.
Collection and analysis of effluent shall be exclusively conducted within two (2) months prior to expiry
date of this Permit by a third-party DENR EMB- Acredited Laboratory and shall form part of the permit
application including the photo documented chain of custody.
A flow measuring device shall be installed and maintained in good operating condition after the
Wastewater Treatment Facility (WTF)
This permit shall be properly framed and posted in a conspicuous place at the plant or establishment.

This is a computer generated certificate. To verify the authenticity of this file, kindly
scan the generated QR Code using your QR Code scanner/reader or visit the OPMS
website for details.

Protect the environment ... Protect life...
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8.
9.

Proper labeling and storage of hazardous waste shall be implemented.
This permit is the renewal of DP- 18B-03ZA-885 and shall be renewed at least one (1) month before the
expiry date.

This permit is valid up to Apr 20, 2020, unless revoked or suspended by this Office in writing.
Non-compliance with the above conditions and/or any pertinent provisions of RA 9275 otherwise known as "Philippine Clean
Water Act of 2004", a corresponding penalty in the amount of P10,000-P200,000 per violation shall be imposed.

Recommended by:

Approved by:

~

_,L,,.,.__ _ _ _ _

ENGR. DENNIS 0 . CELESTIAL
Chief, Clearance and Permitting Division

Filing Fee
: Php 55.00
PD1856
: Php 10.00
Documentary Stamp Tax : Php 30.00
Permit Fee
: Php 3300.00
Water Discharge Fee
: Php 26827.50

O.R. No. :
O.R. No. :
O.R. No. :
O.R. No. :
O.R. No. :

..J/

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO , CESO IV

Regional Dir ector

2320446
2320446
2320446
2314530 / 2320750
2314530 / 2320750

Date :
Date :
Date :
Date :
Date :

Jan. 25, 2019
Jan. 25, 2019
Jan. 25, 2019
March 4, 2019
March 4, 2019

This is a computer generated certificate. To verify the authenticity of this file, kindly
scan the generated QR Code using your QR Code scanner/reader or visit the OPMS
website for details.

Protect the environment ... Protect life...

Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. Ill 4/F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olangapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

MAR 2 3 20181
ECC Ref. Code No. R03-1302-0067
HHIC PHILS., INC.
Brgy. Cawag, Subic
Zambales
Dear Sir/Madam,
This refers to your application for the amendment of the Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC) for the proposed expansion of the existing Shipbuilding Facility
located at Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales.
After satisfying the requirements of the said application, this Office has decided to grant
an amended Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) to the above-mentioned
project.
In issuing this CERTIFICATE, it is expected that you will diligently secure pertinent
PERMITS/CLEARANCES from all concerned government agencies.
With the issuance of this ECC, you are expected to implement the measures presented
in the submitted Environmental Performance Report and Management Plan (EPRMP),
intended to protect and mitigate the project's adverse impacts on community health,
welfare and the environment. Environmental considerations shall be incorporated in all
phases and aspects of the project. You may proceed with project implementation, after
securing all the necessary permits from the pertinent government agencies. This Office
will be monitoring the project periodically to ensure your compliance with the stipulations
cited in the attached ECC.
Please be guided accordingly.

Very truly yours,

j

t(_ _ _

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
Regional Director
cc: LGU-Subic, Zambales
Municipal Engineers Office
Department of Health
Department of Labor and Employment
Municipal Planning and Development Office
Philippine Ports Authority

Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. III 4/ F \1cl -Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 96 1-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
(Issued Under Presidential Decree 1586)
R0J-1302-0067

Amended

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE HHIC PHILS., INC.
is granted this
Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the proposed expansion of the
existing Shipbuilding Facility located at Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales by the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), through the Environmental
Management Bureau, Region Ill.
THIS IS SUBJECT to the conditions and restrictions set-out in this ECC and in
the attached document labeled as Annex A. Recommendations have been provided in
Annex B as guidance to concerned government agencies and local government units
for consideration in their decision making.
It shall cover operation of Shipbuilding Faci lity (Group 3.8.1) covering an area from
303.46 hectares to 309.58 hectares with the following project component:
Existing Facilities covering 303.46 hectares
•
Pre-treatment Shops, Hull Shops, Assembly Shops, Sub-Assembly Shop,
Pre-Outfitting Shops, Blasting and Painting Shops, Material Store and Bond
Shop, Guest House, Panel Shop , Outfitting Shop, Welding Shops, Main Office,
Visitor Center (Information Center), Tool Shop, Catering Center, Production
Distribution Center (PDC), Main Power Station, Air-Compressor Rooms, SubStation Areas, Main Gate 1 & 2, Generator Rooms, Pre-Erection Shelters,
Steel Stock Yards, Maintenance Shop-A, Dry Dock Movable Shelters, Fire
station, Gasoline Station, Paint Can Stock Area, Yard Toilets and Shower
Areas, Hatch Cover Shelters, Helicopter Hangar, Field Offices, Piping
Manufacture Shops, Distribution Shop, Waste Matter Stock, Scrap Iron Stock,
T-BHD Shelters, Deck House Shelters , Watch Towers
Expansion Facilities covering 6.12 hectares
• Maintenance Shop-B, Canteen, Toilet, Recreation Room, Education Room,
Sub-station, Locker room
Project Geographical Coordinates/Location :
Existing
14°49'10.33"
North Latitude
120°12'30.03"
East Longitude

Proposed
14°48'48 .56"
120°11'34.21"
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Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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This certification is issued in compliance to the requirements of Presidential
Decree No. 1586, in accordance to Department Administrative Order No. 30-2003. The
Bureau, however, is not precluded from reevaluating , adding, removing, and correcting
any deficiencies or errors that may be found after issuance of this certificate.
Issued at City of San Fernando, Pampanga, this

MAR 2 3 2016 ·, .

Recommending Approval :

~

DENNIS 0. CELESTIAL
Chief, Clearance and Permitting Division

Approved by:

//---____,_I
LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
Regional Director

ECC-R03-1302-0067
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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SWORN STATEMENT OF OWNER/AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

I IB,B)l I. L.U YYV\ Ul,
, proponent of this
H~ \{ - P!iu)
located in
B~ C.Ct-..,1)/i
'1,, hl --k> , {) C\,I e!.
takes full responsibility in
complying with al conditio hs contained in this Environmental Compliance Commitment
(Environmental Compliance Certificate or ECC) .

7riae
~
R O1 211&

Subscribed and sworn to before me t 1 _ __ day of _ _ _ __ , 2016, the
above-named affiant taking oath presenting Residence Certificate No. _ _ _ _ __
issued on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2016 at _ _ __ _ _ __ _

i

.

Roll No. 26667
LqCLE No. IV-00087U

Doc.No.
Page No.
·
Book No.
Series of 2016

ECC-R03-1302-0067
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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Annex A

L

CONDITIONS
A. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT and MONITORING PLAN (EMMoP)
1. All mitigating measures in the submitted Environmental Performance Report
and Management Plan (EPRMP) shall be implemented;
2. Implement waste minimization, segregation, re-use and other ecological
waste management practices.
3. Planting of native tree species shall be undertaken either within the project
site and/or in other areas as part of the proponent's social and environmental
program. The proponent shall submit to this Office within thirty (30) days from
the date of approval of this ECG the TreeNegetation Plantation Plan which
includes quantities and plant species, area/location and planting strategy and
management programs, etc.;
B. GENERAL CONDITIONS
4. The proponent shall comply with the requirements of other environmental
laws, i.e. Republic Act (RA) 8749 or "The Clean Air Act of 1999", RA 6969 or
'Toxic Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990",
RA 9003 or "Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000" and RA 9275
or "Clean Water Act of 2004', among which are:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Permit to Operate Air Pollution Source Control Installations
(APSCI) and Discharge Permit Water Pollution Source/Facilities (WPSCF)
Designate Pollution Control Officer (PCO)
Submit quarterly Self Monitoring Report
Submit semi-annual Compliance Monitoring Report
Register as Hazardous Waste Generator

5. The proponent shall construct and operate a Septage Treatment Facility with
appropriate impermeable high density linings to prevent groundwater
contamination and to treat domestic wastewater pursuant to DENR
Memorandum Order dated February 10, 2004, otherwise, individual multichambered septic tank with appropriate impermeable high density linings
shall be properly constructed and septage shall be hauled/transported and
treated by a third party Licensed Hauler and Treater.
6. Comply with RA 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management Act) in
coordination with the Local Govern ment Unit (LGU) by implementing the
following:
a. The proponent shall establish and institute an ecological solid wastes
management system to ensu re segregation at source, segregated,
collection, temporary storage at the Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) and
appropriate disposal of solid and hazardous wastes, waste minimization
and other ecological waste management practices;
b. Construct a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) with composting system for
biodegradable wastes, recyclables and temporary storage area for
electronic wastes, busted fluorescent lamps (BFLs), batteries and other
special/ hazardous wastes ;c:::-./
ECC-R03-1302-0067
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHIL$., INC.
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c. Ensure the proper disposal of solid wastes. As such, provide a copy of
Contract/Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Local Government
Unit (LGU) as hauler and with Contract /MOA with an accredited Sanitary
Landfill (SLF) for disposal of residual wastes;
d. Provide copy of Certificate of Disposal/Treatment issued by accredited
Sanitary Landfill (SLF) and Treatment, Storage and Disposal (TSO)
Facility operators;
7. The proponent shall ensure that the facility should be strong enough to
withstand the major impact of hazards that could occur in the area related to
ground shaking, storm surge, tsunami and debris flow/flooding and that the
flow of sea current will not be impeded;
8. The proponent shall conduct semi-annual ambient air sampling tests for Total
Suspended Particulates (TSP)and noise and quarterly stream (i.e.
groundwater, marine water and surface water) sampling tests for parameters
such as Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), oil and grease, coliform, Total
Suspended Solids (TSS), Heavy Metals and other applicable parameters (air
and water) and results of which shall be submitted to EMB Region 3 as part of
the Self Monitoring Report;
9. Provide spill boom and other form of contingency measures to address oil
spills to the coastal area;
10.The proponent shall construct and operate its Wastewater Treatment Facility
(WTF) effectively to ensure compliance with the effluent standards of the
DENR. The WTF shall be installed/provided with appropriate non-permeable
high density linings to treat wastewater with oil and other
contaminants/sediments;
11. Implement appropriate chemical and hazardous waste storage and handling
practices (e.g. labeling/placards and segregation according to compatibilities
of hazard areas;
12. Legal easement on the riverba nks and other waterways shall be observed ;
13. Copy of Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) shall be posted in a
conspicuous area in the project site ;
14. The proponent shall formulate and implement Information Education
Campaign (IEC) programs incorporating recommended environmental
management practices through but shall not be limited to various advertising
media (i.e., posters, billboards , etc).
15. That should there be any complaint from the community related to marine
pollution and environmental sanitation problem brought about by the project's
operation , the proponent shall be held responsible to address such problem;
16. The proponent shall allow inspection or monitoring that will be conducted by
this Office anytime in coordination with concerned groups;
~

ECC-R03-1302-0067
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHIL$., INC.
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17. The proponent shall set-up a Clustered Multipartite Monitoring Team (MMT)
for HHIC Phil., Inc. projects with issued ECC composed of representatives
from the proponent, concerned LGU, stakeholders and this Office within sixty
(60) days from receipt of this Certificate.
Likewise, an Environmental
Monitoring Fund (EMF) to cover all costs attendant to the operation of the
MMT and an Environmental Guarantee Fund (EGF) to cover compensation to
damages shall be established;
18. The proponent shall submit to th is Office an updated Marine Biodiversity
Conservation and Quality Study and a Navigational Management Plan;
19. The fuel, oil and chemical storage area shall be provided with adequate
secondary containment, availability of clean-up materials, fire safety
measures, high density lining and leak detection system in place to prevent
possible leakage, contamination of soil and groundwater and fire hazards;
20.An Engineering Geological and Geohazard Assessment Report (EGGAR) that
is based on the Geological Site Scoping Report (GSSR) from the Mines and
Geosciences Bureau (MGB) Region 3 particularly on earthquake, flooding,
erosion, tsunami, etc. shall be submitted to this Office sixty (60) days from
receipt of this Certificate. All recommendations in the submitted EGGAR shall
be incorporated in the structural design and strictly implemented;
21. This Certificate shall supersede the ECC with Reference Code No. R031302-0067 dated September 20, 2013. Original copy of superseded ECC
(R03-1302-0067) shall be surrendered within thirty (30) days upon receipt of
this Certificate;

II.

RESTRICTIONS

22. No cutting of trees shall be undertaken without first securing a Permit to Cut/
Earth Ball from the DENR-Forest Management Service (FMS), Region Ill.
Any cutting of trees implemented without the necessary Permit approved by
the FMS will render this Certificate cancelled or suspended;
23.Dust prevention and mitigating measures shall be strictly implemented during
ship building/repair and sandblasting activities. Wind flow direction devices
shall be installed in strategic locations;
24. Any expansion or modification of the approved project shall be subject to new
EIA requirement; and
25. In case of transfer of ownership of this project, these same conditions and
restrictions shall apply and the transferee shall be required to notify this
Office within fifteen (15) days as regards to the transfer of ownership.
Non-compliance with any of the provisions of this certificate shall be a sufficient cause for the
cancellation or suspension of this certificate and/or imposition of a fine in an amount not to
exceed Fifty Thousand Pesos (50,000.00) /or every violation thereof

O.R. No.
Proposed Fee
Date

ECC-R03-1302-0067
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.

8017962
P1 ,200
February 26, 20 16 ~
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Annex B

PROJECT ASS ESSMENT PLANNING TOO L

This is for the assistance of the Proponent and government agencies concerned
in the management of the project and for better coordination in mitigation on the impact
of the project on its surrounding areas and to the environment.
By way of recommendation, the following have been taken notice by the
undersigned and are forwarding these recommendations to the parties and authorities
concerne dfor proper appreciation an d action.
CONCERNED
RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONCERNED
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES/LGUs
AGENCIES /ENTITIES
1. Provide drainage canal, concrete culverts, and other
Municipal
Engineers
flood control measures to adequately receive and
Office/SBMA/ Proponent
channel the run-off of silt-laden rain water to the nearby
receiving body of water.
2. Provide segregation, collection, recycli ng, and disposal
LGU
mechanism for solid waste .
3. Comply with the Sanitation Code of the Philippines,
DOH, DOLE-Bureau of
Labor Code of the Philippines including Occupational
Working Condition and
Health and Safety Standards and Building Code of the
Municipal
Planning
&
Philippines.
Devt. Office/LGU
4. Secure Permit
Philippine Ports Authority
(PPA)
5. Secure Foreshore Lease Agreement
DENR
6. Secure necessary Permits
LGU Concerned
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROPONENT
The following are recommendations for the Proponent for the protection of the project
area and the affected environment. It is strongly recommended that the same be strictly
complied by the Proponents.
1. Undertake close monitoring of the project to maintain a high level of safety & efficiency
and to immediately address any environmental hazards or change that may take place.
2. Formulate and implement Emergency Preparedness, Contingency Plan and
Preventive Maintenance to address possible case of flooding, landslide and other
nuisance by the proponent and submitted to this Office and other concerned government
agencies within thirty (30) days from receipt of this Certificate.
For dissemination and proper action of the parties concerned .

d _ _ _ _/
DENNIS 0. CELESTIAL
Chief, Clearance and Permitting Division

ECC-R03-1302-0067
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
Regional Director
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Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONI\tlENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAlT
Regio:'.lal Office No. III 4/F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

- SEP 2 o 2013
ECC Ref. Code No. R03-1302-0067
HHIC PHILS., INC.
Brgy. Cawag, Subic
Zambales
Dear Sir/Madam,
This refers to your application for an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the
existing Shipbuilding Facility located at Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales.
After satisfying the requirements of the said application, this Office has decided to grant
an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) to the above-mentioned project.
In issuing this CERTIFICATE, it should be understood that the same is a PLANNING
TOOL and not a PERMIT. It is expected that you will diligently secure pertinent
PERMITS/CLEARANCES from all concerned government agencies.
With the issuance of this ECC, you are expected to implement the measures presented
in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE), intended to protect and mitigate the
project's adverse impacts on community health , welfare and the environment.
Environmental considerations shall be incorporated in all phases and aspects of the
project. You may proceed with project implementation, after securing all the necessary
permits from the pertinent government agencies. This Office will be monitoring the
project periodically to ensure your compliance with the stipulations cited in the attached
ECC.
Please be guided accordingly.

Very truly yours,

µ _ _ _/
LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director
cc: LGU-Subic, Zambales
Municipal Engineers Office
Department of Health
Department of Labor and Employment
Philippine Ports Authority

Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREA lJ
R~gional Office No. III 4/F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
(Issued Under Presidential Decree 1586)
R0J-1302-0067

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT HHIC PHILS. INC. is granted this Environmental
Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the existing Shipbuilding Facility located at Cawag,
Subic, Zambales, by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),
through the Environmental Management Bureau, Region Ill.
SUBJECT ONLY to the conditions and restrictions set-out in this ECC and in the
attached document labeled as Annex A. Recommendations have been provided in
Annex B as guidance to concerned government agencies and local government units
for consideration in their decision making .
It shall cover the operation of a shipbuilding facility (Group 11-P.3) covering an area of
303.46 hectares.
Project Geographical Coordinates/Location :
North Latitude
14°49'10.33"
East Longitude
120°12'30.03"
This certification is issued in compliance to the requirements of Presidential
Decree No. 1586, in accordance to Department Administrative Order No. 30-2003. The
Bureau, however, is not precluded from reevaluating, adding, removing, and correcting
any deficiencies or errors that may be found after issuance of this certificate.
Issued at City of San Fernando, Pampanga this __S_E
_P_2_ O_2_0_13_
Recommending Approval:

DENNIS~AL
Chief, Environmental Impact Assessment
& Management Division

Approved by:

t"<---1

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director

ECC-R0J-1302-0067
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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SWORN STATEMENT OF OWNER/AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
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complying with al conditio s contained in this Environmental Compliance Commitment
(Environmental Compliance Certificate or ECC) .
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Signature

TIN _ __ _ _ _

Subscribed and sworn to before me ttWV 1 2 ?Mly of _ __ _ _ , 2013, the
above-named affiant taking oath presenting Residence Certificate No. _ _ _ _ _ _
issued on _ _ _ _ _ __ 2013 at _ __ _ __ __ _
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Annex A
I. .

CONDITIONS
A. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT and MONITORING PLAN (EMMoP)
1. All mitigating measures in the submitted Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) shall
be implemented;
2. Implement waste minimization, segregation, re-use and other ecological waste
management practices.
3. Planting of trees shall be undertaken either within the project site and/or in other
areas as part of the proponent's social and environmental program. The proponent
shall submit to this Office within thirty (30) days from the date of approval of this ECC
the TreeNegetation Plantation Plan which includes quantities and plant species,
area/location and planting strategy and management programs, etc.;
B. GENERAL CONDITIONS
4. The proponent shall comply with the requirements of other environmental laws, i.e.
Republic Act (RA) 8749 or "The Clean Air Act of 1999", RA 6969 or "Toxic
Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990", RA 9003 or
"Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000" and RA 9275 or "Clean Water Act
of 2004', among which are:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Permit to Operate Air Pollution Source Control Installations (APSCI) and
Discharge Permit Water Pollution Source/Facilities (WPSCF)
Designate Pollution Control Officer (PCO)
Submit quarterly Self Monitoring Report
Submit semi-annual Compliance Monitoring Report
Register as Hazardous Waste Generator

5. The proponent shall ensure that the facility should be strong enough to withstand the
major impact of hazards that could occur in the area related to ground shaking, storm
surge, tsunami and debris flow/flooding and that the flow of sea current will not be
impeded;
6. The proponent shall conduct semi-annual ambient air sampling tests for Total
Suspended Particulates (TSP) and noise and quarterly stream (i.e. groundwater,
marine water and surface water) sampling tests for parameters such as Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOD), oil and grease, coliform, Total Suspended Solids (TSS),
Heavy Metals and other applicable parameters (Air and Water) and results of which
shall be submitted to EMB Region 3 as part of the Self Monitoring Report;
7. Provide spill boom and other form of contingency measures to address oil spills to
the coastal area;
8. The proponent shall construct and operate its Wastewater Treatment Facility (WTF)
effectively to ensure compliance with the effluent standards of the DENR. The WTF
shall be installed/provided with appropriate non-permeable high density linings to
treat wastewater with oil and other contaminants/sediments;
9. Implement appropriate chemical and hazardous wastes storage and handling
practices (e.g. labelling/placards and segregation according to compatibilities of
hazard areas;
10. Ensure that a minimum clearance of 20 linear meter width based from the line
reached by the highest tide must be reserved for public use;

11. Copy of Environmental Com pliance Certificate (ECC) shall be posted in a
conspicuous area in the project site~
ECC-R03-1302-0067
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Shipbuilding Facility
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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12. The proponent shall formulate and implement Information Education Campaign (IEC)
programs incorporating recommended environmental management practices through
but shall not be limited to various advertising media (i.e., posters, billboards, etc).
13. That should there be any complaint from the community related to marine pollution
and environmental sanitation problem brought about by the project's operation , the
proponent shall be held responsible to address such problem;
14. The proponent shall allow inspection or monitoring that will be conducted by this
Office anytime in coordination with concerned groups;
15. The proponent shall set-up a Multipartite Monitoring Team (MMT) composed of
representatives from the proponent, concerned LGU , stakeholders and this Office
within sixty (60) days from receipt of this Certificate. Likewise, an Environmental
Monitoring Fund (EMF) to cover all costs attendant to the operation of the MMT and
an Environmental Guarantee Fund (EGF) to cover compensation to damages shall
be established;
16. In case an access road shall be constructed, a Road-Right of Way shall be secured
subject to EIA requirements;
17. The proponent shall submit to this Office an updated Marine Biodiversity and Quality
Study and a Navigational Management Plan within sixty (60) days from receipt of this
Certificate;
18. The fuel, oil and chemical storage area shall be provided with adequate secondary
containment, availability of clean-up materials, fire safety measures, high density
lining and a leak detection system in place to prevent possible leakage,
contamination of soil and groundwater and fire hazards;
19. An Engineering Geological and Geohazard Assessment Report (EGGAR) that is
based on the Geological Site Scoping Report (GSSR) from the Mines and
Geosciences Bureau (MGB) Region 3 particularly on earthquake, flooding, erosion,
tsunami, storm surge, etc. shall be submitted to this Office sixty (60 days from receipt
of this Certificate. All recommended measures in the submitted EGGAR shall be
incorporated in the structural design and strictly implemented;

II.

RESTRICTIONS

20. Dust prevention and mitigating measures shall be strictly implemented during ship
building/repair and sandblasting activities.
installed in strategic locations;

Wind flow direction devices shall be

21. Any expansion or modification of the approved project shall be subject to new EIA
requirement; and

22. In case of transfer of ownership of this project, these same conditions and
restrictions shall apply and the transferee shall be required to notify this Office within
fifteen (15) days as regards to the transfer of ownership.
Non-compliance with any of the provisions of this certificate shall be a sufficient cause for the
cancellation or suspension of this certificate and/or imposition of a fine in an amount not to
exceed Fifty Thousand Pesos (50,000.00) for eve1y violation thereof
O .R. No.
Proposed Fee
Date

7310673
P4,000
October 4, 2012

ECC-R03-1302-0065
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Terminal Facility Operation
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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Annex B

PROJECT ASSESSMENT PLANNING TOOL

For the assistance of the Proponent and government agencies concerned in the
management of the project and for better coordination in mitigation on the impact of the
project on its surrounding areas and to the environment.
By way of recommendation , the following have been taken notice by the
undersigned and are forwarding these recommendations to the parties and authorities
. f I0n an d acf I0n .
concerne dfor proper apprecIa
CONCERNED
RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONCERNED
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES/LGUs
AGENCIES /ENTITIES
1. Provision of drainage canal, concrete culverts, and other
Municipal
Engineers
flood control measures to adequately receive and
Office/SBMA/ Proponent
channel the run-off of silt-laden rain water to the nearby
receiving body of water.
2. Provision of segregation , collection , recycling, and
LGU
disposal mechanism for solid waste.
3.Compliance with the Sanitation Code of the Philippines,
DOH, DOLE-Bureau of
Labor Code of the Philippines including Occupational
Working Condition and
Planning
Health and Safety Standards and Building Code of the
Municipal
&
Philippines.
Devt. Office/LGU
4. Secure Permit
Philippine Ports Authority
5. Secure Foreshore Lease AQreement
DENR
6. Secure necessary Permits
LGU Concerned
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROPONENT
The following are recommendations for the Proponent for the protection of the project
area and the affected environment. It is strongly recommended that the same be strictly
complied by the Proponents.
1. Close monitoring by the proponent to maintain a high level of safety & efficiency and to
immediately address any environmental hazards or change that may take place.
2. Emergency Preparedness , Contingency Plan and Preventive Maintenance to address
possible case of flooding, landslide and other nuisance shall be formulated by the
proponent and submitted to this Office and other concerned government agencies within
thirty (30) days from receipt of this Certificate.
For dissemination and proper action of the parties concerned .

!<----/
DENNIS 0 ~CELESTIAL
Chief, EIAMD (

ECC-R0J-1302-0067
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,
Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. III 4/F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

SEP 2 O 2013
ECC Ref. Code No. R03-1302-0065
HHIC PHILS., INC.
Sitio Agusuhin, Redondo Peninsula
Subic, Zambales
Dear Sir/Madam,
This refers to your application for an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the
existing Terminal Facility Operation located at Sitio Agusuhin, Redondo Peninsula,
Subic, Zambales.
After satisfying the requi-ements of the said application, this Office has decided to grant
an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) to the above-mentioned project.
In issuing this CERTIFICATE, it should be understood that the same is a PLANNING
TOOL and not a PERMIT. It is expected that you will diligently secure pertinent
PERMITS/CLEARANCES from all concerned government agencies.
With the issuance of this ECC, you are expected to implement the measures presented
in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE), intended to protect and mitigate the
project's adverse impacts on community health, welfare and the environment.
Environmental considerations shall be incorporated in all phases and aspects of the
project. You may proceed with project implementation, after securing all the necessary
permits from the pertinent government agencies. This Office will be monitoring the
project periodically to ensure your compliance with the stipulations cited in the attached
ECC.
Please be guided accordingly.

Very truly yours,

p(---/
LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director
cc: LGU-Subic, Zambales
Municipal Engineers Office
Department of Health
Department of Labor and Employment
Philippine Ports Authority

,
Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONl\'lENTAL 1\·1 ANAGEJ\fE~T Bl.JREAU
R~gional Office No. Ill 4/ F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
(Issued Under Presidential Decree 1586)
R0J-1302-0065

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT HHIC PHILS. INC. is granted this Environmental
Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the existing Terminal Facility Operation located at
Sitio Agusuhin, Redondo Peninsula, Subic, Zambales, by the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), through the Environmental Management
Bureau, Region Ill.
SUBJECT ONLY to the conditions and restrictions set-out in this ECC and in the
attached document labeled as Annex A. Recommendations have been provided in
Annex B as guidance to concerned government agencies and local government units
for consideration in their decision making.
It shall cover the operation of a term inal facility (Group II-P.3) covering an area of
501.84 square meters located along Argonaut Highway at the back of Asia
International Auctioneers, Inc. and at the Staging Facility at HHIC Phil Inc. Ship
Building Project at So. Agusuhin, Redondo Peninsula.
Project Geographical Coordinates/Location :
North Latitude
14°49'38.77"
East Longitude
120°12'52.46"
This certification is issued in compliance to the requirements of Presidential
Decree No. 1586, in accordance to Department Administrative Order No. 30-2003. The
Bureau, however, is not precluded from reevaluating, adding, removing, and correcting
any deficiencies or errors that may be found after issuance of this certificate.
Issued at City of San Fernando, Pampanga this _ _S_E_
P_2_ O_2_0_13_
Recommending Approval:

DENNIS ~ T I A L
Chief, Environmental Impact Assessme nt
& Management Division

Approved by:

J

jL_ _ _

LORMEL YN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director

ECC-R0J-1302-0065
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Terminal Facility Operation
HHIC PHILS., INC .
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SWORN STATEMENT OF OWNER/AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
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Signature

TIN - - - -- -
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Subscribed and sworn to before me
2 20gay of _ _ _ _ _ , 2013, the
above-named affiant taking oath presenting Residence Certificate No. _ _ _ _ _ __
issued on _ _ _ _ __ __ 2013 at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Annex A
I.

CONDITIONS
A. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT and MONITORING PLAN (EMMoP)

1. All mitigating measures in the submitted Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) shall
be implemented;
2. Implement waste minimization, segregation, re-use and other ecological waste
management practices.
3. Planting of trees shall be undertaken either within the project site and/or in other
areas as part of the proponent's social and environmental program. The proponent
shall submit to this Office within thirty (30) days from the date of approval of this ECC
the TreeNegetation Plantation Plan which includes quantities and plant species,
area/location and planting strategy and management programs, etc.;
B. GENERAL CONDITIONS

4. The proponent shall comply with the requirements of other environmental laws, i.e.
Republic Act (RA) 8749 or "The Clean Air Act of 1999", RA 6969 or "Toxic
Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990", RA 9003 or
"Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000" and RA 9275 or "Clean Water Act
of 2004', among which are:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure Permit to Operate Air Pollution Source Control Installations (APSCI) and
Discharge Permit Water Pol lution Source/Facilities (WPSCF)
Designate Pollution Control Officer (PCO)
Submit quarterly Self Monitoring Report
Submit semi-annual Compliance Monitoring Report
Register as Hazardous Waste Generator

5. The proponent shall ensure that the facility should be strong enough to withstand the
major impact of hazards that could occur in the area related to ground shaking, storm
surge, tsunami and debris flow/flooding and that the flow of sea current will not be
impeded ;
6. The proponent shall conduct semi-annual ambient air sampling tests for Total
Suspended Particulates (TSP) and noise and quarterly stream (i.e. groundwater,
marine water and surface water) sampling tests for parameters such as Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOD), oil and grease, coliform, Total Suspended Solids (TSS),
Heavy Metals and other applicable parameters (Air and Water) and results of which
shall be submitted to EMB Region 3 as part of the Self Monitoring Report;
7. Provide spill boom and other form of contingency measures to address oil spills to
the coastal area ;

8. The proponent shall construct and operate its Wastewater Treatment Facility (WTF)
effectively to ensure compliance with the effluent standards of the OENR. The WTF
shall be installed/provided with appropriate non-permeable high density linings to
treat wastewater with oil and other contaminants/sediments;
9. Implement appropriate chemical and hazardous wastes storage and handling
practices (e.g. labelling/placards and segregation according to compatibilities of
hazard areas;
10. Ensure that a minimum clearance of 20 linear meter width based from the line
reached by the highest tide must be reserved for public use;
11. Copy of Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) shall be posted in a
conspicuous area in the project site;~
ECC-R0J-1302-0065
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Terminal Facility Operation
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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12. The proponent shall formulate and implement Information Education Campaign (IEC)
programs incorporating recommended environmental management practices through
but shall not be limited to various advertising media (i.e., posters, billboards, etc) .
13. That should there be any complaint from the community related to marine pollution
and environmental sanitation problem brought about by the project's operation, the
proponent shall be held responsible to address such problem;
14. The proponent shall allow inspection or monitoring that will be conducted by this
Office anytime in coordination with concerned groups;
15. The proponent shall set-up a Multipartite Monitoring Team (MMT) composed of
representatives from the proponent, concerned LGU, stakeholders and this Office
within sixty (60) days from receipt of this Certificate. Likewise, an Environmental
Monitoring Fund (EMF) to cover all costs attendant to the operation of the MMT and
an Environmental Guarantee Fund (EGF) to cover compensation to damages shall
be established;
16. In case an access road shall be constructed, a Road-Right of Way shall be secured
subject to EIA requirements;
17. The proponent shall submit to this Office an updated Marine Biodiversity and Quality
Study and a Navigational Management Plan within sixty (60) days from receipt of this
Certificate;
18. The fuel, oil and chemical storage area shall be provided with adequate secondary
containment, availability of clean-up materials, fire safety measures, high density
lining and a leak detection system in place to prevent possible leakage,
contamination of soil and groundwater and fire hazards;

~

19. An Engineering Geological and Geohazard Assessment Report
based on the Geological Site Scoping Report (GSSR) from
Geosciences Bureau (MGB) Region 3 particularly on earthquake,
tsunami , storm surge, etc. shall be submitted to this Office sixty (60
of this Certificate. All recommended measures in the submitted
incorporated in the structural design and strictly implemented;

II.

(EGGAR) that is
the Mines and
flooding, erosion,
days from receipt
EGGAR shall be

RESTRICTIONS

20. Wind flow direction devices shall be installed in strategic locations;
21 . Any expansion or modification of the approved project shall be subject to new EIA
requirement; and

22. In case of transfer of ownership of this project, these same conditions and
restrictions shall apply and the transferee shall be required to notify this Office within
fifteen ( 15) days as regards to the transfer of ownership.
Non-compliance with any of the provisions of this certificate shall be a sufficient cause for the
cancellation or suspension of this cert[ficate and/or imposition of a fine in an amount not to
exceed Fifty Thousand Pesos (50,000.00) .for every violation thereof

O.R. No.
Proposed Fee
Date

7310673
P4,000
October 4, 2012

ECC-R03-1302-0065
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Terminal Facility Operation
HHIC PHILS., INC.
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Annex B

PROJECT ASSESSMENT PLANNING TOOL

For the assistance of the Proponent and government agencie$ concerned in the
management of the project and for better coordination in mitigation on the impact of the
project on its surrounding areas and to the environment.
By way of recommendation, the following have been taken notice by the
undersigned and are forwarding these recommendations to the parties and authorities
- r10n an d action
. .
concerne d f or proper apprec1a
CONCERNED
RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONCERNED
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES/LGUs
AGENCIES /ENTITIES
1. Provision of drainage canal, concrete culverts, and other
Engineers
Municipal
flood control measures to adequately receive and
Office/SBMA/ Proponent
channel the run-off of silt-laden rain water to the nearby
receiving body of water.
2. Provision of segregation, collection, recycling, and
LGU
disposal mechanism for solid waste.
3.Compliance with the Sanitation Code of the Philippines,
DOH, DOLE-Bureau of
Labor Code of the Philippines including Occupational
Working Condition and
Health and Safety Standards and Building Code of the
Municipal
Planning
&
Philippines.
Devt. Office/LGU
4. Secure Permit
Philippine Ports Authority
5. Secure Foreshore Lease Agreement
DENR
6. Secure necessary Permits
LGU Concerned
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROPONENT
The following are recommendations for the Proponent for the protection of the project
area and the affected environment. It is strongly recommended that the same be strictly
complied by the Proponents.
1. Close monitoring by the proponent to maintain a high level of safety & efficiency and to
immediately address any environmental hazards or change that may take place.
2. Emergency Preparedness, Contingency Plan and Preventive Maintenance to address
possible case of flooding, landslide and other nuisance shall be formulated by the
proponent and submitted to this Office and other concerned government agencies within
thirty (30) days from receipt of this Certificate.
For dissemination and proper action of the parties concerned.

DENNIS~TIAL
Chief, EIAMD

ECC-R0J-1302-0065
(ECC is only a Planning Tool and Not a Permit)
Terminal Facility Operation
HHIC PHILS., INC.

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director
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Republic of the Philippines
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Turquiose Street, Zone 2, Ramar Village, San Agustin, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telephone Nos.: (045) 961-52-03 | 961-52-06
Email: emb@emb.gov.ph
Visit us at http://www.emb.gov.ph

HW GENERATOR REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
AMENDED on July 11, 2018
Pursuant to Chapter 3 of DENR Administrative Order (DAO) No. 2013-22, the Implementing Rules Act (RA)
6969, this Certificate is issued to:
Name of HW Generator : HHIC-PHILS., INC.
Facility Address

: Redondo Peninsula, Cawag, Subic, Zambales

You are hereby assigned with the new on-line registration no:

GR-R3-71-00078
This certifies that the above-named Hazardous Wastes Generator generates the following types of wastes:
Waste Class
Hydrochloric acid
Lead compounds
Mercury and mercury compounds
Inorganic pigments
Grease wastes
Used industrial oil including sludge
Vegetable oil including sludge
Oil-contaminated Materials
Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)

Waste Number
B202
D406
D407
F602
H802
I101
I102
I104
M506

1.

The above-named HW Generator shall comply with all the requirements of R.A.6969, its
Implementing Rules and Regulation and the Procedural Manual for Hazardous Wastes
Management.

2.

Submission of the duly notarized self monitoring report shall be made within fifteen (15) days after
the end of every reporting period using prescribed format.

3.

Please refer to this number whenever you make transactions with EMB on matters pertaining to RA
6969.

AUTHORIZED NAME
DESIGNATION
DATE

: LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
: REGIONAL DIRECTOR
: January 4, 2018

THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENT
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Protect the environment... Protect life...

.'

Republic of the Philippines

DEPARTME?IT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENViRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. Ill, Turquoise Street, Zone 2, Ramar Village, San Agustin
City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Tel. Nos. (045) 455-3316, 455-3080, 455-4340
402-5071, 402-5073, 402-507•,r----PO_A
__-1-98---0-3ZA---88_5_~
Permit No
8 April 2019

Date:

PERMIT TO OPERATE
Air Pollution Source and Control Installations
Pursuant to PART VI, RULE XIX of the Implementing Rules and Regulations of RA 8749,
authority is hereby granted to:

HHIC - PHIL. SUBIC SHIPYARD

Bo. Cawag, Subic, Zambales

(Name of Firm, Individual, Owner etc.)

(Address)

to operate the following;
1. BLASTING & PRINTING SHOP A consisting of blasting shop with blasting cables and painting shop: Four
(4) units 3,250 CMM Dust Collector; two (2) units 300 CMM Dust collector; twenty-four (24) units 50 CMM
Vacuum Recovery leading to four (4) units 1,800 CMM Ventilation System
2. BLASTING & PRINTING SHOP B consisting of blasting shop with blasting cables and painting shop: Two
(2) units 4,250 CMM Dust Collector; one (1) unit 300 CMM Dust collector; eighteen (18) units 50 CMM Vacuum
Recovery leading to four (4) units 1,800 CMM Ventilation System
3. BLASTING & PRINTING SHOP C consisting of blasting shop with blasting cables and painting shop: Two
(2) units 4,250 CMM Dust Collector; one (1) unit 300 CMM Dust collector; twelve (12) units 50 CMM Vacuum
Recovery leading to four (4) units 1,800 CMM Ventilation System
4. BLASTING & PRINTING SHOP D consisting of blasting shop with blasting cables and painting shop: Two
(2) units 4,250 CMM Dust Collector; one (1) unit 300 CMM Dust collector; twelve (12) units 50 CMM Vacuum
Recovery leading to four (4) units 1,800 CMM Ventilation System
5. BLASTING & PRINTING SHOPE consisting of blasting shop with blasting cables and painting shop: One
(1) unit 4,250 CMM Dust Collector; one (1) unit 300 CMM Dust collector; two (2) units 50 CMM Vacuum
Recovery leading to two (2) units 1,800 CMM Ventilation System
6. PRE-TREATMENT SHOP A consisting of blasting machine and painting machine: One (1) unit 900 CMM
Dust Collector; one (1) unit 400 CMM Carbon Tower
7. PRE-TREATMENT SHOP B consisting of blasting machine and painting machine: One (1) unit 1,000 CMM
Dust Collector; one (1) unit 400 CMM Carbon Tower
8. PIPING AND PRE-TREATMENT SHOP: One (1) unit 1,500 CMM Precipitator (AC Tower); two (2) units
500 CMM Wet Scrubber; one (1) unit 95.65 hp Miura Boiler
9. MAIN POWER STATION : Eight (8) units [(2x1 ,250kW "CUMMINS") ,( 1x2, 000kW "CUMMINS"), (2x1 ,500kW
"CUMMINS"), (2x400kW "CATERPILLAR") and (1x400kW "CUMMINS") Diesel-fired Generator Set each
provided with smoke stack
10. CO2 Plant: One (1) unit 1,000 kg/ac CO2 Generator System (Boiler) with smokestack and exhaust system
1stQuarter
Self Monitoring
Report (SMR)
submission
schedule

2nd Quarter
July
13, 14, 15, 16,
17,2019

April
13,14,15,16,
17,2019

3rd Quarter
October
12,13,14,15,16,
2019

4th Quarter

Permit to Operate Air

Renewal
January
11,12,13,14,15, ECC No.
HWGI.D.
2020

POA-18B-03ZA-885
R03-1302-0067
GR-R3-71-00078

Approved by:

Recommended by:

,'A--------..,1
✓

__j

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV

DENNlsfo. CELESTIAL

Regional Director

Chief, Clearance & Permitting Division
Permit Conditions:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Application for renewal of this Permit must be filed at least 30 days before its
Unless sooner revoked,
expiry date. Result of Source Sampling Test as prescribed for Air Pollution
this permit is valid up to:
Installations shall be done within three (3) months prior to expiry date and shall
28 February 2020
form part of the permit application.
The permit holder shall submit Compliance Monitoring Report semi-annually.
A wind direction device visible to the surrounding community/ies shall be installed
and maintained in good operating condition. Recording of wind directions shall be
done weekly by the PCO and shall form part of the Self Monitoring Report (SMR).
Emission from the operations of the above equipment shall strictly conform with
DAO No. 2000-81, otherwise known as the Implementing Rules and Regulations
of the Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999.
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5.

That domestic wastewater/septage generated shall be hauled/transported and
treated by government (LGU, DOH, DENR-EMB) Licensed Hauler/Treater.

6.

Proof of Compliance with RA 9003 (Ecological Solid Waste Management Act)
•
Photo of designated temporary storage area/MRF for recyclables, electronic wastes, BFLs,
batteries and other special wastes;
•
Photo of backyard composting area/facility (if applicable) or proof of collection of
compostable/biodegradable wastes;
•
Copy of Contract/MOA with the LGU as hauler and with Contract/MOA with accredited Sanitary
Landfill (SLF) for disposal of residual wastes; and
•
Copy of Certificate of Disposal/Treatment issued by accredited SLF and TSO Facility operators.

This operating Permit shall be posted in a conspicuous location near the equipment and shall be
adequately framed or otherwise protected against damage. Failure to comply with the permit conditions
and relevant laws, rules and regulations implemented by this Office maybe sufficient cause for the
revocation/cancellation of this permit, or payment of penalty/fine by the Permittee as provided pursuant to
DAO No. 2000-81, otherwise known as the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the Philippine Clean
Air Act of 1999 & PAB Resolution No. 10-A.
O.R. No.
2311309
2311309

I

I Date

Fee
Permit Fee
Fillino Fee

52,740.00
600.00

2311845 Addtl. Permit Fee:
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ZELC

ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL CORPORATION

Telephone Numbers:
Office: 09958302852
Sales: 09958302852

Barangay Naugsol, Subic, Zambales

Email: zelcolandfill@yahoo.com.ph

CERTIFICATION
This certifies that ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL CORPORATION (ZELCO) has
accepted/stored/disposed on its Ecologica l Facility 238,285 kilos of general garbage
generated by HHIC-Phils., Inc. shipbuilding facilities in Redondo Peninsula, Barangay
Cawag, Subic, Zambales for the period May 1-31, 2019.
Issued and signed this 5th day of August, 2019 at Subic, Z mbales.

educate

innovate
communicate
"keeping our Mother Earth clean is our business"

passion

CERTIFICATE OF TREATMENT
COT No: 18-013 MF No: HHIC-003

I.

TREATER:
RMS PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY & WA'5rE MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
Sta. Rosa 1, Marilao, Bulacan
Telephone
(02)7105660 J 710-5651
TR 03- 14-0025
TSD
ECC No
RO3- 1001-0004
Permit to Operate
POA- 12K-03BU-1643

II.

TRANSPORTER:
ARNIELLE TRADING
117 M. L. Quezon St., P-2, Lower Bicutan, Taguig City

III.

GENERATOR:
HHIC-PHIL. INC. SUBIC SHIPYARD (GR 03-71 -0119)
Green Beach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Sitio Agusuhin, Brgy. Cawag, SBFZ

IV.

TRANSPORT DETAILS
PERMIT TO TRANSPORT
DATE ISSUED
VALIDITY

03- 14-0418-1694
April 3, 2018
April 3, 2018 to October 3, 2018

QUANTITY APPROVED

1000 MT

QUANTITY PULLED-OUT

11.225 MT

DATE OF PULL-OUT

April 27, 2018

DATE OF TRANSPORT

April 27, 2018

-,~
x.
-~

• •, j

v.

TREATMENT DETAILS
TYPE OF WASTE
HWNO

l

Water with Diesel
1101
11.225 MT

QUANTITY
METHOD USED

Thermal & Recycling

COMPLETION OF TREATMENT :

May 4, 2018
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The undersigned CERTIFIES that the information provided in this Certification is true
and accurate.

"PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT, PROTECTS PEOPLE"
~.

-·~·
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Republic of the Philippines
Depart ment of Environment and Natural Resources

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
DENR Compound. Visayas Avenue, Diliman Quezon City 1116
Telephone Nos.: (632) 927-1517. 928-3725; Fax No.: (632) 92_0-2258
Website: http://www.emb.gov.ph

TRANSPORTER REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
Pursuant to Chapter 4 of DENR Administrative Order (DAO) No. 2013-22, the Implementing
Rules and Regulations of Republic Act (RA) 6969, this Certificate is issued to:
Name of Transporter

ADL WASTE MANAGEMENT

Office Address

Sitio Binasak, Brgy. Mabiga, Hermosa, Bataan 2111

You are hereby assigned with the registration no:

TP-R3-08-00009
This registration shall apply and limited to the following type of wastes and vehicles:

Wastes with Cyanide (AlOl); Acid Wastes (B201-B299); Alkali Wastes (C301-C399);
Wastes With Inorganic Chemicals (D401-D499); Inks/ Dyes/ Pigments/ Paint/ Resins/
Latex/ Adhesives/ Organic Sludge (F601-F699); Waste Organic Solvents (G703 & G704);
Organic Wastes (H802); Oil (1101-1104); Containers (J201); Stabilized Wastes (K301K303); and Miscellaneous Wastes (M503 & M506)
Tyoe
ISUZU Drooside Canoov
ISUZU Cargo Tanker
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Tractor Head
ISUZU Tank Lorry
ISUZU Wing Van Truck
ISUZU Tractor Head
ISUZU Tanker Truck
FUSO Dropside
FUSO Drooside
FUSO Cargo Truck w/ Alum. Sidings
ISUZU Tank Lorry
SCANIA Tractor Head
Trailer
Trailer
Trailer
Trailer

Plate No.
UMM240
RFX497

Net caoacitv. MT
1.90
13.625

Owned/Leased
Owned
Owned

UDB 989

4.0

Owned

RGM282
WIG202
RDH 361
RFM344
RGH 383
RLC 253
RMJ920
RER 865
ABB 4301
NZA 505
TUC482
CUR 359
AUC 358

13.625
8.44
7.29
11.0
2.15
12.0
12.0
10.0
6.25
13.5
13.5
10.0
13.5

Owned
Owned
Owned
Leased
Leased
Leased
Leased
Leased
Leased
Owned
Owned
Leased
Leased

The above-named transporter shall comply with all applicable provisions of R.A. 6969 and its
implementing rules and regulations.
This is not a permit to transport. A permit to transport must be secured from the proper Regional
Office of this Bureau prior to any transport of hazardous wastes from the generator thereof to an
authorized treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) facility.
The duly notarized manifest form attached with pictures of the actual loading and unloading of
hazardous wastes, shall be submitted to the concerned Regional Office copy furnished this Office
within seven (7) days of each completed transport.
The conveyance(s) transporting hazardous wastes including vessels, containers and tanks shall be
properly labeled and shall contain the symbols as required in Chapter 6 Section 6.3 of DAO
2013-22.
~

Department of Environment and

~ ~~~fi'b~~·e"~{~t·MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Office of the Olrfflor

Protect the environme~ : Protect life .. .

TAC TP-R3-08- 0 0 009

~

r1111111m111m11 111111111!1 1111111 1111
18 .08.09• 09;33;57• 000003

The transporter shall ensure that all its personnel directly involved in the handling of hazardous
wastes have received adequate training and provided with the appropriate Personnel Protective
Equipment (PPE).
This ce1tificate is valid and will expire one (1) year from approved date unless sooner revoked or
suspended for cause by this Bureau. The application for renewal hereof should be filed with this
Bureau at least one ( l) month prior to the date of expiration.

AUTHORJZED SIGNATURE
AUTHORJZED NAME
DESIGNATION
DATE

ENGR. ME
Director

AUG O9 2018

. ~111..
.

Department of Environment and

~ Natural Resources

-=" ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Office of the Director

TRC TP-R3-08-00009
1

fIll lllllll.l llillllli 1
1111~IIIUlll!l llillll lillll
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Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. m 4/F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olangapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
(Issued Under Presidential Decree 1586)
R03-03092016-3845

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL
CORPORATION is granted this Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the
proposed Zambales Ecological Facility to be located at Brgy. Naugsol, Subic,
Zambales by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), through
the Environmental Management Bureau, Region 111.
THIS IS SUBJECT to the conditions and restrictions set-out in this ECC and in
the attached document labeled as Annex A. Recommendations have been provided in
Annex B as guidance to concerned government agencies and local government units
for consideration in their decision making.
It shall cover the development of a Sanitary Landfill, Materials Recovery Facility and
Composting Facility (Group 3.8.1) with a capacity of not to exceed 165 tons per day
covering an area of 11 .3779 hectares the boundary of which is defined under TCT
Nos. 009-2011003958, 009-2011008846, 009-2011008847, 009-2012008519 and N192125 with the following project components:
•

Two (2) units Solid Waste Sanitary Landfill Cell with a High density
Polyethylene (HOPE) clay liner of at least 60 cm thickness of compacted clay
material with a permeability of not more than 1x10·5 cm/sec otherwise, as may
be applicable, an equivalent replacement would be a composite liner
consisting of at least 1.5mm thick High density Polyethylene (HOPE)
membrane pursuant to Section 48 of RA 9003 otherwise known as Ecological
Solid Waste Management Act of 2000, provided a separation of at least 2.0
meters shall be maintained between the top of the liner system and underlying
groundwater as prescribed by DENR Administrative Order No. 10 Series of
2006 or the Guidelines on the Categorized Final Disposal Facilities (Sanitary
Landfill)
• One (1) set of Leachate Treatment Facility with Leachate Recirculation
Scheme with clay liner by at least 60 cm thickness of compacted clay
materials with a permeability of not more than 1x10·5 cm/sec, otherwise, as
may be applicable, an equivalent replacement would be a composite liner
pursuant to Section 48 of RA 9003 consisting of at least 1.5mm thick High
density Polyethylene membrane provided a separation of at least 2.0 meters
shall be maintained between the top of the liner system and underlying
groundwater as prescribed by DENR Administrative Order No. 10 Series of
2006
• Materials Recovery Facility

Project Geographical Coordinates/Location:
North Latitude
14°53'19.21 "
East Longitude
120°16'01.18"

ECC-R0J-03092016-3845
Zambales Ecological Facility
ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL CORPORATION

Page 1 of 8

This certification is issued in compliance to the requirements of Presidential
Decree No. 1586, in accordance to Department Administrative Order No. 30-2003.
The
Bureau, however, is not precluded from reevaluating, adding, removing , and correcting
any deficiencies or errors that may be found after issuance of this certificate .
Issued at City of San Fernando , Pampanga, this

MAR 11 201['

Recommending Approval :

DENNIS ~ IAL
Chief, Clearance and Permitting Division
Approved by:

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO , CESO IV
Regional Director

ECC-R03-03092016-3845
Zambales Ecological Facility
ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL CORPORATION
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Republic of the PhiJjppines
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DEPARTMENT OF ENV IRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. III 4/ F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

SEP 16 2015
ECC Ref. Code No. R03-1507-0313
ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL CORPORATION
Brgy. Naugsol, Subic
Zambales
Dear Sir/Madam,
This refers to your application for an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the
proposed Materials Recovery Facility to be located at Brgy. Naugsol, Subic,
Zam bales.
After satisfying the requirements of the said application, this Office has decided to grant
an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) to the above-mentioned project.
In issuing this CERTIFICATE, it should be understood that the same is a PLANNING
TOOL and not a PERMIT. It is expected that you will diligently secure pertinent
PERMITS/CLEARANCES from all concerned government agencies.
With the issuance of this ECC, you are expected to implement the measures presented
in the lnitlal Environmental Examination (IEE), intended to protect and mitigate the
project's adverse impacts on community health, welfare and the environment.
Environmental considerations shall be incorporated in all phases and aspects of the
project. You may proceed with project implementation, after securing all the necessary
permits from the pertinent government agencies. This Office will be monitoring the
project periodically to ensure your compliance with the stipulations cited in the attached
ECC.
Please be guided accordingly.
Very truly yours,

,u_ _ _ _/
LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
Regional Director

cc: LGU-Subic, Zambales
Municipal Engineers Office
Department of Health
Department of Labor and Employment
Municipal Planning and Development Office

'' The Earth is the Lord's and all that is in ii" (Psalm 24:])
... Let's be good stewards!"

R epublic of t he Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. I II 4/ F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
T elefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
(Issued Under Presidential Decree 1586)
R0J-1507-0313

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT ZAMBALES ECO LANDFILL
CORPORATION is granted this Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) for the
proposed Materials Recovery Facility to be located at Brgy. Naugsol, Subic,
Zambales, by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), through
the Environmental Management Bureau, Region Ill.
SUBJECT ONLY to the conditions and restrictions set-out in this ECC and in the
attached document labeled as Annex A. Recommendations have been provided in
Annex B as guidance to concerned government agencies and local government units
for consideration in their decision making.
It shall cover the operation of a Materials Recovery Facility (Group 3.8.4) with a
capacity of 10 tons of plastic pellets per day covering a lot area of 46,571 square
meters.
Project Geographical Coordinates/Location:
Start
North Latitude
14° 53'13.23"
East Longitude
120°16'02.37

End
14° 53'10.50"
120°16'02.09"

This certification is issued in compliance to the requirements of Presidential
Decree No. 1586, in accordance to Department Administrative Order No. 30-2003. The
Bureau, however, is not precluded from reevaluating, adding, removing, and correcting
any deficiencies or errors that may be found after issuance of this certificate.
Issued at City of San Fernando, Pampanga, this _

...,S.....F....P__.1"-'6..........2..,.0""15.....·__

Recommending Approval:

DENNIS~L
Chief, Clearance and Permitting Division

Approved by:

JA_ _ _ _ _/
LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
Regional Director

ECC-R03-1507-0313
(ECC is only a Planning To ol and Not a Penni!)
Materials Recovery Facility

ZAMBALES ECO LANDF.l',¼g~&H~~11~~e

Lord's and all that is in it" (Psalm 24: 1)
... Let's be good stewards!"
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Republic of tl1c Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCF.S

ENVl RO N M ENTAL MANAGEM ENT BU R EAU
Regional Office No. HJ 4/ F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Road
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos. (045) 961-5203; 961 -5206; 861-2361

03 May 2016
Mr. CIRILO 0 . GOLOSINO

President
Zambales Eco Landfill Corporation

Brgy. Naugsol, Subic, Zambales
Dear Mr. Golosino,
This refers to your letter requesting this Office to allow your company to accept
nonhazardous wastes generated by your clients, to segregate the same and to store the
residual wastes temporarily in an area within your facility since your Solid Waste
Sanitary Landfill Cell and Leachate Treatment Facility are still under construction.
This Office hereby grants your request; however, you are reminded to abide with the
minimum criteria for the establishment of sanitary landfills as stated under Section 41
of the Republic Act (RA) 9003, otherwise known as the Ecological Solid Waste
Management Act of 2000. Some of the applicable criteria are as follows:
►

That there should be a system of clay layers and/or geosynthetic membranes used to
contain leachate and reduce or prevent contaminant flow to groundwater;

►

Installation of pipes at the low areas of the liner to collect leachate for storage and
eventual treatment and discharge;

►

Presence of series of vertical wells or horizontal trenches containing permeable materials
and perforated piping placed in the landfill to collect gas for treatment or productive use
as an energy source;

►

That there should be a groundwater monitoring well system placed at an appropriate location
and depth for taking water samples that arc representative of groundwater quality;

►

A daily cover placed over the waste at the close of each day's operations

ln addition, under Rule XIV, Section 1, lett.&r p of the Implementing Rules and
Regulations (IRR) of RA 9003, a temporary impoundment for drainage runoff shall be
provided with a retention time sufficient for sediment removal and/or reduction, prior
to its discharge.
Failure on your part to conform to the conditions stated above shall subject you to
penalties imposed by Republic Act 9003 and its IRR.

Very truly yours,

!'-<- - - - - - ,I
LORMELYN E . CLAUDIO, CESO IV

Regional Director

ElERTJF IED P~OTO COPY
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Republic of the Philippines

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. Ill, Turquoise Street, Zone 2, Ramar Village, San Agustin
City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Tel. Nos. (045) 455-3316, 455-3080, 455-4340
402-5071 , 402-5073, 402-5074

PERiVIIT TO TRANSPORT
Pursuant to Chapter 3 of DENR Administrative Order (DAO) No. 2013-22, the Implementing
Rules and Regulations of Republic Act (RA) 6969, this Certificate is issued to:
Name of Treater

: RMS PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY AND
WASTE MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

Registration Number

: TR-RJ- 14-00057

Facility Address

: 0822 Brgy. Sta. Rosa 1, Marilao, Bulacan

M-PTT-R3-l-t-2018-0 I 072
For the transport of hazardous waste(s) which will be valid for six (6) months from the date of
issuance subject to the following conditions:
1. That this Permit shall be limited only for the transport of:
Class and Description of Waste
Used Oil

Waste No.
I 101

Quantity (MT)
373.516 MT

Treatment Process
Recycling Constituting
Disposal

Generated by HHIC.-PfllL. INC. SUBIC HIPYARD (GR-RJ-71-00078) [Generator] located at Brgy.

Cawag, Subic, Zam.bales for treatment and disposal at Pennitee's facility;
2. That the following registered hazardous waste vehicle(s) of Amielle Trading with Registration ID No.
of TP-NCR-76-00020 shall be used to transport the wastes:

Type
Tank Lorry
Donl!feng Dump Truck
Donl!fenJ?; Dump Truck
Donfdeng Dump Truck
Hino Tank Lorrv
Hino Tank Lorry
Hyundai Dump Truck
Isuzu Dump Truck
Isuzu Dump Truck
Isuzu Tank Lorrv
Isuzu Dump Truck
Isuzu Tank Lorry
Isuzu Dump Truck
Isuzu Closed-Type Flat Body
Isuzu Closed-Type Flat Body
Isuzu Closed-Type Flat Body
Isuzu Tank Lorrv
Isuzu Tank Lorry
Mitsubishi Type Flat Body
Mitsubishi Type Flat Body
Rebuilt Tank Lorry
Tanker Tank Lorry

Plate No.
TUD28 1
OM-0358
UOR-024
OM-0345
RHT472
CTV846
ABF 8642
UEF981
CTR844
CGK679
ACO-1110
GPB247
AAT2250
UCP 700
UJA720
RKJ 256
THT 102
RHB 519
AAP3476
UIH704
234733376
PUU 802

Net capacity,
MT
13.625
7.90
12.50
12.50
11.50
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
8.00
2.10
2.40
2.40
4 .25
10.00
4.25
0.345
1.60
7.50
15.00

M-P'IT-R3-14-201~1072

Owned/Leased
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
Owned
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Type
Donl!feng Trailer
Isuzu Trailer
Rebuilt Trailer

Plate No.
OM-0232
WBQ390
RLH686

Net capacity,
MT
4.75
10.290
12.00

Owned/Leased
Owned
Owned
Owned

3. That proper handling, labelling and storage of the wastes shall be observed;
4. That the personnel involved in the transport shall carry official documents identifying the
contents of hazardous wastes on board including emergency and contingency equipment for
accidents and/or spills;
5. That the Hazardous Waste Manifest Form shall be prepared for every transport and a copy of
which shall be submitted to this Office and/or EMB Regional Office having jurisdiction over
the HW Generator within seven (7) days of each completed transport;
6. That all the waste shall be treated within the TSD facility and the corresponding Certificate of
Treatment (COT) shall be issued to the Generator and a copy of which shall be submitted to
this Office and/or EMB Regional Office having jurisdiction over the HW Generator;
7. No transport or treatment of hazardous wastes shall be undertaken in the event that the
Transporter, TSD Registration or Memorandum of Agreement (Transporter, TSD and
Generator) has expired within the validity of this Permit, until renewal of the same has been
approved;
8. That the Permitee, Transporter and Generator shall be jointly and severally liable for any
misdeclaration in all the documents submitted to this Office and for any accident/damage to
persons, property and the environment that may arise on the occasion or in relation to the
transport/export of the wastes.
Any violation(s) of the conditions in this Permit is punishable under R.A. 6969.
Issued this _ _ _day of _ _ _ _ _ _, 2018 in City of San Fernando, Pampanga.

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
AUTHORIZED NAME
DESIGNATION
DATE

M-PTT-R3-14-2018-01072

/

:~-----

: LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO, CESO IV
: REGIONAL DIRECTOR

NOV @7 2018
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Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
Regional Office No. HI, 4/F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan Rd.,
Dolores, City of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefa.x No. (045) 861-2631 • (045) 961-5203 • (045) 961-5206

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
(Issued Under Presidential Decree 1586)
R03-1209-0162

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT PRIME ENVIRONMENTAL & INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS, INC. is granted this Environmental Compliance Certificate
(ECC) for the Residual and Scrap Recycling Facility located at Bantay Bayan, Sitio
Masingit, Brgy San Isidro, Subic, Zambales., by the Department of Environmental and
Natural Resources (DENR), through the Environmental Management Bureau, Region Ill.
SUBJECT ONLY to the conditions and restrictions set-out in this ECC and in the
attached document labeled as Annex A . Recommendations have provided in Annex B as
guidance to concerned government agencies and local government units for consideration in
their decision making.
It shall cover the operation of residual and scrap recycling facility in an area of three thousand
eight hundred thirty one (3,440) square meters with the following components and output
capacity:
Operation Capacity per day @16
hrs
All Scrap material not containing hazardous waste 45.00 tons
for recvclina

Type of Residual and Scrap

Project Geographical Coordinate/Locations
North Latitude
- 14°52'15.50"
East Longitude
- 120°56'46.06"

This certification is issued in compliance to the requirements of Presidential Decree No.
1586, in accordance to Department Administrative Order No. 30-2003. The Bureau, however, is
not precluded from reevaluating, adding, removing, and correcting any deficiencies or error that
may found after issuance of this certificate.

S_E_P_ 1_8_2_0_1_2__

Issued at City of San Fernando, Pampanga, this _ _
Recommending Approval:

/J~

DENNIS O CELESTIAL
OIC. Chief, Environmental Impact Assessment
& Management Division

Approved By:

~
Regional Director
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SWORN STATEMENT OF OWNER/AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

1

~d&2uiadcs- ~1t11trtw1 Jr-proponent of this fZ_c.~tdwil ~ cc~p t«=.c,yclinq r~;lif7

located in f1f10 Mt:l'(iriit,e>r1y:. Ca,, -kidro,!:"CAbll12all't1akes full responsibility in
complying with all contained in this Environmental Compliance Commitment (Environmental
Compliance or ECC).

Signature

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _ _ _ __ day of _____.
above-named affiant oath presenting Residence Certificate No. r.34 · 48&
issued on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012 at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

iaoi,

-q~z.

\. 'o

'\.~\\,

the

'

...\tty. R O G E L ~
N ota

Public

CJrnr ~• =:lll.J""'-W::..C"-"'1,1.t:-ll+lll'""--llll.il!tC, 2011-2012)

IBP NcN
Y ~ 0010-1210 .C.
PTR No. o037943-81 Jan. -1. 201210.c.
AnJniey"s ibll No. 33832
TIN No. 129-87H)09-000
MCLE 3 No. 0012100 14- 13--10

Doc. No.
2.~1,Page No.
D
Book No.
x./;;,<
Series of 2012
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Annex A
I.

CONDITIONS
A. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT and MONITORING PLAN (EMMoP)

1. All mitigating measures in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) shall be
implemented:
2. Implement waste minimization, segregation, re-use and other ecological waste
management practices;
3. The proponent shall conduct quarterly ambient air sampling and result shall be
submitted as part of the Self Monitoring Report:
4. Implement appropriate storage practices, i.e. labeling/placards and segregation
according to compatibilities.
5. Planting of trees shall be undertaken either within the project site and/or in other
areas as part of the proponent's social and environmental program;
B. GENERAL CONDITIONS i

6. The proponent shall comply with the requirements of other environmental laws,
i.e. Republic Act (RA) 8749 or "The Clean Air Act of 1999", RA 6969 or "Toxic
Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990", RA 9003
or "Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000" and RA 9275 or "Clean
Water Act of 2004", among which are:
•
•
•
•

Secure Air Pollution Source Control Installations (APSCI) and Discharge
Permit Water Pollution Source /Control Facilities (WPSCF)
Designate Pollution Control Officer (PCO)
Submit Self Monitoring Report
Register as Hazardous Waste Generator

7. An Abandoned Plan shall be submitted to this Office ninety (90) days prior to the
projects abandoned. The plan shall include remediation, clean-up and
rehabilitation measures of contaminated areas and proposed alternative project
of activity suitable in the area.
8. The proponent shall formulate and implement Information Education Campaign
(IEC) programs incorporating recommended environmental management
practices through but shall not be limited to various advertising media (i.e.,
posters billboards, etc).
9. That at least a 2' x 4' billboard dimension containing this message: "Notice to the
Public, This project (title of the project) of (Name of the Proponent) has been
issued an Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC Number) by the
Environmental Management Bureau of the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources, Region Ill, on (date)" shall be posted/installed in a
conspicuous area;
10. That should there be any complaint from the community related to environmental
sanitation problem brought about by the plant's operation, the proponent shall be
held responsible to address such problem;
11 . On the spot inspection or monitoring may be conducted by this Office anytime in
coordination with concerned g r o ~

p--1

ECC- R03-1209-0162
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It.

RESTRICTIONS

12. Any expansion or modification of the approved project shall be subject to new
EIA requirement; and
13. In case of transfer of ownership of this project, these same conditions and
restrictions shall apply and the transferee shall be required to notify this Office
within fifteen (15) days as regards to the transfer of ownership

No11-,:omp/ia11ce wilh a11y of the provision.,· <~( this certificate shall be a sufficient cause jor the
ccm,·ellatio11 or s11.1JH!11sio11 of 1he certificaJe a11d/or imposi1io11 ,~( a fine in an amount not to exceed
Fifty Tlwu.,and Pe.l"Os (50.000.00) for every ,•io/atio11 thereof

OR No.

: 7310281

Proposed fee

: P4,000

Date

: September 6, 20'12

II

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
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Annex B
PROJECT ASSESSMENT PLANNING TOOL
For the assistance of the Proponent and government agencies concerned in the
management of the project and for better coordination in mitigation on the impact of the project
on its surrounding areas and to the environment.
By way of recommendation, the following have been taken notice by the undersigned
and re forwarding these recommendations to the parties and authorities concerned for proper
appreciation and action

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONCERNED
GOVERNMENT AGENCY/LGUs

1. Need for the provision of a segregation, collection,

CONCERNED
GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES/ENTITIES
LGU/Proponent

recycling, and disposal mechanism for solid waste.

2. That the regulation/occupation health and safety

DOLE/Proponent
standards be complied with prior acquisition of a
Permit to Operate.
!
DOST
3. Secure Environmental Technology Verification
Certificate
DOLE/Proponent
4 . Provision of personal protective equipment for the
workers is needed such as protective mask and
other devices
BFD
5. Provision of fire fighting equipment.
ENVIRONMENT PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROPONENT
The following are recommendations for the Proponent for the protection of the project area and
the affected environment. It is strongly recommended that the same be strictly complied by the
Proponents.
1. Emergency Preparedness, Contingency Plan and Preventive Maintenance to address
possible case explosion, fire, accidental spill of dangerous goods/hazardous waste while
in transit and during production and other nuisance shall be formulated by the
proponent.
2. Close monitoring by the project should be undertaken by the proponent to maintain a
high level of safety and efficiency and immediately address any environmental hazard
that may take olace
For dissemination and proper action of the parties concerned.

/.f~
DENNIS O CELESTIAL
OIC, Chief, EIAM Division

ECC- R03--1209-0162
(ECC ts a Planning Tool and Not a Pennlt)
RESIDUAL AND SCRAP RECYCLING FACILITY
PRIME ENVIRONMENTAL & INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS, INC
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)
Republic of the Philippines

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RES◊-~~R_CES ,
l '. N \ JU{ t) N'J\11E .NTA.L MAN AG l~1VfE !\fT ilU RE A, a i
.

R'2gional Office No. III 4/ F Mel-Vi Bldg., Olongapo-Gapan R@acl
Dolores Citv of San Fernando, Pampanga
Telefax Nos: (045) 961-5203; 961-5206; 861-2361 .

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REVISED PROCEDURAL MANUAL FOR
DENR ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 30, SERIES OF 2003 OF PRESIDENTIAL
DECREE NO. 1586, THIS

CERTIFICATE OF NON-COVERAGE
No.CNC-R03-1301-0011
IS ISSUED TO

VGA JUNK SHOP
Brgy. Del Pilar, Castillejos, Zambales
ON

1/5/2013
(Date of Issuance)
FOR ITS PROJECT
I

BUYING AND SELLING OF NON-HAZARDOUS SCRAP MATERIALS
COVERING AN AREA OF 5,000 SQUARE -METERS
Located at Brgy. Del Pilar, Castillejos, Zambales, R03 ( Waste Management Projects;
Receiving facilities,paper,plastic and other materials recycling; (Not Applicable); (Not
Applicable); involves manual or mechanical sorting only. Subject to the conditions in the
attached document labeled as Annex A. )

THE ISSUANCE OF THIS CERTIFICATE SHALL NOT EXEMPT THE GRANTEE FROM
COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS , RULES AND REGULATIONS
INCLUDING THE PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS OF OTHER GO\:ERNMENT AGENCIES.
MOREOVER, ANY EXPANSION AND/OR MODIFICATION OTHER T~AN SPECIFIED ABOVE
MAY BE CON SIDERED AS A VIOLATION OF P.O. 1586 (EIA SYSTEM) AND SHALL BE
SUBJECTED TO IMPOSITION OF FINES/PENALTIES AMOUNTING TO PHP50 ,000.00 .

Recommending Approval:

~

DENNIS 0 . CELESTIAL
OIC , EIAMD

__/

Approved:

I

;(

LORMELYN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director

.'

)

r

CNC-R03-1301-0011
Annex A

This CertificateI of Non-Coverage is being issued subject to the following
conditions:
1

1. Measures to address odor nuisance shall always be observed.
2. No storage of hazardous substances shall be undertaken in the project area.
'

3. Implement waste minimization, segregation, reuse and other ecological waste
management practices; and
4. That should there be any complaint from the community related to environmental
pollution, nuisance and sanitation problem brought about by the project's operation,
the prop_onehfshall be held responsible to address such problem.

Recommending Approval

Approved:

DENNISd.L
I
Chief, EIAMD

LORMEL YN E. CLAUDIO
Regional Director

Conforme:

Applicant
VGA JUNK SHOP

Republic of the Philippines
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
DENR Compound, Visayas Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City 1116
Telephone Nos.: 927-15-17, 928-20-96
Email: emb@emb.gov.ph
Visit us at http://www.emb.gov.ph

TSD REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
Pursuant to Republic Act 6969, "Toxic Substances and Hazardous and Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990:
and its Implementing Rules and Regulations (DENR Administrative Orders [DAOs] 1992-29 and 2013-22),
the applicant:
Company Name

: RMS PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION

Facility Address

: 0822 Brgy. Sta. Rosa 1, Marilao, Bulacan

has submitted information to the satisfaction of the Environmental Management Bureau, Department of
Environmental and Natural Resources with regards to the Hazardous Wastes Treatment Storage and Disposal
(TSD) facility registration requriements and is therefore assigned with the new on-line registration no:

TR-R3-14-00057
This hereby permits RMS PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION to maintain/operate a Category D Treatment, Storage, and Disposal (TSD) Facility for the
following wastes:
Category
D

Type of Wastes
Oil (I101)

Treatment Method
Recycling Constituting Disposal

subject to the following conditions:
1.

The TSD facility shall comply with all the requirements of R.A. 6969, its Implementing Rules and
Regulations and the Procedural Manual for Hazardous Wastes Management.

2.

The TSD facility shall not exceed the capacity indicated in the Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC), as such the subject wastes shall be treated within six (6) months from the date of
transport as indicated in the Hazardous Waste Manifest Form.

3.

All residues generated shall be disposed of in a third party TSD Facility for further treatment or
disposal.

4.

Non-compliance to the above stipulations shall be subject to the penalty provisions as provided
under Section 41 of DAO 92-29 and Chapter 11 of DAO 2013-22.

5.

This certificate is valid and will expire one (1) year from approved date of HW On-line System
unless sooner revoked or suspended for cause by this Bureau. The application for renewal hereof
should be filed with this Bureau at least one (1) month prior to the date of expiration.

AUTHORIZED NAME
DESIGNATION
DATE

: ENGR. METODIO U. TURBELLA
: DIRECTOR, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT BUREAU (EMB)
: February 18, 2018

THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENT
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Protect the environment... Protect life...

2.0

Mayor's Permits/Business Permits,
including ancillary permits (i.e.,
building/occupancy permits, sanitary
permits, fire and safety inspection permits,
etc.), for the Company's head office and
branches.

:Building Permit 6 ~ZJfety Department
R l:.<i.i N1n 'fe B.Y

6B. 0 i:IP

~ubic 'l3i:iy ['reeport ione
BP

Hanjin .fleavy Industrj,es. f Construction
Corporation Jld, . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

Greenbeach, r/?...edondo cf>eninsula ;:fJistrict
Suhi,c <Bay !flreeport :Zone

-

-

-018

Fla. 'lji11 Fieai,y l ndustrieg gConslru.(:/ion Corporation .[JJ,t. - <f'h ili.ppineg newly
constructedft Corrtpressed ~oom .llocated at Greenhear:h,
</(edon.do <Peninsula <Disrict, .i)ubic cf3ay .1-..reeport .7.;one
This certifies that the

Location of Consll\lction

had been inspected and found to be in conformity with the approved plans

IV

and specifications on file in this Office ,md the pmvisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buihfing/facility may now be occupied

Type of Construction

l11e owner shall properly m,;1intain this building/structur.e to
enhance its architectural well-being, .t.rructural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall nor be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated ab11ve.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

JULY 18, 2007
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3 of PD 1096.

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

Signed this 6th

-·,i
I',,'

\ AMETHYA

t---

Nov. 2lfJ1S

Issued by:

~ ·

DELA LLANA-KOVAL

1

of

logy Center

~
oy
F1reDeparbnent

N R. JACALNE MD. MOH
eallll & Safety Deparlment

f1fo1

Nole:

A ce,1if,ed copy hereof shall be posted willlln !he ~remises of loo build~ and shall net be remcved
wilhout aulhoril)' from Iha Building Off<ial

o J..ilrl!1 ~~i!~~~ ;:i.";it pR

~~i:ty Deparflmrnl

<5ubic. nay i"roeeport lone

r anjin I-Ieai,y Industries f Construction
Corporation Jld . - <Philippines

Ind1.tstr·ies · ~C-0nstruction Corporation J.'.!d. - <Philippines newly
constructed ,ft~sembly 8hop 'jff:'' and Shelter located at
Greenbeach, </wdondo <Pen.irn:ula <District, $ubic <f3au
,ff)·eeporl .Zonehad been inspecte,;' and found to be in confonnity
This certifie.s that the .l-fanj in Hem,y

Name of Applicant

Greenbeach, 1\,edondo <Peni,nsula <District
Subu: <Bay Ji'reepo1t :Zone
Location of Construction

with the approved plans and specificatiG7S on file in this Office and the
provisions of the "National Building (-;ode of the Philippi11es" (P.D
1096) and its Implementing Rules and l?egulations and, 1herefore, the
huildingljaci/ity may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Cons!Juclion

INDUSTRIAL
The owner $hall properly maiJJtain this buildingls1ructure to
enhance its architectural well-being, Str#Ctural srabiliry, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall 1101 fo occupied or used for purpose
other thar.1 its intended use as staled abom.

Useor TypeofOocupancy

JULY 18, 2007
Date of Inspection

The co1:1struction of the above-described building/structure has been
fo und lo be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

This certificate is issued i11 1.1ccordance with Section 309.
Chapter 3 ofPD 1096.
Signed this · . 6.tb of

l~Q_
'\ AMETHYA P. ELA LLANA-KOVAL

t~

20li'3

Jss14ed by:

,

E · y Center

Nov,

ire ~artment

~
TABElLO

1

0

SOL M N R. JACALNE MD. MOH 1...,...._,
Pu ·c

allh & Safety Department

n-Charg~

·

J
Nole:

A certified oopy heieof sha9 be posted vrilhin the pre1nises of the tuild,ig and shall not bE, removed
wlltlout au!horilv from 1he 8ulldina Offidal

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
II ll7~0PO1.ITl,N A lllk<MIJTY

'}{anjin:Jfea,vy Iwfustries <t{, Construction
Corporation £ta. Pnifippines
Name of Applicant

<;;reen6eacfil, 'i',J;Jonao 1:'eninsu(a rl)i.stri-et,
Su6ic reay Freeport :one
Location of Construction

IV

'l11is certifies that J{Jfg.r:JJ'j'{ J/<EJJ.'v1Y I.'N<DVS'l'<}/.f<£S Jl'N([)
CO:NS'I'tJ?.,V(;tlO'N CO<R..,PCY.K}l.'l10.N LI9vlIPI:XD <f>:J{LC,J(J!{Pf'l'v<ES
constructed ,71.ssem6Ey Suop !'8 located 111 0'reerz6ea.-Fi1, 'l(edonli, ff:'eninsuia
<Disl.rict, Su5ic (J3ay ''Freepon Zo1111 hthi been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans a11d specifications 011 file in this Office
and lhe provisions of the "Nalional Buj/ding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building<{acility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly maintain this bui/dinglstruclure 10
enhance ,its architectural well-being. si•uctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above,

April 22, 2009
Date of Inspection

The constn,ction of the above-described building/struchn-e has been fmmd
to be s11bsta11/ially complete and hereby recomme11ded for a temporary
occupa11cy cert//icate subject lo cancellatio11 if compliace with the

This certificate is issued in acc,1rda11ce with Section 309. Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

~ui?l~?::2.

Signed this 19~h day of JamlQr:}

2010.

remai11ing

~if
er;·

P. DELA LLANA•KOVAL
Ecology Center

MAR OA. ES "ABfLLO
()fficer-ln- arg~
vi'

· SO O

N R.. JACALNE MD. MOH

b · Health & Safety Department

Nole:

A ce,:tif,ed COf1Y hereof shall be p0$1ed within Ill• p~omises of #1$ building and shall nol be rem""ed wilhcut
authority from lhb Bidding Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SU81C BAY
lollTIIOPOUJAM ,\\ITllORlt't

Cnti; ai,':ate
- ofOccupancy
Jfanjin .Uea-ry Irufustries <Sf, Construction
Corporation Ltd. Pfiifippi11es
Name of Applicant

f'reeniieadi.J, '1?..flmufo <l>euirrsu(a <District,
Su6ic •Bay ·'Freeport. :.:one
Location of Construction

IV

BPSD -CO - 09 - 055

This certifies that 'J{)l!NJJ~\r :JflE}1'iM J!J,!i.D'US11?.J'l::S Ji:NW
COJvS<JIJ{VCTf(Y.N C<YR/PCXRJt'JJOJI L f:.M.rl'FiD PJUC.i<PPI:AKE..5
constructed )fssem6(y Sfiop C located at ~·ree116eadi 1, 'F(ftfcmd"c, :/\winsu(.;;
<Disf1ict, Su6ic ()3ay '.F-reepo,i Zoue. had been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Phil~?pines" (PD
1096) and Its Implementing Rules (;J.nd Regulations and, therefore, the
buildinglfacifity may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

the owner shall properly maintain this · bui{din~structure to
enhance tts architectural well-being, si;-uctural stability, sanitation and jirepro111ction properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its i'ntended use as stated above.

April 22, 2009
Date of Inspection

Tile constn1crio11 of1he above-described b11Udi11g/slmcture has been f~nd
to '/Je substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy cer/ifica/e .,11bject to cancellation if compliace with the
' '(1aini11g req,,~s are no -com])lied.

~4.
4t'

DELA ~NA/f'..-K_li,OV.,.,.,'.ALV

Ecology ~nler

~~:_'!'0~ ,

This certfficate is issued in acc,,rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
o/PD 1096.
Sitned this /9th day of Ja11,'Jqry
v

MARCO A. E 7'ABILLO
"::;:Jl,llill,Jiu,•m- harg~
A e<l!1ified copy hereof she~ be po•ted wilhin lhe p,,misao d Iha building and sha.t not be re moved Without
ault,C¥ity from the Bulldilg Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

•

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY
lflU,OPOt llAJr .,.,Mo1tnv

Jfanjin¾eavy Itufustries rt{, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pfiifi.ppines
Name of Appticant

~i menlit,;i,;/i I. Rsdo,ufo Pen in.;uu1 ,District,
:•~•,o ,1:l ,{:r
'"'"
\.:, 'l ," .•( ·>// c;

,.,l 111i•1•
.. •. VH./

",o

h

Location of Conslruction
j \/

This certifies that J{)il:NJIJ.f Jf!T:,J.1.'V'/' I'Jv'1!YUST1/..l'LS ft'M1J
COJ/'S'lW...VCTIO~V CCY.R,<P(XRJVIIO:N LI9t1.f1.1E<D <J>J{JLI,P:Pl!Jl"E.5
constructed <Bfu"tirl{J <:ff, <Painti119 Sliop r.'.>located at (;remlie,,.:li I. t:.t:,u,,1,{,·
:f>el!in,~1,u1 <JJ,:,1 ri,'!, S1•. r,I(; q_by •hetpcm·.:m13 had been inspected andfound
to be in conformity With the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "National' Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096} and its Implementing Rules tl'nd Regulations. and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied

Type of Consroctton
The owner shall properly ma.intain /his buildinglsrructure to
enhance its architectural well-being, stn.,,,.tural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be 01:cupied or used for purpos e other
than its intended use as stated above.

IMDUSTRl!\L
Use or Type of OcclJJ)ancy

M,1rch 25, 2009
171e t:<"i,t1rut1ion

q/' the-

,JJ~-de.tcrfbe,l.building.vl~unu:tureshave bee.nfound

10 be. suh.rtannallp Cf>,?:p/-et~

and ht!reby rccomm~ndcdfor

a temporary

occupancy certiflcate. subjeei t" ,Y1ncellati-On lfcompllance with the remaining
..._ requirement< are not complied. /

This certificate is issued in accordance with Sec1ion 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
I

Jam1m,-y
- --·"
·~ -~-- 2010.

Signed this L9t~ day of

~:!r_--toicL
AMEYA,)'t:{ALLANA<OVAL

(

Ecology Center

~~
MARCO A. ES;fABILLO
Offlcer-/n-Gharge-;,~
I-Iota,

A ce'li!iod cop/ ho<eol shall be pooled wllhin lh• Pf0m1ie, of lho buiklilg and shaU ncl bo romevod wilho>Jt
aulh,lfil'/ tom the Building Offioiaf •

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
Ml!l)IO;,o , n AH" lll'MO~U"(

Certificate ofOccupancy
Jfa11jin Jfea·vy Industries ef, Construction
.Corpo-ration Ltd. <Philippines
Name of AppHcant

c;reen6eadi.f, 1(,;dondil <J.'eninsu(a <DLl'z.rici,
Su f51c ,i3ay 'Freeport ::.011e
Location of Construction

!V

BPS0 -CO - 09-028

This certifies that ¾)4!NJJ:I'{ J{IE)I.'t,.,11' I!.N<DVS'l~?J'ES J!:MD

CONS"J.tf{,V(;[IO!.N CCYR_PCYR}f.<[]()!.N £l'M.1PE<D ®G llPPIJ./tE..5
constru,,ted (}Jfastin{J ana PaintirllJ SfW]l <11 located a, ri'reen6eadi1,
'J?gamrd'o ,P,mi-usu[a <Disi rict, Su6ic 18,".)- 1Fr,,q,ort Zone had been inspected
andfound to be in conformity with the approvedplans and specifications 011
file in this Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the
Philippi1,es" (PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regr,!latiqm and,
therefore, the buildingffecilily may now be occupied.

Type of Cons1ruction

:rhe awner shall properly maintain this , building/s tructure to
enhance·its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as staled above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 10, 2007
Date of Inspection
This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3

TJ

co11stn1clion of the above-described b11ildi11g/struct11re has been found
r.o be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ11pa11cy certijicaJe subject to cOJrcellation if compliace wit.h the
remairring req{Jirem~nts are 1101 complied.

µ I.

~ //,1,,,4__

AMET~ELA LLANA•KOVAL

d!J(}

Ecology Center

ofPD 1096.
Signed this

IUIII

day of

J0111,ary

2010.
I

~~

.ES 'ABILLO

ire 0epartment7

,::;:i,r:==-ehar~
I

Noto:

N R.. JACALNE MD. MOH

A oertilied oopy hereof sha!I bo posted within lho Pi umlses of U1e buildi19 and shall not be,<em<md wilflout
eulhority from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
lilETl't0~0 Llll.NAIIUl01'11T¥

¾anjin ¾ea·vy Irufustries ({(, Construction
Corporation £tel <Pfzifippines
Name of Applicant

§·n:en6eacfi l, 'lWf(Jfu[o ,f'e11i11s11Ji1<.District,
Su6ic <Y!ay 'Freeport: ::one
Location of Construction

IV

;This certifies that J{jf:NJ[<,A( H 1EJI'()"{ I:lv<DVS'l:ti.?J'lj Ji%'D
COJ-(S1.1B.,VC110-Jf C(YJJ._(K)'j].f/'110 :N £f~+ll1.''E<D PJ{l£IP:PI:N1£S
constructed <J3(asti1lfj e1, <PaintiTl{j Sfw: 1C cintf,~u6 Station # 23 located at
qreen5eacfi1, <R.rdimdo :'J>r.11i11sufa (f)i.,t.ria, Su.6i,: <,_qay 'Ft-eep~rt Zaue had
been inspected and found to be in co:oirormity with the approved plans and
specijicC1tions on file in this Office rmd the provisions of the '?v'aiional
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly m,;•intain these buildings/s1n1ctures to
enhance its architectural well-being, s; 1-uctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
tha11 its intended use as stated above.

Octooer 21, 2008
Date of lospection

This certificate is issued in acc.,rdance wlllr Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

The construction of the ahove-,lescribed buildingsistruchm,shave been f()l,nd
to be sulmantial/y complete and hereby reC(Jmmendedfor a temporary

~a:•d;~..,/

Signed this 19th day of

occupancy certificate subject lo cancel/alion ifcompliance with the remaining

.

requ:remen~

Jai)UOty

2()1().

l

~DELALLAN~VAL
Ecology Center

~"-

(

, uk.

MARCO A. E~1ABILLO
fficer-l1!;f/nc•rg9-K'Not&:

A olrlilied popy hereof shall bo poskld vli1hirl lh• F emisos of Ille building and shan not be rem<r1ed without

aub,nty tom lho Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

•

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

.
if.
C'miifi.cate ~ 0. ccupancy

SUBIC BAY
W~T;ii)pc)UTAH All1'110tOn

~

'

. ·

,

"

r

~

·

~

J[anjin J[eavy Industries ef{, Constntction
Corporation Ltd: <Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

<;rcen6eacfi.1, <J.?.s,fon.c{o 1?eninsufa (i)istrici,

Su6ic rBay Trecport :::one
Location of Construction

IV

.

1

V

;:,I

.

.

, ·

v )r

· ·

f:

BPSD-CO-09 -- 0W

., ·

This certifies that 71)4:NJJ:N JIJ.EJ4,W. I'J\IIDVS"l/J?.JPS )l!J{/1)
CO:NS'Il.tVC'tlOX CO<!Z<PO'l?J/.'11O:N LI9t1l'IIE<D (J>J[IlIP<PJ1\lf£.S
constructed tJJfasting Sftop )f. located c. .! qr-ee115e,ic/i,J, <R.rtfrrru{o <J'enin.rn{,i
tDistrii:t, Su6ic (J3ay 1Freepori .Z:,tn1<1 had been inspected and faund to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications. on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Buf!ding Code of the Philippines" (PD
I 096) and its Implementing .Rules apd Regulations and, therefore, the
huildingl,faci/ity may now be occupied.

Type of ConstrtJ:Uon

INDUSTRiAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

1.'he owner shall properly n,aintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, stn 1ctural stability, .mni1atio11·andfireprotectio;1 properties and shall not be occupied or used for pwpose other
lhan its i!tlended use as stated above.

October 10, 2007
Date

The construe/ion ofthe above-described buildinglstrucmrc has been found

to be substantially comp/e/e and hereby recommended for a /emporary

This.certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD/096.

occupancy certificate subject lo cancellatio11 if compliace with the

Signed this IQti,

re11Jai11ing require"J!J are not complied.

day of

.Ja11,_1_::i,:.J-_
- -,;:,20::..cl:..::O..-.:.

--4v/Jt. 0tt~ - ~..ll
A~~;:;~ DELA LL~~OVAL
Ecology Center

C:tj

MARCO A E~JIBILLO
·

R.. JACA
Nof8:

A oerllfi&d copy hereof shell be posled within the p1<
eulhcrity from lhe Building Official

fflcer-/n,Zhar!I~

,:uses ol lhe building and shall not be temol/ed wilh<l<; t

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
1,.; u,ot•01.1lA11 AIJfll Olll fY

BPSD - C0 - 09 - 067

Certificate ofOccupancy
¾anjin ¾eary Inaustries et, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pliifippines

This certifies that J{Jl:NJI:N JilE.ft.W I:J\((})VS'IIJ.?]<£.S ✓'li%1>
CO:Ns<.rtR.,V(;I'IOW COcJ?g!O<R.;t.'TIOW LI9'lN!£,<IJ tF'J{l£1{£(Pl :N1£S
constru~ted Catering Center located ,u c;reen6eadi.1, (}(§aonLo <Pe-r.insu{a
{J)istrict, Su6ic (Bay <freepo1t Zone h,::d been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National 131-!ilding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
b11ildint/facllity may now be occupied.

Name of Applicant

qreen6eacfi l , <i(Fcfinufo <J.">enfosu(a <Dist 1ict,
Su6i"c <Bay ffrt:cport Z.orw
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this but/ding/s tructure to
enhancf its architectural well-being, Structural stability, sanitation and jireprotecti,1n properties and :,hall not br: occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

I
I

September 02, 2008 / July 15, 2009
Date of tnspecllon / Date of Compliance

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

The construction of the above-described buildings/structures
lias been found to be in order and hereby recommended for

.=:a_kJ
r

~HYA P. DELA LLANA-KOVAL

Ecology Center

Signed this

~GNO

~ P~tij7Health & Safety Department

m~~,Je,,,u

2009.

~

"'FlreoepartmentZ::7

SO~MOH

2(Jfltday of

RCO A. ES1~/LLO
cer-ln-Chaef~
Nole:

A ce~ifiodoopy hereof shall be posled ,;ovn tho i ,emises of \he building and shall net ceremc'1ed ,/2thcul
authority fromthe Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBICBAY

Jfanjin Jfeavy Industries et Constroction
Corporation £td'. CJ'liifippines
Name of Applicant

This certifies that JfJl!NJl)V' ~'Vl: l7'ftDVS'llJi]f£S Jf%V
COg,(S'f<JcVM/Og,( COrJ?g?O<Rjl.'11()g,( £19.1.l'J!ElD <J!J{JLJrp:.p['}fPS
constructed <D - Jfouse Sfie[ter locater'I· at qreenGeacfi.l, <RJ:ao;ufo PeninsuGi

g,-een6eaclil, <J?,pfo11tfo <Peuiusula ([)tstrict,
Su6ic <Bay 'Freeport ::,1J1ze

<District., Su6ic <Bay l_freeport Zo11e had been inspected and jbun~ ro be in
confonnity with the approved plans ,md specifications on file in this Office
and the prolfi~ions of the "National 1.;iilding Code ojthe Philippines" (PD

Location of Construction

1096) and its Implementing Rules r.rnd Regulations and, therefore, the
butldtng!Jacility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

The owner sha!L properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance ifs architectural well-being, siructural stability, sanitation and fire protection properties and shall not b,? occupied or used for purpose other
than its/ ntended use as stated above.
i

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

April 22, 2009 1May 07, 2009
Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

This certificate is issued in act'Ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3

The construction. of the above-described b11ildi11gs/str11ctures
has been found to be in order and hereby recommended for
oceupancy. ·

c_✓,_ /,

~a{ ,I .

signed this 5fh day of

IJ

; M ~ t DELALLA~

«f

ofPD 1096.

Ecology Center

c.4:fin,,-,,ber

2009.

)
~NO
Fire Department,,..~

-=f==::::::::::~nl};~

_.

MARCO A. ESMBILLO
0/6cer-ln-C frgeff "
Note:

Health & Safety Department

A <:e:111ed oopy hereof shall be posled wilhin "1• ,, ..mises ct Iha b"ilcir.g and sha!l ,10I ¢0 renoved withoc'.
aulholily from the Building Official
•

:SUtsl~ tsAY Ml: I t<Ul-'OLI fAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
~U BIC BA Y
11(':'IHWO~HA,N ...VTtlQll;IJY

8PSD - CO - 09-07S-

Cer tificate of Occupancy
Jfa11,jin Jfeavy Industries c1, Cotistrllction
Corporation Lttf. <Pliifippines .,.,
Name of AJ:plicant

1'his certifies that Jf)tJ,fJlj ( 'Jf!EJ/.'V'f I:}f(J)'()S'fllr.J'ES JIJ{IJ)

COJISJ'l'f(VCIIOJI CO<Jl!J!OIJ(fl'llO'N L19tf.l'JIE<D

<P'KJLI!J!PI:N<ES

constructed IJ)istri6ution Sliop locatecl ar <;rcenfiM:cfiJ, -~,fonae Peninsufa

<Districi; .Su6ic <Bay 'Fre,-port Zone had been inspected and found to be in
<":J'reen6el1cfi.1, <P,pfonrfo <f>enin.ui[a il)f.rttict,
Subic <Bay {.frnpon Z(me

conjorniity with the approved plans aJJd specifications on file in this Office
'
and the provisions of the "National Bujlding
Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096/ C,f/Jd its Implementing Rules c•f'Jd Regulations and, therefore, the
buil.dinglfacility may now be occupied.

l ocatioo of Coristroction

IV \
Twe of Constructfo)

The owner shall prJJter/Jl Maintain this building/s trucrure to
enhance, its architectural well-being, struciural s1abilily, sanitation andJireprotecrii.m p,;opet ties and shdll i?or be occupied or usedf(>r purpose other
than its ;'n tended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of OcCUPiiflCY

f
Date of Inspection/ Date off mpl\ance

. t

April 29, 2009 / April 29, 2009

. .

'
this certificate is issued in ac~ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3

The construction of the above-descri~ea)Jt f#.ihglsti-ucture has been
found 10 'be in order and hereby recommenlied or cu · ,;y.

'--<·

/l).1ti1v1?t·-- - LMJ:

',

AME-fHYA P. DELA LLANA'.KOVAL

1

ofPf

io96.

....

.;fl:.:,vernber

_Signed thts

NO '-

2009.

.,.

J

Ecology Center

rtm~- ~

R.J~.MOH
allh & Safety Department

t

t ~.?
•/

Dr!lfieZ :1

RCO A. E;STABILLO

~ · cer-'ln-Gharge ;Jk-

shall be posloo wilhin lhe p ;,mises or Ille building 2nd shall net be ;emoved withouf
aufho(,!v from lhe Biildino Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
!.11:"TltOf'O~l fAII AUll'IOllllY

Hanjin J{eary Ind'ustries 4 Constro.ction
Corporation Ltd. <Pftiuppines

This certifies that J{Jf:NJI9( :h 1F,fl'v'Y l%1YUS'IIJ.?]PS )1:NIO
CO:NS'J.t,'(VC'llCY.N CCYl?..</!CYR...71.<JJO:N £1:M.I'ltE<D PJ{f£I(f.':fl!JVP.:S
constru<:ted l])ock..,Sfzefter #5 located at (r'reenbi'-adi1, Vt,pfvrafo :J>Fdn.ni{,_i
q)istricl, Su6ic <Bay <Freepmt Zone had been inspected and found to be in
confon11ity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this OjJice
and the provisions of the "National B1rilding Code of1he Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules 01d Regulations and, therefore, the
buildinglfacility may now be occupied

Name of Applicant

0·reenlieacli l, 1?.!}donJo rfeninsuia (District,
Su6ic 11cry ·Freeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV

Type or Construction

The owner shall properly .Maintain this building/structure 10
enhance its architectural well-being, st>
"Uctural stability, sanitation andfireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its l'ntended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

April 29, 2009
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3

11ie constniction ofthe above-descril>ed bui/dingistn,cture has l>eenfound
to be substantially complete a11d hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy ce,tificate subject to ca11cellalio11 if comp/lace with the
re/tiaining requir;'j'J are no! complied.

~ HYAP.
'J:~-W/
DELALL NAi~AL

'1'

Ecology Center

.

ofPD 1096.
Signed this

l'lt11 day of_ __,,,..,b.,_n.,,,y..,a"--ry-,.
2010.

~~o_.
~

.

MARCO A. ES MJILLO

/,-

fficer-Jn- arge*
Nofe:

Aclr1i1iod copy hei-eof shd be posled within lhe p ,,mises of Iha bwding and shaDnot b" remc•.-•d wilhout
aulho<ify Iron, lhe Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITANAUTHORITY

•

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBiC BAY
t,11:fl,Q " O ~mut AVl#IOIUTY

BPSD-CO-L-09-008

Certificate of Occupancy
Jfanjin Jfeavy Industries amfConsttuction
Cotporatwn L rf<D. - <Plii{;,ppines
Name of Applicant

c;rec,1 />earli 1, 'Xi>cftH1do ti'enmsu[a , Sitio J4gusuffrn <B1gy.
(11r.c<1g, Su6ic <Bay 'Freeport :'.one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

This certifies that the J{a-n.ji11 Jfeavy Inaustries ar,..,{(;tmstruction

Co, £.ta. - Pfi£Ci.ppines • constw cted Piefa office # 1 located at
qre1m6eacft 1, (f'._paotu[o (fenins~ ra, Sitio flf]UJ'11.ftin :J3r[jy. Ca-wag.
Su.5£c <J3ay (freeport :::.01te had tieen inspected ond J <?(Jl}_d t o be in
conformity with the approved plans ;ind specifications on file in this Office
and th,e provisions of the "National Building Code of the Phi/ip~ines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may naw be occupiec,.
The owner shall p roperly maJ11iain this building/structure to enhance
ifs architectural well-being, structura! stability, sanitation and.fire-protection
properties .and shall not be occupk d or used for purpose other than its
intended use as stated above.

IMOUSTRJAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

September 4, 2008 ! January 21, 2039
Dale of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

This certificate is issued in a ;cordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD i096.

The construction of the above-described bu//dinglstmcture had been
found to b.e ord/ ~nd h7eby recommended for occupancy.

i:

Signed Ihis '1TH

day of_~~~P.~'R~'l~ - - 2009.

~&
fi()., .1:,,d, .£,..Al..
AMETHYA P. ~ LLANA-KOVAL~. #nAGNO.._,.........Ecology Center

ar

✓

'

Fire Department Z::,

BILLO
~·

SO
\!li P

R. JACALNE MO. MOH
alth & Safety Depirtment

,

V

•

.g~&,

A certified o::py hereor shat be pcsled vn!hill lhi· premises o/ lhe buil<ling and shall no! be rema,ed wilhcul
aulhonly from the BuiloirQ Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY
NI! lffOl'OU'l'-4 ... A,UlNCln 1n

BPSD-CO•i.•09-009

Certifi ca te of Occupancy
Jfanjin Jfeavy Inaustries anaConstructwn
Cotporatwn £W. - cpfi,ifippines

This

certifies

that

the .l{arrjin

Jfea'vy l naustries and

Construction Co. £ ta. - <Pfiifi.ppines constructed rFie!i:[ Office #2
located at qreen6eacfi 1, ~aond'o Peninsula, Si"tio Jlgusufiin <Brgy.

Name of Applicant

Cawag, Su6ic <.Bay tfruport Zoru had been inspected and found to be

qrci:nueacfi.l, <R;fd'onrfo <]JenirisiiCa, Sitio flgusu.tiitt
'.Brgy. Ca<vag, Su6ic 1Jay Treeport :!.one

in conformity with the approved plam: and specifications on fi/E' in this Office
and the provisions of the "National ,,:ui/ding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules /;ind Regulations and, ti7erefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied,

Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL

The owner shall properly maintain this building1stn,cture to
enhcmce its architectural we/I-being. structural sta_bilily, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b,1 occupied or used for r,urpose other
than its intended use as stated above..

Use or Type of Occupancy

September 4, 2008 I January 21, 2009
Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

.
-1

This certificate is issued in ac~ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
The constmction of the above-described building/structure had been ofPD 1096.
found lo ~; 1~
·n oJ;r and hereby recommended for occupancy.
Si'gned this 'TTtl day of__Q!,JR-'-'-'-1"
L - - - - 2009.

'---4t-i
1-t4 ~ /vr.L
AMETHYA P ELA LLA A-KOVAL
Ecology Center

o>o

)l!!:!!.!!ll.c

!"~

cJT

Note:

A c:ertified copy herec/ shall be po,ied Ylithinlr,e i rem~s of lhe ooilc:lll~ •nd shall , ot l>a remo·,ed wi ~>ul
........:... r

0

_

,., _

r.,~.J; __

nu: ..;,.r

SUBIC BAY METROPOUTAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUB I C BAY
'lll TJIIOPOlrTloN AUTHO(\ll Y

BPSD·CO-L--OS-010' ,

Certificate of Occupancy
..

J{anjin J{eavy I ntfustries e:{, CoTtStruction
Cotporatiott LW. - <PfiiCippitles
Name of Applicant

(j1te111iu1cfi J1 iJvjdo1ufo <J'e11:insula Sitio Ji.lfusuliin, rJJrgy,,
Cmv,1/J, Suliic ,J3ay Preeport .:one
Location of Construction

IV

Ina?.',St·rie.s and
Construction Co, £ta. - <J?fit:R;rpi 1ies construc1ed q:J'E£/D O'FCFIC-<£
#3 located at ~;-recn6eac/i, 1, iJ',J?Jorufo <Peninsufo Sitio ftgusulii11.,
<Brgy, Cawag, Su5-ic {f3ay 'Freeport Zone had been inspected and found
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications ;m file in this
This

certifies that the :J{anftn J{ca'(JJ

Office and the provisions of the 11Nati<1nal Building Code of the Philippines"
(PD 1096} and its Implementing Rule! and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied,

Type of Constructtqn

INDUSTRIAL

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglslnicture to
enhance its architectural well-being, st1·uctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not br: occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above,

Use or Type of Occupancy

September 4, 2008 / January 21, 2009
Date of lnsoection I Date·of Comoliance

t

This certificate is issued in acw rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
The construction of the above-described buildinglstn1cture had been
of
PD
1096.
found to be in or(}
heri:by recommendedfor occupancy.

~
- ~tp: D/'A ✓bvd
A,ifrrttvA

DELA LLANA-KovAt

Ecology Center

SO

~

d(

Signed this

?,~

day of

i_.'.IPR~li_ _ 2009.

~r~~
/i:ireoepartment t:f

r

ON R. JACALNE MD, MOH
ubli Health & Safety Department

9✓

BILLO

~f-¼~i::!Jl;"-' arge··.- R-·
NO(e:

A re,1ilied copy nerec< shall be posted wilhin the ;-semisas of 1heJ building and shall Ml be re--n-1,00 without

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY
',1 1!: f ROPQU TAII AVTII01uf'V

BPSC>-CO-l -09·011

Certificate of Occupancy
Jfanjin Jfeavy Inaustries and"Constroction
Corporation £<FD. - <Pftiuppines
Name of Applicant

(it'ecu.5eacfi. 1., <f,.pfo ,ufo <Peninsula, Sitio )1gusuliin, illrgy.
Cnwag, Su6t'c <Bay 'Freiport Zone
Location of Construction

IV

This

certifies that the ;1{anjin 'J{eavy

Industries attd

Construction Co. £ta. - #iiCippines 11cwf,y constructed q:f<J.•;L(f)

ocf''fIUE #4 located at qreen6cilcft 1, '1.?_!aonao <Pe1dnsufa, Sitio
./1.gusuJiirt, (J3rgy. Cawag, Su5ic <Ba_;, 'Freeport Zone had been inspected
and found ta be in conformity with th,; approved plans and specifications on
flle in this Office and the provisions ,: ;F the "National Building Code of the
Phi//ppiries" {PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may no,,., be occupied.

Type of Cooslruction

INDUSTRIAL

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its m·chiteclural well-being, slmct/.lral stabilil:y, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for pu17Jose other
than its ;intended use as stated above.

Use or Type of Occupancy

September 4, 2008 / January 21, 2009
Daie of lnsoection I Date of Comoliance

The construction of the above-described building/structure had been
faund to be m old'·~nd he:eby recommended for occupancy.
, /}

\..__,1,1;z/,Wl

l
.~ ,
!

·

I_,, A/J

j

AMETHYA P. dELA LLANA!kc)v:.iLV
Ecol09y Center

tz(

l'his certificate is issued in acc-ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD I 096.
Signed this

'TT~

day of

OJPRll

2009.

,;:i__~.

~~~rro

~
✓ Fire Department ~

~;..--.<.-~L--- N R. JACALNE MD. MOH
alth & Safety Oap.rtnent

-;;I

Note:

A certified cq,y i"ereot shall be pos1od •Hill':in lhe P'•lmises of ~he building arld shall r,01 be remc•led withoul

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

•

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY
.\'ll;'TltOl'Ol.l t AN llillTIC(UU T'(

Certifo:at-e ofOccupancy

Jfanji11.Jfea·oy Intfustries rd, Construction
Corporation Ltd. Pfiilippi,nes
Name of Applicant

<;ree116eadi.J, 'Rpfon...1o :Z.,eni11.s-u{a (District,
Su6ic :B,ry ,-Freeport ::.one
location of Construction

JV

BPSD-CO-09-076

This cenijles that 1{)1!NJJ~V J{IEfl.'VY 12\f/D'VS'Fi?]<Jl.<; ji.1~'?.C,
C09'/SJIJtVCTlOg-.f CCY.l?._<PO<l(jlfJ.IOj,( t:,J!MIPE© PJlr£IP:PI:N'ES
constructed <.Fief.r[ Office #4a located-at 0·ree.nlieadil, <R§aimtfo <J>n1insuf1
lDistrict, Su6ic (JJay 'Fn;eport Zmw h1 ·d been inspected and.found to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and theprovis.ions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
/096) cmd ilS Jmplemtmting Rules crnd Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstruc1ure to
enhance its architectural well-being, s fl•uctura/ stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its i'ntended use as stated above.

March 18, 2009
Date

The constn1c1ion ofthe above-described buildinglstntclure has been fo11nd
U> be .tubstantially complete and hereby recommended for a tempomzy
ocd,pancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with the

This certificate is issued in acc·ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed 1his l'!#i day of_---'-d_,::i'n=w~
-' .:iry_,___

' rema;i}z1irej7J/ a~n7ompli7;,.

'IPf,[f{{(-AP.~NA~
cl)/'

-0

Ecology Center

k

NO --/f'i~
reOepartm611~
/, ~

2010.
I •

MAR. 0 A. ES1;ABILLO
Officer-In- arge"',£-"'-

Depanment 9f.✓

Note:

A 0<1rtifiod oopy hereof tJloW be posted within lhe p·1mises of lhe building llld chaD no4 be removod wilhout
au~,ority from lh• Buildillg Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBICBAY

M!. l.AOl'OU TA II All n rn,urv

BPSD-CO· l ·09•1'12 .

C e r t ifica t e of Oc cu p a ncy
J£anfin J£eavy Incfustries and'Construction
Corporation £/FD. - Pli.iftppi.nes
Name of Applicant

f1:1:e116e,1cfi !, <.i?,;dcmdo q-:>r:11i11sufa, Siti'o .,-'1gusuftin, <.Brgy.
(awag, S itliic (iJay q:reeport Zolle
location of Construction

IV

This

certifies that the i {anjin J[ear,y

Industries and

Construction Co. Ltd. - <Pliifippi::tes constn1cted PJ']:,£/J.) OPCfICP,

#5 located at r;;reen.6eacli 1, tR,_;e1:mao Penin.si&t, Silio J1gu,suftin,
<Brgy. Cawag, Su6ic ~Bay fJ'recport ,2:,one had been Inspected arid found
to be in conformity with the approved plans and spedfications on file in this
Office and the provisions of the "Nati,mal Building Code of thE· Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

.The owner shall properly '!iwintain this buildingl.stn.cture to
enhance its architectural well-being, sm ,ctural stabilily, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used far purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

September 4, 20081 January 21, 2009
Date of lnsoection / Date of Comoliance

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
The construction of the abave-described building/structure had been
of
PD
ll'96.
found to be in oriJ;d hereby recommended for occupancy.
Signed this 111tt day of_~J;-PR~I_L_ _ .2009.

~M:.:.b./
~-/
1
7
Ecology Center

SO
~P

Issued -y:--

/i=ir;Department

. JACALNE MD. MOH .
h & Safety DepartmentW
l'lote:

A certified ccpy t.erecr shall be posted vi.thin Iha 1t<>niscs of lhe buildina and s.'lall r,ot be remcc,ed wilhoul

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
»t~R0P0l lTAN1' lrruo,o,v

Certificate ofOccu_pancy
:Ha.njinJfea,vy Industries e1, Construction
Cotporation Ltd. Pliifippines
Name of Appficant

(;tce;i6eacfi1, lf<;,fondo Pen-insu(a '.Disuict,
Su 6u: iJ3ay 1::reeporl ~~me
Location of Coostruction

IV

BPSD-CO-09- 07-7

This certifies lhat J{j!J,fJI~V JPEJ1V'f J.'N(fYUS1:IJ:Jfil .Jl!N(i)

CO!NS'l.18..'J)C'f[O~N C0-1?.<J!(Y.R}t'llO!N ll:Ml'ltElD

PJf.fll<PPl:Af£.S
constructed Piela Cif.fi.ce #5a located at (Jrecmfie,1di.J, l}(§domfo ,J>eninsu[;;
©ist.ric1; Subic Qlay 1Frui7mrt Ztme h, ·d been inspected and j<.,und to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and Jhe provisions of the "National B1d ldi11g Code of the Philippines " (PD
1096) , ,nd its Implemenli11g Rules ,ind Regulations ami, therefore, the
buildinglfacifity may now be occupied.

Type of Construction
The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure -ro
enhance its architectural well-being, stn 1ctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b,, occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 18, 2009
Date
The constn,ction ofthe above-described buildinfYstn1cture has beenfou11d
to be s11bs1antially complete and hereby reco111111ellded for a temporary
occupancy certificare subject 10 cancellatio11 if compliace with the
re111aini11g r e q u i ~ noaomplie~.

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, C~apler 3
q(PD1096.

Signed lhis _ 19-1:h day of_ _
.,fanyaiy

----..tft~er-

~ELAIJ.ANA.ktf
~ Ecology Ce,nte,".rz--..__...,~_,_........

t

~No

TAB(LL(}

H

-1flb
Nola:

iar ~
.

ii a([fied (:()py hereof shall be posted wilhln Illep;omises of!he building and shell not b,removed wilhcut
eufority ftom Iha Bw1dlng Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY
.l,U!:Yl(Of'OLl~Aill r.UTIIO II IT V

BPSO-CO-l-09-013

Certificat e of Occupanc y
Jfanjin Jfea-c,y Industries antiConstruction
Co'tporation £<J!D. - <Pliilippines

This certifies

that the .lfanjin

Jfea'vy Intfustries and

Construction Co. £ta. - <Pfiil"ippiH:es constnicted <FJtEL<D OIF'FI C'E

#6 located at C}reen6eacu 1, <J(f'cfondo 1Pen£nsu(a Sitio Ji.gusufifn

Name of Applicant

(J3rgy. Cawag, Su5ic (]Jay 'Freepo-rt· J::,one had been inspect~id and found
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions of the "Nati,:inal Building Code of the Philippines"
(PD 1096} and its Implementing Rule.~ and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

{_Jreenfieacfi 1, (}?sdi>ndiJ Peni11sufa, Siti.o )1gusuliin
ffkgy. Ca-wag, .Su6ic t'Bay 'Freeport Zone
Location of Conslruction

IV
. Type ot'Cons!ruction

The owner :;hall properly ,naintain this building/structure lo
enhancE, its architectural well-being, siructural stability, sanitarton µnd J1reproleclion properties and shall not be occupied 01· used for pwpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupamcy

September 4, 2008 I Januaiy 211 2009
Date of Inspection f Date of Co!J)1ilf:am:e

This certificate is issued in acoordance with Section 3C19, Chapter 3

ofPD 1096.
The construction of the above-described bitildin-glstrocture had been
found to be in orde'ifnd he1·eby recotnmtn<ledfor occupancy.

'-~ ii,,, I"'1 ~
r

AMe'rHYA P. DELA LLANA- ~L
Ecology Center

. AG 0

~~

SO
ON R. JACALNE MD. MOH
I{,/ ublic ealth & Safety Departnemt ,.J

Signed this

"TT# day of

l~PlltL
----

- 2009.

Mole:

A certified copy hereof shall I:~ pC$tCd within ~he premises of lhc building and shal
aulhorily from the Build~ Offi~ial

nd,

be remc,,ec wi1h0t.1

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
.¥;€fl{01'0LllA.11 AUfNCltlTY

/

I~.,~

BPSD - CO - 09 - 073'

11;/r

Cffl!, uatt <!J Occupancy
r

,J{anjinJfea'vy Industries ct{, Const-ruction
Corporation Ltd. Pftilippi.n.es
Name of Applicant

qreen{ieacfil, 1f?J:1{01wo 1'enin.su[(I. <District,
S116ic :f3ay ffreep011. :.one
Location of Construction

IV

This certifies that Jl)lg,[Jl:Jf Jl!E_ft!VY I:J,ttlYVS'JJJ,',fPS .Jl'MD
COJv:rf!J?,VC'TlCY.N CO<.f<..PCJ<R.ll'110.7f LI9.1.IPE<D ®0£I<N.>I:Jf£..5
constructed Piel£ Office # 7 (}lss.nnhty Sliop ~) located at qi-e1m6eacliJ,
fJ~rlcmdo <.R>ttinsula ©istri,:1., Su5ic tf3i'J ·Freeport ::.vne had been inspected
andfound to be in conformity with the ppproved plans and specijkdtions on
file in this Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmple •nenting Rules and Regulations and,
1herefore, lhe buildtnglfacility may now be occupied

Type of Construction

The. owner shall properly maintain . this building/structure to
enhance its archttectwal well-being, sttuctw·al stability, sanitation and fire-

INDUSTRIAL

protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

Use or Type of Occupancy

'j

March 18, 2009
Date
The por,stmct/on ofthe above-desc,ibed buildir,glstmcture has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,qJancy certificate S11bjec1 10 cancellation if compliace wflh the

J'his certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

,~mai:~:;;ireiJl~ 110, _·omp/l.

~~[rANAEcology Center

~NO

/~~
MARCO A. ES :!!BILLO
Officer-I
Noto:

tiargei-'-

A"'Mied oopy hereof shall be posted wilhin tho puomises of the buildingand shall not b<i removed wl~toul
aulh,iril)' rrom tho Bumling Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
,SM_BIC BAY
lfEfllOPOLl l ,I\M IIVTHOIUfY

Certificate ofOccupancy
J{anjin J{eavy I,ufustries el Construction

Corporation Ltd. <Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

(jreen6eadi.1, 'R.r:donao :Peninsula ,JX1trict,
Su6ic <Bay <
f'reepon :::,;one
location of Construction

IV

BPSD - CO - 09-074'

This cer1ifies that J[Jt!NJI9v' :J/IE}l'VY I.'N<TYVS"Flf!.PS .KNID
CO!NS'11f(VC'110!N CCXR!)!O<JU4!llO'N ll'J,1JPE<D ceJD £FP.PI!N1E.5
constructed '}'fefjf Office # 8 (JlssemUy Sliop <B) located at ~;·re,m6i!acfl 1,
<.i.{fd'otufo <i:'em11su[a <Disttict, Su6ic Q311y 'hreport. Zo11e had been inspected
andfound to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on
file in tlds Office and the provisions of the "National Bui/.ding Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Reg,ilations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

:rhe owner shall properly maintain this · building/srr,.4cture to
enhance its architectural well-being, sl!<uctural stability. sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for p1npose other
than its inte1:1ded use as staled above. .

March 18, 2009
Date
'/11~ commucfion f!fthe above..,Jescribed buildinglstmcmre has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommer,ded for a tempcrary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with the

rema,·ning requireme1 · are
(! ;/
I
~

I

J

· This certificate is issued in acoordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

notpo
iplied .
-

~

Sif'ed this 191:h day of

Jo'._11A_C1-:::r:f,-..--2010.

$

~Y P. DELA LLANA-K VAL
Ecology Center

MARCO A. ES i4BILLO
·{?fficer-In• arg~
Nole:

Acertified CJYi1Y heleof sha[ be pos!ed wilhin lhe pu,mlses of lho bulding and shall nol b• remowd wilhoul
aUlh:lritylrom the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULAl"ORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

Jfanjin Jfea'vy I11austries <Sf, Construction
Co,poration Lttf. <Pfiilippines
Name of Appncant

c;:wu6e,1cfz!, '1?,:tforu{o <Peninsuf.1 'District,
S116ic tBay f'reepon .::::one
location of Construction

IV

This certifies that JW{JIJ( J{/£jl'v'Y JJV(JJ'US'[(;?JIF,S Jt!N©
COJVSil..tVC'UOJof CO'R.,<
PO:J.?Jf.'1.lO'N £ J'Ml'J.lE.CD <J!J{!CJP:PI~N'ES
constructed <Fie[t[ office # 9 located at ~;ree116ead'z°J, 'l~!di>11di, :J.'1mn;snfo
Q)istrii;t, Su5ic <J3,7:y q:,eeport Zoue had been inspected and found to fJe in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
huildingJ'acility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

IMDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

:T'he owner shall properly mainl.ain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, Slluctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than ifs intended use as stated above.

October 21, 2008
Date of Inspection
The constn1cfion ofthe above-described b11ildinfistruct11re has been found
10 be substantially comp/et.e and hereby recommended for a tem]J<Jrary
l>/;cupancy cert/f/cate s11bject to cancellation if compliace with the
remaining require'l')g are nr;;ot
complied.

:rhis certificate is issued in acw rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
2010.

~ ~ u</4--- L·
AM~'1 P. DELA LLANA KOVAL

1

Ecology Center

"ABILLO
~
~:

A ""rtilicd ()Opy h81eof ohall be posted within the p:,imiros of tho bulldin.g an<! shall not be relr.O\'ed wilf1out
aulhority from the Build~ Ofticiel

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
At.ETl\0 f'O LITA)II /, UTI-IOJIITY

Certificate ofOccupancy
%anfiu %ea'ry Imfustries d, Constnution
Corporation Ltd. Pliifippines
Name of Applicant

<j"ri:en6eacfi [, <f?.r,fo1ufo <Peninsula <Distrut,
Sufi'ic riJay -Freeport ;:;one
Location of Construction

IV

BPSD - CO- 09 - 063

'

!This certifies that :}[jt'NJJ:~( Jf!E_fl'f)Y I:lf<D'lJS<Jij/JPS jig{r',)

CON.Stft:R..J.}C'IIO:!v CO<R!J!(YBJ[<llO:N £1514.l'IIE/D tJ?J{J.lf<n?IJ-.fE.5
constructed Pie&[ offic.e # 10 locoted at <;reenfieadi t, ~J.c,,dr> <Pr.7mt ,ufa

(District, Su6ic (Bay 'Freeport Zane J,..;·d been inspected and found to be tn
confom1ity with the approved plans and specifications on file tn ihis Office
and the provisions of the "National Birtlding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules w 1d Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

1'he owner shall properly ~1aintain this buildingAtructure to
enhance its architectural well-being, s(tuctural stability. sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for P,'IJ"pose other
than its intended use as stated above.

October 21, 2008
Date of Inspection

The co1istr11ctio11 ofthe above-described building/structure has beenJou,
Id be s11bsta111ially complete and hereby recommended for a tempora,
oqc11pa11cy certificate subject to ca11cel/atio11 if comp/iace with ti
remaining requir;'J"// are
comp~~d .

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
·

7
~tf/4
/_A~ ..; /Gt&
AHYAP. DELA LLAN~:.1(0VAL
/4"l/

--ii

Signedthl5 19th day of

J,:,uiuary

2010.

Ecology Center

S

..

ALNE MD. MOH

th & Safety'Depat1ment ~l✓

NoCe:

A C(:~lfled copy hereof shall be posted wi1hin 1he p,,,mlses of Ille building and shaU not bo remov"'1 without
aufrority from 1he 8ulldlng Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
MljTAQ.:>OLl fl, " loUl'"ORlrY

Certificate efOccupan ~;
Jfanjin J{eavy Inaustries {t[, Construction
Corporation £ ta. <Pliifippfrzes

BPSD - CO-09- 043'

Thi.5 certifies that J(Jt!NJJ9,r JilE..J/.'W J:N1DVS():<f'J1:S Jf!JiW

CO:XS'l.W,,V CilO:N CCYJ(<PO<R.Jl:tJO'N £.l'.M.I<J!BD QYJf.7£I<FPlW'tf:~~
constructed Pieuf Offe.e # 11}1. located at (,i'teeubeadi.f. :1<,p[m11fc
Q>enimu/a !Distzir:t, Suliic rs,1y rrreepo:t Zo11e had been inspected andfound

Name of Applicant

fl/em.6eacfi1, 1?,§rfonrfo :Pe11insufa (l)istrict,

to be in conformity with the approvedp lans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "Natim'.1al Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its lmplementing Ruler and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Su6ic 13ay ·Freeport ;:'.,one
Location of Construction

IV
. Type or Construction .

The· owner shall properly · maintain· this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, S,!J'UCtural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for p urpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 2'1, 2008
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

T'he co11stn,ction ofthe above,.<iescribcd buildinglsoucture has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a ll!mJXJ.rary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellation if co111pliace with the

C d 2 ~,d7'Jtsa~

1170117,

AMETHYA P.~ A N ~ ! .

4c·

Signedthis

Ilj!!!!!!!!!l

NO

19-1:h

dayof

J<muciry

•

2010.

__ .- -

Ecology Center

I

'ARCO A. E,STABILLO
N R.. ACALNE MD. M
ealth &Safety Deparnnent

y

~O[fi.cef,,/rFCharg~

.
Noto:

Aarlffied copy hereof shall bo po$1ed ,~thin 1he ! C)l!llises of the blilding and shail not bo rolllOWdwllhou1
aulhooty fiom the Build~ Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

"\!!=,; ' =

'Ali l ROJ'OtllAII loUTHOMl YY

Certificate ofOccupancy"

00

J{anjin ¾eavy Irufustries ~ Construction

Corporation £ ta. Pfii{ippines
Name of Applicant

(1reen6eadi 1, 1?g.cfonJo ,J?e1dr1s11.fa q) isuict,
Sunic Way ·Freeport J:::one
Location of Construction

IV

This certifies that J{)f:NJl.1{

J{IE)'l.'V'Y

· C0-09 - 04'

I:NtD'US'J!Ja<ES J!.'MD

COJvS'l:11?.JJC<J:JOJ{

C<Yl(,<P.01?.J/.'1'10:N il:M.J'lfJ:,<D P'J{fC,f(J>:i:l°J'/iliS
constructed :FieCif Office # .1l<B located at [1re1t116ear:fil , 1Fga01uh
(J'eniusu(a (l)istrict, Suliic(J.lay 'fteepod Zo:u: had been in.ipectedandfound

to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in fhis
Office and the provisions ofthe "Natio:ml Building Code ofthe Philippine-S "
(PD 1096) and its ImplemenJing RuleJ and Regulations and. therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

iNDUSTR/AL
Use or Type of Occupancy

:rhe owner shall properly maintain this . bui/dingl.,tructure to
enhance its architectural well-being. si•·ucturaf stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose Mher
than ils intended use as stated above.

October 21, 2008
Date of Inspection
'.rhis certificate is issued in accm·dance with Section 309, Chapter 3

ofPD 1096.
Signed this 19tit day of

Nole:

January

2009.

A cer1ifled COf1f hereof she! be poolsd within !he p,,:mise, ol lhe bulding and shall not bo removed without
authority from !ho 8uildl119 Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

Certificate ofOccupancy

WCTIIOl'O LITAN AUTl'IOJUfY

J{a11jin J{eavy I1ufustries d Construction
Corporation Ltd. <Pfiifippi:nes
Name of Applicant

i;;rcenliea.di {, ~'?,~Jo11do <Penin.sula <District,
Su6ic <lla_v ·Freeport ::one

BPSD-C0- 09 - 04,

;

i1nis cerlifies that JfJl:NJJ:W Jfl.FJl.'VY I.'fflD'lJS'T'lt,IPS Ji.'N<D
CONSC(<,.'(VcrrON CO<R..,<PCYi(j/'110¾ LI5't!J <J!E<D <PJOL IP:PI~tJ.::S
constructed 'Fiefa Q/j1ce # 12 locatec, at yree116eadi I, 'f?J;cfrm,to (l'rnin•,11ft1
tJ)i.strict, Su6ic /Bay 'Freeport Z one h.Td been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Birilding Code of the Phil~upines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules cmd Regulations and. therejbre, Jhe
building/facility may now be occupied.

Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this · building/structure to
enhance its architectural we/f-being, swuctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be- occupied or used for purpose other
than its .intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 2·1, 2003
Dale of Inspection
The constmction ofthe above-described huildinglstrocture has beenfouni/
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject to cancel/atio11 if compliace with the
remaining 1TJ<fllirrJ)1ems are no complied.

~

-:5':

This certificate is issued in acc.~rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD li~96.

JI

.___Rl'P. DELALLA~ ''.K VAL

EcologyCenter

(

0

T..O.BILLO
rge-~
Nolo:

A0011/fied oopy hereof shall be posted within lhe ~r!mlse! of !ha btildin9 and shall not t o remOl'ed •1t.lhC1Jt
au~,orny from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY
lie t llO ~Of.l fAII' ,t,\11MQ,UT 'f'

BPSD-CO-L-09-014

Cert ific ate of O cc upancy
Jfanjin Jfeavy Inaustries '1, Construction
Corporation £<]t}). -(]'fiifippines
Name of Applicant

This

certifies

that

the

;i{a11jin Jfeavy l11cfl./,Stries and

Constr!lctiott Co, Lta. - Pfz.iEpplnes constructed Plrf?_;E S7}1.'I10':N
located at green6eacfi 1, <i«,tforu(c Pemnsu{a,Sitic J/.gusufiin, rJ3rgy.
Ca-wag, S u/He (Bay 'Freeport Zone had been inspected and found to be tn

(j recn6ea.cli 1, ij(j:,fo 1ufo ([>eni1u ufa, S i tio Jlgusuliin, <.Brgy.
Caw,1g1 Su6ic CB(J,y 'Freeport. Zorie
Location of Construction

confomdty with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the ''National B11ilding Code ofihe Philippines" (PD
1096) and Its Implementing Rules ,;nd Regulations and, therefore, rhe
building{facility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Oocupancy

The owner shall properly maintain this b11ilding/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, si ructural stability, sanita!ion and fireprotection properties and shall not b,, occupied or used for pwpose other
than its iniended use as stated above.

October 10, 2007 / January 21 , 2009
Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

This certificate ts issued in ac.;ordcmce with Section 309, Chap1er 3
The construction of the above-described building/structure had been °1PD 1096·
found to be m
and hereby recommended for occupancy.
Signed this 'lT!I day of_-'a'+, -'P'""R_,
1L
'--- - 2009.

07r

~IJ,;J&
~
''J
V
Ecology Center

SO

1-'

/i=ireDepartment

ON R. JACALNE MD. MOH
bli Health & Safely Department '}J

Nole:

A cefl!ied w;,y hereof shall be posled wrthinthe l>remises cf th• bttlo1rf and shall nci bo removod wilhcu1
eutr.:ulty from lhe Bt1ikiing Oflicia!

SUBIC BAY METRO!POLITAN AUTHORITY

1:iUl~PINij P~RMIT , &Afi:Tr P~fJAHTMf:~T
REGULATORY GROUP
:. ij[f.}

fJfl{J,(J/f:!( JflJfl-W lN!JJf/)Sm.r.eJ ~
CWIJIR,,V(ll10!J( C'(JfM,cPJUN"t (JIJl(1C) (/f,}-(JJ;,J',1 J[}(C. 1~
}'t!.nOVitllld r;,fi.la SH.op {/",C/1/eli <11 SitilJ Cawao, fl(§tfonao (J'{l1,ituula 1
. Su6ie. ql4,y 'lnBJJOt't Zi>na /,,11•<1. fi !c!JJ i,i,prtd<!d cmJ in!11d lo he hi

HHIC - Phil Joe,

1fhls ,:erlf/h~i !flat

Name ol Applicant

Sitia CilWtllJ, (J{g1io11do (Pcn·itw,.ftl,
Su/;ir. (JJrty 11:,'(Ji!JU.t l't Zone

,:ortj'urm!~v wllh the appM•rJd pkms ,u1 I spedjict11iun.~ anti tlw p,vvisiun, Of
ihe "Nqtimltll /J1tlld/11g C/Jd() _o,f tit· Pltl/i/1pi11u., ,. (J>IJ /(}9(,/ _,md ii,
lnq)/e1t1~11J/i!g Rttltis am) R:egu/at,kms. '!'fies,: hui!Jings!jilc!fllies 1h~r~/.im1
, mdy ,mw /;e cK:cUJJled,

locollon of Construotl0/1

IV
Type o/ Construction

11w- 1iw11e1• shall p1t!JJtW(1' m<lintaifi thest;1 ln1/ldir,_gtl-11i•11t'/lll'e.1 tr•
- ,111/tctnc.'I.! Its archl-tet:/w·al well• hL'ing, .rfr11ctural olab/llty, ta-,J/ic1ffhn oi1J; iN /Jro1ttclil'Jl·I p1'o{Jl11'1.lt!ii and sliall 1101 he xcupled 01· u,~,:dJi11· jllll'JX!Se! oth.:r
use as statttd obow.
,.,:. lhc11i its f111e11ded
'

COMMERCIAL
Vsv o, 'l'ypo oi Ocou1.>!lfi!lY

~

..

ccm.1·rruc:rio11 n.f the above-de,w:l'ibecl b11ilcl/11g,l'INfr11c:1ures
ha.1 b11ei! f ouiu} fo he in ,r < ,,. rmd herehy l'ltl'Ofll//1/Jttded j<JI'
o.:ct1paney.~

'11,is cel'l//icale is /.,.rued in aee•)rdancc wit/i s~clion, 3UV. c..'hapler 3

'/1111

Eco f!ljy enter

1

Pob. 02. ~U1

· ..

.

t

- ·

1li
lpli~i;:e

tltioJ
L

emelfllli1i1.

. {201~
. 0,1~ ori,\spe<:lioti/Oale orCoiiiplv·ce

F

·rre De)latltr1en1
32, 2010 IAp1I 0,, 2016

. o,ie oli11spetllo111t>aldofCo,;y;liance
"' .t..--...c:.--r-

_

~

....-

~

~

o/PD 1096,

•
-

.. CAIJ1Et,h10,,.M.O.M

ubic H~allh &S~felyOeparlmeillt ~-<1 ·-:

. fllb,02,20l~Mw.U2.:!Di&

_

Oli!e or lnspeiililJiilOMe ol Compll/lice

Nolf:

Ace~ifr,ci ,o-t1 hoieol sMt ue PoslodWohili ih<i p ,.,n~, ol t~~ bu,\Ji~ alio si>aij i ija rerr.o,M v,1h~ul
uuiho1if1 llom loo Ut,i~iniJCiifclii e.PSD.1_5911
.
'

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
11.:tlJIOPO U T,'\lt ,11.V 'l'IIOIUTV

BPSD - CO -09-032

Certificate ofOccupancy
Jfanjin Jfeavy Inaustries e1, Construction
Corporation Ltd'. <Pnifippines
Nam.a of Applicant .

q re,m6eacfil, <R_J!ao,ulo (J.)eni:nsu{a (J)istti.ct,
Su6ic 13a.y ffrceport Zone
Location of Construction

IV

I

This certifies that J{J/.'){JJ!1{ :J{/J:Jf.'VY IJf(J)Vs<J(RJ'ES Jl.¾<D
COJfS'IIR..V(;llOJf CO<F!fQ'R.;4.tflO:N Ll'M.IPBD <PJ{.fL J(J)(J?I:JffS
constructed <;asoline Station located at 9reen6eacfi1, <,R;aom{o Peninsula
<District, Su6ic <Bay <Freeport Zon.e fwd been inspected and fo und to be in
conforn1ity with the approved plans a.id specifications on file in this Office
and the provts/ons of the '~Vational Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) ,md its Implementing Rules ,md Regulations and, there.fore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/stnicture to
enhance its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and fire protection properties and shall not bi· occupied or used for purpose other
than its ihtended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 10 2007 / May 07, 2009
Date of Initial Inspection/ Date of Compliance

The construction of the above-described buildings/structures

This certificate ts issued in ac1iordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096
'

lias been found to be in order and hereby recommended for

~dtt- G
AM'w.iYA P'.DE'(IJLA/;;.KOVAL

c:t

Ecology Center

Srgned this

2tYfk day of {]le f'" J-t.,t<

2009.

~~GNO

/i=ireoepartmen~

TABILLO
erg~
Noto:

A e"1ified ccpy heteof shall be pos1ed Yn1hir, lho f 1cmises of tho buildng and shall net b• remo•,ed without
authority from the 8uilang Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

MCTRQl'OLI TAN A.bl'HOfl lT 'I'

r~

,

if O

ifica-te o_.- _ ccupancy
0ertlJ

spso- co - os-04r

1

J{anjin:ffeavy Irufust1ies ei Construction

This certifies that J{fi:NJJ'.N J/IE.Jl.'vi'f I:N1DVS7:-'l?]<ES Ji;J{(J)

Corporation £ta. PfiiCippines

COJfS'J.r.i(UCTJO.'N CCY.l(Ci.>(}<8J1.TIO:N £I'Ml'l.PiD

Name of Applicant

<F:J[l£J<F<Pl:N'ES

constru,,ted quest J{Qu.se located at {j'reen6eac,i l, <.i?.f!dimao <Ptminsu{a
1>isttic1, S/.f.6ic (f;ll_y <frr:epori Zone hu•d been inspected and found to be in

f/reen6eadil , 'i?faonlo ,J:'e11i11su{a rl)ist,ict,
Su6ic :i}ay '.Freeporl ::::.me

conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National 8 Hilding Code of the Philipp ines" (PD
1096) and Ifs Implementing Rules ,?.'1d Regulations and, therefore, the
buildln~lfacility may now be occupied.

Loca1ion of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, sJ.r uctural stability, sa.nitation and fireprotection properties and shall not bi, occupied or used for p urpose other
than its intehded use as stated above. · ·

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October iO 2007
Date

This certificate is issued in acrnrdance with Section 30.,•. Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

The conttn1ction ofthe above-described building/structure has beenfozmd
to lie substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy ccrtifica/e subject to cancellation /f compliacc with the

req27!l:mud.

Signed this 191:h day of

re::

AMETHtft#.DELA LLA • 'ovAL
ai
Ecology Center

J,:~>'l uary

-2010.
I

~NO

~~L/

~~~~~

--

.
~ ,c=.-

LNE MD.M
Deprnent
Note:

"iABiLLO
rg~

A CE11ified oo~ hereof sliall be posted within 1ho pJlmlse$ ol lhe buifding l<ld sho5not be removed wiih0<.1
authority from !he Building Officief

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

Hanjin Heavy Imfustries cf, Constrnctron
Corporation £ta. <Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

<;reen.6eaclil, 1l,;do11ao Peni11s11fa <District,
Subic <Bay <Freeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV

This certifies that ~'NJ,'!rf W,.J!W I¾<DVS'J:i}JJ([,S XN<D
CO!NS!l'!R.VC'TIO!N CO<J?SPCYR)f.<:rlO!N £ i:MI<J!E<D <l!J{1£Jq:rpJJIIP.S
constrtlcted J£atcn Cover Slie[ter located at qreen6eadil, P_g&mio
<Peninsu[a <District, Su6ic (Bay 'Freephrt Zone had been impected and found
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code ofihe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rul/Js ,md Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now. be occupied

Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhanc.e Us architectural well-being, strucr-.irai stability, sanitation and jireprotect.:on properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

April 22, 2009 / May 07, 2009
Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

The construction of the above-described buildings/structures
has been found to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

This certificate is issued in aaordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD1096.
Signed this

~~~
"°/

sfh. tk,y of

c/1.;"nmber-

2009.

Ecology Center

ON R.. JACALNE MD. MQ!i

/

Health & Safetv Deoartment 9r,J

No(e:

A ,:,ertif:ed copy hereof shall be posteowithinthe µremises of the building ard srall not be re.'llovej without
authon!y fr-~mthe Buitclng Official

liuilding Permit & ~afety DeJ>artment
l\£6tlL l't'I'O'R Y
tll!L!C

lll.,y

l:'l'<!(qJOrt

6n0ciP

Kun.;

Hanjin [Ieai,y Induslri.es ~· Construction
(?orporation J);d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant
i

:r,,·1,/11 ,,;-/,, i~,i,.w/,, !'111111,,u/,1 J)i:-:irir:I
-~11i)//' fv.t.(J . IT, ('1111n '/n1,,
Location of Construction

,v

.'f:-[anjin Tiea1:1y Industries ~
Construction. Corporation 1:.1,cl ·- .Philippines newly
constrocted IIelicopter Flangar b caled at Creenbeach, 1{qdondo
This certifies that the

<Peninsula <i>istriet, .Subic if3ay :f.'teeporl. Zone had been inspected
and found 10 be in confonnity with thf: approved plans and specifications
on file in this Office and the provisiom· of the "National Building Code oj
the Philippines" {PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regufations
and, therefore, the buildingljacifily may now be occupied.

!NOUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly n/aintain this building,'s1ruc1ure to
enhance its architectural well-being, .ytructuraf stability, sanitation and
/ire-pro1ection properties and shall nC>/ be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated ab,i ve.

FEBRUARY IJ, WO&
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in acG•,, rdance wilh Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD1096.

Type of Construction

Signed this :24th

of March

_ 2008.

Lrwedby:

=+·~

~~--'--

MARCO A. ES 'AB'ILLO
Officer-In-

Note:

arg,l~

A certified copy hereo/ shall be posted within th,, premises of the bu'lding and shall not be removed
1vi~out authority r,om Ille Building Official

Building Permit & ~ai·ety Departmertt
fif6<1111'f0'fiY

GR0UP

Subic Bay Freeport Zone

BPSD - CO-07-006

Hanjin Heai,y Industries j Construction
Corporation .f1d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

(; rr,e11 /;each, f?,s,donclo <Penin,sl-ila 'Distric1
Su/Jit Beu; Ji·eeport .7.1.)nP
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

JULY 18, 2007

Ffanjin l-lea.1?y fn.du.<;/ries </3·
Construction Co1poration. l.!d. - if?hilippine.s newly
constructed .hull 8hop 'Yf." located Greenbeach; <f(.edondo
rf>eninsula Vistrict, 8ubic tfJay ,f/lreeporl ,Zone had been
This certifies that the

a,

inspected and found to be in conformilJ!, with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Qffice and ifte provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Implementing
Rules and Regulations and, therefore, th, building/facility may n,;w be
occupied.

The owner shall properly mainfain this building/structure to
enhance it:S architectural well-being, slrili:tural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or usedfo1· purpose
other than its intended use as stated abovi•.

Dale of Inspection

This certificate is issued in a,:cordance with Section 309,
Chapter 3 ofPD 1096.
The cons/ruction of the above-described building/structure has been
found lo be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

Sign,1d this 6th

.n

r~

1,._----->--..

of Nov.

2008.

Issued by:
.

JAMETHYA pl; DELA LLANA-KOVAL
Eflogy Center

v-=-..

✓

ILLO

e...,.,...__,

a;,ge~

N R. JACALNE MD. MOH
eallh & Safety Department •

Nole:

A cer1irtld copy hereof shat be pos1e<f within the pre,r,iscs of the bulkllng and shall not be ll3mo,ed
wi!hout ,,uthofity from the Buildifl9 Ofllclal

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

•

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULA TORY GROUP

SUBIC
BAY
1u: ,~o,0Ll1 AM •11YHOl1l l Y

Certificate efOccupancy

Jfanjin Jfea,vy Jnaustries rs(, Construction
Corporation £tel Pfiilippi11es
Name of Applicant

<,ir1:en6eacfi1, Wsdomfo <f'cninsuGi <District,
Su6ic :Bay Frcr!port :!,one
Location of Construction

IV

BPSD - CO - 09- 041'

This certifies that J{fl!NJI'JV JIIE.ll.'f,,ty I:N<DVS'lif(JP,S JfJ{(D

CCY.NS'l?f<,V(:110!N CCY.i{(J!()<R,tf.'IJON LI'M.IPFlD ®0t:,fq>:pJJlflES
constructed :Hu{f Sftop <B located a! (j'reell6eadi1, (Il_ttforu{o <f'1?11insut,
<i>istrir:t, Su6ic CSay q:1'eepon Zmw had been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
I 096) and its Implementing Rules C#'ld Regulations and, therefore, the
buildinglfacility may now be occupied

Type of Conslruction

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstructure to
enhance its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation andfireproteclion properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its i'ntended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 11,2009
Date

The consrn1ction ofthe above-described buildinglstrncture has been jo,md
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificare subject to cancellation if compHace with the

;_=~:;,i~"J}j

are

n°C2"·

~VAL
c~o&-MAN;•
t1
Ecology Center.

This certificate is Issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this l9tli day of

Jori,uary
y

2010.

"'-..u,NO
ire Department~

Note:

A all1llied copy hereof shall be posted wilhin lhe pi,mises of the building and shall not bt1 remO\'ed ·n~hO'Jl
8U~Klrity ftom lhe Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
Mt;l«(ll•Ot.lTAff .l,t)1M(IIU1Y

BPSD-CO-09-039

Certificate ofOccupa:n,cy ·
Jfanjin Jfeavy lnamtries cf, Constn,ction
Corporation Ltd'. <Pliifippi.nes
Name of Applicant

c;rec116eacfiJ, (}?J!cfondo rp,mr:nsufa rDfstrict,
Subi,c (Bay ff1'!!.e:port ::.One
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

This certifies that J(J/J{JL~V J{1£Jlo/'Y I:N<IYUS'J.li<J'F.S Jl.5V<D
CO:NS'I'tJZ,IJ(;lJO:N COIJ?!J'OIRJ'l.<JJD5V £l'M.l'l1E<D PJl.]LIP:PI:NES
constructed 'M.ain (]ate 2 located flt qreen6eacfil, ([(edon,{o <Pminsuia .
(J)istrict, Su6ic <Bay Preeport Zcne !,,id been inspected andfnmd to be in ;
confori~ity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Ofjice
and the provi8ions ofthe "National Building Code of the Philippines" {PD '
1096) and its Implementing Rules trnd Regulations and, ilierefiJre, the
b11ildingljacillty may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhanc,i its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b~ occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stqted above.

April 22, 2009 / July 24, 2009
Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

TJie constroction of the above-described buildings/structures
ha~ been jaund to be in order and hereby recommended for

£

oocupan,y(j

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this

I/fa

day of

C)/(ye,,,,k,,t

-.uiJoCkro.:&
Ecology Center

~

·:50 M NR.. JACALN MD. MOH
P1Jblic ealth & Safety Department V

Nole: . Ac:erlifred co;JY hereof shall be pos\e<I within the aemises cl lhe tuilcir,g and shall nol !:e ,emo>ed without
a!iho,ity from the Blilding Official

l>uilding Permit 6 ~afety Department

~~

J

li£GU1n'f0RY

eifi0tlP

tlUl:k ii:i~· fr:c:C!,•iJr/ ¼rJll~

BPSD-CO - L- 06 - -042

I Ianjin lJ'eaDy Industri<iS j ConslrU(;tion
C,01porati.on J:t,d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant
{ :n,

,,J ,1 (1: ·l 1,

,\r

_;: 1n i" Pt·t: i1:,:rf:

~u1 u, iiu!J

"r;jJln·i

)i-.f;i.:'/

/uut

Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

l[a;·yin l leaiJy lncltl!'it1"i€'-S <ij
Construction Corporation J)cl. - <Philippines c.~nstructed
!)(ain Gate <J)uifding 1 located at Greenheach, 1<..t-,dondo
q>enin.su.la. 1Jistrie:t, 8ubic <Bay ,J+eepo,t Z-.one had been inspecied
This certifies 1hat the

and found to be in conformity with the appraved plans and sper,;/fications
on file in this Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code oj
the Phil~?pines " (PD I 096) and iLv !11iplementing Rules and Regulations
and, therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstmcture to
enhance its architectural well-being, .iiructural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properlies and shall nor be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above.

!~~DUS fRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

OCTOBER 11, 2007 i SEPTEMBER 2, 2008
Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

1'his certificate is issued in acc·r)rdance with Section 309. Chapter
3ofPDJ096.
Signed this

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

itv/4d.
A~HYA

y~l.

P. DELA LLANA-KOVAL

Ecology Center

f!2in

of

A0~mher

20(/8.

issued by:

~---

~
v'

co A. ESfABlLLO
Officer-1::;9harge-_'?lc..

Fire Department •

- ·

Note:

A cer.ified COf1Y hereof shall be poshld within the v11misss of the building and shall not be remvYed
wlll>out authori!/ !ro,n the Build•'llJ Official

SUBIC BAY METROlPOLITAN AUTHORITY

•

· BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBI C BAY
M l:TAOl>OllT,'IN 1,,11 TtlOltl TY

Certi-11.cttte ofOccupancy

Jfanjin Jfeavy Industries d Construction
Corporation £ta. Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

<;ieen6eadi..1, q?{ifonao :J.>eni11su&1 •l>isuict,

Su6ic :i3ay 'Freeport .::,one
Location of Construction

IV

BPSD- CO-09 -159

This certifies that J[jl:NJJ'J t J/l.EJ'J.'V'/ 1:NlfYUSI1Uf£S J{:,!{(f)
CO'NS'ltJt.,V'(;]J0:N CCYR!J?(YRJl,' IJO'N Ll'Jlf.l<J'E<D <PJ[I,CJ<P'.PI;N1E5
constructed !Maire generator ~orn located at (j'rc:,m.lie.adi.r, '/:f..t}4(r1ulo
Q:1mi11sc&1 (f)i.strict, Su6ic (Jby 1Freepo; t .Zmze had been inspected and f ound
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications 011 file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "National Building Code of the .Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rule.!' and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Conslruclion

The owner shall properly maintain this buildingl:itructure to
enhance Its architectural well-being. structural stability. sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its mtended use as stated abo1,e.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 11, 2009
Date
1he constmcrion ofthe above-described buildin/!l'slnictUl'e has been found
10 hf substantially comp/ele and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,Jpancy ce,tificale subject /,Q cancellation if compliace with the

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309. Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this /qflt day of_ ____
Jc,.,l,n"-'u=q=ry..,__ 2010.

-. 1-en, ining.requireme1 s are n~t
c mplied.

~
•'
AMjf(AP.O

<fj'

k--'~~

LLANA- OVAL
Ecology Center

h/

Nols:

' copy hereol shall be pooled wilhin !he fl ,,mises cf lhe building and Gila) no! bf>rem:JVed WilhO<II
A oertlfi&d
aulhoril)' Jrom Bulldirg Otr!Clal

u,e

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

W

'~.!'~~

~

Certt :ca~ efOccupancy '"" _,, , ,_.

NC1~QJ>Ot llAWJolll'NOAl1'Y'

BPSD-CO - 09-038

,«,

Jfa1tftn Jfea·ry Jrufustnes rt{, Construction
Corporation £ta. Pliifippines
Name of Applicant

(1ri!en6eacli. i, ~dondo <Peni11suu1Vistru;t,
Su6-ic
<J3av 'Freeport ;:,011e
.
;

Location of Construction

IV

This certifies that 'J{)1J{JI2/ Jfl£,fl.'TJ.'f IJV'©VS<J.rt.;<ES .Jt.'Nm
CO'NS'l!B,'.U(:[1O:N CCXR.,(JXJ<R,Jl'Il(i'N Ll:Ml<JIEfD <}.'J{ILH"ZJ.'l:N1E.S
constructed ~ain Offe.e J/.tulli:{ focated at </rermoe11,;/i i, rt.r&mic.
<J:'e11insu& (})istrict, S u/ire <Bay 'Fri,epo; i Zoue had been inspected andfound
to be in conformity with the approved pJans and specifications on file in. this
Office and the provisions ofthe "NatioJ1al Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and itr Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

'.t'he owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, stfl'uctural sJabi/ity, sanitation and fireprotecti0JI properties and shalf not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 21, 2008
Date of Inspection

The constn,clion ofthe above-described huildin[1structure has been found
to 'be s,ibstantially comp/e/c and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy ce11ifica1e subject to cancellatio11 if compliace with the
. remaining req11ire1'}1,J are 110/complied.

~/.1.

cy;.

IY<.d. -1,0yd,

AM6fHYMOELA LLANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

This certificate iS issued in accordance with Sec/ion 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this _l!Jth . day of

Ja,:_1u_a':f-+-- - 2010.

, GNO
ire Department~

Not•:

A certified oopy he<eol shall be posted wlUiin !he plEmises cl lhe building and sha[ not bo removed willlout
auth,my from flie Buildilg Ofticiel

•

~M'! j

--r-·· -----

t

~.!!:.!iY. j

lluilding Permit & ~aiety Departmerlf
'REe'ic!Li-i'l'0liY

6R6UP

ti,1Lic.: I.luy h-..:q,\I; r z,,11~

~ e :r t if irate

nf

I-lanjin IIeai:;y Industries ~· Contsln.tction
Cl>rporation .J:J,d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

BPSD-CO- L ·08-0M

fla1~,'in. l-IecttJ,Y Induslries ~
Construction Co,poration J:J,,d. - <Philippines construcied
!}(flin Office qJuiltfin9 loctNed at Greenbeacl1, 1<.rdoru:lo
This certifies that lhe

'Peninsula ©istrict; Subir: <{Iay 8'hNpor/ .Z.-.one had been inspected
.) •1/;ir i], u,, . },;·, 1:1.,.irf
. .,, r ,, ,,.

Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

iNDUSTr-1fAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

JC TOBER 11 2'.l07: ScPTEMBER 2, 2il08
Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

and found 10 be in conformity with the a;pproved plans and speci/ications
on file in £~is Office and !he provisions o_f !he "National Building Code oJ
the Philippines" (PD I 096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulalions
and, iherejore, the building/facility may now be occupied.
Th~ owner shall properly maintain Ihis building/structure 10
enhance /1,1 architectural well-being, siruc/ural stability, sanitation and
fire-protec1ion properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose
olher than ,'ty intended use as stated abow·.
This certificate is issue.d in acco,dance wi1h Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD1096.

.
Signed this

The cortstn1ction of the above-described building/structure has
been j<).und to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupanc.y.

'-4r~"a- Le
AMETHYA P. DELA LI..ANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

ifz

1e

. .

of}/ov&,,b,,...r :.>008,

Issued by:

~N~
FireOepatrnent . V
Note:

A certified copy hereof shall be posled wilhin tho promises of /he building and shall not ba re=d

wl1hout a1lh01ity from /he Bu~ding Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

Mt; TRQPOl.lfAlilAUfll i>Rl !"I'

Watl]irt Jfeavy Imfustries ct[, Construction
Corporation £ta. Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

l.'J.'©'US'T'(j?JC£S J/.!N©
CO.'lfSP!{.Vc:tIO'N CCYi{<J!CXl?J!'llO:iv £ 1'M1TBD (f!}Gf..J(J>f.f'N1E.5
constructed 'ldaintena11ce Sli<rp located at (;reen5,1,i,·ii !, 'f.{,fdmut..
This cert/fies that 'J{J/!A'Jl:}r JflF.,Ji'W

q)eninsula (i)ist,icf, Su Irie <tlcty rFrer:par, .Zo11e had been inspected andfound

0·reen6encfiJ, ~~110Hdo <Pe11ir1sut:a (})istrict,
Su6ic •~ay Treeporl Zone
Location of Construction

to be in conformity with the approved pfans and specifications on file in this

Office and the provisions of1he "National Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules ,wd Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied ·

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly 1t: ,2intain this building/structure to
enhance Us architectural well-being. strnctural stability, sanitation and flreproteczion properties and shall nol be occupied or used for purpose 01her
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupilllcy

October 10, 2007
Date of Inspection
The cons/ntction ofthe above-described building/structure has been fo1md
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupa11cy certificate subject lo cancellation if compliace with the
remaining 1r:,quire1'JJ)' are
complied .

This certificate is issued in accordance .with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD /096.
Signed this

"o/

10th

day of

<1011,(ary

2010.

~ / 1/4,14~ - I~
AME~DELA LLANA•KQYAL
~t,
Ecology Genier

~ireDepartment
NO---~-:I!?

i'l<lte:

Aoe,i,,ed COP'/ hereof sllall be posted l'<i1h!n Ille pn;rnises of the building and shall oot be «>m0'1ed l'lllhout
aulhcrilylrom the Buildi~ Officisl

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

,:ificate efOccupancy

SUBIC BAY
1UfROP~U1"11 A.UYHOIU1Y

Jfa11:jin .'lfeavy Imfustries e;{, Constructi.on
Corporation £ta. <Pliifippines
Name of Applicant

<;re,ml,eacnl, 'l{g,fondo <Peninsuta 1District,
SuGic <Bay ·Freeport ;:',one
Location of Construcfion

IV

BPSD-C0-0,-0J,

Thi~ certifies that 5(;1.'NJf9( :J//EJJ.'vlY IN<DVS7tJi]ES JtN<D
CO'JIS'T}RJ)CTJO:N C<YB/J>O<J~}J.'llO'N £.Etll<JIE/D P.J{ILJ<i?rJ>i!!vTE.5
constructed :Material Stores mu[ (J3,ma Sfiqp located at ~·rem6eacli1,
<[(Jaorr£o <P.eni11sula <l>istrit:t, Sufnc <S, )' ''Fre.,:pnrt Zone had be,m inspected
andfound to be In confonni,:y with the '.Tpproved plans and spec(fications on
file in this Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Jmpl,wenting Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

1'he owner shall properly maintain thr~ b11ildin17structure

10

enhance its architectural well-being, structural stabifily, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of <xcupancy

November 27, 2007
Date ofInspection

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
·
The construction ofrite above-described b11ildinglstrucl11re has been found
lo be subslDJ1fial/y complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with the
remaining req,1ire'Jj;1s are no/ complied .

"--4'nii~ ~ / ~
~ElfivA-ri,ELA LLANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center
-=-·<-( )!
___✓,·

S

N R.. JACALNE M

Signed this

l9Ui day of

./<Jfl 1
Jary

2010.
(

~~

~'U
H

bl' Health & Safety Department ~

Nole:

A certified copy hereof shall be posted ~ilhin Ille pwmises or 1he building and shall not be remt:Y,ed wilhou!
aulh,rity from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

e>

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY

IIUROPOUTAA" AI.IT'tlOAITV

Certiifica~ o;ifOccupancy
. I

r

-.,

• re-.,

/

1

-

'.(.

1

r

/

=--

1' !!)"

f .;. •

· r

-

Manftn Heavy Industries <tl, Construction
Corporation L td. Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

BPSD-CO - 09-024

_.,,....

-

.

•

1..,

✓

·

.Y

This certifies that 9{}fJ-./Jf':J':· J-{/FJ'J.'f)Y IJVilYUS"l'<f;_l'ES Jf:NW
C0':NY1''R.,VCIIOW

COll!J'CYRJrffQN"

Ll'Ml'llF,<D

<PJllLfr&~fjvtl!'.S

construcred -Outfitting Sftop JI located at (j'reenfiea.cfi l, •!{!!rftmdi> :J'enins11/',;
CJ)irt-rir.t, S1,6ic (llay 'Freeport Zone h,;d been inspected and joimd 10 be in

<Jrr:e.-i6ct1dil_,1?.§di.nufo <Peninsuia <Distd.ct,
Sv5lc ,)3ay 1Freeporl :,one
Location of Construction

IV

conformity with the approved plans an:l specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) a;?d its Implementing Rules mid Regulations and, therefore, the
bui/ding(facility may now be oc<-11pied

Type of Construction

iNDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly ;;<·aintain this buildinglsJntcture to
enhance ils architectural we/I-being, st, ·uctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be .occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

October 10, 2007
Date
The co11t1111ctio11 ofthe ab1Jvc-dcsctibed buildi11glsrn1c11,re has beenfo,md

10 bq substa11tially complete and hereby recommended for a te1Jrporary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with the

re11~,n~q2lt~

This certificate is issued in acc,,rdance with Sec/ion 309, Chapter 3

ofPD 1096.

mr;:;;,lied.

Signed this

/gtJ,

day of

JOJl=.ua::.;.ry:J.-_

_

2010.

HYA P. DELA LLANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

SOLO~QH
Publ~lth & Safety Department

W

Not•:

Aceitfied copy hereof shal be posted wilhin lhe pMm~es of the buildi"1 and shail no: be ren-.oved wi!hou!
eulholity from !he Building Official

"

... )

·>·· v-J
I

BPSD-CO- L-08 - 04.J

JtlanJin H<1ar,y Industries f Construclion
C:orporation Jj_d . - Whilippines
Name of App6cant

Type of Construction

tNDUS fRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

NOi/EMBER 2(. 2VO"i: SEPTEMBER 2, 200S
Date ofInspection I Date of Compliance

lla1~in IJea1?y Jncluslries &
Con<;tru.clion Corporal.ion .(J,d, - <Philippines constru~ted
This certifies rhat the

;Paint (,an Stock

located at Gteenbeach, <iv:dondo
Peninsula 1)i..~tric1, Subic 'Bay ,f?re1 1port Zone had been inspected
and found to be in conformity with rhe approved plans and specifications
on file in this Office and the provisions <1/ the "National Building Code oJ
the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations
and, there.f.-.>re, the building/facility may nmv be occipied
Tfl/: owner shall properly mairuain this buil.ding/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, stn ,ctura/ stability, sanitation and
/ire-protection properties and shall not 6,1 occupied or used for plfrpose
olher than ifs intended use as sfg{ecl above.

This certificate is issued in accordance wiih Section 309, Chapter
3ofPDJ096.
Signed this

The con.struction of the above-described building/structure has
been f dund to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

fOlh of fehr-ut11·v 2(J08.
~

Issued by:

~Lt.- ~

~ RCO A. ES "AB/LL~

~THYA P. DELA LLANA•KOVAL
Ecology Center

Officer- --Charge
Noto:

A 00/1ifie,I copy hereof shaR be posled Ytilhin the prer.lises of lhe bultding and shall nol be removed
lllilhotJI oillhority from lhe Bwding Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
WIETltOPOLlfAN Al.lntORll'Y

Certificate ofOccupancy
J[anjinJfea·vy Industries e1, Construction
Corporation Ltcf. <Pliilippi1zes
Name of Applicant

<;reen5e,u:li1, 'i(tdondo Peninsu[a <District,
Su6ic (JJay Frr:t!pmt Zone
Location of ConstrucUon

IV

BPSD- CO-09 - 027°

This certifies that :Jl'4:JV'JI!H :J{IEJ!'VY.' JfJ,l1DVS1l/j'ES .Jl:NW
CO!NS'lJi(VCTIO'.N COl?._PQIJ.'?}l'TIO'N £J'.J,,f,J'Jl£(J) <J!J{I£J(j>:pf'Jl1F.5
constructed Painti11g Sfiop JI located at ~·reer.6e,u:fi.1, 1<.,~a01uf<1 (J'1:1rinrn[a
<District,. S116ic <1Jay 'fri:epor/. Zo11e ht<d been inspected and jinmd to be in
conformity with the approved plans ar.d specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines " (PD
1096) a11d ils Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building(facility may now be occupied.

Type or Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly mainiain this lntildinglstn1cture to
enhance its architectural well-being, st, ·uct11ral stability, sanitation andfireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for pwpose other
than its intended use as stated above.
'

October 10, 2007
Date
11,e constniction of the above-described buildinglsm,cture has been found
to be, sub.wanlially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupai,cy certificate subject lo ca11cellation if compliace with the
.remai11i11g require,,,~s ate n/complied .
' - .--d.

This certificate is issued in acaurdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this

I~

lfJth

day of

<kmu°')'

,J,t, ," 4~ -

fAMfr~DELA

'

LLANA-KOVAL

-'==~~~
TABILLO

Ecology Center

.
Nole:

rg~

Aoeniiied COfJ'f hereof shall be posled wilhin lhe p:1mises of n,e b<Jila,,g ond shall nol bo r•=ed wilhout
aumiry ftom lho Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY
~

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

. ... r/..
_____
::

,l

•~

,;,

SUBIC BAY
MtflltO<'OUU.N All"'lmHun

Certificate ofOccupancy
¾ar,ji:n J[eavy Irufustries d, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Philippines
Name of Applicant

BPSD-CO - 09- 054

This certifies that 1(Jl.WJJ:J{ JfcEJ!<f,'Y Jgvr{)'lJ.S'TPJPS jf5','W

CO!NS'l!R.,VC'.llO:N' CO<J(<PCYRJl,'110!N £I'Jti"lf£<D

PJ[ILI<l'1?J:J,.,'1£.5

constructed (Pa11ef SfLOp located at qrcen6eacfiJ, •1?,r,£owli.> i'J:'eninsu[a

tDirtrir.f, Subic <Bay 'Fret:porl. Zow: h, ·d been inspected and found lo be in

0'reen6eacli.1, 'l.(Jdon.tfo ,1>erzi11su{a ,District,
Su6ic 1Jay •Fru'Port ::.one
Location of Construction

conformity with the approved plans ar.d specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules alul Regula/ions and, therefiJre, the
buildingffacility may now be occupied:

Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly maintain this bui/dingfstructure to
enhance its architectural well-being, si~uctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for pmpose other
than its intended·use as stated above.

March 11, 2009
Date
The /:onstruction ofthe above-described buHdinglstn,cture has bee11 fourtd
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occtf.ancy cerlificate sub;ect to cancellation if compliace wrth the
remai11i11g requi'a: not complied.

This certificate is issued in accordanc~ with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
·
Signed this

/q#, day of

.Jat,,uary

2010.
(

~/foeLALLANA~K~/

.

Ecology Center

MD.MOH ,
artmenl 9&J

'ABJLLO
y ~NO:a:

A cerlified copy hereof shall be posled wilhin 111• p,s,mises of the building and shall not be ramo'led wilhcut
aulhorily from !he Building Obi

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BA Y

Ill 11711.QPO l H AN A IITIIOflll 'f

.1fa1!finJleary Industries fl, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pfri{ippines
Name of Applicant

~-his certifies that J {J/:J•Ol'J{ :Jf/E,Jl'vt'/ IWJVS"l/J(T(J,:S fl!N<D
CWf~tVCUO:N CO'l((l'()(.8,)1.' IION £ l'MI'I'E<D ([F.J{J£.JPPJ:N<ES
constructed <Procfuction Center/ 'Wey;,",..e Center located at

c;reen6eacfil,

<JJ.,dtm,{o (J.'eni:nsufu <Distdcf., Su hie <.'J11 f rfre.epon: Zone had been inspected

(Jreen6eacfil, i?piondi> rPeninsu{n ([)..sitrict.,
Su6ic :JJay 'Freeport ;::,one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construi;tion

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

and found to be in conformity with the opproved plans and specifications on
file in lhfs Office and lhe provisions of the "National Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD /096) and its Jmple1!1enting Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now'lie occupied.
The owner shall properly n1a/ntain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being. St!i~ctural stability, sanitation andfireprotection properties and shall not be .occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

fii'!arch 18, 2009
Date
T11e constmcrion ofthe above-described buildinglstrocture has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby reco111me11ded for a temporary
· occupancy ce11ijicate subject to cancellalton if comp/lace with the

:;;g,~:ire7'J:reJr;;:;·

This certificate is issued in acc;)rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

Signed this 19th day of

Jari!..c."~''J+-- - 2010.
,'

~

AME~D~A-KOVAL
Ecology Center

,oj

MD. MOH
artmenl~

~=~w~o
Not&:

A ca'lifi&d oopy hereof shal be posted wilhil the pr:<nisllG ol lhe buidin9 and shall not be remo•,od withcut
authority from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

f:rUl~Q!Ntl Pl=RMIT ~ SAF!:TY Qf:PARTMl=NT
R!:GUj_ATORY OROUP

'l.{)Jf/'{!/JV,/ !HWJI1/t J[M.[)1).Si;'fflJ'lfJ ~
CO!N$.Fl!RJ)(l(!r»r COP.1/JJJW'{IY @11/(IG') rJ!iJtltS,, l7'f'C. '~
l'l!HOVated tl!tpino fM.1m,ifa,turlrt9 ,if,~ located {If
Sitio Cawag,

HHIC ., Phll lne.

1"11is certiJ'ii!S 1/101

Name of Applicant

Sitio CawalJ, ~ifontfo (paninsula,

~tfond'o (J?rmin.sufti , Sutnc (J)ay ~,p_tm Lint

. Su6ic (Bay Pracport Z.01w
~

th~hi]ol'e illuJ l'IUIV bit ooc.:1,p'tetl.

Type ot construelion

lYte c>Wt'IIJ/' shali jrriJpJi'lv 111wn1a /,1 these /;,.ii!di,tgslstruciul'es to
e.nlumce. i.t,\ drc:hitee/ii/'al 1i11!.1l being, sb'11c111r<1I st€1bil!!)'. .sai11/ctlitJh andfireproteaticm pl'opertl,;s emd s~all noi /;e occ11pi<1d oi- used jrJJ· 1mrpose c1d1t1r
thm1 its inte,111td use ru statld alioh!,
·
.
'
0

COMMERCIAL
Use or Type o' Oocupill1cy
,·

V ie co.11s1r11ttion of the a ov,N.festrlb.~d b11//di11gJlstruetw•es
has (nen found_ to be i11 o d · tmd hc!t f!by N<:orl/JJiended for

o~·c~w~ncy.

-

heen lnspec-ted a11d

fount! tn ~e hi tflr/frm;lily witli rhe ,rpJJl'(•11~d pl,H~ il!ld spec{fic(ii!/J1ts (ind the
pl'nvMrmi vf th~ "Nattmml But/ding t ode of the Phlllppine.v ·· (l'D i096)
t1Hd its lmzj/eilleiilllig n11i~s_ di!d Regaiation,1. 1'hese h11ildfngst}iu:il!ties

Location or Construction

IV

/1<:1111

Tltis cel'f(flcate is ii,n,~d in acr;, r,'ddnce with Section 309, Chapti!t J

ofPIJ 1096:

; -

Signecl thi,; f.9

$

.

t-lote:

:~

flt_

f

day qf

Ace1uried copy he~':if s~.all be ~osie~ ,;;thin lhe pn -nises oi Iha bvlid

0

~~9

:Building Permit ~ ~af,ety Departme1 lt

~ # / I J ~- E <:i
<SIJDIC !JAY I\HffflCPC)t.l1'AN Al.l'f'HOHJJ'Y

tl 1 ff 'f 0 fi Y

ei fi 6 ti .P

~ubie :6tty Freeport -gone

Fianjin 1-IeaPy Industries <j' Construction

Corporation J:J,d . - Philippines
Name of Applicant

Greenbeach, <f{_edondo tl>eninsula </)istrict

Subic <8ay ,<f'reeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

T:TanJin I-Ieai,y ]ndLi.stries §'
Construction Corpora/ion JJd. - <Pliilippine.c; newly
This certifies that the

!Power Station locaieci' at Greenbeach, </{ydo, iclo
<PeninJJula ©isrict, Subic <Bau $-reeport .Zone had been

constructed

inspected and found to be in conformll'y with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Office and the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD l 096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance i"ts architectural well-being, si111ct11ral stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not he occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abo,·?.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

JULY18,2007
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in acconiance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD/096.

The c0nstruction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occ:upancy.

Signed this . 6th of Nov.

200&

Issued by:

J~

ELA LI.ANA-KOVAL
gy Center

NR. JACALN MD. MOH
Health & safety Department

i,,, ""' )--

Nole:

A cedified <IJ!f'{ hereof shall be posled "'i1hin the l" 'mlses of 1he burding and shall oot be removed
withorrtauthority from lhe Building Official

SUBIC BAYMETROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

'J[anjin ¾eavy I1ufustries d, Construction
Corporation £tel <Pfi.i[ippi11es
Name of Applicant

<;;rrtenhe(lc/i..l, <i\f/£{011.do Peninsufo (J)i.strict,
Su6ic ,/Jay <'Free-port ,':,oue
location of ConstructiOn

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 18, 2009
Date
The comtroction of the above-desclibed building'sln1ctr1re has been found
111 be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ"ff"o/ certificate subject lo cancellation if compluu:e with the
remab1ing requi~e;rs are n complied.

'----7;-;

This certifies that J{Jf:NJIW :JllF.fl.'I/Y IW©VS<F.."?)"!£S fl:NW
CO:NS'N(:UC'IlO:N CCYR_,<KYR;lf_'l'IO:F £ 194.FTIFlD PJ[ILIP.P.I~NTE.S
constructed Pre - 'Erection Sliefter '11 located at f,'r.~nneacfi.J', Ci?§&mJi
<Pe.ni11sufa <District, Su.6ic {JJay 'Freeporf. Z,me had been inspected and found
to be in conformity with the approved p fons and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "Nation,il Building Code of the Philippines"
(PD 109~) and ifs Implementing Rules r.md Regulations and, therefore, the
b11ildinglj.~cility may now be occupied.
The uwner shall prope,·ly maintain this building/structw·e 10
enhance its architectural well-being, Sf'r..!Cturaf stability; sanitation and fireprolectior., properlies and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as slated above.
This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
of PD 1096.
Signed this Jqth day of

1,4U!,v_ - rw.l

A M ~. DELA LLAN
Ecology Center ·

Jan·uar~

-

2010.

VAL

MARCO A. E TAB/LLD

'
Note:

Officer-In'

har:;Q~

A oerjilied copy he,eof shall be posred Yiilhin die pr, mises of lhe building and sholl not be removed wil!:oul
authority from lhe Building Offioial

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
IIIETIIO P OLI TA" AUTI-I ORITY

Jfanjin '}[ea'vy Irufustries rt{, Construction
Corporation £tel. <Pliifippines
Name of Appflcant

(/reen6eacfil, J(§dmuio 1Pe11.i:ns11{a <Distri.cr,

Su6ic <Bay Treepo1t :.one
Location of Construction

T/1is certifies that J{Jl!J,/Jf:N :J{IEJl.'VY JJf({)VS<J<R.PES Jlj\ttJ)
C01fS'l!l(..VCTIOJf COF!)."'<Yl_?,fl.<flOW' £1%.I'FElD PJ[IL'.IPPI'NES
constructed Pre <Erection Sfie&er located at (jre1!115eadi.f. 'f<Jarnufr
<Ptmi11su[a <DL,tri,;t, Sufnc \'i3ay 1Preepor, Zone had been inspected and found
to be in conformity with the approvedp!ans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provl5ions ofthe "Natiomrl Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, ther~fore, the
building/facility may now be occupied. .

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance 'its architectural well-being, sm1c111ral stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall 1101 be occupied or used for purpose other
than its i;1tended use as stated above.

November 27, 2007
Date of Inspection

Thfs certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3

ofPD 1096.
The construction ofthe above-described b11ildin[!/s1ructuro has been found
io ~e substantially complete and he,.eby l'ecommended for a temporary
occfpa?cy certificate subject lo ca~cellation if compliacc with the

Signed this

~71,~~P"'

Mef%DELA LLANA-KOVAL
~
Ecology Center

day of

J~tory

2()/().

MARCO A. EST, BILLO
fficer-Tn-C a 1 ~
Nola:

eallh & Safety DepmentOtJ

I/Ith

A ce<li1ed eopy hereof shall be po.led wiihin 1he p ,,mises of tho bul<ling and shall not be removed wilhoot
eulhonty 1rom the Bllilding Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORiTY

au1~PIN~ ~f:RMIT i $Afl=TY.J:lJ:PARTMf:NT
REGULATORY GROUP

C~rtifi,t:@:tt ef Otffip¢1.,nty

§f3§!:) _ §ti -

.

HHIC - PhH lflQ,

ia !)1§

7/J{N!}I!N' WJIY11}Y l'fNf.f)V.,,S,II.K.[11,J ct{,
CO~tVWON' co~~)UNft fJf}(IC) fJ!}(ff.S,, l:NC. 6
1
/'l!IIOVated fJJr6 11.r,ai,mmt Sfiop lo, Cited [I/ Sitw Cawad, (J?Jtlonio
This certijle.'I that

Name of Applicant

1

Siti'o CtlWdiJ, tJJ.,11d'o1u(o (pq,iirtstda,

<Ponin.sufa:, Su6ic <Bay Pro1port' Zone

Su6ic t.Bay Pr11aport Zono

have be11n inspected atidfbunJ 10

In In c/Jl1[()1'11tlty with the appt'Oil~d J.!lan.~ and sper:iftr:wio11s and r/f!!

Location or Gorislrucllon

provisimis ef I.iii! "Nr11lnn1:1/ B11ild/1ig C,id,: of th<! Philippines '• rPLJ 1096)
and /ls h11pltt111e11ti11g Rlil<Js 1il1ii . R.tg1 tatirlits, '!'hes~ b11ildi1·1g,,iiac!tltie.:;

IV
Type of Conslf\lotlon

l/11.>refore nwy now be occupied
rh,i ow11er shall pn,per ly 11rrlima//i the:;11 .bulldings!strui:iun;s to
1tnha11ce Its architectural well- beli1g. X/'l'il tura! .rtabill~"· sw1//(J/io11 cmclfire-

COMMERCIAL

ftl'oteclltJ/1 ;oropenlM ultd shall i1ut he o,•,:ttpied or used for pw·pose other
than tis iittc:11,ied~usct els Stttted abdh,,

Us<! or i ype DI VCGUl)&ney.;,

.,
a

"

The CQl'IS(i',UC/iun uf !lit!!:lov&-clesCl'ibi!d h11{ldi11gslstr11~flif'e.r
has hJen Joufld to be i, <7'der' and hereby ~ecomm11ndr1dftJt'
occupa_nc:J.!,

1

/,,

_

-:

7.

tI

,i f -

Feb.0~.-2<fol1 F~b.62. 2~18
Dale iii tn

fdmLlt.JACAJJit.MQ .. MOtl

ubilt H@aiih &$a(eiyfJ!\~atfmeni
e~. oi. 201e1i;i,;,;. 06, 2ofo

0:.t4:J i',{ /ii.,fo41'i!~.1( i:;-,,.,. .;.i ~..,A..;,;n~- ., _

o'J;'

-

I
.

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT,& SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

BPSD - CO - 09 •• 026.

~l<lltOPO~l t Aer ,\l{Ttl OII I O'

Certificate ofOccupancy
This certifies that J(ft.g-,fJI:J{ JflEJ!'Vt IJ{([)'lJS'IIR.{'ES JL'lv<D
CO'}{SPJJ,,VC-TIO'}{ CQ<RSPO<FJJ/l'IO;V LI:MI<JIE<'D <PJ{[CI<NlfN'ES
construci'ed <Pre· Outfitting Shop ,ocated at ~·reen6eacft;', Q?jdowio
(J!e1unsu{a <District, Su6ic <Bay <freepor~Zone had been inspected andfound
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office ar,,d the provisions ofthe "Natio1Jal Building Code of the Philippines"
(PD 1096) and Its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
buildinfY_'(acility may now be occupied.

:Jfa71Jin :Heavy Inaustries <:fl, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pftifippines
Name of Applicant

qrcer1.6eaciil, <R,j!dcnufo <Penillsu(a <Distri.ct,

Su6ic <Bay 'l'rcepo·rt Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, stn,ctural stability, sanitation and fire protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 10 2007 / July 15, 2009
Date of Initial Inspection/ Date of Compliance

This certificate is issued in acw rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

The construction of the above-described buildings/structures
has been found to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

I( , .

I

•

~ ,/

~--1/d
A
AMliHYA P. D

c/'

:

I

/4~

Ii / \_

LLANA•KOVAL

Eoology Center

·

Signed this,zJ11,J- day of, f)Mi'JY>1blf

2009.

•

~/
~NO

__,..,.

MARCO A. E$rABILLO

ire Department~

'f)fficer-1 Chargeflf •·
Nole'

A<ert~ied copy hereof shall be ~ t•d within\he p·emis,. of thecuil<ling and shall nct 'ie remo,e~wi:hcu1
au:h0<iy from the Building Oificial

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULJ\TORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
MU ftOl'OllU,i ,\llnlO!!II V

J{anjin }[eavy I ntfustries e1., Construction
Corporation £ta. <Phifippines
Name of Applicant

{jrecn6ea.cfi.1, <J(!doncfo i'Peninsuftt tf>istrict,
Su6ic :Bay =Freeport Zone
Location of Cons1ruction

This certifies that 'J(ft!NJI~lf Jf/E}l.' W IJ~'ID'US<J:<R.]Cf~ )VJv'tD
CO¾S'l!R.}JCIIO'.N C(J(J(<PO'J/J/'[JO'.N Ll:J1.IPE/D ¥.JGLJQ>:J.'IJ\flf:.5
constructed Pre Outfitting Sliup

(B

located al

r;;rcen6ettch1, ~1<§cfund;:

cPeni11sufa q)istri<:t, S11 uic <Bay <
Freeport Zciuz. had been inspected and found
10 be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in thiS
Office and the provisions ofthe "National Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied

lV
Type of Construction

I

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstn,cture to
enhance ii'.s architectural well-being, stm ctural stability, sanitation and fire,protectior; properties and shalf not be occupied or used for purpose other
than ifs intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

'

March 11, 2009
Date
The constntction ofthe above-described buildi11glstn,ct11re has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with tlte

This certificate is issued in accoi•dance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

'
Stgnedthis

~i:1

/qth dayof

Jan::t_a_r-y
,1-_ _ 2010.

remain'.na,i?Z

~ i rfDELA LLANA-KOVAL
~

Ecology Center

NO
ire Departmen~

lBILLO

s
Note:

A eo'tilied copy hereof shall be p0$!ed wilhin the pr,mises of the building and shall not bE• remc,,ed wilho>Jl
outh1llity from the Buildi,g Official

Hanjin HeaYJy Industries t Construction
Corporation fyJ, . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

Greenbeach, </tedondo <Peninsula <JJistrict

Subic ~ay !Freeport Zone

flea.t1y Industries cl
Conslruction Co, 1Joration J.]d. - <Philippines newly
constructed Pre - 'lreat1nent Shbp located at Grecmbeach,
<f(edondo <Penin:ntla c{)fstrict, .S~ibic <fJay .freeport :Z.,.>1w
Thi,, certifies that the f [ anjin

had been inspected andfound to be in cori/ormity with the approved plans
and specific\ations on file in this Office and the provisions of the "National
Building Chde of the Philippines" (PD J/)96) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

Location of Construction

IV
Type of Constr\Jctlon

]he owner shall properly maiutain this building/s1n1cture to
enhance its architectural well-being, stn tctura/ stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not i\e occupied or used for purpose
other than .its intended use as stated abow.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Oorupancy

JULY 18, 2007

This certificate is issued in acco1:dance with Section 309, Chapter

Date of Inspection

3 ofPD 1096.

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

l. .

of Noy. .206'1t

Issued by:

l

\AMETHYAP. Y'LANA-KOVAL
\"
Eco y Center
' \
.

S

Signed this 6rb

~~

✓ Fire Department

LNE MD.MOH

llh & Safely Department 4

..•

?J"

Note:

A oertilied copy hereol shaO be posled 1illhln the ~ emises of the building and shall not be removed
wi1hoot8'Jlhority Imm Ute Boll4ing Olflcial

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTtJIENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBICBAY
i.t!HIIC)POUTAll ,\\l'lt1(Ul1'T

J{};,njin .'J{ea·vy Intfustries ttf, Construction
Corporation £ta. <.Pfiifippin£s
·

Name of Applicant

f "r.~en6eadi..l, <f(rlo11Ll.o :J'eninsufa <iY.st.1u t,
Su6ic -:t3ay Ireqion ~:one
Location of Constr1.1Ction

This certifies that J{jt1'/J T'}( 'Jf./F,Jl.'VY J<J,liD7.JS'11R!'-FS }1!ff-1J
CO:JtS'ItR.'.Ur::I'ICY.N CQIRS.P(YRJ/.'l'102( L l 'M.J<f.lfi<D (J."YJ fll1P'.PI!Nf£..5
constructed Pre - 'lteatment Sfiop tB located at 0·-reeufie~tcfi.!, (}?.,edimJ,;
-<;>e11irzs11fu:,[)ist ri.:t, Su /Jic(Jlay •Freeport Zo1!i/ had been inspected and found
Jo be in conformity with the approved plr.ms and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "Nation.ii Building Code ofthe Philippine~"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules crnd Regulations and, therefore, 1he
buildinglj,1cility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstrncture to
enhance its architectural well-being, strv ctural stability; sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for pu,pose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDIJSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy
March 11, 2009
Date
17<.e conitroction of the above-described buildingfstn1c111re has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,,paf/cy cerlificate subject to ca11cellation if compliace with the
re1>1ai11i11g re::remiJj Of'!' not Implied.

~

-1.1!4-.,

;~u

AMETJP,OELA lLANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

ct·

This certificate is issued in acc.:•rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this 19th day of

Ja,,~uary

2010.

GNO
- .....
1re Department~

Nole;

A cel1ilied oopy hereof shall be posted within !he piemises of lh8 buiding and sheff nol b,, removed without
aulh,nty from the Building Olficiaf

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

p·

~

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT

..=

REGULATORY GROUP

Certificate ofOccupancy

SUBJCBAY

NC T"KOl'OLlfAI' .&<J"lf,IOfllfT

Jlanjin J{eavy Inaustries ~ Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pliiftppines
Name of Applicant

qreen6eacfi1, (RJ£01ufo <Peninsu.la. (f)istrict,
Su.6ic rl3ay <Freeport :,o,ie
Location of Construction

BPSO-C0 -09-03I'

This certifies that J{Jl'J{Jl'Jf J-fEJI¥f l'Jf<DVSTlf<JPS fl!N<D
COJIS'I:,'R..V(:JIO'Jf COlfl!}?O<R.fl_rrIC~7'f LI'Jrfl'IIEClJ <Y.J{J'£IP<PI'.J./IES
constructed (J?Jccption (J3uiUing located at qreen6eacfi1, P,§iondo
<Peninsufa <District, Sufnc (Ba.y Preeport Zone had been inspected and found
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "NaJio•ral Building Code ofthe Philippines"
I

(PD 1096) and its lmplemen-tlng Rule,¥ and Regulations and, therefore, the

building/facility may now be occupied

IV
Type of Construction

·The owner shall properly maintain this building1.11n1ct11re to
enhance its drchftecrural well-being, s,'.•uctural stability, sanitation andfireprotection properties and shall not b,r•· occupied or used for putpose other
than its ;intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 21, 2008 I July 15, 2009
Date of Initial Inspection I Date of Compliance

The construction of the above-described btdldingslstructures .
has been found to be in order and hereby recommended for

This certificate ts issued in ac;·ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
-~

2009.

occupancy /)

Ld,4&/)/;v. _ ( -~

n,,$

AM'ETHYA P. DELA LLAfd:toVAL

f

MA COA.ESY~_;W

Ecology Center

'll,Officer-tn-C ,rg

~~~~·
MON R.. JACALNE, MD. MOH
/ ~... ,..,.1-,

O c..,fah, f\onorfmont

'k

Nole:

. .
t .. /

Acertified c,;py ,.,,eof shall be posted yi.lhin the :,emises of (he building and shall not be remo'YOO withcul
ault"'ily from the Buildr,g Off.cial

SUBIC BAY METROPOLIT AN AUTHORITY

au1~AINGP~RMIT i &Af ~TY f.l~PARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

'}(/l!}f;Jf(N' :~1"¥ f[MD'l)~l,RJ'lsS (/,,
()CY}(;fll~,'C)WO!N CO.~fl!_.fl.ft{t'l ('(WC) (f1J{f£S.t I!NC, !s
Pe1l(Jl'Of1ttf f,Rpma1i:U.n/1.{prtum Sta!/' 'l{'oufo localed at $itio Ca:wag,
~onao (P;ninsula , $ti6k !Bay .fJll'8op11rt J!on., have been inspacted and
found liJ be hi ;;:mifomtltji with the upp1'1I\ ,:d plans a1ul spec{/icarions and 1/ie
This ccrl!/ies 1/tat

HHIC ,., Pl'\11 lno.
Name of Applicant

Sitio Cc1-wag, ff{jltfon.tfo fP,mi11sufa1

Su6ic 1'.8ay ffraaporl Zone

prt!Visioi!S· of the ··National lJulldlng Cbtle of' 1he Philippines " l('O 1096)
tmd ifs bi1p/e111rtm/ng /folds amt Re,t!lilations, Thes,r huliditit~(fac:ililirt,s

Loealion of Cona~uolion

IV

the,'t!,/oi'rt may now be occ·upt~d.

Type oi ConsitueHon

Thlf owm!r Sl-ia/1 pl'Ope1'~Y ltU//.,taift tiles" bi1Ildi11g.ils11 uc:t/mts to ·

1mh,m1:~ /i.i aJ·chit!icll/J'tll wr!ll· being, st1';,ctuml. stahilily, sanitation a11d.firep;•ow,1ion prop&tles a11d shall not be c :cupi,:d or i/Sed fi,r p11rpos<! or/1,11·

COMMERCIAL
. Use or Type or Ocr,u1:ia11~y

zht11i its it&11ded ·/Jse as st,111!.tl above.
~

-

~

The cd11structio11 a/'
thii- G ' w. ,lescribed huildings!structures
.
.
/ids b,um found ti be ff. Ofl r and herel~v recommended for
occupa11~•y.
. _ /,,
0

y,-_

_,.,

Jftl Oep~iment

. eb. 04, 2UtsJ A:pnl os. 201r

Dal• oil~•~••lx:lnlO~te ofCcn1;;11~nce

-ueliij HMilh &i:lfifelY Deparffflelit

Feb ..
04, 20iBiDec.
OU; .2016
pr-J
. ..: ... ...
; ;.. . ,.

·.

~rij;e;

A.c&;!ifioi:I cfitJY Mroor swell be , !JsteU wlthlrt the p1 •·nl~ss o!Jhe bu•tciog . ti sha:! riot 6e •&riiov.eo witti(jul
.,.fi...,.;,,.:;,; (;,...;; 11<...

a ..:;.;:~ Aih:..J RPSn 1li<i11

-

-

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY 1,EPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUSIC SAY
IU! Tft01'0 1.ITAN1' U TM0IOlY

¾anfin Jfeavy Industries rd Construction
Cotporation £ta. <Pliifippi,nes
N<111e of Applicant

0'n:en6eacfi i, J(rcfmu{o <
Peninsula ,,)istrict,

Su6ic .J3ay Freeport ::one
Location of Construction

This certifies that .1()',!NJJW Jft.kjt'T)Y l%WS'l?J<i1ES Jt:NW
CO%S'1J?._'!J(;J.TOW C<YR!J?OR.]1.<J.1051{ ClWPE<D P'Jll£f<i>-PIJ.«ES
consrructed Scra:p Iron Stoc(located a1 (jreenGertcflJ, q~tfonao Werifnsu{i;
(J)istrirt., Suvic <!3ay q:rej,'POrl Zone ha,r been inspected and fmmd to be in
conformity with the approved plans an,r specifications on file in this Office
and the p,-ovisions of the "National Bui7ding Code of the Phiiippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

!NDUSTRIAI.
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly m:1intain this building/s(l•ucture to
enhance Us architectural we/I-being, structural stability, sanitation and fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its irltended use as stated above.

Juiy 18, 2007
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

'lhe cons/n,ction of the above-described b11ildingism1c/11re has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
1
occupancy
ce11ifica1e subject to cancellation if compliacc with · the
remaining requirei'J';s are
complied .

7t

~,1,,/4~ .((,MP
AMe.{ifvAVP:OELA lLANA-KOVAL

'1;

Ecology Center

,MOH
Department

Nole:

Ao,11ffiad copy herem shall be pos1ed wflllin the p,,,nises of tile building and $1,all not I>, iemoved wilrout
autbitily from the Buildi119 Offidal

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN P,UTHORITY

•

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBIC BAY

BPSO..., C0 7 OQ-O?f

IIU!tll.OPOU Tf\N AUTIIOIUTY

Certificau oif-·Occupanc'V
'· · · · ·
:J'
,JI

.~

Jfanjin Jfeavy Iniustries rt(, Construction
Corporation £ti. Pftifippines
Name of Applicant

qreenficacli.J, !Rp{orufo (J.?enin.sula <Distnd,
Suliic iJJay tFreeport ::.one
Location of Construction

--

This ce11ifies that J(V{'JIJ( Jflejt'VY I'NIDVS'I!J(l'ES Jl!N(J)

COJISrfrJ'?,,V(;{IO:N

CO<R!J'()([(J/[IO} f

LI:MICJ:fE<D <I!J{Jl,J(P(J?IfNIES
construcied Stee{ Stock, 'Yara 'Exj.ensurti located at <;reen6eacli1, Jl!cfonao

<Peninsula ([)istrict, Su6ic <Bay •Freepor, Zone had been inspected andfowid
to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office ar.d the provisions ofthe "Nation~/ B11ilding Code of the Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building;facility may now be occupied

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and ftreprotecticn properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

April 22, 2009 / May 07, 2009
This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3

Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

The· constrnction of the above-described buildings/structures
has been found to be in order and hereby recommended for

'

occupa;cJy.

ofPD 1096.

Si,';ned this 5 th day of

__d'6~b

2009. ·

.

- :.i

~A.
~VAL
Ecology Genier

2(

Hole:

SOL
N R.. JACALNE MD. MOH
""· ,:_ , •---"t.. o 0...1...i.., n...,... ...,,....,..,..,..t <1.

/

A c<Mifiod co;,y hereof shall be posl•d wilhin lhe premises cf 1hebuilding and shall not oe remO\>ed wilhoct
aulhcrity from the Suildng Official

0

sb/aS'rll! '.Building Permit ~ ~ai~=tv Department
~KEtitlLRT0liY

5UiUC BA.Y Mf:TR(Jl,i()(.I TAN AVfHORtr-Y

GH0HP

ciubic 13zrv Freeport lone

f .er ti fit: at .e nf @ t: t: u: ,p ant: fJ
1

Fianjin Hea'l'y Industries f Construction

Corporation J:t,d . - Philippines
Name of Applicant

Greenbeach, <f<fdondo rPeninsula. <District
Subic <Bay !Freeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction
INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

JULY 18, 2007
Date of Inspection

1-la.nJin liea,,u Industries ~Con,st11a:tion Corporation iJd. - <Philippin.es newly
constructed ,S'tee/ ,Stod: Yard' ·located at Creen}x,aeh,
<f(eclonclo Penin1;ula Vistrict, 8ubic t.Bay J<'rer>porl ,Zone
This certifies that the

had been inspected and found to be in conformity with the approve,d plans
and specifications on file in this Office a11d the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD J096) and its Jmplementi11g Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buildfnglfacility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly ma,main ihis building/structure to
enhance i.ts architectural well-being, sb•uctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not l•e occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abovi:.
T11is certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3 of PD 1096.

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

)/'.,I

~

J,.~

Signed this 9th

of Jan. 2011&

0

•, AMETHYA P. D1tLA LLANA-KOVAL
~
Ecol~y Center

SO O

I,

N R. JACALN MD. MOH

P · Health & Safety Department.at/

Note:

A oe!1ifiw oopy hereof shall be posted within the ;remises of the building and shall not be removed
wilhOut authonty hom Ille Buldlng Official

.>UOI\., DA J IVIC I KVl"VLI I l'\111 l'\U I

nvn, I

I

BUILDING.PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BA Y

BPSD - CO- 09 -· 021

4'1E TMOPO UTJt.H All111(»11n

C e r t iji c a t e of Occupalicy
This certifies that 'J{JI.J,fJI'.N 'J{PJ{'VY I1(<DVS'T($J'ES JJ8{<D

J{Jf.:NJJ:N Jl.P.Jf'VYI:NiDV.n'<JU'ESJfJ{©
CO:NS'T. Co<R.,P. £/'l<JJ. <J!'J{J£S~
Name of Applicant .

qrun6eacfi1, 1<ftfcnufo <Peninsula, Siti:o:Jigu,$11/iin, (/Jr. · .• :
Ca•wag, Su6£c<Bay <E,:,ifort 2,ot,e
• · .· • ·
Location of C-Oristrucion

":

IV

:rhe owner shall pnopqly ,11ain1ain this building/structure to
enhance.ilS archj,lectural weufbe/;,g, s1111ch1ral stabilily, sanitation andftreproteclion prop{tties and sh$U nbt b,1 oc<,1,pied or used for purpose other
than iis.i'ntende~ re as stateclabav.e.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occl4)artcy
January 28, 2009 / Apr~ 24,
Date of Inspection/ Dale of Qompliance

/

/

/

,I

dupan y.

. ,t - ½Y7-

AMETHYA P. DELA LLANA-KOVA¼

:rhis cer(ific fe s issu/Jd Ir, ac(:ordance with Section 309, Chap1er 3

edbt/,fllfinglstructure has been

fqund to be in onclder.1n
_d erzebY, recoJmte~ · ff.or
' ...__-,!IJ.,1,a_fd.. '

the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office and the
provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD .1096)
and tts Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, !he

b.!!f_Jding/faci/ity may now be oj upied.

Type of ConstructiOQ

The construction ofthe above-descrl

C01vs<I<J<.VCI1O:N C~'IIO:I( LI'M.l'I!E<D <PJ{J:U IJ!CPI1'/1ES
construc;'.ed Sewape 'Treatment PIGint <Buil£m9 1 ,sf, Z located at
qrten6e.uli1, <J?,pforufo cJ>errinsufa, Siti'o Jlgusuftin, <Brgy. c~,wag, Su6ic
· ~ ffJay 'F~tq?OTt Z-one had _been inspected and found to be in conformity with

ofl?D 1096.
.
Si;rmed

,. .

,~=

Ecology Center

ire

•
-;;;,~ e-;.;
cc

C/J'l/fxj(-.

u-

2009. . . .

. . ..._,.ei:tar6n ·
MARCO A. ES'IY\BILLO

.

NE MD.MOH

alth & Safety Department

Officer-ln-C

drg~~

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
M eTICOP OUfAN Jrt.11 l HOk ll 'f

Certificate ofOccupa:ncy
'J[anfin J{eavy ItufUJtries et, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pfiitippines
Name of Applicant

BPSD-CO-09-049

This certifies that :J{}l1{Jl7l :JFI.::;!'VY l'J{(J)'US'1i/l.}<ES )12'f<D

CO:NS1'<1lVM£O:N
- constructed Su6

C<Y1(.IJ.'O'R.,'if.<TJO~' f

®l11~l<
PcPIJvlES
J1ssem5(y Sfiop located al f1ru,r5eadi1. 'l<J'drmi:fr
LI'.MJ'11EfD

<i'eu:£r,s11l1 <District, Sll 6ic <Jlay !f't'eepor, Z,m11 had been inspected and found
10

(jreenGe.adil, <I?J,dondo ,1'e11insufa <District,
Su6ic :Bay 'Freeport ;:,one

be in conformity with the approved ptans and specijicalions on file in this

Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines"
(PD 1096) and ils Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the

LocatiOn of Construction

· building/facility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance .its architectural well-being, strnctura/ stability, sanitation and frreproeection properties and shall not be. occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 11, 2009
Date

The cqnstruction of the above-described building/stn,cn,re has been found
w be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy cerfijicate subject
cancellation if compliace with the

10
~1
~111=~~~dret~~110/:2.
Afi'{~feu~LANAifc{VAL

«:r;

Ecology Center

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this

19ts, day of

Ja11tto.ry

2010.
(

l!tU!..!!!!~

lzuh_

N

me~

Sl BILLO
r-ln-C/J.. ~
1-lote:

A oortilied oopy hereof shal be posred v.ffllin the pi,mioos of tho building and shannott,J r<>ITIO'red without
authority from the Building Official

t?
J Q ~.~:~~~~:~,r~~t ~
I
. . gJ
I

K

~~i~ty l)epartment

QI ~ r f i f i t a t .e nf @ c c u Jt a n c u
Hanjin f Ieat?y Industries t Construc1.ion
Corporation .lld . - Philippines
Name of Applicant
(

•

. ,r{;

I

111),

1,.,

J

(,

•

'

••

I

1

I Ianjin Hea~y ln.du..<;triPs !:i
Con.struction. Corporation. J:J.d. - Philippines constructed
Suli S tation .,.3, located at Grem .ibeach, 'f{edondo PE-ninsuia
This certifies 1hat the

Vistrict, Subic <Bay .f,·eeporl .Zone had been inspected and f ound to
b·e in conformity with the approved plans ?<nd spec/flea/ions on file in this
Office and the provisions of the "N,aional Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmplemen,ling Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now be· ?ccupied.

• •

iv 11111u,u : ; ·, 1\u.~u;u ; .:, ... rrwr
\':;h,r· /)r:~; . JI'! 1} ,., ;t 4 / {ilt(~
Location of Construction
,n

I

BPSO - CO - L-QS-045

Type of Construction

The owner sha/f properly maiii.'.ain this buildinlfstruclure to
enhance its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and

INOIJSTRi~L
Use or Type of Occupancy

fj.re-protect.!on properties and shall not bi, occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above.

SEP 1:.MBER ~. 2008 i OCTOBER b 2008

This certificate is issued in accorilance with Sec/ion 309, Chapter
JofPD 1096.

Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

Signed this fl}

The construction of the above-described building/structure has
been found to be. in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

~4,if!l~L,J
LLANA-KOVAl
AMETHYA P. DELA

Ecology Center

~

of l f ~ r :i,008.

Issued by:

1

~o

// Fire Department

th

l'lole:

--

i"IARCO A. ES 'ABILL
Qtficer-1 -Charge -~

A 00111fild copy hereo/ shaRbe posted w\1hin 1he pr,imisos ol lhe building and shal not t<> removed
vlilhout~ulhority ftom U10 Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN.AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT

_

REGULATORY GROUP

S UBIC BAY
lolUllOPOI.I T"" A\l'r-llOl'llrY

~

·-lfi

0-~ ~I It-lbifi
'i f 1 ; ~-

1

.

..&ii · · ~

:,r-

'

BPSD -CO - 09- 034

.ru11t~ 0 -y Q,r,br-11,tt1¢'1-M,:ll
J~U, ~ ~r/
"~~ "r u;.1 «t:,'t:.,1

:Hanjin 'J[ea·ry Inaustries rt{, Construction
Corporation Ltd. Pliifippines
Name of Applicant

~·,,~e116eacfi.l, :X.~t{onlo <Pe11i11s11fa Vistrict,
Su6-ic ,flay Ireepon. :::one
Location of Construction

T,his certifies that .1{Jl.:NJI!1'i" Jfl'E,Ji'I/Y f'Ji<DVS<fl.J(f'ES }f!J{cD
'
COJvS'I''l(VC710'J/
C()(R..(f(Yiljl.'TIOY{ £!9,tJPF.<D (J!.)QL f<&'l:N'E.S
constructed S116 Stati(Jfl # 9 ef, 31 located at <;/1't:enlieacfi.J, 11,p{cw1L
Peni1~,ufa (j)ift1ict; Su(nc <Bay 'Freeport Zone had been lnspecred andfound
to be in conformity with the approved pi,ws and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "Natiorwl Building Code ofrhe Philippines"
(PD 1096} and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, 1he
building,Jacility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly m2intain this lmilding/slructure to
enhance its architectural we/I-being, structural stability, sanitation and fireprotectio,1 properties and shall not be (Jccupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

November 27, 2007
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in acci~rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
o/PDJ0.96.

The constn,crion ofthe above-described /:Juildir1f/stn,cture has /:Jeen found
to be substa11ria//y complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellatio11 if compliace with the
remqi11i11g requiremynts are not compJied.

'--1//Jfrtv

Signed this

19th

day of

·Ja,Jt!Qr''{,
~

2010.

tl. ~ ~

AMETjqYAP. DELA LLANA-KOVAL
~ ·
Ecology Center

Nolb:

A certified copy hl,reof sha! be posted within lhe p ,,mises of the building and shall not be removed wilhout
authority from lhe Building Official

BPSD - CO - L-08 - 047

II~ anjin I-Ieai,y IndustriJ.Js §' Construction

Corporation JJ;,d . - Philippines
N<ffi! of Applicant

r :r:,. t;h·.. :1·.!:. !\i ;/, .1;u!H
-~•'ti::,

Pl·ti;t;.--:u!11

ftq;-lr.-·<~11(1,t

l)rntn>

,i"ot,t

l ocation of Construction

Ifanjin J-leai,y Industries <'Y
Conslruction Co,y;oralion l ld. - Philippines constructed
This certifies that the

Suu

Station

°'JO

locat,:d

al

(.;reenbecwh,

'i\edondo

<Peninsula it>istricc, $ubic thay J ·i·eeporl. Zone had been

inspected
and found to be iri conformity with tlw approved plans and Sf1$cifications
on.file in this Office and the provisioNs of the "Naliona/ Building Code of
the Phllippines" (PD 1096) and its implementing Rules and Regulations
and. therefore, the building/facility ma;; now be occupied.

N
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhanc,~ its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and
fire -pro·tection properties and shall ,wt be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above.

:NOL S"fRIAL
Use or Type of Occupoocy

SEF- EfllBER 4, 2008 I OCTOBER ti, 200S
Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD- /096.
Signed this

12th of No-lembf:r

2008.

The construction of the above-described building/structure has
been found to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

~Afttt1t~~
-AMErt!YAP.

M

DELALLANA-KOVAL

Ecology Center

4::-= ~,i -;i,;·~ ~- RCO A;,!STAl">IL_{-0

~~~
✓
U

. Officer-111-Charg ~

Rre Deparll'ilent •

Note:

A certiffed copy hereof shall ba pooled wilh:n 11111premlsee of the buildi119 and shaM not ba removed
vilihoul aulhorily from the BtJildi, g OffiO:al

:Building Permit
...
sbwta
u
~1L7c~u~ !!~~~;c;r, ~Jn~

~

y

"""1< BAV W Tf><>POUTAN AUntORITY

C[ .er ti

~

~aiety Departme1:1t

G 1\

0

ti P

·

~~

f i Cat .e nf @CC up an Cll

~ -cO-or-,ri:

I-Ianjin Ileat:>y Industries f Construction
Corporation .fld . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant
1

.n.

1:~is certifies 1ha1 the :}Janj in fReavy 'J'DdustrJes &
<f;Jonstruction <eorporation

11!;1t1di, f{r<1ni'1lu Jiu111;,wfr;

!iisl1id

\uni~ 80:; f·r,'< fJOrl /one
Location of Construction

'L,t,1. -

(j>bilippiDes newly

construct11d ~embly 8bop"!)j'' aJtd 8belter {8ub "FaclJ.ity)

8ttb 8urtioD #11 located at '§reenheacb, 'Rgdondo 'Penwsula

'i)Jstrlct', Sublc Jjay 'Freeport gone had been inspected and
found to lie in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on
file in this Office and the provisions of •he "National Building Code oj
the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Imphmumting Rules and Regulations
and, ther~fore, the building/facility may ,1ow be occupied.

iV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner .~hall properly mai11tain this buildinglstrucJUre to
enhance its architectural well-being, s1J,~ctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or used.for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above.

JULY 18, 2007
Date of Inspection

The construction of the ahove-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy

/Jg

I

This certificate is issued in 11ccordance with Section 309,
Chapter 3 ofPD 1096.
Signed this 9th of ,:J..a~

_,,,£~X~-~
- ~iJ'P. DELA LLANA•KOVAL

C

211911'.

Issued by:

Ecology Center

Ith & Safety Department

[fl/

Note:

A ca1ilied eopy hereof shal be posted within 1he pemisas cl the building and shall not be removed
wilhcut au!hority from 1he Building Official

SUBI~ BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT·& SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
l.l l(TllOJl"OUfAN •ttHl()ltlfY

Jfanjin .1-feavy Industries el, Construction

Corporation £ta. <PliiEippines
Name of Applicant

This certifies that 1[f1J{JJJ'f ;i{IFJf.o/Y f:J{(JY(}S1,W]'l'S }!:MD

C0:¥.57/J{,VCDO~N" CCJR!)?(Y1?J1.<JJO:J{ t:/'jlf.fll£<D <P.J[]Cf <j>:f'h'v•ES
constn,cted Su6 StatilYTI # .tz located at (J'n,en5eadi1, 1?._~aoruu.1 •Pmi,;.:;af,;
,1)istric1,

<;;reen6eac!i1, <Rg:do1ufo ,f'cninsuCa <Dist1ict,
.Su5i1: <Bay •Freeport ::.one
Location of Construction

Su6ic (]Jay 'l·'re.eport Zone had been inspected and faur.d to be in

conformity with the approved plans and ipecifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, ther<fore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall propuly mllintain this buNdinghtructure to
enhance il/1 architectural well-being, stru,;tural stability, sanitation and fireprotection propenies and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

April 22, 2009
Date

The constmction ofthe above-described b11ildinglstntcture has been found
to be st~bsfantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject to ca,u:elfation -;_f compliace with the
remai11i~g requireme?,s are
c mp/led.

This ce1·tifica/e is issued in acc,x dance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
·
Signed this 1qtJi day of_

nit

...,.Ja""11 uaq

1010,

~ /Jj ,/. k-A P,
AMAP,D~NA•
Ecology Center

'.i,v{i_~

\BILLO
en! (.),,
/
_,vy,

Nole:

A oertffied copy hereof shall be posloo wilhio lhe p,rnises of lhe building and shan not b• rem0'1ed wilhoul
aulho1ity from lhe Bull:ling Official

Building. Permit & ciuiety j~epurtment
'fi.E6ti1l'i'f~l\Y

Gn0tlP

3PSD - CO - L • 08 - 048

f-fanjin I-Ieal:)y Industri.es §' Construction

Corporation .[_td . - Philippines
Name of Applicant
( ,t,1 , 1h! .'Ji·I· /-~, ./, t-:..fo f7 ·,u.tt~idu. J)i~ln,·r

-\ t ,!,_;,.. Ii/It;· f'i'(,r ·I/Orl /1 II
.,
'

Location of Construction

I Ian,jin Jfeal?;t; Inclu.c; trieiJ <f
Con.Bl111.clion Co,poration / 1d. - ':Philippines constructed
This certifies rhai the

Sub Station

#14 locatl/d at Gree11heacl1, 1.?.t<clondo
<Peninsula 'i>istricl, .Suf>ic </Jay J 'l'eeport .7,one had been inspected

and found to be in conformity with 1Jw approved plans and specifications
"National Building Code oj
the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its ft,~plememing Rules and Regulations
and, there.fore, the building/facility mll:1 now be occupied.

on file in rhis Office and the provisior,.i ofthe

f\,

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhanc,? ifs architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation ·a nd
(ire-protection properties and shall 11,Jt be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above.

Type of Construction

J,Ll\..!STRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

SEPTEMB::R t.. 2008 f OCTOBER€ 200!l
Date of Inspection / Date of Compliance

This certificate is is.sued in aC"cordance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD1096.
Signed this

The construction ofthe above-described building/structure has
been'I found to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

" / lJ

I

,

~Jd ~ , /uv;Lf
AMETHYAP.DELALLANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

fQth

of 1/ovemb.?r 2008.

Issued by:

'ABTLLO

~~

- harge*-'-

Fire Department~
Nole:

A ce<l!Hed copy l\oreof shall bo pC>Sled wilhin the premisee of the builcfng and shaUnot be removed
wilhcul aulhority from lhe Buildi-Q Oflicial

BPSD - CO - 07 -· 006A

I--Ianjin ffea,:;y Industries ~, Construction
Corporation J:J,d . - Philippines
Name of Applicant

(, ;-, ( , 1i" , w/1. 1{, (I, ,111 /,, A 111n.-;uf,1 t,isrrict
\i1f1i,.. il<'!I ! ru /Hirt /.n1 1r
Location of ConS1ruction

1V
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL

This certifies that the :Ru.Un :Heavy 'Industries &

C(:011str11ctio11

C(:orporation

'L~d.

-

'Pbi1lppines newly

constructed ~ull S!Jop",j\" (8ub ~P.'acillty) &ub 6tation #16
located at '{!reez,beacb, 'R§doz,do tp,mint:ula f)istrlct, Sublr.

<B~

'Freeport Zone had been inspected an:[found to be in conformity with
the approved plans and specificatiom· on file in this Office and the
provisiorrs of the "National Buildif?g Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, lhe
buildinglfi:lcility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly mal;1tain this buildingistru,,ture to
enhance .its architectural we/I-being, str ~ctural stability, sanitation and
{ire-protection properlies and shall rrot be occupied or used for pwpose
other thai1 its intended use as stated above.

Use or Type of Occupancy

JUI_ Y 16, 2007
Date of Inspection

The construction ol the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommended for occupancy.

This certificate is issued in a ccordance with Section 309,
Chapter 3 ofPD 1096.
Signed this :../2:nd

ofJanuary2t OZ.

Issued by:

th & Safety Department

V

Not&:

A oertilied copy ho,ec! •hell be pcoted within the pemises of the bu;tding and shall not t o removed
without authority from U,e Building Official

! lluilcling

•-- 1--- l
SUBIC BAY

. I

SUBICBAY

Permit & tiafety :Department

RE6aLHf0HY
- C·•t
- - -·~:\.·•

---·

r'.)'Jlrt;

"

•v

6R0UP

/<..Ii{

.... .

QI .e r t i f i .t a t t nf ® .c .c u 11 a
I fanjin Ilea,,y Industries f Construction
I Corporation £id . - cf>hilippines
Name of Applicant
. ,;·: r ,'.,. .. :

J'

/1.', 1l,•t:

.+

\!,.Ji,
.

/,J !~;

,::,::1!1,J

,'.iis;r·· 1

If.".,
•n ; '•·t ··· -- ~",•n(
,
1·,

,:,,>;-1

Location of ConstnJcuon

JV
Type of Construction

tt .c

V

BPSD - CO- L, 08-046

Ifanjin I-Ieai,y Indu.<;triG::; <j
Construction Corporation f.ui.. - <Philippines constructed
This certifies that the

SuE, Station #17

Greenbeach, l {f.do11elc
<Penin..~ula Visrrict, Subic if.Jay 8'hxporc :Z:JJne had been inspected
located at

and found to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications
on file in this Office and the provisions qfthe "National Building Code of
the Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Imy lementing Rules and Regulations
and, themfore, the buitdinglfacifily may now be occupied
The owner shall properly muinlain this building/structure to
enhance its architec1ural we/I-being, :rh·uctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not he occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as slated abc,-ve.

;N;JUf:TRIAL
Use Of Type of Occupancy

SE.PTE,JBE.R 4, 2'.:08 I OCTC•BE/:' 6, 2;)06

This cerlificate Is Issued in acc,1rdance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPDI096.

Date of Inspection I Dale of Compfiance

Signed this
The construction of the above-d~scribed building/structure has
been found to be in order and hereby recommended for
occupancy.

12-fh

of November 2008.

Issued by:

~fli!,~kd_
AMETHYA P. DELA LLANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

nt~
lfote:

A cerJiiled oopy hE<eol shall be posted wilhin 1"6 [' »mfsee of lhe building and wll no:: be removed
v.i1l>oul eulnonfy from U,e Building Official

.SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHO.RITY

· BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTl\1ENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

'J{an:_jin 1fea·vy I ru[ustries

e1, Construction
Carporation £ta. <Pliifippines
Name of Applicant

f/re1m6cacF1J . •J?j,lonlo Peninsula (I)istria,
Su6ic :Bay rFreeport ,:one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

iNDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

This certifies that J{jt'NJN{ J{'E.J/'vY fg{([)'7.}S']:'8J'FS Jt;N<D
Co:NS'ltR••VC1lOJf CO<R!f.'(YR.Jf,'TJr>:N f.J'Jrf.fPE<D <PJ(JLI<PPIJvtES
constnu:ted Su6 Station # 20 located at qreen6eoc/7 J, (.~;,J;y:uf,
<J.'eniusufa <Dittria, Suliic <J3ay 1Frt1t:pi. rt Zoue had been inspected and found
to be in conformity with the approvedp lans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "National Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its Implementing Rule:; and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this buildinfy'structure to
enhance ifs architectural wefl-being, s1.nrctural stabiltty, sanilation andfireprotection properties and shall not bl, occupied or used for purpose other
than ifs intended use as stated above.

March 18, 2009
Date

The constnrction ofthe above-described building/structure has been found
to be substanlially complete and hereby recommended for a tempo1wy
occ11p(tl1Cy ce,Wficate subject to caJtcellation if compliace with the

<

1This cert/ficate is issued in aocordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096

re~~;~j'in/!le:or::t

I

Signed this 1'ltli day of_ _,fi.,~_
:_n u_ a-1----,--"U«'-::
I

niL__

~ ~ D E L A LLANA-J~VAL
~
Ecology Center

MARCO A. E5lTA~
.

SO ~~N~~~.~JA~C--AL~~N~E~M~D~.M~H
ubti Heatth & Safety Department

'J(,,,J

1-l<lte:

·cer-ln-eliarg

Acried copy hereof shalt be posted within th& t•• mises of the building and shall not be removed without

aulr,onty from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

:J[anfin Jfea·vy I naustries el, Construction
Corporation Ltcl C.PliiEi.ppines
Name of Applicant

c;reen6eacli1, 1?.{!donifo :J'eni:nsu& 1Districf;,
Suw {iJay 'FT£'e11orl :.cme
Location of Constnx:tion

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

This certifies that J{)1:l.fJJ!iV- J{'EJ/."VY l !N©VS'B[?J'F.S Jl!N©
CO:NS"J!l(V(;{[O']{ CQ<i(<PO<i(/1.TIOJf £ 1:MIPEV PJt7£ I<P.PIJ'fF.5
constructed St16 St ation # 2.t located at q ree116e{ldi 1, <i<(§<fin:dii (J'eriinsuw
CDist ricJ, Su6ic (Say '.Freeport Zom: had been inspected and j?Jund to be in

conformity with the approved plans QJrd specifications on f ile in this Qfjice
and the provisions o.f the "National Building Code o.f the Philippines" (PD
I 096) and its Implementing Rules .and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, ~ ;'.mctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b« occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

M.:rch 11, 2009
Date
t he rr11sh11ction of the above-aesc1ibed buildingls1n1ch11-e has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,pancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with the
,

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD I096.
Signed this /CJth day oj_:!,_~•nuarq

rif'"' nil
cmp/ied .

remaining requi~~n

2010.

v

~~
- ,tt~✓ ~~L
· ~ D LALLANA• OVAL~

Ecology Center

__

.

.,_
tlote:

r-ln-Cr
.,,.

'ABILLO
1~

A ,:mfled copy hereof shall be posted within 1he ,,remises of !he build'r,9 and shal not be remc•,ed wi1hout
aulharity from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
Ml:1'$110,0~I TMI ,\Uft10Rll''(

1-[anftnJfeavy Industries eZ Construction
Corporation Lta. <Pfii{ippines
Name of Applicant

(Jreen6eacfi.1, <J?..ttfoncfo J>eninsu{a i1)£,tnct,
Su5ic <Bay 'Freeport. "-:.one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

This certifies that 'J{Yf:NJJJJV- :J{IF,Jl.'VY IYv<D'US'I/J(l<J:.S jlJ{c[)
COJrS'I'<l{VCIJO:K CO<R,,PCYRJ(.'11C)J{ f~ I~'vf.f<I'E<D <PJO-£.JP:PIJ/1F,5
constructed·Su6 Station # 23 locatet.l at Creeu6ear.fz1,
.,
- q~lfondt.; P1.mi,1s1J.i,,
(Distric-!,, S1i6ic <Bay 'Freeport. Zoru:. had been inspected and f;-und to be tn
conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the.provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096} ,md its Implementing Rules (!nd Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhancii its architectural well-being, sl'ructural stability, sanitarion and fireprotecti-on properties and shall 1101 b\? occupied or used for purpose other
than its .intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 25, 2009
Date
The constn1ction ofthe above-described b11ildinglstn1cnire has been found

to be s11bs1antially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject to cancellation if compliace with the
remaining requirements are not complied.

~ifo~kt
Ecology Center

Fire

This certificate is issued in ac,:ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD i096.
·
2010.
/

~~~
Depa~v
.

r~

MARCO A. E~}ABILLO
~~;ge_R'' '
tfole:

A ,,ertified copy hereof s!-ell be posted within lhe premises of Iha builtfrg and shall not be remo,&d without
au lhorily from !he Building Official

SUBIG BAY METROPOLITAN AU fHORITY

e

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

SUBICBAY
"t:T11.oro1.nAN AU'TkO.ftlTY

J[anftn Jfea·vy I1ufustries ~ Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pniuppi11es

This certifies that 1-{Jl.!NJI:!lf J{<EJI.W. I:N<DVS'I!PJ(£.S fl:N?D

Name of Applicant

CWf~(<D._VC'tlCtN CCXl{PCYRJ!.'ll,)'.lv £1:MITF/D <J>J{[£Jcpq>J1vlF..S
canstructed Su6 Station # 24 located at fjreen6eacli.l, %:d<m1k>1Peni11suu1
q)ist1ict, Sufiic <Bay 'fre11pon Zo11e /iad been inspected and found to be in

c;reer16eac.~1, 1<!;don.do <1'em11.su[a..CDisl-rict,

conformity with the approved plans <md specifications on file in this Office

S-u6ic ®.1y 1-'rei71ort ::one

and the'provisions of the "National liui/ding Code ofthe Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules ,:rnd Regulations and. zherefore, the
buildinl!l'facility may now be occupied.

location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, siructural stability, sanitation and fireprotecfi:on properties and shall not b ii occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 25, 2009
Date

lne cqnstmcrion of the above-described building/st,uc111re has been found
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occupancy certificate subject lo cancellation if compliace with the

~-;;:;_~?"~-:.
AMDfu'ctANA-~
Ecology Center

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD1096.

Signed this l<f+h day of

J ;111uary

2010.

Fire Department
/

Nole:

A <erofied copy hereof $hall be posled wi1hin lhe, 11remisesof Iha buildfrQ and shall nol be removed wifnout
oulhority from lhe Bu'lding Oflidal

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
lllt!T ltl)P-nl,,JT.I\N I, II THO RITT

BPSD - CO - 09- 05S-

Certifaate ofOccupancy .
J[a11ji,n Jfea·vy Industries <{[_; Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

This certifies that 'J(,,1.'N].i' N' :J/IF.,Jl.'VY. J:ff<D'US<J/ltJ~ES j/'}f!J)

CO~'J)C'T[Q'Jf CCYJ.?SP.O<f?J{'lJ').'N

[.[<J,,[[P£([)

®D.LI1?P1J<IIF,S

timiusuC,

constru~ted S1t5 Station #25 locate,;' at t;;'re1m6eadi I, 'R_l!t1m1l,,

<Di.;Uict, Su6ic <Bay {f11!eport Z.mte /•ad been inspected and found to be in

(i reen6eacfi 1, lG1do11.do :'fe11ii-1sula ,Di.it rict,
Su6ic •Bay 'h~eport :::one
location of Cons1ruclion

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

conformity with the approved p lans ,md specifications on .file in rhis Office
and the provisions of the "National l~uilding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and ils Implementing Ru/es and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied,
The owner shall properly maintain this buildingisfrucwre to
enhance ils architectural we/I-being, .1,'ructural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not In occupied or u,w d for 1mrpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

October 21, 2008
Dale of Inspection
T'he construction of the above-desCi'ibed building/slructure has been found
lo be substantially complete and hereby reco111111e11ded for a temporary
occupancy cerlificatc subject to ca11celfati<>n if compliace wirh the

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 3()9, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

Signed this 19-1:h day of

remaining requircm rs are not complied.

~~/4,
AM!WtfYA P.

~ra, J'

-.lan1.1Qry

2010.

~

//4

c-----.
m~, ~

'lLANA-~AL
Ecology Center

'ARCO A, ESJABILLO
ffir&J:=1n-ef,,arg-'/,, '

Nole:

v~

A,,ertilied co~ hereof sheHb& posted within Iha premises of the build,,g and shall nol be remc-,ed without
auhonty from lhe Building omcial

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
~UBIC BA'(
.YE rAO"OLIUN i>.l,IT)40RIT't

J{a1~jin 1fea·vy Industries d, Construction

Co1poration £ta. <PliiEippines
Name of Applicant

<;1,ett6eadi1, 1~rdo1Ufo •Peninsufa l>istric.t,
Su6ic rta_v Treeport :.one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

This certifies thai 'J{JlfNJJ:llf .'J[P,Jl'flY l'N<DVS'I1f(!'ES Jl!J,llIJ
CCY.NSJ.IR,,VC'UO.'N C ~ <J.1,)J'{ LF.MJ'J!E(J) P'JULJQ-;rpf'J;'r£'.5
constructed Su6 Station # 26 located at (J'ree116eadif, 'f(§di•n,!o <Penm.-ul;
CJ)istrir.;~ Su6ic <Bay 1Frr.eport ZI.Ylle had been inspected an.d j,'Jund to be in

conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National EiJildi11g Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) ,md its Implementing Rules and Reguf.alions and, therefor,-e, the
buildinglfacility may now be occupied.
.The owner shall properly maintain this buildin~'structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, slructural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b,i occupied or used for p urpose other
than its:intended use as stated above.
·

March 11, 2009
Date

The construction of the above-described b11ildinglstn,c111re has beenfo11nd
le be substantially ,:omplete and hereby recommended for a temporary
. occupan~y cerlifica/e subject 10. cancellatio11 if compliace with the
remaining require1"/J1,}; are
c nrplied.

This certificate is issued in ac,,ordance with Section 109, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

nit
~//,Iv~- J_,

Signed this 19-f:h

day of

,lanuar,j

2010.
)

I
I

AMEfHVA P. DELA LLANA• OVAL
Ecology Center

.

· ?ABILLO

cer-ln- arge;;,(:f-:
Note:

A resfified oopy hereof shell be posreo wi1hin the ;,emises of fhe building and slla~not~• removed wlU1out
81/lhority from the Building Ofliaal

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

ltlll~OPO,l,11,.11 AUhl OIO YV

Jfanjin J-fea·vy Irufustries r:1, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pfiifippines

This certifies that J(JIX}J'N' Jlff!JN,,'Y I~N<IYU.5'1.IR_N:S j/J,'?[;
CO'NS'.[(j(V(:Jl0:N CO<R!)?(YRJl.<n'O'N LI~l'Iff!l D <J?J[I£IP.tl!l:l'fES

Name of Applicant

constructed Su6 Statian # 30 located at (Jree116cadi.t, C/(!di.mrl'> :t>eui11s11.k,
C[)istri,:l, Stt6ic (flay (J-'req1ort Zone .'•,;rd been inspected and f ound to be in

(1reen6e(ll:/i ! , l{edo1ufo '1:'eninsnta -Dislria,
Su6ic ,Jfoy •f reeport ::.one

conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in 1his Office
and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and itt Implementing Rules and Regulations crnd, therefore. the
bttildinglfacility may now be occupied.

Loca6on of Construction

IV
Type of ConstrucUon

The owner shall properly mainJain this buildin[[/structure to
enhanc~ its architectural well-being, J'lruciural stability, sanitation andfireprotection properties and shall not b1, occupied or-used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

October 21, 2008
Date of lnspecljon

Thi:; certificate is issued in. a,cordance with Section 309, Chap/er 3
ofPD 1096.

The cons1r11ctio11 ofthe above-described bui/dinglstn,cture has been found
lo be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a tempora,y
occ1pa11cy ccrlijicate suh;ec1 to cancellation if compliace with the

~i:11:ia:::r:~/
AMffufv%f:oELA LLANA-~J~L

a:?(

Ecology Center

. M GNO

S.igned this Jq.H, day of

<hn1.1e1ry

2010.

__

Fire Depa~~

MARCO A. ES)ABILLO
Officer-In- arge;;f"
Nels:

A oert!lied oopy he,sof shall be posted within :ht, premises of the builc!ng and shat nol be romoved without
aul'>orlty from the Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
llllt'fllOP OU TMI AU'!"II OIUTV

BPSD - CO - 09-160

!J[anjin Jfeavy Industries ~ Construction
Corporation Ltd. PliiEi,ppines

'this certifies that J{fl!NJIJ( Jl1Ejt_'V'/ 11v<DVS<J.i:f..J'ES /J~NIJ)

CO:NSPJ{VC'IJOJf CCYl{<J>(YR.Ji.'110'.tf LJ<MlTE<D

<PJlllf{>;J>fyV1J::.5

Station # 32 locatcd at c;re.r:nfe,1di 1, ~'?.tdim.io t'Pt:11111suE,
(Dist,ict, Su6ic <i;ay <trecpo11. Z,()nf. had been inspected and found to be in

Nam~ of Applicant .

construc:redSuli

C,reenbeadil, 'Rfaond'o '1'eni11suf.i •District.,
5u(ric ,Bay 'Freeport ::.one
Location of Construction

IV

conformity with the approved plans anil specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Bi,ilding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, th~refore, the
building(faci/ity may now be occupied.

Type of Constructton

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly r,,,!aintain this buildinglstruclure 10
enhance its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

March 11, 2009
Date
11,e comm,c1ion of the above-described b11ildinglstn1cture has been found
1.0 be subst""tially complete and hereby reco)nmended f or a temporary
occupancy certificate J,tbjecl 10 cancellation if compliacc with the
remaining requiremems are not co nplied

/I,/~{/4, J.Jt'U AMEffi"YAP. DE

L
·K
Ecology Center

S

This certificate l5 issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

Signed this Ittfli day of

Jo}'l!Aaty

2010.

.
L

D. MOH
ty Department

9eJ

Nole:

A ce~i!ied copy h«eol shal be pos!ed wl!hin lhe p11misos ol lhe bwldlng and shaJ oOl b,, remo~d wilhcut
aulhorily from lf1e 8uild!rig Official

BPSD -: CO - L • 08 - 03'6

Jiarqin I-IeaDy Industries & Con3truction
(',,(>rporation 11d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant
'I.
' i , f' \f-'11}1
' .
'' I !'
/ ·, /,u,:J,t
· f ~f J(

0

1 .•,.:f 1 /

/'

r .?·•·,I';•;
' • •

\,d,/,· 11·,l Irr, r•rni .l•(.>lh
Location of Construction

Type or Construction

IND:; :;"RiAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

"E.
-,:, 2. r.~
'i'O ti·
:) t·,·n:~
_,,,45 ti\
Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

I-Ia.njin Ileai~y lnd,1,u:1lrie.<; <5
Conslru.ction. Co1poration. J:4d. - Philippines conYtrncted
This certifies that the

SuE,-station ...12 {ocatedat Cra,,,i1Jr..r.1ch, '/?.f,dondo Penins[l{(I
if>istricl, .Subic r/3ay /f'reeport ,7..one had been inspected and found to
he in conjbrmity wilh the approved plans ~nd ,5pecifications on fil,? in this
Office and the provisions of the "Nr.rtional Building Code ol the
Philippines'' (PD 1096) and its lmpleme,;Jing Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

Th,r owner shall properly mai111ain this building/structure; to
enhance it,1 architectural well-being. strnc1ura/ stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not l·e occupied or used for pwpose
other than its intended use as stated abovf'.
T/11:~ certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD 1096.
Signed this

The con1truction ofthe above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommended/or occupancy.

29--flt of ~nuary :;.008•

•

Issued by:

a. dt11,- l ~t

t4t ,,
A~HYA P. DELA LLANA-KOVAL

1

Ecology·Center
Nole:

ACfflfiod copy he<eol shall be posted wi!ljo the pre;,ises of the building and $hall nci ba removed
without t1uthority from tho Building Official

EPSD - CO - L • 08 - 035 .

Iiarijin I-feaJ:Jy Industries i Co111uraction
Co,·poration £1,d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant
i ,f

t

l\, ,f;,;,,{1, 11 ;,;;;~11,j.1 /)r\;r/:·/
\1 o' ,; '::u,:; 1r: ,!;11
r1 l~ ,, ,.,

.,/,:·:J: ·J,,

1

Location of Construction

rv
Type of Conslruction

lNDUS,R.:t,L
Use or Type of Occupancy
i::<>1-1t:•[3C:l>
t:,.i >-J \ 2,
S-r

'l>M
.,..,~y

Date of Inspection/ Date of Compliance

1-Ianjil'. JJeai:,y lndllst.rie8 <-j
Consln.iclion Corporalion fl.d • <Philippin.es constructed
Suli-st~rtion "13 located at Grermbeach, <i?,gdo, tdo Peninsula
(J)i~/ri.(;t, 8ubic ·:Bay /Freeport .7..one hml been inspected and found to
This certifies that the

be in conformity wilh the approved plans and spe,-ijications on file in this
Office and the provisjons of the "Nal'ftma/ Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its Implemenlii'1.g Rules and Regufcitions and,
therefore, the buifdinglfacilily may now be occupied
The owner shall properly ma/nMin this buildinglstn,cture ~o
enhance its architectural well-being, strucmral stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or used.for pu..-pose
other than its intended use as stated above.
This certificate is issued in accorddnce with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD 1096.

Signed this toih of nJbruQrv 20.:,•s.
✓

T'he const,p,ction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommended for occupancy.

" ~a
. METHYA R. LA LLANA•KOVAL
Eco ogy Center

Issued by:

~

~~
Note-:

A cerolied 1,opy hereof ,hall be posted wilhin the pmmi! ,,.. of U>e bulldklg and aha!! not be remove~
wilhout aulhotily from !he Buildr>g Obi

2J

Building Permit & ~afety l~epartment
KE6clLn'!'0'RY

ei 'fi0ilP

BPSD- CO- L· 08 - 034

IIarljin I-IeaI?y Industries ~- Construction
Corporation 1.1d . - rf>hilippin.es
Name of Applicant

I Ianjin .T-fea,1:-y Ji-u:lu.stries g
Constructh)n Corporation JJ,d ,f:Jhilippine.s constructed
This cert/fies that the

Su6-statfo11

,,,,6

Greenbeach, 1.{edondo
i>eninsLLla \C>islril 'I, Su/Jic Bay 5-i·l'<.!pt rl J.'..,oru1 had been inspected
located

at

1

.. ,,-, ,·;,1•, ,u-l ·. !\:df:Jt,·lu l',ni·:.,:tl,..r /}s,;:rfd

.\: rl 11,· 8rtJ/ ,l•n1 j:t,r• / ., 11t.e

Location of Conslruction

and found to be in conformity with the appm ved_plans and specifications
on file in this Office and the provisions of th e "National Building Code of
the Philippines " (PD 1096) and its implementing Rules and Regulations
ond, therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied.

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstructure to
enhance ifs architectural we/I-being, strucrural stabiluy, sanitation 011d
fire-protection properties and shall not be pccupied or used for pu1pose
other than its intended use as stated above.

Type of Construction
U~[i'-'; .J l r<u--1. I.

Use or Type of Occupancy

rc:rE"r.:···
, 4\'lu:...J\ 2. 2°0·
V 0

◊Ci

Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

This certificate is issued in accordah•ce with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD /096.
Signedthis

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

LANA-KOVAL

nter

to1h of ~ruary201J8.

Issued by:

N~~
0

Fire Department

Note:

A oertilied ,::opy heroof shall be posted i,ithin the premi, ,,. cl \he building ood shall not be remO'ied
wilhoul audlority fiom Q,e Bolding Officio!

~ut:m,; l;jAY Mt: I KUl-'OLI I AN AUlHORI I y

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

"11;:TilOP◊LllAlo

AUTHORITY

BPS? - ,CO- 09 - ~56

C_mi-,ifiscate ol'if-Occupancy "-,... ---·
l

1

i

f

,

kanjin Jfeavy Iwfustrks el, Construction

P'.t\\cl S-•11 '.}

•

This certifies 1ha1 J[Jf:NJI!N 1[(£.JJ'f/Y f:.NiD'U.'i'l.t'(JPS Jl:1/r/J
CO:Jv,s<Jtf('J.)(:IIO:N C()(J{_(J!Q<M']11Y.f{ LI:Mi<Ilf:::<D (l!J(fLi~~J>J:Jv'<F.S
conslructed Su6 Stalio11 # 22 ef, # 22-1 localed at Crernbea.di1, tJ(d.oruk
tJ!1mins11fa (})istricl, Su me <Jltiy <J•11!1:p c,n. Zone had been inspected and f ound

.Corporation Ltd. <Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

(jreerrfieacfi.J, 'i?.!}dorulo ,Peninsufa <District,

to be in conformity with the approved plans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "Natir.mal Building Code ofthe Philippines "
(PD 1096) and its Jmplementing Rukfs and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Sufiic ,Bay <Freeport. ::.one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

!The owner shall properly maintain this building/slructure to
enhance /ls architectural well-being, mructural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b¢ occupied or .used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.·

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

March 11, 2009
Date

ihis certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chap ter 3
ofPD 1096.

1he cons1ruc1ion ofthe above-described b11ildinglstn1cttt1•e has beenfo1111d
to be substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,q~ancy certijicaJe subject 10 cancellation if compliace with the

¼~1J'i,2!4:;'~:1
AME'.tfLWf.DELA LLANA-~~L
~
Ecology Center

s

O

Signed this 19th

2010.

~
MARCO A. E TABILLO

--2"..--~-i..--

~:.;,
. t!JI)lJCBf,/1rr-:-l harg~

E MD.MOH
Depatment

day of·_ __J~_n_u_a~rJ,__

W

Note:

A a,,tiiied oopy hereof shall be posted wilhln Iha i remises of the builimg and sllan llCt be removed wilhou!
aulhority from !he Building Offilful

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
ai.l!rltOP'D~lf.\M AU 'l"ttO~I n

BPSD - CO -09 - 075

Certificate ofOccupancy
¾anjin :Keary Industries ~ Construction
Corporation £ttf. <Pnilippines
Name of Applicant

f}reen6eacli.1, P-si:fo11,do <P.eni11safa <District,
Sufnc <Bay 1-·reepmt ::.011.e
Location of Construction

IV

This certifies that J{Jt;NJI}V J{l£.:4.W J:N?D'US'PJ.?J'FS J4!N<D
CO']{,s<[IJ('lJ(;llO']{ CO<Rf}?O<Rfi_<TIO']{ LI'MI<JIE(J) PJfILI<P<PifN/ES
constructed <[.<B!J{(J) Sfiefter located at qree116eacfiJ, <1?,gaontfo <Peninsula
/])istrict, Sµ6ic (J3ay 'Freeport Zone I.lad been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans a;,·d specifications on file m this Office
and theiprovisions of the "National Building Code of the Phili,vpines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules h-nd Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this building!struc/7.we to
enhance its architectural well-being, sh1ctural s/abiiity, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not bt occupied ar used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

April 29, 2009 / May 07, 2009
Date of Inspection I Date of Compliance

The construction of the above-described buildings/structures
has been found to be in order and hereby recommended for
occ1/pancy.
~ -

¼,

.

)

This certificate is issued in acr1ord.mce with Section 309, Chapter 3
of PDI096.
Signed this 5 fh day of

(}
.v7,,./t/

A~,(1 AKOVAL

~

'

'd,,

,

.,,

O'J,1/'
1,•temiJer

2009.

)

Ecology Center

'ABILLO
,...,

rge~

S O ON R.. JACALNE MD. MOH
Pub c Health & Safely Department

U

Nole:

-~ o,rt~iod copy hereof shall be posted w;1hin lhe v emises of lh• building and shall r,ol be rem0'1ed wilhoul
aulhcrily from !he 8uilalog Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN .AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT

-~

,... . 1~-

REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY

=~-."{'

ME:1'~01'0LltANAUllf0Rll'(

Certificate ofOccupancy
Jfanfin Jiea•µy Industries e1, Construction
Corporation Ltd. Pliifippines
Name of Applicant

0teen6eacfi 1, -i<~dondo ,J>en in.rnia <District,
, , ('· , ~
1:·
,..,.
,)umc •hay •,-rceport -'-,one
Location of Construction

IV

BPSD - CO - 09 - 035'

This certifies that J{flfNJI:l•1• J/?E)'l_f(/!y I:NIJ)'lJS'T'lU'ES j/.J,/©
COXS'F1tUC<J.10N CO<l(P<Y..1(Jt.'I10:N .U94.1'1P/D <J!JU.Cl<i'Pi:N1E.5
constructed <Toe[ Sfiap located at <;'-reen6eacfiJ, q<idc>ndn •J'eninsuki.
<Distrir.1., Su6ic rJ3ay 'Freeport. Z01w hui been inspected and fbund to be in
conformity with the approved plans aml specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National B11ilding Code of the Philippines" (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied

Type of Construction

The owner shall properly r,mintain this · building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, structural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

February 05, 2009
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in acc,;•rdance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.
The c, o11structio11 ofthe abo,·e-described b11i/dinglstn1cture has been found
to be substa11tially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,wancy certificate subject to ca11ce/lation if C{)ntl)liace with the
remaining requirements are Jtf?t complied.

'--d,✓1,/,, It'-{< ;,

fJ·

AME~~";;'DELA LLANA-KOVAL

~

Ecology Center

Signed this

19~ day of

Jari,.raYq
- ---4~- - 2010.
(

-+4~1~-

~== O -~·

;.-------~

MD. MOH
Department

No4e:

-

-~:110

A cotti5od oopy hereof shall be posted ,,thin lhe promises of lhe building and s.~oll not be ramo,red w,'lhcut
aulh!,ily from Iha Blirding Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBICBAY

Certificate ofOccupancy

\IETl(>l'Otl'fl<II AVOIOIU T'(

!J{anftn J{eavy Industries ef[, Construction
Corporation £tel. Pmlippims
Name of Applicant

8PSD-C0-09 --04· -

This certifies that J(fl:JvJI:N :J{(E,Jf.'()Y l~NIDVS'J?i{ {'ES .J!f~'<D

CO:NS'FJtUC'I'lOJv CO<R/j'O<J?jf.'l'IC.W £I'MIPBD

<l1iT.CJ,:P:PJJfES

constructed Waste 'Matter Stock, located at 0'reen6eack1, <J?/dvmli:
(J.'rminsufu 0is tric-t, s,; 6ic <B,~y 'Freepo• 1'. Z mie. had been inJpecti;d and found

<;rcen6,!acfi 1, 1?J!a(Jfufo :Peniusuw ,District,
SuGic •Bay 'Freeport ;:::One
Location ol Construction

iV

to be in confonnity with the approved p.'ans and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions ofthe "National Building Code ofthe Philippines"
(PD 1096) and its implementing Rules and Regulations and, therefore, the
building/facility may now be occupied.

Type of Construction

INDUSTRtAL
Use OI' Type of Occupancy

The owner shall properly 1•1.ainrain this building/2:tructure to
enhance its architectural we/I-being, st;•11ctural stability, sanitatfon and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
than its intended use as stated abo,,e.

November 27, 2007
Date of Inspection

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD 1096.

The cons11wc1io11 of the above-described b11ilding/s1111cwre has been found
to be substuntially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ,fP""cy certificate su~;ect to cancellation if compliace with the

=-~za~:

Signed this 19th day of.

Ja11µary

2010.

ztco1ied.

AMEfHYAP: DELA LI.Afj~~

~ /'

C't,7

7'ABILLO

Ecology Center

r~
MO.
Safety Department

Note:

A ce1if1"d copy hereof shall bo pos!ad within lh9 pr;rolse<I ortt,e bu-l ding Md shal no! be rem1l'/ed wiihout
aulhflrity from lhe Building Official

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORJTY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

BPSD-CO-i. -09 -006

This certifies that /he J()tNJI'J{ J{'Jijl'V( _I:NiDVS<J.lllJ'ES ef/,

J(M{Jl:NJPF.fl,W I!NIDVs<I~PS ttl.
CO'JfS<J!J{V(;[IOfN CO, £'FD.

£/JID.

Corp.) 'Cttlater {treatment

.

Name of Applicant

. ·' ,, '

:s;-gy,' ('.a;,~ir ,"

-J?pfo!ufo .Ptminsuw, .\'iti,1 J¼111s11fi.itr,

co.

CO'J{S'P,ftVC'lJO'J{

S116-ic •Jl11y.~:rt>ij,&t1. -.Zui.1.~! . · _· · ·
location of.Coostru::tion.:•."
· · ·· .
. ,. . .. ~; ,;·
'

~Do1;q/iae <E1t·vii-onmerr.t Co. Ltcf

Pfiase 1-.1 ·1ocat1td al ,f?fdi.md"o
Pen·i.nsulis, Sit:io JTgusttnitt., 1Jrgy. r;a-wao Su6ic CHay 'f'ruport Z.m.c
()>(a1t.i:

had been inspected and found to be irt conformity with the approved plans
and specifications on file in this Offic1.· and the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PO 1096) ana its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buif.-linglfacility may now be occupied

;

\ _.;,f

• •

l¥ '

'

-

.,.,

.

•

'•

Type of C6nstrociidn ... '
,

.: >. ''·i.l .

INDUSTRiAt..

The owner shall proper(y maintain this buildingl.1·,ructure to

•

' • -:

..

' ,,\ :-: : : ,:- ' :::

enhance its architectural we/I-being, s/J·u ctural stability, sanitation and fire, 'protection properties and sli_a ll 1101 be occupied or used for p1,1rpose other
than its intended use as stalitd,above.

UseorType_
ofOccup~cy : _•·, '.j.:' · · ,·

·~

..

-.: . .

.

January 29, 200~'. 1i~6ru.E!ty,O~, 2ooi{
Date of lnspectio«-f Pale ~fCom~hanc~ ; _
•

,, J•

j

I

• •

I

• -

•

This certificate is issued in acaordance with Section 30:,J, Chapter 3
off[) /096.
-~

.

••

Signed 1his

'

The construction of the ahove-de!lcr.flte,d bui/dinglstr.utture has

been found to be in order an'a'· hf!riby rec,ommended _for
occuponcy.

·:

::- ), .,

fl, ,',. '
13.· ,· ,:diiJ: of Februa r;Y

.

(

..,.•<'-'

• ;
t

2009.

:. ·
:

: · .;

?

• f ,-

. , ._.
/
)m\i...,..,
·--

'.ARCO A. ESTABILLO
·
Nole:

f!i.ce1=/J1,-Charg~

A certified copy hereof shall be posted wilhln Ille p1 ,,mises of lhe building and shal not te rem,,,S<l will-.out

· ~p•i)Y ~omthe Building Official
_I ' ,

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

t J-21

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

of ·0 c c;.up a n cj

This certifies that the Jl)l ;?f./JW 1/1£]f.VY l'N1Dt,t<;<l!Jij'£S d,

J(MIJI:NJl!EJ'LW'I1'1IDVS<Ic1<J,'ES et
CO:NS<J.<J(V(Y11<Y.N CO. £'1!D.

CO:NS'PRJ)C110W

-;: 11

•,'<fdinufr, ..Pm lnsufo ..\'i t io J1f!1/SU1tin, tBl'fLW Cdtf!ag'':'
S116ir. ,iJay ·l:reepctt•Z4t.J1e ' •· • 0
Locatiori'of Constndlqn. ; ;• · ·•,. · .·

. .,

·.,

.➔

I

£'11D. (;f)011i1fi.ae ff~n·oinmment Co.

Ltd.

had been inspected and found to be fr,• co,iformity wilh the approved plans
and specifications on file in this Office and the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippi11es" (Pf) 1096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buCding/jacility may now be occupied
The owner shall proper◊' lnaintain this builciingls tructure to
enhance iLr architectural well-being, structural swbility, sanif.ation andjire: protection properties and shµ// not be occupied or used for p,rrpose other
than its intended use as statedpbove.

Type of Construciiori ·
~' , ,

co.

Corp.) 'Water <treatment PfauJ: Pliasii 1-2 located at <~ r .
<Pn1insufa, Sitw J1gtisuliin. (Brgy. :)J-:wag Su6ic O'.lay q:'retport Zin'-<'

Name of Applicant:

• .IV .

'BPSD ,..co~ I..:.. 09-007

INDUST.~(A~
Use or Type.pf Ocyupancy:
I 1•

,

·j

I

_

,,

,

..

r

29, 200ffft~!u#y..Q~.~aoli,: .· '.

January
Date of lnspecliorHDate,,.of eomiir1ante•
··
•,

..
' •V

',

••

~

•

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapt.er 3
of.f,D 1096.

.

'

The construction of the above-de~cfJbed'b~ildinkJstr.ucture has
been found lo be ill order an{:.Jiere,by 'l'ecommended for
.
. ., .',
occupancy.

. ' . Signed/his
•

taih,,adJ:.of
'

.'

I

\ • .:

. ; ·,: . ,,
I, .'

Ecology Center

Not$:

•

2009.

;

\ MA_!!..S?_~~

rABILLO

~n,Cherge..R-

A certified 'c;,,py·hereof .i,arr b<l potl<ld wld,ln lh& pwrnises ol lhe bu;l dlng and shall net b" rerncvsd w~hoot

,·, 1111llnri(y'
.lrii/n !he Building Official
f •

..:..... .

ref.,.ruary

SUBIC BAY METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
Sl,JBIC BAY
M!?IU)F-OLlfAH AlnNOAl ' 1'

Certificate efOccupanA,;y
¾anjin Jreavy Imfustries ct{, Construction
Corporation £ta. <Pfiifippines
Name of Applicant

<Jreenoeacfil, -f!sdondiJ <Pe11i11sl!u1 <Disiri.ct,
.Su6ic :nay 'Freeport Zone
Location of Cons1ruction

IV

BPSD - CO- 09 -162'

:rhis certifies that '.}{fl:NJJ!li J{EJ!'V'f

I'J{(J)'lJSrzJ:;trs

Jt}f<D

CONSI'l<.VC710:N C<Yl(!J>O'.l?,Jf.'1:10:'N LI'MI'J!E(J) P.JD£FFPIJf-E.5
constructed '};a·rd" '1.'oilets located at r;n:e:nheadzl, if{;;.fmu[o (J'e/1i11.cu[a
<District, Su6ic. <Bay <freeprm Zone httd been inspected and found to be in
conformity with the approved plans cn1d specifications on file in this Office
and the provisions of the "National Bi, ilding Code of the Philippines " (PD
1096) and its Implementing Rules ,md Regulations and, therefore, the
buildingffeici/ity may now be occupied.

Type of Cons1ruction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

The · owner shall properly ma·.'ntain these buildingsls.tructures ro
enhance its architectural well-being, str~ctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose other
thon its /mended use as stated above.

April 22, 2009
Date
The consttuction of the ahove-desc,ibed huildingslstroClureshave been fOIIJld
to be t ubstantially complete and hereby recommendedfor a remporary
occupancy certificate subfect lo cance/101/on ifcompliance with lhe remaining
requir',ements are not c°Ji};lied. .
.

<..:-nt., ,/, J, _~ . ,

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Cf]apter 3
ofPD 1096.
Signed this l{}Ui day of Ja111::_u.J-y_ _ . 2010.

lv1J/

AMETH~P.DELA LlAN~~AL

,:;,tf

Ecofogy Center

s
1'1ote:

A oetlilied oopy heroof sliall be posted wlthin tho p1u11isos of tho build'fl9 and shall not be roma,ed wihoul

authority lrom Ille Btnlding OfflOial

lSuilcling IJermit ~ -~aiety D~partme~1t
fifGU1lt'l'0RY

Gfi0tIP

~ubic. 'Blly l'reeport :acme
BPSD-CO-07-013

Hanjin Heai,y Industries f Const1uction
Corporation fld . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

J(l.rgonaul Highway corner l!ffici.encystfi,enue
3ubic 'Bay Industrial rf>ark, <Phase-1
Suhic 13ay §reeport ,Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

Il'ar, iin Heai,y Industries ~Construction Corporalion Jld. - <f.>hilippin<?S newly
constructed <Building .Jvo:1 - Jgcture <f{poms located at
,11rgonaut Ffigh1.coy corner f,ffi)'ienf'y o!flr>eni,e, 8ubi.c :J3ay
Industrial <Park, Pha.se 1, 8ubic f:ay ,Freeport Zone had been
This certifies that the

inspected and found to be in conformQ!y with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Office ant(1fhe provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD , 096) and its Jmplemellling Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buikijnglfaci/ity may now be occupied
The owner shall properly ma 111tain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, s!t·uctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abo1e.

Dale of Inspection

This certificate is issued in acco dance with Section 309, Chapter
The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

- \;,.

3ojPD1096.

Signed this 10th o/october.201;7.
Issued by:

fAMETHY, cology
~ A-KOVAL
Center
Ji

A c.rtilied copy he,ool shall be pos!ed wifflin 1lle p_:,;mlsss of 1tle bu«!ing and shall no! be ,emow,d
1111thoot authority from 1he Bulldhg Official
I

:Building Permit & ~.aiety Departmei-1t
fi :EG'U11t .T 0:RY

GllEltlP

~ubic Ilny J'reepol't &one

,"(

Hanjin Heai,y Industries f Construction
Corporation £1,d . - rJ>hilippines
Name of Applicant

J(lrgonaut J:lighu;,a.y corner effir:iencyfil'J(mue
Subic c/Jay lndustrial Park, q}Jiase-1
Subic <Ba.y !Preepo1"1 ,Zone
Location of construction

IV
Type of Construction

This certifies that the

Hanjin J-Jpa1,y Industri.PA<; @

Const.ruction Corporation :tJ,cl. - Philippines

newly

construcu,d <t3uil.ding J\f'o.2 - .fgcturc' ~oom.s and Office located at

tlrgonaut ffighway c-o,·ner f:!Jiciency ,.!J11>f'nue, .Suhic C
/Jay
lndustrial Park, Phase 1, :5ubic '!iay .Ji'reeport Zone had been
inspected and found to be in conformr,ry with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Office anll the provisions of the "National
!Jui/ding Code of the Philippines" (PD ~096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regula/ions and, therefore, the bui/Jinglfacility may now be occupied
The owner shall properly mdlftain this buildinglstructwe to
enhance its architectural well-being, swuctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall no/ be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abm ,~.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy
AUGUST 30, 2007
Dale of Inspection

This certificate is issued in acc,,,.dance with Section 309, Chapter

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found tp be in order and hereby recommended/or occupancy.

3ofPD1096.
Signed this lQth of Octobe120l 1.
Issued by:

)-AMETHYA

DELALLANA-KOVAL
ogyCenter

.

.'ABJLLO

Officer-In har~f}'-

NR. JACALNE MD. MOH
ealth & safely Department

J{/

Note:

A cerllied oopy hereof $heD be posred witllin Ille ~mises ol 1he build!~ and shalt not be 1err10•1ed
willlotrt aulhorily from lhe Building Official

· liuilding P~rmit & ~aiety Departm~~nt
il.I:Gf:i1.111'0fiY

tifi 0UP

I
Hanjin fieai,y Industries efj· Construction
Corporation JJ,d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant
f':>#k •\:; .,.,,, ~·-./. 'lr~!tJliflUI I !1~·/,tr·r1y ror;u,r,~Jfit:i(:IIC}J.tli e!f!U

Sui,if'

Ba!J /11,!w,lri1d Park, ,f>Jw1w
\11/1ic '//11!] .J 1·1•cpcwi /011e

1

FI01?jin IIea i:,y In.du.";t:ries ~
Construction Cotpuration Jjd - Cf>hilippirws newly
This certifies that the

</)ining ,jlrea located at Jjjls 88 ~- 84 ,#rgonaw
I-Iighway comer c.Dicie,u:y ,#1:1enue, /Jubic ~ay Industrial </!ar-J..~
Phase 1, Subic 13ay ,Preeporl Y-,o/.\ehad been inspected andfound to

constructed

be in conformity with the approved plan,f and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions of the f'National Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmplertfint/ng Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied
·

Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

!NOUS TRIAL

The owner shall properly irw intain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, ftructural stability, saniiation and
fire-protection properties and shall no~ be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abr e..

Use or Type of OccllJ)ancy

AUGUST 30, 2007
Date of Inspection

The construction ofthe above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recomnfended'for occupancy.

This certificate is issued in acc,;rdance with Section 309, Chapter
JofPD/096.
Signed this

L_J_,,

9.th oj Oct .

2001.

Issued by:

METH~ ~P. DELA LLANA•KOVAL
cology Center

.

="":ci~

Note:

A oe:tifiod oopy hereof mall be posted within the nrernises of lhe building and shaH not be removed
wifhout_ authority from Ille Buil<fi'o Official

~Ut:SII,; l:SA T Ml: I l<Ut'ULI I AN AU I HUKI I Y

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBICBAY
MnitOPC>ll fAII A!Jfll Ol'!tfY

Certificate ofOccupan'C)
!Haujin J[ea·vy Irufu.stries <{(, Construction
Corporation £ta. Pfiiuppi,11es
·

Name of Applicant

}frgonaul J{i{Jfzway comet; f£j}ir,iency jJvenue,
Su6u: (iJay Inaustria(<J'ari<.!Pliase 1,
.5u6ic (Bay T-reepon Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy
February 04, 200S
Date
The construction ofthe above-described b11i/di11glstn,c111re has been fo1111d
to be-substantially complete and hereby recommended for a temporary
occ11pa11cy certificate subject lo cancellation if compliace with the
remaining ~equiren7?lj are nitmplied.

BPSD :_ CO- 09-166-'

:This certifies that J{Jf:NJ['f!V ?{l£Jl.'V'L I1vrf)'US"l/J.?..l<I::S )ll!J-.'ID
CO'.N'Yfllt'VCJJO:N Co.R\t'0'.1Vl'11~J{ £I'Ml'l!E<D (}!}[[£I<&.l~N1't-:S
constructed ff'iela 'Training Scfioo[ located at )lrgortuut :Jl.i1,1fi.way come;
<Efficiency jt·venue, Suf'ric ()Jay 111,fustria[ <i>arfi._ 1:'fiase 1, Suliic <Ba)
'Freeport Zone had been inspected and found to be in conformity with the
approved plans and specifications on f ie in this Office and the provisions oj
the "National Building Code of tlte Philippines" (PD 1096) and ifs
lmplemfnting Rules and Regu/ation.1 and, therefore; the building/facility
may no\v be occupied.
I

·The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstructure to
enhancJ its architectural well-being, [>J'ntctural stability, sanitation and fireprotection properties and shall not b
lr occupied or used/or purpose other
than its intended use as stated above. '
'
·
This certificate is issued In a ,:ordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPD I'0. 96.

signed this

l9f:lt day of

JdJ11UQ'J

2010.

'-7rdf,l
u~, :uvd
AMETJP, DELA LLANA- OVAL

f

Ecology Center

MARCO A. E~;~O
Officer-ln-ct',l,.;,,
!,

tJols:

A<:etlilied oopy he,eof shaft be posted with111he premi..s of the building and shall not be remO\'ed without

bu11atng l"ermit & c>atety :vepartme:r1t
R E6f:11 li'f0 fiY

61\0tlP

Subic Blly Freeport ione

Hanjin Heai,y Industries ~- Construction
Corporation lt,d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

,i/rgonaul Highmay conier effu:iancy.9'foenue
Subic 'Bay Industrial. Park, <Phase--1
Subic 'Bay .fireeport :Zone
Location of Construciion

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

This certifies that the

J-Ia.ntin I-Ieai,y li1.clu,.q1ries ~-

Constntclion Co17Joration ,!.lcl. - (f>hilippirws newly
constructed Gas 8tation located ai ,tlrgonaut Hig/iu'l(1y c:orn.el'
efficiency ,t.11,enuP., Su.hie </Jay ln1 tistria/ Park, Phase I, Subic:
<.Bay /freepor/. :.Z,one had been inspected and found to be in conformity
with the approved plans and specifica~!ms on file in this Office and the
provisions of the "National Building Cdfle of the Philippines" (PD 1096)
and its Implementing Rules and 1 -egulations and, therejbre, the
b11ilding/fi1cility may now be occupied. .

The owner shall properly ma'nlain this buildinglstnicture to
enhance its architectural well-being, s/mctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not· be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abo1~~.

Date of Inspection
The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

This certificate is issued in acco•·dance with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD 1096.
Sig,.1ed this 10th of Oct

201>7.

Issued by:
,

f AMETHYA P.' ELA LLANA-KOVAL
1· .
E logy Center

H====~~L
BILLO
arg~

N R. JACALNE MD. MOH
alth & Safety Department / ,

Note:

A a,rliried OOP1 hereol shall be posll!d wilhin the isemises or 1f1e buikling and shaU nol. be removed
wilhol~ alllhority from the llulldi'Q Official

:>Ul:SI\; !:SAY ~1t: I KUt"ULI I AN•AU I HUKI I Y

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP
SUBIC BAY
N.e-TltOl'OllTAH AU'1101Ul'Y

. ~ate
.
efOccupan9
j{a11jin J{eavy Inaustries <t{, Const-ruction
Corporation £ttf. <Pliiuppi,1ws

BPSD-CO-0fl-165·

'This cmijies that J[j[!N:JJO'{ Jf1F,;il.'l,,t>/ I:NlDVS'JiJ?]<ES Jll¾<D
I

•

CO!NS<Fl<.,1)C[IO¾ CO<l{.<i'O<RJl.'l1i ¾

£.f9>1.1'1!Eq) O?JG£l(J>(J>[J,IIES
ccnsfrufted ll'ipi71£1 and <Pai11tin{} nE
'j'ainit'IJ Scfioo[ located at Jlryonau.t.
:Higfrway comer P.fficie11cy fi'l!e m,e, u6ic <Bay Jndustr'i,1[ tpa,f_, q,fi,1se 1,
S116-ic ff3a:y <Freeport Ztme had been i i1pec1ed and found 10 be in conformity

Name of Applicant

ffJJiciency )1venue,
Su6ic r1Jay Jru:fustria[<Parfi./Pliase t,

)if rgonaut Jfigfiw ay comer,

with th~ approved plans and spec
3 ifi :ations on file in this Office and the
provisions of the "National Building Code of the Philippines" (PD 1096)
and itr Impletnenting Rules
Regulations and, therefore, the
buildinb'facility may now be occupied

Su6ic (iJay <Fteeport .?'.one
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinp/structure to
enhance its architectural we/I-being, s,tructural stability, sanitation andfireprotectton properties and shall not 1·• occupied or used for purpose other
than its in/ended use as stated above.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

February 04, 2009
Date

!This certificate Is issued in a cordance with Section 309, Chapter 3
ofPDJ096,

The construction ofthe above4escribed b11ildin17stn1cture has beenfo11nd
to be substantially comp/ere and hereby reconrmended for a temporary
OCCUJ?ancy certificate subject to cancellation if comp/lace with the

=:

:r;;;·

S;'gned !his l9U<i

day of

Ji.2nuary

2010.

;;,~e"1[re

AMET~t;:ffANA-KOVAL
Ecology Center

cZJ/

O

-----

· _::}-

Nole:

Aoartilied COf'/ he1oof shall be posted within '41>remlses of the buikling and shall not be remO'led vAlhout

!:>U!::!I<..: 8A Y Mt: I KUPOLITAN AUTHORITY

BUILDING PERMIT & SAFETY DEPARTMENT
REGULATORY GROUP

Certificate of Occupanc)''°-CO-IS '"
HHIC - Phil., Inc.

This nmiiio1s

Na11e of Applicant

1h,11

<Der;efopment Center

J{J{IC- P.ifl£., I:NC. 's
(S<DC) !1,rnt,·t

, 11

Sk,if{s

SCBI<P-1, Su.6ic <Bay 'Freeport

Zone hu,•e bccm /n.\'pecc<.!d dn.·i /;•>um} {(ilh<" in

S03FP-l,

r 1•11()1·,11<1d

i'r:rt/ : ,rn : i1_1·

a·ith du•

, 1,t),'J.''!Jl' ,,:'

pl~ms cu:~ ~pe~ffie~n\n1s and lht: JJN:ds/g.• 1.~· <~( tfu~ · 1\ 'uri,·,;u.d 1~1,_.,ldin,~~ c_·u,!e
oj tht; J>n!l,ppmes (PD 1096) and ,•1.... 11hp :em!fnfmg Ru!:.'., cuu; l (e~warum.L
These bui/Ji. 1~s//(u.:ililies ther:.!_/w·e moy J v ,r i>e tJC< 'U/.f;•,.l.

Su6ic :Bay 'Freeport Zone
Loc8lion of Conslruclion

1

1

IV
Th,• r;u·;;;?r •iho!l properiy •ncd htin riu.·sc ii:•:dd1ng,\· 1 \·1,·1wf:w~•s tr>
r!.nhitnce its m·,:hirectur~rf 1.1'~//- h('iug. \'.II' •ctun,! sf£:.hi/i1i . Jaui.t:a/r:r: fii','d./h't:
proiecth;n properties on-.l shot! no.' he ·c.·up;\:d u,-• .:l,\ \·d /.:,,..; ~.•0~1·x1s,.: oih•:r

'J' 1pe of Const;-u:tion

1hcu-' its inte:nded use as sh1l :.:d ahor1..·.

INDUSTR!AL
{hi:,' cen[lir..:a/£: is issu,::.I in tu:i:n \ ./~,.i.rct· 1ri1J, .,·c►;.·fiun 3{1-i ( ·:1{ij J/r•r 3
t f/J[) /096 ,

Th!! 1·onsl!·11cfiw1 ol !ht' ai>on--clr:scrihed hui !Jing,.',1r11c//11'es

hf1.r heC!r. f(h·uu/ :o he in order (UNI lu·reby recot11nu.:nded .f(u·

'"''31/ '

211 l 5.

~

ie:;1g~~~G~
r•:cvi 2;). 20:•H.'-Jcv 2:?. .i'014
li:ll~ ,:,;.f ir.,e:.:llilil+' IJOte- •Ji GJn. i!'i!!'t(:~

STINO

J

. ';:.eci.cr.•D::ile

-ti:c.. .. .

·e
,,., i:.eni:ie<! ccpy r-.en~of sl'lal: t.e post~d ·.\-i.hif°" ;t:<~ pre: ~~~s ;,;f ~:~ ~Ji.: .. .::,1 ~:, ·.1 :~ti;i. :-.:,i i1c. 1~1.~;·,•::::J w:fi1i;:..!
1uthC-:llz' f:-01~·. !he 3:t:!1:r.; Off.-.:iat SF'S:) !2:"•1f)

..
0

A.~9 liuilclin.g Permit ~ ~~iety l>epartmei1t

~··J'KE6U1ffY.0RY
SIJBfC BAY AffirROPOt.rrAN At.JrJ.40/:HTI'

GROUP

.§ubic: 13ay freepo11 Eone

Hanjin HeaJ:Jy Industries f Construction
Corporation J:yJ, . - 'Philippines
Name of Applicant

.£:gts 83 s~·84.jlrgonaut Highway comer effi<:iemyfivenue

Subic l/3a;y Industrial 'Park, rf>hase-1
8ul>ic !Bay ,!Freeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

'

·

This cert/fies that the J-lc1r~iin

I-Iea11y Industrie.<s

<;J·
Constn.l(:tion Corpora.lion l ]fl. - Philippines newly
constn1ctul '!'raining Gate locate~ a, is)ts 83 ~ 84 ,/lrgo1wu1
I ligln1my corner effie:iencu ,y11'X:!nuP1 Subic 13a,y fnd1.m1rial <Park;
Phase 1, Subic •Bay ,!Freepon .7.,om~had been inspected andfound to
be in conformity with the approved plam and specifications on fife in this
Office and the provisions of the "National Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmp/emr: 1ting Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the buildinglfaciliry may now a,~ occupied
The owner shall properly ma '.ntain this building/structure 10
enhance its architectural well-being, Sl{j'Uclural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall 1101
occupied or used for purpose
other tha,1 its in/ended use as slated abom.

INOUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

we

AUGUST 30, 2007
Dale of Inspection
The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found i'o be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

This certificate is issued in acco. dance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPDJ096,
Signed this 10th of Oct

, . ,Q___

20t•7.

Issued by:

~METHYAP. o' LA LLANA•KOVAL
J'
Ecol . y Center
I.

N R. JACALN MD. MOH .
ealth & Safely Oepar1ment

j~

Nole:

A cet11fle<I ~ hereof shaU be posled within Ille n)!mises of Hie building and shall not l:e removed
willloul authority from Ille Building Official
I

Iluildi~g Permit ~ · ~afety l)epartmer1t
fif<ili LltT O RY

eiR0U:P

clubic :Bay treeport ~one

.Hanjin Heal'y Industries ~ Construction
Corporation .fld, . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

Jj;ts 83 & 84,7-lrgonaut Highu,ay corner efficie1Ky,il.r:enue
Subic <Bay Industrial Park, q?h,ase- J
clUbic <Bay .!Freeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Conslruction

INDUSTRIAL
. Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007
Date ol lnspeclfon
The construction of Jhe above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommended/or occupancy.

Flanjin Hea17,9 lndustriR.s cf
Construction C:o,poratwn
<Philippines newly
constructed Welding Jvo.2 located u.t J:sJts 8:3 ~ 84 Jli:gvncmt
This certifies that the

J-Tighu,ay corner fj)iciencu ~foenue, :ubic if3ay lndusrrial Park,
Phase 1, .Subic 'Bay .!freeport Z ,onelwd been inspected andfound to
be in conformity with the approved plans {/,11d specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions of the "Nd(.ional Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmplementr:1g Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now be ~ccupied.
The owner shall properly main ain this buildinglstructrtre to
enhance its architectural well-being, stru.~twal stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and .,hall 1101 be occupied or usedfor propose
other than it.s intended use as stated above.
This certificate is issued in accord,mce with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPDJ096.
SigneGrthis

l
I

.f.t.i -

9th of Oct. 2008.

Issued by:
,

1-' ~--"--

Y.\AMETHYA P DELA LLANA•KOVAL
E ' ogy Center
.
1

TABILLO
-Charge-r
Note:

A certified OOP'f hereof shall be posted within 1he ~ :;es of 1he bulklirQ and shat oot be removed
wi1hout au1hority from 111• Buikflng Olfdal

0

Building Permit & ~ai1~ty l)eparhneutt

.-A.~9

~RE6tl~HT0RY
st.fmc BAY M61ROPOUTAN AUTHQRfTY

GR0tlP
.

•

~ubic 'Bay Freeport ~one

Hanjin Heai,y Industries f Construction
Corporation 11d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

Jl[rgonaut .Highway corner efficiency,S(J.IJ(!nue
Bubic </Jay Industrial <Pa,-k, <Phase-1
Stibic <Bay .'Freeport :Wne
LocatJon of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

Hanjin Hea1;1y Induslries efj·
Construction . .(:Otpor~t_ion
(Philippines . newly
constructed Vtzlity .!ftacility located at c!flrgonnll.l 1-1\ghri,ny
This certifies that the

Jt7. -

conier qo/iciency .fli,enue, &tbic 18~y .Industrial Park, Phase 1,
.Sttbic 1Jay ,f.i•eepm1 7J:Jne had beeir inspected and f1YU11d to be in
conformity with the approvedplans and sj oecijications on file in this Office
and the pr,wisions ofthe "National Buildmg Code ofthe Philippines" {PD
1096) and its Jmplementi11g Rules and1 Regulations and, therefore, the
buildinrlfacility may now be occupied
The owner shall properly maibtafn this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, strwctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not uie occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abov.~.

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007
Date of Inspection

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
· found to be in order and hereby recommended for occupancy.

This certificate is issued in accor~lance with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD /096.
I
Signedthis 10th of Oct 100, :

--t

Issued by:

c-

r"'AMETHYA P. ELA LLANA•KOVAL
\-

E ' Ogy Center
I

(

Fire Departmeoto

i

RCO .

\

SOL

L

BILLO

',
arge--;;r-

R. JACALNE MD. MOH

Pub ·c H alth & Safety Department

f

Nole:

A certifoo oopy heraof shall be posled wilhin the pnmses of !he building ar.d s.'UIR not be rarooved
wilhool au1honty lro<n lhe Buidlng Official

I
I

liuilding Permit

~

fiE6l:11li'f0 KY

Gfi0c!P

~alety Depar11ne:1•.1t

.,

t•--

S1.1.~J: .t11·i~'y.

dUbic '.Bay freeport ione

.,

· l(il'· r.t _:CA"CPO -:A!;t-;.,~

,. . :~ij}~~~:t;··,lt:··
: •

{ianjin Heat?y Industri,es ~· Construction
Corporation JJ,d . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

..(q~~ 8B ~- 84,#rgonaut Highway corner e.ffici-ency.ffoenue

;,Jubic !Bay Industrial. <Park, <Phase-I
,'>ubic '.flay 8-'reepon .Z-0ne
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Consbuctlon

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy
AUGUST 30, 2007

I

•

t

Hanjin I-lea1,y Industries efi'
Construction Corporalion :~lfl. - <Philippines newly
constructed Wei.ding JVo.3 locat"'f< at JJ)rs 88 efj 84 Jil;grnww
This certifies that the

High 1.1,ay cor, 1er f:Oirfrmcy ,.¢b,enua, Subic l'fJay Ji1dus1riat <Park,
Pha.~e 1, Subic r/3ay /freepor/. .Zonl1 had been inspected and found to
be in conformity with the approved plan,'· and specifications on fi{e in this
Office ar.d the provisions of the "National Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmplemeviing Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now 0,1occupied
The owner shall properly ma ;~lain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, sfr.'ctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not ~•e occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abov¢.
·· · · ·

Date of Inspection

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found fo be in order and hereby recommended for occupancy.

This certificate is issued in acco,,rJance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPDJ096.
Sig!;'ed this 9rb of

.n___jc
,\"'AMETHYA
I

200 .l .

Issued by:

JDELA
LlANA-KOVAl
logy
~

oct.

Center

TABILLO
harg~
Nol&:

A Ge<tifled copy hereof shall be posted wilhln the 111imises ol lhe bulldirQ and shall not be removed
without authority from lhe Building Official

liuilding Permit
REGH1 ?t'I' 0RY

~

~ulety Depurtme11t

G l\ 0cl:P

t'iubic 'Buy Freeport Z.one

Hanjin Heal?/! Industries ~· Construction
Corporation £1.d . - ~hilippines
Name of Applicant

.[_g, ::; 83 f 84firgonaut Highicay comer efficiencyfi~ue
Subic 1Jay lndustrial fPark, <Phase-!

liubic </Jay ,!Freeport. :Z;;ne

This certifies that the

.l fan) in Flea1,y lndust,ies ~-

Construction Co1poration l }d. - Philippin.es newly
constructed Wel.ding Jvo.3 locate, at. lgt::; 8:J t 84 ,jlrgoru.1ut
High,w:iy co1:7er f[fit:ien<:y ..9.1,~emH'f. Su/Jic <Bay Indi.1.~tri(1l Park,
<PlUlSe 1, Subtc </Jay /Freeport :,&mehad been inspected and found to
be in conformity with the approved plan,~and specijica/ions 011 jilt in this
Office and the provisions of the "lY!11ional Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmplemef;1ting Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the building/facility may now t,,, occupied.

Location of Conslruclion

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL

The owner shall properly mah1tain 1his building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, sti-uctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall noi ~e occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abov,,.

Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007
Date of Inspection

The construction of the above-desc.Tibed building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommended/or occupancy.

This certifica/e is issued in accotliance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD1096.
Signed this

·o

iDELA

Issued by:

../'~

)\1,/AMETHYA

LLANA-KOVAL

~ logy Center
\-

9th of Oct. 200lt.

rJ

'ARCO A. EiTABILLO
ljfi£8refn-Churg- ~-. '/?(6
~ -L
Nole:

A ce,tif,ed oopy hereof shail be posted wil/lin the p11mises ol the build~ and shall not be removed
withoul autholily Imm the Building Olfdal

'.Building Permit

~

Ii.:EGU1li'l'e:RY

GKetlP

~aiety Departmef1t

~ubic Ui:iy Freeport Bone

Hanjin I-feai,y Industries f Construction
Corporation .f._td . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

J:grs 8:3 q 84,,fi.rgonaut J-Iighway corner efficier1C1Jfi17enue
Subic 1Jay Industrial (park, IPha.~e-1

Subic eBay .f.reeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

1-IcuJi n Ffea~y Industries ~Conslruclion Co1poration J:tcl. - Philippines newly
constructed Welding ;fo.3-1 loca1!1d al .f.JJtS 8;J ~- 84 •.f.lrgnnaw
I-Iighwa,y cor'.wr t'jp~i'!ncy ,jltienu~ Subic 13~y lndu.strial Park,
T11is certifies that the

<Phase 1, 8ub1e r/Jay .<freepo,1 Z onf}lad been inspected andfound to
be in confonnity with the approved plan.~ and specifications on file in this
Office and the provisions of the "N ptional Building Code of the
Philippines" (PD 1096) and its lmpleme~ting Rules and Regulations and,
there.fore, the building/facility may now }J{i occupied.
The owner shall properly ma,1uain this building/structure to
enhance irs architectural we/l,being, structural stability, sanitaiion and
fire•protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose
other them ·its intended use as stated abo'!le.

Date of lnspecti011

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedior occupancy.
'I

n Jis certificate is issued in accJ 'Cla nce with Section 30<j,° Chapt~r
3ofPD 1096.
Signedthis

9th of Oct;

20 :&.

/ssu,?d by:

~

~,,-AMETHYA P.~ LLANA-KOVAL

I

E~~Center

•

TABILLO

'-{;)fjic,,.Mf/-Cha,•gff?fNolB:

A cerolm oopy hereof shall be posled wlfflin !he p-umises ol the bwldil'Q and shall not be removed
wllhoutaufflolity from lhe Building Off'lcial

nu11a1ng 1~erm1r l:J c>alety l>epu.l'l'ltlefnt
RE6tiLRY0RY

SIJBK bAY IMTRQPOf.lTAN AUTHORtrY

~KO. UP

.

ciublc 13::iy f1•eeport ione

Hanjin Heai,y Indu,stries f Construction
Corporation 11d . - cJ>hilippines
Name of Applicant

firgonaut Highway comP.r ejficiencyfii;enue
Subic <.Bay Industrial <Park:, <Phase-1
Subic f/3ay /Freeport Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

flan/in Heai,y Jndu~tries @'
Con.stntction C01poration 1/yl. - <Philippines newly
constructed Welding <training <Buil,ding .J{o.4 located at
.jlrgonc~ll: Hig/w,;oy corrw'.· f]'jfiniency ,(ft?enu~~ &tbic <Bay
lndusmal <Park, Phase 1, ,Sub1c lay .5f'reeport Zone had been
This certifies that the

inspected and found to be in confo , :o, with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Office an~ the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD ~096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the builc, ing/facility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, sJ1-uctural stability, sa11it,'1ion and
fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose
other tha!J ifs ill/ended use as stated abo,•.?.

Date of Inspection

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD UJ96.

Signed this

~-

9th of Oct. 200&.

· Issued by:

((,'
)

tAMETHYA . . DELA LL.ANA-KOVAL
·

,, cology Center

Noil<

A certified ropy hereof shall be posled ~in the 11emisas ol 11le bc;Jding and shaff not Ile removed

without aulholily from 1he Buil~ Official

lluilding Permit & ~'1fi~ly DeparhneJ'Jtt
'fil:GU1R'f0Il"Y

GR0riP

iubic Bay frecport Kone

Hanjin HeaJPy Industries I Construction
Corporation fld . - cJ'hilippines
Name of Applicant

,jlrgonaw 1-Iigtm,ay corner effici.encyfii,enue
Jubic <Bay Industrial Park, <Phase-1
8ubic </3ay cfreeport Zone
Location of Conslruction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of OcctJpancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

Han}ln T-Jecmy Tndustries ~Construct.ion Cmporation f.i&d. - (J>hilippirws newly
constructed Welding <Training ~~uilding Jvo.5 located at
This certifies that the

/1rgonaw l·ligluN1y corner fj]iq,m.cy ,t.b?enue, .Subic 13ay
Indush·ial Park, Phase 1, St1bic <Eay .1'iY,eport :Zont, had been
inspected and found to be in conformil!)• with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Office and 'he provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD 1, 196) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buildfil'g/facility may now be occupied.
The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstruclw·e to
enhance its architectural well-being, str1irctural stability, scmitati'on and
fire-protection properties and shall not 'b,~ occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above.

Date of Inspection

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

This certificate is issued in acco1,'ance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD 1096.
·
Signed this 9th of Oct.

11------l

2001!-.

Issued by:

,\'"'AMETH¥AP DELA LLANA-KOVAL
.l ·
E logy Center

1LLO
arge:;;j',,
Nola;

A certilied copy hereof shel be posted Mlhil li1e pnmises of !ho building and shall not te removed
wllhout authority from li1e Building Offic!al

DUIIOIOQ 1"erm1r · ~
KE~li~R'f~NY

~arery .Veparlmellt

6:R0UP

ciubic Buy freeport Bone

Hanjin HeaJJy Industries f Construetion
Corporation fld . - rJ>hilippines
Name of Applicant

,:flrgonaut Highway coiner efficiencyJ!lvenu.e
,'iul>ic C/3.ay Industrial <Park, <Phase-I
Subic <JJay /Freeport .zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

This certifies that the Flan/in 1:leai,y fnduslrie.s

0·

Construction Co,poration Jld. - cf>hilippines newly
constructed Welding 'training ~uilding JVo.6 located at
._flrgonaut l-Iig/11,1,cuJ corner ~ffei ·iency .r/i1'lenue, &ibic </Jay
industria l Park, Phas<? 1, &1bic iay $reepo,t 2fJ1w had been
inspected and found to be in conform•,ry with the approved plans and
specificat,fons on file in this Office an · the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD ~096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the building/facility may now be occupied
The owner shall properly majntain this building/structure to
enhance its architectural well-being, slructural stability, sanitation and
fire-protect!on_ properties and shall not ~ e occupied or used for purpose
other than· us intended use as stated abo,-e.

Date of Inspection

The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.

This certificate is issued in acco ·dance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD/096.
Sigr.,ed this 9th

J(
VM1ETHYAP. ~LANA-KOVAL

}

Ec(t gy Center

of Oct. .206 &.

Issued by:

~~at
~pal1men7/
BILLO
argeJ:fNola:

A ce111[,ed ropy hereof sllal be posted wilhin the J!)ln>ises or lhe building and shall not be mmoved
without au!horny from the Buila,ng Official

:Building

f ermit

KE6r:I1li"l'0liY

& ~aiii::ty Departme1111·
Gfi0r:IP

3ubic llay freeport ;gone

'

Hanjin Heavy Industries f Construetion
Corporation J:J,d . - Philippines
Name of Applicant

,ylrgonaw Highway coiner efficiency.ft~enue
Subic C£ay Industrial (/}ark, <Phase-I
Subic <Bay J+eeport Zone
Location or Construction

IV
Type of Construption

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007
Date of Inspection
The construction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommendedfor occupancy.
.

f-Ianji~ T:Ieavy Tnclu.stries §"
Construction, Corporation Jj__ - <Philippines newly
constructed Welding 'Training 13 tilding JVo,7 located ar
,5/J1gona:ut l·lighu~a.y corner fjjicie1.cy .y.fi~rme, .Subic <Bay
This certifies that the

Indus/ rial <Park, Phase 1, ,'>uhic rf3au !})·eeport ,Zone had been
inspected and faund to be in conformity , with the approved plans and
specification.f on file in this Office and tli,e provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD 10~!5) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buildingtJacility may now be occzpied.
The owner shall properly main(ei11 this building/structure to
enhance its architectural we/I-being, structural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not bel occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated above,
This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD1096.
Signed this 9th of OctobeJ2QQg,

•

Issued by:

ETHYA P, E~OVAL
E
y Center

'

1-lote:

A t8l1ified oopy hereof shal be posU!d within lhe preml ns of 1he building and shal nol be ,ernoved
wtthout aulhody Imm 1he Buil<fr,g Official

µu11amg 111ermit

~

r>atery veparrme11r

fi£(:iB:1lt'f0R Y

GR0U:P

tiubic 'Bay Freeport ~one

Hanjin Heavy Industries f Construction
Corporation Jj;d, . - <Philippines
Name of Applicant

,rflrgonaut Highway corner cfficiencyJ{1.1Jenue
8ubic <Bay Jnclustrial f-'a:rk, Phase-1
Su.bit <Bay ,:f,i·p,(J,pOrt Zone
Location of Construction

IV
Type of Construction

INDUSTRIAL
Use or Type of Occupancy

AUGUST 30, 2007

Har~'in Hecmy Industries ~
Construction Corporation. l !J,d. - q?hifippines newly
TJiis certifies that the

constructed

Welding 'fraining l~uilding

JVo.8 located at

jlrgonaut I1ighi-i>ay corner cjfiiien.cy ,ff1,en.ue, Subic <£Jay
[n.clilstrial (/)ark, Phase 1, Subic &::ay .!Jlreeport Zone had been
inspected and found to be in conform;l'y with the approved plans and
specifications on file in this Office an,t(the provisions of the "National
Building Code of the Philippines" (PD f 096) and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations and, therefore, the buiktnglfacility may now be occupied.
Tlie owner shall properly ma ~lain this building/structure to
enhance it.r architectural well-being, st,1uctural stability, sanitation and
fire-protection properties and shall not be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as stated abo1w.

Date of Inspection

The J9nstruction of the above-described building/structure has been
found to be in order and hereby recommended for occupancy.

I
1

This certificate is issued in accordance with Section 309, Chapter
3ofPD1096.
Signed this

-- -

·-~-l

9th of Oct

20t ,I.

Issued by:

"AMETHYA . DELA LLANA•KOVAL
\
· f°logy Center

Nole:

A oer1ified copy he,eof sllall be J)O$t,xf wilhin the P,J!mises of !he building and shall not be removed
wi#lool au1romy from the Bulldlng Ofllcial

'·'~ :,j I11Jii1ding

6ij1at0RY

• li

~~ J
··- -·. - .

- -· .•.

Permit <4 claiety Department
GKeap

tl!.!b e Jlny fn:~7Por-t 11:~me

'

This certifies that the I-IPJTC - <.Philippi.ne.'J, Inc. '3
construct1id.f/partment Compl~~ .lvo. 1 locaied at Subicfipe.,"C,
4Jpper 1~i, Subic iJJay $reepo~t Zone had been inspected and
found to· i~e in confonntty with the approved pkins and specifications on
file in thi~ Ojfu:e. lllld the provisions ofthe "Nat.ional Bm1ding Code ofthe
" &!les and. Regu.lati(m.s and,
Philtppim;s" (PD 1096) anli its lmple':t_nting
therefore, ,the buildir.,glfac11ity may now re oc.cupied.

I-IHIC - <Ph ·lippines, Inc.
Name

j Applicant

. .

.-'11tr)1:,>ip:~t:. ·ffp/JP!' (.'.t,ibi
So,hir. ofkJ.11 , ·i·e,•1x,r1✓-: rme·
'
' .
Lo.catiao o. Cqnslruclion

The owner shall properly. maintain this liuilding/strocture to
··.~ ;. · ··e!)hance its. archit.ectural well-b.eing, il.ructural sJability, sanitation. and
•. t,• fire-protection properties and:slrall, no/I be occupied or -used for purpose
o,her than its intended use as llated above.

:. . ,...,

RESfi) !Al;, , ·
UseQrTypeofQccupaiicy-,
:· • •
.. ,...'':·,
.,, '
JUt~E 2, 26.\18 f VGU$,'.!'1t2;2noi
~ .•)

This certificate is issu.~d)n accordance with Section 309, Chapter
!I ofPD 1096.
·,c. ·

ba.te o.flnspection Date)!lfC.oin1m1nce-

f·

.•

'

1

~ •

-'.1;.

Signed this J 51:l:1' , ....·of
·ti1gnst !2008.
. _..,....
!

.,,

•

· ---rss,ietioy:-- --"-' · ·• ~ :,: _.

l'he cd.tislructton ofthe abave-described·b.uilditi'ffstructure has been
found 10 be '.n o'Jfer andh(!reby :lco~ed.fo,::0ccupancy.
J/l#

~

I
I

Il l
Uv.
~

Ecqlogy Center

.'

'Offv1_
·,:

.• .

Fire ~

.

' .

.- -

nt'4 .

Note:

A ""'1i~ !!"i)y;..6-1 sl\aff be postl!Jd wilf>I~ 1lj8 pf pmiaes of lhe builcling aod shall nol be removed

~ ~offutly riomfie Buil\iing Official

·

·~ j 11 Uding Permit
~~
I

· R

G«Lff70RY

U ~afety llepartmenf
6105P

~u!;l c 'Dny r reepq~ &me

'

-~iJ;_tifi -~~ t~··•.~··•®-£·:t~;~;:;~~-:
,, .

Hl-JIC - <Philippines, Inc.
.

N

This certifi/!$ that the

Of.Applicant

-'·i11hh-•.,;,fHY, '\J:.p{iC'r (;«_/Ji

..'iuhic Jlr ••(1 ,fi·(i;pr;(f•:l:ti1W
Locaoon of ConstrUQ.fiOii

I

N

.

..

: •~ . / ·
, . ,,.

. ,.

Type o Constrliction
•,,

' . \:':,i .

RES/ ENTllM.. ,
Use or Ty

r·

.,.,.,
..

.,

of Oc(;upancr,
.. . "

JUNE 2, 2oca AUG.~1,J?., 2400

Date oflnspection l Date.of,Compfianre
'
...., ,..,

:

JjHJC - <Philippines, Inc. '.s

construotedfipartrnent Complex .No. 2 lccated at 8uhic,j(lpex,
Vpper Cubi., Subic <Bay ,!f?teeport .Z-one had been inspected and
found to be in conformity with the a,,iproved plans and specifications on
file in this Office and the provisions efthe "National Building Code ofthe
Philippme~" (PD 1096) amJ fts lmplh nenting Rules and Regulations and,
therefore, the bul1dinglfacility may nowbe occupied.

The owner shall properly maintain this buildinglstructure tQ
enhance its architectural well-beini.:I structural sta.oility, sanitation and
,fire-protection properties and shal(,r.11 be occupied or used for purpose
other than its intended use as .stated above.
This certificate is iS"$Jled in am~ordance with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD 1096.
.. ..
.. ,

•

., .·,

Signed this 15th .of,,Auguat
·• .
.

_ . ...Ls.sued.by:

t{olel

2008.

. ' .,. ....,,... .

A <>llClied ~ hi!reof sl1an be.post8d wilhin th1.premises-of !he bui!dlng end shall not be removed
wllh:iutaulho/lly·lrom Ille Building Official

.

,

:

HHIC- · 1iilippines, Inc.

f iHIC · - <Philippines, · Inc. '5
construct{!d Ancillary Structu1·~ (Swimming Poot and Facilities
and Guardhouse and Sewage 1:,eatmr:nt Plant) located at. Subic
;dpex, VfJPer Cubi, Subic 'laag,f !Freeport Zone bad been inspected
This certifies ihai • the

N e of.Applicant

and found to be in conformity withl ~e. (ipprov.e.d pfans and .rpecifications
on.file in ·this Office and the provisimis qfthe "N«tional Building Code oj
the Philippines'' (PD 1096) ctnd ifs mpleme,nting Rules and Regulations
and, therefore, the ./)uifdinglfacility may nqw be occupied..
·
The owner s.hal/ properly maintain this bu/lqin1§'structure to
. .:.. . 'enhance its architee/ural weitbeing~ structfJr'al stability, sanitation and
·' fire-protection p.rope,rties a1!f!i shall ,tfot be occupied or used for purpo.se

RE lOEP-J'f.!At:;;. . . .
Use or

rpe ofOcciipancy_ ,,, · .'.
'

.

.

other than its intended use dsstated<thove.

..

JUNE; l, 200~ / AU~1J~_t-!,?;ilJ\la
Dare of lnspe on I Dal(! o(CotJ:!pliaa~-

,;,

.

•
:.: , :

.

: .:•..

Stgne~_this 15~~ '.

t.

Tiii'co~struction ofthe above'-descrififfirbp;(iff~g/$i¼tlure has been
fotto b-e in order and J~er.eby r.ecommer;d.F-1~~c~ncy.

~~/
!
I

;Ecology Center

.•. i✓-·

This certificate is issu(d in a,~or.dance with Section 309, Chapter
3 ofPD 1096.
·

'

,-)

,of~i;pist f

1008.

'

li.1-Siiedby:

nto

...

Fite.Oepa:tmei!t ~

~

Note: , A 0811ified'llQli\' hereof shaU be po.sled v.ilhin U,, premises of lho builarng llnd •hall not.be remo-.,ed
• ~(8\llhorifyflom Ille Buildr,g Officiel

I

3F, Unlt-c.16, Uanawe lle Sta Rosa RUU<ling
city orst,1 Ros.1, Laguna

www.lH1izemtsia.com,1>h
rmlcs@lrnl7.C1h)Sh1.co111.pl1

ou~-,t:-7tt·t·- - .
IMSO , RECono3

RECEIVED

A G30 2018

,e,

ffO.

7-~I
lllltt:

To

Department Of Labor & Employment R.O Ill

S(ibfect

Completion Report for the Testing & Certification of variou·s lieavy equipment
(Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction Philippines)

Date

August:30,2018

Good day! We are Kaizen Asia Safety Management & Testing Company, A duly accredited
company of the Department Of Labor & Employment with accreditation number 1410·17020517•
0024.
We would like to politely inform your good office that the project "Testing & Certification of
Various Heavy Equipment" conducted at Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction Philippines has been
fully completed.
Attached herewith is the summary of report and list of equipment tested & certified by our
company. Thank you so much and more power.

Prepared By:

f..

Mr~Windell Chri ..
Operations Ma ager

Tababa

Kaizen Asia Safety Management & Testing Company

M.

, Arellano
nager

biq•oform~VlrO.O

3F, U'nil-C16, Banawe De Sta 1-tosn Building
Clty Of Sta Ro.1rn, J.aguha

www.lu1ize1msia.co1n.ph
s::iJc.s@llalzena!~hl.com.ph

To

SUBlC BAY MEROPOLITAN AUTHORITY

Suh~t

C.o.rru)l§tjQn,.R~p:?illur.J:h.s:..T~.st!:~!g g~.e:<t!!!~~tl•.Jt!...t:f-.:t1~ric-us be~!f¥-0q.t.dpm~nt_,,,_====;.o
(Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction Philippines)

Date

August 30, 2018

Good day! We are l<aizen Asia Safety Management & Testing Company, A duly accredited
company of the Department Of Labor & Employment with accreditation number 1410-170205170024.

'./•le v,tould like to politely inform your good office that the ~jjroject··"T~sth1g-&-C1$rlification of
Various Heavy Equipment" conducted at Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction Philippines has been
fttlly completed.
Attached herewith is the summary of report and list of equipment tes ted & certified by our
company. Thank you so much and more power.

Prepared By:

w.w,,:,11 w

-!:f:;. Tabab•

Operations Ma ag r

Kai:ten Asia Safety Manasement & r esting Company

y . rellano
Manager

~P. Unit•C1f,, nnnawe Dc:t Sta Hotw Duilc1ing
City OfStn Rosa. Lar.uua

W\\'W.Jmizem,sia.co1n,1>h

~

sales@lmizcnnsia.com.pl1

ll-tAU~fil'!:rri/J ,&,\SJUA

S/\FE\' YM1\UA!iE/1lENT & 7l;STING ~01,lPMl'/

Subject

Completion Report for the Testing & Certification of various heavy equipment

Date

August 30, 2018

Good day! We are Kaizen Asia Safety Mahagement & Testing Company, A duly accredited
company of the Department Of Labor & Employment with accreditation number 1410-170205170024.
We would like to politely inform your good office that the project "Testing & Certification of
Various Heavy Equipment" conducted at Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction Philippines has been
fully completed.
Attached herewith is the summary of report, certificate (Passed & Failed), Soft copy (CD) and
list of equipment tested & certified by our company, Thank you so much and more power.

Prepared By:

,,
Mr, Windell Chri
Operations Man ge

Kaizen Asia Safety Management & Testing Company

=

.,, , &-e-

+ ..

SAil&i.!!:"fc.:::.:::-

. 1$;Aaiifii~WigA

51-\FE:i'Y MANi\GEMENT & TI!STliiGCOMl?Al\iY
,.,

< 3F, Unit C1.6

Bcfopwe. De Sta~•Ras.a 81dg,

Km.40SrOF;Ra9:Q$]{d~
... · ~•· Purok6 . ~..._ " i,. •
..... , City of Sta. Rosa; tagun.i, 4029
• ·. Tel. No:' (049) • 572- 231).1 & (049) , 574 ; i303f ,

Certificate Control No.

V2!:t9f¼t- 130,8

Qi;ttttiftratc
@f,if1iip~dton
.
-rl·
~

•

~

~ !

,

·
.

•

This certi~5at; of inspection is award_,e;ib HANJIN HEAVY INDUSTRI~? ~~D
CONSTRUCTIO~ PHl~)>.Jlll~ES thi;. 23th day~ f [JULY 2018. This is to certi{V: ~h·at
equipment.(<;?<iJklATH CRANE) wlth specific:1,P?JlSbelow has passed all the neq$ss~r Y
testing conducted by Kai~e~.. Asia Safe!Y/ M~~a.gement & Testing Company and is
proven to be SAFE for use. .
, I ' /(•
.
. .
t :· . ~.
/ ".
Manl!fa'c;tlirer:
..fv1'9del No.:
.. Serial No.:
l~qilipment No.:
Bridge Length:
lssuanc~ Date:

.

EQU IPM~N! ,JE5Y1N~ ~UM MARY ~EP.O.RT. .
WIA
-~.A ·
No Data Available
No Data Available
GOCa
"02
'" ,+-....

2

. . ·- ··

Jµly17. '2018

.:. .._~t,.: ... ,·
l.i•""·· ::.--,.::

i-n .... .:·r":· .
J

~

Sticker No.:
· Power:
Capacity:
Lo
. cation:
Bridge Height:

4395
ELECTRIC
600 TON
DOCK 6
No Data Available
·Expiration Date: July 22, 2019

"

±::z:n::;....a1 .;
• -'I=

"=

-

-:v-w r -

~~

'==

d~&lt:

. . KAIZEir'kf u.~

SAPE'l''i ;1.t.\NAGEr~ENi '8, TESTINGCOM1l/.\i\1Y
•
,

J F, Unit C16"eai(a.we Oe sta•.Rosa Bldg.
Km. 40•Sr qJ;~ tes 9;(.;' i>urok6

i

/

,-'--. ... City of Sta. Ros~, (~guna, 4029
Tel. No: (049) •572 - 230<1 & (049) ·-574• 3037 1

...

...

.:.. Ce'rtiftcate

c·ootrpl No.

~ROKA •

'i2so
(

~~r~ff icai~ \WI -~J -S=tl~
~=ctton,...;-a.....~~.~ -_---""!NDqSJ~~f,XD

rhis cei:1fieate_of inspe~~?· isawa~ ~;tb ~AN!tNHEA~
CON~JRUCTION~PHl~l~t11';JES ~h1~<-20th d9;.Y_f.9fd1ULY 2018. · rh1s 1s ~1 ,ce~ fy .\rat

equ!pmen¥:(1,IJ3·<CRANE}':wit_h _,s~etificatiwt~ ~row has passe_d · al!. ,the neces~ary
testrng conducted by Ka1~ep•Asia ~af~; .' r,.fX'r.r:tagement .& .Testing Company and 1s
. / , · :f:' /
, .' ,
EQUIPMENT TEST!NG -SUII/IMARY REPORT

··

proven to be SAFE for use, ·
.

ivianlifa\:turei: Ll!:BHtRR"'.:

·

Mo·c!,el ·liJo.: BDS 6000-60
· Capacity: 60 Tons/5 Tons
Power.: E_lectfic

.

Serial No.: 'j(Z ·4p1

lssuan,::e ~ate:
July t 2Qi8
y ..
,,

~"1, :-.. .

. . {. 'f ' :., .'
.

.~ fj

:z:£

-

! f ·gJcker No.:' iz-31,.: · ·
: ·:· Jib 'Height: No. Data Available

, :" fo:i [ \m~h: No Data Available
. . · . Location: Dock 5 Portside
.·· .
Type: Rail Mounted Crane
ficplratio'n Date: July 19; 2019

..

".

,.
( ~'
·'
+}

.. .

'

...;..,
.;~~ ( : : : : '

:-:·~ ·, · ·' ' .
:·. .

I

• TJil .&>&5-;;;?t ·~i?rn

1}.(AIZE;NflisaA

1

SAf~T'f.'.!l'IANAG~fvliiJIT &i'ESilN·S CO!VW/lJJY .
..
.

'3F, Unit C16 Ban~~ De S~. Rosa Bldg.
Km. 40Sr0 f.. R~ye~,.Rd-, Purok 6
........ Cityorsro. Ros3; laguna,4029
.,
, , Tel. No:·1019): 572 - 2304 & \049) • 574 - ~0}.7.

- ~ertificate Control N~

V2ROKI\ t 1569

(ertificate-@f filt;rtp.ectiott
.

.

This certifii:;c}te of inspection is awarde(f;to HANJIN HEAVY INDUSTRIES AND
CONSTRUCTIQ{\It;. PHILIPPINES
this·
20th dc;iy!:of
J\JLY
2018. This is to certify •that
,:
.
~.··
J:.· • •
•
equipment (TRANSPORTER) .with
specifiGaf;id.ns
below has passed. all the necessary
,
. .r· :" .
testing conducted by Kaizen Asia Safefy'·Management & Testing Company and is
proven to be SAFE for l,.Jse. ·
/ ·•
~

~

✓/

I

•

•

••

•

EQUIPMENT TESTING
SUMMARY REPORT
. .
.
Manufactorer: KAMAG
Sticker No.: 4302
Model No.: U140922HHS8E
Capacity: 700 tons

fquipment I\Jo.: TPX:301-H
Type: TRANSPORTER
,
Issuance Date: July 20, 20~8

Pr

sident ,

. Serial No.: 201-02228

Year: No Data Available
Location: Internal Operating
Power: DIESEL

Expiration Date:

July 19, 2019

ofessional Me
P.T.R

anical Engineer

. : 074208

Kaizen ia Safety Management And
·
mpany, a duly
accredited CO!l;lpa~vit Department Of Labor & Employment with
Dcpo,.m,ntofLo"°'
·
\ICC~ep1tatfon no, 1410-17020517-0024

~

~

·-~

1f¥

cf ()~r r;+tr

Website: www.kaizenasia.com.ph
Email: info@kaiienasia.com.ph
. sales@kaizenasia.com.ph

V.2 R.O 2017 /

Thi$ certificate Is not valid if dry seal, .slg(J_Otures & Q.R code op~ t)Ot present
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ANNEX B
Facility Condition Map

ANNEX D
Facility Condition Map
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ANNEX C
Investment in building improvements
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TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE

Overall CAPEX – Dock 6 Zone
1
2
3
5
10
13
16
17
30
41
59
60
61
62
63
69

Pre Treatment Shop A & B
Hull Shop (B)
Assembly Shop (C)
Pre-Outfitting Shop (B)
Panel Shop
Welding Shop (B)
Blasting & Painting Shop C
Blasting & Painting Shop D
Steel Stock Yard
Sub Station #16
Field Office 9
Field Office 10
Field Office 11A
Field Office 11B
Field Office 12
No. 6 Dock (Dry)
Pre-Erection Area - Dock 6 (Pre29/47
Erection Shelter A, B)
Total for Dock 6 Zone (USD)

R
R
R
R
G
R
R
R
G
N/A
G
G
G
G
G
N/A
R

$145,810.00
$1,028,970.00
$802,230.00
$166,620.00
$2,717,460.00
$339,939.41
$1,339,990.00
$1,693,107.65
$0.00
$490.00
$55,600.00
$41,000.00
$46,100.00
$54,200.00
$57,700.00
$0.00
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~ ARCADIS I

TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE

Overall CAPEX – Dock 5 Zone
2

Hull Shop (A)

3

Assembly shelter (6 nos)

3

Assembly shop (A)

4

Sub Assembly Shop

5

Pre-Outfitting Shop (A)

6

Blasting Shop A

7

Painting Shop A

12 Assembly shop (B)

'!,

19 Tool Shop
Production Center 1/Hospital
21
Building
23 Air Compressed Room - 1

KEY MAP

39 Sub Station #13

R
1111
G
1111
G
1111
R
1111
R
1111
G
1111
R
1111
R
1111
G
1111

$1,100,970.00

R

$5,332,720.00

■
G
1111
G
1111

40 Sub Station #15

$87,700.00

51 Field Office 1

$151,060.00

52 Field Office 6a

$224,480.00

53 Field Office 3

$163,300.00

56 Field Office 6

$7,420.00

57 Field Office 7

$784,660.00

58 Field Office 8

$393,380.00

94 Sub Station #36

$0.00

95 Sub Station #37
97 Welding Inspection Shop
102 Painting Shop A Ext.

$77,770.00

Total for Dock 5 Zone (USD)

$490.00

/

.,./' _,.
,

1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
G

$490.00

G

$53,700.00

G

$56,700.00

G

$23,700.00

G

$15,700.00

G

$31,300.00

G

$34,500.00

G

$490.00

G

$490.00

G

$0.00

G

$127,890.00

$8,668,910.00

- ~·~
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ARCADIS I

TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE

Overall CAPEX – Support Zone
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I
1

I

Block Stock &
Curved Block
Assembly Area

I

0-12mos: $16,400 .00

I

I
H /Cover Assembly Area

0
11
31
36
38
43
46
49
65
72
73
74
75
96
98

Filtration Plant
Outfitting Shop
Maintenance Shop
Paint Can Stock Area
Sub Station #17
Hatch cover Shelter
Sub Station #10
Sub Station #32
Field Office 5A
Waste Matter Stock
Scrap Iron Stock
T-BHD Shelter
Dhouse Shelter
Sub Station #38
Sub-Assembly Shop (94 bay)
Total for Support Zone
(USD)

----G
G
G
R
G
R
G
G
G
G
G
R
R
G
R

Design&Consultancy
fornatural and
built assets

$8,900.00
$0.00
$0.00
$67,900.00
$490.00
$809,730.00
$490.00
$490.00
$32,500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$698,030.00
$694,040.00
$490.00
$376,760.00
$2,689,820.00

I
I
I

I
I

'

,_ _ _ ___

-

= . ='..P -

~-

'

',,' ,',,

~

@,

Substation #33

I

I0-12mos: $0.00

----------------------

', _______ ____ _______ ____ _ejne_Manu.factunLShoo

KEY MAP
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TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE

built assets

Overall CAPEX – Naval Zone
0

t.

KEY MAP

© Arcadis 2015

Convenience Store building
Electric Steel Outfitting Shop
86/78
(Building at the back)
0 Shelter 712
9 Guest House
15 Main Office
25 Sub Station #3
27 Main Gate
37 Sub Station #9
48 Sub Station #31
50 Helicopter Hangar
50 Helipad
55 Field Office 5
66 Pipe Manufacture Shop A
66 Pipe Manufacture Shop B
66 Pipe Manufacture Shop A&B

G

---R

G
R
A

G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G
R

$63,100.00
$230,500.00
$12,700.00
$1,105,520.00
$2,432,100.00
$490.00
$0.00
$490.00
$490.00
$0.00
$0.00
$23,700.00
$50,300.00
$50,300.00
$260,304.71

67 Sub Station #33
70 Air Compressed Room - 2,3
78 Painting shop/Piping Shelter
Piping Pre-treatment building
79
Galva
80 Field Office 13
81 Blasting & Painting Shop E
82 Assembly Shop (D)
84 Field Office 15
85 Field Office 14
92 Sub Station #34

93 Sub Station #35
86/78 Electric Steel Outfitting Shop
0

Barracks

Total for Naval Zone
(USD)

-•--G

$490.00

G

$137,890.00

R

$447,390.00

R

$1,282,925.00

G

$23,700.00

G

$284,280.00

G

$73,150.00

G

$23,700.00

G

$23,700.00

G

$490.00

G

$490.00

G

$91,030.00

G

$495,790.00

$7,115,019.71
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~ ARCADIS I

TECHNICAL DUE DILIGENCE

Overall CAPEX – Shared Facilities Zone
Overall Site Facilities

0

Sewage Treatment Plant

14
20
22
32
32
33
34
54
64

nJ_ __
)

Pr~
ct:=r □= ---------,
1 9)

0--12mos: S5,200.00

0

Tool
0--12

/

Blasting & Painting Shop B
Catering Center
Powerplant and Control Station
No.5 Dock (Dry)
No.5 Dock Shelter
Fire Station
Gasoline Station
Field Office 2
Field Office 2A
Pre-erection area (6 nos) - No. 5
29/47
Dock Shelter
0
Slope protection
0
Secondary Containment

Total forShared Facilities Zone
(USD)

G

$0.00

G

$0.00

R
R
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

$598,600.00
$1,548,240.00
$184,110.00
$0.00
$86,240.00
$0.00
$1,470.00
$34,500.00
$39,000.00

A

$215,990.00

G
G

$80,000.00
$50,000.00

$2,838,150.00

Pre-Erection Area
lock Stoc
Area

~

PPGS Shelter

© Arcadis 2015
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ANNEX D
Water Quality Limits and Monitoring Records
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~ ARCADIS I

Water Body Classification - Philippines
Water body Classification and Usage of Marine Waters Classification Intended Beneficial use
Class SA
•

1) Protected Waters- Waters designated as national or local marine parks, reserves, sanctuaries, and other areas established by
law (presidential Proclamation 1801 and other existing laws) and/or declared as such by appropriate government agency, LGUs,
etc.

•

2) Fishery Water Class 1 – Suitable for shellfish harvesting for direct human consumption.

Class SB
•

1) Fishery Water Class 11- Water suitable for commercial propagation of shellfish and intended as spawning areas for milkfish
(Chanos chanos) and simmila species

•

2) Tourism Zones – For ecotourism and recreational activities

•

3) Recreational Water Class I – Intended for primary contact recreation (bathing, swimming, skin diving, etc)

Class SC
•

1) Fishery Water Class 1II -( For the propagation and growth of fish and other aquatic resources and intended for Commercial
and sustenance fishing
2) Recreational water Class 11- For boating. Fishing, or similar activities
3) Marshy and /or mangrove areas declared as fish and wildlife sanctuaries

Class SD Navigable Waters

Subic Bay is classified as Class SB
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Effluent Standards – Philippines – Marine (review SB as
applicable for the Subic Bay)
.•

Parameter

Unit

Ammonia

mg/L

NDA.

0.5

0.5

7.5

BOD

mg/L

NDA.

J.O

100

1!50

COD

mg/L

NDA.

2

20

80

1

Color

TCU

NDA.

100

150

300

Flouride

mg/L

NDA.

3

3

6

Nitrate as

mg/L

NDA.

20

20

30

NDA.

6.!5-'9 .0

,6 .0-9

5.5-'9 .5

'

.as NHIJ-N

IN:03-N
pH(Range)

Phospate

mg/L

NDA.

1

1

10

Surfactants

mg/L

NDA.

3

15

30

mg/L

NDA.

70

100

1!50

mg/L

NDA.

5

10

1!5

(MBA$)

Total

SUiSpended
Sol.ids
Ol and
Grease
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STP Effluent Specified Parameters
1.

The permit holder shall discharge to Agusuhin River, for the period of one (1) year with effluent
wastewater flow not exceed ing 513 and 467 cubic meters per day fo r STP 1 and STP 2 respective ly
and in conformity with DENR Department Ad ministrative Order No. 20 16-08 (Water Quality Guide li nes
and General Effluent Standards) and shall comply with the foll owing Standards:

Parameters
pH
COD
Tota l Suspended
Solids
Ammonia
Nitrate
Phosphate
Sulfate
Oil and Grease

Standards
6. 0-9.0
60 mg/L

Parameters
Cyanide)
Fluoride

Standards
0.14 mg/L
2 mg/L

85 mg/L

Boron

2 mg/L

0.5 mg/L

Chromium

0. 02 mg/L

14 mg/L

Iron

5 mg/L

1 mg/L

Nickel
Lead
Trichloroetylene

0.2 mg/L

500 mg/L
5 mg/L

0. 02 mg/L
0. 7 mg/L
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Assaying and E1111iro11111e11ta/ Testing Specialist

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biilan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

~

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISOnEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017F (Chemical)
LA-2002-0«E (Biological)

DENA Recognized
Laboratory with

C.R No. 011/2018

Original Issue

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Duplicate issue by request
Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC-PHILS., INC.

Address

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio
Agusuhin Subic Zambales

:114717

Date of Issue : 8/22/2019
RAN

: 122163

INVOICE#

: 32737

Date Received : 8/9/2019

Attention

Date Sampled:8/9/2019

MS. IRENE ISIP

Date Analyzed : 8/9-19/2019

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample
Descriptions

Parameters

Effluent STP 1-1

pH

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

8

mg/L

lodometric

1003H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

so

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

17

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

100

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

5

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

15

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

0.2

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

0.04

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

0.01

Chromium (Cr)

<0.02

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Mercury (Hg)
Total Coliform

Results Units

7.5

Electro metric

<0.0001 mg/L
22

Methods

MPN/lOOmL

DAO 201608 Effluent
Standards,
Class C

6.0-9.S

0.02

0.1

Cold Vapor AAS

0.004

Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique -

10,000

Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal

Pa ge 1 of 2

CAN 114717

This Report is the confidential property of the client named. Prior client approval is required to verify and confirm th e information contained herein. Persons
acting without diligent verification do so at th eir peril. Unless oth erwise authori zed, all reprographic, disse mination and publication rights are rese rved,
includin g downloads, digital and ima ge fil es and represe ntation s.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since
1976

Sample
Descriptions

Parameters

Results Units

Effluent STP 1-2

pH

Temp 28°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

8

mg/L

lodometric

0926H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

50

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

25

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

100

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

5

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

15

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 • )

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

0.04

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

0.01

Chromium (Cr)

<0.02

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

7.4

Mercury (Hg)

49

DAO 201608 Effluent
Standards,
Class C

Electrometric

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

Methods

MPN/lO0ml

6.0-9.5

0.02
0.2

0.1

Cold Vapor AAS

0.004

Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique -

10,000

Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

Note: The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarification on any part or content of the certificate,
otherwise the result(s) is/are deemed accepted.
Total No. of Samples

:2

Total Analysis : 28

Sample Submission : Sampled by the OMLI staff
Reference

: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 23rd ed.

Remarks

: Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory .

Certified Correct by:

- - -~

,.

CHRISTOPHER D. HERNANDEZ, RM
Microbiology Section Head

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal

MA. CRISTINA ~
ENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

Page 2 of 2

Authorized by:

Meo,

ALVIN P.
RCh
PRC No. 0011786
Head of Operations

CAN 114717

This Report is the confidential property of the cli ent named. Prior client app roval is requi red to verify and confirm the inform atio n contained herein . Persons
acti ng w ithout diligent verification do so at th eir peril. Unless othe rw ise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination an d publication rights are rese rved,
including downloads, digita l and image files and rep resentations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since
1976
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Assaying and E1111iron111enta/ Testing Specialist
PAB ACCREDITED

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Binan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISOn EC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017F (Chemica l)
LA-2002-044E (Biological)

DENA Recognized
Laboratory with
C.R No. 011/2018

Original Issue
Duplicate issue by request

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC-PHILS., INC.

Address

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag,
Sitio Agusuhin Subic Zambales

:114717A

Date of Issue : 8/22/2019
RAN

: 122163

INVOICE#

:32737

Date Received: 8/9/2019

Attention

Date Sampled:8/9/2019

MS. IRENE ISIP

Date Analyzed: 8/9-19/2019

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample Descriptions

Parameters

Quay Wall

pH

Results Units

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

7

mg/L

1043H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

3

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L-

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

130

Methods
Electrometric

7.1

MPN/lO0mL

lodometric

Cold Vapor AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique
Electrometric

Agusuhin (Downstream)

pH

7.4

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

8

mg/L

1057H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

<1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

3

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Oil and Grease

Arsenic (As)
Cadmium (Cd)
Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)
Total Coliform

<0.0001 mg/L
920

MPN/lO0mL

lodometric

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame
Cold Vapo r AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal
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Sample Descriptions

Parameters

Results Units
7.6

Methods

North Channel

pH

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

8

mg/L

1127H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

<l

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

4

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)

Electro metric

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

540

MPN/lO0mL

lodometric

Cold Vapor AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

South Channel

pH

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

7.5

8

mg/L

Electro metric
lodometric

1142H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

2

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr6 • )

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

350

- IV'IPN/l00mL

Cold Vapor AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

Note : The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarification on any part or content of the certificate,
otherwise the result(s) is/are deemed accepted.

Total No. of Samples

:4

Total Analysis : 52

Sample Submission : Sampled by the OMLI staff
Reference

: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 23rd ed.

Remarks

: Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory.

Certified Correct by:

Authorized by:
CHRISTOPHER D. HERNANDEZ, RM
Microbiology Section Head

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal

MA. CRISTINA g ,ENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head
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Head of Operations
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O
S ~ ~ ~~TCF'ES,rc.
Assay ing and Environmental Testing Specialist
Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biilan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: cuslomer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DOH ACCREDITED

PAB ACCREDITED

Water Testing

TESTING LABORATORY
PHS ,sonEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017F (Che mical)
LA-2002-044E (Biological)

DENA Recognized
Laboratory with
C.R No. 011/2018

Laboratory
Accreditation
No. 04A--0001-18-LW-2

Original Issue
Duplicate issue by request

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

:114716

Customer

HHIC- PHILS., INC.

Address

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Zambales

RAN

: 122164

INVOICE#

: 32737

MS. IRENE ISIP

Date Sampled:8/9/2019

Attention

Date of Issue : 8/22/2019

Date Received : 8/9/2019
Date Analyzed : 8/9-19/2019

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample
Description

Parameters

Drinking

pH

Filtration Area

Color

<5

ACU

Visual Comparison

10

Temp 27°C

Turbidity

0.37

NTU

Ne phelometric

5

1117H

Conductivity@24.8°C

217 .7

µS/cm

Laboratory

Total Solids (TS)

142

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Chloride (Cl·)

2.4

mg/L

Argentometric

250

0.26

mg/L

Chlorine Meter

0.3 min and 1.5 ma x

5

mg/L

Turbidimetric

Silica (SiO 2)

9.18

mg/L

Heteropoly Blue

Aluminum (Al)

<0.10

mg/L

Direct Nitrous Oxide-Acetylene Flame

Calcium (Ca)

20.05

mg/L

Direct Nitrous Oxide-Acetylene Flame

Magnesium (Mg)

9.88

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Total Hardness as CaCO3

90.76

mg/L

Direct Nitrous Oxide/Air-Acetylene Flame

300

Total Coliform

>8.0

MPN/l00mL

Multiple Tube Fermentation

<1.1

Thermotolerant Coliform

4.6

MPN/l00mL

Multiple Tube Fermentation

<1.1

Heterotrophic Plate Count (HPC)

745

CFU/ml

Pour Plate

<500

Results
7.1

* Residual Chlorine (Cli)

Methods

PNS for Drinking
Water 2017

Electrometric

-

Sulfate ( so/·)

Note:

Units

6.5-8.5

250
0.2

* Parameter which is/are outside the laboratory's PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005 scope of accreditation.
The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate,
otherwise the result(s) is /are deemed accepted .

Total No. of Sample

:1

Total Analysis : 16

Sample Submission : Sampled by the OMLI staff
Reference

: Standard Methods for the Examination of Wat er and Wastewater, 23rd ed.

Remarks

: Results relate only to the item tested and rece ived by the laboratory.

Certified Correct by:

Authorized by:
CHRISTOPHER D. HERNANDEZ, RM
Microbiology Section Head

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal

MA. CRISTINA ~
ENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

ALVIN P7BASCO, RCh
PRC No. 0011786
Head of Op erations
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Assaying and E11l'iro11111ental Testing Specialist
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Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
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d?

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISO~EC 17025:2005
LA-1997.0HF (ChemlcalJ
LA-2002-044E (Biological)

DENR Recognized

Laboratory with
Water Testing

C.R No. 011/2018

Laboratory
Accreditation
No. 04A-0001-18-LW-2

Original Issue
Duplicate issue by request

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

: 114716A

Customer

HHIC-PHILS., INC.

RAN

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Zambales

:122164

Address

INVOICE#

:32737

MS. IRENE ISIP

Date Sampled: 8/9/2019

Attention

Date of Issue : 8/22/2019

Date Received: 8/9/2019
Date Analyzed : 8/9-19/2019

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample
Description

Parameters

Results

Units

Methods

PNS for Drinking
Water 2017
6.5-8.5

Electro metric

Drinking

pH

7.0

Field Offices

Color

<5

ACU

Visual Comparison

10

Temp 28°C

Turbidity

0.17

NTU

Nephelometric

5

1024H

Conductivity@24.5°C

229.1

µS/cm

Laboratory

Total Solids (TS)

143

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 °C

Chloride (Cl")

2,2

mg/L

Argento metric

250
0,3 min and 1.5 max

* Residual Chlorine (Cli)

0.07

mg/L

Chlorine Meter

6

mg/L

Turbidimetric

Silica (SiO2)

3.18

mg/L

Heteropoly Blue

Aluminum (Al)

<0.10

mg/L

Direct Nitrous Oxide-Acetylene Flame

Calcium (Ca)

23.93

mg/L

Direct Nitrous Oxide-Acetylene Flame

Magnesium (Mg)

10.43

mg/L

Direct Air Acetylene Flame

Total Hardness as CaCO3

100.22

Sulfate ( so/·)

Total Coliform

0.2

0

mg/L

Direct Nitrous Oxide/Air-Acetylene Flame

300

> 8,0

MPN/l00mL

Multiple Tube Fermentation

<1.1

8,0

MPN/l00mL

Multiple Tube Fermentation

<1.1

CFU/ml

Pour Plate

<500

Thermotolerant Coliform
Heterotrophic Plate Count (HPC)

Note:

250

680

* Parameter which is/are outside the laboratory's PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005 scope of accreditation.
The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate,
otherwise the result(s) is /are deemed accepted.

Total No. of Sample

:1

Total Analysis : 16

Sample Submission : Sampled by the OMLI staff
Reference

: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 23rd ed .

Remarks

: Results relate only to the item tested and received by the laboratory.
Authorized by:

Certified Correct by:
CHRISTOPHER D. HERNANDEZ, RM
Microbiology Section Head

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal

MA. CRISTINA ~
ENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

ALVIN P. BASCO, RCh
PRC No. 0011786
Head of Operations
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0S~
~ ~~TQFES,rc.
Assaying and E1111iron111enta/ Testing Specialist
PAB ACCREDITED

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Binan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISOn EC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017F (Chemica l)
LA-2002-044E (Biological)

DENA Recognized
Laboratory with
C.R No. 011/2018

Original Issue
Duplicate issue by request

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC-PHILS., INC.

Address

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag,
Sitio Agusuhin Subic Zambales

:114717A

Date of Issue : 8/22/2019
RAN

: 122163

INVOICE#

:32737

Date Received: 8/9/2019

Attention

Date Sampled:8/9/2019

MS. IRENE ISIP

Date Analyzed: 8/9-19/2019

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample Descriptions

Parameters

Quay Wall

pH

Results Units

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

7

mg/L

1043H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

3

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L-

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

130

Methods
Electrometric

7.1

MPN/lO0mL

lodometric

Cold Vapor AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique
Electrometric

Agusuhin (Downstream)

pH

7.4

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

8

mg/L

1057H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

<1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

3

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Oil and Grease

Arsenic (As)
Cadmium (Cd)
Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)
Total Coliform

<0.0001 mg/L
920

MPN/lO0mL

lodometric

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame
Cold Vapo r AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal
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Sample Descriptions

Parameters

Results Units
7.6

Methods

North Channel

pH

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

8

mg/L

1127H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

<l

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

4

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6 •)

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)

Electro metric

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

540

MPN/lO0mL

lodometric

Cold Vapor AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

South Channel

pH

Temp 27°C

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)

7.5

8

mg/L

Electro metric
lodometric

1142H

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

1

mg/L

5 - Day BOD Test

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

2

mg/L

Gravimetric, dried at 103-105 •c

Oil and Grease

<1.0

mg/L

Liquid-Liquid, Partition - Gravimetric

Surfactants (MBAS)

<0.10

mg/L

Anionic Surfactants as MBAS

Hexavalent Chromium (Cr6 • )

<0.01

mg/L

Colorimetric

Cyanide (CW)

<0.05

mg/L

Cyanide - Selective Electrode (w/o distillation)

Arsenic (As)

<0.001

mg/L

Manual Hydride Generation AAS

Cadmium (Cd)

<0.003

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

<0.01

mg/L

Direct Air-Acetylene Flame

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)

<0.0001 mg/L

Total Coliform

350

- IV'IPN/l00mL

Cold Vapor AAS
Multiple Tube Fermentation Technique Standard Total Coliform Fermentation Technique

Note : The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarification on any part or content of the certificate,
otherwise the result(s) is/are deemed accepted.

Total No. of Samples

:4

Total Analysis : 52

Sample Submission : Sampled by the OMLI staff
Reference

: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 23rd ed.

Remarks

: Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory.

Certified Correct by:

Authorized by:
CHRISTOPHER D. HERNANDEZ, RM
Microbiology Section Head

Not valid without Ostrea dry seal

MA. CRISTINA g ,ENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

Page 2 of 2

ALVIN P. ASCO, RCh
PRC No. 0011786
Head of Operations
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ANNEX E
Air Emissions Limits and Monitoring Data

ARCADIS I

Design&Consultancy
fornatural and
built assets

Ambient Air Quality – Specified Parameter Limits according to Philippine
regulations
T.a hl 1
.ati:o'n al Ambi! nt Air Quality Guid Jin . Valu . ·

Pollutants
S1 sp :nded P articul te Matte:f T SP
P M-10
Sulfur Dio id,e"

SbortTerm11
A eraging
p,p m
u.e/NCM
Time

230d
L50r

Lone:Termb
A,•eraging
l,lg/NC
M
Time
DDm

24 ho 1r ,
24 hours.

90
60
80

u~o

0.07

24 hours.

[50

0.0

24 hour ,

[40
60
35m
CM
l0mg{NCM
1... 5

0.07
0.03
30

1 honr
8 hours
:1 hour
8 hours.
3 montlhs~

l 'f a r"'
l year"'

0.03

l year

Nirrogen Di.oxid
Photochemical
Ozo.n .

C rbon Mormxid
Lead!!:

Oxidants

a

9

LO

l yea

95

Design & Consultancy
fornatural and
built assets

~ ARCADIS I
Source Specific – Specified Parameter Limits according to Philippine
regulations
Table 2
National Emission Standards for So urce Specific Air Pollutants (NESSAP)

POLLUTANT
Antimony and
its Cmpds.

STANDARD APPLICABLE
TO SOURCE
Any source

MAXIMUM
PERMISSIBLE
LIMITS
(m 0 1NCM)
IO as Sb

Arsenic and its
Cmpds.

Any source

IO as As

Cadmium and
its Cmpds.

Any source

IO as Cd

Carbon
Monoxide
Copper and its
Cmpds.

Any industrial source

500 as CO

Any industrial source

100 as Cu

Hydrofluoric
Acid and
Fluoride
Compounds
Hydrogen
Sulfide

Lead

Any source other than manufacture
of Aluminum from Alumina

i) Geothermal power plants
ii) Geothermal Exploration And Well
Testing
iii\ Anv source other than fi) and (ii)
Any trade, industry or process

50as HF

<

d

.
7 as H, S
IO as Pb

Mercury
Any source

Nickel and its
Cmpds. Except
ickel
Carbonvl'

Any source

5 as elemental Hg

20as

i

METHOD OF
SAMPLING'
USEPA
Methods I
through 5 or 29
USEPA
Methods I
through 5 or 29
SEPA
Methods I
through 5 or 29
USEPA
Method 3 or I 0
USEPA
Methods I
through 5 or 29
SEPA
Method 13 or
14 as
appropriate
USEPA
Method II , 15
or 16 as
aoorooriate
USEPA
Methods I
through 5or 12
or 29
USEPA
Methods
I
through 5 or 29
or IOI
USEPA
Methods I
through 5 or 29

METHOD OF
ANALYSIS'
AAS" or per
sampling method

POLLUTANT
NO,

I)
2)

AAS" or per
sampling method
3)

AAS" or per
sampling method
Orsat Analysis or
NDIR
AAS" or per
sampling method

4)

Paniculates

2)
3)
4)

As per sampling
method
Cadmium Sulfide
Method or
per sampling
method
AAS" or per
sampling method

Phosphorus
Pentox ide'
Sulfur Oxides

AAS" ' ColdVapor Technique
or Hg Analyzer

AAS" or per
sampling method

I)

STAN DARD APPLICABLE
TO SOURCE
Manufacmre of Nitric Acid
Fuel burning steam generators
a) Existing Source
ew Source
b)
Coal-fired
i)
Oil-fired
ii)
Diesel-powered electricity
generators
Any source other than (I), (2)
and (3)
a) Existing Source
b) New Source
Fuel Burning Equipment
a) Urban• and Industrial Areah
b) Other Area'
Cement Plants (kilns, etc .)
Smelting Furnaces
Other Stationarv Sources'

Any source
I) Existing Sources
a) Manufacmre of Sulfuric
Acid and Sulf(on)ation
Process
b) Fuel Burning Equipment
c) Other Stationary Sources'
2)
ew Sources
a) Manufacmre of Sulfuric
Acid and Sulf(on)ation
Process

Zinc and its
Compounds

.-.

b) Fuel Burning Equipment
c) Other Stationary Sources'
Any source

MAXIMUM
PERM ISSIBLE
LIMITS
(mg/NCM)
2,000 as acid &
0 2 calculated as
NO,
1,500 as o,
1,000 as o,
500as NO,
2,000 as o,

METHOD OF
SAMPLING'

METHOD OF
ANALYSIS'

USEPA
Methods I
through 4 and
Method 7

Pbenol-disulfonic
acid Method or
per sampling
method

USEPA
Methods I
through 5

Gravimetric per
sampling method

USEPA
Methods I
thro ugh 5 or 29

Spectrophotometr
y or per sampling
method

USEPA
Methods I
through 4 and 6
or 8 as
appropriate

As per sampling
method

USEPA
Methods I
thro ugh 5 or 29

AAS" or per
sampling method

1,000 as o,
500 as NO,
150
200
150
150
200
200 as P, O,

2,000 as SO3
1,500 as SO,
1,000 as so,
1,500 as SO,
700 as SO,
200 as SO 3

100 as Zn

96

ARCADIS I

Design&Consultancy
fornatural and
built assets

Hanjin Specific (internal) emission limits as per their environmental procedure
4) Discharging pol lutants acceptanoe standard levell of HIHlllC-Phil is as follows ..
c .Iassi'fication
Parameters
Standards
NO 2 (ugl Nlcm1)
2.60
S O2 (ug/Ncm)
340
Aiir Quality
TSP (ug! Nlcm)
300
Noise (dB)
75
Ambient water
Wastewater
pH
6.5 - 8 ..5
6.5 - 9.0
BOD (m gl l)
7(1 0)
50
No abnormal
Collor (PCU )
150
diiscoloration
DO (m1g1/L)
5.0 1
min
----Water Quallity
3°C max .. rise
Tem1perature CC)
TSS (mg/L)
30 mg/L in c.
70
Oil and Grease
5 .0
2
(m g/L)
Total Collifonms
5000
1.0X104
(MPN/ 1OOmil)
1

1

1

1

1
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To:

MS. IRENE ISIP

Email:

Company:

HHIC PHILIPPINES, INC.

Date:

From:

MR. ELLISON M. BALCE

Page I of:

cc:
Special
Instructions:

MELANIE TOLENTINO

r

r

Confidential

Urgent

BSI Project No:

P"

Please reply

iaisip@hhic-phil.com
16 May 2019
2
PJ 19-147 Pl

w For your information

r For follow-up

If you do not receive all pages or transmission is illegible, please contact the originator to re-send. Should the e-mail be
sent to a wrong address, please notify BSI immediately and destroy this copy. Thank you.

Subject:

Initial Report on Ambient Air Quality and Noise Level Monitoring

Dear Ms. Isip:
Please find below the results of the Ambient Air Quality and Noise Level Monitoring conducted on
February 21, 2019 at your facility in Subic, Zambales.

Measured Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Results (µg/Ncm)

Station

Location

· · Time . of Sarrtpling
.
..
. (February 21, 20~8) ·. ·

TSP .

S01 ·

N01

1118H-1218H

1.7

2.9

7.3

1301H-1401H

3.5

7.4

9.8

300

340

260

Downwind

Al

(Near Main Gate)
Upwind
(Near Swimming Pool Area)

A2

DENR National Ambient Air Qu11lity Standards for Source Specific Air
Pollutants based on 60 min,ute.s averaging time

Note: For the non-detected value, the detection limit in µg was divided by the total normal volume of air sampled.

Daytime Ambient Noise Level Monitoring Results (dBA)

NI

Downwind
(Near Main Gate)

ll08H-l118H

45

N2

Upwind
(Near Swimming Pool Area)

1302H-1312H

43

* Median ofseven highest recorded noise levels (NPCC, I 978).

2nd Floor. VAG Bldg. Ortigas Ave .• Greenhills

San Juan, Metro Manila. PMppines
Tels. (632) 727-9832· Fax (632) 727-9831

8CN51600PH/PPA 1421776/[20190530-14:51 :29]

Z.11:NVJ.SPECIALISl\PROJECTSIP,/.19-101 TO 200\PJ.1D 147 Pl HHICIREPOIU11\UR·19-147 Pl-25-67.00CX

TO: MS. IRENE ISIP
COMPANY: HHIC PHILIPPINES, INC.
DATE: 16 MAY 2019
PAGE 2 of 2

Observed Sources of Noise

Station
NJ
N2

·Location
Downwind
(Near Main Gate)
Upwind
(Near Swimming Pool Area)

Sources of Noise

Sea waves and conversing people
Passing light vehicles, motorcycles and trucks

The final report will be prepared as soon as we receive a scanned copy of this document with your
signature. If we are unable to receive a response from you within three (3) working days upon receipt of
this initial report, we will start preparing the final report.

If you have concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Thank you and best regards.

Noted by:

~MMANU~ALTAREJOS
Executive
President

VT

Conforme:

HHIC PHILS., INC.

2nd Flaa, VAG Bldg. Ortigas Ave., Greenhil s

San Juan, Metro Mania. Phiippines
Tels. (632) 727 -9632· Fax (632) 727-9831
ZlENVI-Sl'ECIAUSl\?ROJECTS\PJ-19-101 TO 200\PJ.19 147 Pl HHK:V!EPORl\ll'JR-1~147 P1-2S-57.00CX

8CN51600PH/PPA 1421776/(20190530-14:51 :29]

Assaying and E111•iro11111e11ta/ Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-0HE

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT No 20 17 -82 / 83 / 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018

RAN

113839

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/13-19/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

1,250 kW Cummins Generator Set# 1
(Main Power Station)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

38.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

38.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

47.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

44.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

33.9

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

37.0

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

46.2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

40.1

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

38.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Total Analysis: 9

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:

Sampling Group Manager

PRC No 0012144
Chemist

MA. CRISTINA . R ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is th e confidentia l property of th e client named. Prior cli ent approva l is required to verify and confirm the information conta in ed herein . Perso ns
acting with out diligent verifi cation do so at th eir peril. Unless otherw ise authori zed, all reprographic, dissemination and pub lication rights are reserved,
including down loads, digita l and im age fil es and represe ntation s.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service S ince
1976

Assay ing and E111•iron111e11ta/ Testing Specialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT Ne 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Barangay Road , Bo. Mamplasan, Bii'ian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

ID

Revision Copy

[g]

CAN

Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

~

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

106983A

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018

RAN

113839

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed : 12/12/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

1,250 kW Cummins Generator Set# 1
(Main Power Station)

Note:

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

147.5

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

153.7

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

141.9

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted .

Sample Submission

3
Total Analysis: 3
Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks

Results relate on!y to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Total # of Sample

Approved
Signatory:

- -....l..l"""Lll.:lJ-ILLL~==---

Sampling Group Manager

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
MA. CRISTINA . R ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398

PRC No 0012144
Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is th e confidential property of t he client nam ed. Prior client approva l is required to verify and confirm the inform at ion co ntain ed herei n. Persons
actin g w ithout diligent verification do so at their peril. Unl ess otherwise authorized, all rep rograp hi c, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
includin g downloads, digital and im age files and representations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Serv ice Since
1976

i?

Assaying and Environmental Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017E

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT No 2016 - 79
SAT No 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC- PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983B

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018

RAN

113840

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled : 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/13-19/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

1,250 kW Cummins Generator Set# 2
(Main Power Station)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

52.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

43.2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

44.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

46.2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2B

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

49.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

40.1

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

43.2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3B

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

47.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

44.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted.

Total Analysis: 9

Total # of Sample

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
MA. CRISTINA . R

Sampling Group Manager

ERENTE, RCh

PRC No. 0007398

Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
Thi s Report is the confidential property of the client named. Prior clie nt approva l is required to verify and confirm th e inform atio n contained herei n. Persons
actin g without diligent ve rifi cation do so at their peril. Unless otherwise autho ri zed, all reprographic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and image files and represe ntat ion s.

Uninterrupted Tota l Qua lity Service Since
1976

Assaying and Em•ironmenta/ Testing Sp ecialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Tes ting Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N2 2017 - 82183188

Barangay Road , Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

106983(

Date of Issue : 12/20/2018

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

RAN

113840

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed : 12/12/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Results

Parameter

Sample Description

Unit

Method

1,250 kW Cummins Generator Set# 2
(Main Power Station)

Note:

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

144.1

mg

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

227.4

mg

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

170.6

mg

Non-Dispersive Infrared

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Total Analysis: 3

Reference

USEPA Method 10
Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

-----'-'=-..,._...,._.:....:.;=--

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
MARVIN ALBERT C. SIPIN, RCh

Sampling Group Manager

MA. CRISTINA .

FERENTE, RCh

PRC No 0012144

PRC No. 0007398

Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
Thi s Report is the confidential property of the client named. Prior client approva l is req uired to verify and confirm the inform atio n co ntained herein . Persons
actin g without diligent ve rification do so at th eir peril. Unl ess otherwise authori ze d, all reprograp hic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and im age files and representations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Serv ice Since
1976

i?

Assay ing and Environmental Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTI NG LABORATORY
PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017E

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Bi/Ian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N2 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

106983F

Date of Issue : 12/20/2018

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

RAN

113841

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received : 12/12/2018
Date Sampled : 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/13-19/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

1,500 kW Cummins Generator Set# 4
(Main Power Station)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

32 .4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

38.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

35.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

41.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R28

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

29.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

24.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

35.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R38

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

30.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

30.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted .

Total# of Sample

Total Analysis: 9

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
Sampling Group Manager

PRC No 0012144
Chemist

H'"""•

Mk CS,STI"
PRC No. 0007398

,CO

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Repo rt is the co nfid ential property of the cli ent named. Prior client approva l is required to verify and co nfirm the inform at ion contained herein. Persons
acting w ithou t diligent verification do so at th eir peri l. Unless othe rw ise authorized, all reprograph ic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
in cluding downloads, digital and image fil es and representations.

Uninterrupted Tota l Quality Service Since
1976

Assayi11g a11d E11viro11111e11tal Tesfi11g Specialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N9 2016 - 79
SAT Ne 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

Revision Copy

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

CAN

106983G

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018
113841

RAN
INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/12/2018
Date Received:

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

1,500 kW Cummins Generator Set# 4
(Main Power Station)

Note:

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

327.0

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

357.1

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

348 .1

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

3

Total Analysis: 3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks
Approved
Signatory:

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
~

Sampling Group Manager

PIN,RCh

MA. CRISTINA .

FERENTE, RCh

PRC No 0012144

PRC No. 0 07398

Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the confidentia l property of the client named. Prior cli ent approval is required to verify and confirm the information contained herein. Persons
acting without diligent verification do so at their peril. Unless otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination and pub lication rights are reserved,
in cluding downloads, digital and im age files and representations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since
1976

~

Assayi11g and E11viro11111e111a/ Testi11g Specialist

PAB ACCREDI TED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS 1SO/IEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017E

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT No 2016 - 79
SAT No 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983H

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018

RAN

113842

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zambales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled : 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed : 12/13-19/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Results

Parameter

Sample Description

Unit

Method

2,000 kW Cummins Generator Set# 5
(Main Power Station)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO, )

103.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

83. 2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO, )

89 .4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

81.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO, )

78.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

78.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO, )

80 .1

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Aci d

R3B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO, )

77.1

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

86.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of th e certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted.

Total Analysis: 9

Total# of Sample

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Authorized by:

Certified
- - - - - - - - - Correct by:
Sam pling Group Ma nager

MARVIN ALB ERT C. SIPIN, RCh
PRC No 0012144
Chemist

"' '"""'. fl""'"·""
PRC No. 0007398
laboratory Head

Deputy Head of Operati ons

Page 1 of 1
Thi s Repo rt is t he confidential property of the cl ient named. Prior cl ient approva l is required to ve ri fy and confirm the information co nta ined herein. Perso ns
acting wit hout diligent ve rification do so at their peril. Unl ess otherwise authorized, all reprograph ic, d issem in ation and publication rights are reserved,
inclu ding down loads, digita l and image files and rep rese ntations.

Un interrupted Total Qua lity Service Since
1976

Assay ing and E11viro11111e11tal Testing Specialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N• 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

Revision Copy

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

CAN

1069831

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018

RAN

113842

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zambales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled : 12/10/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/12/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

2,000 kW Cummins Generator Set# 5
(Main Power Station)

Note :

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

173.2

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

129.2

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

138.0

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted .

Total # of Sample

3

Total Analysis: 3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks
Approved
Signatory:

- - - --

Certified
- - - - - Correct by:

Sa mpling Group Manager

Authorized by:
MA~

IN,RCh
PRC No 0012144
Ch emist

M A. CRISTIN A F. R ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Lab oratory Hea d

SCO, RCh

011786
Deput y Head of Operati ons

Page 1 of 1
Th is Repo rt is t he co nfide ntia l property of t he cli ent named. Pri or client approva l is requ ired t o verify and confirm the information co nta in ed herein. Pe rso ns
acting w ith out diligent verifica ti on do so at t heir peri l. Unl ess ot herw ise aut horized, all reprographic, disse min atio n and pub lica tion rights are reserved,
in cluding downl oads, digita l and image fil es an d rep rese ntations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since
1976

vi?

0STF1E~ m1nEm~ ~~SQFtt,TQ'11ES, re.
Assayi11g a11d E111•iro11111e11/a/ Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS 1SO/IEC 17025:2005

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Binan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

LA-1997-017E

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N2 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983J

Date of Issue :

12/27/2018
113920

RAN
INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zambales

Address

Date Received: 12/13/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/17-22/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

400 kW Cummins
Generator Set# 1 (Sub-Station 6)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

373.1

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

398.1

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

383.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

393.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2B

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

383.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

390.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

396.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3B

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

399.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

390.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or ciarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted.

Total Analysis: 9

Total # of Sample

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

~pproved
iignatory:

f1

a=

VANESSA R. GARCIA, RChT

Certified
Correct by:

Authorized by:
MARVIN ALBERT C. SIPIN, RCh

MA. CRISTINA . R

ERENTE, RCh

PRC No 0000885

PRC No 0012144

Sampling Group Manager

PRC No. 0007398

Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
Thi s Report is th e confidential property of the client named . Prior cli ent approva l is required to verify and confirm the info rmation contained herein. Persons
act ing withou t diligent verification do so at their peril. Unless otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and im age files and representations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Si nce
1976

CST~E~
mnEML.1.~~CF1~T0~1ES,re.
Assayi11g a11d E11riro11111e111a/ Tesli11g Specialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Tes ting Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N• 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Binan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

106983K

Date of Issue :

12/20/2018

RAN

113843

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/14/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

400 kW Cummins
Generator Set# 1 (Sub-Station 6)

Note:

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

306.3

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDI R)

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

227.3

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

203.6

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Total Analysis: 3

Authorized by:

Certified
- - - - - , - - - - - Correct by:
MARV~

Sampling Group Manager

RCh
PRC No 0012144
Chemist

MA. CRISTINA .
FERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the confidential property of the client named. Prior client approva l is required to verify and confirm the information contained herein. Persons
acting w ithout diligent verifi cation do so at their peri l. Unless otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and image file s and representations.

Un intenupted Tota l Quality Service Since
1976

~

Assaying and E111·iro111ne111a/ Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017E

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Bifian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N2 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983L

Date of Issue :

12/27/2018

RAN

113921

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/13/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/17-22/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

400 kW Caterpillar
Generator Set# 1 (Sub-Generator)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

123.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

120.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

121.9

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

123.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R28

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

121.9

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

120.4

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

129.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R38

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

130.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

126.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or ciarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted.

Total Analysis: 9

Total # of Sample

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

c-r---

Authorized by:

Certified
--~.......__ _ _ _ _ Correct by:

&

r

VANESSA R. GARCIA, RChT
PRC No 0000885
Sampling Group Manager

MA. CRISTINA
PRC No 0012144
Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the confidential property of th e client named. Prior client approva l is required to verify and co nfirm the inform ation co ntain ed herein . Persons
acting w ithout diligent verifica tion do so at their peri l. Unl ess otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissem in at ion and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and im age fil es and representations.

Uninterrupted Tota l Quality Service Since
1976

csT~~n mnsm1. 1.~E10F1ni0~1Es, re.
Assaying and Em·ironmelllal Testing Specialist

DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N!! 2016 - 79
SAT N• 2017 - 82 I 83 / 88

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Binan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

106983M

Date of Issue : 12/20/2018
RAN

113844

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/14/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

400 kW Caterpillar
Generator Set# 1 (Sub-Generator)

Note :

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

145.7

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

171.1

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

197.9

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

11.pproved
Signatory:

Total Analysis: 3

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
Sampling Group Manager

MA. CRISTINA .
ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

Chemist

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the confidential property of the cli ent named. Prior clie nt approval is required to verify and co nfirm the inform ation contained here in . Persons
actin g without diligent verification do so at their peril. Unl ess otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination and publication right s are reserved,
including downloads, digital and im age files and representations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since

1976

~

OST~~~ mlnEM~ ~~~Cti~TQ~IES 'ire.

Assaying and E111'iron111e11tal Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS 1SO/IEC 17025:2005

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT No 2016 - 79
SAT No 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

LA-1997-0 HE

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983N

Date of Issue :

12/27/2018

RAN

113922

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zambales

Address

Date Received : 12/13/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed : 12/17-22/2018

RES UL TS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

400 kW Caterpillar
Generator Set# 2 (Sub-Generator)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

35.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

33.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

33.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

38.2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

38.2

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

35.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

35.3

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

33.8

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

39.7

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or ciarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are .deemed accepted .

Total # of Sample

9

Total Analysis: 9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

~

~pproved
Signatory:
/

Authorized by:

Certified
- - - - ~ - - - - - Correct by:
VANESSA R. GARCIA, RChT
PRC No 0000885
Sampling Group Manager

MARVIN ALBERT C. SIPIN, RCh
PRC No 0012144
Chemist

MA. CRISTINA F. R ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is th e confide ntial property of the client nam ed. Prior cli ent approva l is required to verify and co nfirm the information contained herein. Persons
acting w ithout diligent verification do so at their peril. Unless otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and image fil es and representations.

Uninterrupted Tota l Quality Service Since
· 1976

Assaying and E111 ,iro11111e11tal Testing Specialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

SAT N• 2016 - 79
SAT N• 2017 - 62 / 63 / 66

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

1069830

Date of Issue : 12/20/2018
RAN

113845

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawang, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/12/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

400 kW Caterpillar
Generator Set# 2 (Sub-Generator)

Note:

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

193.2

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

166.0

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

152.1

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR)

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Total Analysis: 3

Authorized by:

Certified
_ __;;_;__,,t-=-;:.......:...:.:::___ Correct

Sampling Group Manager

by:
PRC No 0012144
Chemist

MA. CRISTINA F. E RENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

SCO, RCh
11786
Operations

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the confidential property of the client named. Prior client approva l is required to verify and confirm the inform atio n co ntained herein . Persons
acting without diligent verification do so at their peril. Unless otherwise authorized, all reprographic, dissemination and publication rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and image fil es and represent ations.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since
1976

~

Assay ing and Em·ironmental Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISOIIEC 17025:2005
LA-1997-017E

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Binan, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N• 2016 - 79
SAT NO 2017 - 82 /8 3/ 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

Revision Copy

CAN

106983P

Date of Issue :

12/26/2018

RAN

113838

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zambales

Address

Date Received : 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/13-18/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

SO tons Miura Boiler

(Galvanization Shop)

Note:

Rl

Particulate Matter (PM) with Acetone Wash

28.3

mg

Gravimetric

R2

Particulate Matter (PM) with Acetone Wash

48.2

mg

Gravimetric

R3

Particulate Matter (PM) with Acetone Wash

51.l

mg

Gravimetric

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted.

Total# of Sample

3

Samp le Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 5

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

11,pproved
Signatory:

-----;i------

Total Analysis: 3

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:

M
Sampling Group Manager

MA. CRISTINA F. R ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Chemist

Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is th e confidential prop erty of th e client named. Prior cli ent approva l is required to ve rify and confirm th e inform ation contain ed herein. Person s
acting w ithout diligent verifi ca tion do so at th eir peril. Unless oth erwi se auth ori zed, all reprographic, di sse min ation and publi ca tion rights are rese rved,
including dow nloads, digital and im age fil es and represe ntation s.

Unin te rrupted Tota l Quali ty Service S ince
1976

~

CSTF\~~
m1nEm~ ~~a~~TQ~IES,re.
Assaying a11d E11viro11111e11tal Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDITED
TESTI NG LABORATORY
PNS ISO/I EC 17025:2005
lA-1997-017E

Bararigay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna , Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

DENR ACCREDITED

Source Emi ssion Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N2 2017 -82 /83/ 88

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

Revision Copy

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

CAN

106983Q

Date of Issue :

12/26/2018

RAN

113838

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed : 12/17/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample Description

Parameter

Results

Unit

Method

SO tons Miura Boiler

(Galvanization Shop)

Note:

Rl

Sulfur Dioxide (SO, )

6.4

mg

Barium Thorin Titration

R2

Sulfur Dioxide (SO,)

6.4

mg

Barium Thorin Titration

R3

Sulfur Dioxide (SO, )

6.4

mg

Barium Thorin Titration

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted .

Total # of Sample

3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 6/8

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

11.pproved
Signatory:

Total Analysis: 3

Authorized by:

Certified
- - - - - ' l l - - - - - - Correct by:
Sa m pling Group Manager

PRC No 0012144
Chemist

MA. CRISTINA F. R ERENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the confide ntial property of the cl ient named . Prior cl ient approva l is required to ve rify and co nfi rm t he information conta in ed herein. Pe rsons
acti ng w ith out diligent verificatio n do so at t heir pe ril. Unless ot herw ise authorized, all reprograph ic, dissem ina t ion and pub lication rights are reserved,
in clud in g downloads, digita l and image files and rep resentat ions.

Uninten-upted Total Quali ty Service Since
1976

i?

Assaying and Em'ironmental Testing Specialist

PAB ACCREDl'lcD

DENR ACCREDITED

TESTING LABORATORY
PNS ISO/IEC 17025:2005
LA-1 997-017E

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Biiian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N2 2016 - 79
SAT N2 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

~
[j]
[]

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

Revision Copy

CAN

Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

106983R

Date of Issue :

1/2/2019

RAN

113923

INVOICE#

Address

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy_ Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin

Date Received: 12/13/2018

Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zam bales

Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/17-27/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Sample Description

Parameter

Results

Unit

Method

50 tons Miura Boiler
(Galvanization Shop)

Note :

RlA

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

27.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlB

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

27.5

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

RlC

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

28.9

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

31.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

31.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R2C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

31.6

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3A

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

28.9

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3B

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

28.9

µg

Phenoldisulfonic Acid

R3C

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO,)

30.3

µg

Phenoldisu lfonic Acid

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the
result(s) is/ are deemed accepted.

Total # of Sample

9

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 7

Remarks

Results relate only to the items tested and received by the laboratory

Approved
Signatory:

Total Analysis: 9

Authorized by:

Certified
Correct by:
Sampling Group Manager

r

MARVIN LB TC. SIPIN, RCh
PRC N 0012144
Chemist

MA. CRISTIN~
RENTE, RCh
PRC No. 0007398
Laboratory Head

PRC No. 0011786
Deputy Head of Operations

Page 1 of 1
This Report is the co nfid ential property of the client named. Prior client approva l is required to ve ri fy and co nfirm the information co ntain ed herein. Persons
acting wit hout diligent verification do so at their peri l. Unless otherwise authorized, all reprograp hic, disse mination and publicatio n rights are reserved,
including downloads, digital and image files and representatio ns.

Uninterrupted Total Quality Service Since
1976

Assaying and E111•iro11111e11tal Testing Specialist
DENR ACCREDITED
Source Emission Testing Firm
SAT N9 2016 - 79
SAT N• 2017 - 82 / 83 / 88

Barangay Road, Bo. Mamplasan, Bii'ian, Laguna, Philippines 4024
Telefax : (02) 889-9058; (049) 539-0102; (02) 848-6951
Email
: customer.service@ostrealabs.com.ph

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Customer

HHIC - PHILIPPINES, INC.

~

Original Issue
Duplicate Copy

II]

Revision Copy

□

CAN

106983S

Date of Issue :

12/26/2018

RAN

113838

INVOICE#

Greenbeach 1, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag, Sitio Agusuhin
Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Zambales

Address

Date Received: 12/12/2018
Date Sampled: 12/11/2018
Date Analyzed: 12/12/2018

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
Parameter

Sample Description

Results

Unit

Method

50 tons Miura Boiler
(Galvanization Shop)

Note:

Rl

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

28.5

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R2

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

22 .0

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

R3

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

25.6

ppm

Non-Dispersive Infrared

The customer is given 7 days upon receipt to raise questions or clarifications on any part or content of the certificate, otherwise the result(s)
is/ are deemed accepted .

Total # of Sample

3

Sample Submission

Sampled by the OMLI staff

Reference

USEPA Method 10

Remarks
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2.6

Observation on Changes on the Benthic (Bottom) Ecology of the
Shoreline

The overall soft bottom / benthic ecology along the Hanjin remained unchanged compared to the last
sampling period November 2018 and all the previous sampling periods (since July 2012) as well.
Normally, the polychaetes (Phylum Annelida) were the most dominant infauna! organisms found
during all these survey periods in the soft bottom benthic habitat at the project site. Furthermore, the
benthic or bottom ecology of the Hanjin area has already completely recovered from the previous
physical disturbance (i.e., landfilling/ reclamation and dredging activities). The new recruits of hard
coral species (mainly branching forms) were again observed to occur on the artificial hard substrate
(rocks/boulders) of the sea bottom along the wharves / seawalls of the shipbuilding facility. This
indicates that these hard substrate habitats are already assuming the role of an "artificial reef' within
the project area. However, the seafeathers attached to the artificial hard substrate as noted during
the last sampling period November 2018 have totally disappeared in the area. The reason for this
disappearance is still unknown.

3.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATION

Below are some of the concluding remarks and recommendation to be drawn from this present
monitoring period June 2019:
a)

Currently, the on-going non-operational activity of the Hanjin Shipbuilding Facility at the
project site showed no imminent adverse impact on the water column phytoplankton and
zooplankton and soft bottom infauna! benthic communities. Changes in species composition,
occurrence, density, relative abundance, and biomass of plankton and soft bottom benthos
communities are related to the effects of seasonality and hydrological situation and weather
differences (e.g. occurrence of long dry spell, heavy rains, passage of typhoon) at the time of
sampling.

b)

The inconsistent patterns in species richness and density of fish assemblages might be
attributed to local environmental conditions at the sampling stations, particularly the
complexity of the artificial bottom structures, water clarity, and current pattern. It can be
noticed that different species dominated the sampling stations. To reiterate, the coastal
structure at the Hanjin Facility provides additional space for different fish species. The
occurrence of target species could be indicative of reduced fishing at the seawall structure .

c)

The increase in total fish biomass in all three sampling stations (see Figure 34) was probably
due to fishing restrictions at the Hanjin seawall that have protected the extraction of larger fish
species by adjacent fishermen. Food availability and presence of larger habitat spaces might
have also contributed to the improvement in fish biomass at the stations. However, the
fluctuation in fish biomass may be expected due to the dominance of roving planktivorous and
carnivorous fish species, which are relatively mobile. A gradual increase in fish biomass
could be expected if fish aggregations shift to a more demersal target species-dominated fish
community and the fishing restriction is persistently enforced.

d)

Seasonal variation of the macrofouling communities in Hanjin seawalls is expected due its
exposure to potential limiting factors for biofouling . But to see the pattern more clearly, the
conduct of monitoring surveys should be sustained. It is apparent, however, that the seawalls
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have provided space for the settlement of macro-invertebrates, which may serve as food for
associated fishes and other commercially important species.
e)

Only slight and negligible changes on the estimated covers were observed for all groups of
fouling organisms. The currently observed condition of the fouling communities in all three
stations was almost the same as that with the last sampling period in November 2018. Mean
substrate cover of the three stations may suggest that 47.9 % of the seawall in Hanjin were
already colonized by macrofoulers.

f)

The fish assemblages at the sampling stations exhibited spatio-temporal variation in all the
fish parameters. Most notable, however, is the increase in density and biomass of target
species. Given the right environmental conditions and sustained protection from fishing and
other forms of resource extraction, the seawall structures at the Hanjin facility can serve as
important habitat not only to fishes but also to other sedentary and mobile marine organisms.
While awaiting the turnover of ownership of the facility, the concerned authorities should
deploy personnel who will secure the area from unsustainable fishing practices and other
activities that will contribute to habitat degradation.
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2.4

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The following major findings can be drawn from the data presented on this present
survey.

'--"

a)

The phytoplankton community was as usual composed of 3 major taxonomic
groups: diatoms, blue-green algae and dinoflagellates.

b)

The phytoplankton was again dominated by the diatoms (58.01%) represented by
9 taxa/genera.

c)

The next numerically abundant were the blue-green algae (only 30.75%)
represented solely by Trichodesmium, while the least were the dinoflagellates
(11.24%) represented by 5 taxa/genera.

d)

The dominant phytoplankton organisms found were (in order of their relative
abundances) the diatom Thalassionema (average 315,139 cells/m 3 , or 40.75%),
the blue-green alga Trichodesmium (average 237,847 cells/m 3 , or 30.75%), the
dinoflagellate Ceratium (average 36,930 cells/m3. or 4.77%), the diatom Hernia/us
(average 33,632 cells/m 3 , or 4.35%), and another diatom Chaetoceros (average
28,885 cells/m 3 , or 3.73%). All the other forms were poorly represented.

e)

The total phytoplankton numbers varied from 397,061 to 1,278,125 cells/m 3 with an
average of 773,450 cells/m 3 , which is much higher compared to that during the last
sampling period May 2018 (range of 50,980 to 88,385 cells/m 3 with an average of
63,318 cells/m 3).

f)

Once again, there were only three (3) major groups representing the present
zooplankton population, dominated by the crustacean copepods (average 101,429
organisms/m 3 , or 88.66%) followed by the appendicularians represented solely by
Oikop/eura (average 7,010 organisms/m 3 , or 6.13%) and the least were the
protozoan ciliates (average 5,956 organisms/m 3 , or 5.21 %).

g)

Typically, the most dominant zooplanktonic organism found in the samples during
this monitoring period was again the copepod nauplius larvae (average 83,422
organisms/m 3 , or 72.92%).

h)

The total zooplankton numbers varied from 73,530 to 140,625 organisms/m 3 with
an average of 114,395 organisms/m 3 , which is much higher compared to the last
sampling period November 2019 (range of 18,294 to 48,781 organisms/m 3 with an
average of 30,692 organisms/m 3 ) as well as during almost all the previous
sampling periods .

'--'
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i)

The plankton communities within the study area during this sampling period June
2019 were again dominated by the phytoplankton (average 87.12% against
12.88% zooplankton).

j)

The plankton biomass (wet displacement volume) ranged from 2.0 to 6.3 mUm 3
with an average of 3.8 mUm 3), which is higher compared to that in November
2018 (1.7 to 3.7 mUm 3 with an average of 2.9 mUm 3 ) and May 2018 (1.9 mUm 3 to
3.8 mUm 3 with an average of 2.6 mUm 3).

3.

SOFT BOTTOM INFAUNAL BENTHOS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The soft bottom communities are one of the least studied biological components
(Estacion and Onate, 1991 ). These fauna, which are associated with soft bottom
substrate, constitute as one of the most abundant major components of the food habits
of many benthic and demersal fishes on the sea. Industrialization and environmental
perturbations influenced by anthropogenic activities such as pollution and siltation is
proceeding at a very rapid rate in the Philippines. The benthic communities that are
likely exposed to these perturbations include large mobile invertebrates such as
polychaetes, crustaceans, echinoderms and mollusks.
.___.,

..._,,,

One of the significant impacts of the Hanjin Shipbuilding Facility project concerns the
established soft bottom benthic communities of the dredging and reclamation areas. The
dredging and reclamation activities will not only disturb the existing benthic fauna but
entail a complete smothering of all benthic organisms present in the dredging and
reclamation areas.
There is no known remedy for this impact as the reclamation, which is deemed very
important is permanent in the area. However, benthic organisms can easily re-colonize
in undisturbed and unreclaimed areas. Benthic re-colonization should be quite rapid and
occur within a few months after construction. Complete recovery could be attained within
a year or two.
The survey was intended to evaluate the soft bottom infauna! benthic community in the
area with respect to its composition, density, relative abundance and biomass. The study
aims to contribute some baseline information to the general knowledge of the soft
bottom benthos.

'--"

v

3.2

METHODOLOGY

Sediment samples for soft bottom infauna! benthos analysis were collected at each
station using a Ekman bottom grab sampler with a mouth area of 0.0225 m2 (Plate 2a).
The samples were placed in plastic bag containers (Plate 2b, c) and fixed in 10%
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Figure 25 Mean biomasses of soft bottom benthic infauna at each sampling period

3.4

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The following major findings can be drawn from the data presented on this study.
a)

A total of 30 taxa were recorded in the present sampling period June 2019 which
is higher compared to the last sampling period November 2019 (26 taxa) and
during the previous sampling periods May 2018 (23 taxa) and November 2017
(18 taxa) as well.

b)

The annelids (polychaetes) with 15 taxa were the most dominant benthic infauna!
organisms (average 39.40%), followed by arthropods (average 27.71 %),
foram iniferans
(average 17.11 %), molluscs (average 6.60%), echinoderms
(average 3.92%). sipunculids (average 2.58%), and nemerteans and nematodes
(average 1.34% each).

c)

Overall, the most abundant/dominant infauna! benthic organisms were the
arthropod Order Tanaidacea (average 133 indv./m2 , or 11.85%) followed by the
foraminiferan Family Peneroplidae (average 103 indv./m2 , 9.18%), arthropod
Family Gammaridae (average 89 indv./m2 , 7.93%), and polychaete Family
Capitellidae (average 88 indv./m 2 , 7.84%).

d)

The total abundance of soft bottom infauna ranged widely from 264 to 1,862
indv/m 2 , with an average density of 1,122 indv/m 2 , slightly lower compared to that
during the last sampling period November 2018 (average 1,243 indv/m2) but
higher compared to the previous sampling period May 2018 (average 1,037
indv/m2) as well as during the previous sampling periods November 2017, May
2017, November 2016, May 2016, and November 2015.

e)

Biomass of the benthic organisms also ranged widely from 1.33 to 48.89 wwt g/m2 ,
with an average of 17.55 wwt g/m 2 which is higher compared to that measured
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during the last sampling period November 2018 (average 11.94 wwt g/m 2 ) but
much lower compared to the previous sampling period May 2018 (average 36.30
wwt g/m 2).

4.

FISHES AT THE WHARVES/ SEAWALLS

4.1

INTRODUCTION

General Objective:
To survey and assess the condition of the fish assemblages at the three monitoring
stations at the wharves/seawalls of the Hanjin Shipbuilding Facility.
Specific Objectives:
1. To characterize the fish assemblages at survey stations along the wharves/seawalls
in terms of:
a. species composition;
b. the relative abundance of indicator, major and target species; and
c. the relative biomass of indicator, major and target species.
2. To determine and evaluate changes in these fish parameters through time; and
3. To identify the possible factors that are impacting these communities and driving the
observed changes.
\
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4.2

METHODOLOGY

The daytime fish visual census technique described by English et al. (1994) was
employed in the survey (Plate 3). Fish were surveyed along the entire vertical length
(depth) of the pier from Om (surface) to 1Om (bottom). The observers then swam about
5-10m along the bottom and surveyed the fish from the bottom to the surface of another
section of the pier. These two sections of the pier served as replicate samples and were
approximately 5m wide. Fish surveys at each of the stations were completed in about 15
minutes. Fish observed within a 10 m x 10 m corridor along the pier were recorded. Fish
were identified to the lowest possible taxon based on photographic references such as
Allen et al., 2003; Lieske and Myers, 2002; Randall et al., 1997, and others. The total
lengths of fish were estimated to the nearest centimeter, and their abundance
determined by actual counts. For schooling and aggregating species, counts were
estimated based on the sizes of the fish and the number of fish within a cluster of the
aggregation or school. The biomass of each species was estimated using the formula W
= alb, where W is the weight (g), a the multiplicative factor, L the total length (cm), and b
the exponent. The values used for the constants a and b were obtained from Kulbicki, et
al. (1993), Letoumeur (1998), Letoumeur, et al. (1998), Gonzales et al. (2000) and those
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4.4
a)

The present monitoring survey is again able to cover all the three sampling stations.
Over the past years S2 was inaccessible due to the busy shipbuilding activities.

b)

The present survey recorded a total of 27 species belonging to 14 families at the three
sampling stations. Highest number of species was observed at Station S3, followed by
Stations S1 and S2. All the sampling stations were dominated by the target category,
which was represented by 15 species. The species richness at Stations S 1 and S3 had
increased, while Station S2 showed the opposite.

c)

Station S2 had the highest fish density with 94 individuals /100 m·2 while the lowest
density was observed at Station S3 with 37 individuals/100/m·2 • The fish density at
Station S3 was dominated by target species, while Stations S 1 and S2 were codominated by target species and major families.

d)

The density of fish individuals with a total length of 15 cm and above was relatively
higher at Stations S2 and S3. A number of fish individuals with larger body sizes
belonged to the target category. Because of this, 79% to 96% of the total fish biomass
at the sampling stations was contributed by target species.

e)

The highest biomass was recorded at Station S2 (9,803.35 g or 9.80 kg 1001m·2),
2
followed by Station S3 (3,366.34 g or 3.37 kg/100 m· ) and Station S1 (2,561 .74 or
2
2.56 kg/100 m· ).

f)

The diversity (H') of fish assemblages at the sampling stations ranged from 1.67 to
2.68. Station S3 was highly diverse, while species diversity at the other stations was
moderate.

g)

The fish communities across the sampling stations did not show significant separation
based on the result of ANOSIM (R 0.049; p 0.023). This is expected because the
sampling stations are located close to each other. However, the difference in local
environmental conditions and biotic interactions could cause the spatial dissimilarity of
fish communities. SIMPER revealed an overall dissimilarity of 80.09 %.
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS
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5.

BIOFOULING ORGANISMS GROWING ON THE SHEET PILES
OF THE WHARVES/SEAWALLS

5.1

INTRODUCTION

...__/

Submerged artificial hard structures such as the seawalls along the Hanjin ship-building
faci lity are usually invaded by marine biofouling organisms. Marine biofouling refers to the
attachment of an organism or organisms to a surface in contact with water for a period of
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suggested that water temperature and salinity of water are the most important environmental
factors controlling the temporal distribution of total fouling density in some harbors of
Alexandria in Egypt where highest density and biomass coincides with warmer seasons and
increase in salinity. Salinity was also cited in Swami and Udhayakumar (2010) as an
important parameter that regulates settlement and distribution of macrofoulers.

5.4

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

Findings of the present monitoring period can be summarized as follows:
1. Eight (8) species of fouling macro-fauna were recorded from Station S1 while seven
(7) species were recorded at Stations S2 and S3.
2. The species composition of fouling organisms in all three (3) stations remained the
same compared with the previous survey period.
3. Mean substrate cover of the three sampling stations may suggest that 47.9 % of the
seawall in Hanjin were already colonized by macrofoulers.
4. A slight increase in the cover of mollusks in all stations could be observed.

6.

MARINE TURTLES

6.1

INTRODUCTION

This present marine turtle monitoring report provides information on species, occurrence,
location, life stage, habitat use, sources of mortality I disturbance and conservation efforts
along the 10-km western coastline of Subic Bay.

6.2

METHODOLOGY

The boat I beach-based survey [patterned after Diez and Ottenwalder (1999)] were
implemented along the known nesting beaches of Sitios Naglatorre, Nagbayukan and
Kinabuksan using a motorized boat.

6.3

RESULTS

Similar to the last sampling period November 2018 and previous sampling period May 2018
as well there has been no occurrence of a marine turtle nesting on the sandy beach areas
under consideration.
V
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In conclusion, with reference to the last sampling period November 2018, the overall benthic
ecology along the Hanjin in the present survey June 2019 remained unchanged.

7.1

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

a)

The overall benthic ecology along the Hanjin remained unchanged compared to the
last sampling period November 2018 as well during all the previous sampling
periods (since July 2012). Normally, the polychaetes (Phylum Annelida) were the
most dominant infauna! organisms found during all these survey periods in the soft
bottom benthic habitat at the project site.

b)

The benthic or bottom ecology of the Hanjin area has already completely recovered
from the previous physical disturbance (i.e., landfilling / reclamation and dredging
activities). The new recruits of hard coral species (mainly branching forms) were
again observed to occur on the artificial hard substrate (rocks/boulders) of the sea
bottom along the wharves / seawalls of the shipbuilding facility. This indicates that
these hard substrate habitats are already assuming the role of an "artificial reef'
within the project area.

c)

The seafeathers attached to the artificial hard substrate as noted during the last
sampling period November 2018 have totally disappeared in the area. The reason
for this disappearance is still unknown.

8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATION

Below are some of the concluding remarks and recommendation to be drawn from this
present monitoring period June 2019:

I

/

a)

Currently, the on-going non-operational activity of the Hanjin Shipbuilding Facility at
the project site showed no imminent adverse impact on the water column
phytoplankton and zooplankton and soft bottom infauna! benthic communities.
Changes in species composition, occurrence, density, relative abundance, and
biomass of plankton and soft bottom benthos communities are related to the effects
of seasonality and hydrological situation and weather differences (e.g. occurrence of
long dry spell, heavy rains, passage of typhoon) at the time of sampling.

b)

The inconsistent patterns in species richness and density of fish assemblages might
be attributed to local environmental conditions at the sampling stations, particularly
the complexity of the artificial bottom structures, water clarity, and current pattern. It
can be noticed that different species dominated the sampling stations. To reiterate,
the coastal structure at the Hanjin Facility provides additional space for different fish
species. The occurrence of target species could be indicative of reduced fishing at
the seawall structure.
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c)

The increase in total fish biomass in all three sampling stations (see Figure 34) was
probably due to fishing restrictions at the Hanjin seawall that have protected the
extraction of larger fish species by adjacent fishermen. Food availability and
presence of larger habitat spaces might have also contributed to the improvement in
fish biomass at the stations. However, the fluctuation in fish biomass may be
expected due to the dominance of roving planktivorous and carnivorous fish species,
which are relatively mobile. A gradual increase in fish biomass could be expected if
fish aggregations shift to a more demersal target species-dominated fish community
and the fishing restriction is persistently enforced.

d)

Seasonal variation of the macrofouling communities in Hanjin seawalls is expected
due its exposure to potential limiting factors for biofouling. But to see the pattern
more clearly, the conduct of monitoring surveys should be sustained. It is apparent,
however, that the seawalls have provided space for the settlement of macroinvertebrates, which may serve as food for associated fishes and other commercially
important species.

e)

Only slight and negligible changes on the estimated covers were observed for all
groups of fouling organisms. The currently observed condition of the fouling
communities in all three stations was almost the same as that with the last sampling
period in November 2018. Mean substrate cover of the three stations may suggest
that 47.9 % of the seawall in Hanjin were already colonized by macrofoulers.

f)

The fish assemblages at the sampling stations exhibited spatio-temporal variation in
all the fish parameters. Most notable, however, is the increase in density and
biomass of target species. Given the right environmental conditions and sustained
protection from fishing and other forms of resource extraction, the seawall structures
at the Hanjin facility can serve as important habitat not only to fishes but also to other
sedentary and mobile marine organisms. While awaiting the turnover of ownership of
the facility, the concerned authorities should deploy personnel who will secure the
area from unsustainable fishing practices and other activities that will contribute to
habitat degradation.
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Figure 13

2.4

Mean Relative Abundance of Major Plankton Groups a . February 2019, b.
August 2018, c. February 2018, d. August 2017, e. February 2017, f. August
2016, g. February 2016, and h. August 2015

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The following major findings can be drawn from the data presented on this study.
a)

Phytoplankton population was typically composed of 3 major phytoplankton groups,
namely (in descending order) : diatoms (Bacillariophyceae, average 72.20%), green
algae (Chlorophyceae, (average 17.97%), and the least were the green algae (average
9.83%).

b)

Overall, the most abundant phytoplankton organisms were the diatoms Navicula
(average 8,333 cells/L or 42.37%) and Gyrosigma (average 3,400 cells/L or 17.29%),
the blue green alga Microcystis (average 2,867 cells/Lor 14.58%), and the green alga

BERKMAN SYSTEMS INC.
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Microspora (average 1,333 cells/L or 6. 78%). Other phytoplankton forms were poorly
represented.

c)

Estimates of total phytoplankton ranged from 13,400 to 27.200 cells/L, with an average
of 19,667 cells/L. This was higher compared to the last sampling period August 2018
(average 10,333 cells/L) as well as during the previous sampling periods February 2018
(11, 732 cells/L) and August 2017 (only 1,986 cells/L).

d)

Zooplankton component was composed of only three (3) major groups, namely (in
descending order): copepod (average 69.97%), phytoflagellate (average 19.97%), and
ciliate (10.06%).

e)

The most abundant zooplankton organisms were the copepod nauplius larvae (average
333 organisms/L or 50%), followed by the ciliate Euglena (average 133 organisms/L or
19.97%), the adult calanoid copepod (also average 133 organisms/Lor 19.97%), and
the ciliate Paramecium (average 67 organisms/Lor 10.06 %).

f)

Estimates of total zooplankton ranged from 600 to 800 organisms/L, with an average of
666 organisms/L which was lower compared to the last sampling period August 2018
(1,733 organisms/L) as well as during the previous sampling period February 2018
(1,133 organisms/L).

j

J

3.

SOFT BOTTOM INFAUNAL BENTHOS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Benthos is a community of organisms living on the bottom of a body of water. Benthic
epifauna are organisms that live on the riverbed or upon bottom objects, whereas benthic
infauna are organisms that live within the surface sediments.
The literature on the benthos of running waters has been reviewed by Hynes (1970) who
concluded that similar elements of the fauna of hard substrates are common to streams and
rivers all over the world. The benthic fauna of hard, stony runs and riffles is richer than that of
silty reaches and pools of the rhithron in both number of species and in total biomass.
The present survey was intended to evaluate the soft bottom infauna! benthic community
with respect to its composition, density and relative abundance. The study aims to contribute
some baseline information to the general knowledge of the benthic ecology of the
diverted/re-channeled Agusuhin River within the Hanjin Subic Project's Shipbuilding Facility.

3.2

METHODOLOGY

Sediment samples were collected using a hand trowel and a metal quadrat (area of 0.022 sq.
m) (Figure 14) at three sampling sites, Stations 1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 3). The sediments
collected within the designated sampling area were then placed in plastic bag containers,
BERKMAN SYSTEMS INC.
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The CPUE for Station 3 (Downstream) was computed to be 14,314.3 grams/hr (or 14.43
kg/hr), very much higher compared to the CPUE of Station 2 (only 1.6 kg/hr). A slight
increase in term of CPUE when compared to the last sampling in August 2918 was also
observed at this station (see Figure 24).

Number of Individuals Caught per Species, Size Range, Mean Weight, Total
Weight of Catch and Catch per Unit Effort (CPUE) at the Two Sampling
Stations along Agusuhin River (February 201 9)

Table 5

STATION 2

STATION3

FISH SPECIES

Sarotherodon melanotheron
Uza macrolepis
Caranx sexfaciatus
Kuhlia ropestris
Lutjanus argentimaculatus

n

Mean
Length (cm)

Mean
Weight (g)

Total
Weight (g)

n

5
5
2
4
1

20.2
22.6
13.0
18.0
15.0

121.0
130.0
25.0
82.5
45.0

605.0
650.0
50.0
330.0
45.0

143
0
0
0
0

1,680.0
1.0
1,680.0
1.68

Total
14
Fishing time (hour)
CPUE (g/hr)
CPUE (kg/hr)
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Figure 24

Catch per Unit Effort (CPUE) from the Two Sampling Stations during the Twenty
Monitoring Periods
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4.4

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The following major findings can be drawn from the data presented on this present survey.
a)

Actual test fishing was done only at Station 2 (Midstream) and Station 3 (Downstream)
because the water level at Station 1 (Upstream) is consistently too shallow for fishing .

\...../
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b)

Station 2 (Mid-stream) recorded five (5) species belonging to five (5) families while
Station 3 recorded only one (1) species belonging to only one (1) family.

c)

The invasive black-chin tilapia Sarotherodon melanotheron was once more the most
dominant catch particularly at Station 3 (Downstream).

d)

A much higher catch was observed at Station 3 (Downstream) with 143 individuals and
a total weight of 14,314.3 grams. However, only the invasive black-chin tilapia
Sarotherodon melanotheron was caught from this station.

e)

In contrast, a much lower catch was observed at Station 2 (Mid-stream) with only 14
individuals and a total weight of only 1,680 grams. However, five different species of fish
were caught from this station. These were Sarotherodon melanotheron, Liza
macro/epis, Caranx sexfaciatus, Kuhlia rupestris and Lutjanus argentimaculatus.

f)

The CPUE for Station 2 was computed to be 1,680.0 grams/hr (or 1.68 kg/hr), much
lower compared to the CPUE of Station 3 (1 4,314.3 grams/hr, or 14.43 kg/hr). However
both stations showed a slight increase in term of CPUE when compared to the last
sampling period August 2918.

-._/

5.
'----"

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The differences or changes observed (in terms of species composition, density and relative
abundance) of plankton and soft bottom benthos communities between all the previous
sampling periods and the present sampling period February 2019 does not necessarily mean
that the existing shipbuilding operation in the area had caused such changes. These
changes may be attributed to several factors such as the effects of seasonality, hydrological
situation and weather differences or disturbances (e.g., storm related impacts) at the time of
sampling.
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4.

RESULTS

Marine Sediment Metals - 08 June 2019 Sampling

Results of the analysis of marine sediment sample analyzed for some selected heavy metals are
presented in Appendix 1.
The concentrations of the 6 heavy metals such as Arsenic (As), Cadmium (Cd), Chromium (Cr),
Mercury (Hg), Lead (Pb), and Silver (Ag) found in the marine sediment sample in Station F/8 1
on 08 June 2019 are summarized in Table 3.
A closer examination of the data obtained (Table 4) revealed that the concentrations of the six
heavy metals analyzed from the sediment sample collected were all at detectable levels except
mercury (not detectable) (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7).
For Arsenic (As), a significant decrease in concentration was observed from the last sampling
period in November 2018 (3.8 mg/Kg) to the present sampling period in June 20 19 (see Figure
2).
There was again an increase in the concentration of Cadmium (Cd) from November 2018 ( 1.2
mg/Kg) to the last sampling period in June 2019 (2.2 mg/Kg) (see Figure 3).
In contrast, there was again a decrease in the concentration of Chromium (Cr) from the last
sampling period in November 2018 (22.0 mg/Kg) to the present sampling period in June 2019
(1 3.0 mg/Kg) (Figure 4).
In the case of Mercury (Hg), a decrease from 0.3 mg/Kg in November 2018 to not detectable
level in June 20 19 was observed (Figure 5) .
For Lead (Pb), again a significant increase from 1.9 mg/Kg in November 2018 to 21.0 mg/Kg in
June 2019 was observed (see Figure 6).
Similarly, there was an increase in the concentration of Silver (Ag) from 0.9 mg/Kg in November
2018 to 2.0 mg/Kg in June 2019 (see Figure 7).
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Metal Concentration for Hanjin Nearshore Marine Bottom Sediment (Station F/B1 08 June 2019)

Table 3.

Metal
Element

Station F/8 1
(mg/Kg )

Reporting
Limit

1.4
2.3
13.0

0.4
0.2
0.4
0.1
1.0
0.4

1. Arsenic (As)
2. Cadmium {Cd)
3. Chromium (Cr)
4. Mercury (Hq)
5. Lead (Pb)
6. Silver (Aq)

ND
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Figure 2. Arsenic, As (ND = Not Detected or Below Reporting Limit of 0.4 mg/Kg)
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Figure 3. Cadm ium, Cd (ND = Not Detected or Below Reporting Lim it of 0.2 mg/Kg)
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6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATION

The objective of this study was to determine metal concentrations in the marine sediments from
the Hanjin coast of Subic Bay. This study may serve as baseline information for future evaluation
of metal pollution in this area.
To assess metal pollution in the area and to establish a more realistic baseline, it is suggested
that a more detailed survey of metal concentrations in the sediments from the coastal areas of
the project site may be conducted.
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ANNEX G
Gap Assessment of IFC PS and EHS Guidelines

GAP ASSESSMENT WITH THE REFERENCE FRAMEWORK
IFC Performance Standards 2012
In this section, the IFC Performance Standards, together with all sub-requirements per Standard, are
tabled next to a gap assessment and recommendations. In the third column of the table the gap
assessment is summarized by a compliance indicator, differentiating between:
-

-

-

Aligned: meaning that the requirement is sufficiently being fulfilled by the previous operator
and that the Site operates according to the stipulations of the concerning requirement;
Partially aligned: meaning that the requirement is partially fulfilled by the previous operator
and that the Site needs to plan additional measures to achieve operations in accordance with
the concerning requirement;
Not aligned: meaning that the requirement is not fulfilled by the previous operator considering
available information and that measures are required to ensure performances in line with the
concerning requirement.
No information available: If no information was received or insufficient information was
received to make an assessment, this will be highlighted accordingly.

Compliance is considering the previous shipyard operator and the reviewed information that was made
available or could be observed during the site visit.
In the situation that the shipyard will be acquired, the owner of the shipyard will most likely assign a new
operator of the shipyard that will manage the operational aspects of the site. The new operator should
ensure compliance to the IFC PS and other international standards, therefore recommendations have
been included in the table for the new operator of the shipyard. These recommendations can be collated
in an agreement between the owner and operator of the site to ensure that Environmental, Social, Health
and Safety aspects of the site are contractually agreed.
All recommendations are specified and based on the IFC PS 2012 and the World Bank EHS Guidelines
(General and Ports & Harbours). Thereby, plans that relate to Health and Safety and Labour and Working
Conditions should align with the ILO Code of Practice for Safety and Health in Shipbuildign and ship
repair (2009) for as far as practicable.
It is important to understand that the site was not operational at the time of this due diligence and gap
assessment, therefore the review has been performed based on available information and the site visit
observations.
Please also note that the EIA for the shipyard that was reviewed for this gap assessment, has been
developed in 2005, a time where the IFC PS 2012 and IFC PS 2006 were not yet available as a reference
framework.
Table 1 includes the gap assessment of IFC PS 2012 and Table 2 the gap assessment of the General
and Ports & Harbours World Bank EHS Guidelines. After the tables, a short description of requirements
set by the EHS guidelines is included as reference. These are considered applicable to the new operator
of the shipyard.

1

Table 1: Gap Asseesment with respect to IFC Perfomance Standard
Compliance of previous

No.

Requirement

1

ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL RISKS AND IMPACTS

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

The EIA has been performed in accordance with
local Philippine requirements. Considering the
timeframe of the EIA, which was developed in
2005, the IFC PS 2012 were not yet available,
Environmental
1.1

Social

and
Impact

neither was a request made to comply to the
Partially aligned

Assessment

safeguards applicable at that time of IFC. Thereby,
the shipyard has been fully built and any impacts

Ensure that operational policies and stakeholder
engagement are included in such a way by the new
operator that potential impacts coming from shipyard
operations are minimzed as much as possible. This
follows from the requirements as set out in this
complete gap assessment.

related to the construction on development of the
shipyard are difficult to mitigate at this moment.

The full ESMS of the previous operator was not
made available although some procedurs related
to environmental monitoring and emergency
Environmental
1.2

Social

and

Management

System (ESMS)

preparedness
Partially aligned

were

reviewed.

Thereby,

The future operator should develop and implement an
ESMS that is compliant to the IFC PS, World Bank
EHS Guidelines (general and for ports and harbours)
and ILO 2019 Code of Practice on Safety and Health
in shipbuilding and ship repair.

certificates of ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 were
present, referring to an ESMS that presumably
should be there.
Gaps are thus present, but emphasis should be
put on the new operator and the future ESMS.

2

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Overarching
1.3

Environmental

and

Partially aligned

Social policy

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

For the HCIC Shipyard in the Philippines
certificates for ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 were
reviewed. This would mean an environmental
policy is in place a should be disclosed to the wider
workforce. Nevertheless, the actual policy was not
received for review and the implementation of the
policy could not be reviewed, since the site is not
operational.

As part of the overall ESMS, the new operator of the
shipyard should develop an environmental, social and
health and safety policy commensurate with the
activities and work performed at the site. The policy
should address applicable risks and the willingness to
do what it takes to avoid these risks. The policy
should be signed by senior management of the
operator and disclosed to workers and personnel of
the

shipyard,

whilst

made

available

to

any

stakeholders.

Identification
1.4

of

Environmental

and

Social

and

impacts

risks

The EIA of the shipyard includes a detailed
environmental and health risk assessment of work
performed on the shipyard and the use of any
chemicals/contaminants and the exposure of staff
to them.
Partially aligned

No risk identification performed by
themselves was received nor reviewed.

Hanjin

The new operator of the shipyard should ensure that
an extensive risk assessment is performed, including
environmental and social risks of shipyard operations.
The risk session should involve the mapping of
different shipyard processes and the physical assets
on the site. From the process and asset maps
developed, relevant risk can be assigned, and
mitigation measures can be formulated.
The risk assessment should be developed in
collaboration with personnel and team leads for
different activities as performed on the shipyard.

3

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

Currently the HCIC shipyard is not operational,

The new operator of the shipyard should ensure
compliance to local regulations is met and maintain a
compliance
register
to
understand
which
requirements are set by which regulation and how the
shipyard is maintaining compliance to these
requirements.

besides

some

maintenance

applicable laws and

Partially aligned

regulations.

and

for

the

assets.

certificate of storage of flammables, the UST and
the groundwate extraction permit.

Environmental
Social

activities

shipyard

most of them were available, except for the

No
1.6

the

Certificates of compliance were reviewed and

Compliance with all
1.5

general

of

and

social

management

programs were reviewed for HCIC.

and

Management

environmental

No information available

The new operator of the shipyard will have to develop
a procedure for continual improvement, resulting from
monitoring and evaluation of the ESMS and

Plan / Programs

instigating

management

programs

wherever

improvements are necessary.
The Arcadis team was welcomed by a team of
HCIC staff responsible for the maintenance of the
Organization

(roles,

site. Personnel had specific roles assigned to the

responsibilities),
1.7

different processes on site. No formal EHS

capacity,
commitment
competency

Partially aligned
and

manager was assigned, hence it is unsure how the
site used to operate on EHS management.
Considering the certificates of ISO14001 and
OHSAS18001 it is anticipated that a formal EHS

Th new operator of the shipyard should assign one
lead EHS manager that is appropriately trained to run
a shipyard of this size. The EHS manager should
have a team with supporting staff that can help
maintain the

ESMS

and monitor/evaluate the

implemetnatio of the ESMS accordingly.

team was available before.

4

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

No training records were reviewed of HCIC staff
and no HSE induction training was received when
the Arcadis team arrived at site.

The new operator of the shipyard should ensure that
all staff that is hired, received sufficient training for the
activities that staff has to perform. The received
training should at a minimum comply to the Philippine
regulatory requirements and be recognized by the
appropriate authority.

1.8

Environmental

and

Social Trainings

A register of trained staff, re-training requirements
No information available

and

outstanding

training

session

should

be

maintained to ensure that all staff receive the
appropriate amount of training for the tasks at hand.
An induction training should be prepared for all site
staff and visitors to the site, to ensure that people
understand the risks at the shipyard and how to
avoid/minimize the chances of an incident, or how to
act in case of an emergency amongst others.
The Emergency Response Plan of HHIC was
reviewed and included several items relating to
human incidents, first aid, environmental incidents
(spills), Storms/floods and general emergencies.

Emergency
1.9

Preparedness

and

Response System

Partially aligned

The new operator of the shipyard will have to ensure
that an Emergency Preparedness and Response
Plan is developed in accordance with the IFC PS and
World Bank EHS Guidelines. This plan should
amongst others include:
-

Spill prevention and response
Shipping accidents
Human incidents
Natural Disasters
Fire Emergency
Etc.

5

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

Although monitoring records were reviewed for

The new operator of the shipyard should maintain, as
part of the overall ESMS, a monitoring and evaluation
plan that specifies which items of the ESMS should
be monitored (including the implementation and
adherence to these items) and also specify the
frequency, responsibilities and approval process
accordingly.

stormwater effluent, stp effluent, marine ecology,
sediment quality and air emissions, no formal
Project
1.10

monitoring and evalution plan was received.

Monitoring,

Reporting,

and

Partially aligned

Review

No external audits were reviewed for previous
shipyard operations.

The monitoring and evaluation plan should including
auditing requirements on an annual basis, both
performed internally as wel as provided by an external
and legitimate auditing body.

No stakehohlder engagement plan, nor grievance

The new operator of the shipyard should develop a

mechanism was received for review by HHIC

stakeholder engagement plan according to the IFC
PS and including all relevant stakeholders and local
communities as part of the process.
A grievance mechanism should be setup in separate

Stakeholder
1.11

for both:

Engagement

and

Grievance

Not information available

Management

-

Workers of the shipyard

-

Communities around the shipyard.

These grievance mechanisms should be readily
available online or manually in appropriate locations.
Grievances should be allowed to be made in private
and significant efforts should be made to avoid
retaliation on made grievances.
External
1.12

communications incl.
publicly

available

periodic reports on

Partially aligned

Besides the quarterly monitoring records, no

The new operator of the shipyard should maintain

publicly

on

transparent communications towards stakeholders

environmental and social sustianablity were

and communities around the site on environmental

reviewed.

and social performance and efforts done in order to

available

periodic

reports
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No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

environmental

operator

Gap/Description

and

Recommendation for new operator

maintain this situation. The reporting should follow the

social sustainability

IFC PS requirements and reports should be made
available both online and on strategic locations for
communities to review.

2

2.1

LABOR AND WORKING CONDITIONS

Human

Resource

Policies

and

Documents

No information available

No human resource policy and documents were
reviewed for Hanjin in this due diligence.

The new operator of the shipyard should ensure
HR Policies will be aligned with IFC-PS and will
be an integral part of ESMS. This includes
issues such as equal conditions and
opportunities for all workers (incl. contractors,
migrant workers, women, etc.), zero tolerance
towards forced labour and involvement of
minors (covered by a dedicated prevention
procedure), gender policy and recruitment and
retrenchment.
Further,
a
dedicated
HR
recruitment
inclusiveness plan needs to be prepared to
secure an increase of women workers at the site
in due time.
Secure clear disclosure of labor rights, HR
Policy, worker grievance system and worker
welfare provisions at several visible locations at
site.

7

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

No working ocnditions and terms of employment
Working
2.2

and

were reviewed for the previous shipyard operator.

conditions
terms

of

No information available

employment

The EIA details potential risks of labour influx
although no detailed labour influx plan was
reviewed.

2.3

Inclusion of migrant
workers

Partially aligned

Recommendation for new operator

Workers should be educated about their rights
and compensation. The new shipyard operator
should ensure that workers of different
contractors are aware of national labour and
employment law and any other applicable
agreements.
It is recommended that the new operator of the
shipyard includes secure Environmental Social
Health and Safety (ESHS) requirements (incl.
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS),
Community Health and Safety (CHS), Human
Resources) in tender documents and contract
documents in relation to migrant workers.
To ensur that labour influx does not pose an
issue for communities around the shipyard after
reinstatement of shipyard activities, a labour
influx plan should be detailed according to IFC
PS and Guidelines.

No information on worker accommodations of the
previous shipyard construction was received nor
2.4

Worker
accommodations

reviewed for this due diligence.
No information available

Worker accommodation facility should comply
with
the
ILO
guideline
for
worker
accommodations (R115) and the Guidance note
of Worker’s Accommodation: Processes and
Standards of the IFC and EBRD (2009).
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No.

Requirement

Compliance of previous
operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

No information on worker organizations and

It is recommended that the new operator of the
shipyard provides an appropriate forum for the
employees for collective bargaining and allow
worker organizations.

policies related was received nor reviewed for this
due diligence of the previous shipyard operator.
2.5

Workers’
organizations

Not aligned

News

websites

have

reported

Hanjin

on

termination of contracts after employees were
thought to be involved in union related activities,
showing that worker organizations were not
allowed.
No information on non-discrimination and equal
opportunity was received nor reviewed for this due

2.6

Non-discrimination
and equal opportunity

No information available

diligence of the previous shipyard operator.

No information on retrenchment was received nor
reviewed for this due diligence of the previous
shipyard operator.

The operator of the new shipyard should
maintain a non-discrimination and equal
opportunity policy/standard that is actively
implemented and monitored on applicability
across their own organization, their shipyard
personnel and the personnel of the contractors.
The new shipyard operator should ensure that
the HR Policy on Retrenchment should be
aligned with IFC “Good Practice Note: Managing
Retrenchment”.

New articles show that retrenchment often
2.7

Retrenchment

Not aligned

happened after ship contracts were completed.
Workers were only re-hired after a new ship
building contract was received.
An article in the Philippine Daily Inquirer (May
2019, Eduardo Tadem) reported that, after the
bankruptcy of HHCIC many of the then contracted
workers were layed-of and only 300 staff were
9

No.

Requirement

Compliance of previous
operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

maintained as part of maintenance requirements.
DOLE (Department of Labour and Employment)
tried to organize events to get the workers new
jobs, although these were reported not to be
successful in May 2019.
The same article reported that Samahan ng
Manggagawa/Workers for People’s Liberation
(Samahan) has issued the following immediate
demands:
1. Separation pay for the retrenched workers,
2. Return of the employment training bond of 3
percent deducted monthly from their pay,
3. Unemployment subsidies to those retrenched,
4. A moratorium on Pag-Ibig housing loan
repayments,
5. Workers representation in all negotiations for
Hanjin rehabilitation,
6. Allow the 100 wokrers who did not sign the
Voluntary Retrenchment Program to return to
work.

10

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Recommendation for new operator

No information on grievance management was

Develop an IFC-PS 2 aligned Grievance
Redressal Mechanism that is specific for
workers on the shipyard and can be anonymous
and free from retaliation and accessible to all.

received nor reviewed for this due diligence of the

Occupational
2.8

Gap/Description

Grievance

No information available

previous shipyard operator.

Management

No information on grievance management was
received nor reviewed for this due diligence of the
previous shipyard operator.
Protecting the work
2.9

force

(child

labor,

No information available

forced labor)

No specific information on Hanjin management of
occupational health and safety was received,
besides the emergency response plan.
News websites and providers have reported
2.10

Occupational Health
and Safety

several instances where Hanjin was reported to be
Not aligned

at fault due to occupational safety risks which
killed numerous (approximately 30) workers at the
shipyard. In 2008 SBMA found several issues in
relation to occupational health and safety at the

The new shipyard operator should have a policy
on the protection of the work force in specific in
relation to aspects like child labour, forced
labour and activities in relatation to pregnant
women. The new operator should ensure
appropriate care is taken to ensure the
applicability and implementation of these
policies and delegate these policies to all their
contractors.
The new shipyard operator should ensure that
job specific Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) are developed for shipyard specific
activities and these SOPs are disclosed to
relevant workers and monitored on proper
implementation. The SOPs are part of a site
wide Occupational Health and Safety Plan
according to ILO and IFC standards, which is the
responsibility of the new shipyard operator.

shipyard and in 2018 the shipyard received a stop
work order until occupational health and safety
issues were resolved.
11

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Hazardous materials management procedrues
were reviewed and certificates of compliance,

Hazardous Materials
2.11

Management

and

Partially aligned

disposal, treatment and management of third
parties were received and seemed compliant.

Safety

Recommendation for new operator

The new shipyard operator should maintain
SOPs on hazardous materials management and
safety and ensure these SOPs are disclosed to
relevant workers and monitored on proper
implementation.

Emergency
2.12

Preparedness

and

Partially aligned

Refer section 1.9 of this table

Refer section 1.9 of this table

Response
No information related to security personnel
requirements was received nor reviewed for the
previous shipyard operations.

2.13

3

Security

Personnel

Requirements

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY AND POLLUTION PREVENTION

World
3.1

No information available

The new shipyard operator shall draft contract
documents for security personnel per the
requirement of IFC PS (“GOOD PRACTICE
HANDBOOK Use of Security Forces: Assessing
and Managing Risks and Impacts Guidance for
the Private Sector in Emerging Markets”).

Environmental Health
and

Some procedures and management measures for

Bank
Safety

Guidelines

(EHS)

the handling of waste and water extraction were
Partially aligned

available, although a compete resource efficiency
plan according to EHS guidelines was not

The new shipyard operator should ensure EHS
management of resources is modified to ensure
scope of improvements are beyond regulatory
compliance and minimally in line with WB EHS
guidelines;

available.
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No.

Requirement

Compliance of previous
operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

EHS management should be updated with
respect to followings:
a. IFC general EHS guideline
b. IFC EHS guideline for LNG Facilities
c. IFC EHS guideline for Ports, Harbors
and Terminals. (essentials of the
guidelines included as Appendix 2).
d. ILO Guidelines for Safety and Health in
Shipbuilding and Ship Repair

No set resource efficiency plan was received nor

3.2

reviewed for the previous shipyard operations. The
shipyard does monitor water usage and waste
Resource efficiency

Not aligned

production, although no proof of energy or other
material consumption was reviewed.

3.3

The previous shipyard operations did not share a
pollution prevention plan in whole. Efforst are done
to manage waste in an appropriate way and
several environmental parameters are monitored
Pollution prevention

Partially aligned

as part of meeting regulatory compliance. Records
have been reviewed for 2019 and no reports of
previous violations have been received, although

The new operator of the shipyard should
maintain a system to assess real time resource
utilization efficiency viz-a-viz pollution discharge
and performance of pollution management
system. Items like energy consumption, waste
production and discharges to water bodies
should be monitored amongst others;
The new shipyard operator should develop a
pollution prevention plan that details the actions
taken to avoid pollution of soil, groundwater, air
and water bodies around the shipyard. This plan
serves as the main framework and incorporates
procedures and items as specified in the
following cells.

actual monitoring records for years before 2018
were never reviewed.
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No.

Requirement

Compliance of previous
operator

3.4

Air emissions

Partially aligned

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

Air emissions have been included in the EIA as
estimates and are monitored for the generator sets
at the site and the Miura boilers. Emissions from
Wet scrubbers at the site have not been received
nor reviewed, but quarterly monitoring results of
the different stationary sources are delivered to
DENR and checked on compliance. No issues
have been reported.

The new shipyard operator should monitor NOx
and CO emission from stationary sources like
generator sets and ensure other air pollutants
are monitored as deemed appropriate by the
World Bank EHS Guidelines (general).

Water of the STP is monitored on a quarterly basis
on local Philippine water quality limits. The results
do not show exceedance of the national
parameters nor from the permitted discharge limits
as specified in the STP Discharge permit. Only
records for 2019 were received and reviewed.

3.5

Wastewaters

Partially aligned

Riverwater and sea water at the quay walls is
monitored on quality parameters according to local
Philippine standards and did not show any
exceedance for the year 2019 where records were
received and reviewed.

Thereby, the new operator should implement
energy efficient features to reduce energy use
with an overall objective of reducing air
emissions.
Aggregate greenhouse gas emissions from all
facilities should be quantified annually.
The new shipyard operator should estimate
fresh domestic water requirement and industrial
water requirement for shipyard activities on an
annual basis.
Water balance diagram to be established.
Thereby, the following items should be
maintained/checked.





Unit wise real time water and wastewater
balance should be established.
It is recommended to install adequate
metering facilities at appropriate location to
measure the unit wise water consumption;
Sewage and industrial effluent to be treated
separately. Treated wastewater should be
recycled/reused for dust suppression, water
sprinkling or other purposes if possible.
14

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator



Partially aligned

3.6

Land is leased by Hanjin for the shipyard. At the
tiem of the shipyard construction, policies of the
IFC related to resource efficient land acquisition

Land

were not yet in place. The EIA reports that the
process for land acquisition did follow regulatory
requirements.
3.7

A hazardous waste management procedure is in
Wastes

(solid,

hazardous and non-

place and proof of waste manifestos, transfer and
Partially aligned

hazardous)

disposal were reviewed for a particular case. A
generic

waste

management

plan

was

not

It is recommended to install online analyzers
for relevant parameters should be installed
at outlet of wastewater treatment facilities.

It is expected that no additional land will be
acquired as part of the shipyard acquisition. If the
new shipyard operator is acquiring new land in
the future, this should follow the resource
efficiency and pollution prevention standars as
specified in IFC PS 3.
The new shipyard operator shall maintain a
system shall be developed for storage,
segregation and disposal of wastes as per IFC
PS 3 and the World Bank EHS Guidelines.

available.
Ambient noise levels of the Hanjin site showed no

3.8

exceedance of the 45 db(A) as specified in the
Philipinne requirements. Nevertheless, the site
was not operational, so no noise levels have been
reviewed for the operational period. Site personnel
Noise

Partially aligned

informed that no issues have been reported before
with noise levels from the shipyard.

The new shipyard operator will ensure that:
 Noise sources in and around the project site
are identified.
 Vulnerable zones for noise are clearly
identified and marked;
 Noise prevention and mitigation measures
are applied where predicted or measured
noise impacts from a project facility or
operations exceed the applicable noise
level.
 Vulnerable noise generating sources should
be identified and attempt should be made to
control the same by providing enclosures,
barriers etc.;
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No.

Requirement

Compliance of previous
operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator



No records of annual greenhouse gas emissions
of the shipyard were received/reviewed as part of
the due diligence.

3.9

Greenhouse Gases

Not aligned

No secondary containment of chemicals/paints
and other hazardous materials were present in the
storage areas. Process areas like the blasting and
painting shop were sealed off from the outside and
cleaning was performed insite the confinement o
the building and without the use of water, avoiding
any surface run-off.

3.10

Water

Partially aligned

Process water of pre-treatment and galvanizing is
reportedly treated in the adjacent wastewater
treatment plant.
Drainage systems are not closed and lead out to
sea. Monitoring is performed on quarterly basis
and water quality records of 2019 do not show
exceedance of Philippine standars on water
quality.

Accordingly, relevant PPE including
soundproof cabins should be made in
locations where noise levels are exceeding
85 dB(A) for extended periods as specified
in the IFC PS;
The new shipyard operators should ensure that:
 Aggregate greenhouse gas emissions from
all facilities are quantified annually in
accordance with internationally recognized
methodologies.;
 Management programs are carried out for
further improvements in performance on
regular basis; etc.
The new shipyard operator should ensure that:
 Water requirements for the shipyard
operations are estimated.
 Unit wise real time water and wastewater
balance should be established by providing
adequate metering facilities;
 Necessary permits are obtained for the
ground water extraction.
 Water extraction is monitored.
 Separate drainage systems/Wastewater
treatment for drainage water from process
areas that could be contaminated and
drainage water from non-process areas
(open drains) should be available.
 All
process
areas
should
be
bunded/contained or have adequate site
drainage via a closed sewer system to
16

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

ensure that uncontrolled
surface run-off is avoided.
3.11

Hazardous materials management and storage
Safe

Use

and

Management

of

Hazardous
Substances

procedures
Partially aligned

and

MSDS

for

containment in storage areas was not available
and hence provided the risk of spills reaching the

and

open drainage.

The new shipyard operator should ensure that
secondary containment either via drip
trays/pallets and spill kits is maintained, bunded
buildings/storage areas are developed or a
closed drainage system for areas with the
potential for contamination/spills are developed.
This in order to avoid that a spill might end up in
a public water body, soil or groundwater.

HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMUNITY HEALTH, SAFETY, AND SECURITY





4.1

available

hazardous substances was developed. Secondary

Materials

4

were

contaminated

Community
and Safety

Health

Partially aligned



Impact on community health and safety
due to shipyard operation was only part
of the EIA in a limited way (air and noise
pollution).
Community
health
concerns
and
prevalent diseases or health issues for
surrounding settlements and workers is
available in the EIA for certain cities near
the shipyard.
A reviewed article specifies a Malaria
outbreak in Cawag and contributes this
impact to the influx of workers for the
shipyard.

The new shipyard operator should:
 Evaluate the risks and impacts to the health
and safety of the nearby Communities
during the shipyard operations and will
establish preventive and control measures
consistent with good international industry
practice (GIIP).
 Try to create an understanding of baseline
health conditions in the locations of workers
and personnel, so they can refer back to
these conditions during shipyard operations
and assess whether any changes are
present that can be attributed to shipyard
activities;
 Develop a procedure and SOP for
dismantling the old machinery and
equipment must be prepared to include final
17

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

disposal
as
per
applicable
requirements and IFC PS.
4.2

Hazardous Materials
Management

and



Reference is made to 3.7 and 3.11



No traffic study was performed as part of
the EIA
No traffic and road safety plan were
received nor reviewed for previous
shipyard operations.
During the site visit rules in relation to
traffic on site were followed, as the team
was escorted by site personnel speed
restrictions were present on the site



local

Reference is made to 3.7 and 3.11

Partially aligned

Safety
4.3


Traffic

and

Road

Safety

Not aligned





4.4

Natural Hazards

Partially aligned



Disaster management plan has been
prepared to deal with storms/floods and
is included in the emergency response
plan.
Roles and responsibilities during natural
hazard have been identified.

The new shipyard operator should develop a
traffic and road safety plan for all traffic on site,
ensuring safety of traffic and personnel on site
is maintained.
Thereby, the new shipyard operator should
develop and maintain clear traffic safety rules for
contractors
that
deliver
and
pick-up
materials/people outside of the shipyard and
ensure these traffic flows do not cause a
potential community health and safety hazard.
It is recommended that the new shipyard
operator has a detailed disaster management
plan prepared for the site with the facilities
available and to be provided in future to handle
any incident and specify actions to be taken by
the responsible authorities. It should be revised
for any modifications in the installation should
those occur as part of the reopening of the
shipyard or in future situations.
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No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description



4.5
Emergency
Preparedness

and

Partially aligned

Response

No information available



An emergency respons plan was available for

The new shipyard operator should develop a detailed

previous

specified

emergency preparedness and response plan in

different types of emergencies and how to

accordane with the General World Bank EHS

handle these, considering human, natural and

Guidelines and the EHS Guidelines for Ports and

contaminiation risks.

Harbours.

Security Personnel

5

LAND ACQUISITION AND INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT

Feasible

alternative

project designs

Compensation

and

Benefits for Displaced
Persons

Partially aligned

operations

and



Please refer to 2.13



The EIA does not show any proof of
alternative designs for the development of the
shipyard. Due to previous site occupations for
the developmend of a concrete gravity
structure, the site was deemed most suitable
by the EIA.

It is currently understood that the new shipyard
operator is not considering any new project designs
for extension of the shipyard.



Compensation of displaced people of the

The new shipyard operator is taking over operations

shipyard has been mentioned in EIA as being

of the already existing shipyard. It is currently not

the responsibility of Hanjin (from a cost

anticipated that operations will displace further

perspective) and Subic Bay Marine Authority

people. Would site operations in the future have an

(SBMA).

was

impact on communities around the site, causing

this is considered

physical or economic displacement, the new shipyard

Not aligned

5.2

site

Please refer to 2.13

4.6

5.1

Recommendation for new operator

No

compensation

received/reviewed as

plan

private information by Philippine regulations.

operator will have to ensure that compensation of
these communities is performed in accordance with
IFC PS 5.
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No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

5.3

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

The EIA mentions the requirement to develop a

The new shipyard operator should:

community engagement office for the communities



around the shipyard, although no proof of this type
of office was received or reviewed.

Community

Partially aligned

Engagement



5.4

Grievance

No information available

Management

No grievance mechanism was reviewed or

The new shipyard operator should:

received for the time that Hanjin was operating the



shipyard.

5.5

No formal resettlement and livelihood restoration
plan have been reviewed/received as part of
Resettlement

previous resettlement activities. The EIA does

and

Livelihood
Restoration Planning

mention the requirement to provide adequate
Partially aligned

compensation

for

affected

people

and

facilities are equal to pre-shipyard conditions.

5.6

Physical
Displacement

the

requirement to ensure income and livilhood

and Implementation

Partially aligned

Develop a community engagement and
management plan and engage with affected
Communities if applicable, through the process
of stakeholder engagement as per the applicable
IFC PS.
Disclosure of relevant information and
participation of Affected communities and
persons will continue during the renewed
shipyard operations

Please refer to 5.5

Develop and maintain a grievance mechanism
for both workers as well as communities around
the shipyard and in accordance with the IFC PS.

It is understood that no resettlement is required as
part of the new shipyard operator taking over the
shipyard operations.
Would any of the renewed activities affect
communities in such a way that either physical or
economic displacement is apparent, the new shipyard
operator will have to ensure that affected people are
appropriately compensated for their lossess or
shipyard activities resulting in these losses are
changed/halted.
Please refer to 5.5
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Compliance of previous

No.

Requirement

5.7

Economic

The EIA describes fisheries as already being

Displacement

damaged by the fishermen themselves. A quick

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

Please refer to 5.5

search on publicly available information showed
that

fishermen

were

concerned

about

the

degradation of their fishing grounds as part of the
Partially aligned

shipyard development and that this has impacted
them. The EIA does not highlight compensation for
any potential losses of the fishermen, so it is
unsure whether this ever occurred.

Economic

compensation for losses of farmers and holder of
fishponds are mentioned in the EIA.
5.8

Private

Sector

During the resettlement and compensation SBMA

Responsibilities

was made responsible for the implementation of

Under

the resetttlemetn and the compensation of

Government-

Managed

affected people. It is unsure whether Hanjin has
No information available

Resettlement

performed

any

of

the

responsibilities

This article of the IFC PS will apply to the new
operator of the shipyard, should they be involved in
any future resettlement or compensation activities
which are management under a government
authority.

as

highlighted in this articile fo the IFC PS, since no
detailed

information

was

received

on

compensation and resettlement besides what is
available in the EIA.
6

BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF LIVING NATURAL RESOURCES

6.1

Assessment
Biodiversity
Living
Resources



of
and
Natural
and

Partially aligned

EIA report has identified marine and terrestrial
biodiversity of project area, although the
impact

assessment

on

the

marine

The new operator of the shipyard should continue
marine ecological monitoring as part of their quarterly
reports towards the authorities.

environment is rather limited. The EIA
21

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

Protection
Conservation

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

and

mentions marine biology will most likely

of

improve during operations of the shipyard,

Biodiversity

which is hard to believe considering shipyard
activities.


In case any dredging activities as part of maintenance
of the water depth is required, the new shipyard
operator should ensure that sufficient measures are
included to minimize the impact on marine ecology as
much as possible.

The EIA report does include a Monitoring Plan
for the marine environment, requiring the
monitoring of sediment quality, benthos and
fish in the area.

6.2

Management

of

Ecosystem Services

Partially aligned

Impact on fishermen is assessed in limited way in
the EIA and no mitimgation measures for
fishermen are provided in case they would lose
income due to the shipyard activities. Although the
EIA highlights that the shipyard can provide
alternative solutions for fishermen, this does not
consider the willingness of fishermen to change
occupation. Although marine ecology is monitored
on benthos, fish and sediment quality, the EIA did
not include any restoration activities as part of the
neighbouring patches of reef or the sea grass
being lost.

The new operator of the shipyard should continue to
monitor environmental parameters like marine
ecology, water quality etc. to avoid that any of the
shipyard activities is significantly impacting
ecosystem services in the area.
Would the shipyard activities impact any of the
ecosystem services present in the communities
surrounding the shipyard, the new shipyard operator
will have to take appropriate action to solve the impact
on these ecosystem services and would this involve
loss of livelihood factors of the surrounding
communities, compensate the communities for their
losses.

Water quality impacts are assessed in the EIA and
monitoring

requirements

are

set

to

check

discharges into the water bodies according to
22

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

regulatory requirements. Waste management and
treatment options are provided.
Groundwater extraction is mentioned as a
necessity for the site functioning, although no clear
requirements are set on the amount of water to be
extracted. This is expected to be included in the
permit for groundwater extraction, although this
permit was not received/reviewed.
6.3

Sustainable
Management
Living

Partially aligned

The EIA included a monitoring and management

of

plan for the monitoring of marine ecology and

Natural

other items like water quality, groundwater

Resources

extraction etc. The shipyard is currently continuing
monitoring, which is performed by Berkman
Systems Inc. although the only monitoring records
that have been reviewed are from 2019, when
shipyard operations halted. Any deviations in
previous years have not been reviewed.

The new operator of the shipyard should continue the
monitoring campaigns for environmental aspects on a
quarterly basis. Thereby, it is recommended that if the
new shipyard operator is finding any proof of
environmental degradation, it will instigate a
management program to solve the cause of
environmental degradation and perform activities to
restore the degraded areas.
Lastly, the new shipyard operator can consider to
develop programs for the improvement of marine and
terrestrial environments around the shipyard.

No current initiatives are known by Hanjin to
improve the sustainable resources in the area
around the shipyard.
6.4

Supply chain

Not aligned

Supply chain impacts have not been assessed as
part of the EIA for the shipyard.
As part of the regulatory requirement, Hanjin did
audit part of their subcontractors on site on
compliance to regulatory requirements.

The new shipyard operator should ensure that a
policy and standard is in place on the sustainable
procurement of resources from national or
international suppliers. The suppliers should provide
evidence of sustainable sourcing and have audits
available serving as proof.
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Compliance of previous

No.

Requirement

7

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

7.1

Assessment

operator

Gap/Description

of

The EIA did not assess impacts on specific

impacts on indigenous

indigenous groups, but only assessed impacts on

peoples

the population that was going to be resettled and
the nearest two other communities.
Not aligned

Public information shows that there are indigenous
tribers in the Subic Bay area like the Ambala tribe
of Pastolan; Cawag tribe of Subic, and the
Magbukun tribe of Kanawan. It is unsure whether
the shipyard has impacted them in the past years.

Recommendation for new operator

Currently it is understood that activities will not
significantly differentiate from previous shipbuilding
activities.
Would the situation change, and grievances are
received by populations that can be classified as
indingeous people, the new shipyard owners should
consider IFC PS 7 in their communication and
treatment of complaint resolving.

Further IFC PS 7 items are not assessed due to the inavailability of further information on potential impacts of the shipyard on these indigenous tribes.
8.

CULTURAL HERITAGE
Protection of cultural
heritage

in

Partially aligned

The EIA metions a shipwreck that lies 100 meter

project

off the coast of the shipyard location. Dredging

design and execution

activities for the shipyard were not nearby the
shipwreck, therefore it was suspected that no
impact ot the shipwreck would be made.
Next ot the shipwreck, the EIA identified the village

The new operator of the shipyard should consider
socio-cultural activities and assets and the potential
impact that the shipyard might have on those,
considering grievances that are applied by
communiteis surrounding the shipyard.
Considering the shipyard is already build, any
construction related impacts are not deemed present.

of Sitio Agusuhin which reportedly had a shipyard
and school and potentially other significant sociocultural assets for the people living there. The
24

No.

Compliance of previous

Requirement

operator

Gap/Description

Recommendation for new operator

impact on resettlement of this village was only
assessed from a socio-economic perspective
(assets and livelihood).
Project’s

use

of

No information available

cultural heritage

The project was not reported to use any of the
cultural heritage in the area for commercial
purposes.

This standard is not deemed to be relevant
considering the current information available of new
operators of the shipyard.

Table 2: Gap Assessment with Respect to IFC General EHS Guidelines and Sector Specific Guidelines (Ports & Harbours)
No.
1

Requirement

Compliance

Gap

Recommendation

GENERAL EHS MANAGEMENT
Many of the EHS requirements of the guidelines are comparable to the requirements as set out in the IFC PS 1, therefore reference is made to Part 1 of previous
table. Only contractor requirements were not handled in detail in the previous table, therefore is included in this table.


1.3

Contractor

Partially

requirements

aligned



No contractor requirements were reviewed by the
previous shipyard operations
Contractors have been audited on environmental
compliance and certificates of approval have
been reviewed for some of the contractors.



The new operator of the shipyard should develop
contractor requirements in relation to EHS, which will
be delegated to contractors working on- and off site for
the shipyard. These requirements will be part of the
contractual obligation to the new shipyard operator.
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No.

Requirement

Compliance

Gap

Recommendation


2

NOISE & VIBRATIONS



2.1

Identification

and

assessment

Partially
aligned






2.2

Prevention

and

Control measures

No

The new operator of the shipyard should:

Noise levels are specified in the EIA, but no noise
levels are specified in HSE plans of the previous
shipyard operations

The new operator of the shipyard should:




Identify sources of noise emission and continue quarterly
measurement campaigns at the least;
Identify areas of signficnat occupational noise levels;

It is recommended to install permanent noise monitors to have
a real time noise levels that can be reviewed at any moment and
be linked to exceedance warnings.



Partially
aligned

Develop a specific monitoring plan for noise emissions
and monitor ambient noise levels not to exceed
regulatory requirements;



available


Monitoring

Noise impacts have been monitored and
assessed in the EIA for all phases;
Ambient noise levels were monitored on a
quarterly basis for shipyard activities
No information on occupational noise risks and
industrial hygiene assessments were received
nor reviewed
The EIA did not include an assessment on
underwater noise on marine fauna.

information



2.3

The shipyard operator is required to monitor the
adherence to these requirements at least once a year
via verification by themselves or by review of audit
reports related to the contractors.

Monitoring records of 2019 for ambient noise
levels were reviewed and compliant;
No other monitoring records of ambient and
occupational noise levels were received or
reviewed

Develop a noise management plan for locations on the
site where personnel are exposed to 85 db(A) + noise
levels and monitor noise levels and exposure on a
recurrent basis (annually) or when situations change.
The new shipyard operator should specify monitoring
requirements for noise levels in their monitoring and evaluation
plan, specifying:
o Frequency;
o Responsibility
o Maximum noise levels;
o Recommendations when exceeding the
limits.
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No.
3

Requirement

Compliance

Gap

Recommendation

SOIL EROSION


3.1

Preventing

or

controlling

soil

erosion

Partially
aligned



3.2

Sediment

spill

prevention

and

dredging plan

4

Partially
aligned

The new shipyard operator should ensure that they have:

Sediment plumes as part of dredging have been
assessed in the EIA, calculated using models of
the Subic Bay authorities. Besides limiting the
hours dredging per day, no significant mitigation
measure was provided.

The new shipyard operator should ensru that:

Air emission sources have been identified in the
EIA and management and monitoring measures
have been included in the EMMP;
Monitoring of air emissions of generator sets, and
the Miura boiler is performed and reported to
Philippine authorities on a quarterly basis;
No Green House Gas (GHG) emissions have
been calculated for the shipyard nor received for
shipyard operations over the year (on annual
basis)

The new shipyard operator should:






Identification of locations of soil instability that could
potenitallly impact shipyard activities and personnel;
A plan in place to assess and monitor soil stability on
locations around the shipyard after heavy rainfall and
earthquakes.

A dreding plan is in place, if maintenance dredging is
necessary in the future, detailing:
o The amount of sediment to be dredged
o Method of dredging (least impact)
o Disposal of dredged materials and quality
o Etc.

AIR QUALITY




4.1

The EIA prepared for the shipyard reported that
the soil stability of the mountains around the
shipyard are unstable and being eroded by the
Agusuhin river. Recommendations were given to
assess soil stability after heavy rainfall and
earthquakes.

Identification
assessment

and

Partially
aligned






Identify all point sources of air emissions
Develop a specific air emission monitoring plan detailing
o
o
o
o





Frequency;
Responsibility
Maximum noise levels;
Recommendations when
limits.

exceeding

the

Include the specific plan into the overall monitoring and
evaluation plan of the shipyard.
Consider installing point source air quality monitors that
monitor air quality in real time.
Calculate the overall annual GHG emissions of the shipyard
and set targets to lower these emissions.
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No.

Requirement

Prevention
4.2

Control

Compliance

&
of

air

emissions

4.3

5

Energy
conservation

Gap

Recommendation


No air emission reduction targets or plans were
received nor reviewed for the previous operator of
the shipyard.



No energy consumption reduction targets or
plans were received nor reviewed for the previous
operator of the shipyard.



A hazardous waste management procedure was
reviewed as part of the previous shipyard
operations, which included the storage, handling,
disposal treatment and transportation of
hazardous waste
The EIA for the shipyard detailed an
environmental and health risk identification, which
gave input on the risks of the different hazardous
materials used on site and how to handle these.
No generic waste management plan was
specified, and no forecasting and assessment of
waste produced was received nor reviewed.

No
information
available

No
information
available

WASTE MANAGEMENT


5.1

(Non)-Hazardous

Partially

Waste Management

aligned


6

The new operator of the shipyard should:

Set goals for the reduction in air emission in their
pollution prevention plan and report on activities done
to reduce emissions on an annual basis;

Consider new technologies and reducing energy
consumption to reduce air emissions accordingly
through management programs
The new operator of the shipyard should:

Develop a plan to reduce energy consumption of the
shipyard and set targets to monitor on a monthly basis.

The new operator of the shipyard should:


Detail a Waste management plan according to IFC PS and
Regulatory Requirement of the Philippines, including:
o Identification of waste streams and types
(including hazardous, non-hazardous and
wastewater)
o Set targets for reduction of waste;
o Set procedures for storage, handling,
transportation, disposal and treatment
o Set standards for contractors who will handle
the waste for the new operator;
o Monitor waste management procedures
o Track waste disposal with manifestos

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
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No.

Requirement

Compliance

Gap

Recommendation


6.1

Identification

and

Assessment

Partially
aligned






6.2

Prevention

and

Control

Partially



aligned




6.3

Spill prevention plan

Partially

The EIA for the shipyard identifies hazardous
materials that will be used on site and assesses
the risk associated with these hazardous
materials
NO site-specific plan on all hazardous materials
was received by the previous operator of the
shipyard.
MSDS for some of the hazardous materials on
site were reviewed and seemed in order.
The EIA includes recommendations on the
handling of hazardous materials that are
potentially used in the shipyard;
No site-specific plan that includes all the different
hazardous materials, their risks and the
procedures for handling these materials has been
received. The pre-treatment and galvanizing
procedure details some of the risks and how to
handle these but are fairly non-descriptive.
A generic spill prevention procedure was included
in the emergency response plan of the previous
shipyard operator
No spill prevention equipment was observed
during the site visit

The new shipyard operator should:



The new shipyard operator should:


Detail a hazardous materials management plan, detailing,
storage, handling and documenting procedures for these
materials and an inventory of all the materials present.

The new shipyard operator should:


aligned
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Identify and assess the hazardous materials that are used
on the shipyard
Highlight any risks associated with the use of these
hazardous materials for personnel and the environment
amongst others.

Develop a site-specific spill prevention plan, that details
different types of spills and spills of all hazardous materials
that are present on site, whilst highlighting how to deal with
the different kind of spills, what the risks are and which
measures have to be followed to avoid that any of these
risks manifest.
The spill prevention plan should also be a requirement of
contractors that are performing tasks that could potentially
cause a spill. Overall responsibility is maintained by the
shipyard operator.

CONTAMINATED LAND
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No.

Requirement

Compliance

Gap

Recommendation


7.1

Assessment

and

mitigation

The EIA did not find any groundwater or soil
contamination after sampling numerous locations
at the shipyard site, before construction
commenced.

Considering current information, it is not anticipated that soil and
groundwater

are

significantly

contaminated,

however,

considering processes on the shipyard use hyrdocarbons and
other potentially contaminating substances, it is important to

Aligned

consider Phase II ESA’s at strategic locations to assess
potential

soil

and

groundwater

contamination,

before

repurposing or decmissioning the site. The responsibility for this
lies between the site owner and operator and should be
discussed accordingly.
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY


No
8

Prevent and Control

No resource efficiency plan was received nor
reviewed for the previous shipyard operator
No energy and water consumption records were
received nor reviewed for the previous shipyard
operator.

information

The new shipyard operator should:


Develop a resource efficiency plan that details the targets
set for resource consumption reduction and management
measures to track, reduce and report on these.



received

Monitor resource consumption (energy, water amongst
others) and report on a monthly basis



Analyse resource consumption and initiate management
programs to lower resource consumption if it is not reducing
according to plan.
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OCCUPATIONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH & SAFETY


9.1

Permit
system

to

work

No
information
received

No permit to work system was reviewed as part of
the previous shipyard operator’s management
system.

The new shipyard operator should:


Maintain a permit to work system for high-risk activities like
working at height, hot works, confined spaces amongst
others.
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No.

Requirement

Compliance

Gap

Recommendation


Document the system and assign responsibilities for the
execution

of

the

system

and

the

monitoring

of

implementation.


9.2

Occupational Health

Partially

& Safety Plan

aligned





9.3

Community

Health

& Safety Plan

Partially
aligned


9.4

Navigational safety

Not aligned

No occupational health and safety plan were
reviewed as part of the previous shipyard
operator’s management system.
OHSAS 18001 certification was available, which
should be based on a management system of
some form.

The new shipyard operator should:

A short community health risk assessment was
performed as part of the EIA for the shipyard;
No formal and site-specific community health and
safety plan was received nor reviewed for the
previous shipyard operator.

The new operator of the shipyard should:

Develop a project specific community health & safety
plan, specifying how the community should respond in
case of an emergency and highlighting potential risks
and measures to the wider community around the port.

Communicate the health and safety risks and
emergency procedures to the wider community;

Community health and safety risks of labour influx are
part of the labour influx management plan

Develop a traffic management plan operation traffic.
The new shipyard operator should:

Develop a navigational safety plan that aligns with
MARPOL requirement for navigational safety

Develop requirements for vessels and how to ensure
navigational safety in and near the shipyard;

Include requirements for shipping safety into the
contractor’s requirements

No navigational safety assessment has been
performed as part of the EIA nor has been
received from the previous shipyard operator.





Develop a site-specific occupational health and safety plan
that details procedures and requirements for maintaining
occupational health and safety including job-safety analysis
and job specific procedure, PPE requirements etc.
The OHS plan should align with ILO Standards for Safety
and Health in Shipbuilding and Repair (2009) and the
General and Port & Harbours EHS Guidelines of the World
Bank
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SUMMARY OF RELEVANT EHS REQUIREMENTS (GENERAL AND PORTS &
HARBOURS)
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IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT
General management








Identify hazards
Involve EHS professionals (competent and experienced)
Likelihood and Magnitude of Risks
Prioritisation of risk management strategies
Follow mitigation hierarchy
Occupational and Community Health & Safety Planning
Monitoring and Evaluation

Identification and Assessment according to Ports & Harbours guidelines


Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat Alteration and Biodiversity
o The port design should take into account the amount and type of dredging, blasting and
reclamation required and their potential interference with natural or critical habitats. The
scope of land reclamation activities, and the assessment and management of associated
environmental impacts, should be incorporated into the project’s design.



Coastal Processes and Seabed and Coastal Geomorphology
o To carry out surveys, assessment and modelling of metocean, hydrological, sedimentological
and coastal geomorphological conditions.
o Conduct risk assessment of littoral sediment transport, shoreline morphology and erosion
patterns and trends; and coastal inundation profiles; define monitoring requirements and
identify action triggers.



Climate Change Resilience
o Projected future climate change-related impacts and the development of adaptation
measures to enhance resilience should be assessed in the design phase of new port projects
and significant port expansions.
o Design and operational issues for consideration as part of adaptation planning includes:
 Design port-related infrastructure
 Assess the contribution of port construction and operation to incremental climate
change impacts on habitat of high biodiversity value.
 Review tanker transport routes.
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AIR EMISSIONS















Minimize air emissions as much as possible by: Energy efficiency, process modification, selection
of fuels, emission control systems.
Baseline Air Quality assessments performed including at the minimum:
o Sulfur dioxide
o Nitrogen dioxide
o PM10
o PM2.5
o Ozone
o Carbon/CO2
Reduce air emissions as much as possible next to national parks (Bhirtarkanika) - Nearby is 20
time the stack height
Identify all point sources of air emissions
Design stack heights according to GIIP
Fugitive gases
o Monitoring practices in the case of potential fugitive gases (such as VOCs and PM)
o Leak Detection and Repair Systems (LDAR)
o Use of dust control measures like covers, water suppression, increased moisture content etc.
Avoid Ozone Depleting Substances
Constructing traffic emissions (more than 120 heavy duty or 540 light duty vehicles)
o Replace older vehicles
o Convert high-use vehicles to cleaner fuels
o Install emission control devices
o Implement regular vehicle management
GHG emission reduction recommendations
o Carbon financing
o Improve energy efficiency
o Protect and enhance sinks
o Promote renewable energy
Monitoring plan
o Baseline calculation
o Parameters applicable to sources
o Type and frequency
o Locations (relevant)
o Sampling and analysis

Requirements of Ports & Harbours guidelines


Air Emissions from Combustion Sources
o Application of air quality management procedures (including for GHG emissions) for ship
operations while in port areas, such as:
 Validate ship engine performance documentation and certification to ensure
compliance with combustion emissions specifications (including NOx, SOx, and PM).
 Require use of low-sulphur fuels in port, if feasible.
 Use reduced ship propulsion power in port access areas when practical.
 Use shore-based power in port where it is available.
o Application of air quality management procedures to avoid, minimize, and control combustion
emissions, including GHG emissions, related to land-based port activities, including:
 Design port layouts and facilities to minimize travel distances and transfer points,
when practicable.
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Upgrade land vehicle and equipment fleets with low emission vehicles, including use
of alternative energy sources, and fuels/fuel mixtures, when practicable.
 Maintain cargo transfer equipment (e.g., cranes, forklifts, and trucks) in good working
condition to reduce air emissions.
 Encourage reduced engine idling during on- and off-loading activities.
Volatile Organic Compounds
o VOC emissions from fuel and cargo storage, and transfer activities should be minimized
through vapor recovery systems for fuel storage, loading/offloading, and fueling activities, the
use of floating top storage tanks, and the adoption of management practices
Dust
o Recommended equipment and techniques to manage fugitive dust associated with dry bulk
materials storage and handling facilities in ports and terminals include:
 Cover storage and handling areas, where practicable;
 Install dust suppression mechanisms (e.g., water spray);
 Use telescoping arms and chutes to minimize free fall of materials and eliminate the
need for slingers;
 Regularly sweep docks and handling areas, truck and rail storage areas, and paved
roadway surfaces, and use vacuum collectors at dust-generating activities.
 Use slurry transport, pneumatic or continuous screw conveyors, and covering other
types of conveyors;
 Minimize dry cargo pile heights and contain piles with perimeter walls and/or wind
break fencing;
 Remove materials from the bottom of piles to minimize dust re-suspension;
 Ensure that hatches are covered when material handling is not being conducted; and
 Cover transport vehicles.
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RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
Energy conservation


Develop an energy management program including all facilities
o Identification and regular measurement of energy flows
o Mass and energy balance
o Review energy performance targets
Water conservation




Include water conservation measures in the resource efficiency plan. Recommendations could be:
o Storm/rainwater harvesting
o Water saving taps, valves, fixtures etc.
o Re-use treated waste water
o Use dry (air) instead of wet technologies
o Use of closed circuit cooling systems
Measure water consumption and include aspects in the monitoring and evaluation plan like:
o Identification of water using sources
o Regular measurement
o Comparison to previous dates
o Set water reduction objectives
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WASTEWATER AND WATER QUALITY







General Wastewater and water quality management plan (as part of the wider waste management
plan), including:
o Quality, quantity, frequency and sources of liquid effluents of its installations
o Segregation of liquid effluents that require specific treatment
o Prevent or reduce wastewater pollution
o Assess compliance to local regulations.
o Water use efficiency measures
o Process modification to optimize water use and pollution
o Treatment techniques used, if applicable, and relevant to the discharge location (surface
water or sewage)
o Regulatory requirements for wastewater discharge and how compliance is met
Industrial wastewater management
o Treatment of process water and utilities operations wastewater
o Storm water management and check for potential hydrocarbon contamination. If so,
separation, treatment and proper disposal is necessary.
Sanitary wastewater should be discharged in the sewer, with applicable pre-treatment for oil &
grease (in case of kitchen wastewater for example)
Include measures for wastewater discharge in the monitoring and evaluation plan including:
o Parameters that should be monitored (applicable to the wastewater that is discharged)
o Requirements (national and international)
o Type and frequency
o Locations
o Sampling and Data collection methods

Ports & Harbours Wastewater and Water Quality Guidelines
Dredging








Dredged Materials Management
o Conduct a risk assessment for dredging activities as part of the development of Dredging
Management Plan.
Dredge Planning Activities
o Dredging based on assessment of the need of new infrastructure components
o To identify areas of high biodiversity value and/or areas used by aquatic life for feeding and
breeding.
o Consider seasonal factors (migration periods, breeding and growing seasons) for dredging
activities.
o To consider modelling of conditions expected during dredging operations to evaluate shortand long-term effects of dredging.
Dredging Techniques
o Excavation and dredging methods should be selected to minimize suspension of sediments,
minimize destruction of benthic habitat, increase the accuracy of the operation (to minimize
impacts to areas adjacent to dredging zones), and maintain the density of the dredged
material, especially if the dredge area includes contaminated materials.
o Additional techniques and equipment to be used to minimize adverse impacts on aquatic life.
o Inspection and monitoring (such as feedback or adaptive monitoring) of dredging activities
should be conducted regularly.
Reuse and Disposal of Dredged Material
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o
o

o
o
o
o
o



Port managers to engage with national and local authorities, as well as with facility owners
and operators in the watershed, to reduce sources of key contaminants.
Consideration should be given to hierarchy of management options:
 Avoidance or minimization of dredging
 Maximization of beneficial re-use options for uncontaminated dredged material
 Use of a comparative risk assessment to determine which final disposal option is
optimal.
Treatment of contaminated dredged materials (e.g., using physical, chemical, and biological
methods) should be evaluated
Offshore disposal site evaluation should include the assessment and modelling of the
impacts of the candidate disposal site
Use of lateral containment in open water disposal should be considered.
Use of submerged discharges should be considered for hydraulic disposal of dredged
material.
Confined disposal facilities should include liners or other hydraulic containment design
options to prevent leaching of contaminants into adjacent surface or groundwater bodies.

Wastewater (Port Sewage, Storm water, and Ship Wastewater)
o Additional recommendations specific to storm water and wastewater from port facilities:
 Avoid installing storm drainage catch basins that discharge directly into surface
waters.
 Install filter mechanisms.
 Install oil/grit or oil/water separators in all runoff collection areas.
 Manage recovered, contaminated solids or liquids.
o Port operators should provide collection, storage, and transfer and/or treatment services, and
facilities of sufficient capacity and type for all wastewater generated by vessels at the port in
accordance with MARPOL and national regulations, including the following:
 Oily waste and wastewater should be collected in barges, vehicles, or central
collection systems and storage tanks.
 Wastewater with noxious chemicals from bulk tank cleaning should be collected
through appropriate on-site or off-site treatment prior to discharge.
 Ports should provide ship operators with details on the pertaining ballast water
management requirements, including the availability, location, and capacities of
reception facilities, as well as with information on local areas and situations where
ballast water uptake should be avoided.
 Port facilities that conduct cleaning or repair of ballast tanks should be equipped with
adequate reception facilities able to prevent the introduction of invasive species.
 Sewage from ships should be collected and treated on-site or off-site according to
the recommendations provided in the General EHS Guidelines.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT














Develop a Hazardous Materials management plan that includes general aspects like:
o Hazard analysis/assessment
o Avoidance and reduction measures as applicable for hazardous materials use
o Prevention of uncontrolled releases
o Use of engineering control to mitigate hazards
o Management controls (procedures, inspections, training etc.)
o Occupational Health & Safety measures
o Process knowledge and documentation
o Hazardous Materials Transfer practices
o Overfill protection measures
o Reaction, Fire and Explosion prevention measures
The release prevention and control plan (spill prevention), as part of the hazardous materials
management plan should include:
o Training of operators
o Implementation of inspection program
o Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for containment and removal
o Identification of locations
o PPE requirements
o Spill response equipment
o Response activities (including responsibilities and informed parties)
Occupational Health & Safety related to hazardous materials
o Job safety analysis
o Hazard communication (Material Safety Data Sheets) and training
o Maintenance activities
o PPE
o Monitoring and record keeping of activities
Process knowledge and documentation
o Written process safety parameters
o Written operating procedures
o Compliance audit procedures
Overfill protection
o Procedures and checklist of measures
o Installation of gauges on tanks
o Dripless hoses for vehicle connection
o Automatic fill shutoff valves
o Catch basin to collect spills
o Automatic overfill protection valves
o Pump less volume than available capacity
o Pressure vents in tanks
Reaction, Fire and Explosion prevention
o Proper storage of incompatible materials in separate areas
o Use of flame arresting devices on vents
o Grounding and lightning protection of tanks and transfer stations
o Materials selection compatible for products stored and no reuse of tanks before checking
compatibility
o Storage location separate of main production works.
o Ignition prevention measures
Secondary containment of hazardous materials
o Total volume greater than 1,000 liters need areas with impervious surfaces that are sloped
and bermed to contain a minimum of 25 percent of the total storage volume
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o Periodic reconciliation of tanks contents
o Double-walled, composite piping systems and storage tanks
Leak detection
o Pressure loss detectors
o Integrity testing methods
o Consider use of SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)
Underground storage tanks
o Assess local corrosion potential
o Install impermeable liners or structures
o Monitor surface above tank
o Measure volume in tanks
o Test integrity at regular intervals
o Monitor groundwater and soil around the tank
Management plan actions (continuously)
o Management of change
o Compliance audits
o Incident investigation
o Employee participation
o Contractor management requirements
o Training of personnel
Emergency preparedness and response plan with the minimum:
o Planning coordination (informing authorities, documentation, actions, reviewing and
updating)
o Emergency equipment
o Training
Community involvement and Awareness (part of the community health and safety plan)
o Inform the communities of hazards and risks identification in an understandable and culturally
sensitive manner
o Give the public the opportunity to provide feedback
o Information for communities on the prevention and control measures in place
o Off-site effects of an accident in the facility
o Timely information on appropriate behaviour
o Access to information that is necessary to understand the potential risks.

Requirements of Ports & Harbours guidelines for Hazardous Materials Management


Spill Prevention
o Oil and chemical-handling facilities in ports should be located with consideration of natural
drainage systems and the presence of environmentally sensitive areas/receptors.
o Hazardous materials storage and handling facilities should be constructed away from traffic
zones and should include protective mechanisms (e.g., reinforced posts, concrete barriers,
etc.) to protect storage areas from vehicle accidents. Covered and ventilated temporary
storage areas should be designed to facilitate collection of potentially hazardous leaks and
spills, including the use of sloped surfaces to direct spill flows, and the use of catch basins
with valve systems to allow spills and releases to enter a dead-end sump from which spilled
materials can be pumped/recovered. Where hydraulic equipment is used over or adjacent to
water or other sensitive receptors, biodegradable45 hydraulic oils should be used.
o Ports should include secondary containment for above ground liquid storage tanks and
tanker truck loading and unloading areas.
o Fueling areas should be equipped with containment basins in areas with a high risk of
accidental releases of oil or hazardous materials (e.g., fueling or fuel transfer locations). Fuel
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dispensing equipment should be equipped with “breakaway” hose connections that provide
emergency shutdown of flow should the fueling connection be broken by movement. Fueling
equipment should be inspected prior to fueling activities to ensure all components are in
satisfactory condition.
Spill Control Plan
o Port operators should prepare a spill prevention, control, and countermeasure plan
consistent with the IMO Manual on Oil Pollution Section II—Contingency Planning, which:
 Identifies areas within the port zone and nearby vicinity that are sensitive to spills
and releases of hazardous materials and locations of any water intakes.
 Outlines responsibilities for managing spills, releases, and other pollution incidents,
including reporting and alerting mechanisms to ensure any spillage is reported
promptly to the Port Authorities.
 Includes provision of specialized oil spill response equipment.
 Includes regular training schedules and simulated spill incident and response
exercises.
Dangerous Goods Handling
o Ports should implement systems for the proper screening, acceptance, and transport of
dangerous cargo based on local and international standards and regulations, including the
following elements:
 Requiring and validating Dangerous Goods Manifests for hazardous materials
whether in transit, loading or unloading to and from ships.
 Training of Port Authority staff in relevant aspects of dangerous goods management.
 Establishment of segregated and access-controlled storage areas for dangerous
goods with emergency response procedures and equipment.

Requirements for hazardous materials management from Shipping guidelines
Recommendations to prevent, minimize, and control spills of hazardous materials or oil from vessels
include:










Operational certification of the ship;
For oil tankers, following applicable requirements, including those related to double-hull design
and a phase-out timetable for existing single-hull tankers;
Preparing and implementing spill prevention procedures for bunkering activities;
Conducting ship to ship transfer of cargo oil (lightering) activities in accordance with specific
safety regulations
and guidance to minimize the risk of spills;
Preparing and implementing spill prevention procedures for tanker loading and off-loading
according to applicable standards and guidelines which specifically address advance
communications and planning with the receiving terminal;
Adequately securing hazardous materials and oil containers on deck;
Maintaining the necessary emergency plans to address accidental releases of oil or noxious
liquid substances;
Maintaining the necessary specific oil and noxious liquid substances spill prevention plans and
procedures for operations in Special Areas (as defined in Annex I and II of MARPOL 73/78)
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WASTE MANAGEMENT


Develop a waste management plan with the following minimum requirements (for construction and
operation)
o Differentiation between solid (non-hazardous) waste and hazardous waste;
o Characterize waste according to composition, source, type, generation rates and include
regulatory requirements.
o Following the waste management hierarchy (prevention, reduction, reuse, recovery,
recycling, removal and disposal) and identify opportunities to follow this hierarchy in the
project
o Identification of waste and waste streams
o Storage of waste and how this is appropriate to the nature of the waste
o Transportation requirements as necessary for the kind of waste
o Use of legitimate contractors and setting contractor requirements for waste management (up
to treatment and disposal)
o Monitoring and evaluation measures necessary for waste management

Waste management requirements of Ports & Harbours guidelines




General Waste Reception
o Port facilities should provide adequate means of receiving and managing effluents and
wastes to meet the needs of the port and those of visiting ships that the port is designed to
service. The provision of waste reception facilities should be developed in coordination with
the local governments according to their commitments to the MARPOL Convention as port
states. Port waste reception facilities should provide adequate capacity to receive port- and
ship-generated wastes, including appropriately sized and located receptacles, and the
capacity to deal with seasonal fluctuations.
Ship Wastes
o Information should be available for ship captains to identify solid waste reception facilities
and acceptable handling procedures at ports.
o Discharge of solid waste from vessels should be prohibited while in port in accordance with
MARPOL and national regulations
o A collection and disposal system should be developed for ship-generated garbage for ships
alongside and at anchor, consistent with the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
Comprehensive Manual on Port Reception Facilities. Closable skips should be provided at
the berths, and towed or self-propelled barges fitted with skips should be used to collect
garbage from ships at anchor
o Food waste from ships delivered to the port should be managed according to applicable local
regulations intended to protect human and animal health.
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NOISE





Set a baseline for noise levels at the facility
Identify sources of noise production
Prevent or control noise production as much as possible and necessary in relation to regulatory
requirements
Monitor noise levels at the perimeter of the site on a regular basis to avoid crossing legal
requirements.

Noise & Vibrations requirements from Ports & Harbours guidelines




Terrestrial Noise
o Management measures to prevent, minimize, and control terrestrial noise sources in port
facilities include:
 Establishing noise deflection walls
 Paving and leveling the terminal area
 Replacing forklifts and reach-stackers with gantry cranes with rubber tires
 Substituting diesel engines with electric power
 Reducing noise from warning bells
 Insulating machinery
Underwater Noise and Vibration
o Measures to prevent, minimize, and control underwater noise from offshore pile driving and
dredging during construction and operational phases of ports and terminals include:
 Coordinating and scheduling offshore piling and dredging activities to avoid or
minimize the presence of sensitive aquatic species.
 Employing observers during offshore piling and dredging activities to detect the
presence of sensitive aquatic species, and allow for these species to vacate the area.
 Using soft-start/slow ramp-up during pile driving and dredging activities to allow time
for sensitive aquatic species to vacate the area.
 Implementing noise mitigation techniques for offshore pile driving, including bubble
curtains, pile caps, and cofferdams (where practicable) to absorb/scatter pile driving
energy.
 Establishment of low power propulsion zones near ports will minimize underwater
noise related to ship operation.
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CONTAMINATED LAND






Identify potential areas that could be contaminated due to previous use or current activities
If contamination is suspected, do the necessary assessment to test whether contamination is in
need of treatment
Treat the contamination accordingly
Identify receptors and pathways for contamination to spread.
Ensure appropriate health and safety procedures are taken if contaminated land is handled
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
General Guidelines






Development of occupational health and safety plan with respective assessment of risks and
procedures to mitigate these risks for the different activities on site;
General facility design with necessary amenities like fire exits, first aid, water supply, lighting,
safe access and egress, proper temperature and ventilation etc.
Communication (signage) and training efforts relevant to the activities on site;
Monitoring and evaluation of the H&S hazards and implementation of procedures
Incident reporting and follow-up

Occupational Health & Safety requirements of Ports & Harbours guidelines


General Approach
o Port operation activities should be conducted in accordance with applicable international
regulations and standards, including:
 International Labour Organization (ILO) Code of Practice for Safety and Health in
Ports (2005);
 General Conference of the International ILO Convention concerning Occupational
Safety and Health in Dock Work, C-152, (1979)
 General Conference of the ILO Recommendation concerning Occupational Safety
and Health in Dock Work, R-160;
 IMO Code of Practice for Solid Bulk Cargo (BC Code);
 International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships carrying Dangerous
Chemicals in Bulk (IBC Code);
 International Code for the Safe Carriage of Grain in Bulk (International Grain Code);
 Code of Practice for the Safe Loading and Unloading of Bulk Carriers (BLU Code);
and
 International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code (IMDG Code).



Physical Hazards
o Prevention, minimization, and control techniques specific to ports and the implementation of
applicable recommendations include the following:
 Separate people from areas of vehicle traffic and make vehicle passageways oneway, to the extent practical;
 Design materials handling operations to allow for a simple, linear layout and reduce
the need for multiple transfer points, which can increase the potential for
accidents/injuries;
 To the extent practical, locate access and transit routes to avoid situations where
suspended loads pass overhead;
 Construct the surface of port areas to be of adequate strength to support the heaviest
expected loads. The surface should be level or only slightly sloped; free from holes,
cracks, depressions, unnecessary curbs, or other raised objects; continuous; and
skid resistant;
 Consider, when determining the method by which the goods are stacked, the
maximum permissible loadings of quays or floors; the shape and mechanical
strength of the goods and containers (including allowable stacking mass and stack
height); the natural angle of repose of bulk material; and the possible effects of high
winds;
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Provide safe access arrangements suitable for the size and type of vessels calling
at port facilities,
Install and use guarding arrangements (e.g., rails, etc.) for weather deck and 'tweendeck’ hatchways when open;
Avoid placing cargo on, or allowing passage of vehicles over, any hatch cover that
is not of adequate strength for that purpose;
As far as is reasonably practicable, prevent workers from working in the part of a
hold where a trimming machine or grab is operational;
Minimize the risk of free fall of materials by installing telescoping arm loaders and
conveyors; inspect all slings before use;
Equip lifting appliances with means of emergency escape from the driver's cabin and
a safe means for the removal of an injured or ill driver; and
Inspect disposable pallets and similar reusable devices before use and avoid re-use
of such devices if the integrity of the device has been weakened or otherwise
compromised.
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COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SAFETY






Port Marine Safety
o Port operators should therefore implement a Safety Management System (SMS)
able to effectively identify and correct unsafe conditions. The SMS should be
informed by initial risk and hazard assessments and should include consideration of
alterations to coastal processes and seabed and coastal geomorphology that may
impact navigational and vessel berthing activities.
o The Safety Management System should include procedures to regulate the safe
movement of vessels within the harbour (including pilotage procedures, port control
and vessel traffic services, navigational aids, and hydrography surveys), protect the
general public and communities from dangers arising from offshore activities at the
harbour, and prevent events that may result in injury to workers and the public. It
should also include comprehensive emergency preparedness and response plans
that provide a coordinated response based on government, port authority, port users,
and community resources required to manage the nature and severity of the
emergency event.
Port Security
o Port security arrangements (e.g., access control) may be established through the
completion of a Port Facility Security Assessment of port operations followed by the
appointment of a Port Facility Security Officer and the preparation of a Port Facility
Security Plan, depending on the outcome of the risk assessment.
Visual Impacts
o Visual impacts, including excessive background illumination, should be prevented
during the port planning process or managed during operations through the
installation of natural visual barriers such as vegetation or light shades, as applicable.
The location and colour of bulk storage facilities also should be selected with
consideration of visual impacts.
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ANNEX H
Documentation received (and outstanding)

Documents and Drawings Received by Arcadis per Item
Property description and particulars (number of storeys, Maximum Permissible and
consumed GFAs,year of construction, year of last renovation works, number of car park
spaces, details of any external

1.1

1 Building List, Shelter and Barracks
Tab 1 => Building List
Tab 2 => Baracks
Tab 3 => Moving Shelter
Tab 4 => Building List & Summary

Building Agreements / State Lease Agreements / Supplemental State Lease Agreements /
Easement Agreements

1.5

1 Amendment to the lease agreement #820
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Amendment to the sublease agreement #829
Amendment to the sublease agreement
Industrial Lease Agreement
Lease Agreement #823
Lease Agreement #824
Lease of Agreement
Memorandum of Agreement
Second Addendum to the lease agreement #821
Third Memorandum to the lease agreement #822

Details of any warranties or guarantees for the property (e.g. waterproofing installations,
cladding systems, items of plant and machinery etc.).

1.6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Laboratory Test Reoirts HCL
Laboratory Test Reoirts KMNO4
Laboratory Test Reoirts Paint Sludge
Third Party Report Ambient Air Monitoring
Third Party Report Ambient Emmission Test
Third Party Environmental Report Marine Biology Monitoring
Third Party Environmental Report River Ecology Monitoring
Third Party Environmental Report Sediment Analysis
Third Party Environmental Report STP Effluent Monitoring

10 Third Party Environmental Report Water Quality Monitoring

2.0

Statutory Approvals and Permits
1 Cetificate of Occupancy
2 Completion Report
3 Equipment Testing Summary Report

2.3

Copies of all latest Approved As Built drawings (including approval of external structures
and signage).

Received
23-Oct-19

List of all buildings including corresponding area, no. of stories,structure system, building height and use
List of structures, building type, quantity, materials, dimensions and total area
List of structures, location, size, quantity and total
Same data with tab 1
Date Received
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19

Any Environmental Audits that have been undertaken.
1
2
3
4

2.8

Environmental Performance Evaluation
Environmental Audit-Inspection Report
Environmental Inspection Result
ISO 14001_2018 Issue

Health & Safety audits, fire risk assessments etc to verify compliance with the latest
Building Authority Regulations
1 OHSAS 18001_2018 Issue

2.9

Copy of all outstanding orders, if any, issued by the statutory authorities
1 Indorsement for Postponement of Certification
2 Request for Postponement of Certification_RC

3.1
Part 1

As-Built of Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and Fire Protection drawings and specifications
/ Equipment and Load Schedule.
All PMS and Service Records that pertains to MEPF system.
Single Line Diagrams for building M&E Services.
1. Welding Shop
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1213F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
1213T104002 (Cctv Plan).dwg
2. Pre-Outfitting Shop B
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1205F132002 (Fire Alarm Plan).DWG
1205T104003 (Cctv plan).dwg
2.3 Field office #12
1263E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram.dwg)
1263E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1263E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1263F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
3. Panel Shop
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -1
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -2
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -3
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -4
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -5
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -6
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -7
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -8
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -9
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan -10
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 3
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 4
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 5
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 6
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 7
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 8
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 9
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 10
1210F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
1210T104004 (Cctv plan).dwg
4. Assembly Shop C
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Electrical Power Plan
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 1
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 2
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 3
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 4
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 5
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 6
1st Floor Lighting Plan

Document Title
Amendment to Lease Agreement Dated February 28, 2006 Between the Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority and HHIC-PHIL
Inc #820
Amendment to the Sublease Agreement #829
Amendment to the Sublease Agreement with stamp
Industrial Lease agreement By and Between SBDMC INC and HHIC-Phil Inc
Lease Agreement #823
Lease Agreement #824
Lease of Agreement "Controlled Copy Stamped"
Memorandum of Agreement
Second Addendum to the lease agreement #821
Third Memorandum to the lease agreement #822

Date Received

Document Title

21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19
21-Oct-19

Certificate of Analysis of Hydro chloric Acid
Certificate of Analysis of Pottassium Permanganate
Certificate of Analysis of Paint Sludge
Intial Report on Ambient Air Quality and Noise Level Monitoring
Certificate of Analysis of Nitrogen Dioxide
Marine Biologival Monitoring Report - June 2019
River Ecology Monitoring Report - February 2019
Heavy Metal Concetrations in Marine Sediment Monitoring Survey Report - June 2019
Result of Analysis Effluent STP 1-1

21-Oct-19

Result of Analysis Water Quality Monitoring Quay Wall, Agusuhin (Downstream), North Channel, and South Channel

Date Received
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019

Document Title
Cert *1-111 pages
Cert *112-114 pages
Cert *115 - 122

Date Received

Architectural As-Builts
1. MAIN OFFICE
2.PAINTING & BLASTING SHOP B
3. GASOLINE STATION
4. PRE-OUTFITTING SHOP A
5. SUB-ASSEMBLY SHOP A

2.7

Remarks

Document Title
Architectural As-Builts
Architectural As-Builts
Architectural As-Builts
Architectural As-Builts
Architectural As-Builts

Date Received
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019

Document Title
Environment Inspection Audit Result In-House Contractors
Environmental Audit-Inspection Report
Environmental Inspection Result
ISO 14001_2018 Issue

Date Received

Document Title

21-10-2019
Date Received
21-10-2019
21-10-2019

OHSAS 18001_2018 Issue
Document Title
Indorsement for Postponement of Certification
Request for Postponement of Certification_RC

Document Title

Document Title

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Welding Shop Power Feeder Plan
Welding Shop Lighting Plan
1213F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
1213T104002 (Cctv Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Pre-Outfitting Shop B Power Riser Diagram
Pre-Outfitting Shop B Power Feeder Plan
Pre-Outfitting Shop B Lighting Plan
1205F132002 (Fire Alarm Plan).DWG
1205T104003 (Cctv plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1263E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1263E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1263E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1263F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Panel Shop Power Riser Diagram
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 1
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 2
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 3
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 4
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 5
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 6
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 7
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 8
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 9
Panel Shop Power Feeder Plan 10
Panel Shop Lighting Plan
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 1
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 2
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 3
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 4
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 5
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 6
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 7
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 8
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 9
Panel Shop Lighting Plan 10
1210F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
1210T104004 (Cctv plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Assembly Shop C Power Riser Diagram
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 2
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan 1
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan 2
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan 3
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan 4
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan 5
Assembly Shop C Power Feeder Plan 6
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan

Part 2

1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 3
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 4
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 5
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 6
1203F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
5. Painting & Blasting Shop C
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1216F132002 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
6. Hull Shop B
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 1
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 2
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 3
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 4
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 5
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 6
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 6
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 8
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 9
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 3
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 4
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 5
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 6
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 7
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 8
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 9
1202F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
1202T104004 (Cctv plan).dwg
7. Sub-Assembly Shop
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 1
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 2
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 3
1st Floor Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 4
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 3
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 4
1204F132002 (Fire Alarm Plan.dwg)
8. Assembly Shop B
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
9. Hull Shop A
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System - 1
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System - 2
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 1
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 2
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 3
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 4
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 5
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 6
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 7
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 8
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 9
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 10
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 3
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 4
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 5
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 6
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 7
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 8
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 9
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 10
1102F130002 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
1102T104004 (Cctv plan).dwg
10. Assembly Shop A
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System - 1
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System - 2
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 1
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 2
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 3
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 4
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 5
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 6
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 3
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 4
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 5
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 6
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 7
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 8
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 9
1103F132001 (Frie alarm plan).dwg
11. Pre-Outfitting Shop A
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
1105F132003 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
12. Painting & Blasting Shop B
Painting Shop A 1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1114F132003 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
13. Outfitting Shop
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 1
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan - 2
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 1
1st Floor Lighting Plan - 2
1111F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
14. Piping Shop A
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
15. Piping Shop B
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Electrical Power Feeder Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
16. Assembly Shop D
Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
17. Painting & Blasting Shop E

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 1
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 2
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 3
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 4
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 5
Assembly Shop C Lighting Plan 6
1203F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Painting & Blasting Shop C Power Riser Plan
Painting & Blasting Shop C Power Power Feeder Plan
Painting & Blasting Shop C Lighting Plan
Painting & Blasting Shop C Lighting Plan 1
Painting & Blasting Shop C Lighting Plan 2
1216F132002 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Hull Shop B Power Riser Plan
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 1
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 2
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 3
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 4
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 5
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 6
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 7
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 8
Hull Shop B Power Feeder Plan 9
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 1
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 2
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 3
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 4
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 5
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 6
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 7
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 8
Hull Shop B Lighting Plan 9
1202F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
1202T104004 (Cctv plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Sub-Assembly Power Riser Diagram
Sub-Assembly Power Feeder Plan
Sub-Assembly Power Feeder Plan 1
Sub-Assembly Power Feeder Plan 2
Sub-Assembly Power Feeder Plan 3
Sub-Assembly Power Feeder Plan 4
Sub-Assembly Lighting Plan
Sub-Assembly Lighting Plan - 1
Sub-Assembly Lighting Plan - 2
Sub-Assembly Lighting Plan - 3
Sub-Assembly Lighting Plan - 4
1204F132002 (Fire Alarm Plan.dwg)

18-11-2019

Assembly Shop B Drawing Plan

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Hull Shop A Power Riser Diagram 1
Hull Shop A Power Riser Diagram 2
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 1
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 2
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 3
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 4
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 5
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 6
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 7
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 8
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 9
Hull Shop A Power Feeder Plan 10
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 1
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 2
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 3
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 4
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 5
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 6
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 7
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 8
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 9
Hull Shop A Ligthing Plan 10
1102F130002 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
1102T104004 (Cctv plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Assembly Shop A Power Riser Diagram 1
Assembly Shop A Power Riser Diagram 2
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan 1
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan 2
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan 3
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan 4
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan 5
Assembly Shop A Power Feeder Plan 6
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 1
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 2
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 3
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 4
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 5
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 6
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 7
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 8
Assembly Shop A Lighting Plan 9
1103F132001 (Frie alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Pre-Outfitting Shop A Power Riser Diagram
Pre-Outfitting Shop A Power Feeder Plan
Pre-Outfitting Shop A Lighting Plan
1105F132003 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Painting & Blasting Shop B Drawing Plan
1114F132003 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Outfitting ShopPower Riser Diagram
Outfitting ShopPower Feeder Plan 1
Outfitting ShopPower Feeder Plan 2
Outfitting Shop Lighting Plan 1
Outfitting Shop Lighting Plan 2
1111F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Piping Shop A Power Riser Diagram
Piping Shop A Power Feeder Plan
Piping Shop A Lighting Plan

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Piping Shop B Power Riser Diagram
Piping Shop B Power Feeder Plan
Piping Shop B Lighting Plan

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Assembly Shop D Power Riser Diagram
Assembly Shop D Power Feeder Plan
Assembly Shop D Lighting Plan

Part 3

Power Riser Diagram for Electrical System
1st Floor Electrical Power Plan
1st Floor Lighting Plan
18. Field office #1
1151E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1151E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1151E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1151F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
19. Field office #2
1152E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1152E133001 (Piower feeder plan).dwg
1152E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1152F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
20. Field office #3
1153E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram.dwg)
1153E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1153E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1153F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
21. Field office #4
1154E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram.dwg)
1154E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1154E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1154F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
22. Field office #5
1155E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1155E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1155E134001 (Lighting plan.dwg)
1155F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg
23. Field office #5A
1265E101001(as).dwg
1265E133001(as).dwg
1265E134001(as).dwg
1265E138001(as).dwg
1265F132001(as).dwg
1265T104001(as).dwg
1265T104002(as).dwg
24. Field office #6
1156E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram)
1156E133001 (Power feeder plan)
1156E134001 (Lighting plan)
1156F132001 (Fire alarm plan)
25. Field office #7
1257E101001 (Power Riser Diagram & Panel board Diagram).dwg
1257E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1257E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1257F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
26. Field office #8
1258E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram.dwg)
1258E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1258E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1258F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
27. Field office #9
1259E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1259E133001 (Power Feeder Plan.dwg
1259E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1259F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
28. Field office #10
1260E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1260E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1260E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1260F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan.dwg
29. Field office #11A
1261E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1261E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1261E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1261F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
30. Field office #11b
1262E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1262E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1262E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1262F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg
31. Main Office
1115E104001 (Power riser diagram-1) **dwg files
1115E104002 (Power riser diagram-2)
1115E107001 (Panel board diagram-1)
1115E107002 (Panel board diagram-2)
1115E107003 (Panel board diagram-3)
1115E107004 (Panel board diagram-4)
1115E107005 (Panel board diagram-5)
1115E132001 (Single line diagram)
1115E132002 (Substation power supply plan )
1115E134001 (B1f lighting plan)
1115E134002 (1f lighting plan)
1115E134003 (2f lighting plan)
1115E134004 (3f lighting plan)
1115E134005 (4f lighting plan)
1115E134006 (5f lighting plan)
1115E134007 (Ph lighting plan)
1115F130001 (Fire alarm diagram)
1115F132002 (B1f fire alarm plan)
1115F132003 (1f fire alarm plan)
1115F132004 (2f fire alarm plan)
1115F132005 (3f fire alarm plan)
1115F132006 (4f fire alarm plan)
1115F132007 (5f fire alarm plan)
1115F132008 (Ph fire alarm plan)
1115T104013 (1f cctv plan)
1115T104014 (2f cctv plan)
1115T104015 (3f cctv plan)
1115T104016 (4f cctv plan)
1115T104017 (5f cctv plan)
SINGLE LINE DIAGRAMS
Substations
Single Line Diagram for Substations - 46 Sheets
CCTV DRAWING
1 sheet
FIRE ALARM PLAN
Blasting Shop A
Painting Shop A
Blasting & Painting Shop B
Blasting & Painting Shop C
Blasting & Painting Shop D

3.3

Drawings and maintenance records for LV System - Transformers, Generator, LV
Switchboards, MCBs, lighting and small power, etc.
1 Main Operating Generator Report

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Painting & Blasting Shop E Power Riser Diagram
Painting & Blasting Shop E Power Feeder Plan
Painting & Blasting Shop E Lighting Plan

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1151E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1151E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1151E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1151F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1152E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1152E133001 (Piower feeder plan).dwg
1152E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1152F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1153E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram.dwg)
1153E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1153E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1153F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1154E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram.dwg)
1154E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1154E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1154F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1155E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1155E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1155E134001 (Lighting plan.dwg)
1155F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1265E101001(as).dwg
1265E133001(as).dwg
1265E134001(as).dwg
1265E138001(as).dwg
1265F132001(as).dwg
1265T104001(as).dwg
1265T104002(as).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1156E101001 (Power riser & panel board diagram).dwg
1156E133001 (Power feeder plan).dwg
1156E134001 (Lighting plan).dwg
1156F132001 (Fire alarm plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1257E101001 (Power Riser Diagram & Panel board Diagram).dwg
1257E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1257E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1257F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1258E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram.dwg)
1258E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1258E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1258F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1259E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1259E133001 (Power Feeder Plan.dwg
1259E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1259F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1260E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1260E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1260E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1260F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan.dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1261E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1261E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1261E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1261F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1262E101001 (Power Riser & Panel Board Diagram).dwg
1262E133001 (Power Feeder Plan).dwg
1262E134001 (Lighting Plan).dwg
1262F132001 (Fire Alarm Plan).dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

1115E104001 (Power riser diagram-1) **dwg files
1115E104002 (Power riser diagram-2)
1115E107001 (Panel board diagram-1)
1115E107002 (Panel board diagram-2)
1115E107003 (Panel board diagram-3)
1115E107004 (Panel board diagram-4)
1115E107005 (Panel board diagram-5)
1115E132001 (Single line diagram)
1115E132002 (Substation power supply plan )
1115E134001 (B1f lighting plan)
1115E134002 (1f lighting plan)
1115E134003 (2f lighting plan)
1115E134004 (3f lighting plan)
1115E134005 (4f lighting plan)
1115E134006 (5f lighting plan)
1115E134007 (Ph lighting plan)
1115F130001 (Fire alarm diagram)
1115F132002 (B1f fire alarm plan)
1115F132003 (1f fire alarm plan)
1115F132004 (2f fire alarm plan)
1115F132005 (3f fire alarm plan)
1115F132006 (4f fire alarm plan)
1115F132007 (5f fire alarm plan)
1115F132008 (Ph fire alarm plan)
1115T104013 (1f cctv plan)
1115T104014 (2f cctv plan)
1115T104015 (3f cctv plan)
1115T104016 (4f cctv plan)
1115T104017 (5f cctv plan)

23-10-2019

Substation #1-#38 Single Line Diagram

23-10-2019

CCTV & Fence Light

23-10-2019

1st Fire Alarm Plan - 1 sheet
1st Fire Alarm Plan - 1 sheet
1st Fire Alarm Plan - 1 sheet
1st Floor Fire Fighting Piping Plan - 1 sheet
1st Floor Fire Fighting Piping Plan - 1 sheet

Date Received
11-Oct-19
4-Oct-19
27-Sep-19
20-Sep-19
13-Sep-19
6-Sep-19
30-Aug-19
23-Aug-19
16-Aug-19

Document Title

9-Aug-19
2-Aug-19
26-Jul-19
18-Jul-19
11-Jul-19
5-Jul-19
28-Jun-19
21-Jun-19
14-Jun-19
7-Jun-19
31-May-19
24-May-19
17-May-19
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2 MTR Checklist

Sept 1, 2019 - Oct 15, 2019

3 Main Power Station Incoming Power Data

Sept 1, 2019 - Oct 15, 2019

Structural drawings and specifications
1 Assembly Shop and Shelter
Assembly Shelter - 1st floor framing plan
Assembly Shelter - 1st floor framing plan
Main Column Arrangement
Sub Column arrangement
Gantry Crane framing plan
Crane girder framing plan -1
Crane girder framing plan -2
Roof framing plan
Roof framing plan (bott.)
1st floor and roof framing plan
1st floor and roof framing plan
Sub station # 11 : 1st floor framing plan and column arrangement
Sub station # 11 : roof framing plan
Foundation, Slab and Girder & beam list
Gantry foundation list -1
Gantry foundation list -2
Substation #11: Foundation, Slab, Girder & Beam and Anchor Bolt list
Typical detail of foundation @ Y1a & Y1b plans and sections
Typical detail of foundation @ Y1a & Y1b plans and sections
Typical detail of foundation @ Y1a & Y1b plans and sections
Framing elevation - 1
Framing elevation - 2
Framing elevation - 3
Framing elevation - 4
Framing elevation - 5
Framing elevation - 6 (INT)
Framing elevation
Framing elevation
Sub station # 11 Framing elevation
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Main section with rebar arrangement
Base plate detail
Detail of storm anchor base
Detail of down base
Detail of end stopper
Connection detail
Connection detail - 1
Connection detail - 2
Sub station #11: Connection detail - 2
Connection detail - 2
Sub station #11: Connection detail - 1
Sub station #11: Connection detail - 2
Sub station #12: Connection detail - 1
Main truss List - 1
Main truss List - 2
Main truss typical joint detail
Sub truss framing elevation detail
Sub truss typical joint detail
Main column detail - 1
Main column detail - 2
Main column detail - 3
Main column detail - 4
Main column detail - 5
Crane girder list - 1a
Crane girder list - 1
Crane girder list - 2
Crane girder list - 3
Crane girder typical joint detail
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail - 1
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail - 2
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail - 3
Sub column & wall bracing detail - 1
Sub column & wall bracing detail - 2
Sub column & wall bracing detail - 3
Sub column & wall bracing detail - 4
Wall bracing typical joint detail - 1
Wall bracing typical joint detail - 2
Sub column partial detail
Sub column partial detail
Roof framing plan detail - 1
Roof framing plan detail - 2
Roof bracing typical joint detail
Horiz. Lattice framing plan detail
Horiz. Lattice typical joint detail
Ventilator grill detail
2 Gas(fuel) Station
Partial site plan & building summary
Pit & oil tank plan
1st floor and roof plan
Elevation - front, rear, left, right
Plan, section & detail (large)
Plan, section & detail (small)
Lubricator plan
Lubricator pit opening frame section
Section 6
Section
Section 1, 2 & 3
Door and window sched
3 Hull Shop A
1st floor framing plan
Main column arrangement
Sub column arrangement
Crane girder framing plan - 1a
Crane girder framing plan - 1a
Crane girder framing plan - 1a
Crane girder framing plan - 1
Crane girder framing plan - 2
Lower roof framing plan (Top)

Date Received

Document Title

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1103S102001a-Model
1103S102001-Model
1103S102002-Model
1103S102003-Model
1103S102004a-Model
1103S102004-Model
1103S102005-Model
1103S102006-Model
1103S102007-Model
1103S102009 other-Model
1103S102009-Model
1103S102010-Model
1103S102011-Model
1103S104001-Model
1103S104002-Model
1103S104003-Model
1103S104004-Model
1103S104006-Model
1103S104007-Model
1103S104007-Model
1103S111001-Model
1103S111002-Model
1103S111003-Model
1103S111004-Model
1103S111005-Model
1103S111006-Model
1103S111007-Model
1103S111008-Model
1103S111009-Model
1103S111010-Model
1103S111011-Model
1103S111012-Model
1103S111013-Model
1103S111014-Model
1103S111015-Model
1103S111016-Model
1103S111017-Model
1103S111018-Model
1103S111019-Model
1103S111020-Model
1103S112001-Model

13-11-2019

1103S112002a-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1103S112002-Model
1103S113001-Model
1103S113002-Model
1103S113003 other1-Model
1103S113003 other2-Model
1103S113003-Model
1103S113004-Model
1103S113005-Model
1103S113006-Model
1103S114001-Model
1103S114002-Model
1103S114003-Model
1103S114004-Model
1103S114005-Model
1103S116001-Model
1103S116002-Model
1103S116003-Model
1103S116004-Model
1103S116005-Model
1103S117001a-Model
1103S117001-Model
1103S117002-Model
1103S117003-Model
1103S117004-Model
1103S117005-Model
1103S117006-Model
1103S117007-Model
1103S191001-Model
1103S191002-Model
1103S191003-Model
1103S191004-Model
1103S191005-Model
1103S191006-Model
1103S191007A-Model
1103S191007-Model
1103S191008-Model
1103S191009-Model
1103S191010-Model
1103S191011-Model
1103S191012-Model
1103S191013-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1134A101001-Model
1134A103001-Model
1134A103002-Model
1134A104001-Model
1134A105001a-Model
1134A105001b-Model

13-11-2019

1134A105001c-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1134A105001d-Model
1134A105001e-Model
1134A105001-Model
1134A112001-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1102S102001-Model
1102S102002-Model
1102S102003-Model
1102S102005a-Model
1102S102005b other-Model
1102S102005b-Model
1102S102005-Model
1102S102006-Model
1102S102007-Model

Lower roof framing plan (Bottom)
High roof framing plan (Top)
High roof framing plan (Bottom)
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: 1st floor framing plan
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: Column arrangement
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: Roof framing plan
Sub station # 15: 1st floor framing plans & column arrangement
Foundation & slab & pedestal & girder list
gantry foundation list
girder, beam & slab list
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: found. & girder, slab & anchor list
Sub station #15: found. & girder, slab & anchor list
Press bender found. list - 1
Press bender found. list - 2
Enlarged plan - 1
Enlarged plan - 2
Enlarged plan - 3
Enlarged plan - 4
Detail - Partial Section
Detail - Partial Plan & Section - 1
Detail - Partial Plan & Section - 2
Detail - Partial Plan & Section - 3
Detail - Partial Section - 1
Detail - Partial Section - 2
Detail - Partial Section - 3
Detail - Partial Section - 4
Detail - Partial Section - 5
Framing elevation - 1
Framing elevation - 2
Framing elevation - 3
Framing elevation - 4
Framing elevation - 5
Framing elevation - 6
Framing elevation - 7
Framing elevation - 8
Framing elevation - 9
Framing elevation - 10 (INT)
Framing elevation - 11 (INT)
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: Framing elevation
Sub station #15: Framing elevation
Base plate detail - 1
Base plate detail - 3
Base plate detail - 2
Connection Detail
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: Connection detail - 1
Wooden pattern & sub station #14: Connection detail - 2
Sub station #15: Connection detail - 1
Sub station #15: Connection detail - 2
Main truss list
Main truss list - 1
Main truss list - 2
Main truss list - 3
Main truss list - 4
Main truss list - 5
Main truss list - 6
Main truss list - 7
Main truss list - 8
Main truss list - 9
Main truss list - 10
Main truss list - 11
Main truss typical joint detail - 1
Main truss typical joint detail - 2
Main truss typical joint detail - 3
Cable tray connection reinforcement detail
Sub truss framing elevation detail
Cable tray connection detail
Cable tray connection biometric detail
Sub truss typical joint detail
Main column detail - 1
Main column detail - 2
Main column detail - 3
Main column detail - 4
Main column detail - 5
Main column detail - 6
Main column detail - 7
Main column detail - 8
Main column detail - 9
Main column detail - 10
Main column detail - 11
Main column detail - 12
Main column detail - 13
Main column detail - 14
Main column detail - 15
Main column detail - 16
Main column detail - 18
Main column detail - 19
Main column detail - 20
Main column detail - 21
Main column detail - 22
Main column detail - 23
Main column detail - 24
Main column detail - 17
Crane girder list -1
Crane girder list -2
Crane girder list -3
Crane girder list -4
Crane girder list -5
Crane girder list -6
Crane girder list -7
Crane girder list -8
Crane girder list -9
Crane girder list -11
Crane girder list -12
Crane girder list -13
Crane girder list -14
Crane girder list -15
Crane girder list -16
Crane girder list -17
Crane girder list -18
Crane girder list -19
Crane girder list -20
MGT1 Truss & WT1 List
Crane girder list -10
Crane girder typical joint detail
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail -1
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail -2
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail -3
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail -5
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail -6
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail -4
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -1
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -2
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -3
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -4
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -5
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -6
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -7

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1102S102008-Model
1102S102009-Model
1102S102010-Model
1102S102011-Model
1102S102012-Model
1102S102013-Model
1102S102014-Model
1102S104001-Model
1102S104002-Model
1102S104003-Model
1102S104004-Model
1102S104005-Model
1102S104006-Model
1102S104007-Model
1102S104008-Model
1102S104009-Model
1102S104010-Model
1102S104011-Model
1102S104012-Model
1102S104013-Model
1102S104014-Model
1102S104015-Model
1102S104016-Model
1102S104017-Model
1102S104018-Model
1102S104019-Model
1102S104020-Model
1102S111001-Model
1102S111002-Model
1102S111003-Model
1102S111004-Model
1102S111005-Model
1102S111006-Model
1102S111007-Model
1102S111008-Model
1102S111009-Model
1102S111010-Model
1102S111011-Model
1102S111012-Model
1102S111013-Model
1102S112001-Model
1102S112002a-Model
1102S112002-Model
1102S113001-Model
1102S113002-Model
1102S113003-Model
1102S113004-Model
1102S113005-Model
1102S114001a-Model
1102S114001-Model
1102S114002-Model
1102S114003-Model
1102S114004-Model
1102S114005-Model
1102S114006-Model
1102S114007-Model
1102S114008-Model
1102S114009-Model
1102S114010-Model
1102S114011-Model
1102S114012-Model
1102S114013-Model
1102S114014-Model
1102S114015a-Model
1102S114015-Model
1102S114016a-Model
1102S114016b-Model
1102S114016-Model
1102S116001-Model
1102S116002-Model
1102S116003-Model
1102S116004-Model
1102S116005-Model
1102S116006-Model
1102S116007-Model
1102S116008-Model
1102S116009-Model
1102S116010-Model
1102S116011-Model
1102S116012-Model
1102S116013-Model
1102S116014-Model
1102S116015-Model
1102S116016-Model
1102S116017a-Model
1102S116017b-Model
1102S116017c-Model
1102S116017d-Model
1102S116017e-Model
1102S116017f-Model
1102S116017g-Model
1102S116017-Model
1102S117001-Model
1102S117002-Model
1102S117003-Model
1102S117004-Model
1102S117005-Model
1102S117006-Model
1102S117007-Model
1102S117008-Model
1102S117009-Model
1102S117010a-Model
1102S117010b-Model
1102S117010c-Model
1102S117010d-Model
1102S117010e-Model
1102S117010f-Model
1102S117010g-Model
1102S117010h-Model
1102S117010i-Model
1102S117010j-Model
1102S117010k-Model
1102S117010-Model
1102S117011-Model
1102S117012-Model
1102S117013-Model
1102S117014-Model
1102S117015a-Model
1102S117015b-Model
1102S117015-Model
1102S191001-Model
1102S191002-Model
1102S191003-Model
1102S191004-Model
1102S191005-Model
1102S191006-Model
1102S191007-Model

4

5

6

6
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Sub col. & wall bracing detail -8
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -9
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -10
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -11
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -12
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -13a
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -13
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -14
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -15
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -16
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -17
Sub col. & wall bracing detail -18
Wall bracing typical joint detail -1
Wall bracing typical joint detail -2
Sub column partial detail
Roof framing plan detail - 1
Roof framing plan detail - 2
Roof framing plan detail - 3
Roof framing plan detail - 4
Roof framing plan detail - 5
Roof framing plan detail - 6
Roof framing plan detail - 7
Roof framing plan detail - 8
Roof framing plan detail - 9
Roof framing plan detail - 10
Lower roof framing plan (top)
Lower roof framing plan (top)
Roof framing plan detail - 11
Roof bracing typical joint detail
Horiz. Lattice framing plan detail
horiz lattice typical joint detail
Ventilator grill detail
WT1 & Hangar door canopy frame detail
Exterior Stair detail (X8-X9)
Exterior Stair detail (X8-X9)
Pre-Outfitting Shop A
Drawing list - 2
1st floor framing plan
Column Arrangement
Crane girder framing plan
Roof framing plan
Foundation & pedestal & girder & slab list
Framing elevation - 1
Framing elevation - 2
Anchor bolt list
Connection detail -1
Connection detail -2
Connection detail -3
Crane girder list
Crane girder joint detail
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail
Pre-Treatment Shop A
1st floor framing plan & column arrangement
Control room framing plan & Crane girder & Roof (Lower) Framing Plan
Roof (High) Framing Plan & Ventilator grill framing plan
Framing Plan & Elevation
Foundation & Girder & Slab list
Pedestal Column list
Foundation & Slab & Column & Girder & Beam list
Shot M/C Foundation Plan -1
Shot M/C Foundation Plan -2
Shot M/C Foundation Plan -3
Framing Elevation -1
Framing Elevation -2
Anchor Bolt List
Connection Detail - 1
Connection Detail - 2
ET1 Eave Truss & Lattice typical joint detail
Connection Detail - 3
Crane girder list & lattice typical joint detail
Crane girder joint detail
Sub-Assembly Shop A
Drawing list
1st floor framing plan
Main column arrangement
Sub column arrangement
Crane Girder Framing Plan - 1
Crane Girder Framing Plan -2
Roof framing plan
Sub station #12 - 1, 1st floor framing plan & Column arrangement
Sub station #12 - 1, Roof framing plan
Foundation & Slab & Pedestal & Girder List
Sub station #12 - 1, Foundation & Girder, Slab & Anchor Bolt list
Framing Elevation - 1
Framing Elevation - 2
Framing Elevation - 3
Framing Elevation - 4
Roof framing plan
Base Plate Detail
Connection Detail -1
Sub station #12 - 1, Connection Detail -1
Sub station #12 - 1, Connection Detail -2
Main column detail -1
Main column detail -2
Main column detail -3
Main column detail -4
Main column detail -5
Crane girder list -1
Crane girder list -2
Crane girder list -3
Crane girder list -4
Crane girder list -5
Crane grider typical joint detail
Crane girder lattice typical joint detail
Sub column & Wall bracing detail -1
Sub column & Wall bracing detail -2
Sub column & Wall bracing detail -3
Sub column & Wall bracing detail -5
Sub column & Wall bracing detail -4
Wall bracing typical joint detail
Sub column partial detail
Roof framing detail -1
Roof framing detail -2
Roof bracing typical joint detail
Horiz. Lattice Framing Plan Detail
Side Wall Frame Detail
Wind Truss Framing Plan Detail - 1
Wind Truss Framing Plan Detail - 2
Wind truss joint detail
Horiz. Lattice Tyical Joint Detail
Assembly Shop E

Structural drawings and specifications
1 Pavement Detail Summary

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1102S191008-Model
1102S191009-Model
1102S191009-Model
1102S191011-Model
1102S191012-Model
1102S191013a-Model
1102S191013-Model
1102S191014-Model
1102S191015-Model
1102S191016-Model
1102S191017-Model
1102S191018-Model
1102S191019-Model
1102S191020-Model
1102S191021-Model
1102S191022-Model
1102S191023-Model
1102S191024-Model
1102S191025-Model
1102S191026-Model
1102S191027-Model
1102S191028-Model
1102S191029-Model
1102S191030-Model
1102S191031-Model
1102S191032a-Model
1102S191032b-Model
1102S191032-Model
1102S191033-Model
1102S191034-Model
1102S191035-Model
1102S191036-Model
1102S191037-Model
1102S191039a-Model
1102S191039-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1100S100002-Model
1105S102001-Model
1105S102002-Model
1105S102003-Model
1105S102004-Model
1105S104001-Model
1105S111001-Model
1105S111002-Model
1105S112001-Model
1105S113001-Model
1105S113002-Model
1105S113003-Model
1105S117001-Model
1105S117002-Model
1105S117003-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

1101S102001-Model
1101S102002-Model
1101S102003-Model
1101S102004-Model
1101S104001-Model
1101S104002-Model
1101S104003-Model
1101S104004-Model
1101S104005-Model
1101S104006-Model
1101S111001-Model
1101S111002-Model
1101S112001-Model
1101S113001-Model
1101S113002-Model
1101S113003a-Model
1101S113003-Model
1101S117001-Model
1101S117002-Model

13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
26-11-2019

1204S100001-Model
1204S102001-Model
1204S102002-Model
1204S102003-Model
1204S102004-Model
1204S102005-Model
1204S102006-Model
1204S102007-Model
1204S102008-Model
1204S104001-Model
1204S104002-Model
1204S111001-Model
1204S111002-Model
1204S111003-Model
1204S111004-Model
1204S111005-Model
1204S112001-Model
1204S113001-Model
1204S113002-Model
1204S113003-Model
1204S116001-Model
1204S116002-Model
1204S116003-Model
1204S116004-Model
1204S116005-Model
1204S117001-Model
1204S117002-Model
1204S117003-Model
1204S117004-Model
1204S117005-Model
1204S117006-Model
1204S117007-Model
1204S191001-Model
1204S191002-Model
1204S191003-Model
1204S191004a-Model
1204S191004-Model
1204S191005-Model
1204S191006-Model
1204S191007-Model
1204S191008-Model
1204S191009-Model
1204S191010-Model
1204S191011a-Model
1204S191011b-Model
1204S191011c-Model
1204S191011d-Model
1204S191011-Model
Structural Drawings and calculations

Date Received

Document Title

23-Oct-19

Includes pavement designation no. and the corresponding phase, drawing no., location, area, thickness, concrete strength,
supporting layer and reinforcement

3.8

Utilities (power, gas, water) distribution layout plan

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

A FINAL(20111125).dwg
B(20120229).dwg
Barracks PLUMBING.dwg
C FINAL(20111126).dwg
D FINAL(20111128).dwg
E FINAL(20111128).dwg
F(20120202).dwg
G1.dwg
K1&K2(20120125).dwg
K3(20120124).dwg
k4 (20120124).dwg
Pump stations and manhole
Pump Stations
ROMANIAN,WELFARE.dwg
VIP(20120304).bak
VIP(20120304).dwg
YARD TOILETS MAP

2 Utility
Air utility pipeline lay-out.dwg
CO2 utility pipeline lay-out.dwg
FEX water pipeline lay-out.dwg
Industrial water lay-out.dwg
Living water lay-out.dwg
LPG utility lay-out.dwg
O2 utility pipeline lay-out.dwg
UNDERGROUND LAY OUT each gas.dwg
Utility lay-out(all gases).dwg
utility pipeline lay-out.dwg

18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019
18-11-2019

Air utility pipeline lay-out.dwg
CO2 utility pipeline lay-out.dwg
FEX water pipeline lay-out.dwg
Industrial water lay-out.dwg
Living water lay-out.dwg
LPG utility lay-out.dwg
O2 utility pipeline lay-out.dwg
UNDERGROUND LAY OUT each gas.dwg
Utility lay-out(all gases).dwg
utility pipeline lay-out.dwg

Asset List (including date of installation & capacity)
Substation Equipment and Facility Checklist 19Sept2018

Copy of Certificates for authority recognition of quality water, quality air, energy efficiency.
(Air Emissions, Exhaust)

4.2
1
2
3
4
5
6

4.3

DISCHARGE PERMIT_R03-19-00994
ECC SHIPBUILDING (AM1)_R03-1302-0067
ECC SHIPBUILDING_R03-1302-0067
ECC TERMINAL FACILITY_R03-1302-0065
HAZ WASTE GENERATOR (AMENDED)_GR-R3-71-00078
STP Wastewater Discharge Permit

Technical Due Diligence Reports (Due to April 2019 Earthquake)
1 Pictures Rain Water Leak at Shelter, Shop or Bay Report
2 Pictures Report of Property Damages Earthquake
3 Summary of Damage Report (APRIL 2019)

4.4

Permit to Operate Records

5.3

Document Title

21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
23-10-2019

DISCHARGE PERMIT_R03-19-00994
ECC SHIPBUILDING (AM1)_R03-1302-0067
ECC SHIPBUILDING_R03-1302-0067
ECC TERMINAL FACILITY_R03-1302-0065
PERMIT TO OPERATE (AIR)_POA-19B-03ZA-885
Wastewater Discharge Permit - Permit No. DP-R03-19-00994

Date Received
23-10-2019
23-10-2019
23-10-2019

Document Title
Assessment Report for Shop/Bay Water Leak due to Rainy Days
Property Damages from March 22nd, 2019 Earthquake
Summary of Damage Report Subic Shipyard (OCT. 7,2019)

Date Received

Document Title

Liquid O2 Storage Tank - 3 Certificates

23-10-2019

Certifiate of Inspection

Liquid C2H4 Storage Tank - 3 Certificates

23-10-2019

Certifiate of Inspection

1 Hazardous Waste Inventory

Details of Waste Disposal
License
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Date Received

Certifiate of Inspection
Certifiate of Inspection
Certifiate of Inspection

Inventory of Waste Material, Chemicals, Solvents, oils

5.9

Document Title
Substation Equipment and Facility Checklist 19Sept2018

23-10-2019
23-10-2019
23-10-2019

Details of license/consent agreements: Effluent Discharges, Air Emissions

5.8

Date Received
18-11-2019

PRESSURE VESSELL CERTIFICATES
Air Receiver Tank - 16 Certificates
LPG Storage Tank - 1 Certificate
Liquid CO2 Storage Tank - 9 Certificates

1 DISCHARGE PERMIT_R03-19-00994 (similar 4.2)

Certificate of Disposal for Residual Waste Landfill
Certificate of Treatment for Diesel with Water
Transporter Registration Certificate
Environmental Compliance Certificate
Permit to Transport
Residual and Recycling Compliance Certificate
Scrap Materials Compliance Certificate
Treatment Storage and Disposal Compliance Certificate

All UST and AST sizes and contents (the current sheet I have excludes some Diesel ASTs)

Storage tank drawings
CO2 storage tank 1n2
CO2 storage tank 3n4
CO2 storage tank 5 6 7
Compressor Air receiver tank
Ethylene storage tank 1
Ethylene storage tank 2
Ethylene storage tank 3
LPG storage tank 1n2
Oxygen storage tank 1n2
Oxygen storage tank 3

7.7

Document Title

1 Plumbing
A FINAL(20111125).dwg
B(20120229).dwg
Barracks PLUMBING.dwg
C FINAL(20111126).dwg
D FINAL(20111128).dwg
E FINAL(20111128).dwg
F(20120202).dwg
G1.dwg
K1&K2(20120125).dwg
K3(20120124).dwg
k4 (20120124).dwg
Pump stations and manhole
Pump Stations
ROMANIAN,WELFARE.dwg
VIP(20120304).bak
VIP(20120304).dwg
YARD TOILETS MAP

4.1

7.6

Date Received

Flow of Galvanizing waste water and treatment (their process shows a wash water
treatment facility, but it doesn’t show where that water is ending)
1 Hazardous Working HAULING DOCS SAMPLE
2 Hazardous WORKING PROCESS
3 SCRAP GARBAGE WORKING PROCESS

Date Received
21-10-2019
Date Received
21-10-2019

Document Title
DISCHARGE PERMIT_R03-19-00994 (similar 4.2)
Document Title
Hazardous Waste Inventory

Date Received
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019
21-10-2019

Document Title
Certificate of Disposal for Residual Waste Landfill
Certificate of Treatment for Diesel with Water
Third Party Hazardous Waste Compliance Certificate
Third Party Landfill Compliance Certificate
Third Party Permit to Transport Compliance Certificate
Third Party Residual and Recycling Compliance Certificate
Third Party Scrap Materials Compliance Certificate
Third Party Treatment Storage and Disposal Compliance Certificate

Date Received
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019
14-11-2019

Document Title
CO2 storage tank 1n2
CO2 storage tank 3n4
CO2 storage tank 5 6 7
Compressor Air receiver tank
Ethylene storage tank 1
Ethylene storage tank 2
Ethylene storage tank 3
LPG storage tank 1n2
Oxygen storage tank 1n2
Oxygen storage tank 3

Date Received
13-11-2019
13-11-2019
13-11-2019

Document Title
Hazardous Working HAULING DOCS SAMPLE
Hazardous WORKING PROCESS
SCRAP GARBAGE WORKING PROCESS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Environmental Impact Statement - HHIC-Phil Inc. Subic Proj ect

1.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1

PROPONENT DETAILS
Project Name

HHIC- Phil Inc. Subic Project - Shipbuik:ling Facility

Project Location

Green Beach, Subic Bay Freeport Zone
(Sitio Agusuhin, Redondo Peninsula, Brgy. Cawag ,
Subic, Zambales)

Proponent

Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction - Phil Inc.
2nd Floor, Eurovila Condo.I, Legaspi car. V.A.
Rufino Sts. Legaspi Village, Makati City

Contact Nos.

Telephone Nos.:
Fax Numbers:

Contact Persons

02-893-2063 to 64 (Manila Office);
047-252-5602 (Site Office)
02-8189366 (Manila Office);
047-252-3977 (Site Office)

ByungWoo Ko
Project Manager
Kwang Ho Kang
Chief Engineer, Construction Department
Pyeong Yeol Lee
Chief Engineer, Shipbuildilg Department

Consultant

Kultura at Kalikasan Consultancy Services, Inc.
LG-32 City Square Condominium, Estacion St,
Makati City (Manila Office)
(Site Office: NSD Compound, Subic Bay Freeport Zone)
Telefax No.: 02-750-1990
Tel. No.:02-458-7192

Contact Person

Melchor L. Aguilera, Jr.
Managing Director

1.2 THE PROJECT
The proposed shipbuilding facility project is considered as one of the biggest current foreign
investment in the country with a total investment of US$ 800 million. The project aims to
establish a state-of-the-art shipbuik:ling facility to further expand its operations outside of South
Korea. It is estimated that a total of 18 large ocean-going ships with state-of-the-art automation
system will be built annually. The project being the biggest shipbuiding facility will help boost the
economy of the country with the employment and revenues that will be generated by the project.
Construction activities will involve earth-moving and leveling activities of the elevated areas of
the northern side of the project site. An estimated volume of 1.16 million cubic meters of earth
from this area will be used for the reclamation and filling of the existing ponds in the community.
Other construction activities will also include dredging, excavation, reclamation and sheet piling .

Kultut;i ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy Setvices Inc.
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2.

THE EIA APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

2.1 THE EIA PROCESS
The scope of the study includes the assessment of the probable impacts of the proposed
shipbuilding facility on the land, water, air and noise environments of the study area and
perception and acceptability of the project by the stakeholders and recommendation for the
mitigation of the perceived adverse impacts and enhancement of the positive effects. Primary
and secondary data were gathered during surveys conducted from September 16 to October 09,
2005. In the process both positive and negative impacts were dealt with.
Baseline data on air, noise, soil, water and sediment quality, terrestrial ecology and freshwater
and marine ecology within the project site and its vicinity were obtained through appropriate
sampling techniques from September 21 to 25, 2005. Air quality samples were sent to Ostrea
Mineral Laboratory in Bifian, Laguna, while the water and sediment samples were sent to CRL
Environmental Corporation in Clarkfield, Angeles City, Pampanga. Water resources investigation
consisted of well inventory and reconnaissance survey of surface and groundwaer regimes.

---

Perception survey of the impact areas were conducted from 16-18 September 2005. The survey
used a 38-item questionnaire. Secondary data were obtained from government and private
agencies (e.g. PAGASA on climate, National Statistics Office and the Municipal Office for
municipal profiles, etc.). For each project activity, the impacts were identified and/or predicted,
and mitigating measures with the corresponding cost were identified. These are presented in the
matrix form of the Environmental Management Plan (EMP). The Environmental Monitoring
Program (EMP) has been prepared that details the parameters and frequency to be monitored to
determine compliance to the environmental standards.

2.2 PARTICIPATION OF STAKEHOLDERS IN THE EIA STUDY 't
Active representation and participation from stakeholders in the municipality was gained during
the scoping meeting held on 08 October 2005, which allowed stakeholders to raise issues of
local importance to the EIA study. Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with three Sitio Agusuhin
peoples' organizations were held on 08 - 09 October 2005.

,,,..,,----..

Assistance from the residents of Sitio Agusuhin was engaged during the data gathering process,
particularly for the terrestrial, river and marine ecology and socio-economic sections of the EIA
study.

2.3 THE EIA TEAM
The EIA Team is composed of multi-disciplinary experts whose tasks area follows:
Key Personnel

Responsibilities/Fields of Expertise

Melchor L. Aguilera, Jr.

Project Director and Overall Coordinator

,,,{uben A. Estudillo

Anacleto Q. Suelto, Jr.

Project Manager and Team Leader: Aquatic-Marine Ecology,
Water and Sedimen_t Quality
Deputy Project Manager and Team Leader: Geology, Hydrology
and Hydrogeology

Kultuta at Kalika5an Con5ultancy Service5 Inc.
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Rolando T. Soncuya

Team Leader/Socio-Cultural and Economic and Political Aspects,
Public Consultation and Social Acceptability

--Benjamin U. Garcia

Team Leader: Terrestrial Ecology- Vegetation and Wildlife Flora
and Fauna

Alexander T. Guintu

Environmental Risk Assessment

Dr. Daphne D. Bate

Health Risk Assessment

Jesus V. Lorenzo

Meteorology & Air Quality and Noise

Paul Rivera, Ph.D.

Oceanography

Angelita I. David

Waste Management

3.

BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

3.1

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1.1 Geology
The project site is under1ain by recent alluvial deposits overlying an igneous (gabbro) bedrock.
The alluvial deposits consist primarily of alternating sand and'gravel layers with intercalations of
silt and clay typical of alluvial sediments. These materials were transported and laid by the
Agusuhin River and gradually grades with ittoral d
si towards the S ·c Ba shoreline as
shown by coralline sands and associated mud an shell fragments encountered in some
boreholes near the bay. Thickness of the ~
deposits, based on geotechnical boreholes is
from 3.5 m to more than-44 m. The currentshoreline as ffien drastically changed by pyroclastic
material from Pinatubo Volcano by fluvial transport. Most of the surface cover of the area is of
the same material forming a thin layer a few centimeters thick. Local structures in the vicinity of
the project area from Mines and Geosciences quadrangle geologic map consist predominantly of
N-S, steeply dipping layers of the cumulate sequence of gabbro and peridotites. The nearest
major structure in the project area is the offshore continuation of Subic Bay Fault, based on the
geology of the islands in Subic Bay, is west of Pequeria and Mayanga Islands and east of
Grande and Maricha Islands. The Subic Bay Fault, at its nearest approach, is about 2 km east of
the project area.

3.1.2

Natural Hazards

The proposed project site is susceptible to seismic, volcanic hazards, typhoons and storm
surges, and flooding .
Of the known major tectonic structures in the region, the nearest earthquake generator to the
project site is the offshore extension of the Subic Bay Fault which is approximately two
kilometers east of the project site.
Despite the apparent liquefaction proneness of the project site, there are no historical accounts,
which we are aware of its occurrence in the area. An assessment of liquefaction potential of the
project area was performed by Geoscience Technologies Inc. Saturated sandy layers within 20
meters from ground surface and the groundwater table within 10 meters frorT) the ground
surface, and with D50 values on the grain size accumulation curve between 0.02 and 2.0 mm,
should be considered vulnerable to liquefaction.
Kultur,1 ,1t K<tlik<ts<1n Consult,1ncy Services Inc.
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The project "Mapping Philippine Vulnerability to Environmental Disasters" classified the area as
no present risk to earthquake-induced shallow landslides.
The western coast of the Bataan Peninsula has been known as a tsunami prone area . The
earliest recorded tsunamigenic earthquake in this area occurred in December 7, 1677 (NOAA/
NESDIS / National Geophysical Data Center/ World Data Center) and generated a magnitude
and intensity 1 tsunami. Based on the work of Uy and Punzalan (1984), this tsunami, with a
height of at most 5 m, impinged on the western coast of the Bataan Peninsula . However, it was
not able to penetrate into Subic Bay.
Numerous earthquakes occur in the vicinity of Subic Bay. These are typically generated along
the Manila Trench to the west, the Zambales Fault and its splay to the north and east, and the
Verde Passage Zone to the south.
Of the volcanic hazards, airfall tephra is considered as more likely to affect the project area.
The nearest active volcano is Pinatubo Volcano which is located some 40 km northeast of the
project site. The volcano's eruption in 1991 blanketed the area with more than 15 cm of tephra
deposits. Mount Natib, situated some 22 km east-southeast of the project area, is considered by
PHIVOLCS as a potentially active volcano.
The Subic Bay area is not exempted from the devastating effects of tropical cyclones. However,
the frequency of tropical cyclone occurrence in the vicinity of the project site is just about 5
cyclones every 3 years.
The hazards associated with storm surges include inundation and flooding of coastal areas due
to an abnormal rise in sea level arising from wave pile-up during the passage of a typhoon . A
modeled storm surge map of the Subic Bay Area is presented .
The most recent flooding event that occurred in Green Beach was in July 2005 where the
overtopping of the Agusuhin River produced 3 feet floodwaters. The flood however subsided
soon after the strong rain event and the high tides.

3.1.3

Hydrology

The project site which faces the western side of Subic Bay is within two catchments, namely: the
Agusuhin Catchment that covers the southern portion of the project site; and an unnamed
catchment which covers the northern part of the project site. The unnamed catchment will be
referred to as the North Catchment.
The Agusuhin Catchment is approximately 13.934 square kilometers (km 2), about 94% of which
exhibit moderate to rugged terrain and the remaining 6% is flat to gently sloping terrain. It is a
fan-shaped basin about 6 kilometers (km) long and up to 4.7 km at its widest breadth . It consists
of three (3) sub-catchments: the Main Agusuhin Sub-catchment (AG-1), the North Agusuhin
Sub-catchment (AG-2) and the Agusuhin River Downstream Sub-catchment (AG-3) from the
confluence of AG-1 and AG-2 to the coast. From sea level at the eastern side, the catchment
attains maximum elevations of 760 meters (m) at Cinco Picos and 600 m at Mount Redondo.
The North Catchment, with an area of about 2.358 km 2 , is an elongated basin 3.6 km. long and
0.8 km wide. With Mount Redondo as a common summit with the North Catchment has a
general slope of 0.16.

Kultut<1 <1t K<1lik;is<1n Consult<1ncy SetVices Inc.
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3.1.4 Water and Sediment Quality
River Water Quality

Water temperature ranged from 25.4 to 26.4°C. Dissolved oxygen (6.6 to 8.4 mg/L), pH (7.90 to
8.40), TSS (3 to 24 mg/L), total coliform (500 to 2,400 MPN/100 ml), fecal coliform (240 to 500
MPN/100 ml), and oil & grease (0.3 to 0.5 mg/L) were all within the prescribed standards for
DENR Class C waters (i.e ., waters for fishery for propagation and growth of fish and other
aquatic resources). Of the 7 metals analyzed, arsenic, cadmium, chromium (hexavalent) and
lead were not detected (i.e., below the reporting limits). In contrast, mercury (0.0001 to 0.001
mg/L) showed detectabe levels in all stations, but were still within the standard. Copper and zinc
were also not detected in all the sampling stations except at Station R1 (Downstream of
Agusuhin River), which showed detectable levels of 0.04 and 0.03 mg/L, respectively.
River Sediment Quality

Oil & grease, cadmium, chromium (hexavalent) and lead were not detected in all the sediment
samples. Arsenic ranged from not detectable levels to 0.05 mg/kg. Detectable concentrations of
copper (2 .9 to 12 mg/kg) and zinc (4.2 to 6.2 mg/kg) were obtained in all stations. Similarly,
mercury (0.31 to 0.36 mg/kg) was detected in all stations.
Groundwater Quality

The water temperature measured was 26°C. Salinity (6.4 ppt) obtained indicates saltwater
intrusion. The pH (7.2) obtained was within the range specified in the PNSDW (Philippine
National Standards for Drinking Water) . The water sample analyzed had low concentration of
total suspended solids (TSS, 4.0 mg/L). The total dissolved solids (TDS, 294 mg/L) and chloride
(13 mg/L) concentrations were way below the standards. An elevated concentration of total
hardness (201 mg/L) was found in the sample. Elevated levels of total coliform and fecal coliform
(2,400 MPN/100 ml each) were also found in the sample. Of the 7 heavy metals analyzed, only
mercury (0.003 mg/L) was detected in the water sample, which exceeded the PNSDW limit for
mercury.
Marine Water Quality

Levels obtained for the various parameters showed little variation among the three marine
sampling stations. Water temperature (27 .0 to 27.5°C), salin~y (21.0 to 24.9 ppt), pH (8.17 to
8.31 ), and dissolved oxygen (8.20 to 9 .34 mg/L) have similar pattern of normal values for tropical
estuarine and marine waters. Total suspended solids (TSS) ranged from 9 to 13 mg/L. The
levels of biological oxygen demand (8005 ), oil & grease and total coliform, were consistently
way below the limits set for Class SC waters. Nitrate was not detected. Similarly, the
concentrations of heavy metals arsenic, chromium (hexavalent) and lead were not detected .
Elevated content of cadmium (0.02 to 0.07 mg/L) was noted in all stations, which exceed the
prescribed 0.01 mg/L standard . Mercury (0.001 to 0.0013mg/L) was also detected in all stations.
Copper ranged not detectable to 0.05 mg/L. Zinc also ranged from not detectable to 0.08 mg/L.
Marine Sediment Quality

Oil & grease, cadmium, chromium (hexavalent) and lead were not detected. In contrast, copper
(4 to 13 mg/kg), zinc (2 .7 to 8.2 mg/kg) and mercury (0.31 to 0.35 mg/kg) were detected in all
stations. Arsenic, on the other hand, ranged from not detectable to 0.25 mg/kg. The sediment
metal data from this survey were compared to the NOAA apparent effects threshold (AET) and
the effect range-low (ER-L) criteria proposed by Long and Morgan (1991), and to the no
Kultuta ;it K;ilik.isan Consultancy Services Inc.
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observed effects level (NOEL) proposed by MacDonald (1993) . The detected levels of arsenic,
copper and zinc are way below their respective AET, ER-L and NOEL. Mercury concentrations
are also way below the AET level but exceed the ER-L and NOEL levels.

3.1.5 Physical Oceanography
Tides

The observed tide in Subic Bay is normally mixed with a predominantly diurnal character. In
general, the semi-diurnal constituents, which are responsible in the observed two high and two
low water levels in the area, occur almost every after two weeks.
Waves

During the passage of typhoons in the area, extreme waves such as that due to storm surge
may occur. In general, a southerly wind direction was considered as posing a surge threat in the
area due to the orientation of the bay with one opening towards the south . When typhoons
crosses the Philippine Islands and passes south of Subic Bay, storm winds with a southerly
orientation may result.
Currents

Previous observation in Subic Bay showed that during the dry season (NE Monsoon) with winds
ranging from 3-6 meters per second (m/s), currents may range from 3-21 centimeters per
second (cm/s) at the surface. In addition, observed current directions do not necessarily go with
the direction of the wind due to the influence of the complex coastal geometry and bottom
topography of the bay. The simulated results of the present study show that at flood tide, a
maximum mid-depth current velocity of about 5.0 cm/s directed towards the head of the bay may
occur. A very weak current is noted during this season at flood tide at the proposed project site.
The seemingly weak currents during the northeast monsoon season are generally attributed to
the opposing tides and winds (e.g., winds coming from the opposite direction at flood tide). This
translates to a surface current of about 7-8 cm/s. At ebb tide, the currents in the bay appear to
be reversed in direction. At the same time, the current magnitudes in some parts of the bay
increase. Stronger currents occur near Grande Island as the ebb tide exits the bay. At the
project site, currents tend to be slightly stronger with magnitudes of 2-4 cm/s and directed
southwards towards the mouth of the bay.
Depending on the wind speed, the current magnitude during the wet season may range from 3 to
about 20 cm/s, which is also the order of current magnitude observed during the dry season
(SBPAMPP 2002). The wind speed in the area during the wet season without storm may range
from 2-5 mis. The wind effect is normally noticeable in the shallow areas located extreme north
of the bay. In addition, a reversal of currents may occur with the change of wind conditions
during the southwest monsoon season (i.e. wet season) . It was predicted by the model that the
depth-averaged currents may range from 2 -7 cm/s during the wet season . Near the project site,
the coastal waters appear to be generally weak with depth-averaged magnitudes of less than 4
cm/s. The general tendency of currents during this season at tidal flooding is to rush
northwards. At ebb tide, the currents reversed almost in the opposite direction . Remarkably, the
current magnitudes appeared to be slightly stronger during ebbing . However, the project site
appears to have calm waters during this tidal phase.

Kultut<1 <1t K<!lik<!s<1n Consult<1ncy Services Inc.
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3.1.6 Meteorology
Climate

The climate at the project site belongs to Type 1 according to Corona's Climate Classification . In
this classification, the project site (and the whole Subic Bay) has two pronounced seasons, the
wet and dry seasons. These correspond to the southwest monsoon season that prevails in the
area from June to September and the northeast monsoon season that prevails during the
months of November to April. May and October are transition months between the seasons.
Reversal of wind direction from northeast to southwest seasons and vice-versa occur during
these months .

Rainfall

In general, the project site experiences about 4 months of rainy period. The average rainfall
during the rainy months of June-September ranges from 591.8 to 1089.7 mm. Peak rainfall
occurs in August. The mean monthly temperature ranges from 26.7 to 30.0 °C. The warmest
period occurs during the months of April and May. The minimum temperature occurs on January
each year.

Relative Humidity

Relative humidity is generally high in the Philippines which range from 65 to 84 % with an annual
mean of about 74 .2 %. The most humid month is generally experienoed in September. The sky
over the project site is generally cloudy. Cloudiness has an annual average of about 5 oktas
where 1 okta refers to 1/8 of the sky covered with clouds. Cloudy skies prevail in September
whereas clear skies are generally experienced during the months of February to April.

Prevailing Winds

The surface wind in the project site is known to be affected by synoptic systems such as the
northeast and southwest monsoon. However, as the coastal area and the adjacent seawater
develop a thermal and pressure difference especially in the afternoon, the sea-breeze wind
occurs almost everyday. Surface winds prevail from the east-northeast direction with an annual
frequency of 25% and with magnitudes ranging from 1 to 21 knots. Winds prevail from this
direction in Subic Bay most of the time with about 25 % frequency. This is followed by easterly
wind direction with over 15% frequency. During the year, the winds in the area predominantly
range from 1 to 16 knots . However, the annual average wind speed is only 6.4 knots (equivalent
to about 3 m/s) .
·

Tropical cyclones

The frequency of tropical cyclone occurrence in the vicinity of the project site is just about one
per year. This frequency depends on whether an El Niflo (corresponding to dry months) or La
Nina (rainy months) occurs during the year (Anglo, 1999 as cited in de las Alas, 2001) . During
an El Nino, the frequency of tropical cyclone occurrence in the Subic Bay Freeport Zone is about
1.1 cyclones per year. On the other hand, this frequency increases during the occurrence of La
Nina with about 1.5 cyclones per year.
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3.1.7 Air and Noise Quality
Ambient Air Quality

The observed Ground Level Concentrations (GLC's) ranged from 24.0 to 76.9 µg/Ncm for TSP,
from <3.0 to 23.4 µg/Ncm for sulfur dioxide (S0 2), from 25.4 to 37.6 µg/Ncm for nitrogen dioxide
(NO 2), and from 7.3 to 20.8 µg/Ncm for particulate matter (PM10). The high concentrations of
TSP at Stations S2 and S3 was due to the fugitive dust emitted by the nearby quarry located
500 to 700 meters SE of the sampling stations. The DENR Standard for ambient air quality in
µg/Ncm is 300 for TSP, 340 for SO 2 , 260 for NO 2 and 200 for PM 10
Observed Meteorological Data

The average ambient air temperature was between 27.0°C and 30.0°C. The prevailing wind
direction was southwesterv with light to moderate wind conditbns.
Noise Level

The ambient noise levels recorded were consistently low (> 55 dBA) around the vicinity of
proposed project site. During daytime periods, observed noise level ranged from 49.0 to 54.0
dBA. A slight increase in the noise level measurement was observed in Station 2 due to the
ongoing quarry operation located SE of the sampling station .

3.2 BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
3.2.1 Terrestrial Ecology
Site Flora
Vegetation Types

The project area is predominantly a herbaceous plant community with woodland vegetation
confined in the riverine areas and the coastal zone of the project site where majority of human
settlement converges. In preponderance are the grasses in association with forage species.
Sparse tree species are present in the middle upper portion of the project site which is the
middle riparian part of the Agusuhin River Basin. The surrounding ridges are almost devoid of
trees. In terms of number, agoho is the dominant tree in these areas. The ground vegetation is
dominated by hardy grasses like samsamon (Themeda triandra) and cauacauayan (Apluda
mutica). Channels of upper catchment areas of the tributaries of Agusuhin River are
predominantly covered by bocawe (Dinoch/oa scandens) and very few trees. The Agusuhin
River Basin was formerly agoho-dominated woodland with the riparian areas having mixed
species agoho, bamboos and other riparian trees. A very small patch of mangrove (about 200
m2) can be seen in Sitio Agusuhin Proper. It is dominated by bungalon (Avicennia marina). The
current fire-climax vegetation is a result of logging and eventual agricultural land conversion with
fire as the main tool for vegetation management.
Rice Paddies

At the central portion of the project area, approximately 5 hectares of rice paddies are being
maintained by some of the residents . Three farmers were interviewed during the visit.
Accordingly, they have been tilling the land for more than 10 years. The paddies are irrigaed by
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water from the Agusuhin North Creek diverted through man-made channels. Cropping was being
maintained twice a year. Harvest is around 100 sacks palay per hectare per cropping. The
farmers employs the usual practice of applying 14-14-14 and urea fertilizers and do not introduce
organic fertilizer and other environment-friendly practices.
Reforestation Project

A 100-ha reforestation project is situated just at the north-eastern section of the proposed
project. This project coined as ACRA (Agusuhin Community Reforestation Assistance) was
funded by Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc. (PSFI) . Planting in August 2000 and was turned over to
SBMA in February 2001 . Ten thousand (10,000) mangos and 45,000 eucalyptus were
established during the said period . Site observations revealed that the plantation survival is
barely 10%. A few spots of eucalyptus were found in the area . The area was regularly burned
by wildfires from the grasslands which were ignited by hunters to enhance growth of grass
species to wild deers. With this periodic burning, the reforestation area is practically reverting
back to grassland ecosystem with patches of fire-resistant species such as Agoho and Binayuyu.
Ecological Status of Plant Species

The plant species identified in the area are considered common which means they can be found
in similar habitats in other parts of the country. No endangered species can be sacrificed in the
process of developing the area .
Economical(y Important Species

Mango and rice are agricultural crops, which contribute in part on the sustenance of the
community of Agusuhin . However, they are raised in small scale and therefore not deterrent to
the survival of the local people . lpil-ipil is also important as a multi-purpose tree species;
however this tree is very common and widely distributed in the country. Eucalyptus trees were
planted as reforestation species and can be sourced of electricity posts if they had been
protected well .
Site Fauna
Birds

Thirty-seven species of birds belonging to 25 families were recorded during the survey. Six,
which comprise 3% of the total number of species found in the area, were endemic. These
include: Anas fuzonica, Phapitreron leucotis, Tumix ocellata, Centropus viridis, Hypsipetes
philippinus and Zosterops meyeni. One of these species (Anas /uzonica) was classified as
threatened species under the Red data Book published by Haribon Foundation and Birdlife
International. Grasslands with patches of Agoho and Binayuyu were the dominant vegetation
found in the area. Homogeneity of habitat reflected the types of bird species observed. Majority
of the species found belongs to the group of munias, grassbirds, swallcms, bulbuls and doves.
These species are either insectivorous or granivorous.
Mammals and Reptiles

Only two individuals belonging to the same species (Cynopterus brachyotis) were captured
during the whole sampling (trapping) period. In contrast, 2 species of rats (Rattus argentiventer
and Rattus exulans) were fairly common . During transecting/traversing there was a very low or in
fact none of these terrestrial mammals. Lizards and snakes were sighted in the field . The low
turn out for bats was probably because the area is severely disturbed. In addition of the
absence of fruiting and flowering trees makes the area unfavorable for this species to thrive.
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3.2.2 Aquatic Ecology
River/Freshwater Ecology

River Pla11kto11
Phytoplankton population appeared to be the main constituent, comprising 84% (averaging
10,250 cells/L of the total plankton population). The phytoplankton population consists of 3
major groups: diatoms, blue-green algae and green algae. Only 1 animal group , the
phytoflagellates represented solely by the genus Phacus, represented the zooplankton
community, averaging only 16% of the total plankton population . The blue-green algae were the
most abundant phytoplankton organisms (averaging 37 %) consisting of 3 genera. Osci/latoria
(20 %) and Chroococcus (12 %) were the leading blue-green algae in the aquatic habitats. The
next most abundant were the green algae (24%), represented with 5 genera dominated by
C/adophora and Oodegonium (6 % each). The phytoplankton diatoms ranked third in
abundance, averaging 22 %, consisting of 6 genera dominated by Navicu/a (8%), followed by
Gyrosigma and Coscinodiscus (4% each).

River Soft Bottom Be11tltos
A total number of 10 benthic organisms were obtained from 4 samples taken in 4 sampling
stations. These organisms were represented by 4 animal taxa . The crustacea repres.ented by the
gammarids were the most abundant organisms collected comprising 40% of the total collection,
followed by the lnsecta represented by the chironomids comprising 30%, nematodes composing
20% and polychaetes represented by a nereid worm constituting 10%.
Marine Ecology
Marine P/a11kto11

Phytoplankton population was composed of three major groups: diatoms, blue-green algae, and
dinoflagellates. Diatoms dominated all samples and were by far the most abundant
phytoplankton organisms (averaging 54 %) of the total phytoplankton collection . Diatoms were
represented with 8 genera dominated by Chaetoceros (19 %) , followed by Skeletonema (11 %),
Coscinodiscus (9 %) and Thalassionema (8 %) . Dinoflagellates were next in abundance (41%),
represented by only 3 genera dominated by Nocti/uca (38%), followed by Ceratium (2%) and
Peridinium (1 %) . Blue-green algae solely represented by Trichodesmium (5%) were never
abundant
Six major taxonomic groups represented the zooplankton population . The most abundant were
the copepod nauplius larvae (23 %), followed by calanoid adult copepods (18%), ciliate
Tintinnopsis (16%) , foraminiferans (15 %) and appendicularians (11 %) .

Soft Bottom Be11tltos
A total number of 359 benthic organisms were obtained from 6 replicate samples taken in 3
sampling stations. These organisms were represented by 35 animal taxa . The polychaetes were
the most abundant organisms collected comprising 33 % of the total collection followed by the
nematodes (22 %) , rhynchocoelans (15%), crustaceans (11%), foraminiferans (9%) and
echinoderms (6 %) . The other groups constituted an aggregate of 4 %. There were 21 families
that represented the polychaetes in the collection . The spionids, which are always present in any
kind of benthic marine soft bottom, are most commonly encountered polychaetes corstituting 8%
followed by the goniadids.
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Coral Reef

Within the project site, a patch or platform reef (about 300 meters long and 185 meters wide),
located about 400 m northeast of Sitio Agusuhin Proper (or in front of the former CGS casting
basin), occurs. The percentage live coral cover was estimated at 20%, which fall under the poor
category. Macroalgal cover was measured at 0.4%. The entire transect location was typically
dominated by abiotic component (sandy substrate and coral rubble) at 49%, followed by old
dead coral substrate at 25%. The poor coral condition observed at the patch reef indicates that
there were rampant blast/dynamite and cyanide fishing activities in the area in previous years. In
addition, the reef was not spared from the effects of the ash fall deposits during the 1991 Mt.
Pinatubo eruption. The sudden deposition of up to 15 cm of Mt. Pinatubo ash changed all areas
of the Subic Bay and water shed (Woodward-Clyde, Ecology Center-SBMA, 2001). The corals
would have been engulfed by this air fall.
Reef Fish

There were 31 reef fish species noted at the patch reef, belonging to 15 families . Majority of the
species belongs ·to the labrids family or wrasses. These were followed by the acanthurids or
(surgeonfishes) . There was an unnatural imitation of pomacentrids (chromis) in the area. A total
of 192 individuals were counted along the transect line. Considering that the scanned area was
1000 m2 , the extrapolated fish density was low at 0.19/ m2 . Therefore, it takes a total area of 5
m2 to shelter a single fish. The total estimated biomass was determined at 13,125.10 gms, thus,
resulting into an average biomass estimate of 13.13 gm/m 2 .
Artificial Reefs

,,

Artificial reef (AR) structures car:i be found within the vicinity of the project site, about 1km on the
northeastern side of Agusuhin Point (or approximately 650 m away from t_
he shore or mouth of
Agusuhin Creek at Lat. 14°49'32. 9 N, Long. 120°12'59. 5 E). ~
r.Y..e.y_oL the_these. AR
structures commissioned by the Shell Philippines Exploration (SPEX) was carried ouUn April
2005 to assess the current status·-::m d conditi<mof1tm"""ARs after a6ouf 5-years of its relocation in
a designated disposal site (about 30-33 meters depth) off the coast_of Agusuhin from the casting
basin of the so called "Malampaya Concrete Gravity Structure (CGS) Project". The ARs were
made of aggregated concrete slabs with rock boulders and rocks, which varied widely with
regard to shape and size. There were 26 species of associated macroinveitebrates present at
the AR sites, belonging to 13 animal groups namely, hydroids, octocorals, sponges, bryozoans,
starfishes, featherstars, sea cucumbers, chitons, oysters, nudibranchs, cephalopods,
crustaceans and sea squirts . The AR sites surveyed shelters 12 species of coral reef fishes
under 9 families . The
s were still in the process of recruitment and some of its units were not
efficient as expected.

Af

Seagrass Bed

Seagrass habitat, consisting primarily of the seagrass species Enha/us acoroides, occurs north
of CGS (towards Petambu Point) . The seagrass was found growing nearshore at a depth of 1.5
meters. The substratum is sand-silt and the visibility underwater is very low at 0.5 m. The length
and width of the meadow is narrow at 250 m by 12 m, thus it runs parallel with the shoreline
within a strip of 3000 m2 •
Marine Turtles

Three species of marine turtles are reported in Subic Bay: (1) the olive ridley (Lepidochefys
olivacea), (2) the hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) and (3) the green turtle (Chelonia
mydas) . In all life stages, the olive ridley turtle is the most frequently observed and reported
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among the three species present in Subic Bay. Beaches along the 65-kilometer coastline of
Subic Bay are used for nesting by the olive ridley (L. olivacea) . Olive ridley is confirmed to nest
in six beaches of Subic Bay. Among these, All Hands Beach had the most number (31%) of
reported nests. However, marine turtles have not been sighted breeding on the sandy beaches
of Sitio Agusuhin .
Fisheries

Around 20-25 motorized boats/bancas fitted with a 16 HP engine are based in Sitio Agusuhin,
while around 10 are utilized by spear fishers doing compressor diving. The most commonly used
gears in Sitio Agusuhin are: the simple hook and line, the multiple hook and line, bottom set gill
net, improvised spear gun and other small fishing implements like jigs and lures. Another fishery
related activity is the gathering of milkfish ("bangos") fry. Fry gatherers commonly operate during
the summer months' of May until July. There is also an ongoing aquaculture activity in Sitio
Agusushin. Milkfish (Chanos chanos) is being cultured extensively in an approximately 3-hectare
pond. Illegal fishing activities within the immediate vicinity have been lessened, although blast or
dynamite fishing have never been heard of for over a year now, cyanide fishing is still being
practiced by some fishers, especially those targeting aquarium species. Several fishers practice
compressor diving but their activity is coupled with the retrieval of steel ("kabilya") in the AR site.
Gathering of invertebrates, specifically sea cucumber is another fishery related activity.
Mariculture (Fish Cages)

Fish cage operations inside Subic Bay can be found along the coast of Barangay Cawag. The
nearest fish cage operation to the project site is located 2 km north of Sitio Agusuhin Proper,
near Mahumaling Point at Lat. 14°50' 31 . 3" N and Long. 120°12' 48.9" E. Milkfish or "bangos"
(Chanos chanos) is the main fish species being cultured. Commercially available artificial
(pelletized) feeds whose main ingredients are rice bran, fishmeal and soybeans are used. Local
residents alleged that fish cages cause pollution . At present, there is no management plan in
place so as to protect the water quaity of the bay from the fish cage operation.

3.3 SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY
3.3.1 Public Participation
The communities in the three impact areas and various stakeholders were provided different
venues for participation in the conduct of this study. These include the conduct of unobtrusive
informal interviews with key informants, community meetings, focus group discussions and
public consultation (2nd level scoping). Key Informants Interview of the community leaders, the
mayor, and SBMA was conducted to gather general issues and concerns towards the project as
well as to map out socio-political influences that might affect the Project.
Residents discussed among themselves the possible environmental and social impacts as a
result of the implementation of the proposed project. They also took a very active part in the
identification of positive and negatives effects of the project and in the formulation of mitigating
measures that would minimize if not totally eradicate the adverse socio-economic and
environmental impacts.
Secondary information was collected from SBMA Ecology Center, where they recently
conducted a complete survey (June 29 - July 15, 2005) for 477 households along Redondo
Peninsula which covered Sitios Agusuhin (272 households) and Nagyantok (205) . Some of data
generated by this survey were adoped to present a fuller picture of the concerned communities.
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3.3.2 Socio-Economic/ Perception Survey
The survey was conducted in the three sitios (village), namely: Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and
Nagtulong - coastal communities along Redondo Peninsula in Barangay Cawag Subic,
Zambales. The survey instrument patterned after the recommended form of Environmental
Management Bureau (EMB) was used. Enumerators were enlisted from the cluster leaders of
Agusuhin Neignborhood Association (ANA). The study area was classified into two types. The
direct impact area (DIA) is the whole of Sitio Agusuhin where the proposed project site will be
located. The survey undertook 100% interview coverage with the three-hundred fifty-five (355)
households living within Sitio Agusuhin.
The secondary impact area (SIA) is defined as within a three-kilometer radius from the proposed
project site. There are two sitios in the secondary impact area, namely: Sitio Nagyantok and
Sitio Nagtulong. Fifty respondents (24%) in Sitio Nagyantok were selected out of the total of 205
households. Twelve respondents (20%) in Sitio Nagtulong were selected out of the total of 60
households. Overall, the total number of respondents for the DIA and SIA is 417 respondents.
The respondents interviewed in the study were heads of the family, ages 18 and above and
residents of Sitio Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong.
;,.,..---...

3.3.3 Results of the Awareness and Perception Survey
Respondents

Three hundred fifty-five (355) respondents or 100% of the total number of households were
interviewed in Sitio Agusuhin. Respondents from Sitio Nagyantok and Sitio Nagtulong, on the
other hand, represented the 20% - 24% of its total number of households (205 and 60
households). Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong have a combined household
population of 620 where Sitio Agusuhin was the largest (53 % of the total households) while Sitio
Nagtulong was the smallest with 10 % coverage.
Sitio Agusuhin, the center of the proposed shipbuilding facility, has significantly increased its
household population by 46 % from 147 HH, in 1999 Pre-CGS construction survey (PSFI
Accomplishment Report, 2001 ), to 272 HH latest survey conducted by SBMA in June 2005. This
increase may be attributed to the development projects in the area where residents took the
opportunity for employment and other compensations. There was an increase of 83 households
from July 15 to third week of September 2005. It is surmised that the sudden increase of
migrants is in anticipation of the compensation that the old residents may receive from the
proponent and/or SBMA.
Stakeholders' Perception Towards the Project
Perception on Development Projects

In the survey conducted by SBMA last June 2005, 108 respondents viewed development
projects as a very good source of employment.
The residents also expect that the development of projects in their areas will result in their
displacement (90 respondents). They are fully aware that the lands they are presently
occupying belong to SBMA. Concomitantly, they are also fully expectant that if they are
displaced, they will receive compensation (35 respondents) for the structures and development
that they have invested in the area.
There is also a realization that new projects (70 respondents) in their communities and
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employment (42 respondents) will solve their community problems and needs.
Community Awareness on the Project
Two hundred twenty (220) respondents are aware of the proposed project while 197
respondents are not aware of the project
Acceptability of the Project

More than two-thirds of respondents (67 .15%) are in favor of the project while only 11
respondents (2.6%) are against the project. A significant number of respondents (19.67%) are
not sure if they will accept or reject the project. In addition, 44 respondents had no comments
about the project.
Willingness of the Community lo Relocate

Out of the 417 respondents of the survey, 173 respondents are willing to relocate their houses.
In Sitio Agusuhin, 149 households (42 %) out of the total of 355 households are willing to be
relocated.
,,.-..

Overall, thirty-four households are not willing to be relocated. In Sitio Agusuhin, 30 respondents
(8.5 %) are not willing to be relocated.
There are 113 respondents who are not sure if they want to be relocated or not. Out of this total
101 respondents (28.5 %) are from Sitio Agusuhin.
Ninety-seven (97) respondents did not give any opinion about ther willingness to relocation . Out
of this total, 75 respondents (21 %) are from Sitio Agusuhin.
Proposed Relocation Sile

Two hundred ten respondents (50.35 %) are in favor that the relocation site is within SBMA
property. Thirty-two respondents are willing to be relocated in other areas within Barangay
Cawag. Ninety-nine respondents are willing to be relocated in other barangays within Subic
while thirty-five respondents are willing to be relocated in other municipalities within Zambales.
Twenty respondents did not provide any answers.
Conditions for Relocation

Two hundred forty three (243) respondents wanted that they should be compensated for their
houses and/or lots.

Highlights of the Focus Group Discussions
Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were undertaken in the three community organizations of the
directly affected community of Sitio Agusuhin, namely:
•

Agusuhin Neighborhood Association (ANA);

•

Samahang Magsasaka at Mangingisda ng Agusuhin (SMMA); and

•

Agusuhin Community Reforestation Association (ACRA).
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The following issues were raised and discussed.
Agusuhi11 Neighborhood Associalio11 (ANA)
•

The participants wanted that their houses and other structures that they built would be
compensated;

•

The participants said that they should also be compensated for the trees and crops that
they have planted;

•

They also want compensation from the improvements that they made on the land such
as fishponds, irrigation and gardens;

•

Compensation based on the length of stay in the community; and

•

Compensation for the loss of income because of the disturbance brought about by the
resettlement of the affected households;

Other issues and concerns raised in the discussion:
•

Employment;

•

Skills Training; and

•

Livelihood

Samaha11g Magsasaka at Ma11gi11gistla ng Ag11suhi11 (SMMA)
•

Compensation for the farms and on fruit bearing trees;

•

Compensation on the fishponds.;

•

Compensation should be based on the area and improvements of the rice land and also
based on the expected yield per year; and

•

Compensation should also consider the length of time a household stayed in Agusuhin .

Agusuhin Comm1111ity Reforestatio11 Association (ACRA)
•

Payment for trees and crops;

•

Compensation for years of stay in the area;

•

Compensation for nipa huts that they built to monitor the area against illegal activities and
irrigation system that they channeled and develoi:ed for the project;

•

Relocation site would be the parts of the reforestation area that is outside of the 300hectare project site. They are suggesting re-subdividing the unaffected area to the
members of AGRA as their relocation site and reforestation areas; and

•

Members look forward to being employed in the project because of their unique positions
of holders of a legal document signed by SBMA. Most of its members were trained
during the CGS construction such as steel man, fabricators (rebar technician), and
divers.

3.4 ARCHAEOLOGY
A shipwreck is located about 100 meters off the mouth of the former CGS casting basin at a
depth of 20 to 21 meters. It has been identified as Land Sea Transport (LST) 1625, a steel
vessel which sunk in August of 1946. On 4 November 2005, a KKCS survey team conducted
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an underwater inspection of the said shipwreck to determine its present status and condition .
Similar to the previous findings of the Underwater Archaeologcal Team of the Philippine
National Museum on 19 July 2000, the shipwreck still remains to be in a stable condition.

4.

MATRIX OF ISSUES ANO IMPACTS RAISED DURING THE
SECOND LEVEL SCOPING MEETING AND CONSULTATIONS
Issues/ Concerns

Where will be the relocation site and how much
will they be compensated for their houses and
improvements?

There were questions on the location of the
relocation area, sizes of the lots, payment and
other conditions .
What will happen to the farm lots that are not
included in the 300-hectare area to be occupied
by the proponent?
Is it true that SBMA would not permit the
transfer or relocation of affected families into
other SBMA areas?

Responses
The relocation and compensation issues will be
handled by SB MA as the owner of the land. There
is a long-term lease agreement between SBMA
and Hanjin. Based on the lease agreement SBMA
will be responsible for these issues.
It was explained that SBMA has formed a group
that will study and recommend how to handle the
relocation and compensation issues
It was explained that the scope of the study is only
for the 300-hectare area, hence, in so far as the
study is concerned, the area will be limited to the
area to be occupied by Hanjin .
It was explained that SBMA would formulate and
implement a policy about relocation. The details of
the policy are not yet available.

Some participants suggested that they be
permitted to relocate to other SBMA areas. In
this way, they will not be charged anymore for
the amortization of their relocation lots because
SBMA will not buy anymore from owners of
nearby lands.

KKCS will study the viability of such proposal and
come up with the findings and recommendations to
SBMA.

There are residents who have a 2.5 hectares
land stewardship under the CBFMA. Are they
permitted to transfer to these areas for their
relocation?

It was reiterated that the final relocation site would
be decided by SBMA as the responsible entity for
relocation after considering a variety of factors
including financial, social and legal aspects.

It was suggested that the members of the
reforestation association be permitted to be
relocated in their respective areas under
CBFMA.

KKCS will study this option and will provide
recommendations as to the financial, legal and
social viability.

A participant asked if the relocation site will
have similar community facilities to that existing
in their community such as chapels and
schools.

A relocation site should have basic services such
as provisions for education, health, power, water
and roads . The details are now being studied by

Accessibility of fishermen to their animals and
boats from the relocation site.

KKCS to study and will endorse to SBMA
concerns about the animals and bancas.

Will the length of stay in the area be a factor in
determining compensation?

KKCS will study if the length of stay may be
included as one of the factors in determining
compensation considering the nature of the stay of
the residents within SBMA land.

Kultut;i ;it K.ilik.ts;in Consult;incy Services Inc.
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Issues/ Concerns

What will happen to the trees they planted and
the crops they grow? Agriculture.

Will scholarship for students be offered?

Employment for affected communities

Can they still be hired even if they are
relocated?
Issue on newly transferred migrants and their
houses?

Kultutc1 c1t Kil fkclsc1n Consultc1 ncy Setvlces Inc.

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/[20191122-09:29:28]

Responses
It should be emphasized that there are other
factors to be considered .
The trees and crops will be properly compensated .
The valuation of the trees and crops will be based
on the rates of the Municipal Assessor's Office or
Department of Agriculture
The access to education will be provided for but
scholarship will be at the discretion of SBMA or the
project proponent. The study may recommend
educational support for deserving but financially
challenged households.
Priority will be given to qualified residents of the
affected communities.
Applicants who are not qualified for employment
may undergo skills training to acquire the needed
qualifications to be employed in the project.
Priority employment will be given to qualified
residents of Sitio Agusuhin and the neighboring
sitios of Nagyantok and Nagtulong . .
KKCS will study the matter and recommend
measures to SBMA how to handle and address this
issue.
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5. MATRIX OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATING/ENHANCEMENT MEASURES
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Potential Impacts

Scope

Classification

Occurrence

· Status

Duration

Magnitude

Mitigating/Enhancement Measure

c.o

Pre-Construction/Construction Phase

I\J
I\J

6

c.o

Physical Environment

I\J

!,I?
I\J

Unavoidable; excavated materials to be
used as fill materials
Unavoidable; excavated materials to be
used as fill materials
Retaining walls; sabo dam ; siltation
pond; silt curtains; armour rocks; use of
geomembrane around reclamation
boundary; proper stock piling of removed
soils; benching; site grading in a
oroaressive manner: reveoetation

Topography (alteration)

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

SI

Geology (excavation)

LO

(-)

s

IR

LT

MO

Soil (erosion/siltation)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Hydrology (stream alteration)

LO

(-)

s

IR

LT

SI

Adequate drainage; bank protection

Hydrogeology (groundwater
over abstraction - sea water
intrusion)

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

SI

Consider surface water; watershed
management program

Water Quality (land clearing
and excavation)

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Water Quality (oil and grease)

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Water Quality (reclamation and
dredging)

w

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Solid and Domestic Wastes

LO

(-)

F

R

ST

MO

Air Pollution (emissions from
equipment)

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

IN

Dust generation

LO

(-)

F

R

ST

MO

Wet suppression of dry surfaces

Noise generation

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Buffers; excessive noise construction
activities confined during daytime when
practicable

$

Kultuta at Kalikasan Consultancy Setvices Inc.

Drainage canals with silt traps;
settlement of suspended solids in natural
depressions
Containment canal around motor pool
Oil - water separator
Silt curtains; scheduling of reclamation
and dredging activities
Solid Waste Management Program
following the Ecological Solid Waste
Management Act of 2003 (RA 9003)
Air quality monitoring
Regular maintenance of equipment
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Potential Impacts

Scope

Classification

Occurrence

Status

Duration

Magnitude

Mitigating/Enhancement Measure

Flora (removal of vegetation)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

6

Fauna (displacement)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Landscaping of grounds; watershed
management
Replanting of indigenous plants in vacant
spaces and alonq waterways

I\)

Aquatic Ecology (smothering of
fish eggs, diminishing of food
sources, reduction of
availability of light,
destruction of habitat)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Installation of sheet piles, silt cu rtains;
selection of reclamation site

Change in actual land use

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

MO

Prompt payment of lease and other
permits and licenses to assist SBMA

Affects portion of reforestation
area

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

MO

Compensation for improvements

Within marine sanctuary

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

MO

Displacement of households

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

SE

Generation of employment and
livelihood opportunities
Increase in commercial
activities in the area
Additional income and
Benefits to LGUs

w

(+)

F

IR

ST

SE

LO

(+)

F

R

ST

MO

LO

(+)

F

IR

ST

MO

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

0

~

'N
0
......
<D
......
......

Biological Environment

I\)
I\)

~

~

I\)

.s

Socioeconomic Environment

Air and noise pollution to
workers

Consultations and secure proper
documents
Prepare and implement a resettlement
action plan
Priority of qualified local residents
Establish a commun ity relations office
Prioritize local suppliers in buying
company requirements
Prioritize local suppliers in buying
company requirements
Installation of a water sprinkling system
Face masks for construction workers
Proper maintenance of equipment

Operation Phase
Physical Environment
Water Resources
(depletion/salt water intrusion)

LO

Kultur.i .it K;ilik<ls.in Consult;i ncy Services Inc.

(-)

F

IR

LT

SI

Water management and conservati on;
watershed management; reforestation;
mini dam; not over mining groundwater
resources; more detailed groundwater
assessment (throuqh construction of test
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Potential Impacts

Scope

Classification

Occurrence

Status

Duration

Magnitude

Mitigating/Enhancement Measure
wells and aquifer test) to establish
groundwater safe yields
Water quality monitoring; wastewater
treatment plant; use of organic chemicals
A ir quality monitoring; regular
maintenance of equipment

.!e_

r3
0

Water Quality

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

A ir Pollution

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

IN

Noise generation

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Buffers, fences

Solid and domestic wastes

LO

(-)

F

R

LT

MO

Solid Waste Management Program
following the Ecologica l Solid Waste
Manaqement Act of the DENR.

Flora (erosion due to
deforested areas)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Re-landscaping of grounds; watershed
management

Fauna (return of wildlife )

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

MO

No enhancement measures

Aquatic
Ecology
(increase
diversity of aquatic organism)

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

MO

No enhancement measures

Influx of informal dwellers

w

(-)

s

R

LT

MO

Generation of employment and
livelihood opportunities

w

(+)

F

IR

ST

SE

Add itional revenues for the
LGU

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

SE

Prompt payment of taxes

MO

Installation of anti-pollution devises
Monitor health conditions of comm unities
Plant trees and shrubs around perimeter
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to
workers exposed to air and noise
pollution

Biological Environment

Socioeconomic Environment

Air and noise pollution to
workers and nearby
communities

LO

Kultura at Kalik.isan Consultancy Services Inc.

(-)

s

R

ST

SBMA will implement land use plan
SBMNSubic prevent influx of informal
dwellers
Priority of qualified local residents
Farm out supply requ irements as
livelihood projects
Buy local supplies
Livelihood proaram
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6.

SUMMARY MATRIX OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN (CONSTRUCTION PHASE)

~

'N
0

(0

_.

Environment
Physical

Impact

•

Increase in solid waste generation

•

.•

Erosion due to cut and fill activities

•

•

•

.
.
•

•

Biological

Mitigation Measure

Alteration of Agusuhin River and North
Agusuhin Creek courses
Potential sea water intrusion due to over
abstraction of groundwater
Depletion of groundwater resource

.
•
•
•

•

•
Water quality .degradation due to land
clearing and excavation
Water quality degradation due to oil and
grease
Water quality degradation due to
reclam ation and dredging
Air pollution from equipment, machinery
and generator set

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Dust generation

•

Noise generation

•

Removal of vegetation

•

Displacement of resident fauna

•

Degradation of Aquatic Ecology

Kultur.i .it K.i likas.in Consult.incy Services Inc.

•

.
•
•
•
•
•

.

Institutional
Responsibility

Concrete Solid Waste Management Program following the
guidelines set by the Ecological Solid Waste Management
Act of the DENR
Installation of retaining walls and revegetation of cut areas

Proponent/ Contractor/
SBMAEC

Adequate channel design
Riverbank protection
Consider surface water to augment groundwater usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed Management
Plans
Consider surface water to augment groundwater usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed Management
Plans
Installation of drainage canals with silt traps .
Settlement of suspended solids in natural depressions
Water Qualitv Monitoring
Containment canal around motor pool
Oil and Grease separators
Water Qualitv Monitorina
Installation of silt curtains
Schedulinc::i of reclamation and dredc::iinq activities
Regular maintenance of equipment, machinery and
generator set
Air aualitv monitorina
Periodic watering of bare soil in construction area

Proponent/ Contractor

Installation of buffer areas/ PPEs to workers exposed to
excessive noise
Watershed management
Re-landscaoina of bare arounds
Replanting of indigenous plants in vacant spaces and along
waterways.
Installation of sheet piles
Installation of silt curtains
Selection of reclamation site

Proponent/ Contractor

Proponent/ Contractor

Proponent/ SBMA / LGUs

Proponent

Proponent / Contractor

Proponent/ Contractor

Proponent / Contractor
Proponent/ Contractor

Proponent I Contractor

Proponent
Proponent
Proponent
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~
co
co
0

c..:,

0

~
I\)
0

Environment

Impact

Socioeconomic

•
•
•

co
.....
I\)

~
.....
0

~
~

I\)

..9

Mitigation Measure

Affect reforestation area

•
•

Affect Marine sanctuary

•

Change in Land Use

•

Displacement of households

•

employment
Generation
of
livelihood opportunities
Increase in commercial activities

•
•
•

•
and

•

•
•

Proponent
Proponent

Consultations with LGUs and community and securing
orooer documentation
Resettlement Action Plan

Proponent

SBMA

Prioritizing qualified residents near the project site
Establishment of a Community Relations Office
Prioritizing local suppliers in buying company requirements

Proponent
Proponent

•

Prioritizing local suppliers in buying company requirements

Proponent

Health concerns
pollution)

•

Installation of a water sprinkling system
Face masks for construction workers
Proper maintenance of equipment
Hiring of qualified drivers

Proponent

(Air

and

Noise

•
•

SUMMARY MATRIX OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN (OPERATION PHASE)

Environment
Physical

Prompt payment of lease and other permits
Compensation for improvements to the reforestation area

Additional income and benefits to LGUs

•

7.

Institutional
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

Impact

•

Solid waste generation

•

•

Potential sea water intrusion due to over
abstraction of groundwater

•
•

•

Depletion of groundwater resource

•
•

•

Water quality (Surface Water)

.

•
•

Air quality

.

Kultut<1 <1t K<!lik<!s<1n Consultancy Setvices Inc.

•
•

Concrete Solid Waste Management Program following
the guidelines set by the Ecological Solid Waste
Management Act of the DENR
Consider surface water to augment groundwater usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed
Management Plans
Consider surface water to augment groundwater usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed
Manaoement Plans
Water Quality Monitoring
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Use of organic chemicals in landscaoina activities
Air Quality Monitoring
Regular maintenance of machinery and equipment

Institutional
Responsibility
Proponent/ SBMA EC

Proponent/ SBMA / LG Us

Proponent

Proponent/ SBMA EC

Proponent / _SBMA EC
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0

Environment

Impact

1\3
0
.....
co
.....

Biological

Socioeconomic

Institutional
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

~

•

Noise generation

•

Installation of fences and buffer area

Proponent

•

Flora

•

Proponent/ SBMA EC

•

Return of Wildlife

•

Re-landscaping of bare grounds
Watershed management
Preservation

•
•

Return of Aquatic Organism

•

Preservation

Proponent

Influx of informal dwellers

•

Implementation of land use plan
Prevention of influx of informal dwellers
Prioritizing of qualified local residents
Prioritizing of local suppliers for company needs
(livelihood aeneration)
Prompt and correct payment of taxes

Proponent / SBMA / Subic
LGU
Proponent

Installation of air pollution devices
Health monitoring
Reveaetation

Proponent/ SBMA EC

•

•

•

Generation of
opportunities

•

Additional revenue for LGU

•

•

Health (Air and Noise Quality)

•
•

employment

and

livelihood

•
•

•

8.
Parameter

Proponent

Proponent

MATRIX OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PLAN
Station

Estimated
cost/vr

Frequency

Procedure

Applicable
Standard

Responsible
Partv

Monthly during dry
season and quarterly
duri ng rainy season

Gravimetric

DAO 14

Proponent

P 12,000

Quarterly

Gravimetric

DAO34

Proponent

P 12,000

Quarterly

Visual comparison

DAO34

Proponent

P- 4,000

DAO34

Proponent

P 16,000

DAO34

Proponent

P 24, 000

Constru ction Phase

Dust
TSS
Color

4 stations 50 m from site

3 stations at northern tributary, 1
station at confluence
3 stations at northern tributary, 1
station at confluence

Oil & Grease

3 stations at northern tri butary, 1
station at confluence

Quarterly

BODs

3 stations at northern tributary, 1
station at confluence

Quarterly

Ku ltuta at Kali ~san Consu ltancy Setvices Inc.

Gravimetric
(petroleum ether
extraction l
Azide modification
(dilution techniaue)
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Parameter

0

~

'N

....
........
....0~

0

(0

pH
DO

I\)

Siltation

Station
3 stations at northern tributary, 1
station at confluence
3 stations at northern tributary, 1
station at confluence
3 stations at northern tributary, 1
station at confluence

Frequency

Procedure

Applicable
Standard

Responsible
Party

Quarterly

pH meter

DA034

Proponent

P 6,000

Quarterly

DO meter

DAO34

Proponent

P 6,000

Quarterly

Visual inspection

Presence of
silted areas

Proponent

P 4,000

~

w

j,,j

8

Estimated
cost/yr

Solid and
liquid wastes

Construction site

Quarterly

Visual inspection

Presence of
accumulated
wastes

Proponent

P 1,000

Aquatic Ecology

Coastline

Quarterly

Visual inspection

Presence of
different living
orQanisms

Proponent

P 120,000

Operation Phase
SO2 /

4 stations within 1000m from site

Quarterly

Pararosaniline
Method

DAO 2000-81

NO2 /

4 stations within 1000m from site

Quarterly

Greiss-Saltzmann

TSP/

4 stations within 1000m from site

Quarterly

Proponent

P 50,000

DAO 2000-81

Proponent

P 50,000

Gravimetric

DAO-2000-81

Proponent

P 50,000

Weekly for the first
quarter after start of
operations, quarterly
thereafter

Noise meter

sleep
disturbance
annoyance

Proponent

P 10,000

.

Noise/

Outside plant, closest homes

Temperature

Settling pond
Upstream , downstream and at proposed
outfall

Quarterly

Hg thermometer

DAO34

Proponent

P 6,000

pH

Upstream, downstream and at proposed
outfall

Quarterly

pH meter

DAO34

Proponent

P 6,000

COD

Upstream, downstream and at proposed
outfall

Quarterly

Azide
modification

DAO34

Proponent

P24,000

Kultut;i ;it K.ilik<ls.in Consult.incy SetVices Inc.
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~

Station

Frequency

Procedure

Applicable
Standard

Responsible
Partv

BODs

Upstream, downstream and at proposed
outfall

Quarterly

Azide modification
(dilution techn ique)

DAO34

Proponent

Oil & Grease

Upstream , downstream and at
proposed outfall

Gravimetric
Method

DAO34

Proponent

DO

Upstream, downstream and at proposed
outfall

Quarterly

Gravimetric
Method

DAO34

Proponent

P 24,000

Aquatic Ecology

Coastline

Annually

Visual inspection

Presence of
different living
organisms

Proponent

P 30,000

DOLE OSHS

Proponent

P 200,000

0

Parameter

c.:>

0

£e.

'i-3
0

(0

......
I\)

'0.::
:i,.

c.:>
I\)

Employee
health status

/

ESTIMATED GRAND TOTAL PER YEAR

Ku ltut.a .at Kal ik;is.an Consult.ancy Set-vices Inc.

Quarterly

Annually

Estimated
costlvr
P24,000
P 16,000

P 695,000

x:xv
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9.

PROPOSAL
OF
GUARANTEE FUND

ENVIRONMENTAL

9.1

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING FUND (EMF)

MONITORING

AND

The proponent shall open an account in Trust to finance the Environmental Monitoring Fund
(EMF) at any mutually acceptable commercial bank in Subic (to be determined). The purpose of
the EMF is to finance the monitoring activities to be conducted at the project site and affected
areas.

9.2

ENVIRONMENTAL GUARANTEE FUND

The Environmental Guarantee Fund (EGF) shall be established and used exclusively for the
following purposes:
•

Immediate rehabilitation of areas affected by damages in the environment and the resulting
deterioration of environmental quality as a direct consequence of project construction,
operation and abandonment;

•

Just compensation of parties and communities affected by the negative impacts of the
project;

•

Conduct of scientific or research studies related to the project that will aid in the prevention
or rehabilitation of accidents and/or environmental damages; and

•

Contingency clean-up activities, environmental enhancement measures, damage prevention
programs and social equity measures (e.g. livelihood, social development programs)
including the necessary IEC and capabilly building activities related to the project.

:,,,---..

The EGF shall have two (2) components as follows :
1. Trust Fund - The proponent shall secure an Insurance Policy in the amount to be determined
which will guaranty payment in fifteen (15) days from date of receipt of formal demand from
the EGF COMMITTEE to pay a certain party by reason of the damage caused by the project
as ascertained by the Committee; and
2. Environmental Guarantee Cash Fund - The proponent shall open an account for the
Environmental Guarantee Cash Fund at a mutually acceptable commercial bank in the area
in the initial amount to be determined which shall be earmarked for immediate rehabilitation
and compensation of affected communities in case of damage or accidents . It shall also be
used to cover the operational coots of the EGF Committee.

10.

SUMMARY OF PROCESS DOCUMENTATION REPORT

The EIA process includes scoping and public consultations with various stakeholders and
individuals that are directly affected by the proposed shipbuildilg facility project. Related
activities included the conduct of perception surveys in Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok and
Nagtulong. Likewise, Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were also conducted with the people's
organizatons of Sitio Agusuhin . The following is the chronology of events for the preparation of
the EIS for the HHIC- Phil Inc. Proposed Construction of Shipbuilding Facility:

Kultut;i ;it K.<tlik.iS<I

Coosu t;iocy Setvices Inc.
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August 5, 2005

First Level Scoping tv1eeting with Ecology Center, SBMA

October 8, 2005

Second Level Scoping Meeting wth the Community in
Sitio Agusuhin, Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales

Sept. 16 - Oct. 9, 2005

Primary/Secondary Data Survey

Sept. 16 - 18, 2005

Perception Surveys
(Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok and Nagtulong)

Oct. 21 - 25, 2005

Primary Baseline Survey (Air, Noise, Water,
Site Geology.Terrestrial, River/Creek and Marine)

Oct. 8 - 9, 2005

Focus Group Discussions (Sitio Agusuhin)

Nov. 4, 2005

Shipwreck Survey and Verification
(Sitio Agusuhin)

11.

PROOF OF SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY

Scoping meeting and public consultation were conducted to gain estimate of the public
acceptance of the project. This was supported by a perception survey done in the impact area to
gauge public acceptance levels.
·
More than two-thirds of respondents (67.15%) are in favor of the project while only 11
respondents (2.6%) are against the project. A significant number of respondents (19.67%) are
not sure if they will accept or reject the project. In addition, 44 respondents had no comments
about the project. The primary reason for acceptance is economic. The residents see the
project as the salvation to their miserable economic conditions. The primary reasons for
rejection are lack of information about the project and there is no agreement yet on what will
SBMA offer for resettlement and/or compensation.
Compensation is being handled by HHIC- Phil Inc. while relocation is being handled jointly by
the provincial goverrment of Zambales and municipal government of Subic.
With the new directives from the DENR, endorsements of stakeholders in favor of the project are
not pre-conditions for the approval of an ECG. These endorsements merely reinforce the
viability of a proposed project. The project should be assessed and evaluated based on its
merits and should not depend on the endorsements of the stakeholders. In the past, some of
these endorsements have been used to extract favors from the proponent of the project.

ultu.t<1-<1t K;ilik;is;in-Geasult.tney Seivlees-loe.
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1.1

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The proposed project site is located in the former US military training ground in Sitio Agusuhin
also known as "Green Beach" of the Subic Bay Freeport Zone . In 1998, the project site was also
developed into a casting basin for the construction of the Malampaya Concrete Gravity Structure
(CGS), a component of Shell's Deep Water to Gas Project. The presence of the casting basin
and the favorable physical, social and political settings of Sitio Agusuhin were among the basis
for the selection of Green Beach for this project site.
The total area that will be developed for the shipbuilding facility is approximately 300 hectares.
Details and description of the project components will be discussed in details in this section
according to the level of project's operations, i.e. a) hatch cover assembly, b) construction of full
container ships, and c) construction of bulk carriers, tankers, very large crude carriers, and LNG
containers.
With the area coverage of 300 hectares, the existing community of Sitio Agusuhin will be
relocated to give way for the construction of the shipbuilding facility. Construction activities will
involve earth-moving and leveling activities of the elevated areas of the northern side of the
project site. An estimated volume of 1.16 million cubic meters of earth from this area will be used
for the reclamation and filling of the existing ponds in the community. Other construction
activities will also include dredging, backfilling, excavation, reclamation, embankment, sheet
piling and compaction of all materials within the limit of work required to construct drainage,
building construction , dry docks, roads or other purposes in accordance with the design
specification and conformity to the implementing rules set by SBMA.
Excavation is the extraction of materials by digging from which any useful material extracted will
be used for building and engineering purposes. During excavation all suitable materials for
backfilling and embankment will be stored at sufficient distance from bank or trenches to avoid
overloading or slides that will endanger both life and property. Steep slopes will be provided with
horizontal benches and sodding to control soil erosion . Another method to control migration of
silt through waterways is to construct temporary siltation ponds along the discharge points of the
channel.
Selective grading of designated areas will insure better distribution of run off, thus minimizing the
danger of erosion . Grading will be by scarifying, balding, rolling and other methods to provide
thoroughly compacted grades. Grading and excavation works will be done in phases.
Improvement of north Agusuhin Creek and south channel (Agusuhin River) is essential to
improve the discharge capacity of natural chanrels and to protect adjacent facilities. Ditches and
channels will convey runoff from building and other surrounding areas to the improved channels.
Construction of embankment by layer placement begins in the deepest portion of the fill . As
placement progresses, layers shall be constructed approximately parallel to finish pavement
level. Slopes are protected by layers of filter mat, riprap, mortar concrete, 200 x 200 x 200 mm
pre-cast concrete block/armour stone and sodding.
Reclamation work will commence with the installation of spiral steel pipe piling along the coastal
area to provide protective barrier between reclamation and dredging works and the open sea .
Pilings will prevent sea water from entering the work area of reclamation or preventing fine silt
from escaping to coastal areas by providing layers of rubble stone, filter stone and filter mat as
practical measures to assure economical, effective and continuous erosion control throughout
the construction period .
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Dredging machine consists of hoisting or suction equipment, usually powered by a diesel engine
mounted on a barge like float. Dredges are constructed to deepen or widen waterways, to
provide fill material, to build dikes, and to prepare underwater foundations.
The proposed dredging work will utilize 11 m3 capacity grabs bucket dredger or clamshell bucket
dredger with hooper barge for the hauling and transfer of dredge materials. These materials are
pump-out to the designated disposal area through floating pipelines. The proponent will adopt
the same dredging procedure applied by the on-going Port Development Project of SBMA.

1.2

PROJECT STATEMENT

The proposed shipbuilding facility project of Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction- Phil Inc.
(HHIC- Phil Inc.) located in Green Beach, Subic Bay Freeport Zone (Sitio Agusuhin) is
considered as one of the biggest current foreign investment in the country with a total investment
of up to US$ 800 million. The project aims to establish a state-of-the-art shipbuilding facility to
further expand its operations outside of South Korea . It is estimated that a total of 8 large oceangoing ships with state-of-the-art automation system will be built annually. The project being the
biggest shipbuik:ling facility will help boost the economy of the country with the employment and
revenues that will be generated by the project.

1.3

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

1.3.1

THE EIA PROCESS

1.3.1.1 Scoping Process
First Level Scoping Meeting
The First Level Scoping of the Project was held on August 5, 2005 at the SBMA Ecology Center
and was attended by the representatives of the proponent, the Ecology Center, and the KKCS
as the EIA preparer. The main agendum of the meeting was to identify and discuss the items to
be included in the EIS report as contained in the First Level Scoping Checklist (EIA Form RRA 1A). A copy of the completed checklist, signed and agreed upon by parties, is attached as
Appendix 1.
Second Level Scoping Meeting
As a requirement of DENR Administrative Order (DAO) 96-37, a Second Level Scoping Meeting
was held on 08 October 2005 at the Sitio Agusuhin open basketball court. Various stakeholders
attended the meeting which was headed by the Agusuhin Neighborhood Association (ANA),
Barangay Cawag representatives, SBMA Ecology Center representative, Peoples Organizations,
and KKCS (Hanjin's environmental consultants). The purpose of the meeting was to solicit
issues and concerns of the various stakeholders regarding the proposed project.
Table 1-1 summarizes the issues and concerns raised by the various stakeholders during the
open forum . Some of the issues were addressed by the proponen~ whereas, other issues were
noted and will be included in the scope of the EIA.

-2:----===::;-
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Table 1 -1.

Stakeholder's Issues and Concerns

Issues/ Concerns
Where will be the relocation site and how much
will they be compensated for their houses and
improvements?

Responses
The relocation and compensation issues will be
handled by SBMA as the owner of the land. There
is a long-term lease agreement between SBMA
and Hanjin. Based on the lease agreement SBMA
will be responsible for these issues.

There were questions on the location of the
relocation area, sizes of the lots, payment and
other conditions.
What will happen to the farm lots that are not
induded in the 300-hectare area to be occupied
by the proponent?

It was explained that SBMA has formed a group
that will study and recommend how to handle the
relocation and compensation issues
It was explained that the scope of the study is only
for the 300-hectare area, hence, in so far as the
study is concerned, the area will be limited to the
area to be occupied bv HHIC- Phil Inc.
It was explained that SBMA would formulate and
implement a policy about relocation . The details of
the policy are not yet available.

Is it true that SBMA would not permit the
transfer or relocation of affected families into
other SBMA areas?

.,

Some participants suggested that they be
permitted to relocate to other SBMA areas. In
this way, they will not be charged anymore for
the amortization of their relocation lots because
SBMA will not buy anymore from owners of
nearby lands.

KKCS will study the viability of such proposal and
come up with the findings and recommendations to
SBMA.

There are residents who have a 2.5 hectares
land stewardship under the CBFMA. Are they
permitted to transfer to these areas for their
relocation?

It was reiterated that the final relocation site would
be decided by SBMA as the responsible entity for
relocation after considering a variety of factors
including financial, social and legal aspects.

It was suggested that the members of the
reforestation association be permitted to be
relocated in their respective areas under
CBFMA.

KKCS will study this option and will provide
recommendations as to the financial, legal and
social viability.

A participant asked if the relocation site will
have similar community facilities to that existing
in their community such as chapels and
schools.

A relocation site should have basic services such
as provisions for education, health, power, water
and roads . The details are now being studied by
SBMA.

Accessibility of fishermen to their animals and
boats from the relocation site.

KKCS to study and will endorse to SBMA
concerns about the animals and bancas.

Will the length of stay in the area be a factor in
determining compensation?

KKCS will study if the length of stay may be
included as one of the factors in determining
compensation considering the nature of the stay of
the residents within SBMA land.

What will happen to the trees they planted and
the crops they grow? Agriculture.

Kultuta .it Kalikasan Consult.we}' Sel:'llces Inc;.
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factors to be considered .
The trees and crops will be properly compensated.
The valuation of the trees and crops will be based
on the rates of the Municipal Assessor's Office or
Department of AQriculture .
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Issues/ Concerns
Will scholarship for students be offered?

Responses
The access to education will be provided for but
scholarship will be at the discretion of SBMA or the
project proponent. The study may recommend
educational support for deserving but financially
challenged households.

Employment for affected communities

Priority will be given to qualified residents of the
affected communities.

Can they still be hired even if they are
relocated?
Issue on newly transferred migrants and their
houses?

Applicants who are not qualified for employment
may undergo skills training to acquire the needed
qualifications to be employed in the project.
Priority employment will be given to qualified
residents of Sitio Agusuhin and the neighboring
sitios of Nagyantok and Nagtulong.
KKCS will study the matter and recommend
measures to SBMA how to handle and address this
issue.

Proceedings and results of the first and second level scoping meetings were documented and
contained in a Scoping Report which is attached as Appendix 2.
1.3.1.2 Environmental Baseline Studies

The scope of the study includes the assessment of the probable impacts of the proposed
shipbuilding facility on the land, water, air and noise environments of the study area and
perception and acceptability of the project by the stakeholders and recommendation for the
mitigation of the perceived adverse impacts and enhancement of the positive effects. Primary
and secondary data were gathered during surveys conducted from September 16 to October 09,
2005. In the process both positive and negative impacts were dealt with.
Baseline data on air, noise, soil, water quality, terrestrial ecology and water resources within the
project site and its vicinity were obtained through appropriate sampling techniques from
September 21 to 25, 2005. Air quality samples were sent to Ostrea Mineral Laboratory in Birian,
Laguna, while the water samples were sent to CRL Environmental Corporation in Manila.
Primary data for terrestrial and aquatic ecology were gathered through field sampling, ocular
inspection, and interviews. Water resources investigation consisted of well inventory and
reconnaissance survey of surface and groundwai3r regimes.
Perception survey of the impact areas were conducted from 16-18 September 2005. The survey
used a 38-item questionnaire. The questionnaire covers 11 areas: respondent's profile,
migration and settlement history, perception of the project, housing and utilities, household
income and employment, community problems, farming operation, perception on environmental
situation, health, decision-making patterns and information sources.
Secondary data were obtained from government and private agencies (e.g. PAGASA on climate,
National Statistics Office and the Municipal Office for municipal profiles, etc.) listed under the
reference section of this report
In the impact assessment, predictions were quantified where applicable and where methods are
available. For each activity, the impacts were identified and/or predicted, and mitigating
measures with the corresponding cost were identified. These are presented in the matrix form of
Kultm;i ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy Services Inc.
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the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) . The Environmental Monitoring Program (EMP) has
been prepared that details the parameters and frequency to be monitored to determine
compliance to the environmental standards. A Social Development Plan (SDP) has been
prepared for the affected communities.

1.3.2

PARTICIPATION OF STAKEHOLDERS IN THE STUDY

Active representation and participation from stakeholders in the municipality was gained during
the scoping meeting held on 08 October 2005, which allowed stakeholders to raise issues of
local importance to the EIA study. Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with three Sitio Agusuhin
peoples organizations were held on 08 - 09 October 2005 .
Whenever possible, assistance from the residents of Sitio Agusuhin was engaged during the
data-gathering process, particularly for the marine ecology, fisheries and socio-economic
sections of the EIA.

1.3.3

THE EIA TEAM

The EIA Team is composed of multi-disciplinary experts whose tasks areas follows :

Key Personnel

Responsibilities/Fields of Expertise

Melchor L. Aguilera, Jr.

Project Director/Overall Coordinator

Ruben A. Estudillo
Anacleto Q. Suelto, Jr.

Project Manager/Team Leader/Aquatic-Marine Ecology,
Water Quality
Deputy Project Manager/Geology, Hydrology and Hydrogeology

Rolando T. Soncuya

Team Leader/Socio-Cultural and Economic and Political Aspects

Benjamin U. Garcia

Team Leader/Terrestrial Ecology- Vegetation and Wildlife

AlexanderT. Guintu

Environmental Risk Assessment

Dr. Daphne D. Bate

Health Risk Assessment

Jesus V. Lorenzo

Meteorology & Air Quality and Noise

Paul Rivera , Ph.D.

Oceanography

Angelita I. David

Waste Management

1.3.4

SUMMARY OF PROCESS DOCUMENTATION REPORT

The EIA process includes scoping and public consultations with various stakeholders and
individuals that are directly affected by the proposed shipbuildilg facility project. Related
activities included the conduct of perception surveys in Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok and
Nagtulong. Likewise, Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were also conducted with the people's
organizatons of Sitio Agusuhin . The following is the chronology of events for the preparation of
the EIS for the Hanjin Proposed Construction of Shipbuilding Facility:
August 5, 2005

First Level Scoping Meeting with Ecology Center, SBMA

October 8, 2005

Second Level Scoping Meeting wth the Community in
Sitio Agusuhin, Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales

Kultuta ijt ~l llssan Consult~lD,.CY, Services Inc.
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Sept. 16 - Oct. 9, 2005

Primary/Secondary Data Survey

Sept. 16 - 18, 2005

Perception Surveys
(Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok and Nagtulong)

Oct. 21 - 25, 2005

Primary Baseline Survey (Air, Noise, Water,
Site Geology,Terrestrial, River/Creek and Marine)

Oct. 8 - 9, 2005

Focus Group Discussions (Sitio Agusuhin)

Nov.4,2005

Shipwreck Survey and Verification
(Sitio Agusuhin)

Kultur;i ;it K;ilik;is,1n Consult,1ncy Setvices Inc.
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2.1

BASIC INFORMATION

Project Name

HHIC-Phil Inc. Subic Project - Shipbuilding
Facility

Proponent

Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction-Phil Inc.
2nd Floor, Eurovila Concb.l, Legaspi cor. V.A.
Rufino Sts. Legaspi Village, Makati City
(Sitio Agusuhin, Brgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales)
Telephone Nos.: 02-893-2063 to 64 (Manila Office) ;
047-252-5602 (Site Office)
Facsimile Numbers: 02-8189366 (Manila Office);
047-252-3977 (Site Office)

Contact Persons

ByungWooKo
Project Manager
Kwang Ho Kang
Chief Engineer, Construction Department
Pyeong Yeol Lee
Chief Engineer, Shipbuilding Dept

Environmental Consultant

Kultura at Kalikasan Consultancy Services, Inc.
LG-32 City Square Condominium,
Estacion St.,
Makati City (Manila Office) (Site Office: NSD
Compound,
Subic
Bay
Freeport
Zone)
Tel. nos .: 02-458-7192
Telefax no.: 02-750-1990

Contact Person

Melchor L. Aguilera, Jr.
Managing Director

2.2

SITE LOCATION

The project site is located in Central Luzon or Region 3, in the Province of Zambales, specifically
within the political boundaries of the Municipality of Subic. It is more or less 90 km (straight
distance) from Manila. Administratively, the site is within the jurisdiction of the Subic Bay
Freeport Zone (SBFZ) as managed by the Subic Bay Management Authority (SBMA) .
The facility is set to be constructed and operated in Sitio Agusuhin (Redondo Peninsula),
Barangay Cawag, Subic, Zambales, Subic Bay Freeport Zone with a total area of 300 hectares
and centered at geographic coordinates of 14° 49' 10.33" North latitude and 120° 12' 30.03" East
longitude. It is located on the eastern side of the Silanguin Peninsula and is about 8 km west of
the central business district across Subic Bay. The proposed 300-hectare project area includes
the former site used for the construction of the concrete gravity structure (CGS) which was an
integral component of the Malampaya Natural Gas Project providing the necessary foundation
for the SWP, an off-shore gas processing facility that was designed to remove the unwanted
moisture from the natural gas before this is piped onland to other receiving facilities. Proposed
developments will extend from the CGS southwest and landward, and to the adjacent coastal
areas north of it and south of it just across Agusuhin River. The project site lie spread over the
valley of Agusuhin River and is bordered to the north and west by Mount Redondo, to the south
by Mount Silanguin, and east by Subic Bay. Currently, there are no roads (all weather) that lead
to the site and access to the area is via water transport. Figure 2-1 shows the location of the
project site.
Kultur<i ;it K;ili~s;in Consult;incy Services Inc.
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Figure 2-1. Location Map
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2.3

PROJECT RATIONALE

HHIC is expanding its shipbuildilg business to the Philippines to cater to the needs of the
international shipping market. The shipbuikiing facility will generate about 10,000 jobs which will
directly benefit around 3,000 manageriaVsupervisorial level and technical personnel and another
7,000 skilled shipyard workers, who will be employed and undergo company-sponsored state-ofthe-art training to fully equip them for the operations of the facility. Indirectly, the project is
estimated to benefit an additional 20,000 to 30,000 professionals/workers who will be engaged in
the ancillary/related industries and by locator-clients. The project is considered high-priority by
the Philippine Government, and the facility is envisioned to generate around US$ 800 million
worth of exports (consisting of 18 ships built annually) and is expected to put the Philippines in
the world map of shipbuilding.
The facility will also serve as some sort of a catalyst for introducing or expanding development
into the area - thus spurring/Increasing the economic productivity of the area. Once fully
operational, the project site and the area immediately around it are expected to become a highly
urban community, much like a small city.

2.4

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

The site is ideal for this type of development which requires large areas both for operations and
future expansion, wide and open berthing areas, and deep water levels, aside from being the
former site of the CGS . In fact, it was anticipated that the former CGS site will be converted for
possible use similar to that of the proposed facility. Much like the basis for the selection of the
site for the CGS, the site fits the needs of the proposed facility due to the absence of critical
ecosystems within the impact area and the high likelihood of social acceptability. In addition, the
following are listed as advantageous in the selection of the site: given the topography of the area
- it is a natural haven from typhoons, large undeveloped areas which facilitates expansion,
presence of a pier, slightly rolling terrain, located far from the industrial areas of SBFZ - and will
therefore pose no additional environmental burden to the said area, and of course being a
Freeport zone, the proponent stands to benefit from tax exemption, among others. Thus, the
proposed project essentially builds upon that of the previous one (CGS). Based from the
abovementioned , there is no other alternative site considered for locating the proposed project.
Technology and equipment-wise, there are no alternatives as the proponent will be bringing in its
own as developed from their country. Processes to be employed and the materials to be used,
especially during shipbuilding, will be those which are state-of-the-art and thus mostly likely
proven to be already environment-friendly or which may require minimal management in terms of
disposal.
State-of-the Art Processes:
Automated and mechanized blasting and painting systems: Pressure-controlled blasting and
painting (drying) in an enclosed/contained environment thus preventing discharge of materials
(blasting) and escape of volatile organic solvents (painting). Placement and movement of
pressurized hoses containing blasting media are mechanically controlled from afar in a protected
and well-ventilated part of the blasting shop, similarly, painting is done in similar fashion in the
painting shop.
Plasma cutting (computer-aided) : Plasma cutting is a process that severs metal by using a
constricted electric arc to melt a localized area of a work piece, removing the molten material
with a high-velocity jet of ionized gas issuing from the constricting orifice. This process produces
fine and near-to-smooth cut materials and with the aid of computers (computer-aided
2-3
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manufacturing) generates accurate shapes and sizes of metals making the process efficient
(less wastage) .
Automated and mechanized transfer systems: Magnetized high-capacity cranes and controlled
hoist systems, conveyors, and high-capacity prime movers (4-axle trucks) .
Materials:
Use of TBT-free anti-fouling paint: a co-polymer compound which functions as effectively as
TBT-containing fouling i:aints but with no proven adverse environmental effects .
Use of recyclable abrasive materials (for blasting) : blasting will be done solely for surface
preparation and not necessarily for stripping paints and thus the non-use of solvents and which
can be reused several times. These materials include sand and beads, as well as, some metal
grits. Another material used for this purpose is carbon dioxide (CO 2) pellet. CO 2 cleaning is a
form of abrasive blasting, in which hard pieces of frozen CO2 are shot at a surface with air or
other gases. It is replacing some sandblasting and beadblasting operations. The pellets can be
generated in different sizes and propelled at various speeds to increase cleaning rates or reduce
surface damage. The advantage of the CO 2 pellets is that they sublimate on contact with the
material to be cleaned. The sublimation of CO2 pellets does not release new CO 2 , a greenhouse
warming gas. Instead, it uses CO2 that is derived frcm other chemical processes.

2.5

PROJECT COMPONENTS, PHASES AND TIME FRAME

The project will involve the preparationknodification of the site, construction of the necessary
facilities and utilities/support systems, and the actual operation - shipbuilding activities (Figures
2-2 and 2-2a).

a. Development Phase
Site preparation which shall involve property c]earing, ground level preparation
and activities necessary to stabilize the land and coastal area
Construction of temporary facilities, structures and channels
Construction and installation of perimeter roads, fence, gates , lighting and watch
towers
Stream improvements
Construction of Access Road (by DPWH)
Installation of batching plants/crushers /power generators
Steel pipe piles, sheet pile and pile driving
Excavation and quarrying
Reclamation
Dredging and backfilling
Construction of underground Utilities (storm, sanitary, electrical/ccmmunication
system and other mechanical provisions )
Construction of dry dock no.1, no.2, quays, wharves, seawalls, floating
breakwaters, embankments/stockyards, P.E yards, roads, development of
channels, and other offshore structures
Construction of assembly field and unloading area pavement roads
Construction and installation of deep wells and Water Treatment System for
potable and industrial water supply
Construction and erection of steel structures and other shipbuilding facilities
(shops, yard, storage building, sewerage and storm drain and wastewater
collection facilities)

2-4
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Installation of mechanical, electrical and communication distribution system
Construction of ancillary facilities (office buildings, training centers, welfare center,
catering building, employees quarters and recreational facilities)
Installation of shipbuilding equipments and facilities (cranes, pumping stations,
power station, auxiliary generators and distribution system, and fuel and gas
stations)
b. Operational Phase
Expansion and development of shipbuildilg facilities,
technology
Fabrication and construction of ship pans and assemblies
Shipbuilding works

equipments,

and

The main project components are directly associated with the work processes involved in
shipbuilding (actual operation) - and thus the construction of the corresponding and necessary
facilities that support these processes. Shipbuilding process is described as follows: a) delivery
and storage of materials to be processed or for outfitting, i.e., plate stowage, section stowage,
outfit materials and brought in items; b) processing of materials, more particularly for plates
which are shotblasted/sandblasted/prmed and thereafter, flamed planed, flame profiles, marked
and shaped (cut/bended - as desired/per design) and sections which are also
shotblasted/sandblasted/ primed but which may undergo some bending and cutting only, while
outfit materials and brought in items, such as pipes are bended mainly; c) assembly - where
cuVbended plates are put together to come up with sub-assemblies, panel assemblies, and
matrix assemblies, curved unit assemblies - and similarly for sections, as well as, outfit
fabrication and assembly until palletisation and modules have been formed - thereby all forming
a block (block assembly); d) pre-erection - blocks and modules are further fitted with related
equipment or attachments and laid out to form the ship; and e) erection and testing where the
blocks and modules are joined to form the ship and tested for its performance on water.
Cranes of varying types and capacities are placed strategically in areas where lifting of heavy
equipment and materials from one point to another or transfer to trucks for delivery to
appropriate shops for processing.

Kultutcl__¥ Kelli
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Figure 2-2.

Site Development Plan
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Figure 2 - 2-a.

Project Site Development Plan
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In addition, necessary support utilities will also be constructed including a power station and
distribution system, a gas station and distribution system, air compression and distribution
systems, water supply, including pump station, and distribution system, wastewater treatment
and collection system. Offices (field, main, and administration), production center/central tool
station/utility station (restaurant and change lockers) and a maintenance shop, training center
and a gymnasium, and apartment (personnel lodging/quarters) will also be constructed onsite as
amenities and in support of the personnel engaged by the proponent The area will be fenced
and gates placed in strategic areas and maintained to facilitate entry and exit to the whole facility
while at the same time securing it - the equipment and materials therein and its personnel.
Table 2-1 below shows project phases summary and time frame .
Table 2-1.

Project Phase Summary and Time Frame (Source: HHIC-Phil Inc.)
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Time Frame

2 Yrs After Commencement
of Investment

4 Yrs After
Commencement of
Investment

Site Area

200 Ha.

250 Ha.

250 Ha .

Hatch Cover for Container
Vessels

Bulk Carrier Over 52,000
Grade (MediumSized Shipyard)

owr

5,000 - 10,000 TEU
Container Vessel/Oil & Gas
Carrier/SPS

Capacity

30,000 Tons/Year

12 Vessels/Year

18 Vessels/Year

Remarks

Training of Filipino Workers

Products

2.5.1

-

10 Yrs After
Commencement of
Investment

-

SITE PREPARATION

This shall involve property clearing and ground level preparation, dredging, and the attendant
activities necessary to stabilize the land and coastal area in preparation for the construction of
the crusher and concrete plant, dry docks, quay/quay wall, assembly field pavement I unloading
area (foundation), road pavements, ducts, stream improvement, water supply and drain
structure, and electrical installations, concrete plan and crusher, and a temporary office (Figure
2-2b).
Most of the works involved, especially for the dry dock and quay wall will involve dredging, pile
sheet and pile driving, excavation and backfill, slope protection (rip-rapping), and massive
reinforced concreting.
2.5.1.1

Dry Dock

The landward portion of the CGS basin will be further excavated to make way for Dry Dock No.
1. For newbuildings, the drydock is the area where erection is do·ne and later on for testing the
ship in water, as water is allowed to enter inside.
Two 600-ton Goliath Gantry Cranes are situated near both ends of the length of the dry dock for
stabilizing the ships being constructed - as well as for the lifting of materials necessary for the
constru~tion (place~e_n~ oJ engine an~ sup_~rstruc;ture). In ad~ition, two 60-ton ,:-_ower Cranes are
2-8
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situated on both sides of the dry dock and which also facilitate lifting/transfer of materials and
equipment during buitling.
In the latter phase, the mouth of Agusuhin River, located south of the site of the former CGS
basin, will be excavated landwards for the construction of Dry Dock No. 2. This dry dock will also
used for the erection/servicing of ships. Two 450-ton Goliath Gantry Cranes are found near both
ends of the dry dock. A 60-ton crane is also found beside one of the Goliath Gantry Cranes
found on the seaward side of the dry dock.

Figure 2.2c is channel diversion layout plan for the Agusuhin River (South Channel) in relation
to the proposed drydock and the North Agusuhin Creek (North ChanneQ. As in any major
development involving diversion of natural drainages, an extensive hydrological study will be
conducted by the proponent to determine both normal and peak flows as part of the detailed
engineering design. Generated streamflows and peak flows presented in this EIS are
preliminary and will be subjected to a more extensive analysis during the detailed engineering
design phase. All necessary permits will be secured from concerned agencies (Subicwater or
the National Water Resources Board) prior to any planned development.
2.5.1.2 Quay Wall
This involves the construction of the wharves and seawalls wherein dredging and excavation will
be done to establish the outline of the facility facing the bay (Figure 2-2d) . The quay is
essentially a platform, built upon dredged shoreline and stabilized by sheet pilings, which serves
as a loading and unloading area for the delivery of materials, mainly metals/steel sheets used
and other components necessary for the fabrication of hatch covers/other parts, to the facility. A
crane, that facilitates loading and unloading of materials, is situated adjacent to the quay.
The quay will be built along the dredged shoreline adjacent to the former site of the Malampaya
CGS casting basin as can be seen in Figure 2-2e.

2.5.1.3 Assembly Field and (Quay) Unloading Area Pavement
The quay is essentially a platform, built upon a dredged shoreline and stabilized by sheet pilings,
which serves as a loading and unloading area for the delivery of materials, mainly metal/steel
sheets used and other components necessary for the fabrication of hatch covers/other parts, to
the facility. As opposed to a pier, which is constructed perpendicular to the shore, a quay is
roughly parallel to and alongside navigable water. The quay will be built along the dredged
shoreline adjacent to the former site of the CGS basin . A crane, that facilitates loading and
unloading of materials, is situated adjacent to the quay. Situated nearby is the assembly field the
construction of which essentially involves corcreting of this portion .

2.5.1.4 Road Pavements
All roads as planned will be paved to grades that will support loads of heavy machineries, such
as those used in transferring steel/metal sheets and/or assemblies.

2.5.1.5 Duct Construction
A gas pipeline network and a gas tank farm will be constructed to supply Nitrogen, Oxygen and
Acetylene gas for the cutting and welding activities. The pipeline and Gas tanks shall be
designed in accordance with standard engineering design, ASTM and DOLE standards for gas
pipeline and gas storage tanks. Corresponding ERA for these structures will be included in the

ERA.
~ - - - - ---"""'ltura~t..Kallkas~an CQosultancy...5.etYlces ln_c,__;..;;..........._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......,_ _ 2.9,_ _ _ __
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2.5.1.6 Stream Improvement

Banks along the portion of Agusuhin River traversing the project site will be also be rip-rapped
for slope protection and minimize/prevent erosion while at the same time ensuring steady and
natural flow of the river (Figure 2-2f).
2.5.1.7 Water Supply and Drain Structure

Sewerage pipes and storm drains will be constructed accordingly and, where appropriate, linked
to the wastewater collection system for processing at the wastewater treatment plant. Sewage
generated is estimated to 1,580 m 3 /day and this will undergo treatment at the wastewater
treatment plant.
Table 2-2 is an updated water demand for the proposed shipbuilding project. For the
construction and operation of the facility, a total of 10,300 workers will be engaged starting from
2005 to 2015. These include 5,000 workers engaged in shipbuilding for Phases 1 to 2 (20052010) to 10,000 for Phase 3 (2011-2015), while 500 construction workers will be hired for
Phases 1 and 2 and 300 for Phase 3, respectively.
Table 2-2.

Updated Project Water Demand (m 3/day)

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

2005 to 2007

2008 to 2010

2011 to 2015

Water Usage

Total
(Phases 1 to 3)

Domestic

615

987

372

1,974

Industrial

1,065

1,713

648

3,426

Total

1,680

2,700

1,020

5,400

Source: HHIC- Phtl Inc.

Domestic water is not limited to drinking water but also include water for cooking, cleaning and
flushing. Domestic water will be sourced from deep wells onsite. If onsite deep wells are
insufficient, offsite sources will have to be considered. Drinking water may have to be contracted
to an outside supplier. Industrial water will be supplied by surface water (Agusuhin River). All
necessary permits for water utilization will be secured from Subicwater or from NWRB.
Sewerage pipes and storm drains will be constructed accordingly and, where appropriate, linked
to the wastewater collection system for processing at the wastewater treatment plant. Sewage
generated is estimated to 1,580 m 3/day and this will undergo treatment at the wastewater
treatment plant.
The 1,580 m 3/day sewage is based on 80% of domestic water consumption. Industrial
wastewater at full operation is estimated at 200 m3/day. The WTF will only treat wastewater
from domestic and industrial activities. Storm drains will be separated from sewerage pipes and
will not undergo treatment.

2- 1,_,.0,___ _ __
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Figure 2 - 2-b.

Project's Construction Layout
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Figure 2 - 2-c. Channel Diversion Layout Plan
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Figure 2 - 2-d.

South Outfitting Typical Section
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Figure 2 - 2-e.

Outfitting Quay Plan
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Figure 2 - 2-f.

Typical Section (Embankment)
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2.5.1.8 Electrical Installations

The site is largely undeveloped and thus there are no power transmission lines leading to the
site which can be tapped to supply the power needs of the facility during construction and
operation . HHIC- Phil Inc. will source out its power requirements either from the NPC grid or
EnerZone. Negotiation is on-going and it is anticipated that the connection and commissioning
will materialize three to six months from the start of the Phase I activities.
As such, during the first six months of the Phase I, HHIC- Phil Inc. will use temporary source of
power from approximately six (6) Diesel Engine Generators equivalent to 2,000 kw. With this
capacity the environmental impacts are minimal to negligible.
Initially, the following are proposed to temporarily address the power needs of the project (Table
2-3) until such time that the facility has been connected to the electrical grid .
Table 2-3.

Project Phase
Phases 1 and 2

Proposed Power Supply (Temporary)
Generator
Capacity
No. of Units

Usage

300kW

8

Batching/Crushing Plant

125 kW

4

Temporary Facilities

100kW

4

Construction Equipment

50kW

8

Construction Equipment

It is foreseen that by the time operation shall have commenced, power will be supplied by power
utilities like ZAMECO or MERALCO. Negotiations with the concerned authorities are underway
for the provision of power supply. It will be likely that power and transmission lines shall be
installed along the proposed paved all-weather road leading to the site, for which negotiations
are also underway.
2.5.1 .9 Concrete Plant and Crusher

A concrete plant (batching) and crusher will be installed at the site to process the necessary
concrete needs of the project. Aggregates sourced onsite will be undergo processing at the
crusher, as required.
HHIC- Phil Inc. will not perform actual quarrying in the area. There is an existing quarry in the
area operated by Monark Constructors Corporation (MCC), which is covered by a separate ECG.
There is however a possibility that in the future, Hanjin will make the necessary agreement with
MCC to operate the quarry. In this case the ECC will be transferred to Hanjin subject to
applicable rules and regulation that SBMA will require.
2.5.1.10 Temporary Office

A temporary office which shall serve as field office, temporary laboratory, warehouse, and
quarters - until such time that appropria1e facilities have been established onsite.

2.5.2

DELIVERY/STORAGE

Associated with the delivery and storage are unloading areas and the transfer of materials
delivered to the steel stockyard where the materials will be systematically stored for ease and
fa~lity of retriev~ an9 pre-treatment shops where materials are conditioned prior to undergoing
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processing .

2.5.2.1 Steel Stock Yard
This consist of specially designed areas for the storage of metal/steel sheets delivered to the
shipyard while awaiting processing (cutting, bending, etc.). The area is paved accordingly to
grade that will be able to accommodate loading of heavy steel/metal sheets .

2.5.2.2 Pre-Treatment Shops
Materials to be used for shipbuilding undergo conditioning in the pre-treatment shops.

2.5.3

PROCESSING/TREATMENT OF MATERIALS

Processing of materials will be done in shotblasting/sandblasting/priming (painting) shops,
galvanizing shops, hull shops (cutting and bending), and pre-outfitting shops.
HHIC- Phil Inc. will comply with applicable standards to the operation . In case of the non
existent laws and regulations in the Philippines related to shipbuilding, HHIC- Phil Inc. shall
adapt internationally accepted regulations. As such, it will comply with all the pertinent
regulations of the International Maritime Organization particularly on the use
environmentfriendly, long lasting and low toxicity anti-bio-fouling paints.

,,,.......,_

of

2.5.3.1

Air Compressor Rooms

Air compressor rooms will be constructed to power blasting and painting operations. Pressurized
air is directed to the blasting and painting shops through distribution lines to the points of usage,
i.e. blasting, painting, and other shops requiring rompressed air.

2.5.3.2 Gas Station
A gas station with corresponding distribution system will also be constructed to supply the gas
needs required for the processing of materials, i.e. cutting and welding, etc., and other shops
requiring said gases.

(,.,--...__

2.5.3.3 Blasting Shops
These shops are equipped with abrasive blasting equipment to prepare metal/steel sheets and
similar components for the application of primers and painting as protection from corrosion.

2.5.3.4 Painting Shops
The painting shops are designed to allow for a dust-free painting and drying, irregardless of the
weather. Ventilation systems are installed to protect workers health.

2.5.3.5 Hull Shops
Hull Shop (Cutting)
These are specially designed to house the cutting of metal/steel sheets into desired sizes. These
shall be equipped with the appropriate equipment employed for cutting metal/steel sheets
including collection systems for fumes and particulates generated in the process.

-

Kult
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Hull Shop (Bending)

These are specially designed to house the bending of metal/steel sheets cut already to desired
sizes into a two-dimensional curved shell or according to required form with the use of roller
press machines.

2.5.4

ASSEMBLY

Sub-assemblies, panel assemblies, matrix assemblies, and curved unit assemblies, as well as,
block assemblies will be done in the assembly shops.
2.5.4.1

Hatch Cover Assembly Shops

Accordingly, these shops will be established initially, as during the first years of operations will
be devoted to the fabrication of hatch covers. Parts/components are assembled to form hatch
covers in this shop.
,,,-...._

2.5.4.2 Assembly Shops

These shops are specially designed for the joining of cut or bent parts are to form subassemblies, panels, matrices, outfit sections, and curved shell assemblies. These are then
joined together to form blocks where steel parts and small subassemblies from parts
manufacturing are assembled into blocks, grand blocks, and erection units.
2.5.4.3 Pre-Outfitting Shops

These shops are specially designed for the outfitting of piping works in block in advance of
erection on the dock.
2.5.4.4 Outfitting Shops

At these shops, erection units are outfitted with propulsion equipment and support equipment,
such as plumbing, electrical installations, etc. Processes associated with outfitting include
painting, plumbing and electrical installation, installation of engines and boilers, completion of
super structure and deck equipment and rigging, etc.

2.5.5

PRE-ERECTION

2.5.5.1

Pre-Erection Area

Block and unit erection will be done at the pre-erection area. The blocks which constitute the
ship hull are built in a series of production process, and transferred to the pre-erection area for
the preparation works . These are areas constructed adjacent to the dry docks and are designed
to accommodate pre-erection work, including the correction of distortion as induced by welding
and is accumulated according to the sequential fabrication process, as well as, fitting of related
equipment and/or attachments.

2.5.6

ERECTION/TESTING

Erection is primarily done at the dry dock (see description under site preparation) where the
blocks and erection units are joined together to form the ship and where it will be tested for its
perfor~ance ~ n ~ter, erimarily for buoyancy.

-------------------------2-18
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2.5.7

OTHER SUPPORT/UTILITY COMPONENTS

2.5.7.1

Wastewater collection and treatment system

Wastewater generated from both domestic sources (apartments/offices) and from operations
(including storm water) in the facility will be directed through a network of pipe lines (see Figure
2-3 for the Waste Water Treatment Plan) to a wastewater treatment plant located just a bit south
of the middle of the site and along the river. The plant has a rated capacity of 1,200 m3/day. The
wastewater treatment system is of typical design (see Figure 2-4 for the Wastewater Treatment
Diagram), consisting a wastewaer-collection system and primary and secondary treatment at a
wastewater-treatment plant where raw wastewater undergoes a series of physical and biological
treatment until sufficient for disposal (discharged into a surface-water body) or reuse. The
collection system consists of 1,201.9 m of 250-mm diameter pipe lines (open channel) and
1,114.5 m of 150-mm diameter pipe lines (pressurized) . Sludge generated will be transported
offsite, more likely to the landfill located at the Freeport which by then may also be already
operational, or if unlikely, at disposal sites of licensed contractors engaged by the proponent.
Given the limited availability of water in the area, there is a need to reuse water, in addition to
addressing discharge of polluted/contaminated wastewater.

2.5.7.2 Offices (main and administration)
Buildings will be constructed onsite to serve as the main and administration offices .

2.5.7.3 Production center/central tool station/utility station (restaurant and change
lockers)
Buildings will be constructed to serve as production center, central tool station - where all the
tools and equipment will be stored/kept, and a utility station accommodating a restaurant and
change lockers (for the use of workers/personnel).

2.5.7.4 Maintenance shop
A maintenance shop will be constructed for the purpose.

2.5.7.5 Training center and a gymnasium
A training center will be constructed for the purpose, while a gymnasium will be erected for the
purpose, particularly as a recreational area for workers and for holding important company
events.

2.5.7.6 Apartment (personnel lodging/quarters)
Buildings will be constructed to accommodate personnel to be engaged by the proponent.

2.5.7.7 Fence/Gates
The whole compound will be fenced and gates will be constructed in strategic areas. The main
gate is located at the northern tip of the site while a second gate on western side.

2.5. 7.8 Access Roads
Access roads leading to the project site will be built (Figures 2-5 and 2-5a). Jhe access road is
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DPWH responsibility. This is part of the agreement entered into l:Jy Hanjin between the Philippine
Government and the SBMA. As such, DPWH will be responsible in complying with all the
necessary permits, clearances and other government regulations for any option that may be
done for the access roads of the project.
Option 2 of the proposed access road was chosen. The access road will be a 4-lane, 8 km
asphalted road from the existing road in Brgy. Cawag, Subic to the project site in Agusuhin . A
200 m long bridge will be constructed in Brgy. Cawag as part of the access road. The access
road will be plain with no slopes ands-curves. Target date of completion is June 2007.
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Figure 2-3. Wastewater Treatment Plan (Collection System)
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Proposed Access Road Leading to the Project Site
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2.6

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

The new infonnation we got from HHIC- Phil Inc. indicates that for the construction and operation
of the facility, a total of 6,000 to 6,300 workers will be engaged for Phases 1 and 2 starting year
2006 to 2015, while 6,000 shipbuilding workers will be engaged for Phase 3 starting 2020 to
2025.
Below is an updated labor requirement for the proposed project (Source: HHIC- Phil Inc.).
Phase

Phase 1

Phase 2

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

1500

1500

1000

500

300

200

200

Operation

150

2000

3000

5000

6000

6500

Total

1650

3500

4000

5500

6300

6700

Year
Construction

Phase 3

2013

2014

2015

2020

2025

6500

6500

6000

6000

6000

6000

6700

6500

6000

6000

6000

6000

For clarification, in phase one 2006, the term operation includes the technical personnel such as
engineers, draftsmen, computer operators and administrative staff.
The operation phase will start in June 2007. The project will start hiring employees for the
operation phase during the first year of operation . HHIC- Phil Inc. will hire them for training.

2. 7

PROJECT COST

Based on the project's new estimates the following investment cost will be made for each phase:
Phase 1- 300 million USO; Phase 2- 200 million USD; Phase 3 -300 million USO. The project
has then an estimated total cost of up to 800 million USO.

2.8

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

2.8.1

PRE-CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Land Survey and Hydrographic Survey
Soil Investigation
Relocations d Settlers
Temporary Access Road
Supply of Power, Water, and Communication Lines

2.8.2

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION PHASE (TABLE 2-4)
Phase 1 (2006-2007 (Table 2-5)

Fabrication of Hatch Cover (30,000 ton/year)
Preparation for Construction of Full Container
Phase 2

Construction of Full Container Ship (3,400 TEU) (2008-2009)
Construction of Full Container Ship (3,400 to 5, 1OOTEU) (2010-2010)
Construction of Panamax and Bulk Cont3iner (95,000 OWT)
- Kultut,l ~t ~lfl(qs~n Consul~ncy Setvices Inc.
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Phase 3

Construction of Cape Size Bulk Container (170,000 DWT) and Aframax Tanker
(115,000 DWT) (2011-2013)
Construction of Very Large Crude Carrier Shipbuildilg (24 ships/year)
Construction of LNG Carrier (150K) (2014-2015)
Construction of LNG Carrier Full Container (8100lEU)
Construction of Very Large Crude Container (300,000 DWT)
Table 2-4.
Phases

Start

Schedule of Activities

Finish

Remarks

Phases 1 to 2

Mar. 1, 2006

Dec. 30, 2010

To construct shipbuilding related parts
To construct and operate medium-sized shipyard

Phase 3

Jan .1, 2011

Dec. 31, 2015

To construct and operate large-sized shipyard

2.8.3 A BANDONMENT
The project has a 50-year lifetime but is expected to continue operating and expanding beyond
this time period . In the event, that there will be a need for abandonment and decommissioning of
the facility a corresponding plan will be developed once the project is operational.
An Environmental Site Assessment shall be undertaken during the abandonment phase. HHIC
Phil Inc. shall implement all the appropriate mitigating measures that will be required by the
study. HHIC- Phil Inc. and SBMA shall explore the possibility of the use of the facility for same or
other purposes beneficial to SBMA. Likewise, all structures that will not be considered in the
SBMA- HHIC- Phil Inc. agreement shall be removed and corresponding clean-up operations will
be done. Prior to the implementation of the abandonment plan, said abandonment program shall
be approved by SBMA and DENR-EMB.
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This section describes the existing environmental conditions at the project area and its
immediate vicinities based on primary information gathered from 21 September to 09 October
2005 and from secondary or previous studies. The environmental conditions are classified into
three major types: the physico-chemical (land, air and water) environment; the biological
(terrestrial and aquatic) environment; and the socio-economic (people) environment.

3.1

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1.1

TOPOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY

Zambales Province has a rugged and mountainous topography. The Zambales Mountain
Range, the most prominent topographic feature with maximum elevations of 2000 meters above
sea level (masl), runs roughly NE-SW and forms the western limits of the vast Central Luzon
plains along the provincial borders with Tarlac, Pampanga and Bataan to the east and
Pangasinan to the north. A majority of the municipalities, however, i e along the coastal plains at
the western footslopes of the mountain range facing the South China Sea .
The project site is located on the gently sloping alluvial fan deposits which are characterized by
less than 3 % slopes. The alluvial fan is roughly 1.8 kilometers (km) long and 1km wide at the
shoreline and is surrounded by moderate to rugged topography of Mount Redondo (elevation
611 masl - Plate 1- Appendix 8) on the north and Cinco Picas (elevation 929 masl) on the west
and south. Slope along ridgeline is from 10 to 15% while valley slopes are steeper at 20 % to 45
%. Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 are the topographic map and a slope analysis map of the project
area and the surrounding uplands respectively. Detailed topographic (spot elevation) and
bathymetry maps are shown in Appendix 3.

3.1.2

SOILS AND LAND USE

The Bureau of Soils and Water Management (BSWM) classified soils in the project area as
Hydrosol and Mountain soils undifferentiated.
The Hydrosol, which occupies the Sitio Agusuhin flatland, is limited to wildlife and is suitable for
fishpond , salt bed site or recreation uses. It is very poorly drained, marshy or swampy are
considered its dominant features .
The surrounding Mountain soils undifferentiated are limited to pasture or forest of which if
cultivated, severe erosion would feasibly take place. The dominant features of these kinds, are
steep, welldrained and shallow soils.
Figure 3-3 is regional erosion map published by the BSWM that classifies the project area as a
no apparent erosion zone (EO) and the surrounding highlands as areas with moderate erosion
(E2).

The Sitio Agusuhin community occupies most of the alluvial plain where the most of the land is
dedicated to fruit trees (Plate 2). Few rice farms are found in the central part of the plain while
fishponds are located near the shore. North of the plain at Redondo Peninsula is a 1OD-hectare
community forest land managed by the Agusuhin Community Reforestation Association (AGRA).
South of the project area facing the Subic Bay is a five-hectare rock aggregate quarry (Plate 3).
The rest of the highlands are predominantly grasslands.
The sedimentary fill at the project area is provided primarily by Agusuhin River and the North
Agusuhin Creek. Airfall deposits of the July 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo also provided
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sediments at the project area and surrounding highlands. Located only 33 km to the northeast,
the eruption directly introduced at least 10 to 20 cm-thick volcanic ash and pumice grains to the
bay (PHIVOLCS, 1991).
Pyroclastic materials deposited along the slopes are still being reworked by streams leading to
the present elevated river sediment yields. In some portions of the bay, coral reef organisms
such as foraminiferas, corals, echinoderms and mollusks also provide sediment. Suspended
sediments from regions farther to the south are also transported towards Subic Bay through the
northwesterly shallow water currents of the South China Sea (URS - Woodward-Clyde, 2002).
Figure 3-4 is a map showing sediment sources.
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Figure 3 - 1. Topographic Map Showing the Project Area.
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Figure 3 - 2. Slope Analysis Map
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Figure 3 - 3. Regional Erosion Map Showing Project Area.
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Figure 3 - 4. Sediment Source Map
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3.1.3

GEOLOGY

3.1.3.1

Regional Tectonic Setting

Luzon Island is situated at the western margin of the Circum-Pacific region, centered roughly at
15°N Latitude and 121°E Longitude. The region is characterized by active convergence between
the Eurasian and Pacific plates. The complex plate interaction is reflected in the geology and
structure of the island, which consists of splinters of allocthonous terrain that were accreted into
an evolving island arc system as early as late Cretaceous time (Karig et al., 1986; Arcilla et al.,
1989). Two active subduction systems of opposing polarity border Luzon : the eastward-dipping
Manila trench on the west (Ludwig et al., 1967; Fitch and Molnar, 1970; Cardwell et al., 1980),
and the incipient northward-propagating, westward-dipping East Luzon trench (Cardwell et al.,
1980; Hamburger et al., 1983; Taylor and Hayes, 1983) along the east.
Along the Manila Trench, the absence of shallow seismicity related to underthrusting suggests
that subduction may be either ceasing , or shifting towards the East Luzon trench as a
consequence of ongoing plate reorganization (Cardwell et al., 1980). The presence of deformed
sediment on the upper sedimentary carapace of both the trench and accretionary prism of the
west Luzon arc system, however, suggests that subduction is still ongoing (Hamburger et al.,
1983). The region south of Manila Trench is marked by a prominent structural suture marking
the collision boundary of the Palawan-Mindoro micro-continental fragment with the west Luzon
Island arc system (Karig, 1983; Merchadier and Rangin, 1990). In contrast, the eastern
subduction zone has neither a forearc basin nor a volcanic arc because of the relative youth of
the east Luzon trench. Figure 5 shows the major tectonic features of Luzon Island.

3.1.3.2 Regional Seismicity
The distribution of historical earthquakes with >Ms 5.0 in the region for the period from 1907 to
September 1999 is shown in Figure 6. Compared with other seismogenic zones in the
archipelago, seismic activity within the area is fairly moderate (PHIVOLCS, 1999). Earthquakes
originate either from the Manila Trench, or from active and potentially active faults in the region.
The latter include the East Zambales fault, Iba Fault Subic Bay Fault, and the San Antonio
Fracture Zone. Distant faults that may still affect the region include Philippine, Casiguran,
Marikina and Lubang faults.
Most earthquakes felt on the site originate from subduction process along the Manila Trench .
Focal mechanism solution of offshore historic earthquakes west of the site had a dominant thrust
component, thus indicate a strong genetic link to subduction processes along the Manila Trench
(Cardwell et al., 1980). Identification of disturbed sediments from seismic reflection transect
profiles in the immediate vicinity provides supportive evidence (Ludwig et al., 1967; Lewis and
Hayes, 1984). Foci of these seismic events extend to depths of more than 300 km. The most
recent felt seismic event was an Ms 6.1 earthquake on 23 August 1998 located roughly 47 km
west of the area.
Preliminary work by PHIVOLCS, on the basis of geomorphic evidence, suggests active faulting
along the northern segment of the East Zambales fault. Epicentral plots of some recent felt
seismic events (e.g. July 18, 1959) in the region, however, show a strong spatial association with
the southern segment of the fault. Review of seismic catalogues, however, is inconclusive in
relating any historic destructive earthquakes to this earthquake generator.
Indicative seismicity for the Iba Fault is associated with the 1991 eruptions of Pinatubo Volcano
(Bautista et al., 1996). Focal mechanism solutions of pre-eruption seismic events indicate leftlateral movement with minor tensional component. Clustering of events along the strike
projection of the fault and near the summit region of the volcano suggest a volcano-tectonic
Kultut.1 <1t 1<,tlik;is,1n Consult,1ncy Setvices Inc.
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origin . Earthquakes generated during the 1991 eruption of Pinatubo Volcano were relatively
strong (>Ms 5) as to be felt within the Subic Bay area.
Seismicity at the Manila Trench - Arc System accounts for 6.61 % of the total seismic events that
occur in the country (Salce, 1985). Seismic events are largely associated with the eastward
subduction of the Manila Trench. The Manila Trench dips 45° to 100 km depth where is
steepens to almost vertical. Very few large shallow earthquakes originate from the Manila
Trench (Salce, 1985). Lewis and Hayes (1984) pointed out that a low convergence rate could
explain the low level of seismicity.
From 1589 to 1983, two destructive earthquakes were believed to have been attributed to
movements along the Manila Trench . These were the December 7, 1677 and the June 3, 1863
earthquakes (SEASEE, 1985). The 1863 earthquake measured Intensity X under the Modified
Mercalli Intensity Scale.

1,,.--...,,

Seismic events that occurred in the South China Sea facing Zambales and Bataan provinces
from 1973 to 2005 with magnitude Ms > 5 were shallow with depths of <70 km (NEIC) . Three of
these earthquakes were recorded to have registered magnitudes of Ms > 6, with the nearest
earthquake (Ms=6.1) about 44 km southwest of the project area. One earthquake registered an
Ms 7.3 (Dec., 1999) some 185 km west northwest of the project area.
A deterministic approach for estimating peak horizontal ground acceleration using the
attenuation relation was formulated by Fukushima and Tanaka (1990). Adopting Ms 7.5 as the
maximum probable earthquake with an epicenter 40 kilometers west of the project area, the
estimated peak horizontal ground acceleration amplitude at the site is 0.31g in areas underlain
by soft soils and 0.14g in areas underlain by rock. This estimated ground-shaking intensity
should be factored in the design of structures in the project area.
Seismic activity along Subic Bay Fault is not well constrained . High-resolution seismic reflection
profiles of the bay area showed en-echelon gravity faults cutting through recent bay marine
sediment sequences (Cabato et al., 1997). Correlation with regional sea level strand lines
suggests faulting events with a possible recurrence interval between 1,000 to 2,000 years with
the last event occurring 1,000 years ago (Cabato et al., 1997). No historic destructive
earthquake activity has been associated with this structure. Despite the long earthquake
recurrence interval along this structure, its proximity and presence within the bay area has
implication on the potential occurrence of seismic hazards such as tsunami, liquefaction, and
earthquake-triggered mass movements.
Detailed geologic studies of the San Antonio Fault Zone revealed no offsets of recent alluvium
along the main fault trace (EBASCO, 1977). Several historic earthquakes in the area have been
associated with this structure.
Estimates of recurrence interval for earthquakes of a given range of magnitude (Ms) can be
calculated from the annual rates of earthquake activity values derived by Thenhaus et al.,
(1994). Results are summarized in Table 3-1 . Projected magnitude and recurrence intervals
have a 1O % chance of being exceeded in 50 years.
Table 3 - 1. Estimated Recurrence Interval for Earthquakes in the Region
Magnitude
(Ms)

Annual Rate
(Frequency/year)

Interval
(years)

5.2 to <5.8

0.32081

3

5.8 to <6.4

0.12024

8
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6.4 to <7.0

0.04505

22

7.0 to <7.3

0.01689

59

7 .3 to <8.2

0.00633

157

(Adapted from Thenhaus et al., 1994). ·

3.1.3.3 Regional Geomorphology
The Zambales Mountain Range, the main geomorphologic feature in the region, is a 220 km long
40 km wide, N-S trending mountain range that extends from Lingayen Gulf on the north and
Bataan Peninsula on the south (Figure 3- 6a). It forms the western limits of the vast Central
Luzon plains along the provincial borders with, Pampanga and Tarlac to the east and
Pangasinan to the north. Most of the municipalities, however, lie along the coastal plains at the
western footslopes of the mountain range bordering the South China Sea. The mountain range
is somewhat truncated towards the south (in the vicinity of Castillejos, San Marcelino and San
Antonio municipalities) by the San Antonio Fracture Zone reflected by the extensive floodplains
of the Santo Tomas and Pamatawan Rivers (Javellosa, 1995). The mountain chain continues
where it reaches the Silanguin Peninsula that encloses most of Subic Bay. Farther south, it
forms the Bataan Peninsula where it ends at Mariveles.
The mountain range consists of high peaks and rugged ridges. Prominent peaks are the High
Peak (2037 m), Iba (1606 m), Pinatubo (1485m) and Natib (1287 m).
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Figure 3 - 5. Major Tectonic Features of Luzon Island.
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Figure 3 - 6. Regional Seismicity Map .
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Figure 3-6a. Regional Geomorphologic Map.
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3.1.3.4 Regional Geology

The core of the Zambales Mountain Range is a massive series of ultramafic rocks forming what
is known as the Zambales Ophiolite Complex. This Cretaceous to Late Eocene formation is a
classic exposure of massive to layered peridotites and gabbro intruded by diabase dike swarms
and overlain by spilitic basalt flows and undifferentiated volcanics. This geologic terrain was
formed in a mid-oceanic ridge setting and is uniquely juxtaposed with Quaternary pyroclastics,
volcanic feed channels and lava domes contrastingly formed in an island arc setting (Yumul et
al., 1990).
Unconformably overlying these basement rocks are Late Miocene to Pliorene volcanic rocks and
epiclastic sediments occurring as basal volcanic units beneath the dissected volcanic landforms
such as Mount Balakibok. Intruding into these older rock units are granodiorite to diorite
porphyries. Some of these intrusions host economic mineral (e.g. gold and copper) deposits
such as in the Dizon Mines.

r--...,

Pliocene to Pleistocene volcanism is represented by several contemporaneous satellite vents
deposits occurring as isolated eroded andesite to dacite plugs and domes near the summit
regions of mounts Cuadrado, Negron, Bituin and Mataba. The flanks these volcanic remnants
are blanketed by extensive aprons of Pleistocene andesitic to dacitic pyroclastic low and lahar
deposits, with minor interbeds of andesitic lavas. The eastern part of the Subic Bay Metropolitan
Authority (SBMA) is underlain by interbedded pyroclastic flow, lava flow and epiclastic sediment
deposits associated with volcanic activity centered at Natib Volcano. Natib's volcanic activity
has been on going since Lower Pliocene- roughly more than 2 million years ago (de Boer et al.,
1981; Ruaya and Panem, 1991), the last major eruption occurring 27,000+630 years ago
(Torres, 1992).
Quaternary sediments consisting of thick sand and gravel deposits unconformably overlie the
older formations especially along river channels and deltas. While these detrital deposits are
localized along river and stream channels, the Sta.Tomas River and the Pamatawan River
channels are major depositional areas covering a wide area that have been drastically altered
with the extrusion and large-scale transport of volcanic sediments from the recent eruption of Mt.
Pinatubo, some 40 km to the northeast. The lithology and stratigraphy of the region is
summarized in the table below.
Table 3 - 2. General Stratigraphy of the Zambales Range
Time Period

Formation/Group

Description

Unconsolidated river, beach, intertidal flats, back swamp
and 1991 Pinatubo airfall tephra deposits.
lnterbedded and relatively indurated andesilic to dacilic
Pliocene to
Natib Volcanics
pyroclastic flow and fall deposits, lavas, and their epiclastic
Holocene
derivatives (e.g. lahars), including deposits from satellite
eruptive centers .
Andesitic to dacitic volcanic domes, plugs, pyroclastic flow
Upper Miocene Mount Balakibok
to Pliocene
Volcanics and
and proximal fall deposits, and their epiclastic derivatives.
Intrusives
Associated with dissected, remnant strato-volcano (e.g. Mt.
Balakibok, Mt. Cuadrado) . Basal sections are intruded by
granodiorite to diorite porphyrys, some with associated
mineralization.
Zambales Ophiolite
Mainly peridotite and gabbro, with minor diabase dikes and
Eocene
Complex
pillow basalts.
(Modified from BMG, 1981; Ruaya and Panem, 1991; Newhall et al., 1996).
Recent

Alluvium
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3.1.3.5 Fault Systems
Four major fault systems transect the region: the Iba Fault, East Zambales Fault, San Antonio
Fracture Zone, and Subic Bay Fault (Figure 3-7) .
The Iba Fault System

The Iba Fault System comprises a pair of NW-trending faults passing through the
vicinity of Iba and Botolan, Zambales. Previous geologc studies (Mines Bureau, 1961)
suggest a predominantly normal movement, forming a graben structure within the
Bucao River valley. The southern terminus of the fault is inferred to extend
northwestward to the upper slopes of Mount Pinatubo (EBASCO, 1977), joining with the
Maraunot Fault of Delfin (1983). The Maraunot Fault is a normal fault with the southern
block acting as the footwall (Delfin, 1983). The fault transects the length of Maraunot
River valley, its trace marked by thermal manifestations (Delfin, 1983). The
southeastern extension of the fault from the summit region of Mount Pinatubo is less
conspicuous. Surface fault rupture documented along the Maraunot segment of the Iba
Fault System coincident with the early phase of the 1991 eruptive activity of Mount
Pinatubo (Bautista et al., 1996), and location of historical earthquake events along the
fault suggest that it is active.
The East Zambales Fault

The East Zambales Fault is a major NW-trending structural boundary separating the
Zambales Range and the Central Plains of Luzon. Aside from geomorphic
consideration, the structure is reflected in geophysical anomaly maps of the area (De
Boer et al., 1981). The trace of the fault is well defined along its northern segment,
which display a predominant left-lateral and minor normal sense of displacement as
indicated by youthful, fault-related geomorphic features. Pervasive high rates of
sedimentation of rivers draining from Pinatubo Volcano during the last 30,000 years has
masked possible traces of its southern extension, particularly as it passes the eastern
lower flanks of the volcano. Epicentral plots of some recent felt seismic events (e.g.
July 18, 1959) in the region, however, show a strong spatial association with the
southern segment of the fault. Seismicity and geomorphic evidence strongly suggest
that the East Zambales fault is potentially active.
The San Antonio Fracture Zone

The San Antonio Fracture Zone corresponds to a series of faults comprising the graben
structure bounding the Santo Tomas alluvial plain (Villones, 1980; Yumul et al., 1990;
Javellosa, 1995). It follows a WNW trend, and aside from a predominantly normal
component of displacement also exhibits a strike-slip component. The eastern
extension of the fracture zone is cut by a north-south trending fault (Linament 2 of
Javellosa, 1995), though some authors infer a possible extension of the fault into the
Balakibok volcanic complex (EBASCO, 1977). Detailed geologic (trenching) studies
showed absence of recent movement along the main fault trace (EBASCO, 1977).
Several felt earthquakes in the area have been related to this structure.
The Subic Bay Fault

The Subic Bay Fault is a north-south trending structure initially identified from seismic
reflection profiles offshore into the Subic Bay area. A possible northern trace of the
fault was recognized from geomagnetic anomaly maps (Dimalanta, 1995), which
coincides with north-south trending faults that cut through the southern portion of the
Kultut<1 <1t K.llik;is<1n Consult<1ncy Setvlces Inc.
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San Antonio Fracture Zone. The offshore southern portion of the fault is well defined in
existing bathymetric maps and more recent bathymetric surveys of the bay. Correlation
with regional sea-level strand lines suggests faulting events with a possible recurrence
interval between 1,000 to 2,000 years with the last event occurring 1,000 years ago
(Cabato et al., 1997). However, as the last major faulting episode occurred during the
last 1,000 years, and since 10,000 years is typically the time frame used for classifying
faults as active, this structure is provisionally classified as potentially active.
3.1.3.6 Site Geology

The project site is underlain by recent alluvial deposits overlying an igneous (gabbro) bedrock.
The alluvial deposits consist primarily of alternating sand and gravel layers with intercalations of
silt and clay typical of alluvial sediments. These materials were transported and laid by the
Agusuhiri River and gradually grades with littoral deposits towards the Subic Bay shoreline as
shown by coralline sands and associated mud and shell fragments encountered in some
boreholes near the bay. Thickness of the alluvial deposits, based on geotechnical boreholes is
from 3.5 m to more than 44 m.
The current shoreline has been drastically changed by pyroclastic material from Pinatubo
Volcano by fluvial transport. Most of the surface cover of the area is of the same material forming
a thin layer a few centimeters thick (Plate 4).
Local structures in the vicinity of the project area from Mines and Geosciences quadrangle
geologic map consists predominantly of N-S, steeply dipping layers of the cummulate sequence
of gabbro and peridotites (Plate 5) . The nearest major structure in the project area is the
offshore continuation of Subic Bay Fault, based on the geology of the islands in Subic Bay, is
west of Pequefia and Mayanga Islands and east of Grande and Maricha Islands (Yumul et al.,
1999). The Subic Bay Fault, at its nearest approach, is about 2 km east of the project area.
Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 show the geologic map and idealized geologic cross section of the
project area.
3.1.3.7 Surficial Deposits

Geoscience Technologies, Inc. undertook the geotechnical investigation of the project area, as
well as the laboratory testing on the soil samples, in August to October 2005. The field
investigation consisted of drilling of one hundred eleven (111) boreholes.
In general, the site subsoil is generally characterized by sedimentary deposits consisting of silts
and sands of varying thickness and relative condition .
Bearing layer consists of very dense sands, which were encountered at varying depths,
generally exceeding 18 meters. Gravels and coralline formation were also encountered.
Water level on onshore areas is generally shallow, ranging from 1.0 to 5.0 meters from ground
surface.
Borehole locations, soil profiles and laboratory testing results are shown in Appendix 4.
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Figure 3 - 7. Major Fault Systems in the Region.
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Figure 3 - 8. Geologic Map Showing the Project Area.
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Figure 3 - 9. Geologic Cross-Section Showing Project Area
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3.1.4

NATURAL HAZARDS

The Philippines, owing to its geographc and geologic location, it is susceptible to natural
hazards which have to be considered and integrated in on-going and future development plans.
On the basis of geomorphic and geologc study, the proposed project site is susceptible to
seismic, volcanic hazards, typhoons and storm surges, and flooding .
3.1.4.1

Seismic Hazards

Regional seismicity suggests vulnerability of the area to earthquake hazards. Intense ground
shaking is the main hazard associated with earthquakes, with liquefaction, landslides and
tsunami as collateral hazards.
Intense Ground Shaking

In general, the intensity of ground shaking is magnitude-dependent, and gradually
decreases with distance from the source. Difference in ground conditions, however,
may cause deviations from this expected nonn, particularly in areas underlain by recent
alluvium .
Of the known major tectonic structures in the region, the nearest earthquake generator
to the project site is the offshore extension of the Subic Bay Fault which is
approximately two kilometers east of the project site.
Geotechnical infonnation indicates that the underlying materials in the project area
consist of comprised mainly of loose to medium dense gravelly sands to silty sands,
clayey sands to gravelly to bouldery clay/ clayey gravels and boulders. The thickness of
this layer varies from 3.5 m to more than 22 m. The thickness generally increases
towards the east and south . This aquifer extends from around 22 meters below ground
level (mbgl) to more than 44.5 mbgl towards the south.
Static water level
measurements in the borehole logs (Woodward-Clyde, 1998) show a shallow
groundwater at the project site with water elevations ranging from 30 cm to more than 3
meters below the surface.
The above-mentioned geotechnical properties indicate ground condition similar to soft
soils as defined by Fukushima and Tanaka (1990), and subsequently adopted by
Thenhaus et al., (1994) for the Philipphes. Expected ground shaking intensity for this
type of ground, considering a modeled earthquake event of Ms 8.2 with a 10 percent
probability of exceedance in 50 years, is 0.6g, where g is the acceleration due to gravity
(Figure 3-10). Such ground shaking intensity and duration would be sufficient for loose
to compact sediment layers to liquefy and structures resting on such ground
foundations would sustain damages due to differential settling or fail by lateral
spreading .
Liquefaction

Soil liquefaction is a phenomenon that occurs mostly in medium to fine-grained sands
wherein a mass of soil loses a large percentage of its shear resistance when subjected
to monotonic, cyclic or shock loading, and flows in a manner resembling a liquid. Much
of the damage on substructures and foundation during earthquake is attributed to this
phenomenon .
The project area is susceptible to liquefaction. This is based on the following
environment and conditions that favor liquefaction (Torres et al., 1990):
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•

young age of the Holocene alluvial de.posits (<10,000 years old);

•

grain size which consist of fine to coarse sand with some clay; and

•

critical depth of the water table at which liquefaction may reach the surface is 2-3 m
in areas where the saturated sand layer were 2-10 m. thick (Tokida, 1992).

One or combination of the following liquefaction-related hazards may be experienred in
the event of an earflquake with magnitude greater than 5.
•

Flow slides or large translational or rotational site failures mobilized by existing
static stresses.

•

Lateral spreads triggered and sustained by the earthquake ground shaking.

•

Ground settlement and surface manifestation of underlying liquefaction, such as
sand boils.

Site failures mobilized by existing static stresses includes cracking, tilting and even
sinking of the structure. Lateral spreads could occur along the riverbank as the
liquefaction of a soil increases the horizontal force on river retaining wall . Whilst this
may be more prevalent when liquefied, such a state is not absolutely necessary and
lateral spreading can occur solely due to the increased horizontal forces brought about
by the shaking.
Despite the apparent liquefaction proneness of the project site, there are no historical
accounts, which we are aware of its occurrence in the area. This can be attributed to
two main factors:
•

historically strong earthquakes sufficient to cause liquefaction were generated from
distant seismic generators; thus the intensity of ground shaking was sufficiently
attenuated as not to cause liquefaction at the site; and

•

the recurrence interval of strong earthquakes from nearby source earthquake
generators (e.g. Subic Bay Fault, Iba Fault, and East Zambales Fault) appears to be
significantly long (e.g. 1,000 years; Cabato, 1999) as not to be documented even in
oral histories of indigenous tribes in the region .

However, evidences of pre-historic strong earthquake events are not lacking in the rock
records of the area - an example would be outcrops of disturbed and deformed
lakebeds along Tipo Road. In addition, the presence of coralline debris interbedded
with intertidal deposits was identified in borehole sited an uplifted alluvial terrace of
Agusuhin River upstream of the present shoreline of Mt. Redondo. Absence of similar
deposits in boreholes adjacent to this site suggests either a remnant tsunamigenic
deposits or uplifted coralline terrace.
Assessment of Liquefaction Potential
An assessment of liquefaction potential of the project area was performed by
Geosceince Technologies Inc. The JSCE (Japan Society of Civil Engineers) method
was adopted in assessing the liquefaction potential of the site. Based on its 1980
Specifications, saturated sandy layers within 20 meters from ground surface and the
groundwater table within 10 meters from the ground surface, and with 0 50 values on the
grain size accumulation curve between 0.02 and 2.0 mm, should be considered
vulnerable to liquefaction.
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The parameter which approximates the liquefaction potential of a soil layer is the
liquefaction resistance factor FL, which is defined by the equation
R
Fl, =L

where: FL = liquefaction resistance factor
R = resistance of soil elements to dynamic loads
L = dynamic load to soil elements induced by earthquake motion.
Soil layers with liquefaction resistance factor FL less than 1.0 are judged to liquefy
during earthquakes. For those soil layers within 20 meters of the actual ground surface
which are judged to liquefy by the above estimation, bearing capacities and other soil
constants should either be neglected or reduced in the seismic design, by multiplying
the skin friction resistance ( or bearing capacity in the case of shallow foundation) by
reduction factors DE which are determined in accordance with FL values and tabulated
as follows:
FL

FLS 0.6

0.6 <FLS 0.6
0.8 <FLS 1.0
1.0 <FL

Depth, z (m)

Reduction Factor, DE

0SzS10
10 S zS 20
0SzS10
10 S zS 20
O::.zS10
10 s zs 20

0
1/3
1/3
2/3
2/3
1
1

--------·-

In general, the results of the liquefaction analysis using the JSCE Method indicate that
the saturated loose sands (SM / SC I SP with SPT N-values < 10) found within the site
subsurface (depth between Oto 18.0 meters) are potentially liquefiable. These layers,
however, are relatively scant and generally intersperse with the layers of stiff silts and
medium dense to dense sands. As such, the liquefaction vulnerability of the site is
highly diminished. Nevertheless, necessary precautions shall be taken by ensuring the
integrity of the foundation system and utilizing pile foundations for heavy and critical
structures.
Landslide

Although the project area lies in a valley with relatively flat terrain, the adjacent valley
slopes north and south of the project site have moderate to steep slopes susceptible to
mass movements. Mass movement is a general geologic term describing processes
that involves the transport or movement of earth material. It covers a spectrum of
geologic processes that includes heaves, slides and flows, that are best described and
categorized by Varnes (1978). Debris materials cover a wide range of physical and
chemical properties, and move at rates ranging from being imperceptible to extremely
rapid. Hazards include burial by debris and impact from large fragments. Contributory
factors for its incidence include high relief, steep slopes, high rainfall conditions, deepweathering profile and high seismicity.
The Manila Observatory through its Socio-Environmental Geomatics Program applied
remote sensing and geographic information systems (RS-GIS) to map out social and
environmental information needed to guide the sustainable development agenda of
local communities. One of the projects under the program is the Mapping Philippine
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Vulnerability to Environmental Disasters. The project classified the area as no present
risk to earthquak&induced shallow landslides (Figure 11).
Tsunami

Tsunamis can be generated along faults extending into the sea, provided that the
earthquake originated at shallow depths and its magnitude is sufficiently high (e.g., Ms
7.0). The western coast of the Bataan Peninsula has been known as a tsunami prone
area (Figure 3-12). The earliest recorded tsunamigenic earthquake in this area
occurred in December 7, 1677 (NOAA/ NESDIS / National Geophysical Data Center/
World Data Center) and generated a magnitude and intensity 1 tsunami. Based on the
work of Uy and Punzalan (1984), this tsunami, with a height of at most 5 m, impinged
on the western coast of the Bataan Peninsula . However, it was not able to penetrate
into Subic Bay. In September 16, 1852, a magnitude 7.5 earthquake off the coast of
Cavite generated a <5-m high intensity 1.5 tsunami. The latest event was revealed from
the anecdotal accounts of local residents of Morong, Bataan. According to them, a
tsunami event in 1969 devastated the town of Bagac, some 17-km southeast of
Morong, Bataan. Presently, cobble to boulder-size coral fragments are seen strewn
roughly 15 m from the swash zone along a gently sloping beach area . These could
have been swept up to the coast by large waves associated with tsunamis or storms.
Seismicity data for southwestern Luzon also show that numerous earthquakes occur in
the vicinity of Subic Bay (see Figure 3-6). These are typically generated along the
Manila Trench to the west, the Zambales Fault and its splay to the north and east, and
the Verde Passage Zone to the south.
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Figure 3 - 10. Peak Ground Acceleration for Soft Soils.
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Figure 3 - 11. Earthquake-Induced Shallow Landslides.
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Figure 3 -12. Tsunami-prone areas in Luzon (Uy and Punzalan, 1987)
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3.1.4.2 Volcanic Hazards

Similar to earthquakes, the degree and extent of vulnerability of an area to volcanic hazards
depends on its proximity to an active volcano. Eruption-related hazards include airfall tephra,
base surge, fissuring and ground subsidence, seiches/tsunami and flooding (Arboleda and
Ruelo, 1986). Of the volcanic hazards, airfall tephra is considered as more likely to affect the
project area.
PHIVOLCS classified Philippine volcanoes into Active, Potentially Active and Inactive. An active
volcano has historical record of eruption or has erupted in the past 10,000 years. Potentially
active volcanoes have no documented record of eruption but are geologically young (possibly
erupted <10,000 years). These volcanoes have fresh looking rocks, young vent features, thin
soil cover and sparsely vegetated with low degree of erosion and dissection. The volcanoes
also have a strong connection with subduction zones and external tectonic settings. Inactive
volcanoes have no record of eruption and its form is beginning to change by the agents of
weathering and erosion via fonnation of deep and bng gullies.

1 ,

The nearest active volcano is Pinatubo Volcano which is located some 40 km northeast of the
project site. The volcano's eruption in 1991 blanketed the area with more than 15 cm of tephra
deposits. This eruption is a repetition of explosive dacitic plinian eruptions that commenced
sometime 35,000 years BP, and marked in between by century- to millennium-long repose
periods (Delfin, 1983; Newhall et al., 1996). Eruptions in the near future (e.g. years to decades)
are most likely less explosive dome-building eruptions followed by centuries-long periods of
quiescence, if volcanic activity were to follow previous eruptive patterns (e.g. Buag period)
identified for Pinatubo Volcano and similar analogue volcanoes (e.g. Mount St. Helens and
Santa Maria Volcano) elsewhere.
Mount Natib, situated some 22 km east-southeast of the project area, is considered by
PHIVOLCS as a potentially active volcano. Volcanic activity within the Mount Natib Volcanic
Complex has been going on for more than two million years ago . Eruptions range from relatively
quiet emissions of andesitic lava to more explosive dacitic caldera-fonning events. On the basis
of geomorphic, geochronologic and geochemical considerations eruptions can be grouped into
two: those associated with an ancestral volcano - Old Natib, and those centered at the present
day Mount Natib (Young Natib).
Airfa/1 Tephra

Tephra is a general term for fragments of volcanic rock and lava regardless of size that
are blasted into the air by explosions or carried upward by hot gases in eruption
columns or lava fountains. Tephra includes large dense blocks and bombs, and small
light rock debris such as scoria, pumice, reticulite, and ash.
Tephra falls may consist of pumice, scoria, dense lithic materials or crystals or
combination of the four. Tephra can be classified according to particle size:
•

ash - less than 2 mm diameter

•

lapilli - 2-64 mm diameter

•

blocks and bombs - more than 64 mm diameter

As tephra falls to the ground with increasing distance from a volcano, the average size
of the individual rock particles becomes smaller and thickness of the resulting deposit
becomes thinner. Small tephra stays aloft in the eruption cloud for longer periods of
time, which allows wind ·to blow tiny particles farther from an erupting volcano.
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Tephra falls at the project area consists of ash and lapilli (Plate 6) of dacitic
composition. The phenocryst-rich pumiceous clasts are strongly porphyritic and
vesicular pyroclastic rocks composed of euhedral and fragmented or fractured
phenocrysts set in a vesicular, glassy groundmass that contains single glass shards
and, to a lesser extent, fragments of the phenoc:ryst assemblage (Bernard et al. , 1996).
Figure 3-13 is an isopach map showing the thickness of tephra fall of the June 15 1991
climactic eruption of Pinatubo Volcano.
3.1.4.3 Tropical Cyclones and Storm Surges

1"

Tropical cyclone occurrence is quite frequent in most areas of the Philippines including the
project site. There is an average of about 19 tropical cyclones that pass the Philippines each
year. The Subic Bay area is not exempted from the devastating effects of tropical cyclones.
However, the frequency of tropical cyclone occurrence in the vicinity of the project site is just
about 5 cyclones every 3 years (Figure 3-14) . This frequency depends on whether an El Nilio
(corresponding to dry months) or La Nilia (rainy months) occurs during the year (Anglo 1999 as
cited in de las Alas 2001). During an El Nilio, the frequency of tropical cyclone occurrence in the
Subic Bay Freeport Zone is about 1.1 cyclones per year. On the other hand, this frequency
increases during the occurrence of La Nina with about 1.5 cyclones per year. This is quite
fortunate because as a tourist or recreational destination, severe weather conditions do not
occur very frequently in the area.
The hazards associated with storm surges include inundation and flooding of coastal areas due
to an abnormal rise in sea level arising from wave pile-up during the passage of a typhoon .
Figure 3-15 is a modeled storm surge map of the Subic Bay Area .
3.1.4.4 Flooding

As no historical data on the site was available, information was gathered from the local residents
on flooding events in the area . According to Larry Nebres, the most recent flooding event that
occurred in Green Beach was in July 2005 where the overtopping of the Agusuhin River
produced 3 feet floodwaters . The flood however subsided soon after the strong rain event and
the high tides.
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Figure 3 -13. lsopach Map of Thickness of Tephra Fall - June 151991 Climactic Eruption
of Pinatubo Volcano.
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Figure 3 - 14. Tropical Cyclone Map of the Philippines
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Figure 3 - 15. Modeled Storm Surge Elevations at Subic Bay
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3.1.5

HYDROLOGY

3.1.5.1

Methods and Procedures

In the conduct of the study, various methods and procedures were adapted based on primary
and secondary information and its applcability to the existing conditions.
The conventional catchment approach was applied to delineate and describe the surface water
hydrology of the project area. Planemetric measurements of the catchment areas and the
natural drainage systems were made by using the 1:50,000 topographic maps prepared by the
National Mapping and Resource Information Authority (NAMRIA). This was later verified during
the field investigations. Secondary data such as rainfall, soil type and land use were inputted to
generate streamflow and flood magnitudes.
The geologic quadrangle map of the Mines and Geosciences Bureau was referred to and
validated in the field for the hydrogeological units in the study area . An inventory of nearby wells
and springs at the vicinity of the project area was conducted to identify groundwater users. The
inventory includes well data gathering and field interviews supplemented by previous well
inventories and groundwater studies. Aquifer characteristics at the project site were obtained
from previous studies made for the Shell Philippines Exploration (SPEX) Concrete Gravity
Structure (CGS) Project.

3.1.5.2 Study Sources
Primary and secondary sources of information regarding the project area were gathered during
the field investigation conducted from 21-24 September 2005. Primary data consists of
walkovers of the project area, stream traverses, and visits to nearby wells. During the visits,
interviews with barangay officials and residents, and concerned officers of the industrial
establishments were conducted to assess the water supply situation .
Secondary information was derived from previous studies and references, notably:
•

Woodward-Clyde Phil., Inc. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the Shell
Philippines Exploration's(SPEX) Concrete Gravity Structure, June, 1999; and

•

Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) .
Philippines, Volume 1, 1982.

Geology and Mineral Resources of the

Other sources of secondary data include:
•

National Mapping and Resource Information Authority (NAM RIA);

•

Philippine Atmospheric Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration
(PAGASA);

•

Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction Co., Ltd.

3.1.5.3 Catchment Morphometry
The project site is on the southern part of the Zambales Province centered approximately at
geographic coordinates 14° 49' 07'' North Latitude and 120° 12' 11" East Longitude. The project
site which faces the western side of Subic Bay is within two catchments, namely: the Agusuhin
Catchment that covers the southern portion of the project site; and an unnamed catchment
which covers the northern part of the project site. For reporting purposes, the unnamed
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catchment will be referred to as the North Catchment.
catchment boundaries in relation to the project area.

Figure 16 is a map showing the

The Agusuhin Catchment is approximately 13.934 square kilometers (km 2), about 94% of which
exhibit moderate to rugged terrain and the remaining 6% is flat to gently sloping terrain. It is a
fan-shaped basin about 6 kilometers (km) long and up to 4.7 km at its widest breadth. It consists
of three (3) sub-catchments: the Main Agusuhin Sub-catchment (AG-1), the North Agusuhin
Sub-catchment (AG-2) and the Agusuhin River Downstream Sub-catchment (AG-3) from the
confluence of AG-1 and AG-2 to the coast. From sea level at the eastern side, the catchment
attains maximum elevations of 760 meters (m.) at Cinco Picas and 600 m. at Mount Redondo.
The North Catchment, with an area of about 2.358 km 2 , is an elongated basin 3.6 km. long and
0.8 km wide. With Mount Redondo as a common summit with the North Catchment has a
general slope of 0.16.
3.1.5.4 Drainage System
The catchments are drained by two main drainage systems: the Agusuhin River and the North
Agusuhin Creek. The drainage systems are also shown in the Figure 3-16.
The Agusuhin drainage system is well developed and exhibits fourth order streams. Its main
channel, the Agusuhin River, has a stream length of about 6.6 km. The headwaters originate at
Cinco Picos 760 meters above sea level (masl) where it descends easterly to the its outlet at
Subic Bay. From 200 masl to 700 masl , the stream grades steeply between 30% and 35% .
Between 20 masl to 200 masl, stream gradients become gentler from 6% to 10%. At the project
site (0 to 20 masl) the stream develor;s few and small meanders. Coarse gravel and boulders
dominate the streambed and streambanks of up to 5 meters high (Plate 7). Channel width at the
project area varies from 15 to 50 m near the mouth (Plate 8). Perennial flows persist for most of
the main stream becoming intermittent to ephemeral at the headwaters and tributaries.
The North Agusuhin Creek that drains the North Catchment is a minor drainage some 4 km with
the headwaters at Mount Redondo some 600 masl to the river mouth. From Mount Redondo,
the creek flows southerly until it reaches the project area where it shifts to an easterly flow
towards Subic Bay. Stream gradient is from 20 to 25% from 100 to 600 masl becoming gradual
at 10% between 10 to 100 masl and 1 % at the project area .
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Figure 3 -16. Topographic Map Showing Catchment Areas and Major Drainage in the
Project Area.
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3.1.5.5 Stream Flow
Establishment of any major facility will require an evaluation and estimate of available and
dependable water supply. There are two approaches to evaluate water availability. The first
consists of flow duration analyses from streamflow data and the second involves the
development of a project area rainfall record and applying catchment yield factors.
The Agusuhin River is ungaged . The nearest streamflow data is at Pamatawan River in San
Antonio, Zambales some 15 km northwest of the project area. Flow duration analysis performed
for this river (Drainage Area = 163 km 2) yielded a, average flow of 1.82 cubic meters per second
(CMS) at 80 percent dependability.
Where there is no streamflow information for analysis, several runoff estimation techniques have
been developed for these situations and used on ungaged catchments. Rainfall excess (volume
of runoff) could be determined by using infiltration equations, one of which is the most commonly
applied method developed by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS, 1972).
In this approach infiltration losses are combined with surface storage by the relationship:

Q = (P - la)

2

(P - la + S)

where Q is the accumulated runoff or rainfall excess in inches, P is the rainfall depth in inches,
and S is a parameter given by:

s = 1000 -

10

CN
where CN is known as the curve number. The term /a is the initial abstractions in inches and
includes surface storage, interception, and infiltration prior to runoff and is commonly
approximated as 0.2S. By substitution, the equation becomes:
2

Q= (P - 2S)
(P+0.8S)
The SCS curve number is a function of the ability of soils to infiltrate water, land use, and soil
water conditions at the start of a rainfall event. The U.S. SCS has divided soils into four
hydrologic soil groups and are assigned curve numbers for corresponding land use. Prior to
estimating rainfall excess for a storm event the curve numbers should be adjusted based on the
season and 5-day antecedent precipitation or Antecedent Soil Moisture Conditions (AMC).
Applying the principles above, deduced monthly rainfall values at Subic Bay were selected as
rainfall depths (see Table 3-16). Soil and land use investigations showed that the area is
generally underlain by clayey soils and is predominantly grasslandibrushland with thin forest.
The project area Island possess a Coronas Type I climate classification where there are two
pronounced season with pronounced maximum rainfall from June to September. Antecedent
soil moisture conditions AMC I (November to April) and AMC 111 (May to October) will therefore
be applied in adjusting for the curve numbers.
For these conditions, curve numbers CN = 66.1 for AMC I and CN = 92.3 for AMC Ill were
selected for the project catchments. The CN values represent a grass cover while the soil in the
area represents a Group C soil with low infiltration rates and soils with a layer that impedes
downward percolatbn.
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Table 3-3 presents computed average monthly runoffs for Agusuhin River and North Agusuhin
Creek.
Table 3 - 3. Computed Average Monthly Runoff (MCM)* at the Project Area

Month

Agusuhin River
(D.A. = 13.934 km 2)

North Agusuhin Creek
2
(D.A. = 2.358 km )

January

0.072

0.012

February

0.072
0.056

0.012

March
April
May

0.021

0.009
0.004
0.519

June

3.068
8.009

July

9.708

1.643

14.837

2.511

7.904

1.337

October

2.823

0.478

November

0.266

0.045

December

0.014

0.002

46.850

7.927

August
September

Annual

..

1.355

*MGM - Mt/hon Cubic Meters

3.1.5.6 Peak Flow Analysis
General

Catchment areas have been defined from site surveys and available topographical
plans of the area. These have been the basis for estimating the discharge or storm
water runoff and in determining the size of drainage facilities.
An investigation was undertaken on surface hydrology to enable the design of
stormwater runoff to be redirected around the major facilities.
Criteria/Assumptions

Design Storm Frequencies
The design mean rainfall intensity (i) is derived from intensity / duration graphs given
the time of concentration. Published graphs for Manila Port have been used in this
preliminary assessment. The peak flow has been assessed for a 25-, 50- and 100-year
return period rainstorm.
Runoff Computation
The rational formula is the simplest and most widely used method for determining
surface water runoff, giving a direct relationship between runoff and rainfall. This
method gives satisfactory discharge results only on small catchment areas.
Experiments show that it begins to lose its accuracy when the discharge area exceeds
two square kilometers. In the absence of sufficient localized data, this method is also
considered acceptable for larger catchment areas provided it is modified. This
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modification takes into account the effect of non-uniformity of rainfall intensity. The
formula in metric units is:
Q = .278CIA
Where:
Q = flow in m 3/s for a return period equal to that of the rainfall intensity, I
A = catchment area in sq km. This is one of the basic data required in the
design of surface or cross drainage facilities. Well defined drainage or
catchment areas may be delineated on the topographic maps and the
surface area calculated by outlining the catchment contributing to the
proposed structure site.
C = runoff coefficient expressing the fraction of the rainfall that is assumed
to become direct runoff. All variations in slope, shape, soil type, initial
soil saturation, water table condition and land use have to be taken
into account in the selection of the coefficient.
Weighted C = (area 1 x C 1 + area 2 x C 2 ) / total catchment area
I = rainfall intensity in mm/hr for a duration or time of concentration of the
catchment area with a return period appropriate for the project
condition . The time of concentration is computed by this formula :
Tc= L1.1s151 Ho.3as
Where:
Tc = time of concentration, the time it takes for a water particle to travel
from the farthest point in the catchment to the point of interest, in
minutes.
L = length of flow path, in m
H =difference in elevation between the most distant ridge in the catchment
and point under revie.v in meters.
The method has many limitations and is based on the following assumptions:
(a) that rainfall occurs uniformly over the drainage area;
(b) peak rate of runoff can be reflected by the rainfall intensity, averaged over a time
period equal to the time of concentration of the drainage area ;
(c) time of concentration is the time required for flow to reach the point in question from
the hydraulically most remote point in the discharge area; and
(d) frequency of runoff is the same as the frequency of the rainfall used in the equation.
Runoff Coefficient, C
For steep to rolling grassed areas, coefficient values range from 0.5 to 0.7. A runoff
coefficient of 0.5 will be used for this analysis.
Meteorological Data
The meteorologk::al data relevant for design consists of rainfall-intensity-durationfrequency (RIDF) charts prepared by PAGASA Hydrometeorologk::al Investigations and
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Special Studies Section (HISSS). The RIDF chart is available for the PAGASA Station
at Manila Port Area some 80 km southeast of the project area. The RIDF data for
Manila Port Area based on 26 years of record is presented in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 are
the computed rainfall extreme values and corresponding intensities.
Table 3 - 4. Computed Extreme Values (in millimeters) of Precipitation PAGASA Port
Area Station

Return
Period
(years)
2

5
10
15
20
25
50
100

5
mins

10
mins

15
mins

30
mins

60
mins

2
hrs

3
hrs

6
hrs

12
hrs

24
hrs

13.1
16.8
19.2
20.6
21 .6
22.3
24.6
26.9

21.6
28.0
32.2
34.5
36.2
37.5
41 .4
45.3

28.4
37.0
42.7
45.9
48.2
49.9
55.2
60.5

42.6
55.5
64.1
68.9
72.3
74.9
82.9
90.8

58.5
73.6
83.6
89.2
93.2
96.2
105.6
114.9

72.4
94 .6
109.2
117.5
123.3
127.8
141.5
155.1

80.9
106.2
122.9
132.3
138.9
144.0
159.7
175.2

102.1
138.4
162.4
175.9
185.4
192.7
215.2
237.6

127.0
178.1
212.0
231 .1
244.5
254.8
286.5
318.0

161 .8
235.4
284.2
311 .7
330.9
345.7
391.4
436.8

Table 3 - 5. Rainfall Intensities (In millimeters/hour) of Computed Extreme Values
PAGASA Port Area Station

Return
Period
(years)
2

5
10
15
20
25
50
100

5
mins

10
mins

15
mins

30
mins

60
mins

2
hrs

3
hrs

6
hrs

12
hrs

24
hrs

157.2
201 .6
230.4
247.2
259.2
267.6
295.2
322.8

129.6
168.0
193.2
207.0
217.2
225.0
248.4
271.8

113.6
148.0
170.8
183.6
192.8
199.6
220 .8
242 .0

85.2
111 .0
128.2
137.8
144.6
149.8
165.8
181 .6

58.5
73.6
83.6
89.2
93.2
96.2
105.6
114.9

36.2
47.3
54.6
58.8
61.6
63.9
70.8
77.5

27.0
35.4
41 .0
44.1
46.3
48.0
53.2
58.4

17.0
23.1
27.1
29.3
30.9
32.1
35.9
39.6

10.6
14.8
17.7
19.3
20.4
21 .2
23.9
26.5

6.7
9.8
11 .8
13.0
13.8
14.4
16.3
18.2

Existing Catchments
The drainage catchment plan in Figure 3-16 shows the catchments that impact the
project area.
The design flows for each catchment, based on the design criteria is presented in Table
3-6.
Table 3 - 6. Design Flows

Increment
Tc
L1 .16/51H0.3H
Area
(sq.km.)
(min.)

Catchment

Tributary
Area
(sq.km.)

AG-1

6.593

6.593

27.39

AG-2

6.161

6.161

AG-3

1.180

13.934
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Rainfall
Intensity
(mm/hr)

Peak Discharge

Length
(m)

Dlff. In
Elev.
(m)

158.5 175.4 192.1

4750

650

145.2 160.7

176.1

30.10

149.6 165.6 181 .4

4690

490

128.1 141 .8

155.3

40.10

131 .8 145.5 159.1

6650

660

255.2 281 .9 308.2

25-yr 50-yr 100-yr

(CMS)
25-yr 50-yr 100-yr
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NAC

2.358

2.358

23.08

1112.81191.21 209.51 3940 1 580

1 56.6 1 62.6 1 68.6

Reference Figure: Figure 3-16
Data used in the above computation:
Rainfall Intensity-Duration-Frequency data of 26 years
Design Storm Frequency = 25,50, 100 years
Runoff Coefficient "C" = 0.5

3.1.5.7 River Uses
The Agusuhin River and the North Agusuhin Creek are both utilized to provide irrigation to small
farms . Other uses are for support of domestic needs such as washing and bathing, and for
livestock.

3.1.6

HYDROGEOLOGY

3.1.6.1

Regional Hydrogeology

Based on the regional hydrogeologic map prepared by the Mines and Geosciences Bureau
(MGB, 1997), the project area is underlain by gabbro and peridotite which have limited potential.
These rocks have low to moderate permeability with shallow water yields of 0.01 to 0.3 lps
confined to leached or fractured zones. Figure 3 - 17 presents the hydrogeologic map showing
the project area.

3.1.6.2 Hydrogeologlc Units
The hydrogeologic units at the study area are based from the local geology which was discussed
in Section 3.1.3.6 (Site Geology). A brief description of each unit with emphasis on the
groundwater occurrence and aquifer potenial is presented below.
Two hydrogeologic units can be considered the project area:
Quaternary Alluvium . The quartenary alluvium are recent unconsolidated alluvial deposits that
consist of clays, silts, sands and gravels along river beds and floodplails. It also includes beach
sand and coral reefs along the narrow shore areas. This unit underlies the entire project area
where groundwater movement is intergranular.
Geotechnical investigation for the CGS (1999) revealed extensive coralline deposits to the north
of the casting basin area. These were shown during drilling of boreholes and deep wells to be
very permeable in local areas. Wellpoints installed into the coralline deposits in one particular
area yielded very high flows iniially, of brackish water.
Site investigation and monitoring of water quality and flows indicated that although there were
areas of highly permeable coral, there was evidence that in general this stratum was not
continuous, and much fragmented and weathered coral within a sandy and clayey matrix was
also encountered. Salinity of water being pumped from the corals did not increase with time,
and flow rates eventually reduced .
The groundwater regime in this area varied from elsewhere around the basin, in that it appeared
that there was hydraulic connectivity between all strata. Water levels were observed to drop in
the bedrock and colluvium as well as in the upper deposits during dewatering.
Mafic and Ultramafic Rocks. These are a sequence of peridotites, gabbros, minor diabasic dike.
This bedrock unit which underlies the alluvial deposits outcrops and su-rounds the project site as
valley slopes. The groundwater in this group occurs in sufficienUy leached or weathered zones
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and locally fractured zones and, thus , aquifer portions of these units are localized and generally
less productive .

3.1.6.3 Well Inventory
Survey conducted at the project area (Sitio Agusuhin) indicated about 250 hand (pitcher) pumps.
All the wells tap the shallow unconfined aquifer comprised of unconsolidated alluvial deposits
that overlay the older marine sediments. Most of the wells in the area are less than 6 meters (20
ft) deep. Water in some of the wells is not potable and there are reports of sea water intrusion in
wells located less than 50 m from the shoreline. Three (3) wells were installed by the
Malampaya CGS Alliance (MCA) for public use. These wells were tested and found the water
potable.
Five deep wells were installed in 2000 during the construction of the CGS for domestic use. The
total volume of extraction from these deep wells is about 350 m3/day. However, none of these
wells are now operating.

3.1.6.4 Aquifer Characteristics
The project area is characterized by two aquifers, which are described as the upper aquifer and
the lower aquifer. A brief description of the two aquifers is given below.
Upper Aquifer

The upper aquifer is mainly alluvium/beach deposits with a thickness of 4m to 10m
based on borehole logs. The thickness generally increases towards the south and east.
From geotechnical investigations performed for the CGS (1999), the alluvium deposits
are comprised mainly of loose to medium dense gravelly sands to silty sands while the
beach deposits are made up of medium dense to dense, locally loose gravelly sands.
The average permeability of this layer is 3 x 10-4 m/sec as indicated by falling head
tests conducted for this layer.
The water level in the upper alluvium/beach deposits was originally at approximately
mean sea level across the site. Observations in piezometers when wells were airlifted
and wellpoint dewatering showed that water levels in the underlying marine deposits
were affected by dewatering the upper alluvium . Thus the upper aquifer is considered
unconfined, extending to around 22 meters below sea level (mbsl) .
The nature of the soils changes from more gravelly at the surface, to clayey silt or silty
clay at depth, implying a reduction in aquifer permeability with depth.
Lower Aquifer

A layer of alluvium/colluvium occurs below the marine and coralline deposits. The
formation varies across the site from gravelly to clayey sands to gravelly to bouldery
clay/ clayey gravels and boulders. The thickness of this layer varies from 3.5 m to more
than 22 m. The thickness generally increases towards the east and south. This aquifer
extends from around 22 mbsl to more than 44.5 mbsl towards the south. Piezometric
water levels prior b pumping were at sea level.
The permeability of the lower alluvium is higher than the overlying, marine deposits. As
the marine deposits become less permeable, the water pressures with in the lower
alluvium are semi-confined . The average permeability of this layer is 3 x 10-6 m/sec as
indicated t7j falling head tests conducted for this layer.
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Water in this aquifer was fresh, even towards the sea . It was concluded that the aquifer
was not connected directly to the sea. Recharge of this layer was very rapid .

3.1.6.5 Well Yield
A single pumped groundwater well was performed by Ove Arup & Partners (1998) for a
preliminary assessment to determine the potential well yields from the groundwater aquifer. The
method used in the calculation is valid for a uniform, unconfined aquifer and is based on the
equation:

Q = 1.366k (H 2 - h2
log R/r
Where:

)

(Driscoll, 1986)

Q =well yield
K = permeability
H = static water level from the bottom of the aquifer

h = depth of water in the well during pumping
R = radius of influence
r = radius of the well
The assumptions used to carry out the assessment include:

K = 1 x 10 - 5 m/sec.
H = 10m
h=5m
R = 250 m
r = 250 mm
Based on the results, well yields of about 50 m3/day can be expected from a single well .

3.1.6.6 Groundwater Discharge
Groundwater discharge at the study area can be estimated by the use of Darcy's Equation. The
flow Q through any vertical section of an aquifer is expressed by the equation:

Q=Txlxw
where T is the transmissivity of the aquifer; I is the piezometric gradient; and w is width of the
aquifer. Transmissivity is given by the equation :

T=Kb
where K is hydraulic conductivity estimated at 3 x 10·5 m/sec (2.59 m/day) and b is the average
thickness of the lower aquifer of 25 m . The transmissivity of the lower aquifer is therefore:

T = 2.59 m/day x 25 m = 64.75 m 2/day
With a average piezometric gradient of 0.006 based on geotechnical drillholes and an aquifer
width of 750 m the groundwater flow at the study area is therefore:
Q = 64 .75 m2/day x 0.0075 x 750 m = 364 .21 m 3/day
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The computed groundwater underflow can be used as an initial estimate of the groundwater
available for exploitation.
Preliminary estimates of surface and groundwater resources indicated that:
•

during dry periods, there is insufficient surface water to supply all industrial water
requirements; and

•

there is insufficient groundwater available to meet all domestic water requirements.

,,.-- .
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Figure 3 -17. Regional Hydrogeologic Map
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3.1. 7

WATER AND SEDIMENT QUALITY

3.1.7.1

Methodology

Location of Sampling Stations

Four (4) river sampling stations and 1 groundwater sampling station were considered
for this study (Plates 9, 10, 11). Table 3-7 shows the locations, type of substrates and
coordinates of the sampling stations. The positions of these stations were taken with
GPS (global positioning system) Garmin-Model Etrex. The approximate locations of
these sampling stations are shown in Figure 3-18.
Table 3 - 7. Type of Substrates and Coordinates of the River Water and Sediment Quality
and Groundwater Sampling Stations in Agusuhin
(24 September 2005)

Station No. I Name

North Lat.

East Long.

Sandy

14° 48' 56.9"

120° 12' 45.9"

Gravelly-Sandy

14° 49' 29.2"

120° 12' 09.1"

Sandy

14° 48' 52.8"

120°11' 39.5"

Gravelly-Sandy

14° 49' 20.3"

120° 11' 58.9"

-

14°49' 02 .1"

120° 12' 25.2"

R1- Agusuhin River Downstream
R2- Agusuhin River Upstream
R3- Agusuhin Creek Downstream
R4- Agusuhin Creek Upstream

Coordinates

Type of Bottom
Sediment

GW- Agusuhin Proper (Hand Pump)

Three marine sampling stations were also considered for this study. Table 3-8 shows
the locations, type of substrates and coordinates of the sampling stations. The
approximate locations of these sampling stations are also shown in Figure 3-18.
Table 3 - 8. Locations, Depth, Type of Substrates and Coordinates of the Marine Water and
Sediment Quality Sampling Stations in Agusuhin
(24 September 2005)
Station No. I
Name
M 1- Off Peta mbu

M2- Off Agusuhin
Pier/Pontoon

M3- Off Agusuhin
Rivermouth

Location

N of Malampaya CGS
Casting Basin
(Petambu Point)
S of Malampaya CGS
Casting Basin (In front
of Agusuhin
Pier/Pontoon)
Farther S of Malampaya
CGS Casting Basin
(Front Side of the Mouth
of Augusuhin River)

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/[20191122-09:29:45)

Approx.
Depth (m)

Type of
Bottom
Sediment

3

Coordinates
North Lat.

East Long.

Sandy

14°49' 15.9"

120° 12' 51 .3"

6

Sandy muddy

14° 49' 24.0"

120°12' 35 .1"

5

Sandymuddy

14° 49' 56.5"

120° 12' 45 .9"
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Figure 3 -18. Biotope Map of Sito Agusuhin and Vicinities Shopwing Sampling Stations
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Parameters, Field Sampling and Analytical Methods
Table 3-9 below depicts the physico-chemical and biological parameters detem1ined for

this study.
Seawater temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) parameters were measured in situ
using an Orion Oxygen Meter (Model 840).
Water samples were collected from each station to detem1ine baseline values or
background concentration levels of the other parameters listed in Table 3-9. Standard
plastic and glass bottle containers were used to collect water and sediment samples .
While in the field , water samples were preserved in a cooler INith ice.
Sediment sampling was also carried out using the Ekman bottom grab sampler from all
marine sampling stations. However, due to the compacted nature of the bottom
substrate in most of the sampling stations, use of the grab sampler was not always
possible. Instead the grab sampler was lowered to the bottom by SCUBA diver and
pushed into the substrate.
In the laboratory, standard analytical test specific for each parameter was used (Table
3-10). Chemical analyses were done by CRL Environmental Corporation (ClarkfieldCSEZ, Pampanga). Certificate of water quality and sediment quality analysis are
attached in Appendix 5.
Table 3 - 9. Physico-Chemical and Bacteriological Parameters Taken at Various Locations
in Agusuhin (24 September 2005)
River/Creek
Water
Sediment
X

Parameter
1. Temperature
2. Dissolved Oxygen

Groundwater
X

X

3. Salinity
4. Hydrogen-ion Concentration (pH)
5. Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

X
X

X

X
X

X

6. Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
7. Biological Oxygen Demand (800 5 )
8. Total Coliform

X

9. Fecal Coliform

X
X

10.Nitrate

X
X

11 .Chloride
13.Oil & Grease
14.Arsenic (As)
15.Cadmium (Cd)
16.Copper (Cu)
6

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

19.Mercury (Hg)

X
X

X
X
X

20.Zinc (Zn)

X

X

)

18.Lead (Pb)

_ _ _:;::;:::- Kultu,a at Kalikasan onsullancy Setvices Inc.
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X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

12.Total Hardness

17 .Chromium, Hexavalent (Ct

Marine
Water Sediment
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
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Table 3 -10. Analytical Methodologies Employed for Water and Sediment Quality
Parameters
Methodology

Parameter I Sample Type
Hydrogen-ion Concentration, pH
(Marine/Freshwater/GroundWater)
Salinity (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater)

Argentometry (Salinity as NaCl)

Total Suspended Solids, TSS (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater)

Gravimetry

Total Dissolved Solids, TDS

Gravimetry

Oil & Grease (Marine/Sediment)

Gravimetry-Pet. Ether Extraction

Biological Oxygen Demand , 8OD 5 (Marine)

Azide Modification

Glass Electrode (pH @ 25°c)

Nitrate (Marine)

Colorimetry- Brucine

Chloride (Groundwater)

Argentometry

Total Hardness as CaCO 3 (Groundwater)

EDTA Tritration

Total Arsenic, As (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater)

Colorimetry- SDDC

Total Arsenic, As (Sediment)

MS- Hydride Generation

Total Cadmium, Cd (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater/Sediment)
Total Chromium, Hexavalent Cr"'
(Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater/Sediment)
Total Copper, Cu (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater/Sediment)

Flame AAS
Colorimetry-Diphenylcarbazide

Total Lead, Pb (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater/Sed iment)

Flame AAS

Total Z inc, Zn (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater/Sediment)

Flame AAS

Total Mercury, Hg (Marine/Freshwater/Groundwater/Sediment)

MS- Cold Vapor

Flame AAS

3.1.7.2 Results and Discussion
Freshwater and Sediment Quality

River Water Quality
All the data for water quality parameters observed in different stations during the survey
are summarized in Table 3-11 .
Water temperature ranged from 25.4 to 26.4°C with an average of 25.9°C . Dissolved
oxygen levels (range of 6.6 to 8.4 mg/l, or an average of 7.6 mg/l) exceeded the 5
mg/l criterion of DENR Class C waters (i.e., waters for fishery for propagation and
growth of fish and other aquatic resources).
Hydrogen-ion concentration (pH) ranged from 7.90 to 8.40, which were well within the
normal limits for river and marine/estuarine waters. The DENR water quality standard to
pH of Class C waters is 6.5 to 8.5. Total suspended solids (TSS) include both inorganic
and organic substances present in the water and are retained in a 0.45 um filter paper.
The detected TSS levels varied from 3 to 24 mg/l with an average of 12 mg/L. The
DENR declared that TSS limits should not be more than 30 mg/l increase for Class C
waters. Total coliform levels were relatively lower (500 -900 MPN/100 ml) in Agusuhin
River compared to that in Agusuhin Creek (1,600- 2,400 MPN/100 ml). The DENR
water quality standard to total coliform of Class C waters is 5,000 MPN. Fecal coliform
Escherichia coli levels, on the other hand, were relatively low which ranged from 240 to
500 MPN/100 ml. Nitrate content was not detected in all sampling stations (i.e., below
the reporting limit of 0.007 mg/L).
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The present survey showed that oil & grease, which often come from industrial
discharge and urban run-offs, ranged from 0.3 to 0.5 mg/L (average of 0.4 mg/L), which
were way below the 2 mg/L criterion of DENR Class C waters .
Of the 7 metals analyzed, arsenic, cadmium, chromium (hexavalent) and lead were not
detected from all river water samples (i.e., below the reporting limit of 0.005, 0.003,
0.009 and 0.01 mg/L, respectively). In contrast, mercury showed detectable levels in all
stations, which ranged from 0.0001 to 0.001 mg/L, with the highest value recorded at
Station 1 (Downstream of Agusuhin River) . DENR Class C waters are required to
maintain mercury concentration of up to 0.002 mg/L.
Copper and zinc were also not detected in all the sampling stations except at Station
R1 (Downstream of Agusuhin River), which showed detectable levels of 0.04 and 0.03
mg/L, respectively.
. ,· Table 3 -11. Water Quality Data for River.Waters of Agusuhin (24 September 2005)
Agusuhin River

e

.... nl

Parameter

Unit

rx:•
.5

Dissolved Oxygen
Hydrogen-ion
Concentration
(pH)
Total Suspended
Solids (TSS)

e

M nl

. ,. e
rx:

s

· .::i
C/1
.... a.

:!!:

~I
-.t

rx:• .tC/1

2.

en ~

en 2.

nl
CII

C

cu

G)

DENR Water
Quality
Class C
Standards

~

s a.
en

oc

26.4

25.7

26.0

25.4

25 .9

3°C rise

mg/I

6 .6

7.8

7.8

8.4

7.6

5

-

8.03

8.40

7.90

8.25

8.14

6 .5 - 8.5

mg/I

24

14

8

3

12

Not >30 mg/L
increase

900

500

2400

1,600

1,350

5,000

(/)

Temperature

.tC/1

Agusuhin North
Creek

C:

e.

C/1

C:

e.

C

MPN/100
ml
MPN/100
ml
mg/I

500

300

300

240

335

-

<0.007

<0.007

<0.007

<0.007

<0.007

10

Oil & Grease

mg/I

0.40

0.40

0.50

0.30

0.40

2

Arsenic (As)

mg/I

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

0.05

Cadmium (Cd)

mg/I

<0.003

<0.003

<0.003

<0.003

<0.003

0.01

Copper (Cu)
Chromium
6
(hexavalent, Cr' )
Lead (Pb)

mg/I

0 .04

<0.02

<0.02

<0.02

-

0.05

mg/I

<0.009

<0.009

<0.009

<0.009

<0.009

0.05

mg/I

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

0.05

Mercury (Hg)

mg/I

0.001

0.0011

0 .0011

0.0011

0.0011

0.002

Total Coliform
Fecal Coliform
Nitrate

mg/I
<0.03
<0.03
<0.03
Zinc (Zn)
0 .03
Legend: - Method Detection Ltmtts: As= 0.005, Cd = 0.003, Cu= 0.02, Cr+6 = 0.009, Pb= 0.01,
Hg = 0.0001, Zn = 0.03, Oil & grease =0. 70, Nitrate = 0.007
0
c= Degrees Celsius; ppt = Parts per Thousand; mgA = Milligram per Uter; MPN = Most Probable Number
Class C = Fishery Water for Propagation and Growth of Fish and Other Aquatic Resources

River Sediment Quality
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Examination results of heavy metal concentrations and oil & grease in bottom
sediments in all river stations are given in Table 3-12.
Cadmium, chromium
(hexavalent), lead and oil & grease were not detected in all the sediment samples (i.e.,
below the reporting limit of 1.0, 0.045, 3.0, and 0. 70 mg/kg, respectively).
Arsenic ranged from not detectable levels at Stations 1 and 2 (Downstream and
Upstream of Agusuhin River) to a range of 0.04-0 .05 mg/kg at Stations 3 and 4
(Downstrec1TI and Upstream of Agusuhin Creek) . Detectable concentrations of copper
(range of 2.9- 12 mg/kg) and zinc (range of 4.2- 6.2 mg/kg) were obtained in all
stations. Similarly, mercury was also detected in all stations, which ranged from 0.31 to
0.36 mg/kg.
Table 3 - 12. Heavy Metal Concentration and Oil & Grease (mg/kg) Data for Agusuhin River Bottom
Sediments (24 September 2005)

Stn.
R1
R2
R3

Type of
Sediment

Arsenic
(As)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Chromium
Hexavalent
(Cr. 6 )

Copper
(Cu)

Lead
(Pb)

Zinc

(Zn)

Mercury
(Hg)

Oil&
Grease

Sand
GravelSand
Sand
Sand

ND

ND

ND

10

ND

6 .2

0.34

ND

ND

ND

ND

12

ND

5.3

0.31

ND

0.05

ND

ND

2.9

ND

4 .2

0.32

ND
ND

ND
9.7
ND
5.6
0.36
R4
0.04
ND
- 1.0, Cu -- 1.0, Cr-•o -- 0.045, Pb-- 3.0, Zn-- 1.5, Hg-- 0.10,
Legend. Method Detection Limits. As -- 0.025, CdOil & Grease = 0. 70
Groundwater Quality

Table 3-13 provided to show the result of the groundwater (hand pumped well)
analysis. When appropriate, measured values were compared to the Philippine National
Standards for Drinking Water (PNSDW), which are based on World Health Organization
(WHO) standards.

The water temperature measured during this survey was 26°C. Salinity value (6.4 ppt)
obtained indicates saltwater intrusion. The pH (7.2) obtained was within the range
specified in the NSDW standard, which is 6.5 to 8.5. The water sample analyzed had
low concentration of total suspended solids (TSS). The total dissolved solids (TDS, 294
mg/L) and chloride (13 mg/L) concentrations were way below the NSDW standards. An
elevated concentration of total hardness (201 mg/L} was found in the sample.
Elevated levels of total coliform and fecal coliform with values of 2,400 MPN each were
also found in the groundwater (well) sample.
The potential source of the high level of fecal coliform in the groundwaer is the existing
conventional sewage systems and the human waste disposal practices in the
community. These sewage systems are not lined and such the human wastes leached
directly into the groundwater. Moreover, the usual practice of defecating on the ground
added to the contam ination.
If such practices cease to exist, the ground water may slowly rejuvenate and in time the
groundwater wll normalize its coliform level.
It is expected that the future wells will yield low fecal coliform reading . The absence of
the community, which is the main source of this pollutant, will greatly reduce the
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coliform level. During the construction and operation stage, appropriate sewage system
and mitigating measures will be installed to ensure that no contaminants will migrate to
the groundwater.
Of the 7 heavy metals analyzed, only mercury (0 .003 mg/L) was detected in the water
sample, which exceeded the NSDW limit for mercury. The other heavy metals such .as
arsenic, cadmium, copper, chromium hexavalent, lead and zinc were not detected (i.e.,
below the reporting limits of 0.005, 0.003, 0.02, 0.009, 0.01 and 0.03 mg/L,
respectively) .
Table 3 - 13. Groundwater Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Agusuhin (24
September 2005)
Stn. GW

PNSDW Standard

26.0

NS

ppt

6.4

NS

-

7.2

6.5-8 .5

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

mg/I

4.0

NS

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)

mg/I

294

500

Chloride

mg/I

13

200.00
100

Unit

Parameter

oc

Temperature
Salinity
Hydrogen-ion Concentration
(pH)

mg/I

201

Total Coliform

MPN/100 ml

2,400

0

Fecal Coliform

MPN/100 ml

2,400

0

Total Hardness

Arsenic (As)

mg/I

<0.005

0.01

Cadmium (Cd)

mg/I

<0.003

0.003

Copper (Cu)

mg/I

<0.02

1.0

Chromium (hexavalent, Cr+ )

mg/I

<0.009

0.05*

Lead (Pb)

mg/I

<0.01

0.01

Mercury (Hg)

mg/I

0.003

0.0001

6

Zinc (Zn)
mg/I
<0.03
5.0
Legend: Method Detection Limits: Chloride= 0.20, Hardness as CaC03 = 0.20, As = 0.005
Cd = 0.003, Pb= 0.01, Cu = 0.02,
Cr+6 = 0.009, Hg= 0.0001, Zn= 0.03
PNSDW = Philippine National Standards for Drinking Water; NS = No Standards
0
c =Degrees Celsius; ppt =Parts per Thousand; mg/L = Milligram per Liter;
MPN Most Probable Number; (*) Permissible Limit for Total Chromium

=

=

Marine Water and Sediment Quality
Water Quality
The physico-chemical properties of the nearshore surface waters along the Agusuhin
coastline in the present survey are summarized in Table 3-14. Levels obtained for the
various parameters showed little variation among the three marine sampling stations.
Water temperature ranged from 27.0 to 27.5°C with an average of 27.3°C . Salinity in all
stations had a similar pattern of normal values, which ranged from 21 .0 to 24.9 ppt with
an average of 22.9 ppt. The pH of the water ranged from 8.17 to 8.31 with an average
of 8.26. Dissolved oxygen levels (ranged of 8.20 to 9.34 mg/L, or an average of 8.96
mg/L) exceeded the 5 mg/L criterion of DENR for Class SC waters. Total suspended
solids (TSS) ranged from 9 to 13 mg/L with an average of 11 mg/L.
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The levels of biological oxygen demand (8OD5), oil & grease and total coliform, were
consistently way below the limits set for Class SC waters by DENR for all stations.
Nitrate content was not detected. Similarly, the concentrations of heavy metals arsenic,
chromium hexavalent and lead were not detected in all stations. Elevated content of
cadmium (range of 0.02 to 0.07 mg/L, or an average of 0.05 mg/L) was noted in all
stations, which exceed the prescribed 0.01 mg/L for Class SC waters. Mercury was
also detected in all stations and their concentrations ranged from 0.001 to 0.0013mg/L,
with the highest value recorded at Station M3 and the lowest at Station M1 . Copper
ranged not detectable to 0.05 mg/L. Zinc also ranged from not detectable to 0.08 mg/L.
Table 3 - 14. Water Quality Data for Nearshore (Surface) Marine Waters of Agusuhin (24
September 2005)

Parameter

Temperature

, ----..,

Unit

Stn. M1

Stn. M2

Stn. M3

Mean

oc

27.4

27.5

27.0

27.3

DENR
Water
Quality
Standard
(CLASS SC)
3°C rise

Salinity

ppt

22.8

24.9

21 .0

22.9

-

Dissolved Oxygen
Hydrogen-ion
Concentration (pH)
Total Suspended
Solids (TSS)
Biological Oxygen
Demand (8OD 5)

mg/I

9.34

9.34

8.20

8.96

5

-

8.31

8.30

8.17

8.26

6.5- 8.5

mg/I

9.0

13.0

11 .0

11 .0

Not >30 mg/L
increase

mg/I

<2

2

5

-

7

900

240

N/S

570

5,000

500

80

N/S

290

-

<0.007

<0 .007

N/S

<0.007

.

Total Coliform
Fecal Coliform
Nitrate

MPN/100
ml
MPN/100
ml
mg/I

Oil & Grease

mg/I

0.30

0.20

0.30

0.26

3

Arsenic (As)

mg/I

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

<0.005

0.05

Cadmium (Cd)

mg/I

0.02

0.05

0.01

Copper (Cu)
Chromium
(hexavalent, cr•6 )
Lead (Pb)

mg/I

0.07
' 0.10

<0.02

-

0.05

Mercury (Hg)
Zinc (Zn)

0.06
o.65 ""

mg/I

<0.009

<0.009

<0.009

mg/I

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

0.05

mg/I

0.001

0.0011

0.0013

0.001

0.002

mg/I

0.05

0.08

<0.03

-

-

<0.009 .

0.1

Legend: Method Detection Limits: As = 0.005, Cd= 0.003, Cu = 0.02, Cr+6 = 0.009, Pb = 0.01, Hg =
0.0001, Zn = 0.03, Oil & grease =O. 70
NIS = No Samples; 0 c= Degrees Celsius; pp/ = Parts per Thousand; mg/I = Milligram per Liter;
MPN = Most Probable Number; Class SC = Waters Used for Boating and Commercial and
Sustenance Fishing

Sediment Quality
Examination results of heavy metal and oil & grease concentrations in bottom
sediments are given in Table 3-15. Oil & grease, cadmium, chromium hexavalent and
lead were not detected in all stations. In contrast, copper (range of 4 to 13 mg/kg), zinc
(range of 2.7 to 8.2 mg/kg) and mercury (range of 0.31 to 0.35 mg/kg) were detected in
all stations . Arsenic ranged from not detectable to 0.25 mg/kg.
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Based on known impact of metals on aquatic life (NOAA, 1991), measure of
concentration of said metals have been proposed to provide means of determining
relative degrees cl possible impact.
The sediment metal data from this survey were compared to the NOAA apparent effects
threshold (AET) and the effect range-low (ER-L) criteria proposed by Long and Morgan
(1991), and to the no observed effects level (NOEL) proposed by MacDonald (1993).
AET is "the concentration of a substance above which a statistically significant effect on
marine organisms (usually benthic or bottom dwelling organisms) has been
demonstrated. ER-L is "the concentration of a substance where less than 10% of all
the sediment toxicity studies report no biological a'fect". A NOEL is "the highest value of
a total metal contaminant that is not expected to cause any biological effects". The AET,
ER-L and NOEL values are based on the total metal concentrations, yet toxicologists
are divided on the relevaice of total metal concentrations to harm animals.
The detected levels of arsenic, copper and zinc in all stations are way below their
respective AET, ER-L and NOEL
Mercury concentrations in bottom sediments in all stations are also way below the AET
level but exceed the ER-L and NOEL levels.
Table 3 -15. Heavy Metal Concentration and Oil & Grease (mg/kg) for Agusuhin Nearshore Marine
Bottom Sediments (24 September 2005)

Stn.

Depth
(m)

M1

3

Type of
Sediment

Arsenic
(As)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Chromium
Hexavalent
(Cr••1

Copper
(Cu)

Lead
(Pb)

Zinc
(Zn)

Mercury
(Hg)

Oil&
Grease

ND

ND

8.4

ND

8.2

0.35

ND

ND

ND

4.0

ND

2.7

0.31

ND

ND

13.0

ND

7.5

0.34

Sand
0.25
SandND
M2
6
Mud
SandM3
6
0.08
Mud
NOAA (1991) and MacDonald (1993)
AET

50.0

5.0

145

300

110

260

1.00

AR-L

33.0

5 .0

80

70

35

120

0.15

ND
ND

NOEL
8.0
1.0
28
21
68
0.10
33
Legend: Method Detection Umits: As= 0.025; Cd= 1.0; Cu= 1.0; Cr+6 = 0.045; Pb = 3.0; Zn = 1.5; Hg = 0.10;
Oil & Grease = 0. 70

3.1.8

PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY

3.1.8.1

Bathymetry

Subic Bay is relatively narrow and elongated from north to south. Grande Island, located near
the mouth of Subic Bay provides an obstacle to the general circulation within the Bay. At the
eastern control position of the Bay, one could find several enclosed coves where most of the
existing wharves and piers are located .
The Bay is relatively shallow particularly in its northern portion with depths ranging from 1-20 m.
This area is particularly affected by sediment discharges from a number of rivers . The
bathymetric contours of the bay increase southward with deeper portions located towards the
mouth of the bay. Relatedly, the maximum chartered depth of the bay is about 60 m which is
located south of Grande Island (RiveraNVoodwar~Clyde, 2001). Figure 3-19 presents the
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bathymetric map of the entire Subic Bay area. Figure 3-19a shows the nearshore bathymetry
within the project site.
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Figure 3 -19. Bathymetric Map of Subic Bay.
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Figure 3-19a. Bathymetric/Bottom Topography Map
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3.1.8.2 Tides in the Study Area
The observed tide in Subic Bay is normally mixed with a predominantly diurnal character.
Figure 3-20 shows this characteristic tidal pattern in the bay. In general, the semi-diurnal
constituents which are responsible in the observed two high and two low water levels in the area
occur almost every after two weeks. These hourly data were used in a harmonic analysis and
the derived amplitudes and phases of the dominant tidal constituents namely 01, K1 , M2 and
S2, were used in a Fourier series of water level in the open boundary condition of the numerical
model.
80 -,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

60

-1--- - -.- - - ----- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l

,,,--------80 .,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

15-Mar

16-Mar

17-Mar

18-Mar

19-Mar

20-Mar

_ _ __

21-Mar

22-Mar

Date

Figure 3 - 20. Observed Tidal Variation in Subic Bay (SBPAMPP, 2002)
3.1.8.3 Extreme Waves

, . . .____

During the passage of typhoons in the area, extreme waves such as that due to storm surge
may occur. This is an abnormal rise in the sea surface elevation associated with the strong
winds of a storm. To determine the possibility of occurrence of this coastal hazard in Subic Bay,
a storm surge model was run during the SBPAMPP (2002) with storm winds as input. It should
be noted that the storm surge model is basically the same circulation model discussed above.
By virtue of the equation of mass continuity, the temporal evolution of the sea surface elevation
throughoutthe area can be determined.
In general, a southerly wind direction was considered as posing a surge threat in the area due to
the orientation of the bay with one opening towards the south. When typhoons crosses the
Philippine Islands and passes south of Subic Bay, storm winds with a southerly orientation may
result.
The results of the SBPAMPP (2002) study showed that a typhoon with storm winds of about 150
KPH would generate a surge height exceeding 1.0 m in some parts of the bay. Higher sea
surface elevation would be confined at the head of the bay. It should be noted that a surge is
considered disastrous when it inundates low-lying coastal areas especially when it coincides with
high tide. The study showed that with a 150 kph storm wind , most of the areas around the bay
would not be threatened by extreme storm surge height even when it coincides with high tide.
This is because most of the areas north of Subic Bay are high enough, e.g. well above sea level.
However, the low lying areas east of the bay such as the SBMA may be inundated.
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3.1.8.4 Currents in the Study Area
Dry Season
Previous observation in Subic Bay showed that during the dry season (NE Monsoon)
with winds ranging from 3-6 meters per second (m/s), currents may range from 3-21
centimeters per second (cm/s) at the surface. In addition, observed current directions
do not necessarily go with the direction of the wind due to the influence of the complex
coastal geometry and bottom topography of the bay. The observed wind during this
season showed occasional changes in orientation but the prevailing wind comes from
the northeast to the east with speed that ranges from 2-5 mis. The average surface
current was observed to be about 9.6 cm/s during ordinary wind conditions (no storms)
in the dry season (SBPAMPP, 2002). This is slightly above 3 % of the average wind
speed (about 3 m/s) during this season and this is a pretty common observation in
many coastal areas.
The result of the numerical model shows that the wind-driven circulation in Subic Bay
during the dry season (e.g . Northeast Monsoon Season) is characterized by the
presence of several small-scale eddies. The simulated coastal currents at various
phases of the tide during this season are shown in Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22. At the
head of the bay, a cyclonic circulation is evident. South of this is another cyclonic
formation with about the same size but apparently of weaker magnitude. Small-sized
anti-cyclonic eddies are located near the airport and an inward flow is evident towards
Port Olongapo. Near the mouth of the bay, a counterclockwise circulation appears
around Grande Island, with a relatively strong southwestward flow east of the island
that is balanced by a northward flow west of it. These features of the mean surface
currents are mainly attributed to the complex bottom topography (e.g. bathymetry) and
coastal geometry of the bay. The bay, which is small and semi-enclosed, generally
hampers the propagation of long-gravity waves. The absence of a strong sea surface
gradient due to the wind stress during ordinary winds, such as that of average monsoon
winds, results to the characteristic surface currents.
In Figure 3-21 the simulated results show that at flood tide, a maximum mid-depth
current velocity of about 5.0 cm/s directed towards the head of the bay may occur. A
very weak current is noted during this season at flood tide at the proposed project site.
The seemingly weak currents during the northeast monsoon season is generally
attributed to the opposing tides and winds (e.g. winds coming from the opposite
direction at flood tide). This translates to a surface current of about 7-8 cm/s. Previous
observations during the dry season also showed comparable ranges of surface currents
(SBPAMPP, 2002) .
At ebb tide, the currents in the bay appear to be reversed in direction. At the same
time, the current magnitudes in some parts of the bay increases Figure 3-22 shows the
simulated currents during the ebb phase of the tide. As shown, stronger currents occur
near Grande Island as the ebb tide exits the bay. At the project site, currents tend to be
slightly stronger with magnitudes of 2-4 cm/s and directed southwards towards the
mouth of the bay. The maximum simulated mid-depth current during this condition was
about 7.3 cm/s. At the surface, currents tend to be stronger due to the influence of the
wind. The simulated maximum current magnitude at the surface during this condition is
about 11 cm/s. This was also confirmed by surface current measurements using
drogues in the bay during the dry season (SBPAMPP, 2002).
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Figure 3 - 21. Simulated Depth-Averaged Currents in Subic Bay During the Dry Season
(Flooding).
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Figure 3 - 22. Simulated Depth-Averaged Currents in Subic Bay During the Dry Season
{Ebbing).
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Wet Season

Depending on the wind speed, the current magnitude during the wet season may range
from 3 to about 20 cm/s which is also the order of current magnitude observed during
the dry season (SBPAMPP, 2002). It should be noted that the wind speed in the area
during the wet season without stonn may range from 2-5 m/s. The wind effect is
normally noticeable in the shallow areas located extreme north of the bay. In addition,
a reversal of currents may occur with the change of wind conditions during the
southwest monsoon season (i.e. wet season) .
The simulated coastal current pattern during the wet season and at flood tide is shown
in Figure 3-23. It was predicted by the model that the depth-averaged currents may
range from 2 -7 cm/s during the wet season . In addition, eddies which appeared during
the dry season were also present during the wet season with a change in their direction
of rotation . Near the project site, the coastal waters appear to be generally weak with
depth-averaged magnitudes of less than 4 cm/s. As shown, the general tendency of
currents during this season at tidal flooding is to rush northwards.
At ebb tide, the currents reversed almost in the opposite direction. Remarkably, the
current magnitudes appeared to be slighijy stronger during ebbing . The model result is
shown in Figure 3-24. However, the project site appears to have calm waters during
this tidal phase.
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Figure 3 - 23. Modeled Current Patterns in Subic Bay During the Wet Season (Flooding).
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Figure 3 - 24. Modeled Current Patterns in Subic Bay During the Wet Season (Ebbing).
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3.1.9

METEOROLOGY

3.1.9.1

Climate

The climate at the project site belongs to Type 1 according to Corona's Climate Classification as
compiled by PAGASA. The climate map of the Philippine is shown in Figure 3-25. In this
classification, the project site (and the whole Subic Bay) has two pronounced seasons, the wet
and dry seasons. These correspond to the southwest monsoon season that prevails in the area
from June to September and the northeast monsoon season that prevails during the months of
November to April. May and October are transition months between the seasons. Reversal of
wind direction from northeast to southwest seasons and vice-versa occur during these months.
In general, the project site experiences about 4 months of rainy period . The average rainfall
during the rainy months of June-September ranges from 591.8 mm to 1089.7 mm . Peak rainfall
occurs in August. The mean monthly temperature ranges from 26.7 to 30.0 °C . The warmest
period occurs during the months of April and May. The minimum temperature occurs on January
each year. The climatological normals at the project site deduced from the data presented in the
Subic Bay Protected Area Management Plan Project (De las Alas, 2001) are shown in Table 316.

Table 3 -16. Climatological Normals atSubic
Month

Rainfall
(mm)

No. of
Rainy Days

Temperature
(OC)

Relative
Humidity (%)

Cloudiness
(oktas)

January

2.5

1

26.7

68.0

4.1

February

2.5

1

27.2

65.8

3.4

March

5.1

2

28.3

65.7

3.4

April

12.7

2

30.0

68.6

3.9

May

243.8

10

30.0

75.1

5.1

June

599.4

20

28.3

78.3

5.5

July

721.4

23

27.8

81 .8

6.3

August

1089.7

25

27.2

82.8

6.3

September

591 .8

21

27.8

84.5

6.5

October

226.1

13

28.3

77.5

5.2

November

86.4

7

27.8

74.1

4.7

December

15.2

3

27.2

69.3

4.6

3596.6

128

28.1

74.2

5.0

Annual

Source: Subtc Bay Protected Area Management Plan Pro1ect (2001)

Relative Humidity
Relative humidity is generally high in the Philippines. it ranges from 65 to 84 % with an
annual mean of about 74.2 %. The most humid month is generally experienced in
September. The sky over the project site is generally cloudy. Cloudiness has an
annual average of about 5 oktas where 1 okta refers to 1/8 of the sky covered with
clouds.
Cloudy skies prevail in September whereas clear skies are generally
experienced during the months of February to April.

Kuitu
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Prevailing Winds

The surface wind in the project site is known to be affected by synoptic systems such
as the northeast and southwest monsoon. However, as the coastal area and the
adjacent seawater develop a thermal and pressure difference especially in the
afternoon, the sea-breeze wind occurs almost everyday. This often masks the effect of
the monsoon winds. As shown by the annual wind rose diagram in Figure 3-26 (US
Naval Archive) , surface winds prevail from the east-northeast direction with an annual
frequency of 25% and with magnitudes ranging from 1 to 21 knots. Winds prevail from
this direction in Subic Bay most of the time with about 25 % frequency . This is followed
by easterly wind direction with over 15% frequency. During the year, the winds in the
area predominantly range from 1 to 16 knots. However, the annual average wind
speed is only 6.4 knots (equivalentto about 3 m/s).
The temporary power station that will be run by generators will only last at most for 6
months from the start of the construction period. The generators will run at a maximum
of < 2 MW. This amount of power is significantly less than 50 MW. Therefore a
monthly wind rose and air quality modeling will not be needed.
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Figure 3 - 25. Climate Map of the Philippines
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Figure 3 - 26. Wind Rose
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3.1.10 AIR AND NOISE QUALITY
3.1.10.1 Sampling Stations

Four ambient air and noise sampling stations were established within the area. One-hour grab
samples were collected in all 4 stations. The criteria pollutants measured were Sulfur Dioxide
(SO2), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO 2), Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) and Particulate Matter less
than 10 µg (PM 1o). Table 3-17 shows the location and coordinates of the sampling stations. The
locations of these ambient air/noise sampling stations are presented in Figure 3-27.
Table 3 -17. Air and Noise Sampling Stations
Geographic Coordinates

Station
No.

North Latitude

East Longitude

1

14° 49' 02.3"

120· 11' 37.3"

2

14° 48' 52.2"

120· 12' 09.7"

3

14° 49' 07.2"

120° 12' 38.7"

Upstream of Agusuhin River
Downstream of Agusuhin River
(Nebres Residence)
Sitio Agusuhin Basketball Court

4

14° 49' 14.1 "

120° 12' 34 .5"

Near North Footbridge

Location

3.1.10.2 Objectives of the Survey

The purpose of the air quality survey is to provide baseline air quality data that will determine
existing condition of the area's air resource and establish benchmark values for ambient
concentrations of air pollutants upon which future concentrations will be compared .
3.1.10.3 Methods of Sampling and Analysis

Ambient Air Quality Sampling

The methods of sampling and analysis of TSP, SO 2 , NO2 and PM10 for the ambient air
monitoring are based on the DENR standard. The methodology is discussed in this
section and a summary is presented in Table 3-18.
Total Suspended Pa1icles
The TSP sampling employed the High Volume - Gravimetric Method. Air is drawn
through a glass-fiber filter paper and desiccated for 24-hours after sampling. The
concentration of TSP in ambient air is calculated by dividing the total particulates
collected by the total normal volume of air sampled.
Sulfur Dioxide
Sulfur dioxide in ambient air is collected into a solution of sodium tetrachloromercurate,
TCM, by aspirating air through an impinger and treated in the laboratory with
formaldehyde and especially purified, acid-bleached pararosaniline containing
phosphoric acid to control the pH. The SO2 concentration is then determined by the
difference between the absorbance of the sample and blank multiplied by the calibration
factor divided by the total volume of air sampled corrected to normal temperature and
pressure.
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Figure 3 - 27. Air and Noise Sampling Stations
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Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitrogen dioxide in ambient air is analyzed using the Griess Saltzman Reaction method.
NO2 is absorbed in an azo dye forming reagent, which produces a stable red-violet
color and read on site by a spectrophotometer at 550 nm. The difference between the
absorbance of the sample and blank multiplied by the calibration factor divided by the
total volume of air sampled gives the concentration of NO2 in ambient air.
Particulate Matter Less than 10 Microns
The method employed for sampling is by the use of a high volume sampler with 10
microns particle size inlet and using the gravimetric method afterwards. Air is drawn
through a quartz filter paper and desiccated for 24 hours after sampling prior to
weighing . The concentration of PM10 in ambient air is the amount of particulate
collected divided by the total normal volume of air sampled.

Table 3 -18. Methods of Air Sampling and Analysis
Parameter

Methodology

Total Suspended Particulates (TSP)

High Volume - Gravimetric Method

Sulfur Dioxide (S02)

lmpinger - Pararosaniline Method

Nitrogen Dioxide (N02)

lmpinger - Griess Saltzman Reaction

Particulate Matter< 10 microns (PM 10)

High Volume - Gravimetric Method

Certificate of air quality analysis is attached as Appendix 6.
Noise Level Sampling

Ambient noise levels are determined by using a sound level meter. It is in accordance
with the provision provided in the NPCC Memorandum Circular 002 (1980), which sets
the median of seven maximum readings comparable to the standard and the sampling
procedure outlined by Wilson (1989). Fifty readings are recorded per station wherein
the median of the seven maximum-recorded noise levels gives the noise level
comparable to the standard.
3.1.10.4 Results and Discussions
Ambient Air Quality

The observed Ground Level Concentrations (GLC's) ranged from 24.0 to 76.9 µg/Ncm
for TSP, from <3.0 to 23.4 µg/Ncm for SO2 , from 25.4 to 37.6 µg/Ncm for NO2 , and from
7.3 to 20.8 µg/Ncm for (PM10). The summary of results is presented in Table 3-19.
These results are compared with the National Ambient Air Quality Guideline Values for
the 24-hour monitoring and the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
source specific air pollutants for the 1-hour monitoring.
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Table 3 - 19. Ambient Air Sampling Results (µg/Ncm)
Sta.
No.

Parameters

Date I Time of Sampling
TSP

S02

N02

PM10

1

September 24, 2005 / 1325 hrs.

24.0

<3.0

26.4

7.3

2

September 24, 2005 / 1530 hrs.

68.0

23.4

26.0

10.7

3

September 25, 2005 / 0945 hrs.

76.9

19.9

25.4

20.8

4

September 25, 2005 / 1100 hrs.

39.9

18.8

37.6

11 .9

300

340

260

200

DENR NAAQS Standards

The high concentrations of TSP at Stations S2 and S3 was due to the fugitive dust
emitted by the nearby quarry located 500 to 700 meters SE of the sampling stations.
The DENR Standard for ambient air quality in µg/Ncm is 300 for TSP, 340 for SO2 , 260
for NO2 and 200 for PM10.
Observed Meteorological Data

During the monitoring, the average ambient air temperature was between 27.0°C and
30 .0°C. The prevailing wind direction was southwesterty with light to moderate wind
conditions. The observed meteorological conditions during the monitoring activity are
presented below.
Table 3 - 20. Observed Meteorological Data

Sta. No.

Wind
Direction

Ave. Ambient
Temp. (°C)

Wind Condition
(Beaufort Force)

Cloudiness
(Octa)

1

SE

27.0

BF 1

8/8

2

SE

27.0

BF 2

8/8

3

SE

29.0

BF 1

7/8

4

SE

30.0

BF2

7/8

Noise Level

The digital sound meter was calibrated before the noise measurement program was
started. The survey was conducted during daytime. During each noise sampling, wind
direction and wind speed were noted. Noise level was measured every 50 times at an
interval of 10 seconds. The observed values were recorded on the data sheet. The
value exceeded by 10% of the readings was also recorded. The background noise level
in Sitio Agusuhin was calculated . The background noise field was used to identify
significant noise sources. As observed, most of the major sources of noise came from
the neighboring community near the sampling station .
The ambient noise levels recorded were consistently low (> 55 dBA) around the vicinity
of proposed project site. During daytime periods, observed noise level ranged from 49.0
to 54.0 dBA. A slight increase in the noise level measurement was observed in station 2
due to the ongoing quarry operation located SE of the monitoring station .
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The results of the noise level sampling are tabulated in Table 3-21 .
Table 3 - 21. Noise Level Results (dBA)
Date I Time of Sampling

Noise Level

1

September 24, 2005 / 1325 hrs.

49.0

2

September 24, 2005 / 1530 hrs.

54.0

3

September 25, 2005 / 0945 hrs.

52.0

4

September 25, 2005 / 1100 hrs.

51 .0

Sta. No.

The standard for Class A (a section which is primarily used for residential purposes) is
55 dBA for daytime, 50 dBA for morning and evening, and 45 dBA for nighttime. As for
Class C (a section which is primarily reserved for light industrial area), the standards
are 70 dBA for daytime, 65 dBA for morning and evening, and 60 dBA for nighttime.
3.1.10.5 Previous Air Sampling Activities
Previous air sampling activities have been done on or near the site at the Armour Rock
Project and CGS Project. The locations of sampling stations are shown in Figure 3-28.
Armour Rock, Filling Materials and Boulders Quarry Project
The Armour Rock Project of Monark Constructors Corporation borders the south portion
of the project area. The results of their analyses are presented in Table 3-22.
Table 3 - 22. Armour Rock Project Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Results
(Sampling Date: March 7, 2005)
Station
No.

Location

1

TSP

(µg/Ncm)

S02
(µg/Ncm)

N02
(µg/Ncm)

Northern part of the site

18.83

10.42

5.33

2

Eastern part of the site

11 .77

7.47

2.43

3

Southern part of the site

16.79

3.73

Nil

300

340

260

DENR Standards

Source: Environmental Momtormg Report, Armour Rock, March 2005

Concrete Gravity Structure (CGS) Project
The CGS Project of SPEX was located at the east side of the project area. During the
construction period from 1999 to 2000, TSP concentration was monitored in 4 stations.
The sampling results are presented in Table 3-23.
Table 3 - 23. TSP (in µg/Ncm) Monitoring During the CGS Project
Date

Sta.1

Date

Sta. 2

Date

Sta. 3

Date

Sta. 4

2-Jul-99

4.30

2-Jul-99

6.40

2-Jul-99

10.70

2-Jul-99

14.80

10-Aug-99

4.00

10-Aug-99

6.00

10-Aug-99

154.00

10-Aug-99

18.10

t,mcy;cSet'ilces loc.
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Date

Sta. 1

Date

Sta. 2

Date

Sta. 3

Date

Sta. 4

3-Dec-99

129.90

3-Dec-99

117.00

3-Dec-99

113.00

3-Dec-99

76.50

7-Jan-00

47.10

7-Jan-00

150.10

7-Jan-00

34.10

7-Jan-00

58.90

10-Mar-00

4.30

10-Mar-00

12.90

10-Mar-00

38.70

10-Mar-00

2.10

7-Apr-00

15.00

7-Apr-00

49.30

14-Apr-00

64.90

14-Apr-00

56.40

5-May-00

103.50

5-May-00

134.30

5-May-00

120.30

5-May-00

144.10

30-Jun-00

22.00

30-Jun-OO

10.00

30-Jun-00

18.00

30-Jun-00

30.10

24-Jul-00

9.88

24-Jul-00

3.95

24-Jul-00

5.93

24-Jul-00

3.95

DENR

300

300

Source: SBMA Ecology Centre
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Figure 3 - 28. Previous Air Sampling Stations (Armour Rock and CGS Projects).
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3.2

BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

3.2.1

TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY

Findings on the distribution of plant and animal species were based from previous regional
resource inventory and limited ocular inspection and field sampling of the proposed shipyard
site. Results showed that plant and resident faunal species at the site are common. Some
endangered animal species (e.g. bats and avian fauna) described in subsequent sections below
have been observed to use the site as their habitat and access corridors to nearby mountain
ranges (e.g. Mount Redondo).

3.2.1.1

Regional Flora
Review of Previous Relevant Work

A rapid forest resource appraisal was conducted in 1990 by the Legislative-Executive
Council of the Philippine Government. Results showed that white lauan (Shorea
contorta) and apitong (Dipterocarpus grandifforus) were the dominant species. Among
the non-dipterocarp:;, kupang (Parkia roxburghil) was the most prominent. Buho
(Schizostachyum lumampao) was the most abundant non-timber species. Other plant
species recorded included rattan, other palms, ferns, and vines. Woodward Clyde
conducted an ecological baseline survey in 1997 for SBMA. The survey focused on the
Naval Magazine area of the Subic Bay Freeport Zone (SBFZ). The survey identified
four plant associations as follows:
•

dipterocarp forest with white lauan as the dominant species, and consisting of other
dipterocarps, non-dipterocarps, buho, grasses and shrubs;

•

dipterocarp forest with white lauan and buho as dominant species, and consisting of
other dipterocarp:;, non-dipterocarp:; and palms;

•

dipterocarp forest with white lauan and apitong as dominant species and consisting
of other dipterocarp:;, non-dipterocarps, buho and palms; and

•

dipterocarp forest with white lauan and kupang as dominant species, and consisting
of other dipterocarµ:;, non-dipterocarps, buho and palms.

The University of the Philippines in Los Banos College of Forestry (UPLBCF), Philippine
Council for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Research and Development
(PCARRD), and SBMA from 1995 to 1998 (Fernando et al., 1998), conducted a
Resource Inventory and Assessment of Biodiversity of SBMA. Results of this study
showed that the Subic Bay Forest Reserve contained diverse ecosystems for both flora
and fauna. A total of 745 plant species belonging to 429 genera in 122 families were
recorded. For fauna, 118 species of wildlife vertebrates were identified belonging to 99
genera in 57 families. Among the plant families, Euphorbiaceae was the most
dominant composed of 53 species in 26 genera. Among the tree species, the five most
dominant ones were: white lauan (Shorea contorta), apitong (Oipterocarpus
grandifforus), Cleistanthus blancoi, Strombosia philippinensis, and Myristica
philippinensis. Buho (Schizostachyum lumampao) was the most dominant non-tree
species.
A PCARRD-UPLB study team assessed the potential of the Subic Bay Freeport for
ecotourism in 1997 (Pollisco et al. 1997). The team evaluated the flora and faunal
resources in three sites in the NAVMAG (now known as llanan Forest) area
representing the forest ecosystem and two sites under a grassland ecosystem. Results
Kultut.t <1t K<!lfk<!s<1n Consult<lncy Setvlces Inc.
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showed a high diversity index for vegetation in both ecosystems (Shannon-Weaver
index of 3.0 and 3.6 for forestland, grassland ecosystems, respectively). Under the
forest ecosystem, kupang, white lauan and buho were the dominant species in the
upper canopy layer; pamulaklakin vine (Symphorema /uzonicum) and climbing bamboo
(Schizostachyum die/sianum) were dominant in the intermediate layer, while a grass
species and ooko (Mikania cordata) dominated the ground layer. In the grasslands, the
dominant species were cogon (lmperata cylindrica), aguingay (Rottboellia exaltata) and
amorseco (Chrysopogon acicu/atus), binayuyu (Antidesma ghaesembil/a), and aklengparang (Albizia procera).
The local DENR CENRO conducted a Protected Area suitability assessment of the
Olongapo Watershed (DENR, 1995). Accordingly, grass was the predominant
vegetation, interspersed with remnants of established nursery under the former Bureau
of Forest Developr1ent that include species such as: teak (Tectona grandis), Gmelina
arborea, giant ipil-ipil, narra, and acacia. Other vegetation includes fruit trees planted by
settlers, and patches of second-growth forest.
The SBFZ is rich in plant species . The flora resource inventory conducted by Dalmacio
in 2001 recorded 283 plant species in 80 plant families within the Subic Watershed
Forest Reserve (SWFR) . In a more intensive study, Fernando et al. (1998) recorded a
total of 745 plant species belonging to 122 families from an area of approximately 17.5
hectares within the NAVMAG portion of the SWFR.
The resource inventory and assessment of biodiversity conducted by Fernando et al.
(1998) described the Subic Bay Forest Reserve as second-growth forest. On a
landscape level, the forest and grass/scrubland matrices are highly fragmented. There
are five vegetation types identified in the area these are:
Lowland Dipterocarp Forest - Occupying most of the uncleared uplands of the SBFZ.
Shorea contorta, Dipterocarpus grandiflorus, Shorea po/ysperma, Dipterocarpus
gracilis and Anisoptera thurifera are some of the prominent species seen in the
area. Non-dipterocarp species include Strombosia philippinensis, Chisocheton
petandrus, Diospyrus pilosanthera, Sandoricum koeljape, and Ervatamia mucronata
among others.
Limestone Forest - Located in the Redondo Peninsula, an indicator for this type of
forest is the presence of some limestone species such as Vitex parvif/ora, Alstonia
macrophyl/a, Antidesma ghaerembilla, Casuarina equisetifolia, and Syzygium spp.
Mangrove Swamp Vegetation - In tidal areas. Among the abundant species found are
Rhizophora apicu/ata, Bruguiera gymnorrhiza, Sonneratia Alba, Avicennia marina
and A officinales.
·
Beach Forest - Found in shoreline areas of the SBFZ. Species such as Pongamia
pinnata, lntsia bijuga, Termina/ia catappa, Barringtonia asiatica, B. acutangu/a and
B. racemosa are common.
Parang grassland - Open area where bamboo, binayuyu, and other grass species are
present. Saging butuhan, talahib, tambo, cogon, kupang are also found. This type of
vegetation is generally located between the middle and upper elevation of the area .
In the natural forest of SWFR, White lauaun (Shorea contorta) is the most dominant
tree species. Other important species include Bolong-eta (Diospyros pi/osanthera),
Anyatan (Cliestanthus blanco1), Pandakaki (Ervatamia pandacaqw), Alupag (Litchi
chinensis subspecies philippinensis), Apitong (Dipterocarpus grandiflorus), Tamayuan
(Strombosia philippi1ensis), Fire tree (Delonix regia), Tibig (Ficus nota) , Mali-mali (Leae
Kullut,1 <1t K<!lik<!s,1n Consult,1ncy Services Inc.
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guineensis), Kupang (Parkia roxburgit), and Tangisang bayawak (Ficus variegate) .
Among the non-tree species, Bikal (Dinoch/oa acutiflora), Buho (Schizostachyum
/umampao), Pamulaklakin (Symphorema /uzonica), and Ooko (Mikamia cordata)
predominate.

The dominant tree species in brushlands in the SWFR are Banaba (Lagerstroemia
speciosa), Pandakaki, and lpil-ipil (Leucaena /eucocephala) . They are growing in
association with Chromolaena odorata, Centrosema pubescens, Ooko, Nito (Lygodium
circinatum) and Buho. In grasslands, the grass Cogan (lmperata cylindrica) is most
dominant Also common are Chromolaena and Talahib (Saccharum spontaneum) .
Binayuyu (Antidesma ghaesambilla) is the common tree species .

3.2.1 .2 Site Flora
Methodology

A systematic cluster sampling, with 20 m x 20 m quadrats (for trees and arborescent
species) and 2 m x 2 m quadrats (for ground vegetation), was used in the study. Plots
were established every 100 m of the transect lines. The project site was stratified into
upper, middle and lower elevations/portions; the lower portion comprises the coastal
zone including Sitio Agusuhin proper. An additional transect was established along the
coastline of the project site. A map of the vegetation transects is shown in Figure 3-29.
In situ identification of plant species were classified within the established quadrats.
Trees and bamboos more than 3 m in height and at least 10 cm in diameter were
included under the canopy/overstorey layer. Saplings, shrubs, vines and other species
below 3 m i~ height but not lower than 0.70 m were included under the intermediate
layer. Other plants with heights below 0.70 m were included under tie ground layer.
Species dominance of the plant communities within quadrats and sub-quadrats along
transect lines was assessed in terms of the estimated total cover (EC), relative ground
cover (RC), number of times the individual species (i) occurred, absolute frequency
(AF), and relative frequency (RF) of individual species encountered in the sampling
plots. The summation of these two parameters for a particular species i (RC + RF) will
reflect the importance value (IV) for that species. Individuals with high IV are considered
as the dominant species in a given plant community. The formulas below were used in
assessing the different ecological parameters in vegetation :
Estimated Cover (EC) = area occupied by a species (I) expressed in m2
. C
(RC)
I t1ve over
Rea

coverof species(!)
cov erof all species

number of plotsspecies(l)encountered
Ab sou
I te Frequency (AF) = - - -- - - - -- - - - tota In umber of sample plots established
. F
(RF)
Re Iat1ve requency

frequency of species (I)
frequency of all species

Importance Value (IV) = relative cover + relative frequency
Species Diversity (Shannon Weaver Formula):

Kuitu -
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H= 1-

I[~ 10{~)]

where:
H = the Species Diversity Index
n1 = total count of specific species per transect line
N = total count of species per transect line

H

Evenness lndex(E) = - log S
where:
S - no. of species
Dominance lndex(C) = I(~)
Based on the preceding categories of vegetation types, the plant species in forest
vegetation were stratified into tree vegetation which is the overstorey and lower
vegetation which is also correspond to the ground layers. Each species was assessed
in terms of its importance values (IV), which refers to the dominance and frequency of
each species.
Findings and Observations

Vegetation Types
Generally, in terms of physiognomy, the project area is predominantly an herbaceous
plant community with woodland vegetation confined in the riverine areas and the
coastal zone of the project site where majority of human settlement converges. In
preponderance are the grasses in association with forage species. Sparse tree species
are present in the middle upper portion of the project site which is the middle riparian
part of the Agusuhin River Basin.
The surrounding ridges are almost devoid of trees. In terms of number, agoho is the
dominant tree in these areas. Agoho tolerates the poor, metals-rich lateritic soils in the
area. The ground vegetation is dominated by hardy grasses like samsamon (Themeda
triandra) and cauacauayan (Apluda mutica).
Channels of upper catchment areas of the tributaries of Agusuhin River are
predominantly covered by bocawe (Dinoch/oa scandens) and very few trees.
The Agusuhin River Basin was formerly agoho-dominated woodland with the riparian
areas having mixed species agoho, bamboos and other riparian trees. The current fireclimax vegetation is a result of logging and eventual agricultural land conversion with
fire as the main tool for vegetation management. Figure 3-30 is a map showing the
existing vegetation.
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Figure 3 - 29. Map Showing Location of Vegetation Transect Lines.
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Figure 3 - 30. Vegetation Map of Lower Agusuhin (Project Area).
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Parang Grassland Vegetation. The project area is generally covered by parang
vegetation type, an open area where bamboo, binayuyu, and other grass species are
present. This type of vegetation is generally located between the middle and upper
elevation of SBFZ (see Figure 3-30).
About 140 species, belonging to at least 52 families and 125 genera, were encountered
in the project site. Of these, 4 are epiphytes, 1 is thallophyte, 50 are herbs, 1 is palm,
19 are shrubs, 7 are vines and 58 are tree species in different growing stages
(seedlings, juveniles and trees) (Figure 3-31). Most of the species encountered have
economic and medicinal values, many of which are exotic. Except for dilang baka
(Nopalea cochenillifera), prickly narra (Pterocarpus indicus fonna echinatus) and the
orchids, no other endangered species was encountered. These species were seen in
the backyards/gardens.

■

epiphytes

□ thallophytes ·

□ herbs
□ palm
■ shrubs
□ vines

trees

Figure 3 - 31. Distribution of Plants by Form
A very small patch of mangrove (about 200 m2) can be seen in Sitio Agusuhin Proper.
It is dominated by bungalon (Avicennia marina) .
With respect to arboreal vegetation, the whole of project site is dominated by agoho
(Casuarina equisetifolia) with an Importance Value (IV) of 53.190. It is followed by
mango (Mangifera indica) with IV of 35.997. Binayuyu (Antidesma ghaesembilla) is
third with IV of 18.245. Next is kasoy (Anacardium occidentale) with 9.830 while ipil-ipil
(Leucaena leucocephala) follows with 8.587. Except agoho (RF = 48.438%), all other
species mentioned have the same Relative Frequency (RF) of 6.25% which indicates
that they appear almost the same in the transects established. On the other hand,
mango has the highest Relative Dominance (RD) of 29.747% since it has the biggest
diameters at breast height (DBHs). Being a small tree, binayuyu is only second has only
11 .995% RD value. RD is a measure of the total basal area of a tree species. Agoho is
third with 4.752%. Table 3-24 shows the importance values and diversity indices of the
tree vegetation.
The ground vegetation of the project site is dominated by grasses. The most dominant
species is talahib (Saccharum spontaneum) with a very high IV of 39.014. Next is
cogon with 19.617 IV value. The third dominating species is a coastal vine, lambayong
(/pomoea pes-caprae), with IV of 15.503, followed very closely by the grass, bagibuk
(Eragrostis tenella), with IV of 15.026. In terms of expanse, talahib is likewise on top
with Relative Cover (RC) of 27.073%, followed by cogon with 12.154%, then by
lambayong with 9.533%. Moreover, talahib is likewise the most distributed plant species
with RF of 11 .940%, followed by cogon 7.463%, and then by lambayong and bagibuk
ultut;i_,it: Kallk.is.in Consultancy Setvlces Inc
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(Eragrostis tenella} with 5.970% . Table 3-25 shows the importance values and
diversity indices of the lower vegetation.

17'/,

a
a

Fabaceae
Combrelaceae
a P andanaceae

a Anacardiaceae a Apocynaceae
a Euphorblaceae a Lamlaceae
■

Rublaceae

a Arecaceae

■

■

■

Mefiaceae

Casuarinaceae
Myrtaceae

■ Vixaceae

Figure 3 - 32. Tree Families Found at the Project Area
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□ Poaceae
■ Acanthaccoe
■ Com.olwlaceae
■ Rublaceae

mFabaceae

a Apocynaceae
■ Cypemceae

a Asteraceae
■ Amceae
a Melastomalaceae

a Maheceae
a Casuarinaceae
a Mefiaceae

Figure 3 - 33. Lower Plant Families Found at the Project Area
By stratification, the dominant tree species in the upper portion of the project area is
binayuyu . There are very few trees in the middle portion as most of the area is devoted
to rice production, sparse settlement, and planting of cash crops. The dominating tree in
the lower portion of the project site is agoho. Following tree dominance is mango since
it is the major cash crop species of the community. Next to it is kasoy.

-------------
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In terms of species richness and equitabilty, the arboreal plant community of the project
site has a Shannon-Wiener Index (H') of 3.568 bits/individual and Evenness Index (e) of
0.84. The site has a low diversity in trees. On the other hand, the lower vegetation has
a slightly higher diversity with H' of 4.507 and e of 0.865.
Rice Paddies
At the central portion of the project area, approximately 5 hectares (ha) of rice paddies
are being maintained by some of the residents (Plate 12). Three farmers were
interviewed during the visit. Accordingly, they have been tilling the land for more than
10 years. The paddies are irrigated by water from the Agusuhin North Creek diverted
through man-made channels. Cropping was being maintained twice a year. Harvest is
around 100 sacks pa lay per hectare per cropping . The farmers employs the usual
practice of applying 14-14-14 and urea fertilizers and do not introduce organic fertilizer
and other environment-friendly practices. The common rice pests are the stem borers
which can be controlled using commercial insecticides. Neither extension work nor
assistance has reached their farm ever since they tilled the paddies according to one of
the respondents.
Reforestation Project
A 100-ha reforestation project is situated just at the north-eastern section of the
proposed project (Plate 13). This project coined as ACRA (Agusuhin Community
Reforestation Assistance) was funded by Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc. (PSFI) . During
the construction of the CGS and was contracted to the People's Organization of
Agusuhin . Accordingly, the area was planted starting in August 2000 and was turned
over to SBMA in February 2001 . Ten thousand (10,000) mangos and 45,000
Eucalyptus were establshed during the said period .
Site observations revealed that the plantation survival is barely 10%. A few spots of
eucalyptus were found in the area. The field guide and a resident of Agusuhin said that
the area was regularly burned by wildfires from the grasslands which were ignited by
hunters to enhance growth of grass species to wild deers. With this periodic burning,
the reforestation area is practically reverting back to grassland ecosystem with patches
offire-resistant species such as agoho and binayuyu sporadically scattered .
Ecological Status of Plant Species
The plant species identified in the area are considered common which means they can
be found in similar habitats in other parts of the country. It can be inferred, therefore,
that no endangered species can be sacrificed in the process of developing the area .
However, it must be noted that the cutting and utilization of other hardwood and fruit
bearing trees should be regulated per DENR Administrative Order (DAO) No. 78, series
1987 and DAO 18 series 1994. On the other hand, portions of private lands are
required to be reforested of planted tree pursuant to Presidential Decree (PD) 953 and
1153 and other existing laws (i.e. PD 1559). None of this ecologically significant plant
species and habitat occurs in the proposed project site.
Economically Important Species
In the project area , mango and rice are agricultural crops which contribute in part on the
sustenance of the community of Agusuhin . However, they are raised in small scale and
therefore not deterrent to the survival of the local people. lpil-ipil is also important as a
ultutc1 atkl likasao...C®sJJ.lfc1o_cY- SetvLcesJnc
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multi-purpose tree species; however this tree is very common and widely distributed in
the country. Eucalyptus trees were planted as reforestation species and can be
sourced of electricity posts if they had been protected well.
A list of species found in the Lower Agusuhin Basin is attached as Appendix 7.
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Table 3 - 24. Importance Values and Diversity Indices of the Tree Vegetation
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RELATIVE

SPECIES

ABSOLUTE

RELATIVE

IMPORTANCE

COM.

COM.

APPEARED

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

VALUE

ISQ.M.I

IRCl

PER PLOT

161'l

IRFl

11\/\

~

"3
0
_.

SPECIES

SCIENTIFIC NAME

(D

_.

ni/N

(ni/N)(log 2n;/N)

n;/N (log2nilN)

2

e

Aaoho

Casuarina eauisetifolia

0.072

4.752

31

20.363

48.438

53.190

0.266

-0.508

0.971

0.1 20

Mangga

Mangifera indica

0.453

29.747

4

2.628

6.250

35.997

-0.445

Binavuvu

Antidesma ahaesembilla

0.183

11.995

4

2.628

6.250

18.245

0.180
0.091

-0.315

1.102
1.089

0.1 05
0.074

Kasov

Anacardium occidentale

0.055

3.580

4

2.628

6.250

9.830

0.049

-0.214

0.929

0.050

ioil-ioil

Leucaena leucoceohala

0.036

2.337

4

2.628

6.250

8.587

0.043

-0.195

0.886

0.046

Auri

Acacia auriculiformis

0.1 02

6.686

1

0.657

1.563

8.249

0.041

-0.190

0.873

0.045

Nioa

Cocos nucifera

0.096

6.320

1

0.657

1.563

7.882

0.039

-0.184

0.858

0.043

0.858

0.043

Banakal

Nauclea orientalis

0.096

6.320

1

0.657

1.563

7.882

0.039

-0.1 84

Talisai

Terminalia catappa

0.067

4.385

2

1.314

3.1 25

7.510

0.038

-0.178

0.842

0.042

Santo!

Sandoricum koetiaoe

0.080

5.283

1

0.657

1.563

6.845

0.034

0.039

Acacia famesiana

0.052

3.384

1.314

3.1 25

0.795

0.038

Vitex oarviflora

0.066

4.339

0.657

1.563

6.509
5.901

0.033

Molave

2
1

-0.167
-0.161

0.811

Aroma

0.030

-0.150

0.762

0.035

Kamachile

Pithecellobium dulce

0.049

3.224

1

0.657

1.563

4.787

0.024

0.694

0.030

bayag usa

Voacanga g/obosa

0.023

1.506

2

1.314

3.125

4.631

0.023

-0.129
-0.126

0.683

0.030

Liaas

0.042

2.729

1

0.657

1.563

4.292

0.021

-0.119

0.659

0.028

Lanete

Semecarous cuneiformis
Wrightia bubescens ssp.
laniti

0.031

2.064

1

0.657

1.563

3.626

0.018

-0.105

0.607

0.025

alas-as

Pandanus odoratissimus

1
1

0.657
0.657

-0.074

0.478

1.563

2.305
1.980

0.012

Psidium guajava

0.743
0.418

1.563

Bayabas

0.011
0.006

0.010

-0.066

0.439

0.017
0.016

Achuete

Vixa orellana

0.003

0.186

1

0.657

1.563

1.748

0.009

-0.060

0.409

0.014

1.522

100.000

64.000

42.040

100.000

200.000

1.000

-3.568

14.743

0.840

S=
(H') =

19
-SUM ((n/NJ•/og2(n/N))

(H') =

3.568

EVENNESS INDEX
(e)

=

(e) = H' llog2S

0.840

Kultura at Kalikasan Consultancy Services Inc.
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Table 3 - 25. Importance Values and Diversity Indices of the Lower Vegetation
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RELATIVE
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ABSOLUTE
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COVER
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FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

VALUE

!SQ.M.l

!RCl

PER PLOT

fAFl

IRFl

I IV\

n/ N

(n/ N)(log2n/N)

n/N (log 2n/N)

2

e

Talahib

Saccharum soontaneum

22.720

27.073

8

0.095

11.940

39.014

0.1 95

-0.460

1.085

0.088

!l?

Coqon

lmoerata cvlindrica

10.200

12.154

5

0.060

7.463

19.617

0.098

-0.329

1. 101

0.063

co

Lambavonq

loomoea oes-<:aorae

8.000

9.533

4

0.048

5.970

15.503

0.078

-0.286

1.055

0.055

~

Bagibuk

Eragrostis tenel/a

7.600

9.056

4

0.048

5.970

15.026

0.075

-0.281

1.048

0.054

Haaonov

Chromolaena odorata

5.200

6.1 96

2

0.024

2.985

9.181

0.046

-0.204

0.907

0.039

Fantankuen

Synedrela odorata

2.800

3.337

3

0.036

4.478

7.814

0.039

-0.183

0.855

0,035

Borreria

Borrerria ocvmoides

2.800

3.337

2

0.024

2.985

6.322

0.032

-0.1 58

0.785

0.030

salai-salai

Arundinella ciliata

2.600

3.098

2

0.024

2.985

6.083

0.030

-0.153

0.772

0.029

Gumi

Cvoerus iria

1.320

1.573

0.036

4.478

6.051

0.030

-0.153

Alvssicarous nummularifolius

0.800

0.953

0.036

4.478

5.431

0.027

-0.1 41

0.771
0.735

0.029

bania-usa

3
3

Grass

Panicum

2.800

3.337

1

0.012

1.493

4.829

0.024

-0.1 30

0.697

0.025

Aainaai

Cenchrus echinatus

1.000

1.192

2

0.024

2.985

4.177

-0.117

0.651

-0.1 17

0.651

0.022
0.022

6

I\)

u,

so.

0.027

n nitrioo

lschaemum rugosum

1.000

1.1 92

2

0.024

2.985

4.177

0.021
0.021

Natal qrass

1.000

1.192

2

0.024

2.985

4.177

0.021

-0.117

0.651

0.022

taklana baka

Rh vnchelvtrum reoens
Malvastrum
coromandelianum

1.800

2.145

1

0.012

1.493

3.637

0.018

-0.105

0.608

0.020

Cauacauavan

Aoluda mutica

1.600

1.907

1

0.012

1.493

3.399

0.017

-0.100

0.587

0.019

Waliswalisan

Sida acuta

1.600

1.907

1

0.012

1.493

3.399

0.017

-0.100

0.587

0.019

ipil-ipil

Leucaena /eucocephala

0.280

0.334

2

0.024

2.985

3.319

0.017

-0.098

0.580

0.019

Bermuda qrass

Cvnodon dactv/on

1.400

1.668

1

0.012

1.493

3.1 61

0.016

-0.095

0.566

0.018

Duranta

Duranta reoens

1.400

1.668

1

0.012

1.493

3.1 61

O.Q16

-0.095

0.566

0.018

Makahiva

Mimosa o udica
Pseuderanth emum
reticu/atum

0.800

0.953

1

0.012

1.493

2.446

0.012

-0.078

0.494

O.Q15

0.800

0.953

1

0.012

1.493

2.446

0.012

-0.078

0.494

0.015

moradona dilaw
corazon
de
maria

Ca/adium bicolor

0.600

0.715

1

0.012

1.493

2.208

0.01 1

-0.072

0.467

0.014

Aqoho

Casuarin a equisetifo lia

0.560

0.667

1

0.012

1.493

0.01 1

-0.071

0.461

0.014

Tambe

Arundo donax

0.400

0.477

1

0.012

1.493

2.1 60
1.969

0.010

-0.066

0.438

0.013
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Gardenia iasminoides
Malvastrum sp.

0.400
0.400

0.477
0.477

1
1

0.012
0.012

1.493
1.493

1.969
1.969

0.010
0.010

-0.066
-0.066

0.438
0.438

0.013
0.013

Sampaloc

Tamarindus indica

0.400

0.477

1

0.012

1.493

1.969

0.010

-0.066

0.438

0.013

Karagain

Cassia mimosoides

0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011

Korokorosan

Chloris barbata

0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011

oakoak-lanaaw

Desmodium trifolium

0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011

Malatabako

Elephantopus tomentosus

0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011

Paraais

Eleusine indica

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

Grass
large-leaf
mahoaanv

Fimbistylis sp.

0.200
0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011
0.011

Swietenia macrophyl/a

0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011

bavaa-usa

Voacanoa olobosa

0.200

0.238

1

0.012

1.493

1.731

0.009

-0.059

0.406

0.011

Malatunaaw

Melastoma malabathrycum

0.040

0.048

1

0.012

1.493

1.540

0.008

-0.054

0.380

0.010

83.920

100.000

67.000

0.798

100.000

200.000

1.000

-4.507

22.551

0.865

Rosal
Shrub

S=
(H') =

37
-SUM ((n/N}'log2{n/N))

(H') =

4.507

EVENNESS
H' I JogiS

INDEX (e)
(e)

=

0.865
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3.2.1.3 Regional Fauna
Species Totals

Fifty-four species of mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians were recorded on the
Redondo Peninsula as compared to 58 species at Mt. Balakibok (Eastside) and 65
species in the Baton Valley of the SWFR, the highest number of species among all sites
(Resources Inventory of the Subic Bay Protected Areas Management Plan Project) .
Table 3 - 26. Species Totals for Redondo Peninsula, Mt. Silanguin, Quinabucsan
Mt. Silanguin {Q)

,...,.....

,,

Mammals

Birds

Reptiles

Amphibians

Total

Family

3

26

4

3

36

Genera

4

36

5

7

52

Species

4

40

5

5

54

Relative Abundance

'
The Species Relative Abundance was based from frequency counts generated from
transect counts, point counts and trapped and netted species. The relative abundance
(RA percent) value was estimated using the numerical abundance of one species to the
Total Abundance of All Species. This may be interpreted as the relationship between
abundance of individuals of a species and to the total number of individuals of species
to denote the species occurrence and number in a relative manner.
Based on this analysis the most and least abundant species in the SBFZ are listed in
the table below:
Table 3 - 27. Abundant and Rare Fauna Species Among Sites Sampled in the SBFZ
Abundant

Rare

Mammals:

Mammals:

Lesser Bamboo Bat ( Tylonycteris pachypus)

Striped Shrew Rat (Chrotomys mindorensis)

Common Short-nosed Fruit Bat (Cynopterus

Philippine Warty Pig ( Sus philippensis)

brachyotis)
Musky Fruit Bat (Ptenochirus jagon)

Birds:

Birds:

Philippine Bulbul (Hypsipetes philippinus)

Night Jar (Caprimu/gus sp .)

Pygmy Swiftlet ( Co/localia troglodytes)

Frogmouth (Batrachostomus septimus)
Stripe-headed Rhabdornis (Rhabdornis
mysticalis)
Quail (Coturnix sp.)

Glossy Swiftlet (Collocalia esculenta)
Brown-backed Needle Tail Swift (Hirundapus

gigantea)
Amethyst Fruit Dove (Phapitreron amethystina)
White-eared Fruit Dove (Phapitreron /eucotis)

Blue Rock Thrush (Monticola solitarius)
Yellow-bellied Whistler (Pachycephala
phi/iooensis)
Philippine Fairy Blue Bird (Irena cyanogaster)

Lesser Coucal ( Centropus benga/ensis)
Re~tiles:

ultuta at Kalikasan-Consultanc _Setvices Inc
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Abundant

Rare

Philippine Gecko (Gekko gecko)

Wagler's Pit Viper (Trimerisurus wag/en)

Variable Malay Monitor Lizard (Varanus
salvator)
Am[!hibians :

Am[!hibians :

Puddle Frog (Occidozyga /aevis)

Swamp Frog (Rana leytensis)

Common Forest Frog (Platymantis dorsa/is)

Diminutive Forest Frog (Platymantis mimu/us)

Variable-backed Frog (Rana signata)
Everett's Frog (Rana everetti /uzonensis)

Diversity

SWFR contained the highest level of Species Diversity (H') for birds, reptiles, and
amphibians, respectively. Mt. Balakibok had the highest H' for mammals. However,
Mt. Balakibok and Redondo Peninsula generally had lower values than SWFR, perhaps
reflecting that the sampled habitats at Balakibok and Redondo were more disturbed by
humans than the habitats at SWFR. Values of the Species Richness Index showed a
roughly similar contrast among the study areas, with the least disturbed area, SWFR,
again having higher values.
Table 3 - 28. Species Diversity in the Sampled Sites of the SBFZ (Mar-May 2000)
Vertebrate
Species Richness (R)
Species Diversity (H')
Group
Mammals
1.17
1.26
Birds
2.97
3.49
SWFR
1.73
Reptiles
1.47
Amphibians
1.72
1.41
MT. Balakibok
Mammals
1.51
1.25
1.87
Birds
3.04
Reptiles
0.95
1.34
Amphibians
1.07
1.41
Redondo
Mammals
1.14
1.03
Peninsula
Birds
3.40
2.35
Reptiles
1.38
1.77
Amphibians
0.97
0.79
Formulae used: Species Diversity Index -H': (Pi In Pi), Where; Pi = number of individuals of the
species / N, N = total number of individuals. Species Richness Index - R: (S / SQRT [NI), Where; S =
no. of species, N = total number of individuals.

· Sampled Sites

Similarity of Species Composition Among Sites

Coefficient of similarity values was generally low between study areas. These are
broken down by animal groups for comparison among the areas as shown below.
Table 3 - 29. Summary Table of Fauna I Species Similarity Values Among Samples Sites at SBFZ
Study Areas

Mammals

Birds

Reptiles

Amphibian

SWFR - Mt. Balakibok

50.00 %

43.08 %

28.57 %

62.50 %

SWFR - Redondo

18.75%

36.67 %

57.14 %

50.00 %

Redondo - Mt. Balakibok

11 .76 %

47.46 %

60.00 %

33.33 %

- - - - - -Kaltat;i ;it K;ihk;is;in <:onsu'lt;irrcy Setvlces Inc.
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Species Endemism Among Sites

Endemic species are defined as those that are found only in the Philippines. Endemism,
measured as the percentage of endemics among all species in an area, is high in the
Philippine fauna overall (Heaney et al., 1982, Dans 1997, Dickinson et al., 1998). The
table below reflects that the species inventoried in Redondo Peninsula has a lower
endemism compared tp SWFR and Mt. Balakibok.
Table 3 - 30. Endemism Among Animals SBFZ Study Sites, Including Total Number of
Endemic Species and Percentage of Total Species for the Area
Study Area

Total
Endemic

Mammal
Endemism

Bird
Endemism

Reptile
Endemism

Amphibian
Endemism

SWFR

43 (66%)

2 (40 %)

34 (74 %)

6 (17 %)

3 (50 %)

Redondo

39 (60%)

1 (25 %)

34 (69 %)

3 (60 %)

4 (57 %)

Mt. Balakibok

43 (74%)

1 (17 %)

36 (77 %)

3 (67 %)

4 (80 %)

Threatened and Endangered Endemic Species in SBFZ

All four endemic species of mammal inventoried in the SBFZ are classified as
threatened and endangered species under the PAWB-DENR list. Likewise, these
species of mammals are also included in the 1988 IUCN Red List of Threatened
Animals.
Among the 36 endemic species of birds identified in the inventory, 19 are listed either
as endangered and vulnerable or near threatened to critically endangered. The
reptilian group has two endemic species of near threatened status, while of the nine
endemic amphibian species five belong to the endangered and vulnerable category,
two species are near threatened, and one species is insufficiently known.
Table 3 - 31. List of Threatened and Endangered Luzon Endemic Species in SBFZ
Common Name
Amphibians
Mountain Forest frog

Scientific Name

Platymantis montanus

Luzon Forest frog
Diminutive Forest frog
Pygmy Forest frog
Luzon Frog

Platymantis luzonensis
Platymantis mimulus
Platymantis pygmaeus
Rana (everetti) /uzonensis

SL,EV
SL,EV
Ll,EV
GL, NT

Woodworth's Frog

Rana woodworthi

SL, NT

Luzon Chorus Frog
Luzon Narrow-mouthed Frog
Reptiles
Philippine Pit-viper
Flying lizards
Green Sea Turtle

Ka/ou/a (baleata) kalingensis
Kaloula rigida

Ll,IS
Ll,EV

Trimeresurus flavomaculatus
Draco (spilopterus, reticulatus)
Chelonia mydas

Ll,NT
GL, NT

Birds
Philippine Duck
Philippine Falconet
Philippine Serpent-Eagle

Anas /uzonica
Microhierax erythrogonys
Spi/omis holospi/us

L, EV, IUCN V
L, EV, EN, CITES II
PE, EV, CITES II

KaltOf.l ;it K:ali!Qs;in Consult;incy Setvices In .
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Status

Ll,EV

IUCN E; CITES, I

Habitat/Remarks

PF,SF ponds, streams,
springs and creeks
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above and
river system
Same as above
Same as above
PF,SF
PF, SF
Widely distributed in the
Phil.
Mangroves, WL
PF, SF, FE
PF,SF
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Scientific Name

Status
GL, NT, EN, IUCN K
LI, EN, CITES II;
IUCN K, NT

HabitaURemarks
PF, SF

Common Name
Pink-bellied Imperial Pigeon

Ducula poliocephala

Luzon Bleeding-heart

Gal/ico/umba /. /uzonicalrubiventris

Colasisi (LI race)

Loricu/us p. phi/ippensis

GL., EV, IUCN, V

Guaiabero Fig-parrot (LI race)
Luzon Montane Racquet-tail
Blue-headed Racquet-tail

Bo/bopsittacus I. lunulatus

Green Racquet-tail

Prioniturus /uconensis

Scale-feathered Malkoha
Luzon Scop's owl

Phaenicophaeus cumingi
Otus longicomis

LI, NT, CITES II
LI, EN, V, IUCN K
LI, EN, IUCN NT
GL, EV, EN , IUCN K,
V
GL, EV, CITES II
GL, EV, CITES II

Jungle kingfisher

Ceyx melanurus

GL, EV, IUCN K

Luzon Tarictic Hombill
Phil. Pygmy woodpecker
Sooty Woodpecker (GL race)
White-bellied Woodpecker (SLr)
Fishes
Palos/ H1at or River eels
Tilapia
Dalag/ Snakehead
Native catfish
Freshwater shrimp
Talangka/ Terrestrial crabs

Penelopides m. manillae

GL, CE, CITES II
LI, EV, CITES II
GL, EV, CITES II
GL, EV, CITES II

PF, SF, FE
PF,SF,FE
PF, SF, FE water
bodies
PF,SF, FE
PF, SF
PF,SF
PF,SF

EB
EB
EB
EB
EB
EB

SBFZ 's River system
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

Prioniturus montanus
Prioniturus platenae

Picoides maculatus
Mulleripicus f. funebris
Dryocopus javensls confuses
Anquilla
Oreochromis nilolicalmosambicus
Ophiocephalus stria/us
Clarias balrachus
Macrobrachium

LPF&SF
PF, SF, FE,
Agroecosvstem
PF,SF,FE
PF
LPF,Cu
FE,SF-PF&Cu

Key: GL - Endemic only to Greater Luzon fauna/ region LI - Endemic only to Luzon Island SL - Endemic only to
southern Luzon biogeographical region PE - Philippine Endemic species IUCN - World Conservation Union
(formerly International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources): CE - Critically Endangered
species: seriously threatened with extinction EV - Endangered or vulnerable species: threatened with extinction IS
- Indeterminate or insufficiently known: threatened but data insufficient to determine status EN - Endangered V Vulnerable K - Insufficiently known NT - Near-threatened or rare species CITES - Convention on International
Trade of Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna: Appendix I - Commercial export/trade not allowed Appendix II
- Commercial export/trade restricted EB - Ethno-bio/ogically Significant species CU - Cultivated areas, root crops,
banana plantation, orchard, agroecosystem PF - Primary forest SF - Secondary forest FE - Forest edge WL Wetlands

The threatened and endangered species on the Redondo Peninsula are Philippine
Warty Pig, Common Short-nosed Fruit Bat, Common Rousette Bat, Musky Fruit Bat,
Pink-bellied Imperial Pigeon , Scale Feathered Malkoha, Philippine Hanging Parakeet,
Green Racquet Tail Parrot, Guaiabero, Variable Monitor Lizard, and Variable Backed
Frog.
3.2.1.4 Site Fauna
Methodology

Transecting/traversing was conducted to determine the species of birds and terrestrial
animals. The line transect sample count technique under King's census method was
used to estimate the population of wildlife which are active during the day. Species of
wildlife were identified and recorded based on sightings (with the aid of binoculars),
calls and presence of activity signs.
Mist nets were used to capture both nocturnal and diurnal animals . Two habitat types
were considered for the survey of terrestrial wildlife; these are the grasslands and the
l<ulfo t.1 <1t Ki!llkamrConsult.incy Setvlces Inc.
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areas dominated by binayuyu (Antidesma ghaesembilla) and agoho (Casuarina
equisitifolia). Three mistnets were strategically set within these two habitat types with a
total of 3 trap days and 4 trap nights for the whole duration of the survey.
Likewise, cage traps were also use to determine the presence of small mammals on the
ground. A total of 18 cage traps (with roasted coconut as bait) were set strategically
covering a total of 1 trap day and 2 trap nights. Traps (cage and mist nets) were
monitored regularly during the whole sampling period .
Shannon Wiener Index of diversity (H') and Index of evenness was used to determine
the degree of diversity of the species population .
In addition, intervi8'N with the local people were conducted to augment data. The
activity also helped find existing wildlife that serves as pets for the local people and
other species that are not found from the actual sampling . Figure 3-34 shows the
location of wik:llife transect lines and cage traps .
Findings and Observations

Birds
Thirty-seven species of birds belonging to 25 families were recorded during the survey .
(Table 3-32). Six which comprise 3% of the total number of species found in the area
were endemic. These includes: Anas /uzonica, Phapitreron leucotis, Tumix ocel/ata,
Centropus viridis, Hypsipetes philippinus and Zosterops meyeni. One of these species
(Anas luzonica) was classified as threatened species under the Red data Book
published by Haribon Foundation and Birdlife International. Likewise, according to the
book of Kennedy (A guide to the Birds of the Philippines) there were 1,200 individuals
of these species were recorded in Subic Bay, Luzon. Although the bird was not found
during the survey, its presence in the area was confirmed by the local people. Five
other endemic species were not included in any special conservation status right now
but may also be considered threatened due to loss of their habitats. Three species
were classified as strictly migrants (Lanius cristatus, Motacil/a flava and Hirundo rustica)
while the rest were classified as either resident or residenVmigrants populations.
Grasslands with patches of Agoho and Binayuyu were the dominant vegetation found in
the area. Homogeneity of habitat reflected the types of bird species observed . Majority
of the species found belongs to the group of munias, grassbirds, swallows, bulbul's and
doves. These species are either insectivorous or granivorous. Munia's has the most
number of individuals recorded followed by white-eye, swallows and doves (Table 333). Not surprisingly, these species are common inhabitant of grassland areas except
for lowland white-eye which is commonly found in flocks atop of the agoho trees looking
for insects. In addition, the presence of raptors like certain species of falcon and grass
owls indicates that these habitats provide food for them.
Index of diversity has a value of 3.135359 for Shannon-Wiener Index and 0.87 for
Evenness Index.

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/[20191122-09:29:54]
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Figure 3 - 34. Location Map cl Wildlife Transects and Cage Traps
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Table 3 - 32. List of Birds Observed in the Beach and Lowland Habitats in Sitio
Agusuhin, Subic, Zambales
Family

Common Name

Scientific Name

Status

R

Occurrence/
Trophic Level
Common/ C

Ardeidae

Purple heron

Ardea purpurea

Ardeidae

Cattle egret

Bubulcus ibis

Ardeidae

Cinnamon bittern

lxobrychus cinnamomeus

R

Common/ Inv

Anatidae

Philippine duck

Anas /uzonica

E

Common/ C,Vs, G

Accipitridae

Brahminy kite

Haliastur indus

R

Common/ C

Falconidae

Peregrine falcon

Falco peregrinus

R/M

Common/ C

R/M

Common/C

Turnicidae

Spotted buttonquail

Tumix ocellata

E

Common/G

Rallidae

Barred rail
White-breasted
waterhen
Common moorhen
White-eared brown
fruit-dove
Zebra dove

Galliral/us torquatus

R

Common/ G,ln,C

Amaurornis phoenicurus

R

Common/ G,lnv,C

Gallinula chloropus

R/M

Common/ G,lnv,C

Phapitreron leucotis

E

Uncommon/ F

Geopelia striata

R
R

Fairly common/ G

Streptopelia chinensis
Chalcophaps indica

R

Common/ G,F

Centropus viridis

E

Locally common/ I
Common/C

Collocalia sp.

R
R
R

Uncommon/ I

Halcyon smyrnensis

R

Common/ C

Hirundo rustica

M

Common/ I

Hirundo tahitica

Common/ I

Rallidae
Rallidae
Columbidae
Columbidae
Columbidae

Cuculidae

Spotted dove
Common emerald
dove
Philippine coucal

Tytonidae

Grass owl

Tyto capensis

Caprimulgidae

Savanna nightjar

Caprimulgus sp.

Columbidae

Apodidae

Fairly common/ G

Common/ I

Hirundinidae

White-throated
kingfisher
Barn swallow

Hirundinidae

Pacific swallow

Campephagidae

Pied triller

La/age nigra

R
R

Pycnonotidae

Philippine bulbul

Hypsipetes philippinus

E

Common/ F

Pycnonotidae

Yellow-vented bulbul

Pycnonotus goiavier

Corvidae

Corvus macrorhynchos

R
R

Common/ F, Inv

Large-billed crow

Turdidae

Pied bushchat

Saxiola caprata

R

Locally common/ I
Common/ I,Pm

Alced inidae

Common/ l,lnv

Common/ F,Vs

Sylviidae

Striated grassbird

Mega/urus palustris

Sylviidae

Zitting cisticola

Cisticola juncidis

Muscicapidae

Pied fantail

Rhipidura javanica

R
R
R

Motacillidae

Yellow wagtail
White-breasted wood
swallow
Long-tailed shrike

Motacif/a flava

M

Uncommon/ I

Artamus leucorynchus

R

Fairly common/ I

Lanius schach

R

Common/ I

Laniidae

Brown shrike

Lanius cristatus

M

Common/ I

Zosteropidae

Lowland white-eye
Eurasian tree
sparrow

Zosterops meyeni

E

Locally common/ I,F

Passer montanus

R

Common/ I,lnv

Artamidae
Laniidae

Ploceidae

l(ultut;i ;it K;ilik;is;in onsult;i ncy SetVlces Inc.
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Family

Scientific Name

Common Name
Scaly breasted
munia
Chestnut munia

Estrildidae

Status
R

Lonchura punctulata

Occurrence/
Trophic Level
Fairly common/ G

Fairly common/ G
Lonchura malacca
R
Legend for Status:
R = resident, M = migrant, E = endemic, RIM = resident and migrant
Legend for Occurrence and Trophic level:
C - carnivore, F - frugivore, G - graminivore, Vs - small vertebrates, I - insectivore, Pm - plant material, N nectarivore, Inv - invertebrate

Estrildidae

Table 3 - 33. List of Birds Species Found After the Survey with their Respective
Index of Diversity

ni/N

Shannon Index
(H')
ni/N X Ln(ni/N)

Purple heron

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Common Name

Number of
Individuals
ni

Relative abundance

Cattle egret

3

0.0167598

-0.0685270

Cinnamon bittern

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Philippine duck

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Braminy kite

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Perigrine falcon

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Spotted buttonquail

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Barred rail

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

White breasted waterhen

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Common moorhen

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

White-eared brown fruit-dove

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Zebra dove

9

0.0502793

-0.1503432

Spotted dove

9

0.0502793

-0.1503432

Common emerald dove

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Philippine coucal

6

0.0335196

-0.1138200

Grass owl

2

0.0111732

-0.0502150

Savanna nightjar

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Co//oca/ia sp.

2

0.0111732

-0.0502150

White-throated kingfisher

2

0.0111732

-0.0502150

Barn swallow

3

0.0167598

-0.0685270

Pacific swallow

11

0.0614525

-0.1714211

Pied triller

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Philippine bulbul

2

0.0111732

-0.0502150

Yellow-vented bulbul

9

0.0502793

-0.1503432

Large-billed crow

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Pied bush-chat

5

0.027933

-0.0999428

Striated grassbird

2

0.0111732

-0.0502150

Zitting cisticoia

10

0.0558659

-0.1611619

Pied fantail

1

0.0055866

-0.0289798

Yellow wagtail

12

0,0670391

-0.1811718

1€ultuta at ~ llkasan Eonsultancy tvlces Inc.
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Number of
Individuals
7

White-breasted wood swallow

Relative abundance

Shannon Index
(H')

0.0391061

-0.1267615

Long-tailed shrike

4

0.0223464

-0 .0849407

Brown shrike

5

0.027933

-0.0999428

Lowland white-eye

16

0.0893855

-0.2158478

Eurasian tree sparrow

11

0.0614525

-0.1714211

Scaly breasted munia

23

0.1284916

-0.2636508

Chestnut munia

11

0.0614525

-0.1714211

Total number of species = 37

-3.135359

N=179

0.87

Evenness Index

Mammals

Results for trapping small mammals in the area turn out to be low for bats. Only two
individuals belonging to the same species (Cynopterus brachyotis) were captured
during the whole sampling period . In contrast, 2 species of rats (Rattus argenfiventer
and Rattus exu/ans) were fairly common (Plate 14). Result of the trappings was shown
in Table 3-34.
During transecting/traversing there was a very low or in fact none of these terrestrial
mammals, lizards and snakes was sighted in the field during the whole sampling period.
The data from Varanidae and Boidae were taken from the interview with the local
people.
The low turn out for bats was probably because the area is severely disturbed. In
addition of the absence of fruiting and flowering trees makes the area unfavorable for
this species to thrive. Likewise, bats are very sensitive species; they are easily
affected/react with the changes in microclimate in any given area. Unlike bats, rats are
fairly common in the area. Two species (Rattus argentiventerand Rattus exulans) were
found in this vast tract of grassland. The presence of raptor such as the Grass Owl
(Tyto capensis) indicates that the populations of these rats are in good condition . To
date this two species of rats does not belong to any special conservation status.
Table 3 - 34. List of Mammals, Reptiles and Snakes Found in the Area
Family

Common
Name

Scientific name

Trap/
documented

Status

Occurrence/
Trophic level

Pteropidae

Short-nose
fruit bat

Cynopterus
brachvotis

2

R

Muridae

Ricefield rat

Rattus argentiventer

2

R

Rattus exu/ans

4

R

Varanus salvator

2

R

Fairly
Common/F,G,Pm
Fairly
Common/F,G,Pm
Common/C

Python reticulatus

1

R

Common/C

Varanidae
Boidae

Monitor lizard
Reticulated
ovthon

Common/F,N

Legend for Status:
R = resident, M = migrant, E = endemic
Legend for Occurrence and Trophic level:
C - carnivore, F - frugivore, G - graminivore, Vs - small vertebrates, I - insectivore,
Pm - plant material, N - nectarivore, Inv - invertebrate
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3.2.2

AQUATIC ECOLOGY

3.2.2.1

River/Freshwater Ecology
Methodology

Biological samples (i.e., plankton and soft bottom benthos) from 4 stations within the
study area were collected on 24 September 2005 distributed as follows: two stations
along downstream (Plate 15) and upstream of the Agusuhin River and two stations
along downstream (Plate 16) and upstream of North Agusuhin Creek) . Sampling
locations are also shown in Figure 3-18.

,,.........,.,

Duplicate 1-liter water samples were collected at each station for phytoplankton and
zooplankton . Plankton samples were preserved in 10% formalin while in the field. The
sample was made to stand undisturbed for one week to allow organisms to settle at the
bottom of the container. The supernatant liquid was siphoned off and an aliquot was
taken as subsample of the plankton catches for analysis. The samples in aliquot were
then examined and counted using a Sedgwick-Rafter cell, and the total number of
cells/organisms was determined. The counts of individuals in each phytoplankton and
zooplankton groups were transformed to number of individual cells or organisms per
liter of water sampled .
A metal frame that covers an area of 0.0225 m2 (Plate 17) was used in collecting
samples for benthos analysis. The frame was pushed at the bottom of the streambed
and the sediments occupied within the frame were collected in duplicate samples for
each station . The collected sediments were sieved into a 0.5 mm mesh right after each
sampling. Retained sediments in the sieve were placed in a plastic container, stained
with Rose Bengal and fixed in 10 % formalin. Samples were processed in the laboratory
where they were washed with tap water to remove excess formalin . Sorting of
organisms from the sediments was done with the aid of a stereo zoom microscope.
Identified organisms were placed in vials containing 70 % alcohol and classified, if
possible, to generic level. Specimens sorted from these sediment samples were
counted to determine the organisms' density expressed as number of individuals per
square meter.
Results and Discussion

Plankton
The phytoplankton and zooplankton taxa represented in the samples, its abundance,
and their occurrences per sampling station are shown in Table 3-35. Since only one
sampling episode was conducted, there is no temporal data to address seasonality in
the variations of plankton composition and population density at these stations. A
combined mean total 12,250 phyto-and zooplankton organisms were obtained.
Phytoplankton population appeared to be the main constituent, comprising 84%
(averaging 10,250 cells/L · of the total plankton population). The phytoplankton
population consists of 3 major groups: diatoms, blue-green algae and green algae.
Blue-green algae were the most abundant phytoplankton organisms, averaging 37 %,
consisting of 3 genera. Oscillatoria (20 %) and Chroococcus (12 %) were the leading
blue-green algae in the aquatic habitats. The next most abundant were the green algae
(24 %), represented with 5 genera dominated by C/adophora and Oodegonium (6 %
each) . The phytoplankton diatoms ranked third in abundance, averaging 22 %,

3-95
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consisting of 6 genera dominated by Navicula (8%), followed by Gyrosigma and
Coscinodiscus (4 % each).
Correlations between the stations sampled as shown in Table 3-35 and plotted in
Figure 3-35 indicated that Station 2 (Upstream of Agusuhin River) had the most
abundant phytoplankton count with 15,000 cells/L, followed by Station 3 (Downstream
of Agusuhin Creek) with 13,000 cells/L. Relatively lower population densities were
determined at Station 1 (Downstream of Agusuhin River) with 7,000 cells/Land Station
4 (Upstream of Agusuhin Creek) with 6,000 cells/L. The high phytoplankton population
Upstream of Agusuhin River and Downstream of Agusuhin Creek may be due to the
slow water flow, low water level and, in some instances, due to relatively standing water
conditions observed at the time of sampling at these stations. Conversely, the relatively
higher flow rates observed Downstream of Agusuhin River and Upstream of Agusuhin
Creek during the time of sampling prohibited the develoi:ment of new plankton and
rapidly suppressed any existing organisms discharged from the associated standing
waters. The literatures on the plankton as reviewed by Welcomme (1983, 1985)
confirm that phytoplankton is more common in the still (lentic) waters of the river system
than in running (lotic) waters. One of the most important factors that determines the
presence and abundance of living organisms in the fluvial system is the rate of water
flow. Phytoplankton organisms are sensitive to flow velocity and turbulence
(Welcomme, 1983; 1985).
Only 1 animal group, the phytoflagellates represented solely by the genus Phacus ,
represented the zooplankton community, averaging only 16% of the total plankton
population (Table 3-35). The total zooplankton of the downstrean reaches of both
Agusuhin River (3 ,000 organisms/L) and Agusuhin Creek (2,000 organisms/L) was
relatively higher than their upper reaches (Figure 3-36). Existing studies indicate that
similar factors that influence phytoplankton densities apply to zooplankton . Welcomme
(1983) remarked that the occurrence of phytoplankton and zooplankton is closely
related to the flow conditions. During floods, organisms may be present but are rare;
whereas during the dry season or low waters, blooms form within the plain and in the
river channels.
Table 3 - 35. Density and Abundance of Phytoplankton and Zooplankton Organisms at
the Four Sampling Stations in Agusuhin River and Agusuhln Creek
(24 September 2005)

_,-,_,
c( 0

PLANKTON
SPECIES COMPOSITION

....a::

. _,
c(-,

.... 0
(/J

Phytoplankton
Bacillariophyceae (Diatoms)
1. Gyrosigma
2. Navicu/a
3.Fragillaria
4. Nitzschia
5. Surirella
6. Coscinodiscus
Sub-total
Cyanophycea (Blue-Green Algae)
1. Oscillatoria
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SPECIES COMPOSITION

Zooplankton
1. Phacus
TOTALZOOPLANKTON
TOTAL PLANKTON ORGANISMS
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Figure 3 - 35. Density of Phytoplankton Sampled in Agusuhin
River and Agusuhin Creek (24 September 2005)
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Figure 3 - 36. Density of Zooplankton Sampled in Agusuhin River and
Agusuhin Creek (24 September 2005)

Soft Bottom Benthos
A total number of 10 benthic organisms were obtained from 4 samples taken in 4
sampling stations. These organisms were represented by 4 animal taxa . The various
animal groups were represented in varying number of taxa . Table 3-36 presents the
total count and percentage composition of the major taxonomic groups sampled from
the survey. The crustacea represented by the gammarids were the most abundant
organisms collected comprising 40 % of the total collection, followed by the lnsecta
represented by the chironomids comprising 30 %, nematodes composing 20 % and
polychaetes represented by a nereid worm constituting 10% (Figure 3-37) .
Table 3 - 36. Total Count and Percentage Composition of Soft Bottom Fauna In
Agusuhin River and Agusuhin Creek
Taxa

Count

Percent

lnsecta

Total Count

Total Percent

3

30

Order Diotera
Chironomidae

Chironomus so.
Nematoda

3

30

2

20

Polychaeta
Nereidae

1

20
10

4

40

10

100

10

Crustacea
Gammaridea

4

40

Total

10

100
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lnsecta
Crustacea

40

Polychaeta

Nematoda

Figure 3 - 37. Mean Percentage Composition of Benthic
Fauna Sampled In Agusuhin River and Agusuhin Creek
The total population density and number of taxa sampled at different sampling stations
is shown in Table 3-37. The abundance of animals in the soft bottom community varied
from Oto 267 ind/m 2 . The highest density of benthic organisms was sampled at Station
3 (Downstream of Agusuhin Creek) (Figure 3-38). The gammarids belongng to
crustaceans were the most common organisms found . A nematode and a nereid worm
were also collected. Station 1 (Downstream of Agusuhin River) and Station 4 (Upstream
of Agusuhin Creek) have both a density of 89 ind/m 2 • A chironomid and a nematode
were found at Station 1 (Downstream of Agusuhin River) while only chironomoids were
present at Station 4 (Upstream of Agusuhin Creek) . No organisms were found at
Station 2 (Upstream of Agusuhin River), which is characterized by a gravelly and sandy
substrate.

..........

Based on the number of identified taxa, Station 3 (Downstream of Agusuhin Creek) has
3 out of 4 taxa found, Station 1 (Downstrea11 of Agusuhin River) has 2 taxa and Station
4 (Upstream of Agusuhin Creek) has only 1 taxon.
Table 3 - 37. Density (lndv/m

TAXA
lnsecta
Order Diotera
Chironomidae
Chironomus so.
Nematoda
Polvchaeta
Nereidae
Crustacea
Gammaridea
Total
Number of Taxa

STA.1
Downstream of
Agusuhin River

2

of Soft Bottom Fauna Sampled in Agusuhin River
and Agusuhin Creek

)

STA. 2
Upstream of
Agusuhin River

STA.3
Downstream of
Agusuhin Creek

STA.4
Upstream of
Agusuhin Creek

89

44
44

44
44

89
2

0
0

178
267

89

3

1
3-99
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Upstream of
Agusuhln River
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Downstream of
Agusuhin Creek
Sandy
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Upstream of
Agusuhin Creek
Sandy
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Downstream
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Figure 3 - 38. Density of Soft Bottom Fauna Sampled in
Agusuhin River and Agusuhin Creek
3.2.2.2

Marine Ecology

Methodology

Plankton
Baseline plankton investigation was undertaken in the same 3 marine sampling stations
established for water and sediment quality survey (see Table 3- 8 and see Figure 318). Duplicate vertical samples were taken by hauling a 30-cm mouth diameter conical
plankton net (Plate 18) with 20 microns mesh size at each station for phytoplankton and
zooplankton , from approximately near the bottom to the surface to minimize then effect
of variations brought about by diurnal vertical migration of plankton. In this manner, all
levels of water column were sampled (Jillett, 1971). A calibrated flowmeter (Plate 19)
was mounted in the mouth of the net to provide an estimate of the volume of water
filtered by the net during each haul. All plankton samples were preserved in 10%
formalin solution immediately after collection . The numerical density of plankton
organisms was determined using an aliquot. The samples in the aliquot were examined
microscopically and counted using a Sedgwick-Rafter cell and the total number of
organisms was determined. The biomass of plankton was determined for each sample
using "wet'' displacement volume method (Ahlstrom, 1976).
Soft Bottom Benthos
Survey for soft bottom benthos was also conducted at the 3 marine sampling stations.
Sediment samples were collected using an Ekman bottom grab sampler covering an
area of 0.0225 m2 (Plate 20) Sediment samples collected were sieved into a 0.5 mm
K:ultut.i ::it K::ilfk::isinEonsult;:inc:y Setvfces Inc.
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mesh right after each sampling (Plate 21) . Retained sediments in the sieve were placed
in a plastic container, stained with Rose Bengal and fixed in 10% formalin . Samples
were processed in the laboratory where they were washed with tap water to get rid of
excess formalin . Sorting of organisms from the sediments was done with the aid of a
stereozoom microscope. Identified organisms were placed in vials containing 70%
alcohol and classified to family level if possible. Specimens sorted from the sediment
samples were counted to analyze their density. Density was expressed in terms of
individuals per square meter. Biomass of the benthic fauna for each station was also
measured, and expressed in terms of wet wt g/m 2.
Coral
Following the methods recommended by English et al. (1994, 1997), the line intercept
transect (LIT) was set to determine the percentage cover of living corals (both hard and
soft), dead corals, algae and bare substrates. Two 50-meter Architect's fiberglass tapes
were laid down on top of the patch reef under study parallel to the shore at 8 meters
depth. All lifeforms intercepted by the transect line were recorded to the nearest
centimeter. Taxonomic identification was done at the generic level, if possible to
species level. The live coral cover was then classified into a 6-level scoring category
(English et al., 1994, 1997 and modified in Montebon, 1997). Zero for no cover, 1=1 up
to 10% cover (very poor), 2 = 11-30 % cover (poor), 3 = 31-50 % cover (fair), 4 = 51 -75
% cover (good), and 5 = 76-100 % cover (excellent). The data were then processed by
adding up the intercept length of each life form category in each transect and dividing
the sum by the total length of the transect.
Reef Fish
The reef fish survey was conducted in conjunction with the coral survey at the patch
reef. The survey of the reef fish population was conducted using the standard Fish
Visual Census Technique recommended by the ASEAN-Australia Living Coastal
Resources Project. This was done by swimming along a laid 1OOm fiberglass architect
field tape which served as the transect line and scanning all visible fish that are present
within the 10m span of vision. Doing this along a transect line of 100m would total
1000m2 of area observed . The targets were then identified at species level, counted
using the category of log4 estimate and their length estimates noted (English et al.,
1994, 1997). The estimated lengths were then converted to weight estimates using the
formula and conversion constant from the length-weight relation table provided by
Kulbicki et al., 1993. The noted coral reef fishes were grouped into commercially
important species, health indicator species and major species . The groups' rank and
proportion were then calculated . The Species Diversity Index was based from the
Shannon- Weaver (1968) formula.
Artificial Reef
The data describing baseline conditions of the artificial reef structures in Agusuhin
comes from a survey report entitled "A baseline Survey on the Artificial Reef in Subic
Bay Off Sitio Agusuhin, Barangay Cawag, Subic, Zambales" prepared for Shell
Philippines Exploration (SPEX) by the Mr. E. Applied Environmental Sciences
Consulting. The survey was carried out only last 28-29 April 2005.
Seagrass
The seagrass meadow (Lat. 14°49'15.4 N and Long . 120°12'43.0 E, see Figure 3-18)
was first mapped, their length and width were measured and the area extrapolated. A
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0.25m 2 aluminum quadrat was used (English et al., 1997). This quadrat was laid for
sampling at 50 m interval. Considering that there were 5 sampling locations the length
of the seagrass meadow was estimated at 250m. Its width of occurrence was within a
12m band thus the narrow band of the seagrass meadow has an estimated area of
3000m 2 • Using tagged mesh bags, intensive quantitative harvesting was performed
since the study requires exact measurement of the biomass. Harvested seagrasses
from the quadrat were washed and dried in the laboratory and these were oven dried
for two days in 100°C to get its dry weight. The number of individuals (abundance) and
the dry biomass from the five samples were averaged and the result was used to
estimate the abundance and bbmass of the seagrass within the 3000m2 area .
Fisheries
The information describing the location of fishing grounds and area restricted for
municipal fishing in Subic Bay comes from a "Progress Report II- The Study on the
Subic Bay Port Master Plan in the Republic of the Philippines" prepared by the
Overseas Coastal Area Development Institute of Japan (OCDI) and Pacific Consultants
International (PCI). The major sources used for describing the fisheries situation in
Agusuhin were studies conducted by the Mr. E. Applied Environmental Sciences
Consulting as part of the "Baseline Survey on the Artificial Reef in Subic Bay off Sitio
Agusuhin , Barangay Cawag, Subic, Zambales" commissioned by Shell Philippines
Exploration (SPEX).
Mariculture (Fish Cage)
The data describing the operation of fish cages in Subic Bay comes from a number of
reports of marine ecological studies done in Oyon Bay in Masinloc (Zambales) and
Binanga Bay in Barangay Mabayo, Morong (Bataan) by the Marine Survey Consultant
last October 2004 and July 2005, respectively. In addition, Key Informant Interviews
were also conducted during the present survey.
Marine Turtles

-~

The major resources used for the information describing baseline conditions for marine
turtles in Subic Bay were baseline studies conducted by the Manglares Coastal
Resources Management Foundation Inc. for Penta -Shimizu-TOA Joint Venture as part
of the Subic Bay Port Development Project- Marine Ecological Monitoring Program
(MCRMFI, 2005a and 2005d) .
Results and Discussion

Features of the Beach
Within the proposed project site area sandy beaches are found along the coastline. The
outstanding features of this coastline is its "beach flat'' of varying width, consisting of
fine sand and coarse sand. Views of these beach features are shown in Figure 3-39.
Plankton
• Phytoplankton (Photosynthetic Microalgae)
The survey showed that phytoplankton population was composed of three major
groups: diatoms, blue-green algae, and dinoflagellates (Table 3-38). Diatoms
dominated all samples and were by far the most abundant phytoplankton organisms,
- - - - - -Kultut.1- t Kalikasan Consultan
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averaging 54 % of the total phytoplankton collection. The diatoms were represented
with 8 genera dominated by Chaetoceros (19 %), followed by Skeletonema (11 %),
Coscinodiscus (9 %) and Thalassionema (8 %). In February 1998 (OCDI/PCI , 1998)
and October 1999 (Woodward-Clyde, 2000), in the same study area, diatoms were also
dominated by Chaetoceros (40 % and 38 %, respectively).
Dinoflagellaes were next in abundance (41 %) after diatoms, represented by only 3
genera dominated by Noctiluca (38%), followed by Ceratium (2%) and Peridinium (1 %).
Blue-green algae solely represented by Trichodesmium (5%) were never abundant.
Table 3 - 38. Density and Abundance of Phytoplankton Sampled at the Three Stations Along the
Shores of Agusuhin (24 September 2005)

PHYTOPLANKTON TAXA

STA.M1

STA.M2

STA.M3

No./m

No.lm

No.lm

3

3

3

MEAN
TOTAL DENSITY
(No.lm 3 )

MEAN
RELATIVE

ABUNDANCE
(%)

Bacillariophyceae (Diatoms)

1. Chaetoceros
2 . Coscinodiscus

3. Navicula

2,777
1,111
555

4 . Nitzschia

5. Pleurosigma
6 . Rhizoso/enia
7 . Skeletonema
8 . Thalassionema

3,000
2,000
500

3,500
1,250

3,092
1,454

352

500

19.29
9.07
2.20

1,111

500
2,000
2,000

2,000
2,000

167
352
167
1,704
1,333

1,111

1,000

500

870

5.43

6 ,111

6,250

1,000
500
5,750

333
167
6,037

2.08
1.04
37.66

13,331

17,7!

17,000

16,028

100.00

555

500

1.04
2.20
1.04
10.63
8.32

Cyanophycea (Blue-Green Algae)

1 . Trichodesmium
Dinophyceae {Dinoflagellates)

1. Ceratium
2 . Peridinium
3. Noctiluca
Total
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Figure 3 - 39. View of the Beach Environment of Sitio Agusuhin, Brgy. Cawag, Subic,
Zambales (24 September 2005)
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The total phytoplankton numbers varied between a minimum of 13,331 cells/m 3 at
Station M1 to 17,750 cells/m 3 at Station M2 (Figure 3-40). An average of 16,028
cells/m 3 was calculated for the whole study area. This is very much lower compared
with the result of the JICA Study in February 1998 at one particular station off Agusuhin
in front of the CGS project with 3,353,868 cells/m 3 (OCDI/PCI , 1998) and also to that in
October 1999 wth 4,236,300 cells/m 3 (Woodward-Clyde, 2000).
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Figure 3 - 40. Density of Phytoplankton Sampled at the Three Stations
Along the Shores of Agusuhin (24 September 2005)

• Zooplankton (Animal Plankton)

_.,.....

Six major taxonomic groups represented the zooplankton population (Table 3-39). The
most abundant were the copepod nauplius larvae (23 %), followed by calanoid adult
copepods (18%), ciliate Tintinnopsis (16%), foraminiferans (15 %) and appendicularians
(11 %). The trend was for the zooplankton to increase from Station M1 (5,553
organisms/m 3 ) to Station M2 (7,000 organsims/m3 ); then continued to increase at
Station M3 (11,750 organisms/m 3 ) (Figure 3-41) . An average of 8,102 organisms/m3
was calculated for the whole survey area. This is lower compared to the previous result
from the JICA Study in February 1998 at a single station fronting the CGS project with a
total of 11 ,726 organisms/m 3 (OCDI/PCI, 1998), but slightly higher when compared to
that observed in October 1999 with a total zooplankton of 6,051 organisms/m 3
(Woodward-Clyde, 2000).
In summary, the plankton communities within the study area during the time of sampling
were dominated by phytoplankton (66.4 % against 33.6 % zooplankton) . The plankton
densities during the previous February 1998 collection by the JICA Study are also
dominated by phytoplankton (over 99%). The zooplankton is only less than 1 %
(OCDI/PCI, 1998). Similarly, the plankton samples collected in the same survey area in
October 1999 showed nearly the same findings (dominated by phytoplankton at 99.9 %
against 0.1 % zooplankton) . Normally, this is to be expected since they represent the
primary producers as "grass of the sea", forming the base of the food web upon which
all marine life depends. Zooplankton (animal plankton) are consumer organisms that
depend upon on phytoplankton, and to some extent on dead organic matter for their
source of food and energy (Sasson et al., 1981 ).
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Table 3 - 39. Density and Abundance of Zooplankton Sampled at the Three Stations Along the
Shores of Agusuhin (24 September 2005)
Zooplankton Taxa

STA.M1
3
No./m

Ciliata
Tintinnopsis
Foraminifera
Copepoda
Calanoid Copepods
Copepod Nauplius Larvae
Polychaete larvae
Aooendicularia
Fishes
Fish ecrns
Fish Larvae
Total

STA.M2
3
No./m

STA.M3
3
No./m

Mean
Total Density
3
(No./m )

Mean Relative
Abundance
(%)

1,111
1,111

1,000
1,000

1,750
1,500

1,287
1,204

15.88
14.86

555
1,111
555

1,000
2,000
500
1,000

2,750
2,500
1,000
1,000

1,435
1,870
500
852

17.71
23.1 0
6.17
10.51

555
555
5,553

500
7,000

500
750
11,750

352
602
8,102

4.34
7.43

100.00
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Figure 3 - 41. Density of Zooplankton Sampled at the Three Stations
Along the Shores of Agusuhin (24 September 2005)

• Plankton Biomass
The plankton biomass in all sampling sites did not vary (Figure 3-42). Both Stations M2
and M3 were higher in plankton biomass (2.75 ml/m 3 each), while Station M1, was
slightly lower (2.7 ml/m3). These displacement volumes (plankton biomasses) were
much higher when compared to those samples collected during the summer (dry)
season in March 2000 by the Subic Bay Protected Areas Management Plan Project
Study at two particular stations located off Panibasco Point and off the mouth of
Agusuhin River with displacement volumes of 0.35 and 0.36 ml/m 3 , respectively
(Woodward-Clyde, 2001 ).
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Figure 3 - 42. Plankton Biomass Sampled at the Three Stations Along
the Shores of Agusuhin (24 September 2005)

Soft Bottom Benthos
A total number of 359 benthic organisms were obtained from 6 replicate samples
samples taken in 3 sampling stations. These organisms were represented by 35 animal
taxa. The various animal groups were represented in varying number of taxa. Table 340 presents the total count and percentage composition of the major taxonomic groups
sampled from the survey. The polychaetes were the most abundant organisms
collected comprising 33 % of the total collection followed by the nematodes comprising
22 % (Figure 3-42). In decreasing order the percentage compositions of the other
groups were: rhynchocoelans (15%), crustaceans (11 %), foraminiferans (9%), and
echinoderms (6 %). The other groups constituted an aggregate of 4 %. There were 21
families that represented the polychaetes in the collection. The spionids, which are
always present in any kind of benthic marine soft bottom, are most commonly
encountered polychaetes constituting 8% followed by the goniadids. There were 5
groups that represented the crustaceans in the collection. The ostracods, gammarids
and isopods in that order were the most abundant of the crustaceans collected. There
were 2 families that represented the foraminiferan collection . The amphisteginids were
the most dominant forams encountered . The echinoids and ophiuroids represented the
echinoderm collection. The turbellarian, nematode, rhynchocoelan, mollusk, and
cephalochordate were represented only by one taxon each.
During the baseline survey last October 1999 of the soft bottom fauna along the
proposed dredging and disposal site for Malampaya CGS project, a total of number of
171 benthic organisms were obtained from 20 samples taken in 11 sampling stations
(Woodward-Clyde, 2000) . These organisms were represented by 29 animal taxa and
the polychaetes were also the most abundant organisms found comprising about 44%
of the total collection. Also, the spionids were the most common polychaetes taken .
Table 3 - 40. Total Individual Count and Percentage Composition of Soft Bottom Benthlc
Organisms Sampled Along the Shores of Agusuhin
TAXA
Foraminifera
Peneroplidae
Penerop/is sp.
Amphisteginidae
Amphisteqina sp.
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TAXA
Turbellarla

Count

Percent

Total Count

Total Percent

1

0.28

1

0.28

Rhvnchocoela

53

14.76

53

14.76

Nematoda

80

22.28

80

22.28

116

32.31

1

0.28

31

8.64

3
3
5
4
4
4
5
1
6
10

0.84
0.84
1.39
1.11
1.11
1.11
1.39
0.28
1.67
2.79

3
21

0.84
5.85

3
1
3

0.84
0.28
0.84

1
1

0.28
0.28

1
5

0.28
1.39
10

2.79

41

11.42

22

6.13

5

1.39

359

100.00

Polychaeta
Orbiniidae
Solonidae
Prionospio sp.
MaQelonidae
Magelona sp.
Cirratulidae
Caoitellidae
Phyllodocidae
Chrvsooetalidae
Pisionidae
Hesionidae
Pilargiidae
Syllidae
Nereidae
Glyceridae
Glvcera S/J.
Goniadidae
Neohtvidae
Ag/aophamus so.
Euohrosinidae
Onuphidae
Lumbrineridae
Lumbrineris sp.
Dorvilleidae
Sternaspidae
Sternasois so.
Oweniidae
Mollusca
Pelecypoda
Tellinidae

10

2.79

Crustacea
Ostracoda
Tanidacea
Mysidacea
Gammaridea
lsopoda

17
1
2
13
8

4.74
0.28
0.56
3.62
2.23

Ee hi node rmata
Echinoidea
Ophiuroidea

20
2

5.57
0.56

Cephalochordata
Branchiostoma sp.

5

1.39

359

100.00

TOTAL

-108
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Echinodermata

Polychaeta

Others

Foramlnlfera

Nematoda

Figure 3 - 43. Mean Percentage Composition of Benthic Fauna Sampled
Along the Shores of Agusuhin

The total population density and number of taxa sampled in different sampling localities
is shown in Table 3-41. The abundance of animals in the soft bottom community varied
from 1,156 to 3,622 ind/m 2 • The mean density record for all the stations was 2,659
ind/m 2 • The highest density of benthic organisms was sampled in the sandy bottom at
Station M3 (Figure 3-44). The polychaetes, especially the spionid worms and the
foraminiferans were the most common organisms found in this station. They were
abundant in this type of substrate, which contain organic materials that provide
sufficient food supply and other nutrients for the growth, and multiplication of detritus
feeders in the community like the polychaetes. The sandy bottom at Station M1 ranked
second in density with 3,200 ind/m 2 . The nematodes, rhynchocoelans, crustaceans,
especially the ostracods , pelecypods and the echinoderms were most abundant in this
station. The least density was found in the sandy-muddy substrate at Station M2 with
1,156 ind/m 2 . The polychaetes were the dominant organisms collected in this station.
Based on the number of identified taxa along the sampling sites, the survey indicates
that Station 1 had the most diverse benthic fauna with 26 taxa out of the 35 benthic taxa
found . Stations M3 and M2 have 19 and 17 taxa, respectively. Most of the taxa found
on all these sampling stations belong to polychaetes.
An index of diversity of benthic organisms (within major taxonomic group) using
Shannon-Weaver Index was computed for the communities found in different stations.
The index both measures the variety and number of individuals per taxa . Station M1
had the highest diversity index (H') of 3.0, due to high number of taxa . The diversity
indices of Stations 2 and 3 were 2.24 and 2.03, respectively.
Biomass of the benthic organisms at the 3 stations is also shown in Table 3-41. The
biomass ranged from 4.0 to 6.44 w wt g/m 2. Inter-station comparison shows Station M1
with the highest biomass due to the presence of polychaetes and rhynchocoelans,
followed by Station M2 with 6.22 w wt g/m 2 owing to the presence of cephalochordates
and polychaetes. Station M3 had the least biomass with 4.0 w wt g/m 2 .
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Table 3 - 41. Density (lnd/m 2 ) and Biomass (W Wt g/m 2 ) of Soft Bottom Fauna
Sampled at the Three Stations Along the Shores of Agusuhin
TAXA
Foraminifera
Peneroplidae
Peneropfis sp.
Amphiste11inidae
Amphistegina sp.
Turbellaria
Rhynchocoela
Nematoda
Polychaeta
Orbiniidae
Soionidae
Prionospio sp.
Magelonidae
Maaelona sp.
Cirratulidae
Capitellidae
Phyllodocidae
Chrysopetalidae
Pisionidae
Hesionidae
Pilargiidae
Soionidae
Prionospio sp.
MaQelonidae
Mage/ona sp.
Cirratulidae
Capitellidae
Phyllodocidae
Chrysopetalidae
Pisionidae
Hesionidae
Pilar11iidae
Svllidae
Nereidae
Glvceridae
G/ycera sp.
Goniadidae
Neohtvidae
Aglaophamus sp.
Euphrosinidae
Onuohidae
Lumbrineridae
Lumbrineris sp.
Dorvilleidae
Sternaspidae
Sternaspis sp.
Oweniidae
Mollusca
Pelecypoda
Tellinidae
Crustacea
Ostracoda

STA.M1

STA.M2

STA. M3

67
22

711
1333

67
622
22
400
422

22
556

67

44

22

67

67

44
44
22
89

67

44
67
89
22

22
556

67

44

22

67

67

44
44

67

44

22

67
89

89

22

22
156

44
22
467

44
22
44

22
111
22

44

22
22

22
22
22
111

22
22

200
356

a 110
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TAXA
Tanidacea
Mysidacea
Gammaridea
lsoooda
Echlnode rmata
Echinoidea
Oohiuroidea
Cephalochordata
Branchiostoma sp.
Total
No. ofTaxa
Species Diversity (H')
Biomass (Wet wt. in
grams/sq m)
Depth (meter)
Types of substrate

STA.M1

STA.M2

STA. M3

22
44
133
111

67

89

22

44
422

22
22

22

22

67

22

3200
26
2.59

1156
17
2.24

3622

6.44
3

Sandy

6.22
6
Sandy-muddy

19
2.03
4.00
6

Sandy-muddy

4000 . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
NE

>
"Cl

3000

,_

2000 - - -
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:§.
~
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1000

Sta . M1

Sia. M2

Sta. M3

Figure 3 - 44. Density of Soft Bottom Fauna Sampled at Three Stations Along
the Shores of Agusuhin

Coral Reef
Previous study (OCDI-PCI, 1998) showed that on the western side of Subic Bay (along
Redondo Peninsula) insignificant number of coral patch reefs are found between
Nagyantok and Shark Point. Fringing types are found between Shark Point to Sueste
Point. From Nagyantok to Macmany Point (3 km coastline), fifteen (15) manta tow
observation points were established. The living corals were only encountered in five (5)
observation points with an average coral cover of only 5% (poor condition). Between
Macmany Point and Shark Point (1.5 km coastline), twenty nine (29) stations were
established here and the coral cover was also relatively poor (4%). Six (6) sampling
stations were established between Shark Point and Sueste Point (1km coastline) with
an average live coral cover of 34% (fair condition) (see Figure 3-18). The fringing coral
reef area southwest of Grande Island had an excellent condition with an average of
99% coral cover (MCRMFI, 2005) (Figure 3-45).
Within the project site, a patch or platform reef about 300 meters long and 185 meters
wide is located about 400 m northeast of Sitio Agusuhin Proper (or in front of the former
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CGS casting basin). This patch reef was first surveyed in October 1999 to establish
baseline con ditions of marine biota in the area for the Malampaya CGS project
(Woodward-Clyde, 1999). The CGS was successfully towed out of its casting basin on
28 May 2000 en route to northwest Palawan. The second survey was then conducted in
August 2000 to assess the post-dredged condition of the reef system, and compare it
with the previous work (Woodward-Clyde, 2000). The two coral reef study transects
sampled in a different location in October 1999 and August 2000 at the patch reef
possess living coral cover nearly the same at 15% and 19%, respectively, which fall
under the poor category.
The percentage cover of live hard coral and other benthic components at the transect
location of the patch reef sampled during the present survey as compared with that of
the previous surveys on 23 October 1999 and 16 August 2000 is presented in Table 342. During the present survey, the percentage live coral cover was estimated at 20% .
Macroalgal cover was measured at 0.4%. The entire transect location was typically
dominated by abiotic component (sandy substrate and coral rubble) at 49%, followed by
long dead coral substrate at 25% (Figure 3-46) (Plates 22, 23 and 24) . These
conditions of the reef transect was more or less similar to that of the reef transects
sampled at the patch reef during the previous surveys in October 1999 and August
2000 (see Table 3-42) .
The condition of coral reefs is usually expressed in tem,s of the percentage cover of live
coral, which indicates the health of the reef. The transect sites in October 1999, August
2000 and the present survey in September 2005 at the patch reef posses living coral
cover estimated at 15%, 19% and 20%, respectively, which fall under the poor
category. The poor coral condition observed at the patch reef indicates that there were
rampant blast/dynamite and cyanide fishing activities in the area in previous years. In
addition, the reef was not spared from the effects of the ash fall deposits during the
1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption . The sudden deposition of up to 15 cm of Mt. Pinatubo ash
changed all areas of the Subic Bay and water shed (Woodward-Clyde, Ecology CenterSBMA, 2001 ). The corals would have been engulfed by this airfall.
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Figure 3 - 45. Location of the Agusuhin Patch Reef.
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Table 3 - 42. Bottom Cover of Reef Components Along the Sampling Transect Station
of the Agusuhin Patch Reef (23 September 2005) as Compared with the Previous
Surveys (23 October 1999 and 16 August 2000)
Bottom Cover(%)

Reef
Components

23 OCT.1999

23 SEPT. 2005

Hard Corals

14.94

Dead Corals

26.06

16 AUG. 2000
18.50
20.56

Macroalgae

6.68
0.70

4.00
1.04

0.35

51 .62
100.00

55.90
100.00

48.50
100.00

Other Fauna
Abiotic (Sand/Rubbles)
Total

Ablotlc

20.15
25.45
5.55

Hard Corals

Dead Corals
Other Fauna

Figure 3 - 46. Percentage Cover of Reef Benthic Components
of the Agusuhin Patch Reef (23 September 2005)
Table 3-43 shows a listing of corals found at the transect location to determine the
species composition in the surveyed patch reef. The transect indicated a total of 39
coral species, representing 12 families and 22 genera. Massive type of corals such as,
Porites /obata and Favia sp. were the most common in the transect area followed by
Ga/axea fascicularis. Family Favidae was the most abundant coral family represented
by 5 genera, followed by Family Acroporidae, which was represented by 3 genera.
There were also the Families Poritidae, Agariicidae, Fungiidae, and Merulinidae, which
were represented by 2 genera each. Other families such as Pocilloporidae, Pectinidae,
Mussidae, Oculinidae, Dendrophyllidae and Milleporidae were represented only by one
genus each.

At the species level, Family Favidae was represented by 10 species while Family
Fungidae was represented by 9 species. Family Poritidae has 7 species while Family
Acroporidae has 3 species. Both Family Agaricidae and Family Merulinidae have 2
species. The rest of the Families such as Pocilloporidae, Oculinidae, Pectinidae,
Mussidae, Dendrophylidae and Milleporidae were each represented by single species.
The species diversity (Shannon-Weaver Index) at the patch reef surveyed was
generally good and significant with an index value of 3.47. Compared to previous coral
survey conducted last February 1998 in Subic Bay by the JICA Study Team (OCDI/PCI,
1998) the species diversity value was higher than the reefs off Nagyantok, Naglatore,
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Shark Point and Sueste Point with diversity index values of 2.84, 3.21 , 3.05 and 3.40,
respectively at the constant transect depth of 8 meters.
There were about 5 ubiquitous sponges at the patch reef. Acanthel/a carteri, Aaptos
chromis, C/athria reinwardti, Axinyssa sp., and Dysidaea herbacea. Dysidea herbacea
particularly forms a wide colonies carpeting the reef edge (Plate 25) . It is well known
that dysidiidid group was the original source of the compound "averol" which was the
template for AZT- the first drug used in AIDS theraphy. The algal component is
composed mainly of Hypnea sp., an epiphytic red algae. No soft corals were observed
in the transect line indicating that the flushing-effect of currents in the area is not
efficient enough. Soft corals prefer clearer waters . They are often found in areas of
strong currents, which prevent sedimentation of the colonies surface.
Table 3 - 43. Checklist of Corals at 8-Meter Depth at Transect Line Station

FAMILY/GENUS/SPECIES

1. FAMILY POCILLOPORIDAE
Pocil/opora damicornis
2. FAMILY ACROPORITIDAE
Montipora nodulosa
Acropora sp.
Anacropora
3. FAMILY PORITIDAE
Porites lobata
Porites /utea
Porites nigrescens
Porites sp.1
Porites sp.2
Goniooora so.
Goniopora undulata
4. FAMILY AGARICIDAE
Pavona decussata
Gardinoseris sp.
5. FAMILY FUNGI DAE
Fungia actinoformis
Fungia danai
Fungia echinata
Fungia fungites
Fungia sp. 1
Fungia sp. 2
Fungia sp. 3
Fungia sp. 4
Herpo/itha simplex
6. FAMILY OCULINIDAE
Galaxea fascicularis
7. FAMILY PECTINIDAE
Pectinia /actuca
8. FAMILY MUSIDAE
Lobophyllia sp.
9. FAMILY MERULINIDAE
Hydnopora microconus
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FAMILY/GENUS/SPECIES
Merulina amp/iata
10. FAMILY FAVIDAE
Cypastrea seraillia
Favia favus
Favia laxa
Favia speciosa
Favia sp.1
Favia sp.2
Favia sp.3
Favites sp.
Goniastrea sp.
Platygyra sp.
11 . FAMILY DENDROPHYLLIDAE
Turbinaria sp.
12. FAMILY MILLEPORIDAE
Mil/epora tenella
TOTAL NO. INDIVIDUAL
TOTAL NO. OF SPECIES

PATCH REEF

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

98
39

Reef Fish
There were 31 reef fish species noted at the patch reef, belonging to 15 families (Table
3-44). Majority of the species belongs to the labrids family or wrasses. These were
followed by the acanthurids or (surgeonfishes). There was an unnatural limitation of
pomacentrids (chromis) in the area.
A total of 192 individuals were counted along the transect line. Considering that the
scanned area was 1000 m2 , the extrapolated fish density was low at 0.19/ m2 .
Therefore, it takes a total area of 5 m2 to shelter a single fish. The total estimated
biomass was determined at 13,125.10 gms, thus, resulting into an average biomass
estimate of 13.13 gm/m 2 (see Table 3-44).

,,--......

Table 3 - 44. The Count and Estimated Weights of Coral Reef Fish at Agusuhin Patch
Reef (23 September 2005)
No.
1

2
3
4
5
6

Family
Acanthuridae
Acanthuridae
Acanthuridae
Apogonidae
Blenniidae
Chaetodontidae
Cirrhitidae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Taxon
Acanthurus pyroferus
Ctenochaetus striatus
Zebrasoma scopas
Apogon kallopterus
Meiacanthus grammistes
Chaetodon kleinii
Cirrhitichthys fa/co
Cheilinus chlorourus
Cheilinus trilobatus
Cheilinus undulatus
Cirrhi/abrus cyanop/eura
Cirrhilabrus temminckii
Halichoeres horlu/anus
Ha/ichoeres melanurus

No.
6
8
1
4
2
8
2
2
2
2
8
8
2
2

Weight
314.70
1762.56
55.89
93.16
7.84
564.34
3.02
229.40
33.44
65.84
189.48
189.48
250.08
54.02
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15

Family
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Monacanthidae
Mullidae
Pinguipedidae
Pomacentridae
Pomacentridae
Scaridae
Serranidae
Siganidae
Tetraodontidae
Tetraodontidae
Zanclidae

No.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

15

TOTAL

31

No.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Total Estimated Abundance at (1000m

Taxon
Halichoeres prosopeion
Halichoeres scapularis
Oxycheilinus unifasciatus
Pseudocheilinus octotaenia
Stethojules bandanensis
Stethojules trilineata
Monacanthus sp.
Parupenus mulitfasciatus
Parapercis cylindrica
Plectrog/yphidodon lacrymatus
Chrysiptera rollandi
Ch/orurus pyrrhurus
Dip/orion bifasciatus
Siganus argenteus
Arothron hispidus
Canthigastes valentini
Zane/us cornutus
2

)

No.
2
10
2
32
4
2
4
24
2
8
4
16
2
17
2
2
2

Weight
78.06
390.34
109.90
257.88
51.40
78.06
491 .32
574.12
84 .20
78.82
22 .34
1035.56
915.70
394 .29
3807.54
10.30
932.02

192

13125.10

192

Total Are Surveyed

1000

Average Density

0.19

Total Number Of Families

15

Total Number Of Species

31

Total Estimated Biomass

13,125.10

Average Biomass

13.13

Species Diversity Index

2.98

The rank and proportion of reef fish in terms of count (ni) is presented in Table 3-45.
There were two species under the Health Indicator Group; namely, the Moorish Idol,
Zane/us comutus and the drab butterflyfish Chaetodon kleinii. There were about 1O
health indicator individuals counted along the transect line. There were more
butterflyfishes (80%) than zanclids (20%) observed. Using the health indicator
presence, the habitat in the area appears to be clean enough to shelter such sensitive
types of fish.
For the Commercially Important Group, there were likewise only two species; namely,
the goatfish Parupeneus mu/tifasciatus and the rabbitfish, Siganus argenteus. The
goatfish shares 58.54% of the group while the rabbitfish is at 4.46%. The presence of
juvenile rabbitfish in the coral reef was a surprise; however, it was later discovered that
there was a small patch of seagrass community nearby where it usually shelters.
The most dominant in terms of count among the major group is the wrasse
Pseudocheilinus octotaenia, followed by the medium size parrotfish, Clorourus
pyrrhurus, then another wrasse, Halichoeres scapu/aris, followed by the jeweled
chromis, Plectroglyphododon lacrymatus.
Fifth in rank is the surgeonfish,
Ctenochaetus striatus, then the wrasses Cirrhilabrus temmincki and C. cyanop/eura,
then another surgeonfish, Acanthurus pyroferus, followed by another wrasse,
Stethoju/is bandanensis. These in turn were followed by the filefish Monacanthus sp.
which is a unique and unidentifiable filefish because it has hirsute projections on its
________,Kultura~ t-d<.lllka~n C:onsultancy. Services Inc.
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sides- an uncommon character for a filefish. Lower in rank were the chromis,
Chrysiptera rol/andi and the cardinalfish, Apogon kallopterus. The rest had been
counted as two's or one's, thus considered as of minor ranks.
The Health Indicator Group shared the least proportion at 5.20%, followed by the Target
Group at 21.35% and the majority as expected was the Major Group at 73.44% (Figure
3-47).
Table 3 - 45. Count, Rank and Proportion of Coral Reef Fish at Agusuhin Patch Reef
(23 September 2005)
Health Indicator
No.
1
2

Family
Zanclidae
Chaetodontidae

2

No.
1
2

2

Taxon
Zane/us cornutus
Chaetodon kleinii
Total
Proportion

Commercially Important Species
No.
Taxon
No.
Family
Siganidae
1
Siganus argenteus
1
Parupenus mulitfasciatus
2
Mullidae
2
2
Total
2
Proportion
MaJor Species
Family
No.
Taxon
No.
1
Zebrasoma scopas
1
Acanthuridae
2
Tetraodontidae
2
Arothron hispidus
3
Canthigastes va/entini
Tetraodontidae
Labridae
4
Cheilinus ch/orourus
3
Labridae
5
Cheilinus trilobatus
Labridae
6
Cheilinus undulatus
4
Cirrhitidae
7
Cirrhitichthys fa/co
Serranidae
8
Dip/orion bifasciatus
5
Labridae
9
Halichoeres hortulanus
Labridae
10
Halichoeres melanurus
Labridae
11
Halichoeres prosoprion
Blenniidae
12
Meiacanthus grammistes
6
Oxycheilinus unifasciatus
Labridae
13
Pinguipedidae
14
Parapercis cylindrica
7
Stethojulis trilineata
Labridae
15
Apogon kallopterus
Apogonidae
16
8
17
Chrysiptera rollandi
9
Pomacentridae
18
Monacanthus sp.
10
Monacanthidae
Stethoju/is bandanensis
Labridae
19
Acanthuridae
20
Acanthurus pyroferus
Labridae
21
Cirrhilabrus cyanop/eura
22
Cirrhi/abrus temminckii
Labridae
Acanthuridae
23
Ctenochaetus stria/us
Pomacentridae
24
Plectrog/yphidodon /acrymatus
Labridae
25
Halichoeres scapularis
Scaridae
26
Chlorurus pyrrhurus
11
Labridae

27

Total Count
2
8
10

%
20.00
80.00
100.00
5.21

Total Count
17
24
41

%
41.46
58.54
100.00
21 .35

Total Count
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
4
4
4
4
6
8
8
8
8
10
16

%
0.71
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
2.84
2.84
2.84
2.84
4 .26
5.67
5.67
5.67
5.67
7.09
11 .35

32

22.70

Pseudocheilinus octotaenia

2
2
2
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27

11

ITotal
Proportion

141

100.00
73 .44

73

TARGET SPECIES
O MAJOR SPECIES

Figure 3 - 47. Count Proportion of Reef Fish at Agusuhin, September 2005

To compliment the rank and proportion in terms of count, the rank and proportion in
terms of biomass (implying the robustness, size and age of fish) are presented (Table
3-46) . For the Health Indicator Group, the Moorish Idol, Zane/us comutus though fewer
in count was found heavier and larger, thus dominating the group at 62.29%. The more
numerous butterfyfish, Chaetodon kleinii has a lower total weight share of 37.71 %.
For the Commercially Important Group, the goafish, Parupeneus multifasciatus still was
the dominant at 59.28%. Since the rabbitfish, Siganus argenteus was still juvenile, it
has lower biomass thus sharing 40.72% of the target population.
Among the Major Group, the pufferfish, Arothron hispidus being the largest dominates
the group in weight at 35. 72%, followed by the surgeonfish, C. striatus, then the
parrotfish, Ch/orourus pyrrhurus, the soapfish Dip/orion bifasciatus, the filefish,
Monacanthus sp., the wrasse, Halichoeres scapu/aris and the surgeonfish, Acanthurus
pyroferus. These were followed by the wrasses, Pseudocheiliws octotaenia, H.
hortulanus, Cirrhi/abrus tmmincki, C. cyanop/eura, and Oxycheilinus unifasciatus. The
rest were of minor significance in terms of biomass.
In terms of biomass general proportion, the least was the Commercially Important
Group at 7.38%, followed by the Health Indicator Group at 11 .40% and the dominant
was the usual Major Group at 81 .22% (Figure 3-48). Contrary to the count-proportion,
the Health Indicator Group during this season was usually in their adult stage thus it
was relatively larger in weight compared with the juvenile Target group.
Table 3 - 46. Biomass, Rank and Proportion of Coral Reef Fish at Agusuhin Patch
Reef (23 September 2005)
Health Indicator
Family
No.
No.
Taxon
Biomass
%
1 Chaetodontidae
1 Chaetodon kleinii
564.34
37.71
2 Zanclidae
2 Zane/us cornutus
932.02
62.29
Total
1496.36 100.00
2
2 Proportion
11.40
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• IIIy Impo rtan tsipecIes
CommercIa
No.
1
2

Family
Siganidae
Mullidae

2
M.
aJor Sipec1es
Family
No.
1 Cirrhitidae
2 Blenniidae
3 Tetraodontidae
4 Pomacentridae
5 Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
6 Acanthuridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Pomacentridae
7 Pinguipedidae
8 Apogonidae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Labridae
Acanthuridae
Labridae
9 Monacanthidae
10 Serranidae
11 Scaridae
Acanthuridae
Tetraodontidae

11

No.
1
2

2
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

27

Taxon
Siganus araenteus
Parupenus multifasciatus
Total
Proportion

Biomass

Taxon
Cirrhitichthys fa/co
Meiacanthus arammistes
Canthiaaster valentini
Chrysiptera rol/andi
Cheilinus trilobatus
Stethoiulis bandanensis
Halichoeres melanurus
Zebrasoma scopes
Cheilinus undulates
Halichoeres JJrosoJJrion
Stethoiulis trilineata
P/ectroglvJJhidodon lacrymatus
Parapercis cylindrical
Apogon kal/opterus
Oxvcheilinus unifasciatus
Cirrhilabrus cyanop/eura
Cirrhilabrus temminckii
Cheilinus chlorourus
Halichoeres horlufanus
Pseudochei/inus octotaenia
Acanthurus nvroferus
Halichoeres scapufaris
Monacanthus sp.
Dip/orion bifasciatus
Ch/orurus nvrrhurus
Ctenochaetus striatus
Arothron hispidus
Total
Proportion

Biomass
3.02
7.84
10.30
22.34
33.44
51.40
54.02
55.89
65.84
78.06
78.06
78.82
84.20
93.16
109.90
189.48
189.48
229.40
250.08
257.88
314.70
390.34
491 .32
915.70
1035.56
1762.56
3807.54

394 .29
574.12
968.41

10660.33

%
40.72
59.28

100.00
7.38
%
0.03
0.07
0.10
0.21
0.31
0.48
0.51
0.52
0.62
0.73
0.73
0.74
0.79
0.87
1.03
1.78
1.78
2.15
2.35
2.42
2.95
3.66
4.61
8.59
9.7 1
16.53
35.72
100.00
81.22

The Species Diversity Index of the reef fish community was 2.98 (see Table 3-46) . At
a scale of "5" this means that the "naturalness" of the reef when using the reef fish as
the biological indicator was fair to moderately good. In spite of the wide bare patch at
the middle of the submerged patch reef, the reef fish population that shelters on the
reef does exist and is thriving .
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Figure 3 - 48. Biomass Proportion of Reef Fish at Agusuhln, September 2005

Artificial Reefs
Artificial reef (AR) structures deployed in the marine environments may function as
recruitment or aggregation sites for both benthic and reef fish communities (Munro and
Balgos, 1995). Such structures can be found within the vicinity of the project site, about
1 km on the northeastern side of Agusuhin Point (or approximately 650 m away from
the shore or mouth of Agusuhin Creek at Lat. 14°49'32. 9 N, Long. 120°12'59. 5 E) (see
Figure 3-18) . A survey of the these AR structures commissioned by SPEX was carried
out in April 2005 (Figure 3-49) to assess the current status and condition of the ARs
after about 5 years of its relocation in a designated disposal site (about 30-33 meters
depth) off the coast of Agusuhin from the casting basin of the so called "Malampaya
Concrete Gravity Structure (CGS) Project" (Mr. E. Applied Environmental Sciences,
2005) . Summary of major findings from this survey is presented below.
The ARs were made of aggregated concrete slabs with rock boulders and rocks, which
varied widely with regard to shape and size. Some of the concrete slabs consisted of
steel material ("kabilya"). The concrete slabs at greater depths (100-110 feet) were
heavily silted while those of 80-90 feet appeared to be completely covered with marine
growths. Hard or stony corals were rarely seen in all the AR sites surveyed.
There were 26 species of associated macroinvertebrates present at the AR sites
(Plates 26 and 27), belonging to 13 animal groups namely, hydroids, octocorals,
sponges, bryozoans, starfishes, featherstars, sea cucumbers, chitons, oysters,
nudibranchs, cephalopods, crustaceans and sea squirts. There were a total of 124
individual animals counted. In terms of species number and abundance, the group with
high species richness was the octocorals with 6 species. The sponges and oysters
having 4 species each followed this group. Using the Pearson Product Moment
Correlation, the varied depths of 3 AR dive sites showed a significant negative
relationship with the total number of individual macroinvertebrates (-0.95) which
indicates that the deeper the AR sites, the less population of hard bottom benthos.
The AR sites surveyed shelters 12 species of coral reef fishes under 9 families . The
ARs were still in the process of recruitment and some of its units were not efficient as
expected . The shallower the AR site, the better is its fish population dynamics. In terms
of fish count and biomass, the target or commercially important group shared the
highest. Dominant in the commercially important group in terms of weight were the
smoothtailed trevally, dusky rabbitfish , large blue-spotted maskray, threadfin bream,
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manybar goatfish, virgate rabbitfish, banana fusilier, and the least was the dwarf
spotted rockcod. For the health indicator species, the schooling bannerfish was heavier
than the threadfin butterflyfish . Among the major group, the dominants were the bloch's
bigeye, black damsel, whitecheek surgeonfish, lined bristletooth, doubletooth
soldierfish, spinycheek cardinal fish, fivelined cardinalfish, barred soapfish , tiger
cardinalfish, cleaner wrasse, ringtailed cardinalfish and ambon damsel.
Fisher folks of Agusuhin do welcome the establishment of an artificial reef since they do
know that these would tend to gather fishes and the effect would be less hunting time
for them. Another welcome developTient for them is the former "casting basin", which at
the present status serves as a protected fishing area during rough sea conditions.
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Figure 3 - 49. Location of Concrete Deposits Artificial Reefs (Dive Site, 28-29 April 2005)
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Seaqrass Bed
Soft bottom/seagrass habitat, consisting primarily of the seagrass species Enha/us
acoroides, occurs north of CGS (towards Petambu Point, see Figure 3-18). This largest
species among the seagrasses was found growing nearshore at a depth of 1.5 m. The
substratum is sand-silt and the visibility underwater is very low at 0.5 m, considering
that the zone is along the breaking point of waves. The length and width of the
meadow is narrow at 250 m by 12 m, thus it runs parallel with the shoreline within a
strip of 3000 m2 • On the shore is the mouth of Agusuhin Creek that empty into the study
area. There are no other seagrass species found in the community thus this is
considered not a typical tropic seagrass meadow, which is usually rich in species
composition . The delimiting factors such as wave action and the silty type of sediments
that are continually deposited directly affect this particular habitat
The number of individual seagrass species E. acoroides determined, starting from the
south then northward, was 84 shoots/m 2 , then increased to 120 shoots/m 2 , then
decreased to 48 shoots/m 2 , decreased further to 28 shoots/ m2 and finally increased at
72 shoots/m 2 . These average to 70 shoots/m 2 (Table 3-47). Assuming that the whole
meadow is 3000 m2 , the total estimated abundance was 210,000 shoots in the whole
seagrass bed .
Table 3 - 47. Species Composition, Abundance and Biomass of Seagrasses at Five
Sampling Quad rats in Agusuhin (23 September 2005)
Sampling Site
(Quadrat)
1
2
3
4
5

Taxon
Enha/us acoroides
Enhalus acoroides
Enhalus acoroides
Enhalus acoroides
Enha/us acoroides

Total
Average (No. of Shoots/m 2)
Average Biomass
(Dry Weight in Grams/m 2)
Total Area Surveyed
Estimated Abundance
Estimated Biomass (Grams)

Abundance
(No. of Shoots)
84
120
48
28
72
352
70.4

Biomass
(Dry Weight in
Grams)
225.60
168.72
94.80
140.44
180.84
810.40

162.08
3000
211,200
486,240

Pearson r: (abundance vis biomass) 0.53

This seagrass species may be few in numbers but they are comparatively taller and
bulkier than all the other tropical seagrass species. In terms of dry weight biomass the
first quadrat sample weigh1s 225.6 gm dry wt./m 2 while the second quadrat though
highest in number of individuals only produced 168.72 gm dry wt./m 2 • The third was at
94.80 gm dry wt./m 2 , then increased to 140.44 gm dry wt./m 2 , and finally increased
again to 180.84 gm dry wt./m 2 in the last sample. The five samples have a total dry
weight of 810.40 gm. The average biomass was 162.08 gm dry wt./m 2 • The estimated
total biomass of the whole seagrass meadow was 486, 240 gm or 486.24 kg dry weight.
Such dry weight biomass value will not suffice to support a significant quantity of faunal
population.
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Using the Pearson Product Moment Correlation to determine whether there is a positive
and high correlation between the number of individuals and their dry weights, Table 347 shows that r = 0.53. Th is means that there is a positive relationship between
abundance and biomass values. However, their correlation is not very high which
attests to the observation that some samples may be high in number but lower in weight
or low in number though relatively higher in weight. This implies that the growths
among sample sites are not uniform. Some sites may have more individuals but these
are smaller in size and some may have few counts but their body is longer (about 80cm
tall) and bulkier in size.
Fisheries
Figure 3-50 shows the approximate location of fishing grounds and area restricted for
municipal fishing in Subic Bay. The fishing grounds are named after the nearest
identified place or area. For example, the fishing ground called Cali Beach refers to the
waters fronting the resort. Within Subic Bay, the fishing grounds are Castle, Quarry,
Snake Island, Mayanga Island, Buoya A, Buoya S, La Serena, Cali Beach and
Philseco. On the other hand, the fishing grounds at the mouth and outside the bay area
are the coastal areas south of Redondo Peninsula, Morong and San Antonio. Catching
of fish is also being done as far as Mindoro, Batangas and offshore into the South
China Sea (about 50 miles away from Luzon). The restricted area was designated
during the U.S. Navy period for security reason. This restriction is still being enforced by
the SBMA up b the present.
General descriptions of the fisheries situation in Agusuhin can be found in Mr. E.
Applied Environmental Sciences (2005). These are summarized below.
Around 20-25 motorized boats/bancas fitted with a 16 HP engine (Plate 28) are based
in Sitio Agusuhin , while around 10 are utilized by spear fishers doing compressor
diving . The most commonly used gears in Sitio Agusuhin are: the simple hook and line,
the multiple hook and line, bottom set gill net, improvised spear gun and other small
fishing implements like jigs and lures. Line fishers operate twice a day and normally
catches around 10-15 kilograms of fish each day. Gill net operates at the same
frequency (twice a day), one in the late afternoon and one at dawn. Average catch rates
nowadays ranges from zero to 3 kilograms per setting.
Another fishery related activity is the gathering of milkfish ("bangos") fry. Fry gatherers
commonly operate during the summer months' of May until July. There is also an
ongoing aquaculture activity in Sitio Agusushin. Milkfish (Chanos chanos) is being
cultured extensively in an approximately 3-hectare pond (Plates 29 and 30) . The same
pond was stocked previously with "tilapia" but the operation was unsuccessful because
of salinity tolerance problem encountered.
Illegal fishing activities within the immediate vicinity have been lessened, although blast
or dynamite fishing have never been heard of for over a year now, cyanide fishing is still
being practiced by some fishers , especially those targeting aquarium species. Several
fishers practice compressor diving but their activity is coupled with the retrieval of steel
("kabilya') in the AR site.
Gathering of invertebrates, specifically sea cucumber is another related activity since a
buyer from Barangay Matain in Subic normally pays 40 pesos per kilogram (wet
weight). Cephalopods like octopus and squids are also targeted especially during the
cold months of November to February.
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Figure 3 - 50. Locations of Fishing Grounds and Area Restricted for Municipal Fishing in
Subic bay
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Mariculture (Fsh Cages)
Fish cage operations inside Subic Bay can be found along the coast of Barangay
Cawag Proper (see Figure 3-18). Some of these cages are newly installed. Fish cages
operating within the bay have different sizes. Most of the fish cages measure about 18
m x 18 m for rectangular and about 10- 12 m diameter for the Norwegian (round) type
with a standing stock density of 40,000 fingerlings per cage. Mortal~y rate ranges from
10 to 15%. Metal or bamboo poles made up the skeleton and the nets are polyethylene
with mesh sizes of 17, 14 and 12 depending on the age of the stock.
Milkfish or "bangos" (Chanos chanos) is the main fish species being cultured . Days of
culture ranges from 6 - 7 months when stock reaches the ideal market weight of 500 950 grams per fish. Commercially available artificial (pelletized) feeds whose main
ingredients are rice bran, fish meal and soybeans are used and the usual feed
conversion ratio is estimated to be 2.5:1 until harvest. Feeding is done at least 5 times a
day: 7am, 9am, 11 am, 2pm and 4pm.
With the construction of fish cages inside Subic Bay, conflicts among barangay, beach
resort owners and fishermen aroused. Some of the complaints include:
1. Local residents alleged that fish cages cause pollution . Unconsumed feeds trapped
in the bottom of the net are being released in the open water after 3-4 months
during net changing activity and are left to settle in the bottom of the bay. Since the
substrate is dirtied, fisher folks claim that this cause some valuable demersal or
bottom dwelling fish species to "evade" the area .
2. At present, there is no management plan in place so as to protect the water quality
of the bay from the fish cage operation. Fish cages are constructed close to each
other and this situation might affect the water quality of water within the area
because there was no allowance given for water ma,ement.
At present, the nearest fish cage operation to the project site is located 2 km north of
Sitio Agusuhin Proper, near Mahumaling Point at Lat. 14° 50' 31 . 3" N and Long . 120°
12' 48.9" E (Plate 31).
Declaration of Agusuhin as a Marine Sanctuary and Reservation Area
A marine conservation program is being implemented in the area. Pursuant to
Resolution No. 13 (S-1998), Regulatory Ordinance No. 98-02 declaring the areas of
Binictican Point to Sampaloc Poin~ of Subic Municipality, as Subic Marine Sanctuary
and Reservation Area; the areas from Sitio Agusuhin, including Nagyantok,
Kinabukasan, Naglatore to Binictican Point, all of Barangay Cawag were declared
under Sangguniang Bayan Resolution No.77, S-2004 as an extention of the Subic
Marine Sanctuary and Reservation Area (Appendix 8).
Marine Turtles in Subic Bay
Baseline Information

Three species of marine turtles are reported in Subic Bay: (1) the
(LepidocheJ.;s o/ivacea), (2) the hawksbill turtle (Eretmoche/ys imbricata)
green turtle (Chelonia mydas). In all life stages, the olive ridley turtle
frequently observed and reported among the three species present in
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Beaches along the 65-kilometer coastline of Subic Bay are used for nesting by the olive
ridley (L olivacea) .
As early as 1993, Subic Bay had already been reported as an olive ridley (L o/ivacea)
nesting site (Palma, 1993). Based on the data from the SBMA Ecology Center, the
olive ridley is confirmed to nest in six beaches of Subic Bay. Among these, All Hands
Beach had the most number (31 %) of reported nests (Table 3-47a and Figure 50a) .
In Sitio Kinabuksan of Barangay Cawag, interviewees claimed than an olive ridley turtle
nested in their beach last December 2004. Similarly, interviewees from Sitio Sampaloc
also of Barangay Cawag claimed that one of the nests they translocated in front their
houses emerged on 04 February 2005. According to Mr. Jeremy Simpson, a marine
turtle conservation supported, the 74 olive ridley hatchlings emerged form this nest.
The nesting season for olive ridley in Subic Bay is September to February. An apparent
peak season occurs from November to December, accounting to 52.6% of the reported
nesting (Figure 50b) . The olive ridley nesting season in Subic Bay coincides well with
the season reported for the same species in Morong, Bataan.
Hawksbill (E. imbricata) nests have also been reported in Subic Bay. Last 22 January
2002 , 99 hawksbill hatchlings reportedly emerged from a nest in an isolated beach
found midway between Sueste Point and Agusuhin. In addition , photographs of
hawksbill hatchlings have been provided as evidence for nesting in Pequena Island.
Hawksbill hatchlings have likewse been documented from Sampaloc Beach.
Two tagging records from 1994 and 1998 provide the evidence of presence of green
turtles (Ch . mydas) in Subic Bay. None of these were nesting. The curved carapace
measurements show that one is a juvenile while the other is an adult. The presence of
these life stages indicate at least two uses of the demersal and neritic habitats in Subic
Bay for this species: (1) as a secondary juvenile developmental habitat, and (2) an
adult foraging ground.
As with the hawksbill, data available for this species is still too sparse to proved
seasonality and distribution in Subic Bay.
!..,---_

Concluding Remarks

Based on the above baseline data and information presented , marine turtles have not
been sighted breeding on the sandy beaches of Sitio Agusuhin.
Table 3 - 47a. Records of Olive Ridley Turtles Nesting in The Port Development Area and
Adjacent Areas of Sublc Bay (Data Sources-: SBMA Ecology Center, PCP
Database, www.fasawwu.org/archive/resources/endangered/olive-ridleyturtle.htm}
NESTING
SITE
Grande
Island

NESTING
DATE
23 Dec 92
28 Dec 04

HATCHING
DATE
14 Feb 93
16 Feb 05

31 Dec 04

22 Feb 05
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REMARKS

Incubation period: 53 days
Clutch size: 115
One (1) unhatched egg; hatchlings unaccounted;
Incubation period: 50 days
Clutch size: 118
Fifty six (56) unhatched eggs; one ( 1) dead hatchling in nest
Incubation period: 53 days
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NESTING
SITE
All Hands
Beach

NESTING
DATE
10 Dec 02

HATCHING
DATE
29 Jan 03

19 Jan 03

-

29 Jan 03

-

18 Nov 04
27 Oct 05
07 Nov 05

Waterfront
Seafront
Restaurant
Scuba
Shack
Boardwalk

07 Oct 02
23 Nov 02
31 Oct 04
19 Nov 04

24 Jan 05

Beaches of Barangay Cawag
23 Mar 03
01 Feb 03
Sitio
Sampaloc
03 Feb 04

03 Apr 04

04 Feb 05
Sitio
Kinabuksan

Two (2) false nests before complete nest;
eggs and hatchlings not counted
Incubation period: 50 davs
Clutch size: 106
Four (4) unhatched eaas
Clutch size: 65
Twenty-three (23) unhatched eggs,
some eaas eaten bv termites
False crawl
Estimated emergence is 07 Dec 05
Estimated emeraence is 26 Dec 05
Eggs stolen
False crawl in front of Gerry's Grill
Clutch size: 19
Eggs stolen
Clutch size: 103
One (1) unhatched egg;
Four (4) dead hatchlings in pipped shell
Incubation period: 66 days
Clutch size: 75
Eggs transplanted in Miracle Beach, Camayan;
emergence not accounted for
Incubation period: 50 davs
Clutch size: 71
Fourteen (14) unhatched eggs, three (3) dead
hatchlings in nest, transplanted in Camayan Beach
Incubation period: 60 davs
Seventv-four (74) hatchlinas emeraed from this nest

Dec04
23 Nov 04

28 Jan 05

Unknown
(possibly
Sep 05)
29 Jan 03

Unknown

Dungaree
Beach

Camayan
Beach

REMARKS

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/(20191122-09:30:02)

Clutch size: 94
Three (3) unhatched eggs; one (1) live hatchling in nest; one (1)
dead hatchling in nest; twelve (12) live hatchlings in pipped shell
Incubation period: 66 days
Clutch Size: 112
Seventy-five (75) shells; thirty-seven (37) unhatched eggs;
hatchlina emeraence not observed
Clutch size: 9
Questionable clutch size
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Dungaree
Beach
11%

Camayan
Beach
5%

Grande
Island
16%

Sampaloc
Beach ~
16%
~
-

Waterfront
21%

All Hands
Beach
31%

Figure 3-50a. Arranged in Order of Frequency of Reported Nesting
and Nesting Attempts, These are the Beaches Where Olive
Ridleys (L. olivacea) Nest in Subic Bay: (1) All Hands
Beach; (2) Waterfront; (3) Grande Island; (4) Sampaloc
Beach; (5) Dungaree Beach; and (6) Camayan ea Restricted
for Municipal Fishing in Subic bay Beach. (Data Sources:
SBMA Ecology Center and Internet Sources)
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Figure 3-50b.

Graph of Marine Turtle Nestings including False Crawls (Data Source:
SBMA Ecology Center and Internet Sources)
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3.3

SOCIO-CULTURAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

The latest socio-economic profile available in Subic is included in the Comprehensive Land Use
Plan for 2000 - 2010. The municipality is presently updating their data and drafting the latest
socio-economic profile in preparation for its bid to become a component city of Zambales. The
following paragraphs were lifted from the Comprehensive Land Use Plan of Subic as baseline
information for the project.

3.3.1

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

The Municipally of Subic occupies the southernmost portion of the province of Zambales. It is
about 139 km north of Manila and geographically situated at 14° 53' latitude and 120° 14'
longitude. It is bounded on the north by the Municipal~y of Castillejos, on the southeast by the
City of Olongapo, on the west by the Municipality of San Antonio, and on the east by the
Municipality of Floridablanca, Pampanga .

3.3.2

LAND AREA

Subic has a total land area of 25,506.01 ha which is distributed among its 16 barangays. The
three largest barangays in terms of land area are Batiawan (11,800.56 ha), Cawag (9,710.74 ha)
and Mangan-vaca (926.41 ha). The rural barangays account for a very high percentage
(97 .26%) of the total land area. Only a small portion (2.74%) of Subic is occupied by the
urbanized barangays. The Municipal Hall is situated in barangay Baraca-Camachile (68 .63 ha).
The Pequena Island is considered part of the barangay Calapacuan (235.32ha).
Based on the most recent land use accounting prepared in 2000, forestlands still remained the
dominant land use (Table 3-48). The following table reveals current land use databased on GIS
technology. Accordingly, Subic's forest cover makes up roughly about 75 % of Subic's total land
area . A significant portion of this valuable land category is denuded. Those that are vegetated
are mostly second growth forests. Agricultural lands make up about 7 %, a dramatic drop from
28 % in 1997. The built-up area, which is just about only 5 % percent of the total land area,
increased by 16 % (162 ha) from 1997.
Table 3 - 48. Breakdown of General Land Uses, 2000
Land Use
Forest
Special ProjecUUses
Agriculture
Built-up
Parks/Open Spaces
Rivers/Swamps
Total

Area (ha)

74.67
13.43
7.18
4.71

25,443.88

100.00

..
Source: 01g1tal General Land Use Map, UP PLANADES Sub,c Team
3.3.3

SHARE(%)

18,997.92
3,417.30
1,825.88
1,199.52
0.0081
3.24

0.01

DEMOGRAPHY

The study team coordinated with Subic and SBMA on the latest demographic data. The MPDO
said that they are in the process of revising their socio-economic profile in their effort to convert
Subic into a component city. Their latest demographic data is 1995.
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Subic is the biggest municipality in the province of Zambales in terms of population with 63,019
persons in 2000. The figure comprises more than 9.88% of the provincial population for the
same period. This may be attributed to the town's proximity to the Subic Bay Metropolitan
Authority, the center of industrial, commercial and tourism develop-nent activities in Region 3.
The second most populous town in Zambales is Santa Cruz with 49,269 persons. The provincial
capital of Iba came fifth with a population count of 34,678 persons in 2000 (Table 3-48a) .

.. ...

Table 3- 48a.

PROVINCE/
MUNICIPALITY/BARANGAY

I

;zAMBALES

isoTOLA_N_
/CABA NGAN
fcANDELARIA --

I

- . r.
I

.-

The NSO Census for 2000

. .I

TOTAL
POPULATION

HOUSEHOLD
POPULATION

627,802 ·
..
46,602 .

-

18,848 !
-23,39_9_; .. - -

--

-

NUMBER OF
HOUSEHOLDS

626,481 :

134,720

46,550 ;

9,629

18,842 '

4,032

23,364

4,321

I

33, 108 ·

33,038 ·

7,238

IBA (Capital)

34,678 ·

34,487 ·

7,260 .

·MASINLOC

39,724

39,659

7,790

CASTILLEJOS

OLONGAPO CITY
PALAUIG
..

~

--

SAN ANTONIO

194,260 ·
29,983
28,248

-

-

193,752
29,-983·:· ..

43,107
5,945

28,152

6,483

SAN FELIPE

17,702 '

17,534

4,094

SAN MARCELINO

25,440

25,401 ·

5,866 ·

,SAN NARCISO

23,522

23,499 ·

5,31

-·

-

SANTACRUZ

49,269 ,

49,229 '

9,754

,SUBIC

63,019 .

62,991 :

13,882

Source: NSO 2000 Census

r~

The municipality of Subic had experienced erratic population growth from 1903 to 1995. In 1960,
Subic's population decreased by almost half of its 1948 population with a negative 5.38 % rate.
This is attributed to the fact that Olongapo, a barrio of Subic, was converted into a municipality
on December 7, 1959 by virtue of Executive Order No. 366 issued by President Carlos P.
Garcia. In a span of twelve years, the town's population declined from 25,223 persons to 12,985
persons. The population of Subic recovered in 1975 when the population grew to 28,139
persons or an average annual increase of 5.29 %. In the eighties, however, Subic's population
again slowed down with an annual growth rate of 1.52 %. The town's growth rate bounced back
in 1990 with a 4.46 % rate and again declined in 1995 with a rate of 4.00 %.
Subic had populatbn density of 2.21 persons per hectare in 2000. llwas, Matain, and Wawandue
emerged as the barangays with the highest population densty for the periods 2000 (Table 3-49).
In 2000, llwas had a population density of 203 persons per hectare. Matain followed this figure
with 160 persons per hectare and Wawanduewith 83 persons per hectare.
Barangays with the lowest densities were Batiawan and Pamatawan . Batiawan is the largest
barangay in terms of land area but it had the least population count in 2000. Barangay Cawag
had a population density of 1.1 persons per hectare. The following table shows the details.
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Table 3 - 49.

Population Density 1990 and 2000

Land Area
(ha)
777.07

Barangay

Aningway-Sacatihan
Asinan-Poblacion

1,728

Density
Persons I ha
2

3,185

Density
Persons I ha
4.1

700

59

603

51 .1

1990

11 .81

2000

Asinan-Proper

402.90

1,539

4

3,684

9.1

Baraca-Camachile

70. 223

3,082

44

2,828

40.3

11,061 .22

430

0

787

0.17

Calapacuan

230.06

10,925

47.5

117.68

8,403
5,293

37

Calapandayan

45

6,080

6,365.64

3,310

1

14.81

2,750

186

7,181
3,017

51 .7
1.1

928.78

3,051

3

4,665

5.0

41 .98

5,876

140

6,756

160.1

369.51

783

2

1,360

3.7

7,043.13

2,295

0

2,514

0 .36

184.41

2,420

13

3,890

21 .1

Sto. Tomas

82.68

3,258

39

3,974

48.1

Wawandue

18.57

2,011

108

28,420.47

46,929

2

1,542
62,991

2.21

Batiawan

Cawag
llwas

Mangan- Vaca
Matain
Naugsol
Pamatawan
San Isidro

Population Density

203

83.0

Source: Comprehensive Land Use Plan of Sub,c 2000-2010 and 2000 NSO Census

There are eight urban and eight rural barangays in Subic. From 1990 to 1995 there was a
notable increase in Subic's rural population, from 16,394 persons to 22,632 persons or 6.66 %
growth rate. The urban population grew from 30 ,535 persons to 34,467 persons, or 2.45 %
increase.
Urbanizaton level in 1990 was 65 .07 percent. In 1995, the figure declined to 60.36 %. This
implies that only about 60 % of the population resided in urban areas for the given period . The
increasing rural population may be attributed to the location of a resettlement site in Barangay
Cawag as well as increasing settlements outside the poblacion and the peripheries.

3.3.4

HEALTH AND SANITATION

Subic's morbidity indicators have been consistent for the past 3 years. Leading causes of
morbidity included sicknesses like pneumonia, diarrhea, TB respiratory, and hypertension (Table
3-50). The leading causes of mortality in Subic are shown in Table 3-51 .

Table 3 - 50. Leading Causes cA Morbidity
1997 Causes

Pneumonia

No.

1,165

1998 Causes

Pneumonia

No.

1,160

1999 Causes

Pneumonia

NO.

2,120

Diarrhea

462

Diarrhea

620

Diarrhea

409

TB Respiratory

377

TB Respiratory

329

Hypertension

286

TB Meningitis

262

Malaria

138

TB Respiratory

239

Hypertension

160

Chicken Pox

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/[20191122-09:30:03]
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1997 Causes

No.

1998 Causes

1999 Causes

No.

Malaria

25

Malignant Neoplasm

19

Influenza

22
16
13
7

Influenza

18

Measles

Chicken Pox
Dengue Fever

Bronchitis/Bronchiolitis

5

Measles

4

Diseases of the Heart

4

NO.

Chicken Pox

11

Diseases of the Heart

5

TB Other Forms

1

Source: Comprehensive Land Use Plan of Sub1c 2000-2010

The municipality's crude death rate (CDR) for 1999 was 35.86 . This figure indicates that there
was an estimated average ratio of 35 .86 deaths per 1,000 populations for the given calendar
year.
Subic's infant mortality ratio (IMR) for 1999 was zero. IMR is the number of deaths to infants
under 1 year of age per 1,000 live-births, or it is the risk of a child dying before reaching his first
birthday. Likewise, the maternal mortality rate (MMR) for calendar year 1999 was zero. These
are positive indicators of the health profile. The MMR is the number of women who die as a
result of child bearing in a given year per 1,000 births in that year. Maternal deaths are usually
caused by complications of pregnancy and childbirth .
Table 3 - 51. Leading Causes c:A Mortality
1997 Causes
Natural Cause

No.
44

Cancer

30

Accidents
Hypertensive Vascular
Disease
Status Asthmatics
Pneumonia
Tuberculosis

1998 Causes
Natural Cause

No.
46

21

29

Hypertensive Vascular
Disease
Cancer

27

1999 Causes
Old Age Heart Failure

No.
46

31

19

Hypertensive Vascular
Disease
Cancer

Tuberculosis

17

Tuberculosis

21

12

Accidents

17

Accidents

14

11

Pneumonias

13

Coronary Artery Disease

11

11

Bronchial Asthma

9

Pneumonia

8

Coronary Artery Disease

8

Status Asthmatic

8

22

Coronary Artery Disease

9

Diabetis Mellitus

7

Diarrheal Disease

8

Congestive Heart Failure

6

Diarrhea

5

Acute Pancreatitis

7

Sepsis

5

Source: Comprehensive Land Use Plan of Sub1c 2000-2010

A Barangay Health Station (BHS) provides primary health services to the area, which usually
include health education, control of locally endemic diseases, immunisation, maternal/child
health and family planning, nutrition, treatment of common diseases, and supply of essential
drugs. There are nine BHS facilities in Subic. These are located in the following barangays:
Calapandayan, Mangan-Vaca, llwas, Aningway-Sacatihan, Pamatawan, Cawag Proper, Matain,
Sto. Tomas and San Isidro.
There are two Rural Health Units (RH Us) found in barangays Wawandue and Calapacuan. The
RHUs usually provide secondary health services. In Subic, the RHUs take care of the medical
needs of barangays that do not have BHS facilities. RHU I cover the following areas: Asinan
Proper, Asinan Poblacion, Baraca Camachile, and Wawandue. The RHU II takes charge of farflung barangays of Naugsol and Batiawan.
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There is one doctor and three public health nurses working for the local government of Subic.
There is one medical technologist, one sanitary inspector, nine midwives, and three birth
attendants. The local government employs one dentist and two dental aides.

3.3.5

EDUCATION

Majority (40.90 % and 33.57 %) of the Municipality's population aged 5 years and above is in the
elementary level and secondary level, respectively. The rest are in the post-secondary level
(5.41 %) or are college undergraduates (4.57 %), while 5.05 % are academic degree holders.
6.21 % of the population aged 5 years and above, however, have not completed any grade.
The 1995 Census does not provide data on literary rate, but it is encouraging to note that only
6.21% of the population aged 5 years and above have not completed any grade. It could be
inferred that the percentage of those who can not read nor write is lower than 6.21%, although
0.67% of the population 5 years and over did not state whether they completed any grade or not.

,,-

The Municipality has one educational institution that offers tertiary/vocational education , the
Ramon Magsaysay Technical University (RMTU) .
It has 2 four-year course offerings: (1)
Management, and (2) Social Science. RMTU has a faculty complement of 16 persons.
The Municipality has a National Public High School and two private high schools, which serve its
secondary school-going population. The Department of Education Culture and Sports (DECS)
recommends a standard teacher-student ratio of 1:50 for Secondary Schools.
For the School Year 1999-2000, the Municipality Elementary Schools have an average of 1:36
teacher-student ratio, a ratio that more than meets the standard of 1:50 teacher-student for
Public Elementary Schools and a ratio of 1:52 for Private Elementary Schools set by the DECS.

3.3.6

HOUSING

In 1990, the NSO's Census of Population and Housing shows that of the 9,520 housing units,
9,155 housing units are occupied while the rest (365) are vacant although at the time, the
number of households (HHs) were already 9,499 . There are doubled-up households in 193
housing units, which means that there are 193 cases wherein two households are sharing one
housing unit. Moreover, there are 35 , 18, 4, and 2 cases where three, four, five, and six or more
households share one (1) housing unit, respectively. Most of the HHs house 3 to 6 persons.
The mean number of occupants per housing unit is 5.101.
Of the 9,499 HHs in 1990, a great majority (7,196 HHs) owns or is paying for the amortization of
the housing units. The others are renting (1 ,508 HHs) their units, are occupying their units for
free with the consent of the owner (775 HHs). Twenty HHs occupy their unit for free without the
consent of the owner.
For those who own or are amortizing their housing units (7,196 HHs), a little more than half
(4,555 HHs) own or are paying for the amortization of their lot. There are 605 HHs who are
renting the lot where their houses are built, and 1,647 HHs are occupying the lot for free with
consent of the owner, while 389 HHs are occupying their lot for free without the consent of the
owner.

3.3. 7

ECONOMIC SECTOR

-;;;====:.......~ultut.t ;it iqlik;ts;in Co nsult.incy Setvices Inc.
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Of the 28,789 household population 15 years old and over, 12,430 (43.18 %) are employed
while 2,012 (6.99 %) are unemployed . The other 14,347 (49 .84 %) are not in the labor force
(NSO Census of Population and Housing, 1990)
In the 1998-2001 Municipal Trade and Industry Development Plan, the numoor of skilled workers
total 26 ,580 (Table 3-52). The distribution of these workers according to skills is presented in
the table below:

Table 3 - 52. Skills Inventory (Municipality of Sublc, 1998)
Skills
Automotive mechanic
Basic accounting and bookkeeping

No. of Persons
102
76

Basic computer literacy

1,564

Basic driving

6,000
107

Basic electronics
Basic typing and data encoding
Drafting

11,419

53

Dressmaking

1,271
205

General electricity
Heavy equipment operation

46

High-speed sewing

279

Hotel housekeeping

2740

Intermediate computer literacy
Refrigeration and aircon mechanic
Tailoring

854
47
104

Welding
TOTAL

1713
26,580

Source: Municipal Trade and Industry Development Plan (19982001), prepared by Cynthia F. Valdeconza

3.3.8

AGRICULTURE

Subic has seven agricultural barangays that include Pamatawan, Aningway-Sacatihan, ManganVaca, Cawag, San Isidro, Naugsol, and Calapacuan .
Presently, 2.50 % of the total municipal land or 697.92 ha are devoted to field crops. Of this,
more than 572 ha are planted to rice . This figure comprises more than 82 % of the total
agricultural land devoted to field crops . Close to 50 percent of rice grow in irrigated areas. More
than 30 % of rice production grows in rainfed areas, while the remaining 2.87 % are cultivated in
upland areas.
Root crops are grown in 54 ha of land , or 7.79 % of agricultural lands devoted to field crops.
Other crops raised in Subic include corn, vegetables, and legumes.
Permanent/commercial crops comprising mostly of fruit trees are grown in 844.63 ha of land , or
3 % of Subic's total land area . Specifically these crops include mangoes , coconut, guyabano,
cashew, banana, guava/guapple, and calamansi. These are scattered in Subic's seven
agricultural barangays.
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There are 15 commercial livestock farms and eight semi-backyard livestock farms identified by
the Municipal Agriculture Office. These farms raise cattle, swine, goat, and sheep and are found
in Mangan-Vaca, Sacatihan, Pamatawan, and Naugsol.
There are four organized/ commercial poultry farms in the municipality that raise ducks, broiler
chicken, and layer (quail). Native chicken and pigeons are usually grown in backyard farms.
The municipality has one slaughterhouse and one chicken dressing plant. These are located in
Barangay Mangan-Vaca.
There are three hand tractors provided by the local government through the Department of
Agriculture (DA). These tractors service the areas in Mangan-Vaca. On the other hand, there
are 33 privately owned hand tractors in the municipality.
Five dryers are in operation in the following barangays: Mangan-Vaca, Cawag, AningwaySacatihan, and Pamatawan. Again, the local government through the DA provided these
facilities. Three other dryers are privately operated . A rice mill (kiskisan) is located in Barangay
Mangan-Vaca.
In 1998, it was estimated that Subic Municipality yielded a total fishery resources of 1,746,000
kilograms (kg). Approximately 752,000 kg out of the total production were generated through
inland fishing (Source: Provincial Agricultural Office). The rest were caught in the seas using
motorized and non-motorized bancas.
According to the PAO, Subic had a deficit of 770,600 kg of fish for the same period. The
estimate was based on the town's populction, consumption, and total fish production.
Cawag, llwas, and Wawandue are coastal barangays. These barangays generate estimated
fishery resources of 2-3 metric tons per month. Fishponds are likewise found in Cawag and
llwas. These ponds commonly cultivate milkfish and prawns.

3.3.9

.,------..

COMMERCE, TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Commercial and industrial activities play a vital role in the development and progress of a town.
Subic has a total number of 15 industries categorized as major industries, mixed/medium
industries, and Agro-industrial industries, as well as a number of commercial establishments.
Subic Shipyard and Engineering Inc. (formerly Philippine Shipyard and Engineering Corporation
- PHILSECO), an industry engaged in ship repair since 1982, is considered to be the town's
major export-oriented industry.
Strip commercial development is evident in the locality with the presence of commercial
establishments along the National Road and the major and secondary arterial transportation
network in the locality. The public market could be considered the influencing factor in the
concentration of commercial activities within its periphery.
Other commercial activities
concentrate in the southern portion of the Municipality, mainly due to the presence of the SBMA.
The service sector could be considered a growing sector with canteens, bars, nightclubs and
other service establishments such as motor repair shops, barbershops, and beauty parlors
proliferating in the area.
Establishments inside and near the public market are mostly engaged in wholesale and retail
activities, establishments along the national highway, on the other hand, are mostly serviceoriented, while there are a few establishments that are engaged in banking and finance
activities. The five banking institutions that are present in the Municipality are the following :
3-:1 37.
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Bataan Savings Bank, San Marcelino Bank, Zambales Bank, Progress Savings Bank , and Ever
Savings Bank.

3.3.10 INFRASTRUCTURE AND UTILITIES
The National Highway, which traverses the Municipality, is the major arterial road linking most of
the barangays. It also serves as the national artery that connects the Province of Zambales to
the Province of Pampanga and Pangasinan.
Collector and service roads include all municipal and barangay roads in the area. Aside from
serving as the main access road to and from the inner areas of Subic, collector and service
roads are also used as farm-to-market roads by the farmers of the municipality.
Based on the inventory of roads submitted to the Provincial Planning and Development Office
(PPDO) last 1995, Subic has a total road network of 93.854 km (Table 3- 53).

Table 3 - 53. Classification of Roads (Km)
Type of
Pavement
Concrete

National

Provincial

Municipal

Barangay

Total

6.419

1.78

1.00

-

5.110

4.12

1.08

-

Gravel

-

9.64

1.00

43.709

Earth/Dirt

-

-

1.05

18.946

11.529
12.28

15.54
16.56

4.13
4.40

62.655
66.76

Asphalt

Total
Percentage

9.199
10.310
54.349
19.996
93.854
100.00

Percent

(%)
9.80
10.98
57.91
21.31
100.00

Source: Provmc,a/ Engineer's Office

There is only one National Road traversing the Subic Municipality. It comprises 12.28 % of the
total road network of the town. The total length of the road is 11 .529 km wherein 55.68 % is
concrete while the remaining length of 5.11 km is asphalt. The ten barangays that are along the
National Highway are Santo Tomas, Matain, Calapacuan, Calapandayan, Baraca-Camachile,
llwas, Mangan Vaca, Asinan Proper, Aningway Sacatihan and Pamatawan .
As of 1995, the total length for the provincial roads is 15.54 km. The Cawag Road, which
comprises 9.64 km or 62.03 % of the total provincial road, is gravel. It is then followed by the
asphalt road surface with a total length of 4 .12 km.
For the Municipal roads, the total length is 4.13 km, of which 1 km is of concrete, 1.08 km is of
asphalt, 1 km is of gravel, and 1.05 km is earth-filled .
Barangay roads comprise 66.76 % of the total road network. Still under the unpaved road
classification, 43.709 km (69.76 %) is of gravel and 18.946 km or 30.24 % is earth filled .
Surrounded by rivers and channels, Subic has 13 bridges, seven of which are under the
administration of the national government. Four are under the municipal administration and two
are maintained by the barangays concerned . Majority of the bridges are made of concrete. The
Tamayok Bridge in llwas is the only one made of timber.
Subic is accessible by private cars, public utility jeepneys, mini-bus and buses routing from
Olongapo City to the Northern portion of the province. Trucks and trailers also ply the National
Highway while tricycles and pedicab, service the barangay routes.
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Victory Liner, Inc. and ZAMODCA are the only bus companies authorized by the LTFRB to
operate within the province. They have their terminals located in Olongapo City, San Felipe, Iba
and Sta . Cruz.

3.3.11

POWER

Presently, the Zambales Electric Cooperative II (ZAMECO II) serves the electrical power needs
of the municipality. Its source of power supply is from the National Pov.er Corporation. With main
offices at Castillejos, it has a sub-office at Barangay llwas, Subic. Based on the status of
electrification of ZAM ECO 11, of the 16 barangays of the municipality, 15 have been energized.
As of October 1997, there are already 8,806 connections, 92 .10 % of which are for domestic use
and 6.77 % are for commercial use. There are minimal power interruptions and fluctuations. As
of July 2000, the connections have reached 10,037 which is equivalent to 83.36 % of the
potential consumers based on the 1995 census.

,,,,,.-.......

For the other households not currently serviced by ZAMECO II , kerosene lamps and generators
are used as alternative sources of power. Such locations are mostly from the remote sitios of
Barangays Cawag and the whole barangcJy' of Batiawan.

3.3.12

WATER SUPPLY

Data on drinking water sources provide information on the proportion of households with access
to potable water. In the 1990 census, 3,705 or 39 % of the households have their own faucets
and are connected either to the Subic Water District (SWD) or a community water system . Water
system with deep well as source is reported under this category as long as it subscribes to a
community water system. There are 2,386 or 25.12 % of the households who get their water
from the faucet of another household, establishment, or office which is connected to the
community water system also known as the SWD. Ten percent or 1,014 of the households get
their water from a tubed/piped well which is at least 100 feet (5 pieces of 20 ft pipes) or 30 m
deep, for private use of the household or households in the same building or compound .
Springs, lakes, and rivers are used by the residents in remote barangays for their water needs .
The upland barangays of Cawag and Batiawan do not rely on the SWD for their domestic water
supply. Publicly- and privately owned deep wells are their alternative sources of water supply.
Cawag Resettlement residents also get water from springs while Batiawan residents get their
water from the nearby river.

3.3.13

COMMUNICATIONS

Telecommunication services that are available in the municipality are telegraph and telephone
facilities . The Philippine Telephone Company (PIL TEL) provides telephone services within the
town with 4,800 lines or 33.89 % of the total households projected as of 2001. It is currently
serving 14 barangays of Sublc. It has an up-graded system using fiber optics. As of April 2000,
it has 2,000 pending applications. It can relay long distance calls to other towns and cities in the
country.
Other telecommunication services available in the municipality include the Cellular Mobile
telephone service provided by Smart which has its tower at Maligaya, Calapandayan. Other
cellular phones operating in the municipality are MOBILINE, and EXTELCOM.
Radio
communications system which is operated by the municipality through the assistance of the
provincial government serves as a link-up between Subic and the rest of the towns in Zambales.
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There is only one Telegraph Service Facility in the Municipality of Subic and it is owned and
operated by the Bureau of Telecommunications (BUTEL), a government entity. It is located at
the ground floor of the Municipal Hall
Postal Service Facilities include a Post Office, Mail Distribution Center, Mail Boxes, Money Order
Machine, Stamping Machine (meter), Postal Stations/ Circuits, and three motorcycles as mail
transport vehicles . The postal service of the municipality has six employees servicing the whole
town. This includes a postmaster-teller, an acting postmaster, three postmen II and sorter and a
dispatcher.
There are two radio broadcasting companies located at Iba: the Far East Broadcasting Co.
(DWRF) aired under the AM Band and the "Ang Radio Namin" under FM Band. A Repeater
Station under Short wave, SW-ZNN , is located at San Antonio. There are cable stations
operating in the province as well : the Sky Cable and Northwest Cable.
Newspaper tabloids are printed and published in the province weekly and semi-monthly. Other
newspaper and tabloids printed outside Zambales are circulating daily.

3.3.14

PEACE AND ORDER AND FIRE SAFETY

A Municipal Police Station (MPS) located at the Municipal Center services the whole
municipality. The 28 Philippine National Police(PNP) personnel are complemented by barangay
tanods. The station has two vehicles that it can use for its operations, three portable hand-held
radio, and one base radio receiver.
·
There is only one jail cell for male offenders with an area of 2 X 3 square meters. Female
offenders are detained at the PNP office.
Fire protection services in the municipality are being carried out by 6 fire personnel (as of 1997).
The Municipalty's fire station is located along the National Road . Its facilities include one fire
truck and a few fire hydrants.

3.3.15

SOCIAL SERVICES

Day care facilities are found in all Subic barangays. In Cawag, there are six day care centers.
There are two day care facilities in the following barangays: Calapandayan , Matain, and Sta.
Tomas. A proposal is underway to expand day care services in Batiawan and Calapacuan. Day
care services are offered to children 3 - 7 years old.
During periods of calamity, resources are organized to provide relief goods to affected families.
The Municipal Disaster Coordinating Council, chaired by the Honorable Mayor, is tasked to
oversee the implementation of disaster operations and activities. It allows non-government
organizations and people's organizations to volunteer their services in relief and rehabilitation
work. During emergency situations, the council is mobilized to provide overall coordination of
disaster management.
On-going programs that address the needs of families include: Family Counselling, Marriage
Counselling, Family Casework/Counselling, Special Social Services for Solo Parents, Assistance
for Abused Children, and Maternal and Child Care Skills Development.
Cawag Resettlement is an 803-ha CIDSS Area, which was original y established to provide
shelter and rehabilitation services to victims of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in 1991. The site can
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accommodate a maximum of 600 families. In 1999, there were a total of 283 families in the
area, or a total population count of 4,289 persons.
Through the CIDSS, basic services are made available to the residents comprising of both
lowlanders and Aetas. Elementary and high school education facilities are provided in the site.
A Day Care Center and a Rural Health Unit provide the necessary public services to the
community. Other services include counselling services, food for work, cash for work,
supplemental feeding, self-employment assistance and referrals for social services.
The Aetas are acknowledged to be one of the earliest settlers in the municipality. Historically, as
lowlanders came to Subic, the Aetas were displaced and were forced to flee to the hinterlands.
While a number of Aetas have managed to be integrated within the mainstream of developT1ent
activities in the municipality, many have remained deprived of public services such as health,
social welfare and basic education . Aeta families are scattered in some barangays in Subic,
such as: Batiawan and Naugsol.

3.3.16

TOURISM SECTOR

Subic has long been recognized a tourist destination area with the presence of its beach resorts
and accommodation facilities. There are several good tourist destination areas in the town.
Among these are seven prominent beach resorts, one shrine, and one inland resort (Balon
Falls). Four of these resorts are accessible by land transportation while the rest are accessible
by boat. Moreover, because of the emerging interest of people in Eco-Tourism in general, Subic
can develop Patal falls located in Batiawan where visitors can trek or camp. The Municipal
government can also explore other areas in the Municipality that can be developed into ecotourism sites.

3.3.17

POLITICAL SECTOR

The political structure of the municipality of Subic is typical of the political structures in other
municipalities. The chief executive is the mayor, duly elected by the voters every three years.
The mayor can only serve a total of three consecutive terms.
The municipal council (Sangguniang Bayan) is composed of the vice-mayor as the presiding
officer and the councilors as members. The head of the association of barangay chairmen
(ABC) and the representative of the Sangguniang Kabataanalso sit as members of the council.
The mayor is empowered by the Local Government Code (LGC) to enforce all laws and
ordinances relative to the governance of the municipality; initiate and maximize the generation of
resources and revenues and apply the same to the implementation of development plans,
programs, objectives and priorities; and ensure the delivery of basic services and the provision
of adequate facilities (Section 444, LGC) .
The municipal Council shall approve ordinances and pass resolutions necessary for an efficient
and effective municipal government and in this connection (vi) Protect the environment and
impose appropriate penalties for acts which endanger the environment such as dynamite fishing
and other forms of destructive fishing, illegal logging and smuggling of logs, smuggling of natural
resources products and of endangered species of flora and fauna, slash and burn farming and
such activities which result in pollution, acceleration of euthrophication of rivers and lakes or of
ecological imbalance (Section 447 LGC) .
The barangay is the basic political unit in the Philippines. It is headed by the barangay chairman
(punong barangay) who is duly elected by his constituents . Th~re is also a barangay council
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presided by the chairman. The barangay chairman functions as an executive and legislative
head at the same time.
In pursuant to the general welfare clause, the barangay chairman is specifically mandated to
enforce all laws and ordinances which are applicable to the barangay; maintain public order;
enforce all laws and regulations relating to pollution control and protection of the environment;
and ensure the delivery of basic services (Section 389 LGC).
An important element of the barangay unit is the existence of the conciliation panel (Pangkat ng
Tagapagkasundo) composed of residents of the barangay who are tasked to amicably settle
disputes arising from the residents. Cases falling under its jurisdiction are first referred to this
panel. Cases not resolve in this level are certified to have passed by the panel for court dispute
or settlement. This system has greatly reduced the number of cases being brought to court for
litigation.

,-._

The barangay has its own revenue making power through the enactment of ordinances. In
addition, it receives a share of the national taxes which is called the internal revenue allotment
(IRA) . The computation of the IRA is based on three factors namely, land area, population and
equal sharing . There is also the share on the national wealth, a tax levied by the national
government for the utilization of the natural resources in a given area.
Republic Act 7227 creating the Bases Conversion Development Authority (BCDA) was enacted
on March 13, 1992. Section 12 of the BCDA Law created the Special Economic and Free Port
Zone composed of the City of Olongapo and the Municipality of Subic, Province of Zambales,
the lands occupied by the Subic Naval Base and its contiguous extensions as embraced,
covered, and defined by the 1974 Military Bases Agreement between the Philippines and the
United States of America as amended, and within the territorial jurisdiction of the Municipalities
of Morang and Hermosa, Province of Bataan.
The powers and functions of SBMA are discussed in the section under Legal Framework. It also
discusses the relationship betv.een the local goverrment and SBMA.

3.3.18 Smo AGUSUHIN HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
As part of a training area during the Subic U.S. Naval Base, Sitio Agusuhin was mainly
dependent the economy brought about by the Americans for almost 30 years, not foreseeing the
eventuality of a pullou~ the people failed to establish a sustainable and independent industry or
means of livelihood. When the US military forces withdrew in 1992, the peqJle of Agusuhin were
caught flatfooted and their livelihood took a deep plunge.
In 1997, forty hectares of shore land in Agusuhin was chosen as the site for the Malampaya
Concrete Gravity Structure (CGS) project of the Shell Philippines Exploration (SPEX) B.V. This
presented the residents with an opportunity for economic recovery. Employment priority was
given to the residents . And more importantly, the Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc. (PSFI) was set
to implement a development program for the advancement of the community.
The CGS project was constructed in a 40-hectare land at Sitio Agusuhin , Redondo Peninsula .
This is a coastal village with in the Subic Spa:ial Economic Freeport Zone.
At the beginning of the project, Sitio Agusuhin has a population of 919 with 147 households.
The primary source of income before the CGS project was fishing and almost 50 % of the
population lived below the poverty level. Education and skills level of the people are low due to
the inaccessibility of educational institutions.
The residents of the village do not receive regular and appropriate basic health care services.
Because of the lack of employment opportunities, some fishermen engaged into illegal activities
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such as dynamite and cyanide fishing contributing to the degradation of marine environment and
resources in Subic Bay and nearby areas.
SPEX, through the PSFI, launched the Sitio Agusuhin Development Program (SADP) in
conjunction with the Ecology Center of SBMA. This program was developed to ensure the
smooth flow of construction and tow-out of the structure while harnessing and enhancing the
long-term relationship with the village.
The projects that were implemented were the following; (a) Livelihood and Enterprise
Development (b) Organizational Development and Capability Building (c) Basic Social Services
and Infrastructure (d) Bat Habitat Restoration Project, and (e) Community Based Forest
Management.
In 2001, the Ecology Center conducted a census and tagging operation to determine the number
of households in the Redondo Peninsula. The following were the results.
The total population of the area is 3,981 persons coming from 709 households, with an average
family size of 3-5 members/HH. The general population has an equally low level of educational
attainment. Around 62 % of the population is in the elementary level. This is the major factor
contributing to the low-income levels and lack of employment opportunities to the general
population. Around 50 % of the population is heavily dependent on natural resources as their
source of livelihood. It was also found out that 52 % of the population is dependent on forest
resources for fuel. The most common source of water for the communities are the water pumps
(76 %). Majority (64 %) does not have permanent places of disposing human waste. Half (50
%) of their houses are made from concrete hollow blocks, lumber and GI roofing. Sizes of their
dwellings vary from 16 to 49 square meters.
The population of Sitio Agusuhin was 1,426 persons comprising 35.8% of the total surveyed
population. There were 234 households with an average size of 6.09 persons per household.
There were 228 houses housing these 234 households. Aside from these houses, there were
also three structures devoted for religious use, a barangay hall currently being used as the day
care center, the Agusuhin Elementary School and Annex Cawag Resettlement High School,
basketball court and a health center.
From June 29-July 15, 2005, the Ecology Center conducted a socio-economic and perception
survey in Sitios Agusuhin and Nagyantok. The combined total population is 2,152 persons in
477 households. The average household size is 5 persons per household. There are 272
households in Sitio Agusuhin with 1,306 persons.
Fifty one percent are males while 49 % are females. Forty-four percent of the population
belongs to the working age population (18-50). There are 2.2 persons depending on one
member of the productwe age group.

3.3.19

SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY

3.3.19.1 Public Participation

The communities in the three impact areas and various stakeholders were provided different
venues for participation in the conduct of this study. These include the conduct of unobtrusive
informal interviews with key informants, community meetings, focus group discussions and
public consultation (2nd level scoping).
A survey instrument (see Appendix 9) was administered to obtain the respondent's profile,
views on their community, and their perception towards the proposed shipbuilding project.
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Key Informants Interview of the community leaders, the mayor, and SBMA was conducted to
gather general issues and concerns towards the project as well as to map out socio-political
influences that might affect the Project.
Focus group discussions were also conducted to validate the results of the survey while second
level scoping/ public consultations were facilitated to capture the "pulse" of the community on the
acceptability of the project as well as to gauge their conditions on the schemes for social
preparations.
Residents discussed among themselves the possible environmental and social impacts as a
result of the implementation of the proposed project. They also took a very active part in the
identification of positive and negatives effects of the project and in the formulation of mitigating
measures that would minimize if not totally eradicate the adverse socio-economic and
environmental impacts.

/ ---,

Secondary information was collected from SBMA Ecology Center, where they recently
conducted a complete survey (June 29 - July 15, 2005) for 477 households along Redondo
Peninsula which covered Sitios Agusuhin (272 households) and Nagyantok (205). Some of data
generated by this survey were adoped to present a fuller picture of the concerned communities.
3.3.19.2 Socio-Economic/ Perception Survey

The survey was conducted on 16-18 September 2005 in the three sitios (village), namely:
Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong - coastal communities along Redondo Peninsula in
Barangay Cawag Subic, Zambales. The survey instrument patterned after the recommended
form of Environmental Management Bureau (EMB) was used. Enumerators were enlisted from
the cluster leaders of Agusuhin Negnborhood Association (ANA)
The study area was classified into two types. The direct impact area (DIA) is the whole of Sitio
Agusuhin where the proposed project site will be located. The survey undertook 100% interview
coverage with the three-hundred fifty-five (355) households living within Sitio Agusuhin . A
settlement map of Sitio Agusuhin is shown in Figure 3-51
The secondary impact area (SIA) is defined as within a three-kilometer radius from the proposed
project site. There are two sitios in the secondary impact area, namely: Sitio Nagyantok and
Sitio Nagtulong. Fifty respondents (24%) in Sitio Nagyantok were selected out of the total of 205
households. Twelve respondents (20%) in Sitio Nagtulong were selected out of the total of 60
households. Overall, the total number of respondents for the DIA and SIA is 417 respondents.
The respondents interviewed in the study were heads of the family, ages 18 and above and
residents of Sitio Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong.
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Figure 3 - 51. Settlement Map of Sitio Agusuhln.
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3.3.19.3 Results of the Awareness and Perception Survey

Respondents

Three hundred fifty-five (355) respondents or 100% of the total number of households
were interviewed in Sitio Agusuhin . This enumeration reflects an almost accurate result
in demographic and socio-economic information as well as the general perception of
the residents.
Respondents from Sitio Nagyantok and Sitio Nagtulong, on the other hand, represented
the 20% - 24% of its total number of households (205 and 60 households). The number
of respondents interviewed from the three sitios will reflect precise information about the
area and the general trends on the perception of its residents (Table 3-54) .
Table 3 - 54. Distribution of Respondents by Sitio
Number of
Respondents

Number of
Households

Agusuhin

355

355

Nagyantok
Nagtulong
TOTAL

50
12
417

205
60

Sitio

Percent (%) to
Total HH
Population
100

24
20

620

Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong have a combined household population of
665 where Sitio Agusuhin was the largest (53 % of the total households) while Sitio
Nagtulong was the smallest with 10 % coverage (Table 3-55) .
Table 3 - 55. Distribution of Population (based on survey sample) and
Number of Households (actual)
Sitio

Number of
Households
355

Population

Agusuhin

1,476

%
53

Nagyantok

261

205

Nagtulong
Total

67

60

37
10

1,804

620

100

Source: SEP at Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

Sitio Agusuhin, the center of the proposed shipbuilding facility, has significantly
increased its household population by 85% from 147 HH, in 1999 Pre-CGS construction
survey (PSFI Accomplishment Report, 2001), to 272 HH latest survey conducted by
SBMA in June 2005. This increase may be attributed to the development projects in
the area where residents took the opportunity for employment and other compensations
(Table 3-56) .
Table 3 - 56. Distribution of Population and Number of Households by Cluster in Sitio
Agusuhln, Barangay Cawag, Subic , Zambales
Clusters
Cluster 1
Cluster 2

Household
Population
160
91
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Number of
Households
40
22

Number of
Families
43
24

ANA
Members
37
22

Non-ANA
Residents
6
2
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Clusters
Cluster 3

Household
Population
52

Cluster 4

106
55

Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7

76

Number of
Families
13
18

ANA
Members
12
14

13
17

14

13

4
1

17

10
11

7
2

16
16

3
11
5

Cluster 10

55
66
115
122

24
28

Cluster 8
Cluster 9

Non-ANA
Residents
1

Number of
Households
13
18

13
19

13
19
27
28

Cluster 11

86

23

24

23
16

Cluster 12
Cluster 13

81
125

21
33

21
34

10
23

Cluster 14

169

38

43

15

28

Cluster 15
Total

117

33

33

8

25

1,476

355

371

246

125

8
11
11

This study also showed a 22 % increase in household population, from June to
September 2005, due to the knowledge of other sitios/areas in Subic that there will,
again, be another project (the shipbuilding) to be developed in the area.
This created an influx of migrants in Agusuhin, building new houses (although some do
not really intend to live in the area), expecting for greater valuation of their property just
like what happened during the CGS Project of SPEX while others look for employment
opportunity in the proposed project. In fact, this study showed that 34 % of the total
household population was not members of Agusuhin Neighborhood Association (ANA),
an association created during the CGS Construction to determine the original settlers in
the area (see Table 3-56).
Sitio Nagyantok and Nagtulong, on the other hand, have gradually increased by 18 %
and 17'% from its household population of 205 HH and 50 HH, respectively.
Household Size
Among the 417 respondents, the most common household size is composed of 3-4
members (33 %) while others ranges from 5-6 (26 %) (Table 3- 57). Compared to the
previous generation, where household size ranged from 10-12, this declined in size
may be attributed to the effective family planning campaign of the government and the
widespread knowledge of the negative effects of poverty to families with large
household sizes. Moreover, some of the married members of the family may have
separated their homes from their parents which lessened the size of the households,
thus, may have also contributed to the increase in the number of households in the
Sitio .

Table 3 - 57. Household Size of Respondents by Sltlo
HH Size

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

38

4

132

7

-

5-6

93

7-8

40

11
7

1-2
3-4
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%
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3

107

33
26

1
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Agusuhin

HH Size

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Total

%

-

29

7
3

9-1 0

26

3

11-12

3
23

9
9

8

12
40

50

12

417

13 & above
Total

355

9

100

Family Relationship

The following table (Table 3-58) shows that most of the type of family of the
respondents, based on relationship, is non-extended (92%). Meaning, only few
relatives were living with the family. One of the reasons may be that there is no
limitation in building new house in the area that some do so instead of living with their
relatives.
Table 3 - 58. Distribution of Households by Family Relationship by Sitio
Sitlo

%

Non-Extended

Agusuhin
Nagyantok

-

Nagtulong
Total

Extended

%

Frequency

10

355
50

-

-

35

8

320

90

35

50

100

-

12
382

100
92

12
417

Age Distribution

Out of 1,476 total population in Sitio Agusuhin, 61 % belong to the productive age group
(15 to 64), the same with Sitio Nagyantok with 54 % of its total population (Table 3-59)
On the other hand, half of the population of Sitio Nagtulong belongs to the younger age
group (1-14) .
Generally, a large number of the population of the three sitios is composed of younger
to early productive stage, which indicates an actively increasing population for the next
five to ten years. Therefore, family planning and reproductive health programs should
be strengthened to at this early stage to control the rate of increase in its population.
Table 3 - 59. Distribution of Population by Age Group by Sitio
Age
Group
Under 1
1-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54

Agusuhin

%

Nagyantok

25

2

28

132

8

215
180
162
146

15
12

31
20
33

138
104
75
75
63
48

11

%

Nagtulong

%

11
12

9
7
10

13
12
14

8
5
9
3
3
1
4

12
7
13

8
12
15
8
7
6
6

4

39
21
18
16
17
14
11

3

7

3

10
9
7
5
5

5
4

5

5
5
1.5
6
7

-

-

Frequency
- 62
170
245
221
206
176
159
123
93
93
79
55

3- 148
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Age
Group
55-59

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

%

67
22

%

Nagtulong

%

-

1

1.5

68
25

-

Frequency

3

1

-

-

4

5
2
-

1

0.5

1

1.5

6

70-74

10

1

2

0.5

1

1.5

13

75-79
80&
over
Total

5

0.5

-

-

-

-

5

5

0.5

-

-

-

-

5

1,476

100

100

67

100

60-64
65-69

261

1,804

On the other hand, this population belonging to the productive age group indicates a
potential for higher workforce that might contribute to the manpower requirement of the
proposed project, however, with much consideration on the skills training and upgrading
to qualify the general populace.
Age Dependency Ratio
Age dependercy ratio indicates the extent to which those who are too young or too old
to earn a living depend for support on those who work. As shown in Table 3-60 Sitio
Agusuhin has a medium level dependercy ratio of 64%. Meaning, for every onehundred (100) productive individuals, there are around 64 dependents. The same is
true with Sitio Nagyantok, with 79 % dependency ratio.
Table 3 - 60. Distribution of Population by Age Composition by Sitio
Age Group
Child & Youth
(1-14)
Productive
Population
(15-64)
Dependent
Population
(65 and above)
Total

Agusuhln

Nagyantok

%

%

Nagtulong

%

Frequency

552

37

112

43

34

51

700

900

61

146

56

31

46

1,077

24

2

3

1

2

3

27

1,476

100

261

100

67

100

1,804

However, Sitio Nagtulong indicates the highest (116 %) total dependency ratio because
of its high number of dependent population (child & youth and old). Thus, it might
indicate high number of child labor cases or those working at a younger age in this
area.
Sex Distribution I Sex Ratio
The population in the three sitios indicates a very slight predominarce of males than
females with 112 % ratio (Table 3-61) . It means that there are 112 males for every 100
females .
Table 3 - 61. Distribution of Population by Sex by Sitio
Sitio

Male

Female

Agusuhin

787

689

I Frequency I
I 1,476 I
3-1'49
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Sitio

Male

Female

Nagyantok

141

120

Nagtulong

31

36

Total

959

845

1,804

53

47

100

Percentage{%)

Frequency
261
67

Migration Pattern

Survey result shows that only 25 of the respondents are original settlers of the three
sitios while the large portion (94 %) is composed of migrants (Table 3-62). The
perception survey conducted by this study asked about the place of birth of
respondents, out of the total number of respondents in Sitios Nagyantok (50
respondents) and Nagtulong (12 respondents), all of them were not born in their
present places of residence.
Table 3 - 62. Migration Pattern of Respondents by Sitio
Original

%

Migrants

%

Frequency

25

7

330

93

355

Nagyantok

-

100

50

-

-

50

Nagtulong

12

100

12

25

6

392

94

417

Migration Pattern/ Sitio
Agusuhin

Total

In Sitio Agusuhin, 93% are migrants (Table 3-63) while almost all of the residents in
Sitio Nagyantok and Nagtulong are migrants.
Table 3 - 63. Migration Pattern of Respondents in Sitio Agusuhin by Cluster
Clusters

Original Settlers

Migrants

Frequency

Cluster 1

7

33

40

Cluster 2

2

20

22

Cluster 3

13

18

18

Cluster 5

-

13
13

13

Cluster 6

-

17

17

Cluster 7

3

10

13

Cluster 8

3

16

19

Cluster 9

2

22

24

Cluster 1 0

-

28

28

Cluster 11

1

22

23

Cluster 12

-

21

21

Cluster 13

33

33

Cluster 14

2

36

38

Cluster 15

5

28

33

Total

25

Percentage {%)

7

330
93

355
100

Cluster 4

3-150
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In addition, most (40 %) of the respondents have lived in the area for about 30 to 40
years, the time when the US Naval Base was operating in Subic Bay area and used the
Redondo Peninsula as their training ground (Table 3-64) .
Migration has become more prevalent in these areas even after the withdrawal of the
US Naval Base as it was converted as an Economic Freeport Zone managed by the
SBMA. Light to heavy industries were established within SBMA property area , which
include Agusuhin, and part of Nagyantok and Nagtulong.

Table 3 - 64. Years of Stay of Respondents by Sitio
Years
Less than 1

Agusuhin

-

%

Nagyantok

%

Nagtulong

%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Frequency

-

1-2
3-4
5-6

2
13

4

-

36

10

-

-

-

-

7- 8

17

5

10

20

9-10
11-12
13-14

11

4
1

8
2

20

3
2
6

-

2

4

15-16
17-18

18
27

5

9
2

18

19-20
21-30

25

8
7

77

22

8
10

16
20

4

33

91

31-40

76

21

1

2

8

67

85

41 &above

26

7

3

6

-

-

29

Total

355

100

50

100

12

100

417

7

-

4

-

2
13
36
27
15

-

8

-

22
27
29
33

The results of the survey however on the number of years stay of the respondents are
not accurate. There was an increase of 83 households from July 15 to third week of
September 2005. It is surmised that the sudden increase of migrants is in anticipation
of the compensation that the old residents may receive from the proponent and/or
SBMA.
Because of these developments, the residents were encourages to establish their
homes in these Sitios. Table 3-65 showed that most of the migrants came from within
the vicinity of Barangay Cawag (30 %) and within Subic Municipaity (27 %). This is
because they were more accessible to the area that they can easily put-up their home
upon knowing that a certain project will be developed in the area.
The same is true with sitios Nagyantok and Nagtulong, though they were really not the
center of the development projects, but their proximity somehow provides them with
access. It shows that 32 % and 17 % came from within Barangay Cawag while 28 %
and 58 % from within the Subic Municipality, respectively.
Table 3 -65. Place of Origin of Migrant Respondents by Sitio
Place

Agusuhln

%

Nagyantok

%

Nagtulong

%

Frequency

Same Barangay

98

30

16

32

2

17

116

Same Municipality

90

27

14

28

7

58

111

3-151
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Place
Other Municipality/
Same Province
Other Province

Agusuhin

Nagtulong

%

Frequency

%

85

26

10

20

1

8

96

57

17

10

20

2

17

69

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

330

100

50

100

12

100

392

Foreign Country

Total

Nagyantok

%

Being adjacent to the area of development in SBMA means several opportunities
primarily on employment, businesses, compensations, etc. It therefore attracted the
residents to settle in these sitios such as large portion of the respondents reasoned on
employment (34%), while others bought property rights (land) from other settlers in the
area (25%) , even the fact that they knew that it is legally a property of SBMA (Table 366).
Table 3 -66. Reasons for Migration of Migrant Respondents by Sitio
Reasons

98

%
26
27
30

29

9

Agusuhin

Employment

85

Property
Relatives
Marriage

90

Others
No Answer
Total

Nagyantok

%

Nagtulong

%

Frequency

45

90

2

17

-

132
100
98
29

10
100

5

1

-

23
330

7

5

100

50

-

-

- --

10

- -

-

83

-----

-

-

-

-

12

100

5

28
392

Marital Status of the Population

Table 3-67 shows that majority of the residents are single (58 %) while 36 % are
married . It can be inferred that these sitios will continuously increase in the population
because its large population is mcrried and has a potential for reproduction. However, a
much larger population of single group will soon to be the married population in the near
future. Therefore a family planning program and reproductive health should be
considered in these sitios.
Table 3 -67. Marital Status of the Population by Sltio
Status
Single

Married
Widow/
Widower
Separated
Total

Agusuhin

%

246
563

38

54

4

13

1

1,476

57

100

%

Nagtulong

%

Frequency

183

70

69

34
31

1,052

26

23
21

9

4

23

35

86

Nagyantok

261

-

-

-

100

67

100

653

13
1,804

Educational Attainment
Majority of the educational attainment of the residents of the three sitios (Tabel 3-68)
reached Elementary Graduate (23 %) while High School Graduate reached 16 % and
High School Undergraduate also at 16 %.

Ku fora at R;iltkasan Consuffit ncy "Services Inc.
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Table 3 -68. Educational Attainment of the Population by Sitio
Educational
Level
College
Graduate
College
Undergraduate
High School
Graduate
High School
Undergraduate
Elementary
Graduate
Elementary
Undergraduate
Vocational
None
Total

Agusuhin

%

Nagyantok

%

Nagtulong

%

Frequency

49

3

14

5

3

5

66

183

12

35

13

14

21

232

215

15

70

27

4

6

289

271

18

9

3

6

9

286

331

22

67

26

18

27

416

193

13

8

3

4

6

205

78
156

5
12

1
57

1
22

1
17

1
25

80
230

261

100

67

100

1,476

100

1,804

This result implies that there is a lower educational attainment in these areas because
of its remoteness from the nearest high school at Subic town proper. It was just
recently that a high school building constructed by PSFI that the residents of now attend
formal high school evel.
The Sitio Agusuhin Elementary School is composed of 6 rooms with 177 students,
meaning , there is around 30 students in a room . It also has 1 teacher for every grade
level and was accommodated in its 2-room Teacher's Quarters constructed by PSFI. A
school playground facility was also provided by PSFI for the students.
The Sitio Agusuhin High School is composed of 4 complete rooms and 3 additional
rooms (still under construction). It has 7 teachers with around 200 students from
Agusuhin and nearby sitios attending classes. A 2-room Teacher's Quarters were also
constructed by PSFI.
A Day Care Center, which was initiated by PSFI in November 2000, was continued by
the DSWD and a Day Care Worker presently teaches 36 pre-school age children.
Common Causes of Morbidity from 2004 to Present

Common causes of diseases/ morbidity vary from the different cases, which can be
traced from the different external factors present in the sitios especially the
environment. The prevalence of coughs and colds being the top cause of morbidity can
be rooted from the existing temperature in the area, since it is along the coastline
(Table 3-69). Allergic rhinitis and Sore Eyes may possibly due to changes in weather
and/or the pollens of various fruit-bearing trees in the area such as mango, guyabano,
guava, jackfruit, etc. (Socio-Economic Survey of Redondo Peninsula , SBMA, 2005).
Conjunctivitis, moreover, is oftentimes viral which may also be brought to contact to
others. Diarrhea/ Amoebiasis may be attributed to unhygienic food handling or the
untreated/contaminated drinking water from the pitcher pumps, deep wells, and spring
water due to unsanitary methods of waste disposal. Other cases such as malaria and
--:;;====;:;;:;:;;;~_:_K:ultut,r;it ~ IIl<;is;in eonsult;incy Setvfces Inc.
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dengue fever became alarming to residents, but the government and Shell responded
immediately that isolated these diseases.
Table 3 -69. Causes of Morbidity from 2004 to Present by Sitio
Causes

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Conjunctivitis

19

"

Allergic Rhinitis

40

"

Otitis media I externa
Skin rashes I allergy
Nasal Disorder
Tonsillo / Pharyngitis
Acute Respiratory Infection

5

"

9

1

10

-

7

2

Nagtulong

Frequency

1

20

-

40

-

10

45

1,141

5
10
9

998

98

Pneumonia

5

-

-

5

Bronchial Asthma
Chronic Bronchitis/
Emphysema
Tuberculosis

3

1

4

1

2

3

"

-

Cardio-Vascular Diseases

1

-

-

1

Hypertension
Stroke/ Cerebra-vascular
Accident
Numbness/ Tingling
sensation
Seizure/ Convulsion

5

-

5

18

-

-

18

3

"

-

3

5

1

6

-

2

-

Accidents

3
3

2

7

-

6

13

11

1

12

Oral Lesion/ Discoloration

7

-

Gingivitis/ Carious Teeth

3

-

-

Skin Disease

5

2

-

7

22

1

-

23

9

-

1

10

10

-

-

10

Joint/ Muscle Pains
Anemia/ Pallor

Diarrhea/ Amebiasis
Typhoid Fever
Ascariasis/ Parasitism
Gastritis/ Ulcer
Hepatitis (A,B, C virus)

-

7
3

-

-

-

-

-

Cirrhosis (Liver)

-

Kidney Disease

9

-

-

9

UTI

9

-

-

9

12

-

12

6

-

11

1

Hepatitis (Alcoholic)

Influenza (Flu)
Malaria
Dengue Fever
Measles
Chicken Pox

- - - - - -Kultur;i t K;ilfk;i s;in eonsult.incy Setvlces Inc. -
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Causes

Agusuhln

Nagtulong

Frequency

5

1

-

6

1,281

113

53

1,447

Others
Total

Nagyantok

Leading causes of mortality include stroke/cerebro-vascular accident and dengue fever,
which are alarming since there are already 18 & 15 cases, respectively. Preventive
programs should be done to avoid an epidemic in the future.
Causes of Morbidity by Occurrence to Age Group in 3 Sitios

When the respondents were asked of the causes of morbidity identified and
experienced by their household members, Acute Respiratory Infection was the most
frequently mentioned sickness with 150 cases (Table 3-70). These cases occur mostly
on ages 30-34 and mostly in line with fishing activities . Diarrhea (52 cases) and Flu (50
cases) were mentioned next, which are prevalent to ages 1-4. Other cases include lung
diseases, UTI, malaria, allergy, stroke, oral lesions, and toothache, which are mostly
isolated. Most of the respondents have not identified any of the diseases experienced
by their household members.
Table 3 -70. Ten Leading Causes of Morbidity of the Population from 2004 to Present
by Age Group
Diseases/
Morbidity/
Age Group

Under1

Acute
Resp
1

Ten Leading Causes of Morbidity/ Diseases from 2004 to Present
Lung
Oral
Diarrhea
Flu
UTI
Malaria
Allergy
Stroke
Disease
Lesion

1-4

16

15

15

8

1

5-9

8

5

6

1

1

10-14

8

5

3

3

1

15-19

18

5

3

1

2

20-24

6

5

2

3

4

25-29

8

4

1

50

3
4

3

30-34

4

1

9

35-39

6

4

5

2

1

40-44

4

2

4

4

2

45-49

3

1

2

1

50-54

2
18

1

1
1

60-64

2

1
1
1

1

55-59

1

1

1

Tooth
ache

2
1
1

5
1

3

-

1

---

1

65-69

1
2

-

-

--·

1
1

70-74
75-79
80 & over
Total

150

52

50

27

26

7

7

5

1

1

Health Resources and Services

A Health Center was constructed by Shell in Sitio Agusuhin in year 2000 and trained 9
health workers and 1 microscopist to attend to the health needs of the residents and
provide assistance during medical missions, vector control projects, and nutrition

Kulfotct ctt Kctlikcts.in (onsultincy SetVices Inc.
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programs (PSFI CGS Comparative Report, 1998-2001). But beginning January 2001,
the clinic operation was stopped because the Subic-LGU's commitment to continue
s.ervices did not materialize. The barangay health workers and microscopist provide
services on voluntary capacity.
Medical/Health Units Commonly Seek

Because of the mentioned situation, most of the respondents (161) go to the
Municipality of Subic to seek medical assistance and avail free medicines (Tabel 3-71).
Other respondents (154) commonly go to the Barangay Cawag Health Center also for
check-ups and free medicines but its services are not regularly provided to the
residents.
Only few availed medical consultation to Hospitals in Subic (34 respondents) or private
clinics (48 respondents) such as Monte Falcon due to high expenses that some resort
to own-treatment using over-the-counter medicines and to quack doctors .
Table 3 -71. Medical/ Health Units Commonly Seek by Respondents by Sitio
Medical / Health Units

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Barangay Health Unit

126

26

2

154

Municipal Health Unit

112

23

26

161

Private Clinic

26

9

13

48

Hospital

13

11

10

34

9

6

5

20

Others
No Answer
--------

----

Total

-------

69
- -----

355

75

- - - --

--

-

69

--

486

56

Personnel Providing Health/ Medical Services

,,,--.__

Medical personnel providing services to the residents are commonly doctors, weather in
government or private hospitals/ clinics, or during medical missions conducted in their
area . The health workers, are the extension of the Municipal Health Office to the
community, were also mentioned by the respondents providing health care services
(Table 3-72).
Table 3 -72. Personnel Commonly Provide Health/ Medical Services to
Respondents by Sitio
Personnel
Doctor

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

95

101

30

226

22

35

19

76

6

-

-

6

63

37

23

123

4

6

10

No Answer

165

-

-

165

Total

355

179

72

606

· Nurse
Midwife
Health Worker
Others

Medicines Regularly Taken by the Respondents

- - - - - -1(:ultuta afl<alik<tsan- Eensultancy Setviees Inc. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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A variety of medicines are commonly taken by the responden1s include paracetamol
(325 responden1s), an over-the-counter medicine for fever or flu, which are considered
safe and no side effects. Antibiotic (99 respondents), on the other hand, was also taken
usually by the respondents to cure upper respiratory infection and other related
diseases, which is also prevalent in the area . However, if taken without a doctor's
prescription at an improper amount or dosage might worsen the disease (Table 3-73) .
Table 3 -73. Medicines Regularly Taken by the Population by Sitio
Kinds

Agusuhin

Paracetamol

Nagyantok

118

Frequency

Nagtulong

168

39

325

Analgesic

29

13

35

67

Pain Reliever

36

29

11

76

Antibiotic

66

17

16

99

7

7

3

17

None

99

-

-

-

Total

355

234

94

584

Carbocistein

Health Units/Stores Where Medicines are Commonly Given I Bought

Medicines are commonly availed by the respondents to different health units, either for
free or bought. Most of them avail free medicines at the Subic Municipal Health Unit
(243 respondents) or the Barangay Cawag Health Center (100 respondents) while
others buy medicines at the Pharmacy Stores in Subic (154 responden1s) or at a variety
store within their Sitio (100 responden1s) Table 3-74.
Table 3 -74. Health Units/Stores Where Medicines are Commonly Given to or
Bought by Respondents by Sitio
Health Units / Stores

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Pharmacy

50

71

33

154

Variety Store

66

23

11

100

Barangay Health Unit

45

63

21

129

Municipal Health Unit

112

110

21

243

5

7

12
77
715

Hospital
Others
No answer
Total

-

-

77

-

-

355

274

86

-

Medical I Health Care Services Provided by Agencies

Medicines are hardly accessible to residen1s of Sitio Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and
Nagtulong that most of them have to travel a long way (by sea) to the Subic Town
Proper to buy or avail free medicines. Medicines at variety stores in their area are
limited and quite expensive.
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These are the reasons why different government and private agencies provide medical
missions (Table 3-75) to respond to the health needs of the residents of these Sitios.

Table 3 -75. Medical/ Health Care Projects Provided by Government and Private
Agencies by Sitio
Agencies

Projects

Government:
Mitos Magsaysay
Mayor Khonghun
Dr. Montefalcon
Dr. Afable
Dr. Vitug
Dr. Dolly
Private :
Rey Langit
Found.
Korean Team

Agusuhin

Medical Mission
Medical/ Dental
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

150

-

10

30
10
29

1

-

-

Frequency

160
31
10
45

-

-

16
1
2

-

11
2

Medical Mission

155

-

2

157

Medical Mission

22

-

-

22

30

12

468

10

No answer
Total

406

50

30

Most of the residents mentioned Governor Mitos Magsaysay (160 respondents) and
Rey Langit Foundation (157 respondents) who provided them with Medical Missions,
while others include Mayor Jeffrey Khonghun (31) and a certain Dr. Afable (45), which
also provided Medical or Dental Missiorn.
Method of Garbage Disposal

The residents of the three sitios use different methods of waste/ garbage disposal. Most
of them burn their garbage (290 respondents) together with composting/burying (Table
3-76). Waste management is critical in the area, which might pollute the sea (as a
livelihood resources for large number of fishermen in the area) and its river streams
(where some residents utilized this as source of domestic water) if disposed improperly.
Burning of garbage is already prohibited by the government, which can cause health
hazards and ai' pollution.
Table 3 -76. Method of Garbage Disposal of Respondents by Sitio
Methods

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Burning

248

39

3

290

Composting / Burying

229

42

9

280

Collection

17

-

8

-

-

17

Dumping
Total

502

81

12

595

8

Type of Toilet Facilities

Most of the residents from Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong already own a decent
toilet facility which is water-sealed (46 %) or flush type (7 %). Others share to a
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communal or public toilet (11 %) . However, 36 % of the residents are still using other
methods such as the antipolo type or thru open pit which might contaminate the ground
water or the river streams where they get their domestic water (Table 3-77) .
Table 3 -77. Type of Toilet Facilities of Owned by Households by Sitio
Type

Water Sealed

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

163

24

4

191

Flush

28

1

1

30

Antipolo Type

96

5

4

105

Public Toilet

40

1

3

44

Others

28

19

-

47

355

50

12

417

Total

Social Organizations

Several socio-civic organizations were established in Sitio Agusuhin and mostly initiated
by Shell as part of their Social Development Program with concerns on livelihood,
health, social, and environmental (Table 3-78) .
The umbrella organization in Sitio Agusuhin, called the Agusuhin Neighborhoa::l
Association or ANA is composed of 246 families subdivided into 15 clusters. A Cluster
Leader is assigned for each cluster group to facilitate social projects in their respective
area . This association attended various seminars sponsored by PSFI such as Team
Building, VMG, Leadership, etc. It has also legally registered its association to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
ANA is also structured into different sub-groups based on the needs and concerns of
the members. These sub-groups include the SMMA, ACRA, Micro-Lending, and
Consumer Cooperative.
The Samahan ng Magsasaka at Mangingisda or SMMA, a group of farmers &
fishermen, is composed of 42 members from different clusters in Agusuhin . Based on
the report of PSFI (year 2001), the group was provided with fund to develop a 3.5hectare aquaculture pond where they reared more than 220,000 bangus fry. Each
member received PhP 5,000 as their share for the revenue generated from the project.
After the project, the group no longer reared another round of bangus culture, but they
utilize the pond on their own using net fences.
Agusuhin Community Reforestation Association or ACRA is a community organization
served as beneficiaries and stewards of the Community-Based Forest Management
Project of Shell, SBMA, and ACDCI implemented in year 2000. A 100-ha land, planted
with mangoes, eucalyptus, and other cash crops, was subdivided into 40 parcels (2.5
ha each) and distributed to ACRA members. Real benefits from the trees will be
realized after 5 to 7 years.
Table 3 - 78. Local Organizations in Sitio Agusuhin vs. Programs/ Projects
Organizations
Samahan ng Magsasaka at
Mangingisda
Agusuhin Neighborhood

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/[20191122-09:30:09]
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Projects

42

Aqua Culture

147
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Association
Agusuhin Community
Reforestation Association
Agusuhin Community Coop

40

Reforestation

15

Consumer store, Micro-Lending

Source: Pilipinas Shell Foundation, Inc., 2001

Agusuhin Community Cooperative or ACC, is composed of 15 members, organized and
funded by Shell to put-up a consumer store to cater to the needs of the CGS workers.
Though there is no exact figure on the amount of fund granted to ACC, but PSFI report
(2001) showed that it has generated an approximately PhP 295,000 income after 1 year
of operation. Each member received PhP 7,000 as dividends while the remaining
income was allocated for other businesses. These members were also provided with
loans averaging to PhP 10,000 each to start livelihood projects such as poultry, variety
store, and backyard fishpond. At least 52 % of these are still on-going and remains
profitable.
Sitio Agusuhin Community Development Program

Table 3-79 shows some of the vital projects implemented by Pilipinas Shell Foundation,
Inc. from 1998 to 2002 as part of the Sitio Agusuhin Community Assistance Program .
This Program is in compliance with the Malampaya CGS Alliance's ECC.
Table 3 -79. Community Development Projects Implemented by Shell
In Sltlo Agusuhln
Project
Employment

Year Implemented

58 Individuals

1999

40 Farmers

1999
2000

1999

15 Members
40 Fishermen
5 community associations, 1
cooperative
S0OSY

1999

58 Individuals

2000
2000
2000
2000

168 Students
177 Student
177 Students
10 Teachers

2000

162 households

2000

162 households

1999-2000

162 households

Organizational Management Training

1999

Scholarship
Sanayan sa Kakayahang
PanQanQalakal
High School Building
Elementary School Building
Elementary School Playground
Teacher's Quarters
Community Center
Medical Missions
Nutrition Program
Flood Control Project
Vector Control (Defogging)
Health Worker's Training
Day ~ are Center
Source:

167 Individuals

1998
1998

Micro-Lending
Community-Based Forest
Management Project
Consumer Cooperative Store
Aqua-Culture Dev't. Project

Health Clinic

Beneficiaries

2000
2002
2001
2000
November 2000

962 children
162 households
162 households
9CHW
36 pre-school children

Comparative Soc10-Econom1c Profile pnor to phases of CGS construction (November 2001)
Pillpinas Shell Foundation, Inc., PSFl@20 brochure (2002)

3-160
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Community Problems and Needs

On the recent survey conducted by SBMA Ecology Center last June 2005 on 477
households in Agusuhin and Nagyantok, it shows that no electrical/ power connection
(24%) is their main problem while other problems include permanent job (19%), lack of
medicines and doctors for their health concerns (Table 3-80).
Table 3 -80. Community Problems and Needs in Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Problems

Agusuhln

Electricity

Nagyantok
64

52

-

127

61

207

0

-

0

-

1

26

70

-

96

32

17

-

49

607

500

-

1,107

87

Potable Water

75

Permanent Job

146

Medicines / Doctor

95

101

Livelihood Projects

9

New Projects
Others (education, neighbors,
tvohoon, sanitation)
NIA

1

Total

Frequency

271

135

Road (mode of transpo)

Nagtulong

-

136

151

196
9

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Penmsu/a (SBMA, 2005)

Monthly Household Income of Respondents

Out of 477 households surveyed by SBMA (June 2005), majority of the monthly income
of the respondents in Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok ranges from PhP 5,000 to 9,999
(30%) while 24% received a monthly income of PhP 1,000 to 4,999 (Table 3-81).
Table 3 -81 . Monthly Household Income of Respondents in Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Monthly Income
(PhP)
Less than 1,000

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

1,000 - 4,999

75

42

-

5,000 - 9,999

76

65

-

141

10,000 - 14,999

35

38

73

15,000 - 20,000

24

20

-

More than 20,000

11

20

49

272

No Answer
Total

2

0

2

117

44

20

-

69

205

-

477

31

Results show that majority of its residents are receiving a minimum salary or wage
where most of them are engaged into blue collar jobs (i.e. construction worker, laborer,
carpenter, services, etc.) which they learned during the construction of the CGS in their
area. Those engaged in the fishing activities receive minimal income due to the
seasonality of fish catch along Subic Bay waters.
Occupation of the Population I Main Sources of Income

-:-:--,;-:--;;;=:=~;::.:,;:;
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Table 3-82 shows that 14 % of the population is engaged in blue collar jobs while 13 %
is engaged in fishing activities (both in municipal and brackish water). Twelve percent
of the population (12 %) landed to white-collar jobs in SBMA, Subic, and other area.
Majority of the working population belongs to the productive age group while most of
the younger population is either studying or not working .
Businesses owned by some residents (6 %) include fishpond, variety stores, boat
rentals, bakery, charcoal manufacturing, etc.
Table 3 -82

Main Sources of Income of the Population by Sitio

Occupation

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

None

411

60

23

Student

351

60

14

Farming

75

13

1

89

153

63

13

229

214

22

8

244

189

15

5

209

Fishing
Blue Collar Job (construction
worker, laborer, carpenter,
services, etc.)
White Collar Job (professionals,
teachers, employees, etc.)
Own Business

Total

494
425

83

28

3

114

1,476

261

67

1,804

Occupied Housing Units by Type of Building
Of the 417 household population surveyed, 153 or 37 % are occupying single detached
type of housing unit. Only 14 % of the respondents have two-storey housing unit while
14 % of the inhabitants dwell in a multi-residential building, such as apartment type
(Table 3-83) . The large number of single detached housing indicates that the sitios are
not dense and there are still areas for the construction of houses.
Table 3 -83. Occupied Housing Units by Type of Building by Sitio
Type

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Single

118

32

3

153

Duplex

70

4

3

77

Apartment

55

3

2

60

Two-Storey

48

6

3

57

Others

64

5

1

70

355

50

12

417

Total

Occupied Housing Units by Construction Materials
There are different construction materials used for building houses in the sitios (Table
3-84) . From the survey conducted, 26 % of the respondents used cogon,bamboo for the
outer wall and roof materials . These materials are readily available in the community,
cheaper and easier to transport compared to concrete/brick/ stone. Some used wood
(27 %) for their outer wall and galvanized iron (5 %) for the roof materials. A small

- - - - - -Kultura ;it-Kaltk;isc1n Consultancy Services Inc.
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fraction (5 %) used makeshift or improvised materials such as the plastic matting
boards left by SPEX after the CGS construction .
Table 3 -84. Occupied Housing Units by Type of Construction Materials
on Roofing and Walls by Sitio
Materials

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

92

14

3

109

Wood

95

12

44

111

Concrete

60

10

-

70

Wood and Concrete

70

11

1

82

Galvanized Iron

18

2

18

1

-

20

Makeshift/ Improvised

2

-

4

6

355

50

12

417

Cogon I Bamboo

-

Others
Total

19

Occupied Housing Units by Floor Area
On the survey conducted by SBMA (June 2005) on the sizes of dwelling units by floor
area, it showed that 34 % of the respondents occupied 21 to 50 square meters while
0.2% occupied spacious units (1,001 square meters and above) (Table 3-85) .
Table 3 - 85. Occupied Housing Units by Floor Area In Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Floor Area (sq m)

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Less than 10-20

49

28

-

77

21 -50

87

73

160

51-80

38

33

201-300

17

8

301-400

8

5

401 -500

6

5

-

21-100

9

10

101-150

20

12

151-200

11

8

71
19
32
19
25
13
11

501 -600

5

2

-

7

601-700

3

1

4

701-1,000

3

0

1,001 -above

3

0

-

Under construction

4

0

-

4

No Answer

9

20

-

29

272

205

-

477

Total

3
3

Tenure Status of the Housing Units
Of the 417 respondents, majority (52 %) own both the housing unit and lot where their
housing unit is erected. Although these are legally SBMA property area, some
purchased the "rights" on the property from previous settlers while others treat the
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property as their own . Forty-two percent of the responden1s own only the housing unit
and recognized that the land is a property of SBMA. Some owners (3 %) built their
houses in the area but did not occupy the units. Instead, they hired caretakers to
maintain the unit (Table 3-86).
Table 3 - 86. Owner-Household in Occupied Housing Unit by Tenure Status of
Lot by Sitio
Tenure of Status

Agusuhin

Nagtulong

Frequency

Owned (house & lot)

205

2

8

215

Owned (house only)

128

43

4

175

13

1

-

14

9

4

-

13

-

-

-

-

355

50

12

417

Rented
Being Occupied for Free with
Consent of Owner
Being Occupied for Free
without Consent of Owner
Total

r

Nagyantok

Main Sources of Drinking Water

Sources of drinking water are critical for survival of the residents living in a coastal
community like Sitio Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong.
Table 3-87 shows that of the total of 417 households, respondenls used difference
sources for drinking water. There were 265 respondents who usually accessed their
water from pitcher pumps while 122 source their water from springs.

Result shows that potable water supply is one of the problems in the sitios that most of
its water sources are untreated and may be prone to contamination if wastes are
disposed improperly.
Table 3 -87. Main Source of Drinking Water by Type of Ownership by Sitio
Source
Waterworks
System
Dug Well

Agusuhin
8

Nagyantok

-

Nagtulong

-

Frequency
8

25

23

1

49

Pitcher Pump

215

48

2

265

Private Pump

34

-

1

35

Spring Water

103

16

3

122

River

20

-

20

Rainwater

16

-

4

20

12
99

11

16
535

Others
Total

4
425

The pitcher pumps, as main source of drinking water in the sitios, are usually owned by
majority of the residents (69 %) (Table 3-88). However, the owners share the pumps to
their neighbors in the Sitio. Common depth of the pipes/ tubes for the pump is less than
20 feet (Table 3-89) . PSFI also constructed about 2-3 communal pitcher pumps for the
Sitio Agusuhin .
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Table 3 -88. Ownership of the Source of Drinking Water
Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Owned

253

26

9

288

Not Owned

102

24

3

129

Total

355

50

12

417

Ownership

Table 3 -89. Common Depth of Pitcher Pump or Deep/ Dug Wells by Sitio
Depth (ft.)

Frequency

Less than 20

85

21-30

I"..........

39

No answer

164

Total

288

Domestic Usage of Water

Respondents used the water sources in various ways (Table 3-90). Majority used
these for cleaning, cooking and for drinking. It can be inferred that the residents are
generally dependent on groundwater and spring water as their vital source of water for
daily needs. Therefore, these water sources and its reservoirs should be protected to
avoid contaminants that may cause a spread of waterborne diseases. This can be
done through proper waste management and monitoring of septic tanks of the toilet
facilities for each household .
Table 3 -90. Domestic Usage of Water by Sitio
Usage

Agusuhin

Drinking
Cleaning , Bathing,
Laundry, etc.
Cooking
Others

Total

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

293

48

12

353

302

50

12

364

297

49

12

358

27

1

2

30

919

148

38

1,105

Fuel Used for Lighting

Because of the lack of electrical power lines in the three sitios, the respondents use
different kinds of fuel for lighting purposes . Majority used kerosene/gas (191
respondents) to light lamps in their houses or during fishing activities (Table 3-91).
Others used generators as a source of electricity (118 respondents) while some used
candles (98 respondents). However, any of these fuels can be dangerous that might
create house fires resulting to loss of properties. Thus, the community should also be
trained on fire prevention, safety, and disaster management.
Table 3 -91. Fuel Used for Lighting by Sitio
Fuel for Lighting

Agusuhln

Candle

K:u tar<1 ;it I«! I s<111 Consd t<lncy SetVfces Inc.
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Fuel for Lighting

Agusuhin

Frequency

38

13
20
11

5
5
4

118
191
53

391

50

19

460

Electricity / Generator

100

Kerosene I Gas

166

Others
Total

Nagtulong

Nagyantok

Fuel Used for Cooking

Table 3-92 shows that respondents use different kind of fuel for cooking purposes.
Majority used firewood/ charcoal (201 respondent), which is readily available and cheap
source of fuel in the community. Others used LPG (109 respondents) purchased at the
town proper of Subc.
Table 3 -92. Fuel Used for Cooking By Sitio
Fuel Used for Cooking

Agusuhln

Nagyantok

176

Firewood/ Charcoal

89

LPG

60
40
27
392

Electric Stove
Kerosene
Others
Total

Nagtulong

Frequency

5
5
3
4
4
21

20
15
6

6
3
50

201
109
69

50
34
463

Land Properties

On a survey conducted by SBMA on 477 households last June 2005, it showed that 9
% of the respondents owned 2 to 3 parcels of land aside from the land where their
housing unit was erected (Table 3-93). These land parcels were located at the
adjacent Mt. Redondo, Mt. Maybe and within the vacant lots inside their sitios (Table 394) .
Table 3 -93. Parcels of Land Owned by the Respondents In Sltlos Agusuhin
and Nagyantok
Land Parcel

Agusuhin

1
2
3 or more

NA
Total

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

196
8
1
6
205

-

430

-

25
17
11

-

477

234

17
16
5
272

Frequency

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

Tabl e 3 -94. Location of the Land Parcels of Land Owned by the Respondents
In Sltlo Agusuhln and Nagyantok

Land Parcel
Near the River
Mt. Redondo (east, west,& north)

Kaltma at Ka lkas.in eonsultancy Setvlces Inc.
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14
31

Nagyantok

6
18

Nagtulong

-

Frequency

20
49
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Land Parcel

Agusuhin

Nagtulong

Nagyantok

Frequency

13

0

Inside the Sitio

245

188

-

433

Total

303

212

-

515

Bukid (near HS)

13

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

These other land parcels owned by some respondents are commonly allocated for
farming (rice & vegetables), orchard, grazing area, reforestation, fishpond, and
beaches/ resort (Table 3-95).
Table 3 - 95. Common Use of Land in Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Use
Farm (rice, vegetable,
orchard , orazina area)
Reforestation

Agusuhln

Frequency

26

-

114

40

0

40

4

0

167

111

-

4

75

-

79

303

212

-

515

Beach

Total

Nagtulong

88

Fishpond
Residential

Nagyantok

4
279

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

Trees Planted and Animals Raised
Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok are rich in agro-forest trees and fruit-bearing cash crops
(Table 3-96) . On the survey conducted by SBMA (June 2005) on 477 responden1s, it
showed that 23 % have planted mangoes, 10 % cashew, and 18 % other fruit-bearing
and forest trees such as guyabano, guava, jackfruit, eucalyptus and mahogany.
Table 3 -96. Inventory of Trees Planted by the Respondents in
Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Kind of Trees

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Mango

5864

1374

Cashew

1411

1197

15

180

Santol
Duhat
Eucalyptus

114

127

-

8350

858

-

-

Mahogany

186

57

Jackfruit

336

232

Banana

1547

450

Guava

229

133

Coconut

501

208

Pine Tree

531

77

Talisay

41

0

1240

0

Avocado

8

0

Narra

5

0

lpil-lpil

Nagtulong

-

-

Frequency
7238
2608
355
241
9208
243

- - -568
1997
362
709
608
41
1240
8
5

3-167
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Kind of Trees

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Sampalok

15

0

Atis

15

0

Kalamansi

41
47

0

Bamboo
Others

-

0

645
5538

1400

22056

Total

Nagtulong

Frequency

15
15
41

47
2045
27594

Source: Socio-Economic Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

Approximately 7,238 mangoes, 9,208 eucalyptuses, 2,608 cashew and 2,045 other fruit
bearing trees have been planted in their backyard and other reforestation area .
Livestock animals are also being raised by the responden1s , as per SBMA Survey (June
2005) (Table 3-97). It showed that approximately 2,303 chickens and 242 goats are
raised while others include swine, cattle and carabaos.
Table 3 -97. Inventory of Animals Raised by the Respondents in
Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Kind of Animal

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

24

238

6

-

242

30

33

63

Goat
Swine

257

162

-

2089

980

.

Carabao

18

0

Chicken

1524

779

Others

Frequency

-

24

Total

Nagtulong

0

Cattle

18
2303
419

3069

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

3.3.19.4 Stakeholders' Perception Towards the Project
Perception on Development Projects

In the survey conducted by SBMA last June 2005, 108 responden1s viewed
development projects as a very good source of employment (108 respondents) (Table
3-98). The effects of the Shell project have not waned and the primary expectation of
the residents is priority in employment. They deeply expect that they will be part of the
development process through employment.
Table 3 -98. Perception on Development Projects in Sitio Agusuhin and Nagyantok
Perception

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

177

69
0

-

12

35

14

-

49

61

80

-

141

306

232

-

538

108

69

Displacement

90

Chaos
Compensation /
Development of the area
N/A

12

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)
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The residents also expect that the development of projects in their areas will result in
their displacement (90 respondents) . They are fully aware that the lands they are
presently occupying belong to SBMA. Concomitantly, they are also fully expectant that
if they are displaced, they will receive compensation (35 respondents) for the structures
and development that they have invested in the area.
Recommendation to Solve Community Problems and Needs

The residents (133 respondents) are expecting the government to help them solve their
community problems and needs (Table 3-99). This is indicative of the traditional
thinking still prevalent in rural areas because it would mean either the mayor or
governor or both . Patronage politics s still very much alive il these areas.
There is also a realization that new projects (70 respondents) in their communities and
employment (42 respondents) will solve their community problems and needs. This is
indicative of the economic nature of their problems and needs. This also means that
given the opportunities, they will take a more active role to improve their conditions.
Table 3 -99. Recommendation to Solve Community Problems &
Needs in Agusuhin & Nagyartok
Recommendation
New Projects to help the
Community
Provide Employment
Government to Act

Agusuhln

Nagyantok
27

-

97

42

10

52

81

52

-

11

1

NIA

72

92

1

23

277

205

Total

Frequency

70

Provide Livelihood Projects
Others (individual efforts)

Nagtulong

133

-

12
164
24
482

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Penmsula (SBMA , 2005)

Twelve respondents cited provisions for livelihood projects to solve their community
problems and needs. There were apprehensions in the communities that some
residents may not avail of employment because of their failure to pass the medical
examinations or they lack the qualifications for the jobs. Other respondents are outright
entrepreneurs who would rather prefer businesses than employment.
Recommendation for Incoming Development Projects in their Community

If ever that there are incoming projects, 83 respondents expect that there will be
provisions for relocation (Table 3-100). This expectation was reinforced during the
FGDs when some opined that they are just earning their livelihood peacefully and if
ever there are proj~ts that will result in their eviction, relocation should be put in place.
Table 3 -100. Recommendation for Incoming Development Projects in Agusuhln & Nagyantok
Recommendation

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Work Priority

33

4

Relocation

55

28

Nagtulong

Frequency

-

t K;illk.is.in Consult.i ncy Setvlces Inc. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Agusuhin

Recommendation
Community Consultation
Livelihood Project (micro-lending,
income-generating activities, etc.)

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

19

6

-

25

23

16

-

39

284
468

N/A

131

153

-

Total

261

207

-

Source: Soc10-Econom1c Profile of Redondo Peninsula (SBMA, 2005)

The second recommendation is for livelihood projects . Based on the FGDs, livelihood
projects are replacements for their livelihoods that were disrupted by the project. A
farmer who is deprived of land will have a hard time surviving and livelihood projects
are alternative sources of income.
Thirty-seven respondents cited employment priority in the incoming projects while
community consultation was the recommendation of 25 respondents.
Community Perception to Environmental Changes

The respondents were asked about changes on the environment in their communities
(Table 3-101) .
The respondents felt that there were increases in the
population/migration (74 respondents), air/noise pollution (52 respondents) and forest
cover (51 respondents) . It should be noted that these are interconnected. With the
influx of migrants, the additional population will produce their corresponding air/noise
pollution. The nearby reforestation project of the community may have contributed to
the observation that the forest cover had increased.
Table 3 -101. General Observations to the Changes in the Communities' Environment
by Sitio
Changes

,. ---..

Factories/ Power
Plants/ Industries
Land Converted into
subdivision
Farm Harvest
Flooding in low lands
Forest Cover
Population / Migration

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

L

M

Nagtulong

L

M

Frequency

L

M

L

M

1

32

0

3

5

2

6

37

4

13

0

3

12

6

16

22

24

33

19

0

1

17

44

50

15

14

17

15

12

2

44

31

17

23

15

12

19

2

51

37

33

2

37

2

4

1

74

5

Water Pollution

4

20

1

5

7

1

12

26

Air/ Noise Pollution

6

20

30

2

16

3

52

25

Traffic Congestion

0

18

0

2

1

0

1

20

22

26

100

26

15

15

137

67

Others
No Answer

Total

-

28

126

201

219

70

92

49

28

437

320

The most observed negative changes in their environment are; decrease in farm
harvests (50 respondents), forest cover (37 respondents), and factories/plants (37
respondents. The observation that there was a decrease of forest cover may mean
areas outside of the reforestation project, a traditional source of firewood. The
Kdltm ;i ;it K;ilrk;is;in Consolt;incy Services Inc.
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decrease in factories may mean the completion and termination of the SPEX project in
the community.
Environmental Changes that Adversely Affected their Community

The responden1s were asked out of the perceived negative changes cited in the
previous question, what environmental change has the highest impact on your family
and/or community.
Two hundred respondents cited air/noise pollution as the
environmental change that had the highest impact on their family/community. The
details are shown in the following table (Table 3-102) .
Table 3 -102. High Impact Environmental Changes by Sitio

,·-..

High Impact Envt'I.
Changes
Factories/ Power Plants/
Industries
Land Converted into
subdivision
Farm Harvest

Agusuhln

Flooding in low lands
Forest Cover
Population / Migration
Water Pollution
Air/ Noise Pollution
Traffic Congestion
Others

Total

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

10

8 .

-

5

-

5

55

-

4

59

-

35

35

200

-

12

-

-

355

50

-

118

200

417

One hundred eighteen responden1s cited flooding in low lands as having the most
impact to their family/community. Fifty-nine respondents felt that the increase in
population had the most impact while 35 respondents cited water pollution as having
the most impact on their family/community.
Community Awareness on the Project

Two hundred twenty responden1s are aware of the proposed project while 197
respondents are not aware of the project (Table 3-103). The results of this question is
quite disturbing considering that percentage wise, the awareness in the host, Sitio
Agusuhin , is lower than the neighboring sitios of Nagyantok and Nagtulong.
Table 3 -103. Awareness on the Project by Sitlo
Awareness
Aware

Agusuhin
177

Nagyantok
35

Nagtulong
8

Frequency
220

Not Aware

178

15

4

197

Total

355

50

12

417

Before the survey period , there were many activities and meetings held by the
proponen~ SBMA and the local government in Sitio Agusuhin about the project. There
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were also many pre-construction activities such as soil boring and testing with about
100 test holes. And yet, 178 respondents were not aware of the proposed project.
Mode of Communication

The number one source of information about the project came from barangay officials
with 86 responses (Table 3-104). This is predictable because being isolated from the
rest of Subic by the lack of roads; the barangay officials play an important role in
information dissemination. This was followed by family member accounting for 48
responses. The other details are shown in the following table.
Table 3 -104. Mode of Communication on the Awareness of the Project by Sitio
Mode of Communication

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

38

5
11

3

48

30

8

TV

15

-

34

Family Member

Frequency

-

Radio
Parish Priest

Nagtulong

15
5

7

-

-

7

Barangay/ Municipal Official

71

11

4

86

Project Employees

13

-

13

7

-

1

8

177

35

8

220

Neighbor

Others

Total

Effects of the Project to the Community

The respondents perceived positive and negative effects (multiple responses) in the
proposed project. The primary positive effect of the proposed project is employment
accounting for 81 responses. Second is industriai zation with 37 responses. This
response is partially connected with employment because of the increase in economic
activities. Industrialization will result in electric power, the primary problem in the
community in the June 2005 survey. It was also perceived that the project would
contribute to the income of the barangay, which in turn may result in the delivery of
basic services (Table 3-105) .

Table 3 -105. Positive & Negative Effects of the Projectto the Community by Sitio
Effects
Positive
None
Employment for local residents

Agusuhin

362

Nagyantok

50

Nagtulong

12

Frequency

424

-

-

-

-

34

39

8

81

Barangay Income/ Revenue

32

1

35

2

-

33

Industrialization
Community Dev't. Projects /
Assistance
Community Solidarity

29

2

-

31

30

3

-

33

190

-

-

19

12

3

4

190

Others
No Answer / Comment

37
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1,104

200

32

1,336

79

-

9

88

Decrease in Farm Harvest

140

18

6

164

Flooding
Decrease in ground water
resources
Health hazards

105

20

3

128

92

13

2

107

176

28

4

208

Peace and order hazard

161

31

1

193

Water Pollution

145

30

1

Air Pollution

Negative

None

--·

176
----220

190

27

3

Noise Pollution

6

32

3

41

Traffic Congestion

5

1

-

6

Other

5

-

-

5

Total

1,459

250

44

1,753

On the negative effects of the proposed project, the primary concern of the residents is
air pollution accounting for 220 responses. This may be corrected by additional
information to the community because the proposed project will only assemble finished
raw materials and is not into manufacturing. Because of this misperception that
manufacturing is involved, the second negative effect of the project is the project will be
a health hazard. It was also perceived that the arrival of migrant workers would
adversely affect the peace and order condition in their communities.
Water pollution was cited as a negative effect of the project. One of the components of
the project is a water treatment plant. Wastewater will be treated before it is discharged
in the waterways. The residents expect that there will be a decrease in farm harvests.
This perception may be attributed to two things. A productive area in the community will
be used for the project. Hence, there will be a decrease in the area planted . Second, if
it will be based on their perception of water pollution, their crops will be adversely
affected and will yield lesser produce.
Opinion About the Project

The respondents were asked about the effects of the proposed project to their
communities. Majority of respondents rated the project as highly beneficial to the
community accounting for 167 responses (Table 3-106) . One hundred sixty eight
respondents rated the project as lowly beneficial to their communities. In Sitio
Agusuhin there were more respondents who felt that the project is highly beneficial that
lowly beneficial. This is opposite in the case of Sitio Nagyantok wherein majority saw
the project as lowly beneficial than highly beneficial. There is a possibility that the
nearer a household to the project, the higher the expectation of deriving benefits from
the project
Table 3 -106. Opinion About the Project by Sitio
Opinion

Agusuhin

. Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Highly beneficial to the community

154

7

6

167

Lowly beneficial to the community

124

40

4

168

53

2

1

56

Not beneficial to the community

Kultuta t K.ilf~san €onsultc1ncy Setvlces Inc.
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Opinion

Agusuhin

Detrimental to the community

Total

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

24

1

1

26

355

50

12

417

Fifty-six respondents felt that their communities will not derive any benefits from the
project. This figure represents 13.4% of the total respondents. Twenty-six respondents
or 6.2% of the total respondents felt that the project would be detrimental to their
communities.
Acceptability of the Project

More than two-thirds of respondents (67.15%) are in favor of the project while only 11
respondents (2.6%) are against the project (Table 3-107). A significant number of
respondents (19.67%) are not sure if they will accept or reject the project. In addition,
44 respondents had no comments about the project.
Table 3 -107. Acceptability of the Project by Sitio
Acceptability

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Accept

245

29

6

280

Reject

7

4

-

11

Not Sure

74

8

-

82

No Comment

29

9

6

44

355

50

12

417

Total

The primary reason for acceptance is economic. The residents see the project as the
salvation to their miserable economic conditions. Out of the top four answers, three
may be categorized in the economic aspect namely employment, additional source of
income and livelihood (Table 3-108). The fourth answer is connected to the delivery of
basic services and infrastructure.
The primary reasons for rejection are lack of information about the project and there is
no agreement yet on what will SBMA offer for resettlement and/or compensation. The
lack of detailed information has resulted on their lack of understandilg on how the
proposed project will positively or negatively affect their lives. They cannot clearly
decide whether to accept or reject the project. Hence, they took the position that they
will reject the project in the meantime that they are waiting for additional information
and/or agreement with SBMA.
The respondents who are not sure whether to accept or reject the project cited the lack
of information as their reason for such a response. It can also be advanced that the 44
respondents Yilo did not give any comments also lack sufficient information to rationally
express their opinions aboutthe project.
Table 3 -108. Common Reasons for Favoring/ Not Favoring the Project by Sitio
Favorable
Employment
Additional Source of Income
Development of the Community

CNG0432W5C/PPA 1990309/[20191122-09:30: 11]
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I

Not Sure

Not Favorable

Favorable

I

Livelihood

It is clear that the proponent should improve and augment the information dissemination
to the directly and indirectly affected residents. The proponent should produce
information materials, conduct meetings and group discussions to address this issue.
Project Employment

The respondents were asked: if given the chance, will they or their family members be
interested in working in the project. One hundred ninety-nine respondents answered in
the affirmative, 147 respondents in the negative and 71 respondents were not sure .
The details are shown belON (Table 3-109).
Table 3 -109. Community Participation to the Project in Terms of Employment by
Sitlo.
Project Employment

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

20

3

Not sure

176
127
52

15
15

5
4

199
147
71

Total

355

50

12

417

Yes
No

For the 199 respondents who are willing to work in the project, the primary reasons are
it will be a source of income and help their families (Table 3-110) . It should be noted
that during the SPEX project, employment in the community reached 70%. When the
project was finished, the residents went back to their fishing and farming . This means
that given the change, the residents are willing to engage in employment.
Table 3 -110. Common Reasons for Participation to the Project's Workforce by Silio
Yes

Employment
Source of Income
Will help the family

No
Not qualified in for
employment

Not Sure

False promises like before
Not sure of the Project
Depends upon the agreement
The Project is not clear

Majority of the respondents who do not want to work in the project cited their lack of
qualifications or of their family members as the reason. For the community to be a
partner in progress, SBMA or the proponent should provide either skills training or
retraining to equip the residents with special skills for the incoming project.
Seventy-one respondents expressed reluctance in working in the project. The lack of
sufficient information is again cited as one of their reasons for their reluctance. False
promise as before was cited as one of their reasons. It is safe to speculate that during
the SPEX project, some residents who were expecting to be employed were not
employed .
As of the date of the survey, the residents are still waiting for SBMA to present the
alternatives for resettlement because based on the agreement of the proponent and
SBMA; SBMA will be responsible to settle this issue. Hence, the decision to work in the
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project may be impliedly based on the favorable resolution of the resettlement issue by
SBMA.
Community's Acceptance upon Mitigation of the Project's Negative Effects

The respondents who did not approve or accept the project were asked if upon
mitigation of the negative effects of the project, will they now approve the project (Table
3-111). The 11 respondents who rejected the project still reject the project even if
proper mitigating measures are put in place to address the negative effects of the
project.
Table 3 -111. Community's Acceptability upon Mltl gatlon of the Project's Negative
Effects by Sitio.
Acceptance upon
Mitigation

Agusuhin

Yes
No
Not sure
No Comment
Total

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

246

43

11

300

7

4

-

11

75

3

1

79

27

-

-

27

355

50

12

417

Out of the 82 respondents who are not sure, three respondents changed their minds
and said that they will approve the project upon adoption of mitigating measures to
address the negative effects of the project. Out of the 44 respondents who did not
comment of the acceptability of the project, 17 respondents said that they would
approve the project once abatement measures will be adopted to address the negative
effects of the project.
Willingness of the Community to Relocate

Out of the 417 respondents of the survey, 173 respondents are willing to relocate their
houses. In Sitio Agusuhin, 149 households (42 %) out of the total of 355 households
are willing to be relocated (Table 3-112). Reasons for their willingness to be relocated
are: they will have permanent living area, good relocation site, development of the
barangay, will help the poor, near the proposed project, and if there is a good
agreement about the terms and conditions of relocation with SBMA.
Table 3 -112. Willingness of the Community to Relocate by Sitio

WIiiingness to Relocate

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

Frequency

Yes

149

19

5

173

No

30

4

34

101

12

-

Not sure
No Comment
Total

113

75

15

7

97

355

50

12

417

Overall, thirty-four households are not willing to be relocated . In Sitio Agusuhin, 30
respondents (8.5 %) are not willing to be relocated . The reasons for their answers are;

Kultm;i ;it K<!ttlt!s;in Consdlt;incy SetVlce In .
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they do not know the conditions in the relocation site, they have their own properties
and they will just return to their provinces (Table 3-113) .
Table 3 -113. Common Reasons for Willingness/ Unwillingness to Relocate by Sitio
Not Sure

No

Yes
Permanent Relocation/ house

Do not want to be relocated

No idea

Good Relocation Site

Do not know the conditions

Development of the Barangay
Near the employment site

Have own
other place

Do not know where will
be the relocation site

Will help the poor

Will return to the province

properties

to

No specific relocation site
Employment

Good agreement

Depends upon the site for
relocation

There are 113 respondents who are not sure if they want to be relocated or not. Out of
this total 101 respondents (28.5 %) are from Sitio Agusuhin . Reasons given by the
respondents are ; they have no idea about the relocation site, depends on the relocation
site, and they are not sure if they will be employed in the project.
Ninety-seven respondents did not give any opinion about their willingness to relocation .
Out of this total , 75 respondents (21 %) are from Sitio Agusuhin . It can be suggested
that these respondents have adopted a wait and see attitude about their willingness to
be relocated . If the conditions for relocation approximate their expectations, then they
are predisposed to agree on relocation.

Proposed Relocation Site
Two hundred ten respondents (50.35 %) are in favor that the relocation site is within
SBMA property (Table 3-114). However, there are legal impediments of private
persons owning SBMA land as discussed under the sub-section of legal framework in
this social section .
Table 3- 114. Proposed Relocation Site by Sitio
Proposed Relocation Site
Within SBMA Property Area
Within Barangay Cawag

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

210

172

30

29

1

2

32
99
20

417

Other Barangay within Subic

99

-

Other Municipality

35

-

No answer

20

19

-

355

50

12

Total

Frequency

8

35

Thirty-two respondents are willing to be relocated in other areas within Barangay
Cawag (Figure 3-62) . Ninety-nine respondents are willing to be relocated in other
barangays with Subic while thirty-five respondents are willing to be relocated in other
municipalities within Zambales. Twenty respondents did not provide any answers,
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Conditions for Relocation

The respondents were asked about their conditions for relocation . The respondents
may give multiple responses (Table 3-115). Two hundred forty three respondents
wanted that they should be compensated for their houses and/or lots. It should be
noted that the ownership of the land is vested on SBMA.
Table 3 -115. Conditions of the Community on the Relocation Issue by Sitio
Conditions
Buy-Out House andtbr Lot
Compensation for Crops &
other properties h the area
Disturbance Fee
Provide Relocation Site
Provision of House & Lot
Provide long-term
employment
Provide Livelihood

Others
No Answer
Total

Agusuhin

Nagyantok

Nagtulong

207

35

1

46

-

-

82

120
3

5
1
2

5
1
1

1

-

-

6
21

1

72

-

558

43

3
12

One hundred twenty-two respondents wanted a relocation site. Eighty-two respondents
wanted to be paid disturbance fee while 46 respondents wanted compensation for the
trees, crops and other improvements that they have undertaken h the area.
It should be noted that the four major conditions for relocation were also brought out
and captured in the focus groups discussions.
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Figure 3-52. Proposed Relocation Site
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3.3.19.5 Highlights of the Focus Group Discussions
Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were undertaken in the three community organizations of the
directly affected community of Sitio Agusuhin, namely:
•

Agusuhin Neighborhood Association (ANA);

•

Samahang Magsasaka at Mangingisda ng Agusuhin (SMMA); and

•

Agusuhin Community Reforestation Association (AGRA).

Officers and members of the groups were invited in the informal small group discussion focusing
on the major issues and concerns including problems in their barangays and their perception on
the present and future socio-economic and the environmental impacts of the project to their
communities. Plates 32, 33 and 34 are photographs taken during the conduct of the FGDs.
Attendance sheets of FGD participants are attached as Appendix 10.

Agusuhin Neighborhood Association (ANA)
The major socio-economic findings of the perception survey were presented to the ANA
leaders for further verification . They confirmed the following results of the perception
survey:
1.

The average household size is 4-5 persons, which is slightly lower than the data
gathered by SBMA, which is from 5-6 persons .

2.

Most of the residents in Sitio Agusuhin are migrants debunking the claim that
most of the residents were born in the Sitio.

3.

The educational attainment of residents ranges from elementary graduate to high
school graduate.

4.

The local organizations in the area include ANA, SMMA, AGRA, Micro-lending, &
ACC .

5.

The two primary sources of income are from employment of blue-collar jobs and
fishing .

6.

Some of the residents of Sitio Agusuhin have other properties in the area use for
farming or grazing .

It was explained that the proponent and SBMA entered into an agreement for the lease
of a 300-hectare property located in Sitio Agusuhin for the construction and operation of
a ship building facility. Based on the agreement, SBMA will be responsible for the issue
of resettlement. However, because of financial constraints, Hanjin will advance the
financial resources for resettlement against any future payments due to SBMA. Hence,
SBMA will be deciding on the final resettlement and compensation packages for the
project affected persons.
This explanation was very necessary because the participants were asking about the
details of the resettlement and compensation, which were beyond the competence of
the consultants.
Hence, to provide direction for SBMA in the formulation of these
packages, the FGD focused on the characteristics and other collateral issues, which are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The participants were encouraged to identify the characteristics of an ideal relocation
site in the absence of any concrete relocation- site for the project-affected persons
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(PAPs). The first characteristic is its nearness or accessibility to the proposed project.
The reason is for them to benefit from the project in tenns of access to employment and
livelihood opportunities. Lack of accessibility would mean longer trips and higher
transportation cost to and from the proposed project.
It was suggested that the relocation site might be located within SBMA for better
access. It was pointed out by a participant that the cost of the land in Sitio Nagtulong
(sitio adjacent to Agusuhin) is already 80 pesos per square meter based on the
Municipal Assessor's Office. If the relocation site were within SBMA, the relocation lots
would be for free because SBMA will not buy land located outside of SBMA from
persons who would certainly ask for the payment.
It was pointed out that to have pennanency, the relocation site should be titled so that it
can be transferred to the relocated households. SBMA land is classified as inalienable
land and beyond the commerce of man. Hence, even if SBMA agrees, which is very
remote considering its legal complications, the relocated households would still not
have absolute title over the relocated lots and may in the future be subject again of
involuntary resettlement.
The second characteristic is its proximity or access to their sources of livelihood such
as fishing, farming and in some cases, gathering of stones from the river. Their fishing
grounds are outside the jurisdiction of SBMA and their problem is who to reach the
fishing grounds from the relocation site. Hence, the relocation site should be near the
sea to enable the owners of boats and fisherfolk to dock. In addition, it should be well
protected against storms and typhoons .
The Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) is planning to construct a
coastal road connecting finally Sitio Agusuhin to the rest of Subic. Presently, the only
access to the sitio from Subic or Olongapo City is by sea . The proposed road will
increase their accessibility to their farms from the relocation site and will enable them to
bring in fann inputs and bring out farm products .
In relation to farming, some of the farmers were apprehensive that they will lose their
farmlands because of the project. It was explained that SBMA owns the land and any
compensation that will be formulated will be based on legal jurisprudence. In addition,
a livelihood program will be recommended by the study in a planning workshop to
identify the livelihood projects suitable for the PAPs. Farmers who will lose their
farmlands will be the beneficiaries of this livelihood program .
There was a query about farmlands not covered by the project, meaning outside of the
project site. SBMA will formulate the resettlement and compensation packages and it is
solely the decision of SBMA to include or exclude in the packages, areas outside of the
project site.
The third characteristic is for the provision for home lots and low amortization . The
president of ANA shared the information that the mayor tasked her to look and identify a
suitable relocation site of approximately 50 hectares and the slope should not be more
that 18 %. They have already identified a suitable area but a certain Benito Chua
already owns the land.
The representative of Hanjin-SBMA (Sonny) told some of them that the beneficiaries
would amortize the relocation lots. Some of the participants said that they have no
capacity to pay and that the lots should be given free.
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The decision again to have the lots amortized or given free depends on SBMA. SBMA
may formulate qualification criteria for beneficiaries of relocation . It was pointed out that
in the decision making process of SBMA, the allocation of certain amounts of money
would require board approval.
The fourth characteristic is the provision for basic services. The participants narrated
their efforts to have their own schools, day care center, assembly center and religious
structures. In addition, the relocation site should have water, electricity, roads, health
and educational facilities.

It was pointed out that the relocation site would require the provision of basic services.
If all of these will be available at the time when actual relocation is implemented will
largely depend again on SBMA.
The participants were also asked on the breakdown of compensation that they are
expecting as a result of the involuntary resettlement because of the project. The
following were raised and discussed in the meeting;
Houses and other Structures - The participants wanted that their houses and other
structures that they built would be compensated. The basis for valuation is that if the
same structure will be built today, how much would it cost to build.
It was posited that households who have resided in the sitio longer should receive
larger compensation in terms of higher valuation of their structures. However, some
pointed out that it would also be unfair if a long time resident living in a hut would
receive more that a resident living in the area for a shorter period but his house is made
of concrete.
Permanent Improvements - The participants said that they should also be
compensated for the trees and crops that they have planted . They have checked the
valuation of the tree in the Municipal Assessor's office and the valuation was for 1999.
The office had yet to update their rates. Hence, a fruit bearing mango tree is valued at
only PhP 7,740, which they feel is to low considering the value of the harvests they
make in one year. Some participants postulated that the value of the tree should be
based on the income that they generate from the tree.
They also want compensation from the improvements that they made on the land such
as fishponds, irrigation and gardens. They invested labor and money to improve their
areas and it is only fair that they are compensated for their money and efforts.
Land Tenancy - This is a form of compensation based on the length of stay in the
community. The president of ANA related that in her talk with Ecology Center, it would
be recommending that residents who have stayed in the community for more than 1O
years would be included in this scheme.
Disturbance Fee - It is a form of compensation for the loss of income because of the
disturbance brought about by the resettlement of the affected households. Some
participants waned to equate this compensation to the length of stay I the community.
It was pointed out that there are two ways that SBMA would be addressing the
compensation issue. First, their budget would have no limit, hence, all their demands
may be accommodated. The second way, which is more probable, would be that
SBMA would have a fixed budget Even if they have many demands, the budget
approved by the board would be constant. It was pointed out that the influx of new
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migrants would adversely affect their compensation packages because there will be an
increase in the number of households who would divide the same pie. According to
some participants, the representative of Hanjin-SBMA allegedly said that the
compensation would be paid by the LGU .
The following paragraphs contain the other issues and concerns of the residents raised
in the discussion.
Employment - The participants perceived the project as a very good source of
employment considering that they are the primary affected residents. It was pointed out
that during the CGS project, many of the residents were trained as welders. These
residents can be utilized for the project because of the special skills that they possess.
A short re-training is all they need to be hired by the proponent.
It was suggested that the proponent and PAPs should enter into memorandum of
understanding giving the PAPs first priority in employment. It was emphasized that
permanent slots should be given to them and not on a contractual or temporary basis.
It was suggested that they could only be terminated by just causes as provided by law.
Skills Training - Many of the affected residents may not have the proper shills to qualify
for the jobs open in the ship building facility. Hence, it is vital to have skills training so
that they can participate in the benefits that can be derived from the project.
It was pointed out that Mayor Khonghun of Subic would build a training school for
vocational and technical courses that would fit to the requirements of the proposed
project. They see the newly high school graduates as the priority in skills training. The
type or kind of skills training will depend on the actual requirements of the proponent.
Food preparation and/or food catering was mentioned because of the opportunity of
ANA of selling cook food for the construction workers and later to the employees when
the facility is operational.
Livelihood - It is viewed as an alternative of employment. Residents who would not
qualify for employment may benefit from the project through livelihood projects. This
will also approximately replace the opportunities of farmers and fishermen who are not
able to do their activities anymore because of the project. Possible livelihood projects
mentioned were rag making, micro-lending, and consumer store and food concession
inside the ship building facility.
Samahang Magsasaka at Mangingisda ng Agusuhin (SMMA)

The members of SMMA welcomed the proposed project because of its potential to
provide employment and livelihood opportunities. However, the sources of their
livelihood such as farms and fishponds will be destroyed to give way to the project.
Hence, it is very important that there will be full compensation for the farms and
fishponds.
Part of the consultation process of the EIA is to learn the views of affected households
on the issue of compensation . Based on the Municipal Assessor's Office, the different
fruit trees have different values depending if the tree is fruit bearing or not, hence it is
not a problem of residents. It was suggested that the valuation of tree should be the
same whether fruit bearing or not. It was pointed out that a century old mango has
higher value that a three year old mango sapling. It was also pointed out that in the
survey conducted by Ecology Center, there is a complete inventory of trees.
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The main concern of the members is compensation on the fishponds. The members
have developed the fishpond with the funds provided by PSFI. The operation of the
fishpond was given to an operator and the project suffered losses. The association
borrowed funds from Quedancor amounting to PhP 1.8 million. This amount was spent
for fingerlings and feeds. If SBMA needs the area, it has to reimburse the full amount.
It was explained that based on fair compensation, the whole amount cannot be paid .
When SMMA invested money to raise bangus, it took the risk on whether it will profit or
lose in the business venture. The fishpond inputs such as fingerlings, and feeds are
assumed risks of SMMA and in case of loss, it will not be compensated. In the same
vein, if SMMA will profit from the venture, it will not share the profits to the proponent or
SBMA.

Compensation will be given for improvements on the land and or the fishponds such as
gates and dikes, which were paid by SMMA. Experts, who will personally visit the
fishponds, will evaluate the improvements. SBMA will be the decision-maker in the
issue of compensation . The purpose of this FGD is to know your opinions and
suggestions on the issues that will arise, once the proposed prqect will push through.
Some members pointed out that the valuation of the assessor's office is not sufficient
for the members who lost their livelihood. It was explained that the valuation of the
assessor's office represents the value of the tree. The price does not include the loss
of earnings from the tree. Livelihood programs to be initiated by the proponent and/or
SBMA will address this issue. It was suggested that as a replacement for the fishponds
that will be lost to the project, fish cages would be a good alternative.
A rice farmer said that he is harvesting 40 cavans of palay a cropping three times a
year. Compensation should be based on the area and improvements of the rice land.
Another participant suggested that compensation of the rice land should be based on
the expected yield per year times the number of years the project will operate. For
clarification, it was asked if the suggestion holds true whether the land is titled or not.
He claimed that the government and not SBMA own the land.
Compensation should not only be based on things that you could see but should also
consider the length of time a household stayed in Agusuhin. He is not against the
project but SBMA should not be a miser.
If Hanjin is the project proponen~ then, why is it that SBMA will be responsible for
compensation and resettlement issues? Hanjin should deal with the residents directly.
It was explained that as owner of the land, SBMA assumes responsibility for land issues
to encourage investors to locate in the zone.
However, because of financial
constraints, Hanjin will advance the money to settle the land issues and the total
amount that it advanced v,,;11 be deducted against future payables of Hanjin to SBMA. In
effect, it is the money of SBMA that will be used to settle these land issues. Hanjin only
advanced the money to SBMA.
It was pointed out that SBMA in settling the land issue will have to face the legitimate
and alleged claims of the affected households. The more probable method is for the
board to fix a budget. If there are new migrants that are entering and constructing
structures in the sitio, the old migrants (lehitimo) may be adversely affected because
there will be now more households who will be dividing the fixed budget.
It was
pointed out that SBMA has the results of the various surveys done in the sitio. In 1999
there were 147 households. This increased to 272 in June-July 2005 census. When
the perception survey was conducted on the third week of September 2005, the
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households grew to 355 households. "Lehitimo" is defined as a family "na matagal
nang nakatira dfo, nagka anak, nagka apo."
To guide the discussions on what are subject to compensation, the facilitator explained
that in the FGD with ANA, the following are expected to be compensated; house and
structures, permanent improvement, land tenancy and disturbance allowance. The
members concurred with these observations of ANA.
It was explained that being a naval reservation during the US Navy, the land cannot be
titled . When the Americans left, a law (RA7227) was enacted giving all the lands
formerly occupied in Subic to SBMA. The law reserved the land to SBMA and it cannot
still be titled. Relocation is not tenable inside SBMA because it is reserved by law for
other uses. If the residents would not agree to an equitable compensation package,
SBMA have many options. Many things may happen, among them are; SBMA will force
the issue, Hanjin will totally withdraw or SBMA may sue the residents.
A participant asked what are the benefits of a legitimate household. It was explained
that the term "legitimate" has not yet be defined for the specific case in Agusuhin. It
was suggested that households that were Agusuhin at the time of the perception survey
should be treated as legitimate.
It was pointed out that it will be in conflict with the principle that length of stay should be
one of the basis of determining compensation. It was also pointed out that there are
various surveys, which showed the names of households in a given period. It was
explained that there is a concept in law of a builder in bad faith. A person who having
known that there will be a project in Sitio Agusuhin, deliberately build a house in
anticipation for compensation of his newly built house is a builder in bad faith .
There are 42 members of SMMA out of more that 100 fishermen . Some participants
suggested fish cages as viable replacements for the fishponds that will be occupied by
the project. others suggested deep sea fishing boats because of the scarcity of
commercial quantity of fishes in the bay.
For residents who are over age or for medical reasons, not qualified to work in the
project, livelihood projects are viable alternatives. Identified projects are canteen
operations, janitorial services, and houses for workers.
It was mentioned that there is again a survey measuring their houses. It was explained
that this is a baseline data gathering authorized by SBMA to determine the
measurements of their houses and be a basis for any recommendation regarding
compensation . How will SBMA know how much will be the budget if they do not know
the dimensions of the houses that will be compensated.
Agusuhin Community Reforestation Association (ACRA)

Part of the reforestation area will be occupied by the proposed project. They do not
know if parts of the reforestation project outside of the 100-ha project site will also be
affected. If this is the case, ACRA wilt totally lose the whole project. They pointed out
that there is an agreement with SBMA for a 25 years CBFM agreement. Section 2 of
the lease agreement provides for the following :
In the event of the cancellation of this agreement, the CBFM holder shall be entitled to
fair compensation for all permanent improvements thereon, based on their reasonable
fair market value as assessed by a third party acceptable to both SBMA and the holder

- - - - - - - - - :~- -- -- ~- - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;;;=:::=:::=:::=:::-K
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on the date of cancellation, minus charges or any other monetary obligations accruing
the government. The holder may also harvest or remove such improvements, the value
of which shall be deducted from final compensation.
It is very clear in the CBFM agreement that a CBFM holder will receive reasonable
compensation for portions of the CBFM area that will be affected by the project. It will
not also prevent SBMA in canceling the whole CBFM area from its coverage.
However, the CBFM holder shall receive reasonable compensation for the trees and
other permanent improvements.
It is also useful and fair to apply the concept of builder, sower and planter in good faith
because after the residents were informed about the project, new structure may be
seen from the docking area of the sitio. It is very probable that these structures were
built in anticipation of the compensation to be awarded to structure owners.
The members of ACRA are asking for compensation of the following, considering that
their occupation in the area is covered by a l~gal agreement.
i

~

Payment for trees and crops - The value of the trees and crops within their individual
area. This is a form of indemnity based on the fair market value of the trees and crops
that they planted hoping that in the near future they are able to convert these trees and
crops to cash.
Years of stay in the area - It is a form of indemnity based on their efforts to protect the
area against illegal logging and other illegal extraction of forest products, kaingin, forest
and grassland fires and other responsib~ities as provided in their agreement with
SBMA.
Infrastructure - The value of the nipa huts that they built to monitor the area against
illegal activities and irrigation system that they channeled and developed for the project.
The members of ACRA are all residents of Sitio Agusuhin who will be displaced by the
project. They wanted that their relocation site would be the parts of the reforestation
area that is outside of the 300-hectare project site. They are suggesting re-subdividing
the unaffected area to the members of ACRA as their relocation site and reforestation
areas.
PSFI spent a total of PhP 8.5 million for the reforestation project. Other local
organizatbns have already benefited from the grants given by PSFI but their members
will only benefit upon maturity of the trees, the earliest is five years. Hence, it is only
proper that the amount spent for reforestation by PSFI should be returned to ACRA
because unlike other organizations, they have yet to benefit from their project.
The members look forward to being employed in the project because of their unique
positions of holders of a legal document signed by SBMA. Most of its members were
trained during the CGS construction such as steel man, fabricators (rebar technician),
and divers. They would be willing to undertake the same jobs as before. If their skills
are not sufficient, the group proposed to upgrade ther skills to flt to the qualification and
requirement of the shipbuik:jing project.

------------
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3.3.19.6 Concluding Remarks on the Issue of Endorsements of Stakeholders

With the new directives from the DENR, endorsements of stakeholders in favor of the project are
not pre-conditions for the approval of an ECC. These endorsements merely reinforce the
viability of a proposed project. The project should be assessed and evaluated based on its
merits and should not depend on the endorsements of the stakeholders. In the past, some of
these endorsements have been used to extract favors from the proponent of the project.
It is obvious that the municipality of Subic will endorse the project because they have accepted
their role to provide and implement the relocation of the affected residents within their
jurisdiction.

~

The proponent should work out for the barangay resolution endorsing the project from Barangay
Cawag. However, there were reports from the field visits conducted by the team that certain
barangay officials are allegedly involved in the scam to invite new settlers to build their houses
and plant trees in the hope that they will be part of the compensation and relocation packages. It
is not remote that the barangay endorsement will be affected by who will be included in the
compensation and relocation packages. Hence, in the absence of any compelling reason to
oppose the project, the barangay endorsement may be waived because of the local conditions
that have contaminated the endorsement process.
There are indications that there are internal conflicts within some community organizations in
Sitio Agusuhin as highlighted by the fonnation of break away factions. Endorsements are
expected to be provided by the main factions of the community organizations once the
resettlement issues are adequately addressed by SBMA.

3.3.20 ARCHAEOLOGY
Baseline information on the shipwreck located in front of the former Malampaya CGS casting
basin are available from inspections or studies (inspection on 24-26 November 1999 and reinspection on 19 July 2000) conducted by the Underwater Archaeology Team of the Philippile
National Museum (UAT-PNM) for the Malampaya CGS Project of SPEX (see Appendix 11).
The shipwreck is located about 100 meters off the mouth of the former CGS casting basin at a
depth o 20 to 21 meters. It has been identified as Land Sea Transport (LST) 1625, a steel
vessel which sunk in August of 1946. The shipwreck matched the record of the shipwreck's
location, which is North 14° 49' 16" and East 120° 12' 51 ". During the dredging of the channel
used for the tow out of the CGS, this shipwreck was successfully avoided. The two dives
conducted prior to the construction and after the tow out of the CGS as reported by the UATPNM indicated that the LST 1624 remained in stable condition .
On 4 November 2005, a KKCS survey team conducted an underwater inspection of the said
shipwreck to detennine its present status and condition. The shipwreck was observed at 14° 49'
16.5" North Latitude and 120° 12' 51" East Longitude at a depth of 21 meters which also
matched the UAT-PNM survey. Similar to the previous findings, the LST still remains to be in a
stable condition .
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This section, which is divided into three main parts, assesses potential environmental impacts
with or without the proposed shipbuilding facility project. The first part describes the future
environmental conditions without the proposed project. The second part presents the potential
environmental impacts associated with the proposed project. It classifies the impacts and how
the project and the surrounding areas were delineated into potential impact zones. The second
part also predicts and evaluates the environmental impacts of the project on the environment at
different phases from the pre-construction, construction, operation and abandonment phase. It
also discusses how these potential impacts are planned to be mitigated in order to eliminate, if
not, reduce the adverse effects. The last part of this section presents the residual and
unavoidable impacts of the project to the environment.

4.1

FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS WITHOUT THE PROJECT

4.1.1

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Without the Project, various physical processes that occur in the area would continue at present
levels, possibly with increasing anthropogenc activities (e.g. population increase, expansion of
farms) putting pressure on the existing environment.
4.1.1.1

Topography, Geology and Natural Hazards

Without the Project, the existing topography and geology of the area will remain the
same. As the construction activities attendant with the proposed project such as
excavation, dredging, land grading and reclamation will not materialize, the existing
landform will not be altered . Natural hazards in the area are expected to generally
remain at present baseline levels barring the sudden occurrence of large-scale natural
processes that may upset current landscape denudation rates.
4.1.1.2 Pedology and Land Use

Without the Project, there will be no striping of the soil, thus, disturbance of the soil
profile will not take place.
Land use patterns will remain essentially the same. With increasing population, more
lands will be used as subsistence farms . Generation of solid and domestic wastes
would continue, which without proper solid waste management practices could
adversely affect the environment. Practices, such as slash-and-burn farming, will
further enhance soil erosion, mass wasting and siltation of the natural drainage system .
Emigration to urban areas is very likely to occur.
People would seek better
employment opportunities in other areas since the Project site would not have the
opportunities they aspire. These may result to minimal development and upliftment of
the affected barangays.
4.1.1.3 Hydrology and Water Resources

The flow of the natural drainage systems and its seasonal variation will persist. Runoff
will either increase or decrease depending on the vegetation cover in the project area .
Eroded sediments from bare areas will find its way to the streams .
Groundwater extraction through springs and shallow coastal wells will continue. The
demand will increase depending on population but will not be signifiGant as emigration
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to urban centers will continue . The threat of shallow groundwater contamination due to
construction of unlined septic tanks and generation of domestic wastes will continue.
Total suspended solids are likewise expected to increase due to enhanced erosion
during storm events.
4.1.1.4 Air and Noise Quality
The air quality in the area may remain the same without the Project. At present, there
are no possible locators that are interested to invest in the area . Background noise
levels in the area will remain the same .

4.1.2

BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

4.1.2.1

Terrestrial Ecology
Without the implementation of the proposed shipbuilding facility project, the terrestrial
ecology for the primary and secondary impact area will not be affected. The biodiversity
may improve or it may not, depending on the intervention (e.g. development projects)
of SBMA in the proposed site . As reported earlier, the site for the shipbuilding facility
project is already disturbed, hence without the project scenario may not change the
biodiversity indices of the area .
Terrestrial Flora

No stripping of vegetation cover would take place without the Project. Thus, no loss of
vegetation-covered habitat types will occur. On the other hand, the few remaining
secondary forests will continue to be threatened with increasing demand for forest
products and land clearing by slush and burn method (kaingin) to accommodate
subsistence farming .
Terrestrial Fauna

Wildlife species are dependent on their habitats for food and shelter. At the proposed
project site, the wildlife population is very poor. Most observed species are transitory
from one forested area to another. The only important habitats for wildlife, and these
should be preserved, are the riparian vegetation and sparse secondary forests in the
uplands.
4.1.2.2 Aquatic Ecology
Without the proposed project, the condition of the marine environment and coastal
habitats and resources including fisheries in the project area and vicinities will remain
the same in the immediate future and will continue to be influenced by the existing
environment processes and condition currently prevailing in the area . However, the
local coral communities and fisheries life may continue to suffer from continued
destructive and illegal fishing activities (i.e., blast and cyanide fishing), over-exploitation
of reef fishes (e.g., aquarium fishes) and invertebrates (e.g., sea cucumbers).
The population of the residents in the area will continue to increase attributed mostly to
immigration. This increase in population will result in increase in exploitation and
utilization of the coastal and marine resources. Therefore, a negative side effect (i.e.,
destructive fishing activities, over-exploitation and eventually depletion) on the available
limited coastal marine resources is expected.
-2
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4.1.3

Soc1O-EcoNOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Without the project, the Subic Bay Metropolltan Authority (SBMA) will not earn any income from
Sitio Agusuhin because the area will remain unproductive. The expected revenues amounting to
millions a year will not materialize. There were reports that the Federal Express is one of the big
locators in SBMA". It is a permanent loss of income of SBMA from Federal Express if it will
move out of SBMA. However, SBMA may find other sources of income from companies that
may locate in the zone in the future.
The households in the area will continue to reside in the area without any benefits to SBMA
because they do not pay any taxes or permits.
The municipality of Subic will not earn any directly or indirectly additional income from project if it
will not materialize. Direct income will come from its share in the 5% of the gross income
generated from the project. Indirect income will come from the additional commercial activities in
the area, which will be subject to local taxes. Subic will continue to experience financial
constraints to provide basic services to its constituents .
The project is expected to generate thousands of jobs in the construction and operational
phases. Without the project, the residents of the area and adjacent municipalities will continue
to seek employment and livelihood opportunities elsewhere to earn income for their families.
Residents of Agusuhin will continue to earn their living either by farming or fishing because of the
lack of better sources of income.
Without the project, the proposed road connecting the sitio to the rest of Subic will not happen or
will be constructed much later because the primary purpose of the road is to provide access for
the project. Hence, the sitio and the surrounding areas will remain isolated from the rest of
Subic. Products and services will continue to be supplied by sea, their main mode of
transportation with the rest of Subic.
The proposed electrification of the area will not happen or will happen much later because the
proposed transmission line is primarily to supply electric power to the project. The residents will
continue to depend on non-electrical sources for light and generators or batteries to power their
electrical appliances.
The households in Sitio Agusuhin will not be displaced because of the project. They will
continue to live in the area either by mere toleration by SBMA and for other households, by
forcible entry. Without the project, the households will continue to live in the area without any
security of tenure, waiting for other projects or development to finally resolve their status as
temporary dwellers in the area.
The expected generation of air and noise pollution will not occur. The area will experience the
same environmental conditions that are presently prevailing in the area . The reforestation area
and the fish ponds will continue to exist and provide alternative sources of income to many of the
residents .

4.2

FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS WITH THE PROJECT

4.2.1

SUMMARY OF IMPACT AND MITIGATING MEASURES

The Potential Impact Zones (PIZ) are shown in Figure 4-1. The PIZ is delineated based on the
project's impact on the physical, biological and socio-economic environment. The impact areas
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are as follows:
The Primary Impact Area (PIA) is the entire 300-hectare Shipbuilding Facility. This area will be
the direct receiver of waste discharges, disturbance of habitat, generation of dusts, dislocation of
community, etc.
'
The Secondary Impact Area (SIA) refers to areas in the vicinity of the proposed development.
This will include Sitios Nagyantok and Nagtulong of Barangay Cawag. Included in this zone is
the 2 kilometer radius north and south of the project boundary where issues on air quality (dust)
and water quality (suspended solids) could be felt during earthmoving, excavation, dredging and
reclamation activities .
Table 4-1 presents the summary of impacts and mitigating measures for the proposed project.
Included in the table is the evaluation of the magnitude of each impact. A guide in reviewing the
summary of impacts and mitigating measures in Table 4-1 are guided by the following:

Scope:
•
•

W = widespread Effect
LO = localized effect

Classification :
•
•

(+) = positive impact
(-) = negative impact

Occurrence:
•
•

F = frequent
S = seldom/occasional

Status:
•
•

R = reversible
IR= irreversible

Duration :
•
•

ST = short term
LT = long term

Magnitude:
•
•
•

SI = significant
MO = moderate
IN = insignificant

ultm,talK.ilfkas.in Consult.in::-q, Se1YfcesJ11c
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Table 4 -1. Matrix of Potential Impacts and Mitigating/Enhancement Measures

0

(;)

0

£e
1\3
0
.....
(0
.....
I\)

Potential Impacts

Scope

Classification

Occurrence

Status

Duration

Magnitude

Mitigating/Enhancement Measure

Pre-Construction/Construction Phase

~
.....

Physical Environment

i\)

Topography (alteration)

LO

(-)

F

JR

LT

SI

Geology (excavation)

LO

(-)

s

JR

LT

MO

Soil (erosion/siltation)

LO

(-)

s

JR

ST

MO

Hydrology (stream alteration)

LO

(-)

s

IR

LT

SI

Adequate drainage; bank protection

Hydrogeology (groundwater
over abstraction - sea water
intrusion)

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

SI

Consider surface water; watershed
management program

Water Quality (land clearing
and excavation)

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Water Quality (oil and grease)

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Water Quality (reclamation and
dredging)

w

(-)

s

JR

ST

MO

Solid and Domestic Wastes

LO

(-)

F

R

ST

MO

Air Pollution (emissions from
equipment)

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

IN

Dust generation

LO

(-)

F

R

ST

MO

Wet suppression of dry surfaces

Noise generation

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Buffers; excessive noise construction
activities confined during daytime when
practicable

??
01
.:::!

Kultur;i ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy Services Inc.

Unavoidable; excavated materials to be
used as fill materials
Unavoidable; excavated materials to be
used as fill materials
Retaining walls; sabo dam ; siltation
pond; silt curta ins; armour rocks; use of
geomembrane around reclamation
boundary; proper stock piling of removed
soils; benching; site grading in a
proQressive manner, reve<1etation

Drainage canals with silt traps;
settlement of suspended solids in natural
depressions
Containment canal around motor pool
Oil - water separator
Silt curtains; scheduling of reclamation
and dredging activities
Solid Waste Management Program
following the Ecological Solid Waste
Manaaement Act of 2003 (RA 9003)
Air quality monitoring
Regular maintenance of equipment
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~

(!)
(!)

0

w

Potential Impacts

Scope

Classification

Occurrence

Status

Duration

Magnitude

Mitigating/Enhancement Measure

Flora (removal of vegetation)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Fauna (displacement)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Landscaping of grounds; watershed
management
Replanting of indigenous plants in vacant
spaces and along waterways

Aquatic Ecology (smothering of
fish eggs, diminishing of food
sources, reduction of
availability of light, r
destruction of habitat)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Installation of sheet piles, silt curtains;
selection of reclamation site

Change in actual land use

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

MO

Prompt payment of lease and other
permits and licenses to assist SBMA

Affects portion of reforestation
area

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

MO

Compensation for improvements

Within marine sanctuary

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

MO

Displacement of households

LO

(-)

F

IR

LT

SE

Generation of employment and
livelihood opportunities
Increase in commercial
activities in the area
Additional income and
Benefits to LGUs

w

(+)

F

IR

ST

SE

LO

(+)

F

R

ST

MO

LO

(+)

F

IR

ST

MO

Air and noise pollution to
workers

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Consultations and secure proper
documents
Prepare and implement a resettlement
action plan
Priority of qualified local residents
Establish a community relations office
Prioritize local suppliers in buying
company requirements
Prioritize local suppliers in buying
company requirements
Installation of a water sprinkling system
Face masks for construction workers
Proper maintenance of equipment

0

se

"3
0
......
(!)
......

I\)

":'
......
I\)
0)

0,

..::::!

Biological Environment

Socioeconomic Environment

Operation Phase
Physical Environment
Water Resources
(depletion/salt water intrusion)

LO

Kultura at Kalik.isan Consultancy Set'Vices Inc.

(-)

F

IR

LT

SI

Water management and conservation ;
watershed management; reforestation;
mini dam; not over mining groundwater
resources ; more detailed groundwater
assessment (throuoh construction of test
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~
c.o

c.o
0
w
0
-S:e
r3

Potential Impacts

Scope

Classification

Duration

Magnitude

Mitigating/Enhancement Measure

Water quality monitoring; wastewater
treatment plant; use of orQanic chem icals
Air quality monitoring; regular
maintenance of equipment

R

ST

M.0

(-)

s
s

R

ST

IN

LO

(-)

s

R

ST

MO

Buffers, fences

LO

(-)

F

R

LT

MO

Solid Waste Management Program
following the Ecological Solid Waste
ManaQement Act of the DENR.

Flora (erosion due to
deforested areas)

LO

(-)

s

IR

ST

MO

Re-landscaping of grounds; watershed
management

Fauna (return of wildlife)

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

MO

No enhancement measures

Aquatic
Ecology
(increase
diversity of aquatic organism)

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

MO

No enhancement measures

Infl ux of informal dwellers

w

(-)

s

R

LT

MO

Generation of employment and
livelihood opportunities

w

(+)

F

IR

ST

SE

Add itional revenues for the
LGU

LO

(+)

F

IR

LT

SE

Prompt payment of taxes

MO

Installation of anti-pollution devises
Monitor health cond itions of commun ities
Plant trees and shrubs around perimeter
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to
workers exposed to air and noise
oollution

c.o
.....

Water Quality

LO

(-)

~
.....

N

Air Pollution

LO

N

Noise generation
Solid and domestic wastes

!'?
a,
..::::!

Status

wells and aquifer test) to establish
groundwater safe yields

0

.....

Occurrence

Biological Environment

Socioeconomic Environment

Air and noise pollution to
workers and nearby
commun ities

LO

Kultura at K;il ik.isan Consultancy Services Inc.

(-)

s

R

ST

SBMA will implement land use plan
SBMA/Subic prevent influx of informal
dwellers
Priority of qualified local residents
Farm out supply requirements as
livelihood projects
Buy local supplies
Livelihood oroQram
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Figure 4 - 1. Potential Impact Zones
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4.2.2

IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION

The environmental conditions of the project site could be adversely affected by project activities,
if environmental management measures are not properly put in place . Impacts, both positive
and negative resulting from the development of the proposed project are identified for the socioeconomic environment. The recommended mitigating/enhancement measures are presented in
Italics for each significant negative impact identified.
Each identified impact is categorized according to its development phase: i) pre-construction; ii)
construction phase; and iii) operation phase. The abandonment phase is not considered since
the possibility is quite remote. Once operational, the ship building facility cannot be abandoned
since the proponent wil undertake a very large amount of investment.
4.2.2.1

Pre-Construction Phase

The following pre-construction activities are predicted to impact the environment:
►

Supply of Power, Water and Communication Lines

►

Construction of Temporary Access Road

►

Relocation of Settlers

The construction of power house, water sources and communication lines would create minimal
or insignificant impact on the environment.
Physical Environment

In constructing temporary access road , soil will be disturbed which can be susceptible
to erosion especially during the wet season. Soil disturbance should be done as much
as possible during sunny weather and minimize the disturbance by disturbing only what
is necessary, excessive digging should be avoided.
Socio-Cultural Environment

Population/Settlement/Migration
Legal Framework

Involuntary resettlement often gives rise to severe economic, social, and environmental
risks : production systems are dismantled; people face impoverishment when their
productive assets or income sources are lost. People are relocated to environments
where their productive skills may be less applicable and the competition for resources
greater; community institutions and social networks are weakened; kin groups are
dispersed; and cultural identity, traditional authority, and the potential for mutual help
are diminished or lost.
Based on World Bank policy on involuntary resettlement (Bank Policy 4.12), the
resettlement plan or resettlement policy framework includes measures to ensure that
the displaced persons are ;
1. Informed about their options and rights pertaining to resettlement;

-9
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2. Consulted on, offered choices among, and provided with technically and
economically feasible resettlement alternatives; and
3. Provided prompt and effective compensation at full replacement cost for losses of
assets attributable directly to the project.
4. Provided assistance (such as moving allowances) during relocation; and
5. Provided with residential housing, or housing sites, or, as required, agricultural sites
for which a combination of productive potential, locational advantages, and other
factors is at least equivalent to the advantages of the old site.
Where necessary to achieve the objectives of the policy, the resettlement plan or
resettlement policy framework also include measures to ensure that displaced persons
are :
1. Offered support after displacement, for a transition period, based on a reasonable
estimate of the time likely to be needed to restore their livelihood and standards of
living;
2. Provided with development assistance in addition to compensation measures such
as land preparation, credit facilities, training, or job opportunities; and
3. In new resettlement sites or host communities, infrastructure and public services
are provided as necessary to improve, restore, or maintain accessibility and levels
of service for the displaced persons and host communities. Alternative or similar
resources are provided to compensate for the loss of access to community
resources (such as fishing areas, grazing areas, ft.Jel, or fodder) .
The World Bank policy on involuntary resettlement is only mandatory for projects
applying for bank financing. This was shown only to highlight the extent and
comprehensiveness of the resettlement plan if the bank finances the project. However,
it will not preclude the proponent or SBMA in adopting certain policies that will add to
the legal benefits that will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first issue is whether SBMA has jurisdiction over Sitio Agusuhin, the site of the
proposed project?
Republic Act 7227 creating the Bases Conversion Development Authority was enacted
on March 13, 1992. Section 12 of the BCDA Law created the Special Economic and
Free Port Zone composed of the City of Olongapo and the Municipality of Subic,
Province of Zambales, the lands occupied by the Subic Naval Base and its contiguous
extensions as embraced, covered, and defined by the 1974 Military Bases Agreement
between the Philippines and the United States of America as amended, and within the
territorial jurisdiction of the Municipal~ies of Morang and Hermosa, Province of Bataan.
One of its mandates is (Section 4 paragraph g. BCDA Law) "to plan, program and
undertake the readjustment, relocation, or resettlement of population within the Clark
and Subic military reservations and their extensions as may be deemed necessary and
beneficial by the Conversion Authority, in coordination with the appropric1te government
agencies and local government units."
Section 12 paragraph i of the BCDA Law provides that "the local government units
comprising the Subic Special Economic Zone shall retain their basic autonomy and
identity. The cities shall be governed by their respective charters and the municipalities
shall operate and function in accordance with Republic Act No. 7160, otherwise known
as the Local Government Code of 1991."
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Section 14 of the BCDA law provides "the relationship with the Conversion Authority
and the Local Government Units. - (a) The provisions of existing laws, rules and
regulations to the contrary notwithstanding, the Subic Authority shall exercise
administrative powers, rule-making and disbursement of funds over the Subic Special
Economic Zone in conformity with the oversight function of the Conversion Authority.
(b) In case of conflict between the Subic Authority and the local government units
concerned on matters affecting the Subic Special Economic Zone other than defense
and security, the decision of the Subic Authority shall prevail."
Section 21 provides that the implementation of the projects for the conversion into
alternative productive uses of the military 'reservations are urgent and necessary and
shall not be restrained or enjoined except by an order issued by the Supreme Court of
the Philippiles.
Hence, it is established that BCDA through SBMA has jurisdiction over certain portions
of the Redondo Peninsula, specifically Sitio Agusuhin, which were formerly under the
Subic US Naval Base under the 1974 Military bases Agreement. The site of the
proposed project was part of the practice target area of the planes of the US Navy.
There were perceptions in the community that Sitio Agusuhin became part only of
SBMA by virtue of the BCDA Law. They claimed that the area during the Americans
was part of the municipality of Subic and the base was only renting that portion for the
target practice. The nationalists would certainly raise a furor if it were true that the US
military was using areas not covered by the Military Bases Agreement as target
practice .
The second issue is under what law(s) would apply in the involuntary resettlement of
the residents in Sitio Agusuhin as a result of the proposed project?

The Urban Development and Housing Act (RA 7279) enumerates the rights and
responsibilities of squatters and landowners. However, the said law will not apply in
this case because Section 4 states that "the Program shall cover all lands in urban and
urbanizable areas, including existing areas for priority development sites, and in other
areas that may be identified by the local government units as suitable for socialized
housing.
Furthermore, Section 5 of the UDHA Law provides for the exemptions from the
coverage of the law. Paragraph C states that among the lands exempted from
coverage are " those used, reserved or otherwise set aside for government offices,
facilities and other installations, whether owned by the National Government, its
agencies and instrumentalities, including government-owned or-controlled corporations,
or by the local goverrment units."
Even if for the sake of argument that Sitio Agusuhin may be treated as an urbanizable
area, section 5 clearly exempts SBMA from its coverage. It is therefore submitted that
the UDHA Law does not apply in this case.
The Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law of 1988 covers "all public and private
agricultural lands as provided in Proclamation No. 131 and Executive Order No. 229,
including other lands of the public domain suitable for agriculture." The lands under
SBMA were specifically reserved for the purposes enumerated in the BCDA Law.
These lands are therefore not alienable and disposable lands of the public domain.
Hence, it is submitted that the territorial jurisdiction of SBMA does not fall under the

-----------
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coverage of the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law.
The Book on Property of the Civil Code of the Philippines discusses the rights and
obligations of the landowner and a builder sower and planter. As used in the Civil
Code, the difference between sowing and planting is that in sowing each deposit of
seed gives rise merely to a single crop or harvest. In planting, more or less permanent
trucks or trees are produces, which in turn produce fruits themselves. In planting
therefore, without replanting, crops will continue to grow each season .
It is therefore submitted that in the absence of any special law applicable to the
residents of Sitio Agusuhin, the pertinent provisions of the Civil Code of the Philippines
will apply.
The third issue is how to classify the residents of Sitio Agusuhin.

,,.....

There are many residents who settled in the area during the time when the American
Base was still operating. The number of residents increased staring 1997 when the
Philippines Exploration B. V . (SPEX) started to construct the concrete gravity structure .
The presence of employment and livelihood opportunities attracted migrants to settle in
the area .
The residents cannot be classified as tenants because in a tenancy relationship, the
owner or possessor enters into a written or verbal agreement with a person who uses
the land and/or supplies the labor. In return , the owner or possessor receives rent or a
share in the harvest.
The residents of Sitio Agusuhin may be classified or included as "encroachers" as
defined by World Bank.
These are persons without legal titles to the land and
structures occupied / used by them. The term "squatters" is typically used for those
occupying structures for residential/ commercial purposes, while "encroachers" are
those occupying land for agriculture. Their stay in the community is not legal but by
mere tolerance of SBMA.
The following paragraphs present a brief history of the settlement and discussions of
the pertinent articles from the Civil Code of the Philippines, which are applicable to a
builder, planter or sower in good faith or bad faith.
In 1999, before the start of the SPEX project, Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc. undertook
a census in Sitio Agusuhin and the results showed that there were 147 households.
After the project was completed, another census was done in 2001 and it showed that
there were 234 households. The plan to build a shipyard was confirmed by the
residents sometime in May 2005. On June 29-July 15, 2005 another census was taken
and the households totaled 272. On the third week of September or barely 2 months
after, the total households went up dramatically to 355 households.
Presently, there is a continuous flow of new settlers who desire to partake the benefits
that the residents may receive as compensation because of the Hanjin Shipbuilding
Project. This may be observed in Bulungan Port in Subic. Construction supplies and
planting materials are being transported from the Poblacion to Sitio Agusuhin .
During the project implementation SPEX through the Pilipinas Shell Foundation Inc.
(PSFI), formulated the Sitio Agusuhin Develop11ent Program (SADP) . It organized four
peoples' organizations and one of these, the Agusuhin Community Reforestation
Association (AGRA) was later given a community based forestry management

-----------
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agreement (CBFMA) by SBMA. The staff of Ecology Center visits the area to monitor
and enforce the terms and conditions of CBFMA.
SBMA has knowledge of the encroachers in Sitio Agusuhin and did not oppose the
presence of these encroachers. The second paragraph of Article 453 SBMA provides
that there is bad faith on the part of the landowner whenever the act was done with his
knowledge and without opposition on his part. It may be deduced that because of the
continued stay of the encroachers in Sitio Agusuhin and in some cases in collaboration
with SBMA in certain activities, SBMA's action may have acted in bad faith when it
failed to oppose the continued stay of households in Agusuhin before 2001 .

,,.---.,,,

In fact, SBMA, the municipality of Subic and the Agusuhin Neighborhocx:f Association
entered into a memorandum of agreement in June 13, 2000, tacitly recognizing the
households living in Sitio Agusuhin at that time . Hence, by the principle of estoppel,
SBMA cannot claim later that it had no knowledge nor did it oppose the continued stay
of the members of ANA. This is also the case in the reforestation project. By entering
into a CBFMA with ACRA, SBMA acknowledged the presence of its members and
tolerated their stay in Sitio Agusuhin. Hence, it cannot hold the contrary position that it
had no knowledge nor did it oppose the continued stay of the members of ACRA.
But these statements need further clarification. The census and tagging project in 2001
was conducted by Agri-Communities Development Center (ACDCI) as part of the Subic
II development loan package funded by the World Bank. This project was conducted for
SBMA management to have an accurate and comprehensive understanding of the
ecological and social issues involved, particularly on the issue of encroachment and
"illegal" set11ements.
One of the objectives of the project is to increase the awareness of the residents with
regards to SBMA's roles, rights, general plans, and resettlement policies including its
opposition to the entry of new migrants within its territorial jurisdiction . A series of
consultations and FGDs was conducted by ACDCI in behalf of SBMA, to inform the
residents of Sitio Agusuhin about their status in the occupied land.
Hence, as early as 2001, SBMA has already opposed the entry of additional migrants in
Sitio Agusuhin . In addition, the residents were fully informed that they should control
the entry of migrants in the area. In 2002, prior to the signing of the MOA with SBMA,
the Agusuhin Neighborhood Association, Inc. imposed a policy that residents who
should sell their "rights" would automatically be removed from the list of ANA members.
The majority of ANA members approved this policy.
Unfortunately the policy was not fully enforced by the association, thereby allowing
more settlers to buy rights and encouraged more migrants to settle in the area. The
problem on encroachment in Agusuhin was aggravated by the actuation of the
Barangay Council of Cawag. The Council acted as witnesses in the transfer of rights
documents. It also gave certifications that such lands were transferred to such persons.
In effect, these actions and documents purportedly gave a semblance of legality to
these transactions.

SBMA has knowledge and failed to oppose the 234 households based on the census in
2001 . But this is certainly not true on the additional 121 households (difference of the
2001 census and September 2005 census) or to the households that will come after the
September census. SBMA has already issued an order in 2001 and again in
September 2005 to oppose the influx of settlers into the community.
By this very
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _a_c_t_io_n, SBMA has acted in good faith in so far as to the 121 households and to th_e_ _ _ _ __
:3
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households that may settle in the affected communities in the future.
Hence, for the 234 households, SBMA acted in bad faith while SBMA acted in good
faith for the 121 households and households that may settle in the future. Good faith is
defined as an honest intention to avoid taking undue advantage of another (Cui v.
Henson, 51 Phil. 612).
All households in Sitio Agusuhin acted in bad faith because they knew that they have
no legal title over the land but they still built, sowed or planted on the land. It is clear
that President Roosevelt declared the area in 1903 as a naval reservation through an
Executive Order. Before that, the Spaniards by a royal decree set aside the area for
their naval facility. Hence, even if their forefathers were already there during the
Americans or Spaniards, their forefathers acted in bad faith .
The above discussions on the issue whether SBMA, the Local Government, or the
occupants and their fore fathers act in bad faith or in good faith are not only helpful but
vital because of the following reasons:
►

r ·.
►
►

►

A builder, sower and planter in good faith or bad faith are legal concepts that
establish the rights and obligations of different types of residents in Sitio
Agusuhin .
It provides a legal framework for SBMA in its dealing with the different types of
residents.
It gives the proponent an estimate on the scope of resettlement involved.
It differentiates the "bona fide" residents from those that establish structures for
personal gain from the proposed project.

Likewise, the diocussion is not meant to resolve the problem (of involuntary settlement) ,
the Resettlement Action Plan should address this. The discussion would aid the
stakeholders (i.e, SBMA, HHIC-Phil Inc., residents and LGUs concerned) in
understanding the present situation of the settlers in the area based on the legal and
historical presentation of the subject matter, a vital input for the formulation of the RAP .
This is well poirted out in the responses of the preparer.
What are the legal rights and obligations of the 234 households?

Based on Article 446, there is a disputable assumption that structures, plants and trees
were made by SBMA unless contrary proofs are presented . However, the residents
may present con1rary proofs to defeat this disputable presumption.
Article 453 provides that if the 234 households and SBMA are all in bad faith, the rights
of both parties shall be the same as though both acted in good faith. It should be noted
that good faith is always presumed, and upon him who alleges bad faith on the part of
the possessor rests the burden of proof (Art. 527 Civil Code) . The burden of proof is on
SBMA to show that all households in Agusuhin acted in bad faith .
If SBMA is successful in showing that all households in Agusuhin acted in bad faith in
so far as to the 234 households, SBMA has two options based on Article 448. SBMA
may appropriate, as his own, all the works, sowing or planting after payment of
indemnity for necessary expenses and useful expenses .
Necessary expenses (Gastos Necesarios) are defined as those without which the thing
would physically deteriorate or be lost; hence those made for the preservation of the
thing (4 Manresa 270-271 ).
-14
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Useful expenses (Gastos Utiles) are defined as those that add value to the property
(Aringo v. Arenas 14 Phil. 263) or increase the object's productivity (Valenzuela v.
Lopez, 51 Phil. 279) or useful for the satisfaction of spiritual or religious yearnings
(Anacleto Gongon v. Tiangco (C.A.) 36 (O.G. 822) or give rise to all kinds of fruits
(Rivera v. Roman Catholic Archbishop of Manila, 40 Phil. 717) . It should be noted that
households have the right of retention before they are paid for necessary and useful
expenses.
Our courts have decided that the following are useful expenses. Expenses incurred in
an irrigation system (Aringo v. Arenas 14 Phil. 263), erection of a chapel (Anacleto
Gongon v. Tiangco (C.A.) 36 (O .G. 822), making artificial fishponds (Rivera v Roman
Catholic Church, 40 Phil. 717), clearing up land formerly thickly covered with trees and
shrubbery (Toquero v Valdez, 35 OG 1799).
Article 548 provides that expenses for pure luxury or mere pleasure shall not be
refunded to the possessor in good faith; but he may remove the ornaments with which
he has embellished the principal thing if it suffers no injury thereby, and if his successor
in the possession does not prefer to refund the amount expended.
Pure luxury or mere pleasures are those which add value to the thing only for a certain
determinate persons in view of their particular whims . They are neither essential to the
preservation nor useful to everybody in general (4 Manresa 274-275).
The second alternative of SBMA under Article 448 is to oblige the househok::fs to pay
the price of the land and the one who sowed, the proper rent. However, in this case, it
is not a viable alternative because the land is not classified as alienable and disposable
land. Hence, even if some of the residents are desirous to buy the land, the land is
classified as alienable land and beyond the commerce of man. Second, the option to
sell the land is given to the owner because he has an older title and not to the residents
of Sitio Agusuhin to buy the land. Third, the proposed project will require the use of the
land in Sitio Agusuhin and therefore selling the land to the residents is not an option.
What are the legal rights and obligations of the 121 households and households that
may settle in the future?

It this case, SBMA acted in good faith because upon his knowled~ of the intrusion of
households into his territorial jurisdiction, he issued an order in 2001 and again in 2005
to the forest rangers and other SBMA personnel opposing the migration.
Being in good faith, SBMA may demand the demolition of the work, or that the planting
or sowing be removed, in order to replace things in their former conditions at the
expense of the person who built, planted or sowed (Art. 450 CC). These households
lose what is built, planted or sown without right to indemnity (Art. 449 CC) . SBMA is
entitled to damages from the households (Art. 451 CC). However, these households
are entitled to reimbursement for the necessary expenses of preservation of the land
(Art. 452 CC).
It is clear based on the above discussions the rights and obligations of the parties that
will be involved in involuntary resettlement.
What will be the basis of valuation for indemnity?

Indemnity is defined as "that what is given to a person to prevent his suffering damage".
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(Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Third Edition) Hence, for a person not to suffer damage as a
result of being deprived of his property, he should receive just compensation . Just
compensation is defined as the full and fair equivalent of the property taken from its
owner. The measure is not the taker's gain, but the owner's loss. The word "just" is
used to intensify the meaning of the word "compensation" and to convey thereby the
idea that the equivalent to be rendered for the property to be taken shall be real,
substantial, full and ample (Association of Small Landowners in the Philippines, Inc. v.
Secretary of Agrarian Reform, 175 SCRA 343, July 14, 1989).
Market value is "that sum of money which a person desirous but not compelled to buy,
and an owner willing but not compelled to sell, would agree on as a price to be given
and received therefor." (National Power Corporation v. Chiong, supra, per Quisumbing,
J.; Estaban Jr. v. Vda . de Onorio, supra) .
Section 5 of RA 8974 provides that in determining just compensation, the court may
consider, among other well-established factors , the following relevant standards: xxx
(b) The develoJ)Tlental costs for improving the land; xxx (e) The reasonable
disturbance compensation for the removal and/or demolition of certain improvement on
the land and for the value of improvements thereon;
Replacement Cost -- Structures will be compensated at their replacement cost. For
houses and other structures, it is the market value of the materials to build a
replacement structure with an area and quality similar to or better than those of the
affected structure. The cost of transporting building materials to the construction site,
plus the cost of any labor and contractors' fees, plus the cost of any registration and
transfer taxes are also included in the replacement cost.
In determining the
replacement cost, depreciation of the asset and the value of salvage materials are not
taken into account, nor is the value of benefits to be derived from the project deducted
from the valuation of an affected asset.

Assessed Value - Compensation for trees and crops shall be based on the assessed
value based on the provincial assessor, municipal assessor, Department of Agriculture
and Department of Environment and Natural Resources, whichever is the highest
It should be noted the pre 2001 census settlers have the right of retention over the
structure, trees and standing crops until fully paid . The post 2001 census settlers lose
their structures, trees and standing cro~ without the right to indemnity.
Income Restoration -- Restoration of the incomes of all affected persons is one of the
key objectives of this resettlement policy. After resettlement, all of the affected persons
should have incomes, which are at least equivalent to their pre-project income levels.
What are the resettlement options of SBMA?

Based on the discussions, there are two types of encroachers in Sitio Agusuhin, the
234 households that settled in the area before 2001 census (pre-2001 census settlers)
and those that settled or will settle after the 2001 census (post 2001 census settlers) .
Pre-2001 Census Settlers -- As explained earlier, these are the 234 households who
have settled in Sitio Agusuhin before the 2001 census conducted in behalf of SBMA.
Under the Civil Code of the Philippines, they are entitled to the following ;
Indemnities:
-1
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1. Necessary expenses for the preservation of the land
2. Useful Expenses for the preservation of the land
3. Structures
4. Trees and crops
Based on Article 446, which was discussed earlier, there is a disputable assumption
that structures, plants and trees were made by SBMA unless contrary proofs are
presented. However, the residents claiming such structures , plants and trees may
present contrary proofs to defeat this disputabe presumption .
Disturbance Allowance - The concept of disturbance allowance is based on the
principle of compensating the lost income because of the eviction of a household up to
the time that they are relocated or has found a suitable place to settle. While the law
does not require it, equity and fairness dictate that a household should be compensated
for the lost income that it should have earned if not for the project, which intervened and
interrupted its normal and daily routine.
,,,

...... _

There are two components in computing the disturbance allowance. There will be a
fixed amount applicable for all pre 2001 census settlers while a graduated premium will
be given based on their length of stay in Agusuhin . Hence, the longer a pre 2001
census household resided in Agusuhin, the larger is his premium.
Relocation - Based on the FGDs conducted for the project, the following are the
characteristics that an acceptable relocaton site must possess:
1. Near or accessible to the proposed Hanjin project
2. Near or accessible to the sea (for their bancas)
3. Potable water;
4. Power and electricity and an adequate power distribution system ;
5. Sewerage facilities and an efficient and adequae solid waste disposal system; and
6. Access to primary roads and transportation facilities .
7. Provisions of basic services and facilities on health and education
Qualifications for Relocation - The qualifications that a household must possess and
who is listed in the census conducted in 2001 census are lifted from the Urban
Development and Housing Act (RA 7279).
1. Must be a Filipino citizen;
2. Must be an underprivileged and homeless citizen,
3. Must not own any real property whether in the urban or rural areas; and
4. Must not be a professional squatter or a member of squatting syndicates.
"Underprivileged and homeless citizens" refers to individuals or families resid ing in
Agusuhin whose income or combined household income falls within the poverty
threshold as defined by the National Economic and Development Authority and who do
not own other housing facilities aside from that located in Agusuhin .
"Professional squatters" refers to individuals or groups who occupy lands without the
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express consent of the landowner and who have sufficient income for legitimate
housing. The term shall also apply to persons who have previously been awarded
homelots or housing units by the Government but who sold, leased or transferred the
same to settle illegally in the same place or in another area .
"Squatting syndicates" refers to groups of persons engaged in the business of squatter
housing for profit or gain;
Post 2001 Census Settlers - These households entered forcibly or through stealth and
build houses knowing fully well that the land belongs to SBMA who have a policy
against encroachers. The recent migrants settled in the area knowing fully well of the
project and will try to be a part of the beneficiaries of resettlement that will take place in
the near future. There were reports in the community that certain unscrupulous
persons are collecting money ranging from 5,000 to 10,000 per household to build their
houses. There was also an alleged agreement that in cases that these newly
constructed houses will be give compensation, 50% of the proceeds will be paid to
these unscrupulous persons. These households are patently in bad faith because there
is a dishonest intention to take advantage of SBMA and/or the project proponent.
SBMA may demand the demolition of the work, or that the planting or sowing be
removed, in order to replace things in their former conditions at the expense of these
post June households who built, planted or sowed (Art. 450 CC) . These households
lose what is built, planted or sown without right to indemnity (Art. 449 CC). SBMA is
entitled to damages from the households (Art. 451 CC) . However, these households
are entitled to reimbursement for the necessary expenses of preservation of the land
(Art. 452 CC).
Impact
The project proponent needs an area of around 300 hectares to locate their project in
Sitio Agusuhin . The 2001 census in behalf of SBMA revealed that there were 234
households in the sitio. However, in the survey conducted by this study on the third
week of September 2005, the households grew to 355 households.
Based on the agreement between the proponent and SBMA, the latter would be
responsible for the issue on resettlement. However, this study would recommend the
following;
For the pre 2001 census settlers, they are entitled for indemnity for the necessary
expense, useful expenses, structures, trees and standing crops. In addition, they are
also entitled to disturbance allowanre and relocation (see discussions under legal
framework).
For the post 2001 census settlers, they are just entitled for necessary expenses for the
preservation of the land (Art.452 CC) . These households lose what is built, planted or
sown without right to indemnity (Art. 449 CC). SBMA may demand the demolition of the
work, or that the planting or sowing be removed, in order to replace things in their
former conditions at the expense of these post June households who built, planted or
sowed (Art. 450 CC). SBMA may sue for damages from the households (Art. 451 CC) .
Proposed Mitigating Measure
The proponenVSBMA will be guided by the following principles in determining the
compensation and monetary awards.
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Impact
Replacement Cost - Structures will be compensated at their replacement cost. For
houses and other structures, it is the market value of the materials to build a
replacement structure with an area and quality similar to or better than those of the
affected structure. The cost of transporting building materials to the construction site,
plus the cost of any labor and contractors' fees, plus the cost of any registration and
transfer taxes are also included in the replacement cost.
In determining the
replacement cost, depreciation of the asset and the value of salvage materials are not
taken into account, nor is the value of benefits to be derived from the project deducted
from the valuation of an affected asset.
Proposed Mitigating Measure
Assessed Value - Compensation for trees and crops shall be based on the assessed
value based on the provincial assessor, municipal assessor, Department of Agriculture
and Department of Envi10nment and Natural Resources, whichever is the highest
Impact
Presence or Increase · in the Number of New Entrants/Settlers in the Affected
Communities- During the collection of data in Sitio Agusuhin, it was observed that new
structures are being built in the area in anticipation of the payment of compensation of
the proponent or SBMA. There were unconfirmed reports that some groups are
collecting fees from persons who wish to put up new structures.
The proponent was assured by SBMA that the issue of resettlement will be handled by
SBMA. SBMA should monitor and control the influx of new migrants to the sitio by
mobilizing its security force to prevent additional migrants. If this is not sufficient
because of local political dynamics, SBMA should coordinate with the Philipphe
National Police (PNP) and get additional manpower to implement a moratorium of
migrants.
In addition to monitoring and controlling the influx of new migrants, an early
formulation and implementation of the RAP will curtail the influx of additional settlers
since the criteria, mechanisms, procedures , and other parameters for compensation
and relocation wruld have been identified in the RAP.
Resettlement Issues

There is a proposed lease agreement between SBMA and HHIC- Phil Inc. for the use
of the land in Sitio Agusuhin covering a 300-hectare area . Under the proposed lease
agreement, SBMA will undertake the resettlement of all affected residents in the area
and promises to hand over the project site to HHIC- Phil Inc. free from any human
habitation on or before March 31, 2006. The signing of the lease agreement is
scheduled on the last week of February. It is expected that the Presidents of the
Republics of the Philippines and Korea will attend the signing ceremonies to highlight
the importance of this project to the two countries. Presently, SBMA has been
negotiation with the affected households in Sitio Agusuhin on relocation and
compensation issues.
HHIC- Phil Inc. will be provide financial support for the relocation and compensation
for the affected residents in the proposed site. The financial resources needed to
----------~
se~ttle these issues will be coursed through SBMA. The financial resources are private
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in nature because they came from a private entity. SBMA as the legal institution to
undertake resettlement will negotiate and implement resettlement.
This arrangement is being undertaken to facilitate the negotiation with the affected
residents because as private money, the transactions will not be under the scrutiny of
the Commission on Audit. This will directly benefit the affected residents because they
will receive compensation over and above the government approved prices for
structures, trees and crops . In addition , it is not remote that the demands of some of
the affected residents will dramatically go up and become unreasonable if they knew
that HHIC- Phil Inc. is bankrolling the project.
For those residents who are desirous of being resettled, the resettlement will be
located outside of SBMA territory. The likely location of the site will be within the
municipality of Subic and the local government unit in cooperation with SBMA will
provide for the site and the required basic services.
Again, the project proponent HHIC- Phil Inc., will provide the financial support for the
resettlement site, basic services and replacement for the community structures such
as the schools, day care centers and religious centers. The LGU of Subic will be
greatly involved because they will be the receiving LGU for the relocatees.
It is expected that some misunderstandings will arise in the formulation and/or
implementation of the relocation action plan (RAP). In order to facilitate the smooth
implementation of the RAP, a massive information campaign should be undertaken by
SBMA on the basis of computation of compensation, the proposed relocation site and
all the mechanics of resettlement. This will ensure that the affected residents are fully
aware of the plan that will greatly affect their lives.
Presently, there is an on-going negotiation with the residents of Sitio Agusuhin. It is
obvious that there is a relocation action plan being formulated and/or implemented.
Based on reports from the field, there is an on-going information and education
campaign regarding the RAP. This should be printed in the vernacular and distributed
to the sitios. In addition, a general community meeting should be called to explain and
answer issues and concerns of the affected residents before actual relocation and
payment are undertaken.
SBMA should also create a grievance mechanism to address the concerns and issues
of the affected residents on resettlement issues. This is a social safety valve
mechanism to facilitate the resolution of issues and concerns connected with the
resettlement.
An ad-hoc committee should be established composed of
representatives of HHIC- Phil Inc., SBMA, LGU of Subic and Sitio Agusuhin . The
representative of Sitio Agusuhin may come from the Agusuhin Neighborhood
Association, the biggest community organization in the sitio.
In is very important that the Ecology Center will not be involved in these resettlement
issues because of the possibility of conflict of interest. Ecology Center is mandated to
process the ECC application of the proponent If the center will also be involved in the
resettlement issues, then it would be approving the relocation action plan that the
center itself has prepared and implemented. It would be very prudent for the
formulation and implementation of the relocation action plan to be undertaken by a
different entity or department of SBMA to preclude any suspicions of any irregularities.
It is also prudent and necessary to have a multipartite monitoring team to monitor and
evaluate the implementation of the relocation action plan to safeguard the interests of
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the affected households. The monitoring team should be headed by the Ecology
Center to ensure that plans and programs promised by the proponent, SBMA and
Subic will be fulfilled . The monitoring team should include representatives of the
different community organizations of Sitio Agusuhin .
4.2.2.2 Construction Phase

The construction phase will involve the movement and operation of construction
equipment and the preparation of the site for the erection of necessary equipment and
relevant structures. These activities are expected to affect the existing environment
within the primary impact zone. The following construction activities are predicted to
impact the environment:
►

Land clearing and grubbing

►

Earthworks
Grading
Excavation
Dredging
Reclaiming
Filling and Compaction

•
•
•
•
•
►

Construction of Facilities

Physical Environment

Topography
Earthmoving activities will alter the existing topography of the project area . Some of the
areas will either be excavated or filled to conform with the project design. This impact is
unavoidable and permanent.
Geology
Impact on the geology of the project site and the surrounding areas resulting from
excavation and dredging will require removal of the upper portion of the recent alluvial
and marine deposits. This impact is unavoidable and pemanent.
Excavated/dredged materials will be used as fill materials for the reclaimed areas.
Soils and Land Use
Earthworks (clearing, excavation and grading) in the will expose bare soil susceptible to
erosion during intense rainstorms. This impact would still be minimal and short term
because of the relatively existing flat terrain.
A phase-by-phase construction, which will be divided into three phases, will be
implemented to minimize the magnitude of erosion. Additional temporary erosion
control measures like siltation ponds, sediment traps and berms and re-routing of
surface run-off will alleviate this adverse impact
The proposed site is a part of the territory under the Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(SBMA). The proponent will have long term lease a 300-hectare land from SBMA. The
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portion of land to be occupied by the proponent is classified as an industrial area .
Presently, the land is being occupied by a number of households and farms including
some fishponds. However, these households have no legal rights over the property,
living in the area by mere toleration of SBMA.
SBMA do not derive any income from the area because there are neither agreements
nor leases between SBMA and the households. The construction of the ship building
facility will enhance the industrial development of the area and will result in the
substantial increase in local revenues of SBMA from lease payments and permits and
licenses.
The proponent shall promptly pay its lease payments and other permits and licenses to
SBMA to ensure adequate and timely financial resources for SBMA.

A portion of the 300-hectare area needed by the project is under the community-based
forestry management agreement between SBMA and the Agusuhin Community
Reforestation Association (ACRA) .
The proponent and/or SBMA shall assess the trees, crops and permanent
improvements and properly compensate the affected farms/persons based on a
reasonable valuation of the improvements.

A municipal ordinance No. 98-02 declared the areas of Binictican Point to Sampaloc
point as Subic Marine Sanctuary and Reservation Area . Municipal Ordinance No.
2000-07, which was signed by the mayor on February 10, 2005, extended the scope of
the sanctuary to include the "areas from Sitio Agusuhin, Nagyantok, Kinabuksan,
Nagbayukan, Nagl3torre to Binictican Point."
Section 2 of the ordinance provides that "any marine, and seashore or offshore activity
not related to the protection and conservation of the bay's ecosystem is deemed
unauthorized. Provided that the consultative process is undergone and/or local
government certifications including pertinent permits are secured ."
The proponent and/or SBMA shall conduct consultations with the local officials of Subic
and secure the necessary documents from the municipality

Hydrology
The project design would require the alteration of the natural drainage within the project
area. The Agusuhin River and the North Agusuhin Creek stream courses will have to
be modified to allow construction of the facilities.
Adequately designed channels based on anticipated flood events will be constructed to
contain and manage steamflows within the project area.

Hydrogeology and Water Resources
Abstraction of groundwater during construction could result to seawater intrusion
especially in areas nearer to the shore. Concreted surface would inhibit precipitation
from percolating through the alluvial deposits thereby reducing groundwaer recharge .
The project, which is divided into three phases, will span 10 years (2005 to 2015).
During this period, construction and operation of the shipbuilding facilities will occur
simultaneously between project phases. For domestic water needs, a consumption rate
-22
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of 140 liters per person is assumed.
demand of the proposed development.

Table 4-2 enumerates the anticipated water
3

Table 4 - 2. Updated Projected Water Demand (m /day)

Water
Usage

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

2005 to 2007

2008 to 2010

2011 to 2015

Total
(Phases 1 to 3)

Domestic

615

987

372

1,974

Industrial

1,065

1,713

648

3,426

Total

1,680

2,700

1,020

5,400

Source: HHIC- Phil Inc.

Seawater intrusion due to continued over abstraction of groundwater is almost
irreversible. It would be prudent for the proponent to consider surface water (Agusuhin
River and North Agusuhin Creek) to augment groundwater.

The Agusuhin catchment is practically devoid of trees which impedes surface runoff and
promotes groundwater infiltration. As part of its corporate responsibility in improving the
environment, the proponent in association with the SBMA and with the local
government could embark a watershed management plan to protect and enhance the
Agusuhin wa1Brshed.
The proponent would closely monitor groundwater quality to determine the extent (if
any) of sea water intrusion.

Water Quality
Land clearing and excavation - This activity could result in silted run-off from the
excavated areas. Since the project site experiences rainfall from June to September,
rivers and creeks in the surrounding area like Agusuhin River and North Agusuhin
Creek and eventually Subic Bay could be susceptible to siltation.
To prevent siltation of the rivers/creeks and the bay, provision of temporary drainage
canals with silt traps or basin will be done to intercept washed out soil particles
particularly in areas of excavation. Where natural depression is available, surface
runoff will be directed into it by a temporary ditch to allow settlement of suspended soils.

Oil and Grease spillage - Spillage and washings of oil and grease from heavy
construction equipment can produce thin film on the surface of water which can reduce
the rate of re-oxygenation of the river/creek and consequently affect the biological life in
water.
To minimize this potential impact, temporary containment canal around the perimeter of
the motor pool will be constructed. The run-off laden with oil spills will be directed to an
oil-water separator to remove oil from the water.

Reclamation and Dredging Activities - The Hanjin Shipbuik:ling Facility involves the
reclamation and dredging of a relatively large area in the vicinity of the former CGS
(Concrete Gravity Structure) casting basin . Dredging and reclamation wiff be done using
grab dredgers.

----

4-2
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Dredging and other construction works in water will cause re-suspension of sediments
and turbid water. Re-suspension of sediments in water leads to an increase in the level
of suspended solids (SS) and in the concentration of organic matter, possibly to toxic or
harmful levels. It also reduces sunlight penetration.
Reclamation has also potential adverse effects on the level of SS. This construction
activity involves a large volume of reclamation, the material for which will be taken
mainly from land excavation and dredging of sea bottom
The possible impacts of the required dredging and reclamation activities of the
shipbuilding project on the water quality conditions in the area were assessed . The
models implemented in the study are described below.
Coastal Oceanographc Model

To determine the dispersion of sediments from the project site in Subic Bay, the
temporal and spatial variations of currents and sea surface elevation are needed as
input. These can be determined using a coastal circulation model. The basis of the
circulation model used in this study is the modified circulation model of Koutitas (1988)
with some modifications introduced by the present author to fully describe the physical
processes affecting the coastal marine environment of interest. Including momentum
diffusion, the partial differential equations describing the non-linear, time-dependent
circulation of a nearly horizontal geophysical domain can be written as:
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where u and v are the depth-averaged current components in the x and y-axes
respectively, t is the time, ax and ay are wind stress-related variables, t; is the sea
surface elevation , f is the latitude-dependent Coriolis parameter, g is the gravitational
acceleration , Ts is the wind stress acting over the sea surface , p is the sea water
density, h is the total water depth (still water level h0 + s), and vh is the horizontal eddy
diffusion coefficient. The surface stress terms in Equations (1 -2) are generally
assumed as quadratic functions of the wind W measured at anemometer level with
components in the x and y -axes given by
Tsx

= PaCd W, W
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where Pa is the air density, cd is a drag coefficient and Wx,y are the wind components in
the x and y-axes, respectively.
The Coriolis parameter f is equal to 2 Q x sin ({} in which Q is the angular rotation rate of
the earth and </J is the latitude. The effect of the Coriolis force is generally weak in low
latitudes but nevertheless , it was included in this study since it is one of the physical
factors that can affect the current patterns in the study area .
It should be noted that Equations (1-3), while written in two-dimensional forms, can be
used to assess the three-dimensional structure of the horizontal flow velocities . It is
formulated by assuming that the current profile in the vertical is a quadratic function of
the water depth, i.e. u(z) = Ai2 + Bz + C, in which z is the vertical coordinate and A,B
and C are arbitrary constants to be derived. With appropriate boundary conditions,
Koutitas (1988) derived he solution for the horizontal current profile in the vertical to be:

(5)

where a represents the relative contribution of the wind stress at the surface and is
given by
i a= r_, h
n
pv

(6)

where JI is the eddy viscosity coefficient. The assumption for a constant value for J1 at
the surface has been retained as in Koutitas (1988) . The present circulation model is
generally quasi-three dimensional since currents at any depth can be estimated from
model calculations using Equation (5). A slight modification has been introduced in the
present model by assuming that the bottom friction is a quadratic function of the depthmean currents corrected with the surface stress terms and has components in the x and
y-axes given by
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where k is a bottom friction coefficient. This bottom friction formulation implies that
when the depth-mean currents are zero, bottom friction has a non-zero value and acts
in the direction of the surface shear. This formulation is more consistent with typical
morphologies of observed coastal currents where bottom shear never approaches zero .
The present circulation model based on Equations (1-3) is generally a modified form of
the momentum and mass continuity equations. It can be used , in conjunction with the
preceding equations, to describe the simultaneous evolution of the wind and the tidedriven circulation in the coastal zone by incorporating an appropriate tidal forcing at the
open boundary of the computational domain. A Fourier series describing the tidal
variation at the open boundary is described below. The numerical solution of the
momentum and mass continuity equations followed an explicit finite difference method
similar to Koutitas ( 1988) subject to the CFL criterion for computational stability. As far
as the CFL criterion is satisfied, the results of the numerical model are accurate as
validated from previous observations of currents and sea surface elevation in Subic
Bay.

-2
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•

Open Boundary Condition of the Circulation Model

Computational boundary conditions related to the entry of tides have to be specified in
the open boundary of the bay. This is to incorporate the action of tide to the general
wind-driven circulation described above. While tidal currents or tidal heights can be
both prescribed at the open boundaries, the specification of tidal elevation using a
suitable form of Fourier series has generally been used in a number of oceanographic
models with a reasonable degree of accuracy. The present model prescribes the
variation of the tidal level at the open boundary and incorporates the effect of the four
major tidal constituents' i.e. main lunar diurnal (0 1), the solitary lunar diurnal (K 1), the
main lunar semi-diurnal (M 2 ) and the main solar semi-diurnal (S2) . The truncated
Fourier equation describing the temporal variation of the tidal elevation at the open
boundaries is given by

where s(t) is the sea surface elevation due to the tide at the open boundary as a
function of time t, a's represent the amplitudes , m's are the frequencies, and p's are the
phases of each of the four tidal constituents. Using hourly tidal observations, the
amplitudes and phases of the tidal constituents were obtained.
Sediment Dispersion Model

Dispersion of suspended sediments in coastal regions is generally accomplished by the
combined action of wind and tide-driven currents. It is facilitated by two major physical
processes which include advection and diffusion. Advection is basically mechanical
transportation of pollutants by water currents . Currents tend to redistribute pollutants
within an ecosystem through advection . In this regard, the non-lineat interaction of wind
and tide-driven currents is of primary importance as they are responsible in the longdistance and long-term movement of the suspended sediments.
The general equation describing the dispersion of sediments in a two-dimensional
coastal environment of limited extent is generally represented by a partial differential
equation of the form

2

2
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where c is the depth-averaged sediment concentration in mg/L, u and v are the depthaveraged components of the currents obtained from the coastal circulation model, Kx
and Kr are dispersion coefficients along the x and y-axes respectively, S is the source
term and Ws is the settling velocity of the suspended sediments which can be assumed
constant. The source term is dependent on the dredging and reclamation activities
around the project site. The temporal and spatial variation of pollutant concentrations
as dictated by advection and diffusion processes can be determined quant~atively using
this equation .
The numerical solution of this equation was based on the PEERS 1 Pollution Model
PEERS-consultancy & Researcfi (peerscom@ya oo.com
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(PPM) developed by the author. This numerical technique is 4th order accurate in
space. The scheme itself is mass-conservative and can handle sharp concentration
gradients without the wiggle instability problem associated with many numerical
schemes . Therefore, there is no numerically-generated mass falsification of calculated
suspended sediment concentrations with the present dispersion model.
•

Open Boundary Condition of the Sediment Dispersion Model

The sediment transport model has one open boundary where pollutant concentrations
need to be determined or specified . This open boundary is located in the southward
portion of the bay. The sediment concentrations in the open sea boundary of the bay
can be determined using a uniform flux assumption, i.e .

(10)

where c is the sediment concentration at the boundary and n is the axis normal to the
boundary. In a number of applications, the pseudo-implicit form of the Orlanski
Radiation Condition as described in Rivera (1997) is superior to Eq. (10). It describes
the propagation of the sediment plume towards the open boundary without back
reflection inside the computational domain. The present model uses a combination of
boundary conditions for sediment dispersion towards the open sea .
Subic Bay Simulation Input Data

A primary input to the computational models was
Subic Bay. The most recent bathymetric map of
purpose. Every 250 m x 250 m, a depth value
computational grid. This was smoothed and the
Figure 3-18.

the depth distribution throughout
Subic Bay was dig~ized for this
is obtained at the middle of the
model bathymetry was shown in

Initial runs using the numerical models described above used as input the following
conditions:
Table 4 - 3. Input Data for the Oceanographic and Sediment Dispersion Simulation.
Input Parameter
Model Grid Distance
Time Interval for Circulation Model
Time Interval for Sediment Dispersion Model
Mean wind conditions (2 meteorological scenarios)
Tidal condition (amplitudes and phases of tidal constituents)
Maximum sediment concentration at source point
Sediment Diffusion coefficient (constant along x and y)
Settling velocity of suspended sediments

Values
250 m
5 seconds
1 minute
3 mis from NE and SW
Computed for 0 1 , K 1 , M2
and S2 tides
250 mg/L
2

1.0 m /s
0.72 m/hr

-2
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Mean meteorological wind conditions of 3 m/s from the northeast and 3 m/s from the
southwest are considered in the modeling study since these are observed to be the
dominant physical conditions affecting the Subic Bay area. It should be noted that some
parts of the Subic Bay area fall within Class SB waters of the Ecology Center of Subic
Bay Metropolitan Authority (SBMA) and the Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) and should satisfy the 30 mg/L as maximum TSS increase. These
include the protected areas of Grande Island, Triboa and llanin Bays. The sediment
dispersion simulation done in this study is therefore necessary to determine if these
protected areas will be vulnerable to water quality problems during the dredging
activities so that a mitigation measure could be set in place.
The use of a maximum sediment concentration of 250 mg/L is tantamount to assuming
a constant source term in the advection-diffusion equation. This is considered realistic
considering current engineering practices during dredging and reclamation where stateof-the-art dredger and machineries are employed.
The relative abundance of fine sand and silt particles with mean settling velocity of
about 0.72 m/hr was also used in the modeling study. This value implies that only the
fine materials with a relatively low settling rate would be transported away from the
project site. This normally occurs in the coastal environment whereby the coarse
particles settle quickly and only within short distances away from the project site. With
the weak transport capacity of currents in Subic Bay, this assumption is justified .
Sediment Impact due to the Project

The simulations conducted in this modeling study made use of mean climatological
conditions concerning winds and tides. The sediment dispersion model also used a
constant TSS concentration as a source function during the dredging and reclamation
activities.
While these construction activities may create a time-varying TSS
concentration, the use of a maximum and uniform concentration of about 250 mg/L,
gives a conservative estimate of the possible levels of suspended sediment
concentration that can be expected throughout the affected areas.
Assuming that there is no protection or mitigation measure (such as silt curtain) that
may contain the suspended sediments in the reclamation and dredging area, the model
was run using the results of the coastal oceanographic model described above. The
resulting spatial and temporal variations of the suspended sediment concentration are
shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.
•

Wet Season Sediment Dispersion

During the wet season, the sediment dispersion model predicts that the suspended
sediments would generally disperse throughout the northern portion of the project site
(Figure 4-2). The predicted TSS concentrations appear to be high only at the dredging
and reclamation site. The protected areas of Grande Island, Triboa and llanin Bays are
not affected at all by the suspended sediments from the project. This is due to the
considerable distance of these protected areas from the protected areas. It should be
noted that re-suspended sediments during the construction activities normally settle
within short distances around the project site.
While the tidal currents in the bay would oscillate back and forth, the influence of the
southwest monsoon winds facilitate the movement of the suspended sediments towards
the north .
-2
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•

Dry Season Sediment Dispersion

During the dry season, the plume of suspended sediments from the dredging and
reclamation sites is simulated to be similarly confined in a relatively small area . Figure
4-3 shows the model simulation result during the dry season (northeast monsoon
season) . However, sediments during this season appear to disperse towards the south
as shown in the figure . This is due to the prevailing wind direction during this season
which is from the north to northeast. In general, the water quality standard of 30 mg/L
TSS concentration would be situated just within the project site and does not cover a
large portion of Subic Bay.
The spatial extent and concentrations of TSS are
acceptable in a water quality management point of view since the major portion of the
bay and the protected areas of Grande Island, Triboa and llanin Bays are not affected
at all. Even Pequena Island is not threatened by the dredging activities during this
season. As shown in Figure 4-3, the project does not contribute at all to the sedimentinduced turbidity of the protected waters of Subic Bay and hence would not be expected
to impair the marine ecology of the protected areas.
Proposed Mitigating Measure

The coastal currents and the dispersion of suspendeq sediments in Subic Bay were
analyzed using state-of the-art computational modeling tools. Using realistic forcing
functions for wind and tide in the area, it was found that suspended sediments would
hardly affect the protected areas of the bay (e.g, Grande Island, Triboa and 1/anin
Bays) .
The proposed mitigating measure is silt curtain, the TSS levels would not exceed the
water quality standard in most parts of the bay. Protection of water quality requires,
therefore, the implementation of mitigation measure around the dredging and
reclamation sites during the construction stage. As an additional water quality
management option, the reclamation and dredging activities may not be carried out 24
hours a day so that TSS levels would remain acceptable in the areas concerned. A
work gap would allow the settling of suspended sediment particles and would result to
lower TSS concentrations.
This mechanism, combined with natural dilution and
dispersion of the suspended sediments would result to TSS concentrations which are
considerably lower than those predicted by the model wlhout mitigation measure.
On the other hand, without mitigation measure such as silt curtain, the water quality
standard of 30 mg/L is exceeded only in a very small localized area where the dredging
and reclamation activities occur.

ul
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Figure 4 - 2. Predicted Increase in TSS (mg/L) During Construction Activities (Wet Season).
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Figure 4 - 3. Predicted Increase in TSS (mg/L) During Construction Activities (Dry Season)
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Solid and Domestic Wastes
Generation of Solid Waste - Construction activities are expected to generate minimal
amount of construction spoils and waste. These will include excavated soils, form
lumber, empty cement bags, empty containers, wooden pallets, domestic spoils from
the workers' camp and others .
Mitigating measures include:

1. All waste shall be disposed at the SBMA landfill. No waste landfill shall be
established within the construction site. Sufficient waste receptacles shall be
properly marked and placed at all work areas.

2. No disposal of construction debris shall be undertaken without securing a Waste
Transport Permit from the Freeport Service Corporation.

3. Open burning of any waste shall be strictly prohibited at any time.
4. Solid and liquid waste form marine vessels shall be collected for on shore disposal.
Ballast water shall not be discharged in the port.

,,---,

5. All land spoils shall be used for backfill for the void areas created due to putting of
piles to meet the designed elevation.
6. If ever there shall be excess land spoils a spoils disposal area shall be designated.
The land spoils shall be compacted and appropriate/}' designed and situated to
ensure minimal impact to the waterways, marine ecosystem and its surrounding
environment The area shall be established and operated during the construction
and signs and posters shall be posted for identification. The area shall be
rehabilitated and planted with endemic plant species after its use.

7. All sub-contractors and employees of the project will be required to comply with the
project's Ecological Waste Management Program and RA 6969 for hazardous
wastes.
Air Pollution from Construction Equip:nent
Air emissions from various diesel and gas powered construction equipment and
generator set will slightly increase the local ground level concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide and carbon monoxide around the areas where these equipments are operating .

The resulting air quality is not expected to significantly deteriorate since construction
equipment are not regarded as major air pollution sources and they are not of sufficient
number to impact ambient air quality. However, Hanjin will monitor the ambient air
quality and the maintenance of equipment.
Dust Generation
Construction activities are sources of dust emissions that may have significant but
temporary impact on local air quality. It is expected that the ambient level of total
suspended particulate (TSP) will increase around the construction site during site
preparation that involves the use of earthmoving equipment. The amount of dust
generated by construction activities is generally and positively correlated with the silt
content of the soils and the wind speed and negatively correlated w~h the soils moisture
content. A large portion of the increase will result from equipment traffic over temporary
roads at the construction site . This problem will be particularly true during the dry
season, which last from November to April. Frequent rains during the rest of the year
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will moderate the generation of dust.

Because of the short-term nature of construction activities, wet suppression will be
employed as a dust control measure at the construction site. Water from the nearby
waterbody could be tapped as a potential water source.
Noise Generation
The operation of heavy construction equipment will add to the ambient noise level at the
project site. The elevated noise levels will impact the surrounding area. The elevated
noise level near the project site is considered adverse but this will be temporary and
intermittent. This impact however, is considered insignificant as the nearest residential
area will be the worker's dormitory.
The expected noise levels from typical construction equipment, which will be used
during construction, are shown in Table 4-4.
A conventional impact pile driver emits
the loudest noise among the construction equipment listed in the table. This equipment
may be used in foundation works for the boiler house. Pile driving will be intermittent
and will not be conducted during nighttime.

Table 4 - 4. Typical Noise Levels from Construction Equipment (no attenuation).
Predicted noise levels at
various distances, dB (A
120 m
60m

Typical sound
pressure levels,
dB (A) at 15 m

30m

Compressor

75- 86

69-80

57-68

57-68

51 -62

Backhoe

71 - 92

65- 86

53- 74

53- 74

47-68

Compactor

72- 74

66-68

54-56

54- 56

48-50

Concrete mixer

75-85

69- 79

57-67

57-67

51 -61

Concrete pump

80-82

74 - 76

62-64

62-64

56-58

Crane

76- 85

70- 79

58-67

58- 67

52-61

Front loader

72 - 81

66- 75

54-63

54-63

48-57

Generator

72- 82

66- 76

54-64

54-64

45-58

Grader

80-92

74- 86

62- 74

62- 74

56 - 68

Equipment

240 m

Jackhammer

81 - 96

75- 90

63-78

63- 78

57- 72

Pile driver ( impact )

96 - 102

90-96

78-84

78 - 84

72-78

Pump

69- 71

63-65

51 - 53

51 - 53

45-47

Tractor

78- 94

72-88

60-76

60- 76

54 - 70

Truck

83-93

77 -87

65- 75

65- 75

59-69

68- 81

62 - 75

50-63

50-63

45-57

Vibrator
Source: Canter, 1977

Distance and sound absorbers such as vegetation along the noise path easily attenuate
noise so that its nuisance effect is considered minimal. The use of board fence around
the construction site as noise buffers will further mitigate adverse noise impacts.
Excessive noise construction activities will be confined to daytime hours when
practicable. Workers exposed to excessive noise will be provided with personal
protection equipment (PPE).
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Biological Environment

Terrestrial Ecology
Temporary impacts are likely to unavoidably occur during the construction period; these
are expected to be short in duration. Typical of such impacts is the removal of
vegetation cover, while long-term impacts will include changes in land use and the
landscape, and on a more enduring level the operational phase of the project. Existing
flora are relatively common to the area, with the observed fauna comprising mostly of
transient birds that could easily transfer to less disturbed areas in SBFZ (i.e. Mt.
Redondo) . Properly managed, these long-term impacts would generally prove to be
beneficial to the environment and the local community.
•

Flora

The removal of vegetative cover resulting in erosion and siltation of nearby waterways.
The mitigating measures are:

1.

Re~/andscaping of vacant grounds inside the shipyard facilities. Use of indigenous
plant and fast growing I fruit-bearing tree species.

2. Adoption of a catchment I basin approach (watershed management) in
rehabilitation of disturbed I degraded areas thru reforestation and erosion control.
•

Fauna

The displacement of resident fauna. However, it should be noted that there were no
critical wildlife species living in transects examined .

Planting of indigenous and fruit-bearing plant species in vacant spaces and along
waterways I rivers is recommended.
Aquatic Ecology
This section provides an assessment of the probable impacts of the proposed
shipbuilding facility on the freshwater· and marine environment and their aquatic
communities such as the plankton, soft bottom benthos, corals, reef fish, artificial reefs,
fisheries and fish cages. Two scenarios were presented : impacts related to existing
non-project activities (i.e., without the project) and impacts and mitigation related to site
construction and operation (i.e ., with the project) .
From the design of the project facilities at the project area, certain activities will be more
important than other in relation to their effects on the environment. Those related to the
land clearing and excavation and dredging and reclamation activities are expected to
have the more significant and direct impacts on the coastal marine environment within ·
the project area and immediate vicinity. These will be emphasized in this section. The
extent of these impacts is dependent largely upon the intensity and duration of the
activity and siting of structures relative to the available living coastal marine resources
and associated communities .
Land Clearing and Excavation - Siltation and turbidity may occur from land clearing and
excavation activities and movements of large volumes of soil unless properly controlled.
Sediments introduced by runoff could be carried into the sea and affect the marine
- - - - - - - - - - -bommunities along its path. It is possible that the reeruitment and survival of fish an• - - - - - 4-3
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other marine organisms in the nearshore area can be adversely affected by siltation
and high turbidity. High deposition of silt may also smother fish eggs and other benthic
organisms, diminish food source as a result of the reduction in the availability of light for
plant photosynthesis, and destroy habitats including coral reefs. When suspended loads
or concentrations become higher than 100 mg/I, they are considered fatal to benthic
organisms such as corals (Te, 1992). However, some species of Pacific corals (e .g.,
some species of Acropora, Porites, Psammocora, Montipora, Favia, Favites,
Leptastrea, Lobophylia and Fungia) can withstand episodes of heavy sedimentation
(Maragos, 1993) but during heavy sedimentation rates, they exhibit high mortality and
low productivity.
These impacts on the co~ al-and arine environment are temporary and can be
mitigated by first installing(~heet piles rior to land clearing and excavation. Installation
of silt traps along the drai
e ways, draillage ditches and settling ponds or catch
basins around the construction area to minimize the discharge of silt-laden runoff in
water bodies wi8 also be implemented'to mitigate and minimize _impacts.

Dredging and Reclamation - The major impact of construction on plankton would be the
expected increase in turbidity created by the re-suspension of sediments during
dredging operations. Turbidity would tend to limit light penetration in the water column
that is essential in photosynthesis, a vital process in primary production . Increased
turbidity would also lead to the irritation and clogging of gills of pelagic fish larvae and
juveniles that could lead to their eventual smothering (Hirsch et al., 1978). This adverse
condition would slightly increase in mortality rates among pelagic fish larvae/juveniles
including planktonic organisms. Being planktonic, fry or juvenile cannot avoid turbidity
impacts because of their inability to swim against currents . However, these impacts,
while significant, are localized and temporary. Turbidity is expected to decrease to
normal levels immediately following the completion of dredging operaions.
One of the significant impacts of the proposed shipbuilding facility project concerns the
benthic communities of the dredging and reclamation areas. The dredging and
reclamation activities will not only disturb the existing benthic fauna but will entail a
complete smothering of all benthic organisms present in the dredging and reclamation
area. There is no known remedy for this impact as the reclamation, which is deemed
very important will be permanent in the area. However, benthic organsms can easily recolonize in undisturbed and unreclaimed areas. Benthic re-colonization should be quite
rapid and occur within a few months after construction . Complete recovery could be
attained within a year or two.
Dredging and reclamation are not expected to pose of any significant impact to the
coral patch reef and artificial reef structures because of their distance from the dredging
area (approximately 300 and 650 meters away from the shoreline, respectively).
Considering that the nearby patch reef is in poor coral cover condition (i.e., 20%) and
the artificial reefs are located further offshore at depths of 30-33 meters, dredging will
not likely result to significant adverse impacts on these reef resources .
Dredging spoils will be deposited in the proposed reclamation area as fill material.
Therefore, the impact' of dredging is considered negligible besides its being temporary
in nature. There will not be a significanUnoticeable impact on the marine food chain .
Removal of patches of seagrass primarily of the species Enhalus acoroides and
associated benthic communities with the substrate located north of the former CGS
casting basin (or near the mouth of Agusuhin North Creek) is expected as a
consequence of dredging operation , and therefoie cannot be mitigated.
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The impacts of dredging and reclamation works on mobile organisms such as fish
would be localized, temporary and minimal because. of the inherent ability of these
organisms to avoid disturbance. Increased suspended sediment levels and turbidity
generated by construction activities would cause adult fish Jn the project site to migrate
to other areas . However, smaller species unable to migrate and chronically exposed to
high turbidity may suffocate as their gills become clogged with sediments. This impact
is expected to occur within a radius of 1 km from the construction site.
Construction of the proposed shipbuilding facility is not likely to impact marine turtles
due to their presumed absence of nesting sites from the proposed project site . Of
particular concern would be potential loss of seagrass foraging area (feeding grounds)
of the green turtle (Ch . mydas) resulting from dredging and reclamation activities in the
nearshore seagrass habitat near the mouth of Agusuhin North Creek (south of
Petambu Point) .
Other impact associated with dredging and reclamation operations that relate to
disturbance to nearshore fisheries activities is expected . A required safety exclusion
zone along the dredging and reclamation area is recommended; that is, 0.5 to 1.0 km .
Construction activities are not expected to affect fish cage operations in Subic Bay
because of their distance. However, the nearest fish cage in operation is located near
Mahumaling Point (approximately 1.5 km north of project area) . All th_
e rest are located
approximately 3 kms north of project area, along Barangay Cawag Proper.
Geotextile silt curtains should be used during the construction period to reduce turbidity
and there.fore, impact on adjacent marine benthic communities.
The selection of the reclamation site can be considered a mitigating measure in itself
The nearshore area intended for reclamation is largely sandy area where corals and
seagrass beds are absent. The closest known coral patch reefs are located in
Nagyantok (located approximately 1.5 km south of reclamation area), with an average
coral cover of only 5%, categorized as very poor condition. Coral reefs with excellent
coral condition (over 90% live coral cover) are found southwest of the Grande Island
only (located approximately 4. 5 kms. southeast of project area). Construction works will
not impact these habitats.
Socio-Economic Environment
Income Restoration
Restoration of the incomes of all affected persons is one of the key objectives of this
resettlement policy. After resettlement, all of the affected persons should have
incomes, which are at least equivalent to their pre-project income levels.
The proponent/SBMA shall prepare a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) in coordination
with various stakeholders, specifically with the municipally of Subic.
Generation of Employment and Livelihood Opportunities
The proposed development will require workers and personnel for its construction .
Skills such as engineers, office personnel, trailer drivers, heavy equipment operators,
electricians, utility workers and laborers will be required during the construction phase.
Construction for phases 1 and 2 will require 500 workers while three hundred workers

-----------
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will be needed in phase 3.

As part of the Contractor's Environmental Program, the proponent shall require its
contractors to give priority to local qualified applicants from the impacted barangay of
Ca wag and the rest of the other barangays in Subic. Special priority should be given to
households who would be resettled because of the project.
The proponent shall establish a Community Relations Office with the proper staffing
and budget The main responsibility of this office is to establish, develop and maintain
close rapport with the resettled community, adjoining sitios, barangay and the
municipality. This office will act as liaison for the proponent with rest of the world on
social concerns.
Livelihood opportunities in support of the project construction will be created
independent of the ship building project. Requirements of the employees and the
proponent such as supply of basic commodities, eateries, tailoring, laundry services,
and personal grooming services will developed by the residents because of the
increase demands. Residents engaged in these activities are expected to improve their
standard of living because of additional income to their families .

This impact is positive, hence, no mitigation is required.
Increase Commercial Activities in the Impact Area
There will be more money in circulation because of the salaries and other benefits of
the workers and the support service establishments, which will in turn , generate further
economic activities.
Residents will improve their living facilities and would be
encouraged to buy clothes, appliances and beauty products. When not available in the
barangay, initially the residents will buy in the Poblacion . However, enterprising
businesspersons will start to transport such goods to the project site. Hence, additional
demand for transportation will be developed and filled up by the residents of the
municipality. Some residents may buy jeepneys or trucks to satisfy this transport
demand . Commercial activities will increase because of greater demand of the
residents for goods and services.
Migrants will be attracted to the employment and livelihood opportunities created by the
project and would be desirous to participate and earn income. The influx of migrants
will create additional demands not only for basic commodities and services but also for
housing facilities .
Landowners may construct additional housing facilities to
accommodate these migrants and in effect earn more income. Overall, the increase
commercial activities in the area will benefits the residents by providing them additional
income for their families .

The proponent shall prioriuze the focal construction suppliers to enhance the
commercial activities in the municipality provided that their prices are competitive. This
will give the local businessmen opportunities to increase their volume of safes and
expand.
Additional Income and Benefits to the Local Government Units
Indirectly, the LGUs (barangays, municipality and province) will also increase their
yearly revenue because of the corresponding increase in commercial activities in their
respective jurisdictions. Additional revenues from the licenses and permits unit will be
realized because of the establishment of new businesses in the area . It is also
4-3
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expected that new construction and occupation permits will be issued because of the
anticipated development in the neighboring barangays .
The proponent shall prioritize the local construction suppliers to enhance the
commercial activities in the municipality provided that their prices are competitive. This
will give the local businessmen opportunities to increase their volume of sales and
expand.
Health and Sanitation
In laying the foundation of the ship building facility, excavation and earth moving will be
done in the site. It is very possible that dust particles, possible accidents resulting from
passing of supply barges and ships during construction, and air emissions by trucks
and heavy equipment during the construction phase will pose health hazards. The
incidences of respiratory diseases and allergies may increase to the residents in the
neighboring areas.

A water sprinkling system will be adopted in excavation areas to minimize the
generation of air borne dust particles in going into the neighboring areas. The
construction workers should have adequate protection devices to minimize inhalation of
dust particles and fumes. The contractors through the MOA shall be compelled to
maintain their heavy equipment and vehicles in top condition. Drivers must practice
defensive driving.
The demand for water supply and access to sanitation and waste disposal facilities will
increase because of the presence of workers and personnel during construction phase .

Adequate water supply, sanitation and waste disposal facilities shall be included in the
Contractor's Environmental Program as a prerequisite to the award of a construction
contract. In tum, the contractors and project proponent shall ensure that the rules and
regulations regarding smitation and waste disposal shall be strictly implemented.
During construction phase, the workers will generate solid waste from their personal
and construction activities.

The contractors shall implement an ecological solid waste management program during
construction phase and shall coordinate with SBMA for the disposition of residual
waste.

Lifestyle and Culture
The residents of Sitio Agusuhin are largely migrants who settled in the area to earn ,
first from the operation of the Subic Naval Base and secondly from the SPEX project.
Barangay Cawag is classified as rural and the project is not expected to alter the
lifestyle of the residents in the area.
There are three Ayta families in Sitio Agusuhin. It was reported that these are
displaced families of the Mount Pinatubo eruption . They have been in the area for
more that 10 years and have be acculturated by the residents. Their traditional
lifestyles have been diminished by the constant influences of non-indigenous culture of
the lowlanders.
It is submitted that because of this constant exposure to non-indigenous cultures, they
- - - - - - - - - - ~h~ave be acculturated by the cultures of the lowlanders. As such, they have been
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treated as non-indigenous in this study like the major ethnic groups in the country.
There is no known archaeological site in the proposed project site.
No mitigation is required.

Archaeology (Shipwreck)
No impacts are expected to result from construction activities since there will be no
more dredging (deepening) work will be performed in the immediate vicinity of the
former CGS casting basin where the shipwreck with developing marine life is located
offshore about 100 meters from the mouth of the casting basin at 20-21 meter depth.
4.2.2.3 Operation Phase

The operational phase is the actual shipbuildng activities as follows:
►

►

Phase 1 (2006-2007)
•

Fabrication of Hatch Cover (30,000 ton/year)

•

Preparation for Construction of Full Container Ship

Phase 2 (2008-2009)
•

Construction of Full Container Ship (3400 TEU)
(2010-2010)

►

•

Construction of Full Container Ship (3400-51 00TEU)

•

Construction of Panamax and Bulk Container (95K)

Phase 3 (2011-2013)
•

Construction of Cape Size Bulk Container (170K) and Aframax Tanker (115K)

•

Construction of Very Large Crude Carrier Shipbuilding (24 ships,year)
(2014-2015)

•

Construction of LNG Carrier ( 150K)

•

Construction of LNG Carrier Full Container (8100TEU)

•

Construction of Very Large Crude Container (300K)
Physical Environment

Topography, Geology and Land Use
No impacts on Topography, Geology and Land Use are likely to occur during the
operation phase. On the other hand, natural hazards can impact on the project. A
geohazard risk assessment in relation to the project is presented in Section Three.
Soils
Wastes produced from shipbuilding processes (e.g. sandblasting), if left unattended on
the ground, could contaminate the soil. This can be avoided through a sound solid
- -waste management practice that the proponent will strictly implement.
-3
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In the sandblasting operation, HHIC- Phil Inc. project uses iron pellets, sand, copper
granules. These sandblasting materials are continuously re-used during the sand
blasting
operation.
These
materials
are
collected
in
an
enclosed
mechanized/automated container and re-used in the operation . The spent blasting
materials, which can still be used for small shipbuilding operations and other purposes
are stored in the Central Waste Recovery Area for disposal. HHIC- Phil Inc. project will
explore a Waste Exchange Program with other industries, which uses these waste
materials in their operation such as small shi builders, steel industry, cement
manufacture, etc.
Hydrology
Impacts on surface water during the operation phase are not likely to occur. Necessary
mitigating measures such as bank protection, stormwater drainage and diversion canals
have been in place during the construction phase.
Hydrogeology and Water Resources
Since the operation phase will be simultaneous with the construction phase, the same
water demand presented during the construction phase will apply except for a slight
reduction in domestic water requirement after the end of Phase 3 construction phase.
At the completion of Phase 3, the operation of the facility will require 372 m3/day
domestic water and 1,020 m3 /day industrial water.

It is planned that a water utility agency will provide the water requirements during this
phase.
The proponent in association with the SBMA and with the local government would
continue to implement a water conservation program and the watershed management
program to protect and enhance the Agusuhin watershed.
The proponent would closely monitor groundwater quality to determine the extent (if
any) of sea water intrusion.
Solid Waste
Generation of Solid Waste - Operation activities are expected to generate minimal
amount of domestic, office and industrial waste.
Mitigating measures include:

1. All waste shall be disposed at the SBMA landfill. No waste landfill shall be
established within the construction site. Sufficient waste receptacles shall be
properly marked and placed at all work areas.
2. No disposal of construction debris shall be undertaken without securing a Waste
Transport Permit from the Freeport Service Corporation.
3. Open burning of any waste shall be strictly prohibited at any time.
4. Solid and liquid waste form marine vessels shall be collected for on shore disposal.
Ballast water shall not be discharged in the port.
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5. All sub-contractors and employees of the project will be required to comply with the
projecfs Ecological Waste Management Program and RA 6969 for hazardous
wastes.
Water Quality
Possible degradation of nearby surface water from surface run-offs (i.e. stormwater)
that may contain chemicals from pesticides or herbicides from landscaping activities.
Only approved organic chemicals will be used and to ensure that the water discharged
to the waterbodies are non-degrading, a wastewater treatment plant will be installed.
HHIC- Phil Inc. project shall comply with RA 6969 "Hazardous Substance and Toxic
and Nuclear Wastes Act' and its implementing Rules and Regulations. It will ensure
that toxic and hazardous wastes will not leached in the ground and the surrounding
environment by implementing appropriate mitigation measures and contingency plan.
The spenf/1.,vaste paints, which are the source of toxic and hazaldous wastes in the
painting activities, are sprayed efficiently through mechanized/automated sprayers
ensures minimal wastes. The residual wastes are collected in a close container.
As part of HHIC- Phil Inc. Waste Management Program, it will require all paint suppliers
will be required to retrieve back all paint wastes including containers, spent paints, etc.
and shall be disposed according to RA 6969 and its Implementing Rules and
Regulations.
Nonetheless, HHIC- Phil Inc. shall implement its Waste Management Program where
the residual paint and all other hazardous and toxic wastes will be stored in the Central
Waste Storage Area (CWSA) for disposal. The CWSA is fined with impermeable
membrane and provided with appropriate/.; designed bund walls for any potential spill.
An Emergency Response Program will also be in place in case of any emergency or
accidents. Accredited transporters and treatment facilities shall collect the hazardous
wastes and shall all comply with all the requirements of RA 6969 and its implementing
rules and regulations.

Air Pollution from Generators
Air emissions from the generator set will slightly increase the local ground level
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide around the areas where these
equipments are operating.
The resulting air quality is not expected to significantly deteriorate and Hanjin will
monitor the ambient air quality on a regular basis.

Noise Generation
The operation of heavy equipment will add to the ambient noise level at the project site.
The elevated noise levels will impact the surrounding area. The elevated noise level
near the project site is considered adverse but this will be temporary and intermittent.
This impact however, is considered insignificant as the nearest residential area will be
the worker's dormitory.
___________D_is_t_
an
_c_e_ a_n_d_ s_o_und absorbers such as vegetation along the noise path easily
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attenuate noise so that is nuisance effect is considered minimal.

Biological Environment
Terrestrial Ecology

• Flora
During operational phase, the lifespan of the shipping will be threatened by siltation and
sedimentation of the Agusuhin River and its tributaries. Accelerated soil erosion is very
obvious in the site since the upper catchment areas are almost devoid of tree
vegetation.

As a mitigating measure, in addition to structural river taming, it is recommended that a
sound watershed managemert of Agusuhin Rwer Basin be employed to reduce erosion
and siltation as well as to promote additional sources of income to the impacted
communities Planting of arboreal trees through reforestation is necessary to hold the
soil. However, owing to the very hostile nature of a /ateritic soil, strict observance of the
procedures/strategies in restoring degraded habitatsis necessary.
• Fauna
During the operational phase, wildlife maybe attracted to come back to the developed
area upon establishment of the new landscape and structures. For wildlife that can not
adapt to the busy environment of the shipyard facilities, these species would prefer to
settle on the outlying brushland and forest cover of Mt. Redondo.

No preferred mitigating measure is required.
Aquatic Ecology
Normal operation of the shipbuilding project is not expected to pose a treat to the
nearby patch reef and associated reef fishes. The diversity of marine organisms along
the project site is expected to increase. The presence of hard substrate
(revetments/armor rocks and quay wall) would tend to attract reef fishes . These
structures will enhance the marine habitat of the area . These structures could, in fact,
act as artificial hard substrates that could attract colonization by highly diverse marine
life and provide shelter to a number of organisms. These structures will generally
provide beneficial impacts to reef-associated fishes and invertebrates.

The employment that will be generated by the proposed project is a positive impact.
This reduces pressure on fishery and other coastal related activities. This will provide
substantial recovery and regeneration of resources.
The effects of chemicals wastes such as residual paints, thinner, solvent and liquid
wastes to be generated by the project on the marine biological resources (corals,
plankton, benthos, seagrass, other aquatic flora fauna, and fisheries) of the area are
expected to be negligible. Nonetheless, HHIC- Phil Inc. shall comply with all the
policies, rules an regu ations concerning discharges of liquid wastes from its
operation. Liquid wastes generated within the project site shall be treated in Waste
Water Treatment Facility. HHIC- Phil Inc. shall also implement its Wastes Management
Program where the residual paints and all other hazardous and toxic wastes will be
stored in the Central Waste Storage Area for disposal. Moreover, periodic monitoring
of the water quality around the project site shall be conducted to describe
concentrations and distribution of potential pollutants at the surface, and in coastal
sediment and biota, and to verify trends.

-------------
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No impact of chemical wastes on mangrove is not expected since the small patch of
mangrove area within the proposed project site will be cleared. Existing mangrove
stand has no nominal terrestrial value. No mitigation required.
Social-Economic Environment

Population/Settlement/Migration
There will be no significant impact on the social demography of the area if the
employees to be hired would come from the local communities. However, increase
economic activities in the area will attract migrants who are seeking better employment
and livelihood opportunities.
Informal settlements may develop along riverbanks, sidewalks and vacant areas
because of increase in livelihood opportunities in the area. The demand for basic
services will increase and the financial resources of the SBMA/municipality will be
strained to meet these additional demands. These areas may have unsanitary
conditions because of the lack of adequate sanitation facilities .
The LGUISBMA shall strictly enforce the land use plan.
In addition, the barangay
captains and SBMA forest rangers shall monitor the arrival of these informal settlers
and prevent the entry of these informal settlers to their respective jurisdictions.
EmploymentA...ivelihood
The primary positive effect of the project as pointed out in the survey is the generation
of employment and livelihood opportunities. Residents are expecting that their families
and other relatives will be able to work in the ship building facility. Other residents
expressed their hopes that some kind of business may be derived from the plant
operations. Failure of the proponent to adequately address the high expectations of the
residents regarding employment and livelihood will have serious repercussions in its
relations with the communities .

_,,.-

....

Priority shall be given to qualified residents of Subic, especially to the resettled
households for employment in operation of the plant. This hiring policy will minimize
the influx of migrants who would exert tremendous financial pressures on the delivery
of basic services by the host municipality. The community relations office will
coordinate with the applicants and pre-screen them before endorsing to human
resources department.
There are skills required by the project, which may not be available locally. Hence,
migrants would be needed by the project. However, this should be a last resort, after
the proponent has extensively exhausted all means to locate qualified residents.
Supplies needed by the shipbuilding facility such as uniforms and food may be sourced
locally through peoples' organizations or cooperatives. These outsourcing schemes will
directly benefit households in the host and nearby barangays.
There is apprehension that women will not have a fair chance of getting a decent
employment considering the traditional biases against women. Flesh trade and
prostitution may proliferate.

___________
S_k_
ill_s_t_
ra_in_,~
·ng_ and orientation for women shall be im lemented for them to be more
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equipped and qualified in facing development and engaging in productive economic
activities.
The proponent will implement a livelihood program after proper consultations (planning
workshop) with the resettled households as provided for in the Social Development
Plan. The proponent in coordinafjon with the Ecology Center of SBMA shall provide the
proper training and start up funds to jump-start these livelihood programs.

Additional Revenues b the Local Goverrment Unit
The BCDA Law provides that in lieu of paying local and national taxes, three percent
(3%) of the gross income earned by the proponent shall be remitted to the National
Government, one percent ( 1%) each to the local government units affected by the
declaration of the zone in proportion to their population area, and other factors . In
addition, the proponent shall pay a development fund of one percent (1%) of the gross
income to utilize for the Municipality of Subic, and other municipalities contiguous to be
base areas. This additional revenue may be appropriated to improve the delivery of
basic services such as education, health , road maintenance, water supply and police
services.
As an enhancement measure, the proponent shall pay its taxes in time to enable the
municipality to deliver the basic needs of the residents also in time.

Increase of Migrant Workers in the Area
During the operational phase, it is expected that local workers will be insufficient to
address the huge manpower requirements of the project. Hence, migrants are
expected to flock and live in the adjacent area to take advantage of the employment
and livelihood opportunities .
Based on consultations with SBMA, there is a policy that resettlement or the
establishment of unauthorized new structures will not be permitted within is territorial
jurisdiction. SBMA should monitor and control the influx of new migrants to the sitio
by mobilizing its security force to prevent additional migrants. If this is not sufficient
because of local political dynamics, SBMA should coordinate with the Philipph e
National Police (PNP) and get additional manpower to implement a moratorium of
migrants.
The proponent shall provide adequate living facilities for its key personnel and
permanent workers as part of the project. However, the large number of workers
required by the project would not be accommodated in these facifjfjes. Market forces
would inteNene and landowners in the Subic outside of SBMA will be encouraged to
put up boarding houses and dormitories b satisfy the housing demand.
It is however vital that the development of additional housing facilities would respect
the ownership of private and public lands. The municipality of Subic is tasked by law
to monitor and prevent the influx of illegal settlers into its jurisdiction. In its exercise of
its legal mandate, Subic should strictly prevent the proliferation of illegal structures in
its jurisdiction.

Air and noise pollution is the primary health concern of the nearby residents and
other stakeholders because of the proposed assembling activities especially on the

------------
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cutting of sheets, welding and painting.

The proponent shall ensure that the anti-pollution technology and devices are
functioning at all times.
The proponent shall continue monitoring the health condiuons of the local
communities and contribute to the improvement of health services and facilities .
Periodic medical missions with free medicines shall continue to be provided by the
proponent.
The proponent shall also plant trees and shrubs especially along the boundary of the
ship building facility. This will create a buffer zone to disperse the noise that will be
generated by the plant operation.
4.2.2.4

Abandonment Phase

In the unlikely event of abandonment, all removable structures will be dismantled and removed
from the site to appropriate disposal sites. Materials/equipment can also be sold to prospective
buyers. An abandonment plan detailing the proponent's closure activities will be submitted to
the SBMA and oher concerned agencies.

4.3 RESIDUAL AND UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS
In the implementation of the project, there will be impacts on the environment that are
unavoidable. This is precisely the reason why mitigating measures are performed at different
project stages to alleviate, if not, totally control these impacts.

4.3.1

UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS ON LAND

► Modification of the terrain will occur due to grading and landscaping
► Soil erosion will occur to some extent during the construction phase
► Patches of natural vegetation will be removed during earthmoving activities
► Minor disturbance ci existing fauna will occur
► Solid waste and wastewater will be generated during the construction and operation

,- '

phases

4.3.2

4.3.3

UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS ON WATER
►

The project will require significant domestic and industrial water requirements which
may necessitate the use of deepwells or even surface water especially during dry
months.

►

Slight siltation of waterbodies will occur to some extent during the construction
phase.

►

Water quality may be adversely affected by chemicals that are leached due to over
application and improper management.

UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS ON AIR AND NOISE

ulturc1 at Kc!l ikclsan (0»sultane Setviees lne.
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►

There will be several minor fugitive dust from earthmoving activities and exhaust
emissions from construction equipment.

►

Localized increase in noise level will occLr form construction activities .

UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS ON PEOPLE
►

The project will displace the entire Sitb Agusuhin community.

►

Increase in population density will heighten urban development pressures on the
environment, utility provision, social services and law enforcement.

Kultur-1 <1tK<1lik.ts<1n Consult-1nc Sei-vices Inc.
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

HHIC- Phil Inc. is establishing a shipbuilding facility, hereinafter to as the "yard", in Sitio
Augusuhin, Redondo Peninsula, Bgy. Cawag, Subic, Zambales. From the point of view of
environmental and health risk assessment and management, development of the yard will
involve three (3) phases and include the following a) pre-construction , b) construction and
operation, and c) decommissioning/abandonment. In the process of development, workers will
be involved in all phases. Residents living in the proposed area and workers of the yard will be
affected by the different phases of development. Of particular concern are the possible hazards
that could be generated from the yard in all phases of development. The hazards differ in all
phases and may include chemical and physical (including natural) hazards. These hazards can
cause adverse health effects to residents and workers. At this point, it would be important to
state that the assessment made has been based within the confines of what would ordinarily be
anticipated risks relative to the development and operation of a shipbuilding facility.
The environmental and health risk assessment (EHRA) for the yard is one of the requirements
of the Ecology Center of the Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority (SBMA) as part of the preparation
of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report. The main objective of conducting an
environmental and health risk assessment is to protect and promote, if possible, the health of
the workers and residents of impact communities and to preserve the integrity of the ecosystem.
The protection of workers and community health is a foremost objective of environmental and
health risk assessment. This study will be used as future reference of future investigations to
monitor changes in diseases and environmental factors.
The EHRA Framework and Basic Processes
Environmental and health risk assessment is a process that involves a series of logical steps
which seek to answer the following questions:
•

What can go wrong with the project?

•

How severe are the adverse consequences to the environment?

•

What are the likelihood of occurrence of these adverse consequences?

•

What can be done to reduce risks that are found unacceptable?

The EHRA constitutes four basic processes, namely: (a) hazard identification; (b) doseresponse assessment; (c) exposure assessment; and (d) risk characterization.
Identification involves the creation of an inventory of both occupational and community health
hazards. Evaluation involves the assessment of risk to health of the impact communities and
workers compared to standard acceptable occupational and environmental health criteria. It
takes into consideration the severity of the potential consequence if the hazard is released and
the frequency or probability of occurrence of the release. Finally, control measures required to
remove or reduce the risk to health of hazards to as low as reasonably practicable. Mitigating
measures are also incorporated to avoid acute or chronic adverse health effects in cases where
there is actual release of a particular health hazard due to failure of the established control
measures.

Kultur<1 c1t K<!likasc1n Consultc1ncy Services Inc.
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5.2

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

The hazard identification process may be divided into two parts, namely: (a) identification of
operational hazards, i.e., those hazards resulting from the engineered systems, associated
operating systems including management and control systems related to the yard, which could
pose risk to the environment and the health and safety of the communities around the yard; and
(b) natural hazards that could compromise the integrity of the process equipment and trigger
system failures and upset conditions in the yard that would, likewise, impact the environment.

5.3

DOSE-RESPONSE ASSESSMENT

Dose-response assessment involves an exhaustive review of various critical toxic endpoints
manifested by the contaminant of concern (COC) in the hazard identification process. This
assessment is limited to health hazards, i.e., adverse health effects arising from exposure to
chemical, biological, and physical agents. Dose-response assessment utilizes existing
epidemiological and animal studies to describe the exposure dose and toxicity manifested for
each COC.

5.4

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

The exposure assessment process quantifies the potential exposure dose for specific COC of
the general public, workers, and ecological receptors. The process also describes the
environmental setting , exposure scenario, potential routes of exposure, and personal protective
equipment used in an occupational setting.

5.5

RISK CHARACTERIZATION

Risk characterization is the process wherein the acceptability of the risk is assessed. Results of
this process are used to make informed decisions in the risk management process.
The study made use of primary and secondary data, including interviews gathered from
residents and health workers, and observation in the study area. Initially, a field visit was made
to the proposed project site . Thereafter, an interview with the residents, barangay officials, and
the health workers was also conducted. All residents of the impact barangay were considered
participants in the study. The available secondary health data on the annual health report from
2001 to 2004 submitted to the Municipal Health Office were also used in the study. The data
included the vital health statistics, leading causes of morbidity and mortality, environmental
health indices, health personnel, health facilities and public health programs.
Health survey questionnaires were distributed in the impact areas to inquire on the residents'
health status, health practices and sanitation.
Based on the health data collected, diseases according to time, place and person were
characterized using graphs and frequency tables.
Literature review was done to determine health effects of hazards generated by the yard. The
study also includes statement on the possible association of the project hazards and health
profile of the community.
The environmental and health hazards associated with the establishment of the yard are
summarized in Table 5-1.
Kultut;i ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy Setvices Inc.
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5.5.1

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

During the Pre-operation Phase, the activities indude:
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrographic and Land Survey
Soil Investigation
Relocation of Settlers
Temporary Access Road
Supply of power, water and communication lines

The Development Stage will indude three Phases (1 to 3).
Phase 1 involves:
• Fabrication of Hatch Cover
• Preparations for Phase 2
Phase 2 involves the construction and operation of a medium-sized shipyard and
preparations for Phase 3.
Phase 3 involves the construction and operation of large-sized shipyard (including related
facilities) .
Risk during the Abandonment Phase will be limited to the hazardous and non-hazardous wastes
and dust left behind onoo the yard terminates operations.

Table 5-1 shows the expected hazardous agents during the establishmenUdevelopment of the
yard .
Table 5 -1.

The Environmental and Health Hazards Associated with the Yard
Pre-Construction
Phase

Development
Phase

De-commissioning

.
.
.•

.
.
.

.

Chemical Hazards

•
•
•
•
•

Dust/SPM
NO2
SO2

co

Toxic/Hazardous Chemicals
✓
Explosives
✓
Oil and Lubricants
✓
Fugitive emissions
✓
Volatile
Organic
Compounds
✓
Heavy metals
Physical Hazards
• Noise
• Heat
• Vibration
• Ergonomic Stress
• Occupational accidents
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Pre-Construction
Phase

Natural Hazards
• Seismic Hazards
• Volcanic Hazards
• Excessive Rainfall
• Hii:ih Relative Humidity
• Extreme Winds and Waves
• Floodini:i

5.5.2
5.5.2.1

RESULTS

Development
Phase

De-commissioning

*
*
*

OF THE ERA STUDY

Hazard Identification

While the more significant hazards are those that result from yard operations, available
information suggest that other hazards related to site preparation and construction exist.

5.5.2.2 Chemical Hazards
Air Emissions
Dust and Suspended Particulate Matter (8PM). N07, S02, and CO
The potentially hazardous air emissions from the development of the yard include dust
and suspended particulate matter, N0 2, S0 2 , and CO as generated from excavators,
bulldozers, loaders, vehicles and heavy duty machines that will be used during the preconstruction, construction and operation phases. Dust will also be produced in large
amounts due to the excavation of soil and crushing of rocks and in the roads where
vehicles pass through. The vulnerable population includes the surrounding community
and the construction/yard workers. Use of personal protective equipment, wetting
agents (especially for dust and SPM), and efficient maintenance of the
equipmenUmachines, including the employment of containment devices/mechanisms
will greatly reduce the corresponding hazards.

5.5.2.3 Toxic and Hazardous Chemicals
Explosion (Live/Unexploded Ordnances)
During site clearing, care should be taken to find, clear, and handle/manage live or
unexploded ordnances. Based from a report (Clearwater Revival Company, Technical
Review Report Environmental Baseline Survey Former United States Navy Installation
Subic Bay, Philippines, June 30, 1998), the Redondo Peninsula served as Live Firing
and Training Ranges when the Freeport was still a naval military base and may still
contain unexploded ordnances, metals and explosive residues all of which pose safety
and environmental hazards. The vulnerable population includes the surrounding
community and the construction/yard workers. Engagement of experts in
handling/managing live/unexpbded ordinances will greatly reduce hazards posed by
these.

Explosion and Fre (Fuel Storage/Leaks)

Kultur;i ;it K;:ilik;is;in Consult;incy Services Inc.
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Fire and explosion hazards can emanate from storage and use of explosives used for
blasting during quarrying and fuel to power generators used onsite. Without the
necessary precautions and strict observance for safety, explosives by their inherent
nature can cause fire and explosion and may lead to injury and fatalities. Leaks of
petroleum products whether liquid or gaseous could escalate into fire and explosion.
Explosion, however, is less likely as the fuel (diesel) used is not inherently explosive.
Fuel leakage is the most common fault related to uncontrolled fuel releases that could
lead to a major accident. However, the fuel used (diesel) is not as readily flammable
as other lighter fuels. The vulnerable population includes the surrounding community
and the yard workers.
The fuel oil tanks introduce the risk of oil spill in the area . Fuel unloading operations
increase the risk of oil spill in the area. Oil spillage from fuel unloading is usually
associated with rupture of the fueling line, failure of hose couplings and overfilling of
tanks. Tank rupture which could lead to disastrous spill incidents is very rare and
usually associated with catastrophic geologic events such as high intensity
earthquakes, and uncontrolled fires and explosions. The construction of bunds around
the tanks greatly minimizes this risk.
Oils and Lubricants

Other potentially toxic and hazardous chemicals present in all phases of development
of the yard include oil and grease - also as generated from excavators, bulldozers,
loaders, vehicles and heavy duty machines that will be used during the preconstruction, construction and operation phases. Oil and grease can cause skin
irritation, allergy, respiratory tract irritation and bronchitis. Construction of a collection
system and an onsite wastewater treatment facility will greatly reduce hazard to both
workers and the environment.
Fugitive Emissions

During the pre-construction and construction and operation phases, fugitive emissions
can emanate from fuel storage facilities. Fugitive emissions are mainly evaporative
losses from fuel storage facilities. Vulnerable group include workers directly
maintaining the fuel storage facilities. Inhalation of vapors can possibly lead to lung
cancer. Use of personal protective equipment and efficient maintenance of the fuel
storage facilities can greatly lessen corresponding hazard.
Volatile Organic Compounds

Some of the chemicals and materials used during the construction and operation
phases, especially from paints and related substances, can generate volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are organic chemicals that
have a high vapor pressure and easily form vapors at normal temperature and
pressure. The term "organic" indicates that the compounds contain carbon . The term is
generally applied to organic solvents, certain paint additives, aerosol spray can
propellants, fuels (such as gasoline, and kerosene), petroleum distillates, dry cleaning
products and many other industrial ard consumer products ranging from office supplies
to building materials. VOCs are also naturally emitted by a number of plants and trees.
During operations its generation can be exacerbated in confined or enclosed areas.
Vulnerable group include workers directly maintaining the painting facilities and those
who may be assigned to work in confined spaces. Inhalation of vapors can possibly

KuH:uta at K.ctlik;:Jsc1n Consultc1ncy Services Inc.
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lead to cancer. Use of personal protective equipment - gloves and respirator,
administrative controls, such as formulation and enforcement of procedures for prior
entry to confined spaces and training/education of relevanUconcerned workers, and
engineering controls, such as fume hoods or other form of local exhaust ventilation,
can greatly lessen corresponding hazard.
Heavy Metals

Generation of heavy metals is mostly associated with the operation phase, specifically
from the cutting of metal sheets, welding, and from painting, although welding will also
be extensively done during the construction phase . These come mostly in the form of
particulates and metal fumes . Yard workers are most vulnerable to these especially in
enclosed areas. These can cause various disorders and diseases. Installation of
appropriate control measures to capture/contain fumes and particulates (i.e. dust
collectors), as well as, ventilation systems, will greatly reduce corresponding hazard.
Fume and particulate emissions from the cutting of metal is known to vary significantly
by the substrate being cut and the presence and type of coatings on the substrate, if
any.
Substrates being cut - The composition of the particulates released will be broadly
similar to that of the parent metal. Consequently, the contribution of the parent metal to
the fume varies from metal to metal. For example: Carbon steel - iron oxide forms the
main component of the fume; Galvanized steel - generates zinc oxide fumes; Metal
alloys containing cadmium - release cadmium fumes; and Stainless steel - chromium
(VI) and nickel will be present in the fume. An evaluation of the base metal being cut
will provide information regarding the potential for discharge of pollutants of concern
during cutting operations.

.,,, ....- .....

Substrate coatings - Coating on the substrate will substantially increase the rate of
fume generation from cutting operations. Additionally, the coating may contain metals
and organic compounds that can contribute to the mass loading of pollutants of
concern . In many cases, the pollutants derived from the coating may be the majority
contributor of pollutants. Testing and/or evaluation of the substrate coating can provide
critical information regarding the potential for pollutant loading, and whether controls or
process changes are required to reduce the fume emissions.
The project will utilize Plasma Arc Cutting (PAC). It is a process that severs metal by
using a constricted electric arc to melt a localized area of a work piece, removing the
molten material with a high-velocity jet of ionized gas issuing from the constricting
orifice . Plasma arcs typically operate at temperatures of 10,000 to 14,000°C. PAC
generates significant amounts of metal oxide fumes and other pollutants during cutting
operations. Most of the particulate matter produced by PAC is submicron in size and,
as such, is considered to be all PM-10. The elemental composition of the fume will vary
with the PAC process utilized and with the work piece composition . Hazardous metals
that have been identified in fume include manganese (Mg), nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr),
cobalt (Co), and lead (Pb) . Fume particulates can be deposited on surfaces throughout
the work area or job site, which if not contained or collected poses hazard to workers,
and or which can be exposed to rainfall and contribute to storm water pollutant loading
into the nearest water body.
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Heavy metals (Iron oxide, Manganese, Cadmium oxide, Zinc oxide, Chromium, Nickel,
and Flouride) will be generated from welding. Tables 5-2 ljst the common air
contaminants of different welding process. Shield metal arc welding of mild steel , or
"stick welding," is the most common use of weldng . The main exposure is to iron oxide,
and pulmonary deposition of this non-fibrogenic particulate has resulted in the
development of benign pneumoconiosis. Exposure to manganese and fluoride fumes
may be considerable when certain welding rods are used.
Table 5 - 2.

Air Contaminants of Selected Welding Processes

Process
Shield metal arc (stick welding)

Base Metal
Mild steel

Shield metal arc (stick welding)

Stainless steel

Gas metal arc

Stainless steel

Tunqsten inert gas
Gas, brazing, cutting

Aluminum
Variable

Contaminants
Dust, iron oxide,
manqanese
Chromium, nickel,
manqanese, fluorides
Chromium, nickel,
manganese, nitrogen
oxides, ozone
Ozone , aluminum oxide
Nitrogen oxides,
cadmium oxide, metal
fumes

The corrosion-resistant properties of stainless steel are a result of a high concentration
of chromium (18-30%). Nickel and manganese may also be present in different
stainless steel alloys. Exposure to chromium (including Cr VI), nickel and manganese
may considerable, particularly with gas metal arc process. The stainless steel surface
reflects ultraviolet radiation, with formation of oxides of nitrogen and ozone. Low
hydrogen welding of stainless steel generates high concentrations of fluoride fumes.
Most aluminum welding uses the tungsten inert gas method. As with stainless steel, the
gas-shielded process results in formation of ozone as a consequence of the action of
ultraviolet radiation on the nascent oxygen in the atmosphere. Total dust and aluminum
oxide generation are also considerable.
Brazing and gas welding both generate metal fume. An acetylene torch is used to
generate an intense flame . Exposure to cadmium oxide from cadmium containing silver
solder has caused acute lung injury and death after brazing in enclosed spaces. Similar
consequences have occurred from generation of the oxides of nitrogen during gas
welding. In all cases, improper ventilation was the critical factor in creating the hazard .
Coatings or contaminants may present additional hazards, particularly when their
presence and potential hazard are unknown or unsuspected. The formation of toxic
gases, fumes, or vapors is usually due to the heating of a coated or treated metal,
although phosgene exposure is related to the action of ultraviolet radiation or heat on
chlorinated hydrocarbon vapors (similar to the formation of ozone from oxygen and
oxides of nitrogen from nitrogen) . Some fluxes, such as rosin, are skin sensitizers and
may cause allergic dermatitis or asthma.
Lead . Potential contamination of the workplace with lead dust requires careful attention
to hygiene. Lead is also an important ingredient of paints which is widely used in
shipyards and thus increasing the hazard for exposure among yard workers. Lead
contamination can cause damage to kidney, reproductive system, liver, brain, and
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central nervous system of humans and other organisms. High levels of lead in the
aquatic environment can also cause teratogenic effects, reduced growth , and
increased mortality of many organisms.
5.5.2.4 Physical Hazards
Noise

Yards are inherently noisy. Noise levels of above 85 dB(A) may be experienced especially in enclosed areas - in addition to those generated by operational vehicles
and heavy equipment within the yard .
Some operations in the shipyard produce excessive noise which may lead to hearing
loss. Some of these activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abrasive blasting
Needle gunning
Scaling
Grinding
Metal straightening
Carbon Arcing/Arc gouging
Pneumatic pumps
High-pressure steam or water cleaning
Ventilation equipment

Heat, Vibration, Ergonomic Stress, and Occupational Accidents

Welders and cutters may work outdoors, often in inclement weather, or indoors,
sometimes in a confined area designed to contain sparks and glare. Outdoors, they
may work on a scaffold or platform high off the ground . In addition, they may be
required to lift heavy objects and work in a variety of awkward positions, while bending,
stooping, or standing to perform work overhead . Welding and brazing workers need
good eyesight, hand-eye coordination, and manual dexterity. They should be able to
concentrate on detailed work for long periods and be able to bend, stoop, and work in
awkward positions. Thus, other physical hazards, such as heat, vibration , ergonomic
stress and occupational accidents exist during all phases of the development of the
project. Heat is usually present in enclosed, poorly ventilated areas . Vibration occurs
when mechanical energy from an oscillating source is transmitted to another structure.
Table 5-3 enumerates the injuries due to occupational accidents and diseases
acquired in the physical environment.

Table 5 - 3.

Occupational and Environmental Related Diseases

Occupational iniuries

1. Contusion, bruises, hecatomb
2.

3.
4.

Abrasions
Cuts, lacerations , punctures
Concussion

Diseases due to Physical Environment
Diseases due to Noise and Vibration
Deafness (due to noise)
White finqers disease
Muscular-skeletal disturbances

- - - - - -:=::::::::.::::.::::.:::::.:::::..:::_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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5.
6.

Avulsion
Amputation, loss of body parts

7.
8.

CrushinQ injuries
Spinal injuries
9. Cranial injuries
10. Sprains
11 . Dislocation/fractures
12. Burns

FatiQue
Diseases due to Temperature
Humidity
Hot Temperature
Heat strokes
Heat cramps
Dehydration
Heat exhaustion
Ergonomic Stress
Exhausting physical work
ProlonQed standing
Excessive mental effort
Unfavorable work posture
Static monotonous work

and

Available information suggests the prevalence of malaria and dengue in the area and
thus poses health hazards to workers to be deployed in the area . This will be greatly
minimized with the immunization of workers and the residents of the surrounding
community.

5.5.2.5 Natural Hazards
Natural hazards are identified and discussed under Section 3.1.4 of the Environmental Baseline
Conditions.

5.5.2.6 Hazards from Decommissioning/Abandonment
As mentioned earlier, hazards associated with the decommissioning and abandonment of the
facility is limited to hazardous and non-hazardous waste and dust. Hazardous waste may
include those which have been generated during the time the facility was operational and which
were left undisposed/unmanaged.

5.5.3

DOSE-RESPONSE ASSESSMENT

5.5.3.1

Sulfur Oxides (SOx)

The oxides of sulfur associated with the construction and operation of the yard include sulfur
dioxide (SO2) and sulfur trioxide (SO3). They form when sulfur containing compounds, such as
fuel oil, undergo combustion . Sulfur dioxide is the more predominant oxide of sulfur which is
produced during combustion of fuel oil. It is a non-flammable, colorless gas with a characteristic,
pungent, irritating odor. These oxides react with water vapor to form aerosols of sulfurous acid
(H 2SO3) and sulfuric acid (H 2SO4 ) . The mist of sulfurous and sulfuric acid formed through the
reaction of SOx with water can irritate the respiratory system. Specifically, the epithelial tissue of
humans and animals. These acids can also cause yard injury.
SO2 is considered a highly toxic gas which acts as a systemic poison . Inhalation of this gas
leads to the formation of sulfuric acid in the lungs. Consequently, the epithelial tissues will burn
and corrode and the exposure will lead to cellular necrosis. Inhalation primarily affects the upper
respiratory tract and the bronchi. Animal studies indicate that SO2 manifests reproductive
toxicity. Mutagenicity assays in human cell systems also indicate that this gas is a potential
mutagen. Epidemiological studies of inhalation of SO2 indicate the following systemic effects: (1)
pulmonary vascular resistance; (2) respiratory depression; and (3) other pulmonary changes. Its
carcinogenicity has not been elucidated but data indicate that it is a tumorigen and a teratogen.
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Sulfur dioxide may cause edema of the lungs or glottis, and can also lead to respiratory
paralysis. Its transformation in the presence of water vapor makes sulfur dioxide an irritant to
the eyes, skin, and mucous membranes. The effects of various SO 2 levels are listed in Table 54.
Table 5 - 4.

Effects of Various SO 2 Levels

Sulfur Dioxide Level (ppm)

Resulting Conditions/Effects in Humans

0.3

Sulfur dioxide initially detected by taste.

2.0

OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL)

3.0

Odor becomes easily detected .

5.0

OSHS' Threshold Limit Value (TLV)

6.0 - 12.0

Irritation of the nose and throat

20 .0

Irritation of the eyes
Maximum exposure for a 30-minute period

50.0 - 100.0
400.0 - 500.0
1

..

Dangerous concentration which can cause edema of
the lungs and glottis; death after prolonged exposure.

U.S. Occupational Health and Safety Adm1rnstrallon
2
Occupational Safety and Health Standards, DOLE

5.5.3.2 Oxides of Nitrogen (Nox)
The oxide of nitrogen that predominates the exhaust of diesel-powered generators employed in
the yards is nitrogen dioxide (NO 2). Other oxides such as nitrous oxide {N 2 O) , nitric oxide (NO),
nitrogen trioxide (NO 3 ), and dinitrogen pentoxide (N 2O5) are also present but in lower
concentrations.

5.5.3.3 Nitrogen Dioxide (N0 2 )
Nitrogen dioxide is a reddish brown gas with an irritating odor. Animal studies indicate that NO 2
is toxic through the inhalation route of exposure . In humans, epidemiological studies indicate
that it is also toxic through inhalation yielding systemic effects which include: (1) pulmonary
vascular resistance changes; (2) cough; (3) dyspnea; and (4) other pulmonary changes. Other
animal studies show evidence that NO 2 leads to mutagenesis, teratogenesis and can manifest
reproductive toxicity.
OSHS of DOLE prescribed a ceiling value of 5 ppm to N0 2 exposure . Other occupational
exposure limits for nitrogen dioxide are: 1.0 ppm short term exposure limit (U.S. OSHA); 3.0
ppm (ACGIH TLV); 5.0 ppm (ACGIH) short term exposure limit.
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5.5.3.4 Nitrous Oxide (N 2 O)

Nitrous oxide is a colorless gas which is also known as laughing gas. It has a slight sweet odor
and is used in dental medicine as anesthesia . Nitrous oxide is moderately toxic by inhalation .
The human systemic effects following inhalation of N20 include: (1) general anesthesia ; (2)
decreased pulse rate without accompanying decrease in blood pressure; and (3) body
temperature decrease. Evidence from animal studies indicates that N20 is a teratogen and it
manifests reproductive toxicity. Nitrous oxide is an asphyxiant. It does not burn but is flammable
and supports combustion. It is a moderate explosion hazard and can form an explosive mixture
with air.
The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) TLV for nitrous oxide
is 50.0 ppm.
5.5.3.5 Nitric Oxide (NO)

.r~·--..

Nitric oxide (NO) or nitrogen monoxide is a colorless gas. It is poisonous and is a severe irritant
to the eye, skin, and mucous membrane. Results of mutagenicity assays indicate that it is a
potential mutagen .
Inhalation of nitric oxide leads to the formation of nitric and nitrous acid in the alveolar airspace .
The acids formed are irritating and can lead to congestion in the throat and bronchi and often
lead to edema in the lung parenchyma . The acids can potentially be neutralized by the alkalis
present in the epithelial tissues with the formation of nitrites and nitrates. The accumulation of
nitrites and nitrates can lead to arterial dilation, hypotension, headache and dizziness, and a
potential for the formation of methemoglobin. However, the nitrite effect of methemoglobinemia
is of secondary importance.
Due to its low solubility in water, the odor threshold for oxides of nitrogen is extremely low and
the irritating effects in the mucous membranes of the upper respiratory tract is hardly noticeable
at low dosage. Exposure to 60-150 ppm leads to immediate irrii ation of the nose and throat with
coughing and burning in the chest and throat. Removal from the exposure source at this point,
however, clears the symptoms especially upon breathing fresh air and the exposed individual
can feel well for several hours. Approximately 6 - 24 hours after exposure, a sensation of
burning of chest and tightness develops, followed by shortness of breath, restlessness, and
sleeplessness. Dyspnea and air hunger may increase rapidly with the development of cyanosis,
followed by unconsciousness and death.
In cases where the exposed individual overcomes pulmonary edema, there is usually no
permanent damage, but pneumonia could potentially develop later. Exposure to concentrations
ranging from 100-150 ppm are dangerous for exposure periods of 30-60 minutes. Exposure to
concentrations of 200-700 ppm can be immediately dangerous to life and health. Chronic
exposure to low doses of the fumes may be insufficient to cause pulmonary edema, however, it
can lead to chronic irritation of the respiratory tract with headaches, cough, loss of appetite,
dyspepsia, gradual loss of strength and corrosion of the teeth.
The occupational exposure limits for nitric oxide is a TL V of 25 ppm prescribed by both OSHS of
DOLE and ACGIH .

5.5.3.6 Carbon Monoxide (CO)
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Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, poisonous gas. It is produced by the incomplete
burning of solid, liquid, and gaseous fuels.
The health effects of CO depend on the level of CO and length of exposure, as well as each
individual's health condition . The concentration of CO is measured in parts per million (ppm) .
Health effects from exposure to CO levels of approximately 1 to 70 ppm are uncertain, but most
people will not experience any symptoms. As CO levels increase and remain above 70 ppm,
symptoms may become more noticeable (headache, fatigue, nausea). As CO levels increase
above 150 to 200 ppm, disorientation, unconsciousness, and death are possible.
Carbon monoxide toxicity is due to two main mechanisms:
CO binds to hemoglobin and decreases the oxygen content of blood; this results in acute tissue
hypoxic injury
CO binds to mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase and impairs oxidative phosphorylation and
causes cell damage
r"·,

Carbon monoxide (CO) binds very strongly to the iron atoms in hemoglobin, the principal
oxygen-carrying compound in blood . The affinity between CO and hemoglobin is 240 times
stronger than the affinity between hemoglobin and oxygen .
5.5.3.7 Acute hypoxic injury due to carboxyhemoglobin

CO binds to the hemoglobin, producing carboxyhemoglobin (HbCO), and blocks these sites on
hemoglobin where oxygen would normally bind. The reduction in oxygen carrying capacity of the
blood results in acute tissue hypoxia. An additional factor impairing oxygen release to the
tissues is the left shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve that occurs due to CO.
A sufficient exposure to carbon monoxide can reduce the amount of oxygen taken up by the
brain to the point that the victim becomes unconscious, and can suffer brain damage or even
death from anoxia. The brain regulates breathing based upon carbon dioxide levels in the blood,
rather than oxygen, so a victim can succumb to anoxia without ever noticing anything up to the
point of collapse. Hemoglobin acquires a bright red color when converted to
carboxyhemoglobin, so a casualty of CO poisoning is described in textbooks as looking pinkcheeked and healthy. However, this "classic" cherry-red appearance is very uncommon being
only seen in 2% of cases, so care should be taken not to overlook the diagnosis if this color is
not present.
Fetal hemoglobin has an even higher affinity for CO than adult hemoglobin. HbCO also takes
longer to clear from the fetal circulation . Mothers who seem to have only moderate CO
poisoning may consequently have a fetus which is very severely damaged.
5.5.3.8 Delayed neurologic damage due to mitochondrial damage

People who survive an acute episode of severe poisoning often (14-40% of cases) develop
delayed neurological dysfunction. The level of COHb in the blood does not correlate very closely
with symptoms or with outcome and cannot explain the phenomenon of delayed neurologic
sequelae.
The mechanism for the delayed neurologic injury is due to the adverse effects of the intracellular
uptake of carbon monoxide. CO binds to the mitochondrial enzyme cytochrome oxidase,
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impairing oxidative phosphorylation and causes oxidative stress in the cell. Additionally, nitric
oxide released from platelets and endothelial cells leads to formation of the free radical
peroxynitrite which further damages neurones, and the vascular endothelium of the cerebral
vessels. Consequently, lipid peroxidation occurs in the brain during 'recovery' from the acute CO
poisoning. The injury results also in an increased release of the excitatory neurotransmitter
glutamate which causes further damage in the brain . The result is cognitive defects (especially
affecting memory and learning) and movement disorders. The movement disorders are related
to a predilection of CO to damage the basal ganglia.
These delayed neurological effects may develop over days following the initial acute CO
poisoning.
With chronic low-level exposure, similar neurologic injury may occur. Carbon monoxide acts as
a potent neurotoxin, creating irreversible lesions in the brain's white matter (i.e., the myelin
sheath). Such lesions, which are similar to those found in multiple sclerosis, can result in severe
cognitive impairment.

5.5.3.9 Lead
Toxic lead exposure is the most significant and prevalent disease of environmental origin in the
world today. Despite all that is known regarding the hazards of lead exposure for young
children, it has taken more than a century for primary prevention to be adopted in the most
highly developed countries. The rest of the world is woefully behind in the development of
programs to protect children from lead poisoning. The phasing out of lead in gasoline, which
began in the United States in 1972, and was completed in 1995, has resulted in almost fourfold
reduction in median blood lead levels in children . The demonstrable success and social benefits
of preventing lead exposure are unarguable.
Lead is a heavy metal that is not biodegradable. It is indestructible and cannot be transformed
into a non-toxic form . Worldwide mining each year produces over 3 million cons of lead for
consumer products. Well over half of the 300 million tons of lead ever removed from the earth
was released as contamination and is available to human exposure.
The ever-increasing global use of lead is occurring at a time when lead uses in gasoline,
canning and paints are restricted or banned in most developed countries. Lead is increasingly
used in storage batteries and other electronic equipment, major areas of international economic
growth. The greatest global demand for lead has ocrurred in Asia over the past 20 years.
Lead is absorbed and largely deposited in bone. Although lead serves no useful physiologic
purpose, lead stays in the body for many years. Young children and fetuses are especially
vulnerable to the toxic effects of lead . Lead impairs brain development in children, retarding
mental and physical development and cause behavioral and learning disabilities. Lead exposure
demonstrable lowers intelligence quotients in school-age children. A 10 ug/dl increase in blood
lead is associated with a 2.5- point decrease in the IQ of exposed children. Although a slight
decrease in IQ may not seem like much on an individual basis, across a population, such a
decrement results in a substantial increase in the number of chidren falling into the category of
mentally retarded. Most recent research links elevated lead levels in childhood to behavior
disorders in older children and teens including delinquency and criminal behavior.
The U.S. Public Health Service and the Centers for Disease Control and prevention designate
the maximum permissible concentration of blood lead as 10 ug/dl, to protect the health of
children, and 20 ug/dl as the level for medical intervention. Although 10ug/dl is currently
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considered a threshold limit for concern, there is no blood lead level above zero that has not
been shown to cause adverse neurologic effects.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimate that 434,000 children in the U.S.A.
have blood lead levels at or above 1Oug/dl. Blood lead levels of urban populations, especially
children, often reach alarmingly high levels. It is estimated that among urban children in
developing countries, 100% of those younger that 2 years of age, and more than 80% of those
between the ages of 3 and 5 years, have blood lead levels greater than 10 ug/dl. Preliminary
studies show that blood lead levels of virtually all children in Africa and Latin America exceed 10
ug/dl.
Lead is also toxic to adults in concentrations once thought to be safe. Several studies relate
increased blood pressure and hypertension in adults to elevated blood lead levels. This, in turn,
increases the risk of cardiovascular disease. The impact of lead on blood pressure, a major risk
factor for coronary artery disease and stroke, is seen at levels quite prevalent in the general
population. A review of available studies indicates that a 1 ug increase in ambient lead
concentrations may cause substantial increases in hypertension, nonfatal heart attacks, and
premature deaths.
Exposure to lead causes an economic loss to society in a number of ways. The reduction of
intellectual performance results in reduced productivity and diminished lifetime earnings.
Children with learning disabilities may require special assistance. Adults with comfort, require
medical care, and may die prematurely. In the United States, for example, the benefits of
phasing out lead are estimated to outweigh the costs by more than 10 times.

5.5.3.10 Volatile Organic Compounds
Levels of VOC exposure in enclosed spaces vary widely depending on :
•
•
•
•
•

the volume of air in the room/building
the rate at which the voe is off-gassed
the building ventilation rate
outdoor concentrations
time spent in the effected environment

VOCs are an important health and environmental concern for several reasons:
•

•
•
•

Some voes can be hazardous to health when inhaled. For example, benzene is a
probable human carcinogen and toxic. Likewise, formaldehyde is both an irritant and a
sensitizer. Many voes are flammable.
VOCs from outgassing of fabrics, building materials etc. are an important contributor to
sick building syndrome (SBS) .
VOCs such as hydrocarbon (gasoline, petroleum distillates) emissions from cars and
trees are important contributors to photochemical smog .
Some VOCs such as methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE, once added to gasoline to make it
burn more cleanly) have a fair solubil~y and rather high mobility in groundwater, leading
to the contamination of drinking water wells.
Health effects of voe exposure
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Acute
Eye irritation / watering
Nose irritation
NosefThroat discomfort/irritation
Headaches
Nausea/ Vomitting
Dizziness
Asthma exacerbation
Allergic skin reaction
Dyspnea
Emesise
Epistaxis
Fatigue

Chronic
Cancer
Liver damage
Kidney damage
Central Nervous System damage

Most studies to date have been conducted on single chemicals. Less is known about the health
effects of combined chemical exposure. Persons with respiratory problems such as asthma,
young children, elderly, and persons with heightened sensitivity to chemicals may be more
susceptible to illness from voe exposure.
The ability of organic chemicals to cause health effects varies greatly from those that are highly
toxic, to those with no known health effect. As with other pollutants, the extent and nature of the
health effect will depend on many factors including level of exposure and length of time
exposed. Eye and respiratory tract irritation, headaches, dizziness, visual disorders, and
memory impairment are among the immediate symptoms that some people have experienced
soon after exposure to some organics. At present, not much is known about what health effects
occur from the levels of organics in the workplace. Many organic compounds are known to
cause cancer in animals; some are suspected of causing , or are known to cause, cancer in
humans.

5.5.3.11 Noise
Noise exposure may exceed 85 decibels (dB) in welding process, particularly cutting or gouging
operations; in plasma welding (where intense heat is generated), levels also influence noise
generation. Yard workers are most vulnerable to noise generated by yard operation. This group
may be exposed to high noise levels at extended periods that could impair their sense of
hearing. High noise intensity could cause hearing damage and other physiological problems. It
is clearly established that exposure to loud noise causes hearing loss which can lead to hearing
handicaps and deafness. In most cases, hearing loss is caused by a gradual shifting of
threshold of hearing due to repeated exposure to noise. It was shown that the length of
exposure is as important as the magnitude of noise level in producing hearing loss.
Hearing loss due to noise exposure is caused by damage to nerve cells in the inner ear.
Damage to these cells caused by continuous noise exposure is irreversible.
The Occupational and Safety and Health Standards (OSHS) of the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) prescribes the permissible noise exposure of workers in Table 5-5.
Table 5 - 5.

Permissible Noise Exposure (Source: OSHS, 1990)

Duration oer day, hours
8
6
4
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97
3
2
100
1-1/2
102
105
1
110
½
115
¼
Ceilinq Value : No exposure in excess of 115 dBA is allowed .

5.5.3.12 Heat/Radiation (infrared, ultraviolet), vibration, and ergonomic stress.

Radiation and heat result in the most common injuries to welders: photokeratitis (welder's flash)
and thermal burns. These are often related to improper use of protective goggles, gloves and
screens. Flying sparks or debris may cause burns or eye injury as well. Electrical shock is a
constant hazard and requires careful grounding and shielding of cables and equipment. Most
manual process place isometric stress on the welder, particularly involving the shoulders and
the upper extremities.
5.5.3.13 Clinical findings
Acute Exposure

•

•

•

•

•

Photokeratitis - Photokeratitis is the result of exposure of the cornea to ultraviolet
B radiation in the 280- to 315-nm range . Following exposure of the unprotected eye
to the welding arc for several seconds, the worker develops pain, burning, or a
feeling of "sand or grit" in the eye.
Metal fume fever - Metal fume fever is a benign, self-limited condition characterized
by the delayed onset (8-12 hours) of fever, chills, cough, myaigias, and metallic
taste.
Upper respiratory irritation - may result from exposure to a variety of welding
contaminants, including dusts, ozone, aluminum oxide, nitrogen oxides, cadmium
oxide, and fluorides . Asthma may also be triggered as a result of nonspecific
irritation or allergy (chromium, nickel).
Lung injury - While unusual, exposure to oxides of nitrogen and cadmium oxide
may cause acute lung injury and delayed pulmonary edema . A history of gas
welding or brazing in enclosed or poorly ventilated spaces or sheet metal work
should raise this concern and serve as an indication for careful medical evaluation
and observation.
Musculoskeletal trauma - Injuries resulting from isometric stress on the upper
extremity during welding may present as symptomatic shoulder and neck pain
following prolonged activity. Asymptomatic muscle damage may result in slight
increases in creatine phosphokinare levels of the serum.

Chronic Exposure

•

Siderosis - results from accumulation of nonfibrogenic iron oxide particles in the
lung. While the radiographic appearance may be dramatic, with evidence of diffuse
reticulonodular densities, reports of deficits of pulmonary function are inconsistent,
suggesting a mild or minimal effect. In welders who have also been exposed to
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crystalline silica or asbestos, radiographic differentiation of hemosiderosis from
pulmonary fibrosis is difficult. Pleural thickening or calcification has not been
related to welding in the absence of asbestose exposure.
•

Other chronic effects - Welders report an excess of respiratory symptoms and
have increased work absences from respiratory disease. Demonstration of clear
deficits in pulmonary function attributable to welding have been inconsistent. At
present, there is limited evidence that welding results in chronic respiratory
impairment. In the evaluation of a welder with chronic lung disease, a careful
medical and occupational history is essential, focusing on both welding exposures
and other confounding factors.

Studies of lung cancer in welders have also been inconsistent, sharing the limitations of
many of the respiratory studies. Some researchers attribute the small excess in lung cancer
cases seen in several studies to exposure to chromium and nickel in welding of stainless
steel. Studies involving welders who worked in shipyards during the first half of this century
are confounded by significant secondary exposure to asbestos.
Other studies indicate that welders may have decreased sperm counts and be at risk for
adverse reproductive outcomes. Subtle neuropsycholgical effects are also reported.

5.5.4

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

The potential exposure dose of the general public, workers, and other ecological receptors to
specific hazards generated by the operation of the yard will be discussed in this section .
5.5.4.1 Environmental Setting
Community Health Profile of Influenced Barangays

The municipality of Subic has a population of 76,956 distributed to 16 barangays.
There is one municipal health unit (MHU) and nine (9) barangay health units (BHU)
distributed in the several barangays that manage medical health and problems of
residents. Patients that need further evaluation and management of diseases are
referred to Olongapo City.
Table 5-6 enumerates the comparison of health indices between Subic and the
National Statistics of the Philippines in rates/1,000 population. It shows that the live
births, all types of death rates are much lower in the municipality of Subic than in the
Philippines as a whole. This means that the health of the people in Subic, as reflected
in the health indices, is better than the average health picture in the Philippines.

Table 5 - 6.

Subic and Philippine Health Picture

Population
Crude Birth Rate
Crude Death Rate
Infant Mortality Rate
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Neonatal Death Rate
Maternal Mortalit Rate

9.5
0.9

0.06
0

Subic and Philippines are similar in the leading causes of diseases for diarrhea,
pneumonia, hypertension, pulmonary tuberculosis and malaria. However, the rates of
these diseases per 100,000 population is much lower in Subic compared to that in the
Philippines. This reflects the better delivery of health programs to control these
diseases in Subic compared to the average of the Philippines (Table 5-7) .
The health programs implemented in the municipality of Subic are shown in Table 5-8.
Subic statistics has dog bites and sexually transmitted diseases that are not included in
the top ten morbidity of the Philippines. This means that there is a public health
concern for these diseases that has to be addressed in Subic. However, the rate of
STD has decreased in rate in the last 4 year.
Table 5 - 7.

Leading Causes of Morbidity, Subic and Philippines (rate/100,000
population)

Causes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Diarrhea
Pneumonia
Bronchitis
Influenza
Hypertension
Pulmonary Tuberculosis
Diseases of the Heart
Malaria
Dengue

Subic
(2001)
635

Subic
(2004)
488.59
130.10

725
356

396.33
283.27

28

104.87

10. Chicken Pox

5
Table 5 - 8.

Philippines
(1998)
1273
884
868
770
217
179
98
96
60

44

Public Health Programs

Proo ram/Activities
1. Maternal and Child Care
a. Pre-natal Care
1. PreQnant woman with 4 or more visits
2. PreQnant women Qiven TT2+
3. Pregnant women given:
TFAP/OFS
Iron
Iodine
b. Post Partum
1. Total postpartum home visits
2. Women receivino at least 1 PP visit
II. Expanded program for immunization (EPI)
Immunization: BCG
DPT1
DPT2
DPT3
OPV1
OPV2
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Program/Activities
OPV3
Measles
FIC fully immunized child
Hepa 81
Hepa 82
Hepa 83
Children given Vitamin A during measles
Immunization
Ill. Control of Diarrheal Diseases (COD)
Diarrheal Cases seen : <1 year
1 - 4 vears old
Treated with Oresol: <1 year
1 - 4 years old
IV. Nutrition
Identification of O - 72 mos. children
OPT - Operation Timbang
Children O - 72 mos. Given: TFAP
Vitamin A
Iron
VI. Family Planning Program
New acceptors: pills, condom, DMPA,
NFP/LAM, IUD
Continuing User
VII. Tuberculosis Control Program
VIII . Control of Acute Respiratory Infection
Treatment of early pneumonia cases
Pneumonia
Pneumonia

Table 5-9 shows the leading causes of deaths (rates per 100,000 population) in the
Municipality of Subic and the Philippines. The common diseases for both are diseases
of the heart, vascular system (hypertension), pneumonia, cancer, tuberculosis,
diabetes and other respiratory problem as bronchial asthma (as other respiratory
problem) . The rates of these diseases are higher in the Philippines compared to that of
Subic, except for cancer. There is still a need for the Department of Health to prioritize
and mobilize the health programs dealing with the common causes of deaths in Subic.
Table 5 · 9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Leading Causes of Mortality, Subic and Philippines

Causes
Diseases of the Heart
Diseases of the Vascular System
Pneumonia
Cancer
Accidents
Tuberculosis, all forms
COPD
Diabetes Mellitus
Other diseases of the Pulmonary
Nephritis, Nephrosis, Nephrotic

Subic
44.18
42.88
19.49
49.37
22.09
9.09
16.89

Philiooines
763
56
46
43
40
38
19
12
10
10

Results of the Public Health Survey
Causes of Morbidity
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Table 5-10 shows the leading causes of diseases in impact barangay (Bgy. Cawag Sitios Agusuhin, Nagyantok and Natulong) extracted from the public health survey. The
leading causes of diseases in the survey are generally similar to the findings in the
secondary health data of Subic Municipality. However, diseases that are common in
Agusuhin that are not leading diseases of Subic include allergic rhinitis, conjunctivitis,
cerebra-vascular diseases, dengue fever, musculoskeletal diseases, anemia, chicken
pox and typhoid fever. Allergic rhinitis and conjunctivitis are allergic reactions to dust,
pollens from plants and other suspended particles in the atmosphere. Dengue fever
and malaria are diseases spread by infected mosquitoes that breed in water bodies in
the surroundings. Typhoid fever, diarrhea and parasitism are infections of the intestinal
tract that are spread through intake of contaminated food and water. Infected
individuals can spread the microorganisms through unsanitary way of waste disposal in
unsanitary toilets that can easily contaminate water in the environment. Since most of
the responders are adults, majority complains of musculoskeletal diseases. Anemia is
part of malnutrition. There is a need for the BHU/MHU to address this problem.

Leading causes of mortality in the barangay area are stroke/cerebra-vascular accident
and dengue fever. These diseases were not detected in the Municipal Health Unit of
Subic since these are cases could have been hospitalized in Olongapo City.
Table 5 - 10.

Leading Causes of Morbidity from 2004 to Present

Causes
Acute Respiratory Infection
Allergic Rhinitis
Diarrhea/ Amebiasis
Conjunctivitis
Stroke/Cerebro-vascular Accident
Dengue Fever
JoinV Muscle Pains
Anemia/ Pallor
Chicken Pox
Influenza (Flu)
Ascariasis/ Parasitism
Nasal Disorder
Skin rashes / allergy
Typhoid Fever
Kidney Disease
Tonsillo / Pharyngitis
UTI
Malaria

Aausuhin
998
40

Naavantok
98

Naatulona
45

-

-

22

1

-

19

-

1

6

1
1

-

-

-

18
15
7
11
11
12
10
10
9
9
9
7
9
8

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

2

-

-

-

Freauency
1,141
40
23
20
18
15
13
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
8

Causes of Morbidity by Occurrence to Age Group in 3 Sitios
Among the respondents (and their households), Acute respiratory infection is highest in
the middle age group (25 to 39 years) . This is the age group that work and mobilize so
often facilitating spread of the disease. Diarrhea could be highest in ages 5 to 14 years
because of more frequent intake of contaminated food and water taken outside homes.
Food taken outside homes could either be not cooked properly or not handled properly
(unsanitary) to cause spread of infectious microorganisms. The younger age group (5
Kultur;i at J(qlik;is;in Consult;incy Services Inc.
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to 14 years) are susceptible to Subic statistics has dog bites and sexually transmitted
diseases that are not included in the top ten morbidity of the Philippines. This means
that there is a public health concern for these diseases that has to be addressed in
Subic. However, the rate of STD has decreased in rate in the last 4 year.
Table 5 -11.
Diseases/
Morbidity/
Age Group
Under1
5 to 14
15 to 24
25 to 39
40 to 59
60 and over
Total

Acute
Resp
1
32

Ten Leading Causes of Morbidity by Age, 2004 to Present

Ten Leadlna Causes of Morblditv / Diseases from 2004 to Present
Diarrhea
Flu
Lung
UTI
Malaria
Allergy
Stroke
Oral
Disease
Lesion

24
64
27
2
150

25
10
11
5
1
52

24

12

5
12
8
1
50

4
7

4
27

3
6
11
5
1
26

1
5
1

3

1

3
1

7

Toothache

7

1
3
2
5

1

1

Medical personnel include: one physician, one dentist, one medical technologist, rural
sanitary inspector and non-technical worker and two nurses based in the central or
municipal health unit of Subic only. There are ten midwives, three dental aides, two
laboratory aide and 70 barangay health workers (BHW) who attend the sick residents
in the distant barangay areas. Residents living in far barangays have to travel to the
municipal health office and other private clinics to be seen by a physician. Most of the
respondents (161) in the health survey go to the Municipality of Subic to seek medical
assistance and avail free medicines. Other respondents (154) commonly go to the
Barangay Cawag Health Center also for check-ups and free medicines however, its
services are not regularly available.
A few respondents (34 respondents) go to Hospitals or to private clinics such as Monte
Falcon (48 respondents) in Subic for medical consultation due to high expenses. Some
still resort to self-medication or alternative medicine (quack doctors).
The ratio between doctors, dentist, nurses and midwives is acceptable based on DOH
requirement as shown in Table 5-12.

Table 5 - 12.

Health Manpower by Year (Rate/100,000 Population), Municipal Health,
Subic, Zam bales

Municipal health officer
Public health dentist
Public health nurse
Rural health midwives
Medical technologist
Rural sanitation inspector

2004

Standard DOH
Requirement

1
1
2
10
1
1

1 :20,000
1 :50,000
1 :10,000
1:5,000
1/municipal
1 :20,000

Medicines are commonly availed by the respondents from the Municipality Health Unit
and the Bgy. Cawag Health Center. Unavailable medicines are bought from Pharmacy
Stores in Subic or at a variety store within their Sitio.
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Medicines usually taken by respondents are consistent with the requirements of the
usual diseases in the impact area. These medicines include Paracetamol for fever and
pain, Antibiotics for infections (ARI, UTI, pneumonia, etc), non-steroidal analgesics for
severe pain for musculoskeletal diseases and toothache.
The presence of diarrhea and intestinal parasitism and skin infections are based on the
provision of sanitary toilet facilities, access to safe water and health practices of
residents. Eighty-five percent of households have sanitary type of toilets in 2004 and
seventy-nine percent have access supply to safe water. However, there are still some
households without toilets and sanitary toilets. About 9% households still do not have
access to safe water supply (Table 5-13).
Most of the residents from Agusuhin, Nagyantok, and Nagtulong already own a decent
toilet facility which are water-sealed (46%) or flush type (7%) . Others share to a
communal or public toilet (11 %). However, 36% of the residents are still using other
methods such as the antipolo type or thru open pit which might contaminate the ground
water or the river streams where they get their domestic water. These factors
contribute to the causes of diarrhea and intestinal parasitism presenting as part of the
leading causes of diseases in the impact barangays. The Environmental Sanitation and
Program Control of Diarrheal Diseases will have to be more active in preventing and
controlling these diseases.
Table 5 - 13.

Sanitation and water Facilities by Year (rate/100,000 population), Municipal
Health, Subic, Zambales

2004
Households with sanitary toilets
Households with unsanitary toilets
Households without toilet
Households with access to safe water
Households without access to safe water

10,092 (85%)
315 (1 .81%)
233 (1 .81 %)
10,092 (79%)
1,125 (8 .8%)

Vulnerability Analysis of the Primary Impact Communities
The barangay will be vulnerable to the following:
•

rapid in-migration of people seeking employment in the yard resulting in increasing
congestion, demand and competition for available public health and community
services;

•

increasing pollution in the area brought about by motor vehicle emissions,
discharges and the emissions from the operations of the yard; and

•

depletion of water supply in the community due to the increasing demand of the
operations of the yard.

Health Effects (Consequences)
Air pollution
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Table 5-14 shows the possible health effects of NO 2 , SO2 and PM10 (dust) with
exposure levels above acceptable limits of vulnerable population:
Table 5 - 14.
Air
Pollutants
NO 2

SO2

PM10

Health Effects and Exposure Limits

Health Effects
Possible increase in upper respiratory tract
infection especially among children < 2
years old .
increase respiratory symptoms like cough,
colds, difficulty of breathing, wheezing and
bronchitis more common among children
and the elderly
increase respiratory symptoms like cough,
colds, difficulty of breathing, wheezing and
bronchitis more common among children
and the elderly

Exposure Limits •
0.053 ppm (200ug/m3)
Annual arithmetic mean
0.03 ppm (365 ug/m3)
24 hour averaging

Standard for PM10
150 ug/m3
24 hour averaging

Source: National Ambient Air Qua/tty Standards, 1987. USA

Water Pollution
With the construction and use of oil/water separator units and waste water treatment
facility to prevent discharges, no significant contamination of nearby water body is
expected. Any small oil and chemical discharges are expected to be controlled by the
yard's waste water treatment facility. Appropriate containment or capture of particulate
dusts (dust collectors) - and including best practices established - generated from the
cutting of metal sheets and welding will further reduce the possibility of these being
exposed to storm water and thus prevented from being discharged into the nearest
water body.
A small increase in the risk of water contamination maybe expected during tank
cleaning of main fuel storage tanks which will generate significant amounts of sludge
requiring adequate disposal. However, tank cleaning is a non-routine operation and is
done only once every five years. Tank cleaning operations will be handled by trained
and accredited contractors that will supply the fuel needs of the project.
No adverse health impact is expected due to contamination or release of oil and other
chemicals into the river with the presence of oil and water separators as well as the
water treatment facility of the yard.
Risk Characterization
Risk characterization is the process wherein the acceptability of the risk is assessed .
Results of this process are used to make informed decisions in the risk management
process.
Community Health
Based on foregoing discussions, most of the risks posed by the operation of the yard to
the surrounding communities are considered minimal. The community surrounding the
yard will be resettled according to plan and thus thereafter further reduce possible
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exposure. With the development of the yard it is expected that a new but planned
community (workers) will be established which will be less vulnerable to adverse health
effects of the yard operations. The exposure of the community to air emissions is
considered minimal since concentrations of pollutants localized or generated within the
yard .
The risks posed to community health are considered acceptable and no additional
control and recovery measures are required of the proposed yard .
Occupational Health
The proposed establishment and operation of the yard will introduce significant
occupational health hazards in some of the work processes. These include metal
cutting, welding and painting and in some areas where individual workers maybe
exposed . The risk to health from these hazards maybe reduced to as low as
reasonably practicable through the establishment of a comprehensive occupational
health program.
,-~.

The occupational health risks identified are generally acceptable with the incorporation
of risk reduction measures.

5.6

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.6.1

COMMUNITY HEALTH

5.6.1.1Community Health Risk Assessment

No significant community health risk is expected from the project because of the following
considerations:
•

morbidity and mortality profile of the primary impact communities reflects a relatively
healthier population compared to the Philippine standard;

•

although there is some level of inadequacy for health care resources and health care
delivery system at the primary impact communities - these can be supplemented with
the health programs to be developed as soon as project is established/operational;

•

acceptable design parameters of the yard, especially with the establishment of a waste
water treatment facility. Use of control systems (collection/containment/capture) will
further enhance the safety factor of the yard; and

•

NO2, SO2, TSP, CO generated will be localized (within the yard compound) and thus
least likelihood of untoward exposures resulting in adverse health effects.

5.6.1.2 Community Health Status Monitoring
Monitoring

Baseline mortality and morbidity statistics should initially be obtained for comparison
during the succeeding years' statistics. Secondary data of health profile of the
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residents in the impact areas is the easiest and fastest way of monitoring their health
status. This should be regularly gathered from the project site and from the barangay
and municipal health office. This will be able to monitor the leading causes of deaths
and diseases and other health indices every year. Changes in disease pattern in the
impact communities will need further investigation to determine the contribution of the
project to disease causation.
Public health surveillance should be done regularly to investigate the people in impact
communities who are asymptomatic for the purpose of classifying them with respect to
their likelihood of having a particular disease. The purpose of health surveillance is that
early detection, before the developrrent of symptoms, will lead to a more favorable to a
more favorable prognosis because treatment begun before the disease becomes
clinically manifest will be more effective than later treatment.
Health monitoring of at risk communities is based on the premise that environmental
health hazards are uncontrolled and regularly exceed community standards of DENR.
Health monitoring for community-acquired illnesses is recommended for the following
reasons:
Projected emissions (air, water and soil) of the yard operations are expected to be
below the set standards using prescribed fuel, yard design, and pollution control
devices. A good baseline data and health statistics during the construction and
operation phase of the yard would be beneficial in case there are future health
concerns among community residents and even yard workers.
Data from the barangay health center on patient consultations should be regularly
monitored by the proponent and properly recorded . Vital health data and indicators
such as: infant mortality rate, malnutrition prevalence, epidemics and maternal mortality
rate should also be collected .
The proponent through its community relations officer should provide assistance for the
local health unit (barangay health center) to improve its medical services to the
community and enhance its recording system to monitor mortality and morbidity trend
in the impact barangays for future references. Assistance can be in the form of
training, funds for supplies and materials, and other resources to enhance the
operation of the health center and the efficiency of the health personnel.
Aside from community health monitoring function, the data will also assist the company
on possible health projects to promote in the impact area.
Regular ambient air, and water monitoring is recommended together with health
monitoring for the following reasons:
•

environmental monitoring is easier to conduct, cheaper and does not require high
level participation of the community residents;

•

it is easier to detect changes in the environmental levels compared to changes in
health status therefore problems are earlier identified and acted upon ;

•

environmental monitoring is proactive since adverse health effects to community
residents which will be detected at a later date by health status monitoring, have
not yet occurred .
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The following recommendations are made with regards to environmental health
monitoring:
Routine ambient air and water discharges monitoring be conducted and recorded by
the yard management in the following sites:
For air emission : at point source and along the environmental pathway from the point
source up to the community. A quarterly monitoring of SO2, NO2 and TSP would be
appropriate for health reasons. Particulate levels should also be included.
For water discharges: at various points during the process and at the point of
discharge.
Information and Education

Workers involved in metal cutting, welding, and painting are directly involved in the
possible adverse effects of chemicals involved in the project. They should be aware of
the signs and symptoms of chemical toxicity secondary to lead in paints and heavy
metal toxicity from welding.
The residents of impact communities should also be informed of the efforts of the
project in devising safety measures so as not to cause any adverse effects on the
health of the people .
Occupational Health

Occupational Health Risk Assessment
The proposed establishment and operation of the yard will introduce significant
occupational health hazards in some of the work processes. These include metal
cutting, welding and painting and in some areas where individual workers maybe
exposed. The risk to health from these hazards maybe reduced to as low as
reasonably practicable through the establishment of a comprehensive occupational
health program.
The occupational health risks identified are generally acceptable with the incorporation
of risk reduction measures.
Planning an occupational health and safety program for the yard operations is ideal at
this stage of the pre-project construction and operation .
Work Site Occupational Health Program
Once the final site and yard design has been established, it is recommended that the
project proponents establish and organize an occupational health program that will
meet the health needs of the workers. The occupational health program should have
the following components:
Establishment by management of a Health, Safety and Environment Policy (HSEP),
which will guide the behavior of both management and labor in the yard with regards to
health, safety and environmental protection. The policy should be endorsed by the
president or chief executive of the company to show strong management support.
Kultut;i ;it K,qlik;is;in Consult;incy Services Inc.
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Copies of the policy should be prominently displayed in the different work areas to
remind workers of the HSE responsibilities.
Company management should appoint a health, safety and environment focal point
which shall serve as a coordinator for all HSE activities in the workplaoo. The primary
role of the focal point is advisory in nature since HSE is a line management
responsibility.
The HSE officer should receive various accreditation training from the following training
institutions:
For occupational health: Attendance to a post-graduate course in occupational health
and safety conducted by the College of Public Health of the University of the
Philippines, Manila.
For Industrial Safety: Accreditation training from the Safety Organization of the
Philippines (SOPI).
,,----..

For the Environment: Pollution officer accreditation course given by the Pollution
Control Offices Association of the Philippines (PCAPI) .
For the company management to identify the HSE organization of the company from
the senior management down to the different working groups and areas in the yard
since HSE is a line management responsibility.
Organization of the HSE committee which will be chaired by the HSE focal point of the
company with line management and labor representatives. The HSE committee will be
a forum or a working group where HSE issue can be discussed and implementation
plan prepared and implemented.

Health Hazards of Welding

Prevention
Most acute injuries or poisonings related to welding processes are preventable. Strict
adherence to appropriate safety procedures will prevent burns, eye injuries, and
electric shock. Awareness of the potential hazards, with attention to the provision of
adequate ventilation, is the best safeguard against accidental overexposure to air
contaminants. In enclosed space, air-supplied respirators are essential, particularly with
processes that result in generation of nitrogen oxides. Training and certification of
welders is also one way of ensuring not only the quality of work but a high level of
awareness of potential hazards and thus the prevention of hazardous exposure.
Careful designed and controlled studies in the future will better assess the potential
impact of welding on respiratory function and on the development of lung cancer.
These effects, if present, will certainly be minimized by measures to reduce welding
exposures through engineering, ventilation, and proper use of personal protection .
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5.7

ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN

5.7.1

RISK REDUCTION MEASURES OF HEALTH HAZARDS

Table 5-15 shows the identified health impacts and mitigating/risk reduction measures for the
proposed shipbuildng facility project.
Table 5 -15.

Matrix of Health Impact and Risk Reduction Measures
Mitigating/Risk Reduction Measures

Hazards
Workers

Pre-Operation/Construction
Dust and Suspended Particulate Matter
(SPM)
NO 2

•

Use of personal protective equipment, wetting agents

•

Use of personal protective equipment, wetting agents
Efficient maintenance of the equipmenUmachines
Use of personal protective equipment, wetting agents
Efficient maintenance of the equipmenUmachines
Use of personal protective equipment, wetting agents
Efficient maintenance of the equipmenUmachines
Engagement of experts in handling/managing
live/unexploded ordinances
Construction of bunds around the tanks
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan
Construction of a collection system
Use of personal protective equipment and efficient
maintenance of the fuel storaqe facilities
Workers should be educated on the adverse effects of
noise
Use of ear plugs/earmuffs
Training of personnel on the proper use and
maintenance of hearing protective devices (earplugs,
earmuffs)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
equipment for hearing protection are worn and worn
correctly
Prohibiting worker access to areas involving hazards
such as manufacturing/process operations that
generate excessive noise
Use of sound-dampening materials to reduce noise
levels (mufflers)
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Observance of threshold level values (permissible noise
exposure) for exposure to noise
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan
Appropriate protection including body covering, masks,
eye protection, boots and gloves
Provision of appropriate ventilation systems
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan

•

SO2

co
Explosion (Live/Unexploded Ordnances)

•
•

•
•
•

Explosion and Fire (Fuel Storage/Leaks)

•
•

Oils and Lubricants
Fugitive Emissions

•

Noise

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
Heat

•
•
•
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Hazards

Vibration

•
•
•
•

Ergonomic Stress

•
•
•

Occupational Accidents

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
Workers
Operations
Explosion and Fire (Fuel Storage/Leaks)

•

•
Oils and Lubricants

•

Fugitive Emissions

•

Heavy Metals

•
•
•
•

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

•
•
•

Oxygen-deficiency (confined space
entry)

•
•

•
•

•

Mitigating/Risk Reduction Measures
Regular work shifts and breaks to avoid too much
physical exertion and vibration
Appropriate protection including body covering, masks,
eye protection, boots and gloves
Health facilities of the workers
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan
Regular work shifts and breaks
Health facilities of the workers
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan
Health facilities of the workers
Sight conservation program
Hearing conservation program
Heat stress control program
Personal protection program
Respiratory protection program
Acute injury and illness management program
Workplace inspection program
Accident prevention program
Health surveillance and monitoring
Worker health training and_management
Proper training of workers
Implementation of safety programs of company
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan

Construction of bunds around the tanks
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Construction of a collection system and an onsite
wastewater treatment facility
Use of personal protective equipment and efficient
maintenance of the fuel storaqe facilities
Installation of appropriate control measures to
capture/contain fumes and particulates (i.e. dust
collectors) , as well as, ventilation systems
Lead control program
Appropriate protection including body covering , masks,
eye protection, boots and gloves
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Use of proper engineering controls such as a fume
hood or other form of local exhaust ventilation
Use of administrative controls
Appropriate personal protective equipment such as
gloves, respirator, etc.
Training of workers
Check level of oxygen prior to entry
Confined area should be well-ventilated
Rescue procedures in place
Concerned workers should be aware (signage
informing workers on the status of an area as to
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Hazards

•
Noise

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
Heat

•
•
•

Vibration

•
•
•
•

Ergonomic Stress

•
•
•

Occupational Accidents

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mitiaatina/Risk Reduction Measures
oxygen-deficiency and work being done to address
situation)
Implementation of a program for work involving
confined space entry
Job rotation will help restrict the length of exposure to
potentially hazardous levels
Workers should be educated on the adverse effects of
noise
Training of personnel on the proper use and
maintenance of hearing protective devices (earplugs,
earmuffs)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
equipment for hearing protection are worn and worn
correctly
Prohibiting worker access to areas involving hazards
such as manufacturing/process operations that
generate excessive noise (sand/shot blasting)
Use of sound-dampening materials to reduce noise
levels (mufflers)
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Noise levels monitored regularly
Observance of threshold level values (permissible noise
exposure) for exposure to noise
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Appropriate protection including body covering, masks,
eye protection, boots and gloves
Provision of appropriate ventilation systems
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Regular work shifts and breaks to avoid too much
physical exertion and vibration
Appropriate protection including body covering, masks,
eye protection, boots and gloves
Health facilities of the workers
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Regular work shifts and breaks
Health facilities of the workers
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Job hazard analysis
Safe and healthful working conditions
Safe work practices by employees/workers
Health facilities of the workers
Sight conservation program
Heat stress control program
Hearing conservation program
Personal protection program
Respiratory protection program
Acute injury and illness management program
Workplace inspection program
Accident prevention program
Health surveillance and monitorino
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Hazards

•
•
•
•
•
Community
Construction
Dust and Suspended Particulate Matter
(SPM)

•
•
•

Explosion (live/Unexploded Ordnances)

•
•

Oils and Lubricants

•
•
•

Community
Operations
Explosion and Fire (Fuel Storage/Leaks)

•
•

•
Oils and Lubricants

•
•

Mitigating/Risk Reduction Measures
Worker health training and_management
Workplace inspection program
Proper training of workers
Implementation of safety programs of company
All other measures applicable as found in
Operations Safety Plan

the

Wetting agents
Coordination with the community
Awareness (continuous information, education, and
communication programs)
Coordination with community
Awareness (continuous information, education, and
communication programs)
Construction of a collection system and an onsite
wastewater treatment facility
Awareness (continuous information, education, and
communication programs)
All other measures applicable as found in the
Construction Safety Plan

Construction of bunds around the tanks
Awareness (continuous information, education, and
communication programs)
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan
Construction of a collection system and an onsite
wastewater treatment facility
All other measures applicable as found in the
Operations Safety Plan

5.7.1.1 Public/Community Health

In the future, population may increase so new communities will be created, in addition to present
communities, around the project site. The residents of the surrounding communities should be
informed about the nature of the project and its operations through meetings and seminars.
They should also be informed on safety measures that the project proponent are implementing
in order to avoid health hazards.
Dust and air pollutants from moving motor vehicles will generate from road sites. This can be
avoided by constructing roads away from residential areas. Dusts could be minimized using
sprinklers to wet the roads. Proper maintenance of motor vehicles will lessen air pollution and
the accompanying odor.
Accidents can happen in areas involved with the transportation system leading to the proposed
project site. To minimize or avoid accidents, roads should be constructed in strategic areas.
Warning signs should be posted in areas that are accident-prone.
There should be attempts to determine the influence of exposure to the hazards associated with
project activities on the health of the residents in the surrounding communities. This is done
Kultut;i ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy SetVices Inc.
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through regular health surveillance that will detect the possible changing patterns of diseases
due to the presence of project operations . There should be close coordination and cooperation
with the Municipal Health Office in the recording of diseases and implementation of health
programs in controlling and preventing diseases. Health promotion and education on the
common diseases of the area should be extended to the workers and residents of the
surrounding communities.

5.7.1.2 Workers
Pre-Operation Phase
Protection of Personnel from Chemical Hazards
During the construction phase, to avoid the increase in wind-blown dust and SPM in the
atmosphere, sprinklers could be used to water down bare areas. Protective body
coverings and facemask should be used by workers at all times in highly affected
areas.
NO2 , SO 2 , and CO from motor vehicles and machines may be kept to a minimum
concentration since the exposures are in open areas. Heavy equipment and motor
vehicles should be maintained at all times to minimize concentrations of air pollution in
exhaust.
An explosives expert/company will be engaged to handle/manage/dispose
live/unexploded ordinances during site clearing and related pre-construction activities.
Protection of Personnel from Physical Hazards
Exposures to direct sunlight and the inability of one's body to release heat adequately
can cause heat stress and strokes. Regular work shifts and breaks will allow the body
to handle and release heat better. Workers exposed to heat most of the time should
be provided with water and juices to avoid dehydration .
Workers working with or near motor vehicles or machinery for long periods of time may
be exposed to noise. Deafness can result after prolonged exposure. The best remedy
to prevent exposure to excessive noise is to reduce the source . Technology is available
for solving many typical problems arising from the use of machinery either by structural
and mechanical modifications or the use of mufflers, vibration isolators or enclosures.
Sound transmission can be controlled through the use of partitions as barriers.
Improved area planning to increase the distance between people and the noise source
is possible.
Job rotation will help restrict the length of exposure to potentially hazardous levels.
Workers should be educated on the adverse effects of noise and should be warned in
(a) the possible consequences of excessive noise exposure; (b) the means of
protection, e.g., ear plugs, earmuffs and/or helmets; and (c) the limitations of these
protective devices.
Noise level should be maintained , as much as possible, within the safe standard limits
of 85 dB required .
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Noise levels should be monitored regularly. Control measures may require reduction in
the use of heavy equipment and use of traffic vehicles or even operation in the site
despite all controlling measures if only to meet the safe limits of noise.
Exhaust from motor vehicles and heavy equipment may emit offensive odor to workers.
Oil may have an odor irritating too to some people. Maintenance of vehicles and heavy
equipment and distance from sources may minimize this problem.
Regular work shifts and breaks can avoid too much physical exertion and vibration
causing muscle strain and body fatigue. Workers should be instructed on the proper
ways of carrying and handling heavy equipment to avoid back pains and other forms of
musculo-skeletal pains (MSD).
Operational Phase

Protection of Workers from Chemical Hazards
Dust will be generated basically in the same areas as in the pre-operation phase. Dust
is expected to be higher in areas where diggings and quarrying takes place. Workers
exposed to dust should wear the proper protection including body covering, masks,
boots and gloves.
Workers assigned in welding and painting will be exposed to heavy metals and lead,
respectively. These workers should be informed of the health effects of the chemicals
they are dealing with and how to minimize exposures. Appropriate protection including
body covering, masks, eye protection, boots and gloves should be used at all times.
Protection of Workers from Physical Hazards
Strokes and heat stress and occupational accidents and Injuries are also common
problems during the operation phase.
Safety and Health of Workers
The yard management should create a safety and health committee that will be in
charge with the formulation of the safety procedures, rules and regulation, training,
inspection and monitoring in the project site. The committee will be responsible in the
investigation, analysis, reporting and recording of all occupational injuries and
accidents in the area. These records will be useful guides in further improving the
Safety Programs and in preventing similar accidents in the future.
The Objective of Safety Program
The objective of the occupational and safety program is to promote safety and to limit,
reduce, and control hazards and risk. This is to foster a safety conscious environmental
to encourage contractors to actively manage safety in order to limit losses from
personal injuries and property damage. The ultimate objective is to achieve greater
efficiency and reduced direct and indirect cost associated with losses and control.
The effectiveness of the construction safety program depends upon the active
participation and cooperation of the contractor's project managers, and employees in
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coordination of their effort with the authority in carrying out . the following basic
procedures:
Detection . Maintain a system of prompt detection and correction of unsafe practices
and conditions.
Education. Establish and conduct an educational program to stimulate and maintain
interest and cooperation of all employees. Education will be conducted through safety
meetings, safety training programs, and the use of personal protective equipment and
mechanical guards.
Investigation. All incidents and claims will be investigated to determine their causes and
take reasonable corrective action when possible.
Planning. Plan all work to minimize the potential for personal injury, property damage
and loss of productive time.
Regulations. Comply with federal, state and local laws, ordinances, regulations,
industry standards, and authority regulations and requirements.
Accident Prevention
Workers should observe the measures proposed by the occupational health and safety
program to avoid occupational accidents, injuries and even deaths in the work areas.
The layout of the workplace should include the use of suitable machine guards and
suitable structures to avoid accidents and injuries.
Contractors .have the responsibilities to correct hazardous conditions and practices.
Foreman shall have the authority to take action to prevent physical harm or significant
property damage. If determined there's imminent danger, the foreman or safety
engineer shall :
Take immediate action to remove workers from the hazard and stabilize or stop work
until corrective actions made
Immediately identified contractor's safety plan of the condition
Identify and implement corrective action to eliminate the hazard
Employee shall immediately report to their immediate superiors any condition
suspected to be unsafe or unhealthy
When any condition has been determined to constitute a safety hazard, work will not
continue until the danger is corrected, guarded, or removed from the jobsite.
Personnel requirements and compliance
It is the yard management's intention to maintain a health and safe workplace. To
succeed, all parties must be actively involved and maintained cooperation between all
contractors, subcontractors, and their employees. Contractors and subcontractors are
responsible for orienting employees on the specific safety rules that must be followed
by all persons working on the project. Non-compliant employees should be notified,
removed or suspended . The grounds of removal should include continued violations,
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drugs and alcohol intake, fighting, gambling or horseplay and if caught with deadly
weapons.
Like the health programs of public health, occupational health and safety program also
should be implemented to protect the health and safety of workers. Table 5-16 shows
the proposed health and safety program in the workplace.
Table 5 -16.
Pro~rams
Workers
Construction
Heat Stress Control

Some Health Service Programs and Activities in the Workplace
Activities

•
•
•

•
•
•
Sight Conservation

•

•
•

Hearing Conservation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Protection

•
•
•
•

Respiratory Protection

•
•
•

•
•

Provision of suitable protective covering
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
suitable protective covering
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
proper suitable protective clothing are worn and worn
correctly
Provision of appropriate ventilation systems
Job rotation of workers
Requiring workers in hot environments to take breaks in cool
rest areas and providinQ fluids for rehydration
Provision of equipment for eye protection (goggle, welding
mask, sunglasses)
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
equipment for eye protection (goggle, welding mask,
sunglasses)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
equipment for sight protection are worn and worn correctly
Provision of adequate lighting
Job rotation of workers
Provision of hearing protective devices (earplugs, earmuff)
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
hearing ·protective devices (earplugs, earmuffs)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
equipment for hearing protection are worn and worn correctly
Prohibiting worker access to areas involving hazards such as
manufacturing/process operations that generate excessive
noise
Use of sound-dampening materials to reduce noise levels
(mufflers)
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Provision of protective clothing, hardhat, safety belts, rain
boots, and dust mask
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
personal protective equipment
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
personal protection equipment are worn and worn correctly
Provision of respiratory protective devices
Regular checking of equipment
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
respiratory protective devices (dust mask, respirator)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
respiratory protective devices are worn and worn correctly
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
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Programs
Acute injury and illness
management

•

•
•
•
•
•

Workplace Inspection
Program
Accident Prevention
Program

•
•
•

•

Health surveillance and
monitoring

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Worker health training and
management

•
•

•
•

Therapy and immunization

•

Operations
Heat Stress Control

•
•
•
•
•

Sight Conservation

•
•

Activities
Recording of accident and illness that is always open for
inspection by authorized personnel: date, name, sex and age,
nature of injury, diagnosis of illness, magnitude of disability,
period of disability, damage of materials, equipment and cost
involved and reporting to the DOLE.
Accomplishment of annual work accident/illness exposure
data report to be submitted to the DOLE
Regular inspection of site/workplace
Training of personnel in the conduct of inspection
Reportinq
Training of personnel
Regular inspection site/workplace
Promotion and adoption of safe work practices
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Identification and assessment of the risks from health
hazards in the workplace
Determine condition of planning and organization of work
maintenance, condition of machinery and other equipment,
and substances used in work
Surveillance of conditions and practices in the workplaces
including sanitation and housing
Monitoring of workers health versus exposure to work
hazards
Analysis of occupational accidents and diseases
Interpretation, reporting and dissemination of health data
Promotion and adoption of safe work practices to the workers
Collaboration in providing information and training on hygiene
and ergonomics
Participation in the development of programs for the
improvement of working practices as well as testing and
evaluation of health aspects of new equipment
Training on occupational health, safety and hygiene,
ergonomics and individual and collective protective
equipment
Organization and training on first-aid and emergency
treatment
Therapy, prophylaxis and immunization of workers at risk of
contact with live organisms and travelers to areas of endemic
infection: Tetanus, measles, mumps and rubella (MMR),
hepatitis A and 8, typhoid fever and cholera
Immunization against malaria

Provision of suitable protective covering
Provision of appropriate ventilation systems
Job rotation of workers
Requiring workers in hot environments to take breaks in cool
rest areas and providing fluids for rehydration .
Prohibiting worker access to areas involving hazards such as
lasers or energized electrical equipment
Provision of equipment for eye protection (goggle, welding
mask, sunglasses)
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
equipment for eye protection (goggle, welding mask,
sunglasses)
Reqular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that

•
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Proqrams

Hearing Conservation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Personal Protection

•
•
•

Respiratory Protection

•
•
•
•

Acute injury and illness
management

•
•

•
Workplace Inspection
Program

•
•

Accident Prevention
Program

•
•
•
•

•

Lead Control Program

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Activities
equipment for sight protection are worn and worn correctly
Provision of adequate lighting
Job rotation of workers
Provision of hearing protective devices (earplugs , earmuff)
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
hearing protective devices (earplugs, earmuffs)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
equipment for hearing protection are worn and worn correctly
Prohibiting worker access to areas involving hazards such as
manufacturing/process operations that generate excessive
noise (sand/shot blasting)
Use of sound-dampening materials to reduce noise levels
(mufflers)
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Provision of protective clothing, hardhat, safety belts, rain
boots, and dust mask
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
personal protective equipment
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
personal protection equipment are worn and worn correctly
Provision of respiratory protective devices
Regular checking of equipment
Training of personnel on the proper use and maintenance of
respiratory protective devices (dust mask, respirator)
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
respiratory protective devices are worn and worn correctly
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Recording of accident and illness that is always open for
inspection by authorized personnel : date, name, sex and age,
nature of injury, diagnosis of illness, magnitude of disability,
period of disability, damage of materials, equipment and cost
involved and reporting to the DOLE.
Accomplishment of annual work accidenUillness exposure
data report to be submitted to the DOLE
Regular inspection of site/workplace
Training of personnel in the conduct of inspection
Reporting
Training of personnel
Regular inspection site/workplace
Promotion and adoption of safe work practices
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Use of respirators for lead work
Use of other personal protective equipment
Training on the proper use of respirators and other personal
protective equipment
Regular inspection of workers at worksite to ensure that
personal protection equipment are worn and worn correctly
Sampling and testing for lead at the work place
Regular air monitoring for lead at the work place
Medical surveillance - including regular blood lead monitoring
and re-assignment of workers to other areas that may cause
low or non-lead exposure
Provision of vacuums (capable of sucking in lead dust) and
ventilation systems (with scrubbers)
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Programs

•
Health surveillance and
monitoring

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Worker health training and
management

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Therapy and immunization

•
•

Community
Construction
Health surveillance and
monitoring

•
•

Information, education, and
communication programs

•
•

Therapy and immunization
Operations
Health surveillance and
monitoring
Continuous information,
education, and
communication programs

•

•
•
•
•

Therapy and immunization

•

Activities
Proper storage and disposal of waste containing lead
Proper maintenance of equipment and machinery
Identification and assessment of the risks from health hazards
in the workplace.
Determine condition of planning and organization of work
maintenance, condition of machinery and other equipment,
and substances used in work.
Surveillance of conditions and practices in the workplaces
including sanitation and housing.
Monitoring of workers health versus exposure to work
hazards.
Analysis of occupational accidents and diseases .
Collection of public health data and case reports that are
related to environmental hazards.
Interpretation, reporting and dissemination of health data .
Promotion and adoption of safe work practices to the workers .
Collaboration in providing information and training on hygiene
and ergonomics.
Participation in the development of programs for the
improvement of working practices as well as testing and
evaluation of health aspects of new equipment.
Training on occupational health, safety and hygiene,
ergonomics and individual and collective protective equipment
Promotion and adoption of safe work practices to the workers
Organization and training on first-aid and emergency treatment
Continuous therapy, prophylaxis and immunization of workers
at risk of contact with live organisms and travelers to areas of
endemic infection: Tetanus, measles, mumps and rubella
(MMR) , hepatitis A and 8, typhoid fever and cholera
Continuous immunization of against malaria

Collection of public health data and case reports that are
related to environmental hazards.
Interpretation , reporting and dissemination of health data .
Residents of the surrounding communities should be informed
about the nature of the project and its operations through
meetings and seminars
Residents of the surrounding communities should also be
informed on safety measures that the project proponent are
implementinQ in order to avoid health hazards.
Immunization against malaria
Collection of public health data and case reports that are
related to environmental hazards.
Interpretation, reporting and dissemination of health data .
Residents of the surrounding communities should be
continuously informed about the nature of the project and its
operations through meetings and seminars
Residents of the surrounding communities should also be
continuously informed on safety measures that the project
proponent are implementing in order to avoid health hazards.
Continuous immunization against malaria
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Health Facilities of the Workers
The work area should be provided with a primary health unit for the employees to be
manned by a physician or a nurse for primary care. The unit should be provided with an
ambulance or any vehicle for easy access to the municipal health office or hospitals for
cases that will need further medical management. There should be adequate medical
equipment/facilities that can be used to attend to primary medical cases and
emergencies of the employees. Telephones or any form of communication should be
available in work areas to be able to attend to the emergencies immediately.
Medical kits for emergency cases should be made available at all times in work areas
distant to the medical clinics.
The company physician should be assigned to do complete health examination on all
applicant workers prior to hiring to assure good physical fitness at the start of work.
Even contractual workers from other companies should be checked to assure good
health prior to work. There should be continuous annual health examination of workers
in the project site . Annual medical examination should be conducted to meet the
requirement of the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE). The basic content of
the annual medical examination should include the following: medical history, physical
examination, dental evaluation, chest x-ray, ECG and visual screening. All occupational
injuries and diseases should be recorded , analyzed and submitted to the DOLE.
Hearing Conservation Program
Line management, through the proposed HSE focal point, should design and
implement a hearing conservation program which should have the following
components:
Application of engineering control as appropriate to reduce the exposure to noise
hazard especially in the enclosed areas.
Information, instruction and training of staff potentially exposed to noise hazard .
Baseline audiometry for all workers who are potentially exposed as a consequence of
their employment to noise levels of more than 90 dBA. Repeat audiometry should be
done yearly for workers who are regularly assigned to areas exposed to operations that
generate loud noise.
Establishment of a noise map of the site to identify areas or locations with noise level
exceeding standards. Noise mapping should be conducted once a year in noisy areas
and for every major equipment change or installation of additional noise control
measures.
Putting up of sign boards warning of sites with potential noise hazards.
Provision of personal protective equipment for ear protection . Recommended
protectors are ear plugs because of increased comfort and better fit compared to an
ear muff. Ear muffs during warm weather can cause skin irritation around the ear
resulting in lower utilization by workers.
Conduct a more detailed health risk assessment of the yard as soon as it becomes
operational.
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Coordinate with health care delivery system in the barangay/municipality.
Development of a strong referral system to enable the medical clinic to refer patients to
appropriate specialists in the area or for admission to accredited hospitals.
Establishment of an appropriate health recording and reporting systems to meet
government health regulatory requirements and to protect the company from improper
claims due to perceived adverse health effects of the yard operations .
Regular health audits to ensure the efficient implementation of the health program.

Emergency Response Plan Recommendations
The yard management should put in place emergency response plans that will address
contingency situations such as fire, explosion, earthquakes, typhoons, volcanic
eruptions, and oil spill. The management should consider the following in formulating
the yard's emergency response plans:
Ensure that all persons on site have appropriate training in the implementation of the
emergency response procedures.
In consultation with the local Disaster Coordinating Council, formulate and agree on an
off-site emergency response plan appicable to the surrounding community.
Ensure that on-site emergency response plan inside the facility is established and
coordinated with emergency services.
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This section covers the development and discussion of the recommended Environmental
Management Plan (EMP), Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMoP), Contingency/Emergency
Response Plan, Social Development Plan (SOP), Waste Management Plan and Information
Education and Communication (IEC) Plan specific to the proposed project. The EMP describes
the impacts, the appropriate mitigation and enhancement measures, and institutional
mechanisms for implementing the proposed measures. The EMoP describes the parameters of
the affected condition to be monitored, the location, frequency, the cost of monitoring activity and
responsible parties. The SOP discusses the community based outreach programs that will be
proposed by the proponent.

6.1

EMP SUMMARY

The mitigation and enhancement measures during the construction and operation of the
proposed shipbuildilg facility are summarized in Tables 6-1 and 6-2.

6.2

CONSTRUCTION/ CONTRACTORS' ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM

The proponent will hire many contractors to construct different facility components of the project.
An important part of the project implementation is site development and actual construction.
The contractor should state their commitment to environmental enhancement and in doing so
should incorporate environmental policies particularly on health and safety aspects into the
management practice. An agreement between the proponent and its contractor will be executed
indicating the contractor's commitment in mitigating the negative impacts during the construction .
The contractors shall take into account the following identified limitations and recommendations
earlier made during construction phase of the project.
6.2.1

TEMPORARY FACILITIES SUCH AS HOUSING, SANITATION AND WASTE DISPOSAL

Temporary shelter for construction workers in the work site shall be made available including
sanitation facilities such as toilet and bath areas.
Waste disposal receptacles shall be located in strategic places for wastes generated from the
daily personal and construction activities. These receptacles shall be emptied and cleaned
regularly. All efforts shall be undertaken to minimize, reclaim or recycle wastes . All residual
waste shall be coordinated with local officials for final disposition.
These responsibilities shall be on the account of the contractors to prevent spread of diseases
among the construction workers.
6.2.2

TRAFFIC ROUTE TO JOB SITE

The project will produce a significant increase in land and sea traffic. The contractors shall
closely coordinate with SBMA and the municipality of Subic and exercise utmost diligence in the
delivery of construction materials to avoid accidents. The contractor shall ensure that their
drivers and heavy equipment operators shall exercise utmost diligence in their work to avoid
accidents.

6-1
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Table 6 -1. Summary Matrix of Environmental Management Plan (Construction Phase)

0

c.,:i

0

~

1\3

Environment

Impact

Mitigation Measure

0
_..

(0

_..

Physical

•

Increase in solid waste generation

•

•

Erosion due to cut and fill activities

•

•

Alteration of Agusuhin River and
t';Jorth Agusuhin Creek courses
Potential sea water intru sion due to
over abstraction of groundwater

•
•
•

•

•
•

Depletion of groundwater resource

•
•

•

Water quality degradation due to
land clearing and excavation

•

Water quality degradation due to oil
and grease

•
•

Water quality degradation due to
reclamation and dredging
Air pollution from equipment,
machinery and generator set

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Biological

•
•

Dust generation

•

Removal of vegetation

Noise generation

Kultura at Kalikasan Consultancy Services Inc.

•
•

•
•

Concrete Solid Waste Management Program following
the guidelines set by the Ecological Solid Waste
Manaaement Act of the DENR
Installation of retaining walls and revegetation of cut
areas
Adequate channel design
Riverbank protection
Consider surface water to augment groundwater
usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed
Manaaement Plans
Consider surface water to augment groundwater
usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed
Management Plans
Installation of drainage canals with silt traps .
Settlement of suspended solids in natural depressions
Water Quality Monitorina
Containment canal around motor pool
Oil and Grease separators
Water Qualitv Monitoring
Installation of silt curtains
Schedulina of reclamation and dredaina activities
Regular maintenance of equipment, machinery and
generator set
Air quality monitorina
Peri od ic watering of bare soil in construction area
Installation of buffer areas/ PPEs to workers exposed
to excessive noise
Watershed management
Re-landscaoina of bare arounds

Institutional
Responsibility
Proponent/ Contractor
/ SBMA EC
Proponent/ Contractor
Proponent/ Contractor
Proponent/ SBMA /
LGUs

Proponent

Proponent/ Contractor

Proponent/ Contractor

Proponent / Contractor
Proponent I Contractor

Proponent/ Contractor
Proponent/ Contractor
Proponent
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co
co
0
w

Environment

Impact

Mitigation Measure

0

!:e.

'N

•

Displacement of resident fauna

•

Degradation of Aquatic Ecology

•

0

.....
co
.....
~
.....

Socioeconomic

•

•
•

I\)

•
•

Change in Land Use

•

Affect reforestation area

•

•

Affect Marine sanctuary

•

•
•

Displacement of households

•

Generation of employment and
livelihood opportunities
Increase in commercial activities

•

Additional income and benefits to
LGUs
Health concerns (Air and Noise
pollution)

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Kultur<1 <1t K<ilik<ls<1n Consult<1ncy Services Inc.

Replanting of indigenous plants in vacant spaces and
alonQ waterways.
Installation of sheet piles
Installation of silt curtains
Selection of reclamation site
Prompt payment of lease and other permits

Institutional
Responsibility
Proponent
Proponent

Proponent

Compensation for improvements to the reforestation
area
Consu ltations with LG Us and community and securing
proper documentation
Resettlement Action Plan

Proponent

Prioritizing qualified residents near the project site
Establishment of a Community Relations Office
Prioritizing local suppliers in buying company
requirements
Prioritizing local suppliers in buying company
requirements
Installation of a water sprinkling system
Face masks for construction workers
Proper maintenance of equipment
Hirino of qualified drivers

Proponent

Proponent
SBMA

Proponent
Proponent
Proponent
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Table 6 - 2. Summary Matrix of Environmental Management Plan (Operation Phase)

0

w

0

s:e

'N
0
......
(0
......

Environment
Physical

Impact

Mitigation Measure

•

Solid waste generation

•

•

Potential sea water intrusion due to over
abstraction of groundwater

•

I\)

I'}>

......

•
•

Depletion of groundwater resource

•
•

•

Water quality (Surface Water)

•
•
•

•

Air quality

•

•
Biological

Socioeconomic

•
•

Noise generation

•

Concrete So lid Waste Management Program
following the guidelines set by the Ecological
Solid Waste Manaqement Act of the DENR
Consider surface water to augment groundwater
usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed
Manaaement Plans
Consider surface water to augment groundwater
usage
Initiate Water Conservation and Watershed .
Management Plans
Water Quality Monitoring
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Use of oraanic chem icals in landscapinq activities
Air Quality Monitoring
Regular maintenance of machinery and
eau ioment
Installation of fences and buffer area

Institutional
Responsibility
Proponent/ SBMA EC

Proponent/ SBMA /
LGUs

Proponent

Proponent/ SBMA EC

Proponent/ SBMA EC

Proponent
Proponent/ SBMA EC

Flora

•

•
•
•

Return of Wild life

•
•

Return of Aquatic; Organism

•

Preservation

Proponent

Influx of informal dwell ers

•

•

Generation of employment and livelihood
opportun ities

•
•
•

Proponent / SBMA /
Subic LGU
Proponent

•
•

Additional revenue for LGU

•

Implementation of land use plan
Prevention of influx of informal dwellers
Prioritizing of qualified loca l residents
Prioritizing of local suppliers for company needs
(livelihood generation)
Prompt and correct payment of taxes

Health (Air and Noise Quality)

•

Installation of air pollution devices
Health monitoring
Revegetation

Proponent / SBMA EC

•
•

Re-landscaping of bare grounds
Watershed manaqement
Preservation

Proponent

Proponent
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6.2.3

POLLUTION CONTROL

The contractor shall avoid discharging hazardous chemicals on the site or to the storm water
system. Dust pollution from excavation and other dust generating activities shall be kept to a
minimum by using dust suppression techniques, such as spraying of water in the affected area .
The contractor shall also take into consideration the sleeping hours of the residents in the
neighboring communities in scheduling work especially the use of noisy equipment. In this
respect, the contractor shall maintain its equipment in tiptop condition to minimize the generation
of excess fumes .

6.2.4

HOUSEKEEPING

The contractor shall ensure that the contractor's camp and working areas are kept clean and tidy
at all times. This will ensure the health on its workers and facilitate operations.

6.2.5
,,,-..,

PROVISION FOR SAFETY MEASURES/PRECAUTIONS OF CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

To ensure the health and well being of its workers, the contractor shall be required to provide

their workers with the necessary safety measures and provisions such as hard hats, gloves,
dust/gas masks, overall, etc. Provisions for adequate signage shall be placed in strategic
locations to avoid aocidents.
All construction activities shall be restricted to working areas designated on the drawings and/or
demarcated and approved by the proponent. Materials including spoil, shall be stockpiled on
designated areas and coordinated wlh the proper authorities for disposition.

6.2.6

FIRE RISK AND BURNING

HHIC- Phil Inc. shall ensure that the risk of fire in the site is kept to a minimum. It shall maintain
fire-fighting equipment in the project site in proportion to the fire risk presented in the type of
construction and other on-site activities and materials used on site. This equipment shall be kept
in good operating order. Fuel, lubricants, transmission and hydraulic fluids shall only be stored
in designated areas.
HHIC- Phil Inc. shall also ensure that automatic sprinkler, water spray fixed system or monitor
nozzles, automatic alarm/detection system and other appropriate fire protection equipment as
required by law and SBMA shall be acquired to adequately safeguard and protect the facility
from fire. Moreover, training programs on the use of these equipments, fire prevention, control
and response shall be implemented.

6.2.7

DEMOBILIZATION

The contractors will be responsible for the removal of all the debris and waste material from the
site upon completion of the project.

6.3

CONTINGENCY/EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

A number of potentially hazardous situations may occur in the plant that requires immediate
response. These include typhoon, earthquakes and medical emergencies, in addition to projectspecific events such as oil spills , fires (see Appendix 1- SBMA Fire Department Fire Safety
Guidelines), chemical spills and trucking accidents . Although emergencies are of many types, a
- - - - - - set of general procedure may be designed and carried out in any situation while more specific
-5
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procedures are being considered. In particular, emergencies with potential adverse impact to the
environment such as fuel delivery/receiving accidents resulting in oil spills or fires will be
addressed in a rapid, deliberate manner that protects human lives above everything .
This set of procedures will be formally documented. It will be organized clearly and logically,
covering both common and extreme situations that might require quick response. The plan may
be written down in a binder that may be readily referred to in emergencies.
Oil spills from liquid fuel storage areas can occur both on land and water. In this project, oil spills
on land can take place as a result of leaking storage tanks and containers or during accidents
while transferring lubricants and fuel. Spills can be small , such as when lubricating oils and
hydraulic fluids are involved.
Spills are preventable if all safety measures are followed, and if maintenance and inspection
schedules are adhered to. Placing storage tanks as far away from the water bodies minimizes
water contamination and increases the possibility of oil recovery. Impacts from oil spills can also
be mitigated if all storage and transfer points are fitted with secondary containment, such as
bunds that can contain the fluid inside the tank should all ~s contents are released .

6.4

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The Social Development Plan (SOP, Table 6-2a) seeks to address the concerns of persons who
will be adversely affected by the project. The SOP will be formulated through a participatory
workshop that will be conducted specifically to draft this plan. Among the participants will be the
representatives of the project proponent, project affected persons, municipal and barangay
officials, and other stakeholders.
The purpose of the planning workshop is to provide the details of the operations of the SOP and
address the various concerns on the socio-cultural, economic, environmental and health
aspects. The SOP will focus on the following :
1. Employment and livelihood issues and concerns
2. Possible livelihood projects;
3. Health and sanitation;
The SOP will take special efforts to gather and resolve sectoral concerns from the marginalized
sectors including women, fisherfolk, youth and the elderly. Considering the vital role of the
SBMA/LGU especially in the resettlement issue, the SBMA and municipal officials will play an
important role in formulation of a detailed SOP. The output of this workshop will be an
agreement among the participants outlining their responsibilities in fulfilling and implementing the
SOP.
Table 6- 2a Social Developnent Program Matrix
Program/Plan
IEC CampaiQn
Grievance Mechanism

Time Frame
Pre-construction
Pre-construction

Relocation of Households

Pre-construction

Compensation of
Structures, Trees and
Crops

Pre-construction

-

Responsible Entity
SBMN HHIC- Phil Inc.
SBMA, HHIC- Phil Inc.,
Subic Peoples' OrQanization
SBMA, HHIC- Phil Inc.,
Subic
SBMN HHIC- Phil Inc.

Estimated Budget
100,000
100,000

To be determined
To be determined

--

a-a- - - - -
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Replacement of Community
Structures
Skills Training
Employment and Livelihood
Priorities of Affected
Residents
Construction of Docking
Area and Access
Institutional Mechanism for
SOP
Patronize Local
Products/Services
Periodic Medical Missions
Multipartite Monitoring
Team

Environmental Management Plan
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Pre-construction

SBMN HHIC- Phil Inc.

To be determined

Construction and
Operations
Construction and
Operations

HHIC- Phil Inc.

To be determined
based on needs
Included in CRO
budget

Construction
Operations
Construction
Operations
Construction
Operations
Operations
Construction
Operations

HHIC- Phil Inc.

and

HHIC- Phil Inc.

To be determined

and

HHIC- Phil Inc. Commun ity
Relations Office (CRO)
HHIC- Phil Inc.

1 million a yr

and

and

HHIC- Phil Inc.
SBMA, HHIC- Phil Inc.,
NGO's, Subic Peoples'
orQanization

No Extra Cost
implication
300,000/yr
500,000/yr

HHIC- Phil Inc. shall provide an institutional mechanism or set-up that will implement the social
development program and the RAP by establishing a Community Relations Office with the
proper staffing and budget. The main responsibil~y of this office implement the social
development plan and to establish, develop and maintain close rapport with the resettled
community, adjoining sitios, barangay and the municipality. This office will act as liaison for the
proponent with rest of the world on social concerns.
The institutional mechanism to implement the RAP will be under SBMA because based on their
agreement with the proponent SBMA will be responsible for compensation, and relocation
issues.
Formulation of the Final SOP (identification of the specific projects and activities to be
implemented) as well as the IEC should be a conditionality of the ECG. In addition to monitoring
the IEC implementation, the MMT or the monitoring body to be set up for the project should also
monitor the implementation of the SOP and the RAP.

6.5

WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

The project recognizes the need to effectively manage all the wastes generated from the
activities during construction and operation of the project to address potential sources of
environmental degradation and health risk. An Ecological Waste Management System shall be
implemented to ensure the proper disposal of domestic wastes from collection, temporary
storage, transport and final disposal to an Accredited Landfill throughout the life of the project.
1. Domestic wastes shall be segregated from the source i.e. from the workplaces and offices of
the contractors, sub-contractors and employees. Sufficient number of garbage containers
shall be provided and shall be located on designated areas, marked, duly labeled and
covered for protection from wind, rain and animals.
2. Hazardous wastes shall be marked, labeled and stored in a. covered area with appropriate
spill protection. Under no circumstances, hazardous wastes such as used oil, vegetable oil,
batteries, waste paint, solvents , and florescent lamps are disposed of with regular garbage.
3. The wastes shall be regularly collected, transported and temporary stored at the Plant's
Central Waste Storage Area (CWSA) . It shall be further segregated, marked , labeled and
temporarily stored on its specific designated areas. The storage and handling of the wastes
6-7
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shall be in accordance with the Ecological Waste Management Act, RA 2000-0093 and the
Toxic and Hazardous Waste Management Act, RA 6969 and it's implementing Guidelines,
DENR-DAO 36-2004. The biodegradable materials which are not recyclable are processed
and converted into compost in a composting pit and the generated fertilizer will be used for
the reforestation and re-vegetation activities.
4. Regular collection and transport of the solid and hazardous wastes shall be made by
accredtted transporters. The residual solid wastes shall be disposed at the SBMA Landfill,
while the hazardous wastes shall be treated and disposed in Accredited Waste Treatment
Facilities.
5. The PCO will ensure that all the required documents/manifesto for the treatment and
disposal of hazardous wastes are strictly complied in accordance with the DAO-36-2004.
6. Regular monitoring and inspection will be conducted to ensure that no improperly dumped
wastes are found within the project site. Appropriate mitigation measures and penalties shall
be done if violations shruld be found and confirmed.

.,.--........

7. Open burning of wastes will be strictly prohibited at anytime .
8. Orientation and training shall be conducted yearly or as the need arises to the workers and
employees regarding the Plant's Waste Management Program particularly their roles and
responsibilities and the corresponding penalties and sanctions for those who will be found to
be not complying.
The Project's Waste Management Plan shown in Table 6-3 will ensure the proper management
of all wastes generaed throughout the project.

6-8
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Table 6 - 3. Summary Matrix of Waste Management Plan

0

(.,)

0

se

'N
0
.....
(0
.....

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Collection
Frequency

Provide sanitary waste
water sewage system as
required by law- one toil et
for every 20 persons and
one urinpl for every SO
persons

Regular
cleaning and
human waste
collection and
disposal.

Responsible
Party/ies

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

I\)

~
.....

Construction
Phase

I. Domestic and NonHazardous Wastes

a. San itary waste
(human waste ,
washings and
urine) from
Contract,ors and
Sub-contractor~
quarters/offices
}

b. Sanitary waste
(human waste ,
washings and
urine) from the
offices and
housings of
Hanjins Employees
Officers.

Construction and operation
of a Centralized Sewage
Treatment' Facil ity

c. Organic waste
(Food scraps,
trimmings, food _
packaging , rags,
tissue, etc)

Stored in marked sealable
containers/drums and
placed in identified
locations for collection

Kultut<1 <1t K<1lik<ls<1n Consult<lncy Setvices Inc.

Accumulated
Human wastes
shall be collected
by a duly SBMA
accred ited and
registered sewage
transporter and
disposal company

Budget/funds for
the rental or
acquisition of the
required portalets
and
corresponding
water source
shall be provided.

The cost of the
required portalets
and the
construction of
CWSAwith
complete facilities
shall be
incorporated in the
project plan.

Contract between

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

The Central
Waste Storage
Area (CWSA)

strategically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporary
storaae station.

Duly accred ited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter
SBMA landfill

Management and
implementation of
the oroaram shall

SBMA-

Accredited
and
Registered Solid
Waste
Transporter.
Contract between
SBMA and Haniin
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~

CD
CD
0

w

0

-le

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Collection
Frequency

Responsible
Party/ies

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

Contract between
an SBMAaccredited and
registered Solid
Waste
Transporter.

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

1\3
0
.....

CD

.....

Monthly

N

~
.....

d. Paper waste,
cartons,
newspapers,
envelopes,
magazines,
wrappings

Bundled and placed in
location for collection and
transport to the CWSA ;

The CWSA
strategically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporary
storage station.
Monthly

e. Un-recyclable
Biodegradable
wastes (plant
trimming, kitchen
wastes, dead
animals , tissue,
used diapers, etc.)

Placed in marked and
labeled containers for
collection and transport to
the CWSA.

Sha ll be
generated form
the resegregation of
biodegradable
wastes in the
CWSA.
Daily

Kuitu ta at K;ilikasan Consultancy Services Inc.

be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.
Duly accredited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter
Waste recycler
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

Shall be grounded
and disposed at the
composting pit of
the CWSA.
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCOor
Environmental Unit.

Contract with
Recycler

Acquisition and
operation of the
process
equipment for the
compost
conversion.

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan
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""Cl
""Cl

)>

......
co
co
0

w

0

~

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Collection
Frequency

Responsible
Party/ies

Provide clearly marked bins
for reuse at the source ,
collected and transported
to the CWSA.

The CWSA
strategically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporary
storage station

Duly accredited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter
Accredited

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

Contract between
an SBMAaccredited and
registered Solid
Waste
Transporter

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SB MA shall
be part of the plan

r3
0

co
......
I\)

r::i
......

II. Construction
Wastes
f. Plastic and glass
bottles, PVC pipes,
plastic wastes, fiber
glass, metals,
rubbers etc.

Monthly

Waste recycler
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

Contract with
Recycler.

g. Timber (wood,
plaster board , form
materials,
packaging timber,
plyboards, etc.)

Provide clearly marked bins
or identified location for
reuse or collection

Monthly

Duly accredited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter
Waste recycler
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

Contract with
SBMAAccredited and
Registered Solid
Waste
Transporter/recyc
ler.

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

h. Steel (structural
steel, pipes,
valves, plates,
mechanical parts,
metalwork off cuts,
etc.)

Stored in clearly marked
and labeled bins for
collection

The CWSA
strategically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporarv

Duly accredited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter/Recycl
er

Contract between
the SBMAAccredited and
Registered Solid
Waste
Transporter./Rec

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Kultu~a at Kalikasan Consultancy Services Inc.

Management and
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7J
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)>

......
CD
CD
0
c..:,
0

~

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

1\3
0
......
CD
......

Responsible
Party/ies

storage station

implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

ycler

Duly accredited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter and
Recycler

Contract between
the SBMAAccredited and
Registered Solid
Waste
Transporter./Rec
yder

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Contracts:
1. Between
SBMAaccredited
and
registered
solid waste
transporter

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Monthly

I\)

~
......

i. Electrical and
mechanical wastes
materials such as
used cables,
terminals, fixtures,
switch gears, engine
filters, air filters,
used valves, etc.

Placed in marked and
labeled containers for
collection and transport to
the CWSA.

The CWSA
strateg ically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporary
storage station .
Monthly

j. Membrane and
geo-textiles wastes

Provide bins for safe
disposal

The CWSA
strategically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporary
storage station.
Monthly

k. Concrete waste
materials (Broken

Kultuta at Kalikasan Consultancy Services Inc.

Provide clearly marked bins
or identified locations for

Cost of Proposed
Measures

Collection
Frequency

These sha ll be
used as

Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.
Duly accredited
SBMA Solid Waste
Transporter and
Landfill
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

Shall utilize internal
transport facility

Guarantee

2. With an
accredited
landfill
company
Contract between
SB MA-accredited

The cost of all
contracts to be

6-12
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~
_.

co
co
0

c..:,

0

-!e

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

r3
0
_.

co
_.

culverts/ hollow
blocks, concrete
pipes, kerbs, etc.).
Paving materials
(Bitumen , crushed
rock, etc.)

collection and disposal as
filling materials for the
project.

Collection
Frequency

dumping
materials for
the filling
activities.

Monthly

I. Residual wastes

Shall be stored in marked,
labeled and sealable
containers at the CWSA.

These are the
residual wastes
generated after
segregation of
biodegradable,
recyclable and
hazardous
wastes at the
CWSA.
Monthly

Responsible
Party/ies

Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

SBMA- Accredited
and Registered
Solid Waste
Transporter
SBMA Landfill

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

and registered
so lid waste
transporter.

executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Contracts with
Transporter and

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

SBMA

Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

Ill. Hazardous Wastes:

m. Vegetable oil,
florescent lamps,
batteries, Engine
soots and used
oil/hydro Oil from
operations of two
generators, waste
chemicals,
insulating
materials,

Kultura at Kalikasan Consultancy Services Inc.

Stored in marked, labeled
and sealable containers in
designated areas, for
collection and transport to
the CWSA
Emptied, dried, crushed
containers

The CWSA
strategically
located within
the plant shall
serve as
temporary
storage station.
Quarterly

SBMA and DENR
Accredited ,
Registered and
Trained Hazardous
Waste Transporter.
DENR-Accredited,
Registered
Hazardous Waste

Contract between
SBMA and DENR
Accred ited,
Registered ad
Trained
Hazardous
Waste
Transporter.

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan
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(!)
(!)

0

c..:,

0

££

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Collection
Frequency

Responsible
Party/ies

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

I\)

....
....

0

waste/expired
resins, paints,
epoxy and other
hazardous waste
materials.

(!)

I\)

........I';-)

Treatment Facilities
As required
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.

Paints/solvent/
thinners
containers I
n. Ballast water

Contracts
between for
various
hazardous
wastes .

Provide approved water
separator for ballast
discharge strategically
located on shore.

As required

Approved SBMA
Waste Water
Separator Provider
Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmenta l Unit.

Contract between
the SBMA Waste
Water Separator
Provider

The cost of all
contracts to be
executed with
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Same as above

Same as above

Same as Above

Same as above

Same as above

Operation
Phase:
Domestic works

Same as above

Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCO or
Environmental Unit.
Shipbuilding
Operations

Same as above

K.ultur;i ;it K.<llik.ts.in Consult.incy Services Inc.

Same as above
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1\3
0
......
co
......
I\:)

r;-,
......
I\:)

:-:J
......

~

Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Collection
Frequency

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

Management and
Implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
PCOor
Environmental Unit.

Cutting,
Blasting,
Painting,
Bending,
Piping,
Machining
Assembly,
Ship Cabin
and auxiliary
Assembly,
Electrical
Works,
Power plant
operations,
etc.
Blasting works

Responsible
Party/ies

Spent Blasting Slags

Provide a storage area
strategically located near
the Blasting Area, duly
marked and labeled.

Monthly

Management and
implementation of
the program shall
be made by the
or
PCO
Environmental Unit.

Contract between
SBMA-

and
Accredited
Registered Solid
Waste
TransporterRecycler

The cost of all
Contracts to be
with
executed
Service providers
and the SBMA shall
be part of the plan

Accredited
and
Registered
Solid
Waste Transporter
Recycler.
Possibility of an
agreement with a
cement plant which
the
spent
uses
in
their
slags
operations.

Kulturq qt Kq!ikqsqn Consultqncy Services Inc.
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Project
Phase/Activity

Potential Waste
Generation

Mitigation and
Enhancement Measures

Collection
Frequency

Responsible
Party/ies

Guarantee

Cost of Proposed
Measures

1\3
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6.5.1

WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

HANJIN shipbuilding project ensures its compliance to the Republic Act 2000-0093 "Ecological
Waste Management Act'' and Republic Act 6969, "Toxic and Hazardous Waste Management
Act" its implementing Guidelines, DENR-DAO 36-2004 through the implementation of its Waste
Management Program in all the phases of the project.

6.5.1.1 Construction Phase
1. All waste shall be disposed at the SBMA landfill. No waste landfill shall be established within
the construction site. Sufficient waste receptacles shall be properly marked and placed at all
work areas .
2. No disposal of construction debris shall be undertaken without securing a Waste Transport

Permit from the Freeport Service Corporation .

3. Open burning of any waste shall be strictly prohibited t any time.
,,...-..__

4. Solid and liquid waste form marine vessels shall be collected for on shore disposal. Ballast
water shall not be discharged in the port.
5. All land spoils shall be used for backfill for the void areas created due to putting of piles to
meet the designed elevation .
6. If ever there shall be excess land spoils a spoils disposal area shall be designated. The land
spoils shall be compacted and appropriately designed and situated to ensure minimal impact
to the waterways, marine ecosystem and its surrounding environment. The area shall be
established and operated during the construction and signs and posters shall be posted for
identification. The area shall be rehabilltated and planted with endemic plant species after its
use.
7. All sub-contractors and employees of the project will be required to comply with the project's
Ecological Waste Management Program and RA 6969 for hazardous wastes. Specifically,
the following guidelines shall be strictly implemented:

,,......_

7 .1 All wastes will be segregated from the source into different containers duly labeled as to
recyclables, biodegradable wastes, non-biodegradable wastes and hazardous wastes
prior to collection.
7.2 Hazardous wastes such as used oil, solvents, etc. shall be separately stored prior to
collection. into a covered area with appropriate protection for spillage to ensure the spilt
wastes will not spread into the surrounding environment.
7 .3 Generators area, storage areas for fuel, hazardous substance and waste shall be
constructed with appropriate bund walls as protection for spillage.
7.4 Regular collection of the wastes from various work areas shall be made. These will be
transported to a waste transfer station or a "Centralized Waste Storage Area" (CWSA).
The CWSA shall be designed with structures and protection mechanisms for hazardous
wastes spillage. Appropriate equipment and storage auxiliaries shall be installed for the
conversion of the biodegradable wastes into compost. The handling and management
of the CWSA shall be in accordance to applicable occupational, health and
environmental regulations.
7.4.1 The duly segregated and stored wastes for recycling at the CWSA shall be
retrieved by a duly SBMA accredited and registered Recycling
6-fZ
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Company/Organization on a periodic basis. In addition, Memorandum of
Agreement shall be executed by HHCI- Phil Inc. management with the
designated recycler. The recycler shall be required to comply with the
Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety Policies particularly on the
wearing of appropriate PPE and used of road worthy trucks/vehicles.
7.4 .2 Hazardous wastes shall also be temporarily stored and managed at CWSA in
accordance to RA 6969 and its implementing Rules and Regulations DENR-DAO
36-2004 particularly on the identification, labeling, storage, handling, transport,
treatment and disposal. The accredited hazardous wastes transporters shall be
duly trained by accredited training institutions and accredited by SBMA/DENR
7.5 The biodegradable wastes shall be grounded and converted into fertilizer in a compost
pit. The compost that will be generated shall be used as organic fertilizer for the
project's vegetable farm and ornamental plants around the project.
7.6 The residual waste consisting of non-biodegradable and non-recyclable wastes shall be
separately collected, stored and periodically transported to the SBMA landfill by an
accredited and duly registered transporter. The types of waste, control measures and
frequency of monitoring are detailed in the waste management matrix shown in Table
6-3.
7.7 Construction workers shall be provided with portable toilets (one toilet per 20
persons/one urinal per 50 persons)) strategically located on the construction site to
ensure sanitary disposal of human wastes . The human wastes shall be collected
periodically by an accredited service provider.
7.8 The human waste generated by the project staff shall be treated in a centralized
sewage system. The sewage sludge shall be collected by an SBMA accredited
treatment facility.
6.5.1.2 Operation Phase

1. Since the construction activities shall be present in all the phases for 10 years (from 2006 to
2015) and plant operations shall commence on the first year, 2006, the above Project Waste
Management Program shall be implemented and continuously improved. The temporary
storage station, Central Waste Storage Area shall be maintained and expanded if it warrants,
handling blasting wastes and painUsolvents-contaminated vinyl materials and other
hazardous wastes generated during the operation. Appropriate bund walls shall be
constructed as control measure for spillage of hazardous wastes materials.
2. Spent blasting materials shall be collected regularly by duly accredited SBMA wastes
recyclers/transporters. The project shall explore the possibility of an exchange agreement
with companies that uses the spent blasting materials in their operation.
3. Environment-friendly anti-fouling substances for paints and insulation materials shall be used
in the shipbuilding acivities.

6.5.2

WASTE MANAGEMENT MONITORING

The Pollution Control Officer (PCO), in conjunction with the respective Manager shall in
accordance to the requirement of the law, implement and continuously improve the Agreed
Project Waste Management Program and its corresponding Mitigation Measures as stipulated in
Table 6-3.
The PCO shall strictly implement and monitors the waste collection schedule, the waste
segregation, collection, storage, transport and disposal practices. Documentation of the activities
shall also be undertaken, which includes the logging of the quantity and volumes of the different
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types of wastes generated per month and assessment of the implementation of the program.
This information shall be used as the basis in making the necessary improvements. All the
monitoring reports particularly the Self Monitoring Report, documentations, wastes tracking
manifests and other reports as required by law shall be truthfully accomplished and timely
submitted to the regulating agencies ..
6.5.3

AWARENESS BUILDING AND TRAINING

1.

Prior to the start of each contractors and sub-contractors activity, orientation shall be
conducted regarding the Plant's Waste Management Program particularly their role on its
implementation. Corresponding penalties and sanctions shall be fully discussed to ensure
strict compliance.

2.

An environmental awareness program shall be conducted yearly to the company's staff,
contractors and subcontractors by the PCO regarding the Plant Environmental Program, its
implication to the company's operation and the role of every worker and staff to attain the
objectives of the program .
They shall be encouraged to give suggestions and
recommendations to enhance the Waste Management Plan .

6.6

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PLAN

An integral part of environmental protection is the continuous monitoring of the condition of the
receiving environment to determine if any undesirable changes are occurring as a result of the
project. The effects to the living receptors are received mainly through the surface water, air, and
surrounding area. Environmental monitoring principally requires quantitative measurements of
the amount of pollutan1s present in the environmental media.
The environmental monitoring plan for the proposed project is presented in Table 6-4. The
proposed monitoring of all relevant environmental parameters, with a description of the sampling
stations, frequency of monitoring, analysis procedures, and applicable standards, are presented.
The relevant environmental parameters of concern are those related to air and noise quality,
surface and groundwater quality including soil quality.
The Project Proponent will create an Environmental Management Unit (EMU), which will be
composed of technical personnel and headed by a Pollution Control O'ficer (PCO) . The EMU will
be tasked of overseeing the implementation of the Environmental Monitoring Program (EMP),
operation and maintenance of pollution control equipment and facilities as well as coordination
works on envirorrnental matters with relevant groups and government agencies.
If ever required by Ecology Center, a Multi-partite Monitoring Team (MMT) will be formed . Its
composition will include the representatives from the Project Proponent, Local Government Unit
(LGU), Non-Governmental Organization (NGO), local communities, Ecology Center and DENR.
This Team shall operate in accordance with the result of the Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) study and mutually agreed upon Terms of Reference (TOR) as may be suggested by
Ecology Center. Normally, the Ecology Center initiates the formation of this Team .
Presented in Appendix 14 (see Vol. 1 of this report) is a format of the Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) for the creation of the MMT.

ultut~
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Table 6 - 4. Summary Matrix of the Environmental Monitoring Plan

0

c.:>

0

~

Parameter

I\)

Station

Frequency

Procedure

0
(0

.....
.....

Responsible
Partv

Estimated
cost/vr

Construction Phase

I\;)

r:-:i
.....

Applicable
Standard

Dust
TSS
Color

4 stations 50 m from site

3 stations at northern
tributary, 1 station at confluence
3 stations at northern
tributarv, 1 station at confluence

Monthly during dry
season and quarterly
durinq rainv season

Gravimetric

DAO14

Proponent

P 12,000

Quarterly

Gravimetric

DAO34

Proponent

P 12,000

Quarterly

Visual comparison

DAO34

Proponent

P 4,000

DAO34

Proponent

P 16 ,000

DA034

Proponent

P 24 ,000

Oil & Grease

3 stations at northern
tributary, 1 station at confluence

Quarterly

BODs

3 stations at northern
tributary, 1 station at confluence

Quarterly

pH
DO
Siltation
Solid and
liquid wastes

Aquatic Ecology

3 stations at northern
tributarv, 1 station at confluence
3 stations at northern
tributarv, 1 station at confluence
3 stations at northern
tributary, 1 station at confluence
Construction site

Coastline

Gravimetri c
(petroleum ether
extraction)
Azide modification
(dilution
techniaue)

Quarterly

pH meter

DA034

Proponent

P 6,000

Quarterly

DO meter

DA034

Proponent

P 6,000

Quarterly

Visual inspection

Proponent

P 4,000

Quarterly

Visual inspection

Proponent

P 1,000

Presence of
different
living
orqanisms

Proponent

P 120,000

DAO 2000-81

Proponent

Quarterly

Visual inspection

Presence of
silted areas
Presence of
accumulated
wastes

Operation Phase

SO2

4 stations with in 1000m
from site

Kultur;i ;it K;ilik<ls;in Consu lt<lncy Services Inc.

Quarterly

IPararosani line
Method

P 50 ,000
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~
....

(0
(0

Parameter

0

w

Station

Frequency

Procedure

0

~

r3

....
....
0

NO2

Applicable
Standard

Responsible
Party

Estimated
cost/yr

4 stations within 1000m
from site

Quarterly

Greiss-Saltzmann

DAO 2000-81

Proponent

P 50 ,000

TSP

4 stations within 1 000m
from site

Quarterly

Gravimetric

DAO-2000-81

Proponent

P 50,000

Noise

Outside plant, closest
homes

Weekly for the first
quarter after start of
operations, quarterly
thereafter

Noise meter

sleep
disturbance
annoyance

Proponent

P 10,000

Temperature

Settling pond
Upstream, downstream
and at proposed outfall

Quarterly

Hg thermometer

DAO34

Proponent

P 6,000

pH

Upstream, downstream
and at proposed outfall

Quarterly

pH meter

DAO34

Proponent

P 6,000

COD

Upstream, downstream
and at proposed outfall

Quarterly

Azide
modification

DAO34

Proponent

P24,000

BODs

Upstream, downstream
and at proposed outfall

Quarterly

Azide modification
(dilution technique)

DAO 34

Proponent

P24,000

Oil & Grease

Upstream, downstream
and at proposed outfall

Gravimetri c
Method

DAO34

Proponent

DO

Upstream, downstream
proposed outfall

Gravimetric
Method

DAO34

Proponent

(0

Kultutq qt Kqlik,isqn Consu ltqncy Services Inc.

Quarterly

and

at

Quarterly

P 16,000

P 24,000
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....~

(0
(0

0

(,)

Parameter

Station

Frequency

Procedure

0

~
I\)

....
....

0

Aquatic Ecology

Coastline

Annually

(0

I\)

....":-'

....

Employee
health status
ESTIMATED GRAND TOTAL PER YEAR

Kulturc1 c1t Kcllikas,in Consultclncy Services Inc.

Annua lly

Visual inspection

Applicable
Responsible
Standard
Partv
of
Presence
different living Proponent
organisms
DOLE OSHS

Proponent

Estimated
cost/yr
P 30 ,000

P 200,000
P 695,000
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6.7

INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION (IEC) PLAN

6.7.1

ISSUES AND CONCERNS

It is normal for people to be indecisive or be unwilling to relocate as it would mean major lifestyle
changes on their part, hence, there is always resistance at the onset of development projects.
This indicates the need to promote the project's acceptability and benefits as well as enhance
decisions to relocate particularly on issues/concerns regarding compensation for properties and
existing conditions in the relocation area. The following table summarizes the issues and impacts
raised by the residents which dictate their willingness, indecision or unw~lingness to relocate:
Table 6 - 5. Summary of Issues and Concerns

Issues/ Concerns of Residents

Responses from the Project Facilitators (KKCS as
Consultants, SBMA and Project Proponent)

Where will be the relocation site and how
much will they be compensated for their
houses and improvements?

The relocation and compensation issues will be handled
by SBMA as the owner of the land . There is a long-term
lease agreement between SBMA and Hanjin. Based on
the lease agreement SBMA will be responsible for these
issues.

There were questions on the location of the
relocation area, sizes of the lots, payment and
other conditions.

It was explained that SBMA has formed a group that will
study and recommend how to handle the relocation and
compensation issues

What will happen to the farm lots that are not
included in the 300-hectare area to be
occupied by the proponent?

It was explained that the scope of the study is only for the
300-hectare area, hence, in so far as the study is
concerned , the area will be limited to the area to be
occupied by Hanjin.

Is it true that SBMA would not permit the
transfer or relocation of affected families into
other SBMA areas?

It was explained that SBMA would formulate and
implement a policy about relocation. The details of the
policy are not yet available.

Some participants suggested that they be
permitted to relocate to other SBMA areas. In
this way, they will not be charged anymore for
the amortization of their relocation lots
because SBMA will not buy anymore from
owners of nearby lands.

KKCS will study the viability of such proposal and come
up with the findings and recommendations to SBMA.

There are residents who have a 2.5 hectares
land stewardship under the CBFMA. Are they
permitted to transfer to these areas for their
relocation?

It was reiterated that the final relocation site would be
decided by SBMA as the responsible entity for relocation
after considering a variety of factors including financial,
social and legal aspects.

It was suggested that the members of the
reforestation association be permitted to be
relocated in their respective areas under
CBFMA.

KKCS will study this option and will provide
recommendations as to the financial, legal and social
viability .

A participant asked if the relocation site will
have similar community facilities to that
existing in their community such as chapels
and schools.

A relocation site should have basic services such as
provisions for education, health , power, water and roads.
The details are now being studied by SBMA.

o--23
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Issues/ Concerns of Residents

Responses from the Project Facilitators (KKCS as
Consultants, SBMA and Project Proponent)

Accessibility of fishermen to their animals and
boats from the relocation site.

KKCS to study and will endorse to SBMA concerns about
the animals and bancas.

Will the length of stay in the area be a factor in
determining compensation?

KKCS will study if the length of stay may be included as
one of the factors in determining compensation
considering the nature of the stay of the residents within
SBMA land. It should be emphasized that there are other
factors to be considered .

What will happen to the trees they planted and
the crops they grow? Agriculture .

The trees and crops will be properly compensated . The
valuation of the trees and crops will be based on the
rates of the Municipal Assessor's Office or Department of
Agriculture

Will scholarship for students be offered?

The access to education will be provided for but
scholarship will be at the discretion of SBMA or the
The study may recommend
project proponent.
educational support for deserving but financially
challenQed households.

Employment for affected communities

Priority will be given to qualified residents of the affected
communities. Applicants who are not qualified for
employment may undergo skills training to acquire the
needed Qualifications to be employed in the project.

Can they still be hired even if they are
relocated?

Priority employment will be given to qualified residents of
Sitio Agusuhin and the neighboring sitios of Nagyantok
and Nagtulong .

Issue on newly transferred migrants and their
houses?

KKCS will study the matter and recommend measures to
SBMA how to handle and address this issue.

Based on these issues and concerns as well as the recommendations of community residents to
resolve such, a Social Development Plan (SOP) will be developed as part of the project
development and implementation process . As the SOP intends to address concerns of people
who will be adversely affected by the project, it will be formulated through a participatory
workshop that will be conducted specifically to draft this plan . Among the participants will be the
representatives of the project proponent, project affected persons, municipal and barangays
officials, and other stakeholders. The workshop will thresh out the details of SOP operations and
address the concerns on the socio-cultural, economic, environmental and health aspects. The
SOP will focus on the following :
•

employment and livelihood issues and concerns;

•

possible livelihood projects; and

•

health and sanitation.

The SOP will take special efforts to gather and resolve sectoral concerns from the marginalized
sectors including women , fisherfolk , youth and the elderly. Considering the vital role of the
SBMA/LGU especially in the resettlement issue, the SBMA and municipal officials will play an
important role in formulation of a detailed SOP. The output of this workshop will be an
agreement among the participants outlining their responsibilities in fulfilling and implementing the
SOP.
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Enhancing the awareness of stakeholders regarding the project would greatly enhance the
success of developing the SOP, and this is where the IEC plan would complement its
formulation .
The IEC Plan would focus first on a campaign to inform stakeholders about the project, its
operation and the benefits . It will also seek to enhance the understanding of people directly
impacted by the project about the project and by upgrading their knowledge about the project
itself and its dynamics. The IEC campaign will target mainly those who are directly impacted by
the project and will include other stakeholders based on their role or circumstances in relation to
the project

6.7.2

EXISTING COMMUNICATION RESOURCES

In the IEC, it is important to know the existing communication resources being used by the target
stakeholders for their information needs, this would facilitate easy use of communication
materials and familiarity with the resources and facilitate better understanding of the message
being conveyed. The existing communication resources in the target communities as gathered
during the socio-economic study are :
•

Telecommunications - served by Philippine Telephone Co. (PILTEL) plus major cellular
phone networks (Smart and Globe and their subsidiaries) ; radio communications system
operated by the LGU

•

Postal and Telegraph Service Facilities operated by the government

•

TV, AM and FM Radio Stations

•

National and Local newspapers with daily, weekly and monthly publications

•

Human Sources - Parish priest, other family members, neighbor, barangay/municipal
officials & local leaders, project employees.

6.7.3

.--.._

COMMUNICATION PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Results of socio-economic survey indicated that about half of the respondents need to be more
informed about the project for them to have better awareness levels. Results showed a
significant number of respondents who are undecided about accepting the project or go against
it, plus some respondents who have no reactions. Very few are against the project.
Hesitance and unwillingness to accept the project is an indication of the lack of understanding of
the issues involved in project development as well as the lack of assurance that their concerns,
especially with regards to relocation and change.
Hence, the IEC process will focus on communicating information that would make stakeholders
gain a better understanding of the project. More than just being aware of the project,
understanding the project, its dynamics and benefits would assure stakeholders that their
concerns will be addressed and facilitate win-win solutions to issues and concerns.

6.7.4

COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES

The goal of the IEC plan is to increase awareness and understanding level of the identified
stakeholders regarding the project, its dynamics, benefits and how issues will be addressed. The
specific communication objectives are the following :
• Increase the number of residents who are aware - from 53% to 100% of all households of the project, its dynamics, benefits and measures to address concerns.
Kultut;i ;it K;iltkas;in Consult;incy SetVices Inc.
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• Increase the number of residents who would be willing to accept the project and relocate to
identified relocation areas.
• To instill a better understanding of the project among the community residents and the
need for them to participate in developing solutions to their concerns.
• Mobilize stakeholders to participate in developing the Social Development Plan which will
be formulated through a series of consultations and discussions with different stakeholder
groups.
• To gain the support of barangay and municipal officials in disseminating the right
information regarding the project.
• To have the local officials enact relevant policies and institutional support to facilitate
resolution of concerns of the residents regarding the impact of the project.
• To have local officials provide key information necessary to facilitate formulation of the
SOP.
• To elevate awareness and gain commitment of local leaders from local associations (POs,
religious groups, women's groups, youth sector) in the concerned sitios for them to help
facilitate awareness campaign about the project in their respective areas .
• To enhance understanding of key people who are regarded as sources of information in the
community (i.e., parish priest, teachers, etc.) about the project, its dynamics, benefits and
measures to resolve issues and concerns raised by the community.
• To mobilize local community leaders to promote project acceptance in the community and
participate in developing the SOP .
• To equip SBMA and Hanjin officers with the right knowledge and answers to concerns of
the community regarding the project for them to facilitate acceptance of project and
encourage support from the community, especially in developing the SOP.
• To feed the local and national media with timely information and mobilize them in
disseminating and promoting knowledge and awareness about the project as well as to tap
them in the process of showing the transparency of the project development process.
• To make use local and national media's influence in terms of convincing and mobilizing
people to accept the project and develop win-win solutions for the issues and concerns
associated with the project.
• To increase the level of awareness of the business community within and outside the
project and mobilize them to participate in developing the SOP, especially in opening up
new opportunities for livelihood development.

6.7.5

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

Informed stakeholders are empowered stakeholders . The IEC plan seeks to provide information
to stakeholders regarding the project increase their awareness and understanding about its
dynamics, benefits, how issues and concerns will be resolved and how the resolutions will be
institutionalized to gain the optimum benefits from the project and minimized the projected
negative effects.
Awareness about the shipbuilding project is the key to its acceptability and would also pave the
way to develop concrete steps to enhance the benefits of the project and offset its negative
effects particularly that of relocation which would a major change in the lifestyle of the
community directly impacted by the project

6=26
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6.7.5.1

Target Stakehok1ers for the IEC
Primary Target Stakeholders

The following matrix outlines the primary target stakeholders and their role as to the
success of the project:
Table 6 - 6. Primary Target Stakeholders and Their Importance in the I EC Process
Stakeholders
Residents of Sitios Agusuhin,
Nagyantok and Nagtulong

Local Decision- and Policymakers

NGOs, POs & Local Leaders,
Religious Groups and other Civil
Society Groups
The Business Community in and
around SBMA
Concerned SBMA Offices and
Hanjin Executives/ Employees

Importance in the IEC Process
Being the ones directly impacted by the project , their awareness
and understanding of the project, its benefits and effects are critical
to the project's acceptability and success .
Knowledge of their own situation would greatly enhance the
formulation of solutions to their concerns and facilitate project
acceotance.
Local executives from the local government unit- provincial,
municipal and barangay levels -- can help facilitate project
acceptance and will contribute to development of institutional
support to facilitate oroiect activities.
Local leaders coming outside the local governance system usually
have the trust of the community residents, their awareness and
understanding of the project, its dynamics and effects would be
critical to the acceptance of the project and facilitate its success.
The business community can help firm up project acceptance and
the development process in the area as the project would also
open up other opportunities for them .
As main facilitators of project acceptance and promotions, their
awareness and understanding of the project, its operations,
benefits and actions for project development would enhance their
capability to answer questions and address concerns from other
stakeholders, especially those directly impacted by the project.

Secondary Target Stakeholders

Secondary targets are those who can help facilitate spreading information about the
project. These would include members of the local and national media. Feeding them
the right information will control reporting of unwarranted information that may create
confusion among the primary target stakeholders.
Another secondary target stakeholder in the area are local businesses who are set to
benefit from the project as they will be able to disseminate information regarding the
long-term economic benefits of the project and identify other opportunities that would
enhance livelihood actwities in the area .
The communication objectives stated can be fitted to the primary and secondary
stakeholder groups targeted by the IEC Plan .

6.7.5.2 Interventions

To generate awareness and acceptance for the Hanjin Shipbuilding Facility project under the
administration of the SBMA in the community in and around the project site.
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Promotions

Orientation Materials
Produce orientation and advocacy materials such as flyers, leaflets, brochures,
flipcharts, and basic audio-visual productions (videos and other AVPs) which will be
used to orient stakeholders in the community about the project and its benefits.
Likewise, these materials should provide answers to the concerns raised by the target
stakeholders as summarized in the communication issues and concerns section . These
materials will be distributed to the community and key informants and local leaders in
the community.
Billboards and teasers will also be established to encourage people to ask about the
project and thus pave the way for information exchange. This will be complemented by
a standard roadshow exhibits about the project, which can be set up in the Municipal
Hall or at the respective community centers.
Other orientation materials which should be prepared are interactive CDs about the
project, project portfolios outlining benefits and measures to resolve issues and
concerns as well as multi-media presentations. These materials would be for decisionand policy-makers as well as local leaders.
Information to be included in the orientation materials should be verified for consistency
and transparency by the primary sources of information, especially those advocating
solutions to the concerns of the stakeholders.
The main aim of the materials is to generate awareness and acceptance of the
shipbuilding project, facilitate exchange of information and perspectives about the
project leading to the willingness of primary stakeholders to relocate and give way to
project development.

Local and national media (print and broadcast) should be tapped to publicize
interventions and perspectives on the project and its benefits and how issues and
concerns will be addressed as well as mobilization to generate participation in
formulating the Social Development Plan.
Hands-on Awareness Campaign and Establishment of Community Information Center
Engage in the stakeholders in site visits, and other activities such as regular community
clean-ups, sponsorship of events that would generate interest in the project and
encourage them to ask about the project and gain understanding about it.
The Community Information Center would facilitate the conduct of regular consultations
with stakeholders whether the projects is progressing to their liking and thresh out
unanticipated concerns and issues regarding the project. Likewise, they will be the focal
points to assess and evaluate the effects of distributed orientation materials.
Development of Website and Electronic Communications Hub
Websites can help generate support for the project on a wider scale and encourage
Kultut.1 ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy Set.Vices Inc.
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people from other areas to gain knowledge about the project. This would help promote
the project. Likewise, members of the local and national media would find it easy to
access information about the project through this medium and facilitate faster
information exchange and clarification of perspectives regarding the project.
Information and Advocacy Materials

Publish guide booklets and monographs that can be used a reference by the local
community groups and organization as well as local government units, in their
education drive about the project as well as solutions to concerns. Likewise, these
materials can be given to line government agencies and the business community both
at the local, regional and national level to generate and forge partnerships in providing
solutions to the concerns of the stakeholders to be impacted by the project.
Guidebooks and booklets could include:
•

Handbook on the Ins and Outs of the Shipbuildirg Facility;

•

Handbook on Sustainable Livelihood Options (intended to complement capabilities
of relocated communities, etc) .

Monographs series could include:
•

Situational Analysis: A review of the Hanjin Shipbuilding Project;

•

Building Partnerships in Community Develop-nent;

•

A Review of Canmunity Participation in the Hanjin Shipbuilding Proja::t

Overall these materials intend to review development communication and social
mobilization tools for advocacy, lobbying, media management and other interventions to
promote and establish the measures that would directly address and answer the needs
of the community in order for them to accept and be willing to relocate. This would also
upgrade the knowledge of local leaders in performing their tasks.
All in all guidebooks and monograph series would center on the on the issues and
concerns to be raised in the Social Development Plan such as:
•

Employment and Livelihood Issues and Concerns

•

Sustainable Livelihood Options

•

Health and Sanitation

Capacity Building
•

Conduct of Training Workshops and Consultations - this is intended to fine tune the
development agenda of the project especially with regards to developing support
for relocated communities and institutionalizing local government support to effect
the mitigating measures to offset the impacts of the Project.

•

Training Workshops on Alternative and Supplemental Livelihoods for local
communities especially those providing skills that would be used to gain
employment once the project becomes operational.

•

Setting up of a community information center, radio or local TV programs
highlighting local community participation and efforts, etc.
6-29
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6.7.6

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

The goal of monitoring and evaluation of the IEC Plan is to identify the deviations from the
planned activities so that they can be corrected at an early stage and avoid delaying the
communication process.
Monitoring results will be used to improve the communication plan with new strategies,
messages and materials while evaluation assesses the impact of the campaign on the target
audience. It may result in the modification, reinforcement or total change of the IEC Plan.
Monitoring will focus on the production of the orientation and advocacy materials and how are
they distributed and how the information gained are being used. Its impact would be evaluated
through surveys focusing on their awareness about the project and their willingness to accept it
as well as conduct of focus group discussions to measure project acceptability.

6.7.7

KEY STEPS IN THE EXECUTING THE IEC PLAN

•

Development of Orientation Materials and verification of contents.

•

Distribution of orientation materials to primary target stakeholders, establishment of
billboards and roadshow exhibits.

•

Assessment of information needs of target stakeholders to develop information and
advocacy materials (guide booklets and monographs).

•

Setting up of Information Centers in the community to monitor and evaluate whether there
are marked changes in the awareness and acceptance of the people regarding the project.
The information centers would facilitate information and perspecytive exchange between the
proponents, SBMA and the community.

•

Revisions of Orientation materials as necessary and conduct of hands-on awareness
campaign (cross visit to project development site, etc) about the project to facilitate
exchange of information and perspectives .

•

Production of Advocacy Materials and assessment of capacity building needs of the
stakeholders.

•

Conduct of training vvorkshops to enhance capacities of relocated communities.

6.8

GUARANTEE MECHANISM

6.8.1

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING FUND

The proponent shall open an account in Trust to finance the Environmental Monitoring Fund
(EMF) at any mutually acceptable commercial bank in Subic (to be determined). The purpose of
the EMF will be to finance the monitoring activities to be conducted at the project site and
affected areas.

6.8.2

ENVIRONMENTAL GUARANTEE FUND

The Environmental Guarantee Fund (EGF) shall be established and used exclusively for the
following purposes:
Kultut;i ;it K;ilik;is;in Consult;incy Setvices Inc.
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•

Immediate rehabilitation of areas affected by damages in the environment and the resulting
deterioration of environmental quality as a direct consequence of project construction ,
operation and abandom,ent;

•

Just compensation of parties and communities affected by the negative impacts of the
project;

•

Conduct of scientific or research studies related to the project that will aid in the prevention
or rehabilitation of accidents and/or environmental damages; and

•

Contingency clean-up activities, environmental enhancement measures, damage prevention
programs and social equity measures (e.g. livelihood, social development programs)
including the necessary IEC and capabilly building activities related to the project.

The EGF shall have two (2) components as follows :
1. Trust Fund - The proponent shall secure an Insurance Policy in the amount to be
determined which will guaranty payment in fifteen (15) days from date of receipt of formal
demand from the EGF COMMITTEE to pay a certain party by reason of the damage caused
by the project as ascertained by the Committee; and
2. Environmental Guarantee Cash Fund - The proponent shall open an account for the
Environmental Guarantee Cash Fund at a mutually acceptable commercial bank in the area
in the initial amount to be determined which shall be earmarked for immediate rehabilitation
and compensation of affected communities in case of damage or accidents . It shall also be
used to cover the operational costs of the EGF Committee.
A format of the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for the establishment of the EMF and EGF is
also included in Appendix 14 (see Vol. 1 of this report) .
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